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AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS
AND PAPERS OF THE INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

LIBRA
[Approved March 11, 1895.] md**./

Whereas, The Indiana Academy of Science, a chartered BOTaNI'

scientific association, has embodied in its constitution a ^' UaROE
provision that it will, upon the request of the Governor, or of the several

departments of the State government, through the Governor, and through

its council as an advisory body, assist in the direction and execution

of any investigation within its province, without pecuniary gain to the

Academy, provided only that the necessary expenses of such investigation

are borne by the State; and,

Whereas, The reports of the meetings of said Academy, with the

several papers read before it, have very great educational, industrial

and economic value, and should be preserved in permanent form; aud

Whereas, The Constitution of the State makes it the duty of the

General Assembly to encourage by all suitable means intellectual, scien-

tific and agricultural improvement; therefore,

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the
pubneation of

State of Indiana. That hereafter the annual reports of the the Reports of

^.,TT .T X! a I- the Indiana
meetings of the Indiana Academy of Science, beginning Academy of

with the report for the year 1894, including all papers of Science,

scientific or economic value, presented at such meetings, after they shall

have been edited and prepared for publication as hereinafter provided,

shall be published by and under the direction of the Commissioners

of Public Printing and Binding.

Sec. 2. Said reports shall be edited and prepared for

publication without expense to the State, by a corps of Editing

Reports,

editors to be selected and appointed by the Indiana Acad-

emy of Science, who shall not, by reason of such services, have any

claim against the State for compensation. The form, style of binding.

paper, tvpographv and manner aud extent of illustration of _ ,r i- . . r o 1. . dumber of

^ such reports, shall be determined by the editors, subject printed

^ to the approval of the Commissioners of Public Printing Reports.

t^ and Stationery. Not less than 1,500 nor more than 3.000 copies of each



of said reports shall be i)nl)lisbe(;l. the size of the edition within said

limits to be determined by the concurrent action of the editors and the

Commissioners of Public Printing and Stationery: Prodded, That not

to exceed six hundred dollars ($600) shall be expended for

such publication in any one year, and not to extend beyond

1S96: Provided, That no sums shall be deemed to be appropriated for

the year 1894.

Sec. 3. All except three hundred copies of each volume
Disposition Qf ggid i-eports shall be placed in the custody of the State
of Reports.

Librarian, who shall furnish one copy thereof to each pub-

lic library in the State, one copy to each university, college or normal

school in the State, one copy to each high school in the State having

a library, which shall make application therefor, and one copy to such

other institutions, societies or persons as may be designated by the

Academy through its editors or its council. The remaining three hundred

copies shall be turned over to the Academy to be disposed of as it

may determine. In order to provide for the preservation of the same

it shall be the duty of the Custodian of the State House to provide

and place at the disposal of the Academy one of the unoccupied rooms

of the State House, to be designated as the office of the Indiana Academy

of Science, wherein said copies of said reports belonging to the Academy,

together with the original manuscripts, drawings, etc., thereof can be

safely kept, and he shall also equip the same with the necessary shelving

and fui'niture.

Sec. 4. An emergency is hereby declared to exist for

Emergency.
^^^ immediate taking effect of this act, and it shall there-

fore take effect and be in force from and after its passage.



AN ACT FOR THK PROTECTION OF BIRDS, THEIR NESTS
AND EGGS.

rArproved March 5,1891.]

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the

State of Indiana, That it shall be unlawful for any person ^^ *'

to kill any wild bird other than a game bird, or purchase, offer for sale

any such wild bird after it has been killed, or to destroy the nests or

the eggs of any wild bird.

Sec. 2. For the purpose of this act the following shall

be considered game birds: the Anatidoe, commonly called
'^'^^

swans, geese, brant, and river and sea ducks; the Rallidae, commonly

known as rails, coots, mudhens, and gallinules; the Limicolfse, commonly

known as shore birds, plovers, surf birds, snipe, woodcock and sand-

pipers, tattlers and curlews; the Gallina?, commonly known as wild

turkej'S, grouse, prairie chickens, quail, and pheasants, all of which are

not intended to be affected by this act.

Sec. 3. Any person violating the provisions of Section

1 of this act shall, upon conviction, be fined in a sum not

less than ten nor more than fifty dollars, to which may be added im-

prisonment for not less than five days nor more than thirty days.

Sec. 4. Sections 1 and 2 of this act shall not apply to

any person holding a permit giving the right to take birds

or their nests and eggs for scientific purposes, as provided in Section

5 of this act.

Sec. 5. Permits may be granted by the Executive
pgjj^jtg ^o

Board of the Indiana Academy of Science to any properly Science.

accredited person, permitting the holder thereof to collect birds, their

nests or eggs for strictly scientific purposes. In order to obtain such

permit the applicant for the same must present to said Board written

testimonials from two well-known scientific men certifying to the good

character and fitness of said applicant to be entrusted with such privilege,

and pay to said Board one dollar to defray the necessary expenses

attending the granting of such permit, and must file with

said Board a properly executed bond in the sum of two

hundred dollars, signed by at least two responsible citizens of the State

as sureties. The bond shall be forfeited to the State and ^ ,Bond
the permit become void upon proof that the holder of forfeited.
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such permit has killed any bird or taken the nests or eggs of any bird

for any other purpose than that named in this section, and shall further

be subject for each offense to the penalties provided in this act.

Sec. 6. The permits authorized by this act shall be
wo years.

.^^ force for two years only from the date of their issue,

and shall not be transferable.

Sec. 7. The English or European House Sparrow
Birds prey,

(prjggei. domesticus), croAvs, hawks, and other birds of prey

are not included among the birds protected by this act.

Sec. S. All acts or parts of acts heretofore passed in

Acts repealed.
^.Q^gj^.^ ,^^,j^^ ^^^g provisions of this act are hereby repealed.

Sec. 9. An emergency is declared to exist for the im-
Emergency.

mediate taking effect of this act. therefore the same shall

be in force and effect from and after its passage.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1. This association shall be called the Indiana Academy

of Science.

Sec. 2. The objects of this Academy shall be scientific reseai'ch

and the diffusion of knowledge concerning the various departments of

science; to promote intercourse between men engaged in scientific work,

especially in Indiana; to assist by investigation and discussion in devel-

oping and making known the material, educational and other resources

and riches of the State; to arrange and prepare for publication such

reports of investigation and discussions as may further the aims and

objects of the Academy as set forth in these articles.

Whereas, the State has undertaken the publication of such proceed-

ings, the Academy will, upon request of the Governor, or of one of

the several departments of the State, through the Governor, act through

its council as an advisory body in the direction and execution of any

investigation within its province as stated. The necessary expenses

incurred in the prosecution of such investigation are to be borne by

the State; no pecuniary gain is to come to the Academy for its advice

or direction of such investigation.

The regular proceedings of the Academy as published by the State

shall become a public document.

ARTICLE II.

Section 1. Members of this Academy shall be honorary fellows,

fellows, non-resident members or active members.

Sec. 2. Any person engaged in any department of scientific work,

or in original research in any department of science, shall be eligible

to active membership. Active members may be annual or life members.

Annual members may be elected at any meeting of the Academy;

they shall sign the constitution, pay an admission fee of two dollars,
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and thereafter an annual fee of one dollar. Any person ^Yho shall

at one time contribute fifty dollars to the funds of this Academy

may be elected a life member of the Academy, free of assessment.

Non-resident members may Ije elected from those who have been active

members but who have removed from the State. In any case, a three-

fourths vote of the members present shall elect to membership. Appli-

cations for membership in any of the foregoing classes shall be referred

to a committee on application for membership, w^ho shall consider such

application and report to the Academy before the election.

Sec. 3. The members who are actively engaged in scientific worlc,

w^ho have recognized standing as scientific men, and who have been

members of the Academy at least one year, may be recommended for

nomination for election as fellows by three fellows or members per-

sonally acquainted with their work and character. Of members so

nominated a number not exceeding five in one year may. on recom-

mendation of the Executive Committee, be elected as fellows. At the

meeting at which this is adopted, the members of the Executive Com-

mittee for 1894 and fifteen others shall be elected fellows, and those

now honorary members shall become honorary fellows. Honorary fel-

lows may be elected on account of special prominence in science, on

the written recommendation of two members of the Academy. In

anv case a three-fourths vote of the members present shall elect.

ARTICLE III.

Section 1. The officers of this Academy shall be chosen by ballot

at the annual meeting, and shall hold office one year. They shall

consist of a President, Vice-President, Secretary, Assistant Secretary,

Press Secretary, and Treasurer, who shall perform the duties usually

pertaining to their respective offices and in addition, with the ex-Presi-

dents of the Academy, shall constitute an Executive Committee. The

President shall, at each annual meeting, appoint two members to be

a committee which shall prepare the programs and have charge of the

arrangements for all meetmgs for one year.

Sec. 2. The annual meeting of this Academy shall be held in the

city of Indianapolis within the week following Christmas of each year,

unless otherwise ordered by the Executive Committee. There shall
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also be a simnmn- iuee'tiiig at such time and place as may be decided

upon by the Executive Committee. Other meetings may be called at

the discretion of the Executive Committee. The past Presidents, together

with the officers and Executive Committee, shall constitute the Council

of the Academy, and represent it in the transaction of any necessary

business not specially provided for in this constitution, in the interim

between general meetings.

Sec. 3. This constitution may be altered or amended at any annual

meeting by a three-fourths majority of the attending members of at

least one year's standing. No question of amendment shall be decided

on the day of its presentation.

BY-LAWS.

1. On motion, any special department of science shall be assigned

to a curator, whose duty it shall be, with the assistance of the other

members interested in the same department, to endeavor to advance

knowledge in that particular department. Each curator shall report

at such time and place as the Academy shall direct. These reports

shall include a brief summary of the progress of the department during

the year preceding the presentation of the report.

2. The President shall deliver a public address on the morning of

one of the days of the meeting at the expiration of his term of office.

3. The Press Secretary shall attend to the securing of proper news-

paper reports of the meetings and assist the Secretary.

4. No special meeting of the Academy shall be held without a notice

of the same having been sent to the address of each member at least

fifteen days before such meeting.

5. No bill against the Academy shall be paid without an order

signed by the President and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. Members who shall allow their dues to remain unpaid for two

years, having been annually notified of their arrearage by the Treasurer,

shall have their names stricken from the roll.

7. Ten members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of

business.
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MEMBERS.

FELLOWS.
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D. W. Dennis 1895 Richmond.

C. R. Dryer 1897 Terre Haute.

C. H. Eigenmauu 1893 Bloomiugton.

Percy Norton Evans 1901 "West Lafayette.

A. L. Foley 1897 Bloomiugton.

Katlieriue E. Golden 1895 Lafayette.

M. J. Golden 1899 Lafayette.

W. F. M. Goss 1893 Lafayette.

Thomas Gray 1898 Terre Haute.

A. S. Hathaway 1895 Terre Haute.

W. K. Hatt 1902 Lafayette.

Robert Hessler 1899 Logausport.

H. A. Huston 1893 Lafayette.

Edwiu S. Johannott 1904 Terre Haute.

Arthxir Kendrick 1898 Terre Haute.

Robert E. Lyons 1896 Bloomiugton.

W. A. McBeth 1904 Terre Haute.

"Date of election.
"^'Deceased.
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V. F. Marsters 1893 Bloomiugton.

C. L. Mees 1894 Terre Haute.

J. A. Miller. 1904 Bloomiugton.

W. J. Moenkhaus 1901 Bloomiugton.

Joseph Moore *1896 Richmond.

D. M. Mottier 1893 Bloomiugton.

J. P. Naylor 1903 Greencastle.

W. A. Noyes 1893 Washington, D. C.

J. H. Ransom 1902 Lafayette.

L. J. Rettger 1896 Terre Haute.

J. T. Scovell 1894 Terre Haute.

Alex Smith 1893 Chicago, 111.

W. E. Stone 1893 Lafayette.

Joseph Swain 1898 Swarthmore, Pa.

M. B. Thomas 1893 Crawfordsville.

O. A. Waldo 1893 Lafayette.

F. M. Webster 1894 Champaign, 111.

Jacob Westlund 1904 Lafayette.

H. W.Wiley 1895 Washington, D. C.

John S. Wright 1894 Indianapolis.

XOX-BESIDENT MEMBERS.
George H. Ashley Charleston, S. C.

M. A. Brannon Grand Forks, N. D.

J. C Brauner Stanford University, Cal.

D. H. Campbell Stanford University, Cal.

A. Wilmer Duff Worcester, Mass.

B. W. Evermau Washington, D. C.

Charles H. Gilbert Stanford University, Cal.

C. W. Green Stanford University, Cal.

C. W. Hargitt Syracuse, N. Y.

O. P. Hay New York City.

Edward Hughes Stockton, Cal.

O. P. Jenkins Stanford LTniversity, Cal.

D. S. Jordan Stanford LTniversity, Cal.

J. S. Kingsley Tufts College, Mass.

'Date of election.

2—A. OF Science, '04.
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D. T. MacDougal Broux Park, Xew York City.

T. C. Mendeuhall Worcester, Mass.

Alfred Springer Cincinnati, Ohio.

L. M. Underwood New York City.

Robert B. Warder Washington, D. C.

Ernest Walker Clemson College, S. C.

A CTIVE MEMBERS.

George Abbott Indianapolis.

George C. Asliman Frankfort.

Edward Ayres Lafayette.

Edward Hugh Bangs Indianapolis.

Walter D. Baker Indianapolis.

Arthur M. Banta Franklin.

J. W. Beede Bloomington.

William N. Blanchard Greencastle.

Edwin M. Blake Lafayette.

Lee F. Bennett Valparaiso.

Charles S. Bond Richmond.

Fred. J. Breeze Delphi.

E. M. Bruce Weston, Oregon.

Herman S. Chamberlain . Indianapolis.

E. J. Chansler Bicknell.

Otto O. Clayton Geneva.

Howard W. Clark Chicago, 111.

George Clements Crawfordsville.

Charles Clickener Silverwood, R. D. No. I

.

U. O. Cox Mankato, Minn.

William Clitford Cox Columbus.

J. A. Cragwall Crawfordsville.

Albert B. Crow Charleston, 111.

M. E. Crowell Franklin.

Edward Roscoe Cumings Bloomington.

Alida M. Cunningham Alexandria.

Lorenzo E. Daniels Indianapolis.

H. J. Davidson Baltimore, Md.

Charles C. Deam Bluffton.
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Martlia Doan Westfield.

J. P. Dolau Syracuse.

Herman B. Dorner Lafayette.

Hans Duden Indianapolis.

Frank R. Eldred Indianapolis.

M. N. Elrod Columbus.

Samuel G. Evans Evansville.

Carlton G. Ferris Big Rapids, Mich.

E. M. Fisher Urmeyville.

Wilbur A. Fiske Richmond.

W. B. Fletcher Indianapolis.

Austin Funk New Albany.

John D. Gabel Montpelier.

Charles W. Garrett Logansport.

Robert G. Gillum Terre Haute.

Vernon Gould Rochester.

"Walter L. Hahn Bascom.

Victor Hendricks Indianapolis.

Mary A. Hickman Greencastle.

John E. Higdou Indianapolis.

Frank R. Higgins Terre Haute.

S. Bella Hilands Madison.

John J. Hildebrandt Logansport.

J. D. Hoffman Lafayette.

Allen D. Hole Richmond.

Lucius M. Hubbard South Bend.

John N. Hurty Indianapolis.

C. F. Jackson Greencastle.

Alex. Johnson Ft. Wayne.

Ernest E. Jones Kokomo.

Wm. J. Jones, Jr .West Lafayette.

Chancey Juday Boulder, Colo.

O. L. Kelso Terre Haute.

Norton A. Kent Crawfordsville.

Charles T. Knipp Champaign, 111.

Henry H. Lane Lebanon.

William E. Lawrence Richmond.

V. H. Lockwood Indianapolis.
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Robert Wesley McBride Indianapolis.

Rousseau McClellan Indianapolis.

Richard C. McClaskey Terre Haute.

Lynn B. McMullen Indianapolis.

Edward G. Mahin West Lafayette.

James E. Manchester Vincennes.

Clark Mick Indianapolis.

W. G. Middleton Richmond.

H. T. Montgomery South Bend.

Walter P. Morgan Terre Haute.

Fred Mutchler Terre Haute.

Charles E. Newlin Irvington.

John Newlin West Lafayette.

John F. Newsom Stanford University, Cal.

R. W. Noble Chicago, 111.

D.A.Owen Franklin.

Rollo J. Peirce Indianapolis.

Ralph B. Polk Greenwood.

James A. Price Ft. Wayne.

Frank A. Preston Indianapolis.

A. H. Purdue Fayetteville, Ark.

RoUa R. Ramsey Bloomington.

Ryland Ratliff Danville.

Albert B. Reagan Marietta, Wash.

Allen J. Reynolds Peru.

Giles E. Ripley Decorah, Iowa.

George L. Roberts Greensburg.

D. A. Rothrock Bloomington

.

Jolin F. Schuaible Lafayette.

E. A. Schultze Ft. Wayne.

John W. Shepherd Terre Haute.

Claude Siebenthal Indianapolis.

J. R. Slonaker Madison, Wis.

C. Piper Smith Leland Stanford, Cal.

Retta E. Spears Elkhart.

J. M. Stoddard Indianapolis.

Charles F. Stegmaier . Greensburg.

William Stewart Burlington, Vt.
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William B. Streeter Indianapolis.

Frank B. Taylor Ft. Wayne.

J. F. Thompson Richmond.

O. H. Underwood Indianapolis.

A. L. Treadwell Oxford, Ohio.

Daniel J. Troyer Goshen.

A. B. Ulrey North Manchester.

W. B. Van Gorder Worthington.

Arthur C. Veatch Rockport.

H. S. Voorhees Ft. Wayne.

J. H. Voris Huntington.

Frank B. Wade Indianapolis.

Daniel T. Weir Indianapolis.

B. C. Waldemaier West Lafayette.

Fred C. Whitcomb Delphi.

William M. Whitten South Bend.

Neil H. Williams Terre Haute.

William Watson Woollen Indianapolis.

J. F. Woolsey Indianapolis.

Lucy Youse Terre Haute.

Charles Zeleny Bloomiugton.

Fellows 53

Non-resident members 20

Active members 126

Total 199
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LIST OF FOREIGI^ CORRESPOINDENTS.

AFRICA.

Dr. J. Medley Wood, Natal Botanical Gardens, Berea Durban, South

Africa.

South African Philosophical Society, Cape Town, South Africa.

ASIA.

China Branch Royal Asiatic Society, Shanghai, China.

Asiatic Society of Bengal, Calcutta, India.

Geological Survey of India, Calcutta, India.

Indian Museum of India, Calcutta, India.

India Survey Department of India, Calcutta, India.

Deutsche Gesellschaft. fiir Natur- und Yullierlj^unde Ostasiens, Toliio,

Japan.

Imperial University, Toliio, .lapan.

Koninklijke Naturkundige Vereeniging in Nederlandsch-Indle, Batavia,

Java.

Hon. D. D. Baldwin, Honolulu. Hawaiian Islands.

EUROPE.

V. R. Tschusizu Schmidhoft'en, Villa Tannenhof, Halle in Salzburg,

Austria.

Herman von Vilas, Innsbruck, Austria.

Ethnologische Mittheilungen aus Ungarn, Budapest, Austro-Hungary.

Mathematische und Naturwissenschaftliche Berichte aus Ungarn, Buda-

pest, Austro-Hungary.

K. K. Geologische Reichsanstalt, Vienna (Wien), Austro-Hungary.

K. U. Naturwissenschaftliche Gesellschaft, Budapest, Austro-Hungary.

Naturwissenschaftlich-Medizinischer Verein in Innsbruck (Tyrol), Aus-

tro-Hungary.

Editors "Termeszetrajzi Fuzetk," Hungarian National Museum. Buda

pest, Austro-Hungary.

Dr. Eugen Dadai, Adj. am. Nat. Mus., Budapest, Austro-Hungary.
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Dr. Julius Yon Madarasz, Budapest, Austro-Hungary.

K. K. Naturhistorisches Hofmuseum, Vienna (Wien), Austro-Hungary.

Ornithological Society of Vienna (Wien), Austro-Hungary.

Zoologische-Botanische Gesellschaft in Wien (Vienna), Austro-Hungary.

Dr. J. von Csato, Nagy Enyed, Austro-Hungary.

Botanic Garden, K. K. Universitiit, Wien (Vienna), Austro-Hungary.

Malacological Society of Belgium, Bi-ussels, Belgium.

Royal Academy of Science, Letters and Fine Arts, Brussels, Belgium.

Royal Linnean Society, Brussels, Belgium.

Societe Beige de Geologic, de Paleontologie et Hydrologie, Brussels,

Belgium.

Societe Royale de Botanique, Brussels, Belgium.

Societe Geologique de Belgique, Liege, Belgium.

Royal Botanical Gardens, Brussels, Belgium.

Bristol Naturalists' Society, Bristol, England.

Geological Society of London, London, England.

Dr. E. M. Holmes, British Pharm. Soc'y, Bloomsbury Sq., London, W. C,

England.

Jenner Institute of Preventive Medicine, London, England.

The Librarian, Linnean Society, Burlington House, Piccadilly, London

W., England.

Liverpool Geological Society, Liverpool, England.

Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, Manchester, England.

"Nature," London, England.

Royal Botanical Society, London, England.
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plan, will be made to all persons who make it known at the time of registering that they

are members of the Academy.
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Thursday, November 24.
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LIST OF PAPERS TO BE READ.

ADDRESS BY THE RETIRING PRESIDENT,

CARL L. MEES,

At 11 o'clock Friday morning, at Shortridge High School.

Subject: "Electricity and Matter; Recent Developments."

The following laperswill be read in the order in which they appear on the program,
except that certain papers will be presented "par! paxbH " in sectional meetings. ^Vhen a

paper is called and the reader is not present, it will be dropped to the end of the list, unless

by mutual agreement an exchange can be made with another whose time is approximately

the fame. A\here no time was sent with the papers, they have been uniformly assigned ten

minutes. Opportunity will be given after the reading of each paper for a brief discussion.

N. B.—By the order of the Academy, no paper can be read until an abstract of its contents or

the written paper has been placed in the hands of the Secretary.

GENERAL.

1. City Dust- -Cause and Effect, 15 m Robert Hessler

2. Old Water Power Mills of Carroll County, 10 m *. Fred J. Breeze

3. Photography for the Nature Student (illustrated by the stereopticon),20 m.
Benjamin W. Douglass

^'4. The Rosebud Indian Celebration, 10 m Albert B. Reagan

PHYSICS, MATHEMATICS, ASTRONOMY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY.

5. A Device for Determining the Period of a Pendulum, 5 m Herman S. Chamberlain

6. Some Experiments with a Simple Jolly Balance, 10 m Lynn B. McMullen

7. "N "-Rays, 15 m Rolla R. Ramsey and W. P. Haseman

8. Electro-Magnetic Induction in Different Conductors, 10 m.
Arthur L. Foley and C. A. Evans

9. Interference Fringes from the Path of an Electric Discharge, 5 m.
Arthur L. Foley and J. H. Haseman

10. On the Deformation of Surfaces Referred to a Conjugate System of Lines, 10 m.
Burke Smith

11. Warped Surfaces with two Distinct Rectilinear Directriee.=, 10 m C. A. Waldo

12. A New Form of Mathematical Models, 10 m C.A.Waldo
13. Measures of Some Neglected Pairs of Double Stars, 5 m John A. Miller

14. An Esker in Tippecanoe County, Indiana, 10 m W. A.McBeth
15. Notes on the Mississippi Delta, 15 m W. A.McBeth
15a. The Newtonian Idea of the Calculus, 20 m A. S. Hathaway
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ETHNOLOGY.

'16. TheCIiffDwellersof Arizona, 10 m Albert B. Reagan
17. All Saints' Day at Jeinez, Xew Mexico, 10 m Albert B. Reagan
18. The Penitenties.lO m Albert B. Reagan
19. The Matachina Dance, 10 m Albert B. Reagan
20. The Moccasin Game, 10 m Albert B. Reagan
21. The Apache Medicine Game, 10 m Albert B. Reagan
22. The Apache Ceremonies Performed Over the Daughter of C 30, 10 m. Albert B. Reagan

BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

"23. A Heronrj' near Rushville, Indiana, 5 ni D. W. Dennis
*24. Notes from the Indiana State Forestry Reservation, 10 m Charles Piper Smith
*'25. Notes Upon Some Little Known Members of the Indiana Flora, 10 m.

Charles Piper Smith
""26. Pollination of Campanula Americana, 3 ni Moses N. Elrod

27. Additions to the Indiana Flora, 5 m Charles C. Deam
28. Physiological Apparatus for Botany, 10 m Frank M. Andrews
29. On the Nomenclature of Fungi Having Many Fruit Forms, 15 m J. C. Arthur
30. Amphispores of the Grass and Sedge Rusts, 15 m J. C. Arthur
31. Preliminary Notes on the North American Species of the Genus Cuscuta

(by abstracts 10 m Stanley Coulter

32. The Poisonous Plants of Indiana, 10 m Stanley Coulter

33. Birds and Fruits, 10 m A. W. Butler

.34. The Sclerenehymatous Tyloses in Brosimum Aubletii, 10 m Katherine E. Golden

35. The Etfect of Environment on the Action of Cytase.lO m Katherine E. Golden
36. Additions to the Flora of Marion County, Indiana, 3 m Benjamin W. Douglass

*-'37. Additions t) the List of (iall Producing Insects, common to Indiana

(abstract), 5 m Mel T. Cook

''Not presented.

'*By title.
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EDITORIAL NOTICE.

All members of the Academy will doubtless be ready to assist in any efforts put forth

having in view correct and early publioations of the Proceedings. To this end the following

conditions of publication are announced by the editor:

1. All papers to be included in the report of 1904 must be in the hands of the editor not

later than December 10, 1904.

2. All papers should be typewritten as far as the nature of the subject will allow.

3. All tracings and maps should be drawn to correspond with the size of the page of the

Proceedings, and must come within the following limits : i%x7 inches. If necessary it

may be made to cover two pages, or measure 83^x11 inches.

4. Authors are especially requested to carefully mark and number all illustrations, and

to carefully indicate in the MSS. the exact location of such illustrations.

5. To insure proper representation of mathematical work, authors are particularly

cautioned to send in carefully traced figures on separate paper.

6. The limits of the appropriation require that all illustrations shall be in one color,

and either photographs or etchings. As a consequence, all illustrations must be in black

and white.
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THE TWENTIETH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

The twentieth annual meeting of the Indiana Academy of Science was

held in Indianapolis, Thursday and Friday, November 24 and 25, 1904.

Thursday at 8 p. m. the Executive Committee met in session at hotel

headquarters.

President Carl L. Mees, at 9 a. m. Friday, called the Academy to

order in general session in the assembly hall of the Shortridge High Scliool.

The transaction of routine and miscellaneous business occupied the atten-

tion of the Academy until 11 a. m., when the retiring President, Carl L.

Mees, delivered an address upon: "Electricity and Matter; Recent De-

velopments." Following this address came an adjournment until 2 p. m.,

when papers of general interest were presented before the Academy as a

whole. From 3:30 to 5 p. m., the time for adjournment, sectional meet-

ings were held.

THE SPRING MEETING OF 1904.

The spring meeting of 1904 was held at Indianapolis, Thursday and

Friday, April 28 and 29.

On Thursday evening an informal meeting was arranged at the Com-

mercial Club. The principal topic for discussion was the interference of

the Academy's set date of meeting with the dates usually chosen by t'l®

American Association for tlie Advancement of Science. The point was

finally settled by making the date of the 1904 winter meeting November 24

and 25.

Friday morning most of the members of tli£ Academy attended the

meetings of the Indiana Science Teachers' Association.

Friday noon the Indianapolis members were the hosts at a luncheon at

the Commercial Club.

Later various excursions were enjoyed by various members, some visit-

ing the Kingan packing plant, others the Central Hospital for tlie Insane,

and still other enthusiasts tramped over the country north and northeast

of Indianapolis, under the leadersliip of W> S. Blatchley, studying tlie

geological and botanical features of that district.
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City Dust—Cause and Effect.

Robert Hessler.

This paper is in line witli one read a year ago on "Cold and Colds"

and is leally a continuation of the same subject. The influence of dust

on the health of man is, however, such a vast one that in a brief paper

like this only one or two phases can be taken np.

In a general way we can say that dust is a product and an accompani-

ment of civilization. There are of course special kinds of dust with

whose production man has nothing to do. such as the dust of sandy

deserts, volcanic dust, and the dust arising along the trails of animals

going to salt licks, etc.. but in a general way the terms dust and man go

together. Dust is solid matter in a state of fine division, so flue that

it can be wafted or blown about by the wind. Among primitive people

there is little dust, their mode of life forbids its formation and their

nomadic or out of door existence prevents its accumulation.

Paradoxical as it may seem, the amount of dust in a modern city

is not an index of a high degree of civilization, no more than is the

presence of dirt and filth or its accumulation in a house an index of a

high social standing of a family.

In a general way it may be said that accumulation of dust hi a

city is the result of the ignorance of common sanitary laws, of apathy

on the part of the citizens, and rt bad politics in those having the man-

agement of municipal affairs. A housewife who allows dust to accu-

midate is said to be slovenly; a tidy housekeeper is one who gets rid

of the dust as soon as possible and does not allow it to accumulate. We
have not yet reached a point where we can make similar distinctions be-

tween cities—we simply speak of one place being less dirty than another.

Cosmopolitan travelers tell us how clean some people and their cities

are and how the streets correspond witli the interior of their houses.

The Japanese and the Dutch seem to stand at the head of the list, but

I have no doubt that in the course of time other nations will reach

the same standard of cleanliness, and, I may add, of general health.

Kinds of Dust: Confining ourselves to the kinds of dust due to the

activitj' of man and disregarding special or rare kinds, such as factory

dust, for instance. Ave can in a general Avay distingiiish two kinds.

3-A. OF Science, '04.
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1. Coiiiniuii cuiiiitry road dust, due to the attrition of solid matter—

the hoofs of the horse and the wheels of the vehicle on the road material,

the stone or gravel or merely the common dirt. This kind of dust is

mixed with only a small amount of other, vegetable, matter, the drop-

pings of horses chiefly. From a sanitary standpoint it is not very ob-

jectionable, although it may be so esthetically.

2. City dust, the dust of the sanitarian, the dust par excellence. City

dust has "a complex composition. Most of it comes from the droppings of

horses and originally existed in the form of hay, oats and corn. The fine-

ness of the particles depends on the length of time it remains on the street

to be pulverized by tratiic. The wear of the street paving material under

the horse's hoof and of vehicles adds an appreciable amount; more is

added by litter falling from passing wagons, or is brought in from the

mud roads adhering to the wheels. Soot, due to the imperfect com-

bustion of coal, lends character to the city dust and in our American

cities there is mucli of it. especially during the cold season of the year.

Man himself adds not a little directly: the wear and tear of clothing and

the shedding of epidermal scales adds :i minute quantity—and much

comes from his mouth, in the form of tobacco juice, saliva, and the

abnormal secretions due to an imhealthy condition of the mucous mem-

branes. City dust acquires peculiar properties on this account and thus

making it differ radically from all other forms of dust.

More might be said on the causation of dust. ))ut much more can be

said concerning its influtnee or effects, and to this I will now turn.

Effects of Dust: The most noticeable effect of city dust is that it

makes a city, its houses and inhabitants, look dirty. The dust js blown

all al)out and settles over everything, indoors and out, and the house-

Avife is kept busy trying to keep things looking clean.

There is an old saying about an ill wind that blows nobody good.

The laundryman flourishes in a dusty city, clean linen means frequent

laundering. The doctor flo'ji'ishes because dust means sickness and

disease. "There is good money in that for me," a physician remarked, as

a dense cloud of dust was seen coming down the street. But the indi-

vidual, par excellence, benettted is the patent medicine man; he flourishes

exceedingly in a dusty city and his nostrums are in great demand.

Now this lii-ings up a pliase of city life and of the city dust ques-

tion that is rarely considered. Tlie scientist who has no medical educa-

tion and no practical expeiience with iiilments and diseases can not
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fully realize the Importance of the subject, while, ou the other haud, the

average physician pays too little attention to the scientific but non-

medical aspects of it. As a matter of fact most physicians are so dis-

gusted with the subject, and patent medicines are in such bad repute

with them, that they think it beneath their dignity to notice it—and

so the patent medicine man flourishes unmolested.

But. it will lie argued, if the patent medicine man flourishes that

is evidence that his wares are in demand; if there were no demand he

would not flourish. Of course. The law of demand and supply might

be quoted. It might also be said that reading maketh a full man—but
that hardly applies to the reader of the patent medicine advertisements

in the newspapers.

Consulting the Literatiu'e: Every worker in science knows what it

means to look up the literature of a subject. "Consulting the literature,"

is a common expression. Now when it comes to the kind of literature

just referred to we need not look far nor long to find it. The very flrst

newspaper or magazine you get hold of will be full of it. Did you

ever examine, not to say study, such advertisements? Can it be said of

the man who does not and can not read that he is keeping back the

progress of his race in its attempts to solve the problems that are con-

stantly arising as man gets farther and farther away from the condition

of primitive man? The man who reads patent medicine literature for the

purpose of getting valualtle or useful information is certainly to be

pitied.

In a general way patent medicines and the names of common ail-

ments, not to say diseases, go together: the one presupposes the other.

Ailments and diseases fall into groups, likewise do patent medicines and

their advertisements. If it can be shown that in some of our dusty

cities in which the spitting habit prevails three-fourths of the patent

medicines are advertised for ailments directly due to the inhalation of

city dust, we at once see the importance of the question of pure and

impure air and we dimly realize the effects of the dust.

We all know that life depends on the oxidation of organic substances

used as food, enabling us to keep \ip bodily activities. Oxidation means

the use of air. Pure air is an important factor in determining health;

very impure air can not sustain life and p-artially impure air may place

the body at a disadvantage in the struggle with its surroundings.
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liulividually susceptibility to impure air differs widely. When iiuptire

air is badly borne and bodily functioning is not carried on normally, we

speak of ill-healtb and disease. Disease raaj' result from the use of bad

air, and in a general way, bad air means air contaminated by dust, as

already mentioned.

Ailments and diseases have a cause, just like all other phenomena in

this world. Some diseases are due to parasites, the preying of one form

of life upon another. Some forms of life flourish only at the expense of

human beings and are constantly transferred from one person to another.

Some diseases and their causes are always among us, such as consump-

tion and malaria; others come and go, as cholera and yellow fever. Some

diseases are transferred mainly through the drinking water, as typhoid

fever and cholera; other diseases are propagated by the bite of the mos-

quito, as yellow fever and malaria. Some diseases are transmitted

through the agency of dust, and hence vr( speak of air-borne diseases,

like tuberculosis, pneumonia, bronchitis and the like.

Some diseases are well defined and can be readily diagnosed, such

as those just mentioned; others are obscure and their causes ill-defined.

In a general way it may be said that the names of diseases and ailments

in common use are names of ill-defined application, that is. there is

nothing definite about them, and they are not used in the best medical

literature of today. The words "cold," "biliousness."' '"catarrh." "rheu-

matism." and the like, do not express anything definite.

Air-borne diseases like tuberculosis and pneumonia are known as

specific diseases due to a definite cause; if the cause is absent then the

effect, the disease, will also be absent. Ailments are minor affections

and are not always due to some one definite cause: headache or a pain

in the arm are ailments and may arise from a variety of causes.

It is scarcely necessary to make any specific reference to the science

of bacteriology—which concerns itself with what are popularly known as

"germs," or to the number of established facts which it embraces. Any-

one arguing in opposition to bacteria as a cause of diseases will not even

get a respectful hearing from a qualified bacteriologist—it seems to him a

waste of time. A man might as well deny the theory of universal gravita-

tion as to deny the germ theory of disease.

Ailments Due to Infected Dust: Inhaling city dust may bring on a

variety of ailments, as well as definite diseases. City residents may com-

plain of various pains and aches during or after the prevalence of a dust
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storm or after having been confinecl to a room or hall with a dusty atmos-

phere, and country people may complain of not feeling well every time

they come from a trip to the dusty city or take a ride on a dusty rail-

way car. Although the effects of inhaling a bad atmosphere or dust differ

somewhat in different individuals, yet by observing certain individuals for

a long time, and observing a great many now and then, we may be able

to draw some conclusions with a reasonable degree of accuracy.

In a general way it may lie said that when the air is free from

sputum or expectoration, certain ailments and diseases are also absent.

The Japanese are remarkably free from ailments that are very common

among us: The Japanese do not spit and they also have clean homes.

North pole explorers and weather observers on high mountains are free

from colds, catarrh, rheumatic aches and pains, bronchitis, and a host

of other ailments and diseases— simply because the air is pure and the

active causes are absent.

The inhalation of a sputum contaminated air has been found to pro-

duce a definite reaction in man. In some individuals a reaction occurs

under even a slight exposure, others may require a severe exposure, some

may escape entirely. We know that in some of the epidemic diseases

there are always some individuals who escape. The reaction due to in-

haling infected air or dust, may be characterized about as follows: There

is an irritation of the mucous membranes; vague wandering pains or

aches throughout the body, mostly referable to the muscles and ligaments,

and at times more strongly localized at some point, as in the back or in

an arm; there is a feeling of lassitude or discomfort, rising to severe

headache, fevei'ishness, loss of appetite and even vomiting. In some indi-

viduals there is cough on account of the unusual irritation of the respira-

tory mucous membranes; some complain mainly of the nervous symptoms

and the inability of applying themselves to any task; in some the wander-

ing or localized pains may predominate.

The above symptoms have been grouped together and the name Dust

Disease has been applied to them. When, therefore, we say a man has

dust disease, Ave at once have some definite idea of the nature of his

ailment, and of its cause.

As a general rule an attack of dust disease declines and disappears

of its own accord in the course of a day or a few days, but in a bad

atmosphere it may continue for several weeks. Other diseases, like bron-
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chitls. tonsilitis and pneumonia or tuberculosis may follow, and we can

never be sure that an attack will pass oft" lightly.

Now if we study the advertisements of patent medicines in the news-

papers we will tind that they vary in amount, that is in number and size,

being most common in the fall and spring and when the dust is at its

maximum, and least common in the summer—when the streets are

sprinkled and the sputum is sterilized Ity the hot rays of the sun. We
will moreover tind that three-fourths of the names of the ailments, not

to speak of diseases, mentioned in the newspaper advertisements are

simply synonyms of dust disease and are due to the inhalation of dust.

I will give a list: cold, hoarseness, throat trouble, sickening breath, foul

breath, catarrh, grip, sore throat, tonsilitis, pleurisy, a stitch in the side,

backache, kidney complaint, kidney disease, lumbago, stiff back, lame

back, rheumatism, muscular rheumatism, a touch of rheumatism, aching

joints, headache, sick headache, nervous headache, neuralgia, nervous

prostration, the blues, l)rain fag, neurasthenia, l)iliousness, bilious fever,

a touch of malaria. All of these names should of course be in quotation

marks. "We tind also the terms dizziness, faintuess, irritability, restless-

ness and sleeplessness given as names of ailments, and faeeache and car

sickness are mentioned as diseases.

Now I do not mean to say that in every case of ill-health or of sick-

ness, where the above names are applied, the cause is to be traced to the

inhalation of infected dust, because something else may be at the bottom

of it, but I believe that most cases of such self-diagnosed ailments (and

where the aftlicted individual calls for an advertised nostrum at the drug

store) are simply cases of dust infection. Even stomach and bowel dis-

turbances in many instances come under the same head, that is, caused

by the dust—if not by inhalation, then by the dust which settles on food,

as the cold victuals of a dusty restaurant or on fruits and vegetables ex-

posed to the dust of the street. As a matter of fact there is a form of

dust infection which manifests itself mainly l)y a disturbance of the

gastric mucous membranes, Avith abundant secretion of mucus and often

accompanied by severe vomiting.

Where one symptom, or its location in the body, dominates, it may

give character to the ailment and thereijy determine its popular name,

or its patent medicine name. For instance, if the secretion of mucus

or muco-pus is the chief symptom then we have "catarrh;" if the pain in
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the back predominates, we hear the words "backache."' ov "hniibago" or

'"rheumatism." or even "disease of the kidneys.""

One of the peculiarities of the human uiind is that the moment a name

is given to a tiling, to a phenomenon or even a sensation, it is, by manj-

men at least, regarded as a something definite, as an entity. This is es-

pecially true in the case of abnormal conditions of the human body. The

average man does not regard an ailment simply as a warning from na-

ture that something is wrong and that means should lie taken to correct

the condition—by removing the cause, but he regards it as an entity that

should or must be overcome by an antagonist, an antidote, or in other

words a "medicine." Hence a pain calls for a "pain killer" and a cough

for a "cough cure." That chronic ill-health and disease may result

from such a course is well known to medical men. and that is why they

say the more patent medicines the people use the more work there is

for the doctors.

With the active cause constantly present, that is infective dust, there

are of course many cases of ill-health. [Minor ailments make up the

gi'eat mass of daily complaints of ill-health. There may be simple mal-

aise or lassitude, or Avell defined aches and pains for which we are

not able to account and take them as a matter of course. The relationship

between a ride on a dtisty street car on the way down town or the con-

finement to an illy-ventilated, dusty room or an exposure to clouds of

street dust, to a stibsequent attack of running nose or feverishness,

wandering pains and aches or headache or biliousness or loss of appetite,

is seldom considered. People have to have their attention called to these

things and led to realize that a polluted atmosphere means ill-health and

may lead to a well-defined disease.

The Patent Medicine Hal)it: When a man feels bad he of course

wants something to make him feel good or well. Simple means, such as

quiet, rest, fasting, good air. may be all that is needed for a day or

two to enable nature to bring about a normal condition. But few persons

pursue such a course: It is easier to stop in at the drug store and call

for one of those widely advertised nostrums guaranteed to "kill the pain"'

or "stop the cough." Repeated and increased doses may be required,

but that does not matter so long as relief follows, and no serious thought

is given the matter until nature rebels and a serious disease is the result.

Pain in nearly every case is simplj' a warning that something is wrong,
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and a cough in most instauces is simply an effort on nature's part to get

rid of some irritating material. When we get a particle of food into

the windpipe we cough until it comes up, but when the cough is due to

the inhalation of a mass of irritating dust particles we (that is, some of

us) use a "cough cure."

"With the active cause, the infected dust, so plentifully present and

with a frequent reaction or effect, that is the presence of an ailment, we

have hence another effect: a large variety of nostrums or patent medi-

cines—to counteract the reaction due to inhaling infected dust. In ad-

vertising these the long list of names given above is used. Usually some

one name is given in large t.vpe. followed by several others in smaller

type and from time to time there is a shifting, one of the synonyms in

the small type will lie advanced to head the list. There are several sets

of these words or names, depending on the part of the liody where the

symptoms of the dust infection are mainly localized. If, for instance the

pain is mainly in the back, the chief word and the minor ones will likely

be: BACKACHE, lumbago, rheumatism, diseases of the kidnejs; by

changing we get DISEASE OF THE KIDNEYS, ))ackaclie. lumbago, etc.,

each of the words being in turn used in large type. For the throat and

chest we have: COLD, catarrh, grip, tlircat troul)le. weak lungs, tonsil-

itis, etc. For the nervous conditions we have words like headache, neu-

ralgia, biliousness, neurasthenia, etc. With a large list of words there

can be considerable shifting about. All these points are brought out in

the clippings which I will show. The relative amount of space occupied

by patent medicine advertisements in the newspapers of dift'erent Indiana

tOAvns and cities will also be shown by clippings. An examination will

show that a minimum of such advertisements in a city means a com-

paratively clean city, while, on the other hand, in a dirty and dusty city

the newspapers are full of advertisements of patent medicines relating

to ailments and di.seases directly attributable to the inhalation of a dust

polluted atmosphere. Nature exacts her dues. What the people save

by neglecting to keep their cities clean, t'ley are compelled to spend, or

do spend, for patent medicines in The vain attempt to counteract the

evil influence of the dust. A comparative study of patent medicine ad-

vertisements in the newspapers of different cities, states and nations,

furnishes much food for thought. Civic pride and dust seem incom-

patible. To be able tt) i oint with prid>: to one's home city is (piite
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different from liaving to explain to your visiting friend wliy everything

is dirty and dustJ^

It would be interesting to know the financial aspects or statistics of

this subject, the cost of keeping a city clean and the cost of time lost on

account of ill-health and the cost of so-called remedies used in attempting

to counteract the evil iniluence of the dust. There is of course a wide

gap between a headache or a cold and pneumonia or tuberculosis, there

are all stages of ill-health between such extremes and between the at-

tendant loss of time and money.

Some of the nostrums are advertised for the cure of specific diseases

like tuberculosis or consumption— a disease easily curable as a rule, in its

early stages, but not by swallowing a lot of patent medicines. What is

not claimed for patent medicines is not worth claiming. That reputable

physicians do not prescribe patent medicines needs scarcely be mentioned.

It is of some interest to know that some of the most widely adver-

tised nostrums can be made at a cost of one or two cents per gallon—

the container and label of many costing more than the ingredients. There

must of necessity be a large margin of profit or a "medicine" costing a

few cents and selling for a dollar could not be advertised so extensively

and so persistently.

In conclusion: As our coiuitry beconus more and more densely popu-

lated various sanitary problems arise and press for solution. This is

especially true of our cities. Houses of brick and stone are displacing

those built of wood and thus lessening the danger from fire. . The open

ditch has given place to the underground sewer; the mud road to the

paved street. Shallow wells disappear bef(>re the advent of water works,

and the latter themselves are getting a better supply by means of filtra-

tion.

Water-borne diseases have been reduced to a minimum in many cities

and epidemics are prevented. The occurrence of many diseases, such as

the plague, cholera, typhus, smallpox and the like, have been reduced to

a minimum, if not entirely prevented, by proper precautions, based on a

proper knowledge of their active cause and its diffusion.

What about preventing the ravages of ailments and diseases trans-

mitted through the agency of the dust? What are Ave doing to reduce the

amount of dust to a minimum? What efforts are we making to have

pure air in our public halls, churches, street cars, and in the city gener-

ally?
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What shall we do with the persistyiit floor and sidewalk spitter?

Will ediieation cause him to be displaced l>j a .ueiieration of non-spitters?

What can we do for the poor, ignorant nian, and his family, who keeps

himself poor Imying patent medicines—medicines whicli may give relief

but which can not cure.

The chief charts used in illustrating- the paper were as follows:

1. Chart showing the common names used in patent medicine adver-

tisements. The names were arranged in three columns, the first giving

names of ailments of a catarrhal nature or of the respiratory system,

and marked in red; the second colunni. nuirked in blue, contained names

of the rheumatic and aching type, thus::

'
' Catarrh " " Rheumatism '

'

"Colds" "Backache"
"Grip" "Lame Back"
•

' Sore Throat " " Kidney Disease '

'

'
' Pleurisy " " Aching Joints '

'

Etc. Etc.

In the third column were given the names used more especially in con-

nection with the nervous and gastric manifestations of dust infection,

such as nervousness, headache, neiu-algi;i, gastritis, a touch of malaria,

etc.

2. Chart showing the amount of space occupied by advertisements of

patent medicines in the newspapers of different cities and towns. The

total space occupied l)y medical ads of all kinds, and that means of nos-

trums and of quacks, varied from 2..") to 14.2 per cent., while the ads of

dust disease nostrums (as indicated on chart 1) varied from 1.1 per cent,

in a comparatively clean city, up to 10 per cent, (and even more) in a

dusty city.

(Are we justified in concluding that if the inhabitants of a clean

city pay .$1.10 per year, those of a dusty city are compelled at the same

time to pay .$10.00 for patent medicines?)

3. An exhibit of the total number of ads and the amount of space

they occupy in newspapers of half a dozen different cities. Clippings all

pasted on long rolls of paper. The contrasi between a clean and a dusty

city is thus shown in a striking mannei*.
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Jr. A selection of large ads. some oceiipyiug- a full page. Most of

these appeared at times -when the dust was at its maximum, namely in the

fall and again in the spring. The title of this sheet was: "Who Pays the

Bill?"

5. Chart showing the seasonal prevalence of patent medicine ads.

The fall and spring tides; low ebb in the summer. (In the summer the

sputum on the sidewalks is sterilized by the hot rays of the sun, the

streets are sprinkled and doors and windows are open.)

G. Clippings pasted on sheets showing the changes in names in the

same advertisement at different times of the year, and from day to day

or week to week. The words catarrh, colds, rheumatism, kidney disease,

etc., being marked in red or blue—as indicated on chart No. 1.
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An Esker in Tippecanoe County, Ind.

Wm. a. McBeth.

An Esker in Tippecanoe County, Indiana.

All esker or serpent kame is a serpentine ridge of sand and gravel evi-

dently formed l).v a stream flowing in a tnnnel at the liottom of a glacier

or in a canyon through it.

An interesting example of this feature extends through sections 1, 2,

11. and 10. Town 21 north. Range 5 west, in Tippecanoe County, Indiana.

Its northeast end is about one-half mile southAvest of South Raub. a sta-

tion on the C. I. & L. Ry. (Monon Route) nine miles south of Lafayette.
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From the station and railway, it is visible and easily distinguished from

the bordering prairie lands by its forested surface.

This ridge exceeds two miles in length and varies in height from a

few feet at the ends to fifty or sixty feet along the main body. Its sides

slope at angles of 2(J' to 35° away from the arching crest. Its height

is quite uniform, but few irregularities occurring in the whole length.

The base of the ridge is from twenty to Thirty rods wide.

An interesting observation is that the outside or convex sides of

bends have the steeper slopes, a fact l)earing on the theory of stream

origin.

The material is stream gravel assorted from the glacial drift arranged

in layers which slope to the southwest. This arrangement of the mate-

rial indicates stream action and shows the course of the stream that de-

posited the esker. Excavations to obtain gravel for road making occur

at points x x x shown on the map and the characteristic structure is

shown in each. Mounds of gravel occur in line with the general trend of

the esker at each end. A chain of these elevations extends a mile from

the southAvest end.

The valley, a half mile wide, comprising the esker trough, extends

from the vicinity of South Eaub station to the Independence-Darlington

moraine near Sugar Grove, where it crosses the divide and connects with

the valley of Shawnee Creek, which flows west. The trough is now trav-

ersed by the Little Wea Creek, which flows northeast, just the reverse

of direction followed by the stream which built the esker. This creek

rises at the gap through the moraine at Sugar Grove and it leaves the

trough by a deep narrow valley through another moraine at a little dis-

tance north of South Raub. Mounds of gravel near the station and fur-

ther to the northeast may lie in the course of the stream that deposited

the esker.

The problem of the slope of the esker trough opposite to the direc-

tion of the sub-glacial stream that originally corraded it suggests the

explanation of hydrostatic pressure in the tiumel.

The cause of the deposit of gravel and sand as an esker may be re-

lated to the reverse slope of the esker trough causing the stream to grade

up to a slope line in the opposite direction. Avhich would carry it over

the divide at Sugar Grove.
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Notes on the Delta of the Mississippi River.

William A. McBeth.

The large scale map of the Alluvial Valley of the Lower Mississippi

River puljlished by the Mississippi River Commission, St. Louis. Mo., is a

fine example of map maliiug and a most valuable adjiuict to geography

study in the public high schools and colleges.

A study of this map reveals many interesting facts related to the

groAvth of the delta that the stream has formed in the edge of the Gulf

of Mexico. Various questions are suggested by this study. What land

area has lieen added to the continent by the river? What facts or fea-

tures observable on the map indicate delta area? What is the origin of

such lakes as Pontchartrain. Maurepas and Grand? How do the lakes

in the delta differ from those along the river above Baton Rouge? What

do the bays along the seaward border of the delta indicate as to the

manner of growth of the land area and of the origin of lakes in the

delta? Why does the river become straighter toward the mouth? What

is the cause of the abrupt bend just below New Orleans? Why does

the river flow so persistently to the southeast through the delta?

It is generally stated that the delta extends from the mouth of Red

River southward because here the distrilnitary farthest upstream leaves

the river. This statement seems somewhat arbitrarily derived from the

earlier definition which describes a delta as the laud included within the

divided mouths of a river, rather than the laud formed by a river about

its mouth. A line extended from Baton Rouge to New Iberia connects

the south edges of the uplands on the opposite sides of the river and

seems a proper division between the filled valley above and the area of

added land or delta proper. South of this line, the great fan of the

delta projects, brealving the great curve of the north shore of the gulf.

Below this line the shape and size of the lakes change abruptly from

narrow, ox-bow lakes, formed by the river cutting across the necks of its

bends, to large, l)road. irregular shaped lakes, evidently formed by irregu-

lar deposit, leaving areas of the gulf unfilled. Lake Pontchartrain, for ex-

ample, is a portion of the former gulf surface inclosed between the up-

lands to the north of it and the advancing delta on the south. Notice

how near the south shore of this lake the river flows. Notice the stream

from within the limits of New Orleans extending along the strip of land
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between Lake Poutt-liartraiii and Lake Borgne. This stream is evidently

a former distributary of the main stream. Tlie bays along the edge of

the delta of which I'.arataria. Timl)alier j-nd Ti rre Bonne are examples,

show how the advancing delta arms extend around areas of gulf and

hem them in. Notice particularly Bay Marchand. at the mouth of Bayou

la Fourrhe. and the separation of Timbalier and Terre Bonne bays by the

long narrow delta of Bayou Terre Bonne.

This inclosing process is aided by the formation of barrier beaches

from point to point by wave action. True delta area is further indicated

by the straighter course of the river below Baton Rouge. The river is

very meandering through the whole length of the alluvial valley on

account of the gentle slope of the river bed. but below Baton Rouge it

becomes increasingly straight, although n\ the distance of two hundred

forty miles the fall is but five feet, or one-fourth inch per mile. As

streams always acquire the meandering haltit on gentle slopes, this ap-

parent contradiction of the law of stream flow furnislu's an interesting

problem. I piopose this explanation: The river flowing into the gulf

produces a current some distance out from the shore along the sides of

which the sediment is deposited more rapidly than in the swifter central

line of flow. Finally the narrow mud banks appear above the surface

along the course laid (lut l)y the current in the still waters of the gulf.

The tendiMii-y to meander shown at the head of the delta indicates the

inclination of the stream to conform to law. The stream is forming

meanders. Below New Orleans an abrupt Itend appears as an apparent

refutation of the explanation of the straight lower course. This bend

represen;s an accident in the direct forward movement of the delta. Ob-

serve the streams beginning near the eastern curve of this bend and the

tract of land extending east and pai'tially inclosing Lake Borgne and

Mississippi Sound on the south. These streams and this strip of land

indicate a former course of the river. A crevass across the narrow south

bank caused the abandonment of the part below and the abrupt turn of

the river. A crevass called "The Jump," twenty miles above the mouth

of the river, indicates how a repetition of the above accident may occur.

A sulimarine fan is ai»proaching the surface outside of this gap. The

southeast trend of the river through the delta and of the main area of

the delta itself may be due to the eastward movement of the Gulf

Stream off shore which detlected the incoming river current to the east.

4—A. or SciE.NPK, '04.
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The Poisonous Plants of Indiana.

Stanley Coulter.

It is the purpose in tliis paper to consider only those plants occurring

within the limits of Indiana, which are said to be contact i)oisons. The

list as assembled from various authorities is sufficiently extended to raise

question as to the character of the facts upon which the forms were

included among the contact poisons. The list, as I have been able to

collate it, is as follows:

Alisma Plantago-aquatica L. Water plantain.

Arisaema triphyllum (L.) Torr. .Tack in the Pulpit. Indian Turnip.

Ai'isaema Dracontium (L.) Schott. Green Dragon.

Spathyema foetida (L.) Raf. Skunk Cabbage.

Veratrum viride Ait. Indian Poke. White Hellebore.

Cypripedium hirsutum IMill. Yellow Lady's Slipper.

Urtica gracilis Ait. Slender Nettle.

Urtica dioica L. Stinging Nettle.

Urticastrum divaricatum (L.) Kuntze. Wood Nettle.

Polygonum hydropiper L. Smartweed. Water Pepper.

Polygonum punctatum Ell. AVater Smartweed.

Phytolacca decandra L. Pokeberry.

Actsea rubra (Ait.) Willd. Red Baneberry.

Delphinium consolida L. Field Larkspur.

Anemone quinquefolia L. Wind flower. Wild Anemone.

Clematis Virglniana L. Virgin's Bower. Wild Clematis.

Ranunculus sceleratus L. Ditch Crowfoot. Cursed Crowfoot.

Ranunculus acris L. Tall or Meadow Buttercup.

Ranunculus bulbosus L. Bulbous Buttercup.

Podophyllum peltatum L. May Apple. Mandrake.

Sauguinaria Canadensis L. Bloodroot.

Cruciferae: Various genera, including the mustards, pepper-grass and

horseradish.

Drosera rotundifolia L. Round-leaved Sundew.

Ailanthus glandulosa Desf. Tree of Heaven.
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Enpliorliiii: Not ouly all of the fonrteeu species reported from Indi-

ana, but all of the hundred of more species occurring in the United

States.

Rhus Vernix L. Poison Elder. Poison Ash. Poison Dogwood.

Rhus I'adicans L. Poison Ivy. Poison Oak.

Dirca palustris L. Leatherwood. Moose-wood.

Aralia spinosa L. Angelica Tree. HerciUes Club.

Solanum Dulcamara L. Poison Nightshade.

Datura Stramonium L. JamestOAVn or Jimson-weed. Thorn Apple.

Datura Tatula L. Purple-stemmed Ji;iison.

Verbascum Thapsus L. Common Mullein.

Catalpa Catalpa (L.) Karst. Catalpa. Indian Bean.

Lobelia inflata L. Indian Tobacco.

Xanthium strumarium L. Cocklebur. Burthistle.

Solidago: All species to be regarded with suspicion by persons with

sensitive skins. Solidago odora Ait., said to be particularly dangerous

because of a '"volatile oil that is an irritant and rubefacient."

Leptilon Canadense (L.) Brittou. Horse-weed. Flea Bane.

Bidens frondosa L. Common Beggarticks. Spanish Needles.

Anthemis Cotula L. Common Dog-fennel.

Arctium Lappa L. Burdock.

To these may be added the commonly cultivated—

Tiopa'olum majus L. Nasturtium.

Nerium Oleander L. Oleander.

Primida obconica Hance. Primrose.

This is a rather startling array of dangerous plants, especially to the

field botanist who has been handling most of them with perfect impunity

for years. It occurred to me some years ago that it would l)e interesting

to examine the list carefully and so far as possible to conduct a series of

experiments confirming or disproving the correctness of the inclusion of

the above forms in the list. This I have been able to do with the aid of

a number of students who oft'ered themselves as subjects for the experi-

ments. In the last five years I have l;cen able to seciu'e twenty-two

persons to aid me in the work.

The most cursory examination lireaks the preceding list into two

sharply separate groups. In the one the skin irritation is due to the action

of some specific substance of the plant, as in the case of Rhus; in the
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other the skin irritation is plainly due to mechanical causes, as in the case

of Arctium and Xanthium. There seems to be no good reason why any

plant with piercing surface outgrowths, such as Biu'-grass (Cenchrus

tribuloides I..I. should not be included in the latter group and the list

almost indetinitely extended. Veiy little was done experimentally with

such plants, for though persistent and sometimes festering sores may
result from handling them, the irritation Is due to traumatic, uot to toxic,

causes.

In the first group of plants an additional separation may be made into

those poisonous b.v mere handling and those whose poisonous properties

seem to be liberated only as the result of dry trituration or grinding, the

Avell known irritant effects of the dust arising from the dried roots of

Podophyllum being a case in point.

It will thus be found that the number of plants which are really con-

tact poisons, under ordinary handling is A'try much reduced and the long

continued immunity of those of us who have collected widely is not after

all as wonderful as it might at tirst seem. As a matter of fact it would

seem that any plant, which in any way and under any conditions however

extraordinary produced a skin irritation had been promptly placed among

the contact poisons. There is also to be considered the personal idiosyn-

crasy. Some persons are peculiarly susceptible to plant poisons, either

because of an especially sensitive skin or of some constitutional condition

which makes them remarkably non-resistant to the sequelae of skin

lesions of any sort. As a result of this consideration of the personal equa-

tion the list of plants poisonous by contact is still further reduced.

A rather careful experimental study of the plants in the above list has

been made with the following results:

In all cases the procedure was simple but was deemed sufficient to

demonstrate the poisonous or non-poisonous character of the plant. The

plant was first handled freely in the way of collecting and making herb-

arium specimens. If after some da.vs no results were apparent, the part

of the plant said to contain the poisonous element was rubbed upon the

back of the forearm until serum, and at times blood, exuded, the .iuice of

the plant and the serum being allowed to dry upon the arm. If no results

followed, it was considered safe to infer that the form was not a contact

poison.

Water plantain (Alisma Plantago-atiuatica Li. common throughout the

state in mud and shallow waters, is said by the National Dispensatory to
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contain in tlic loaves "'an acrid principle strong enough to irritate the

skin."' No one of the t^Yenty-ts\'o subjects showed the slightest trace of

slvin irritatii'n as the result of treatment as indicated in the preceding

paragraph. The leaves were taken at different dates, but no results con-

firming the aliove statement were secured.

The Indian Turnip and Green Dragon (Arisaema triphyllum (L.) Torr.,

and A. Dracuntium (L.) Schottj are said to be "violently acrid and almost

caustic in every part, frequently producing intolerable itching and in-

flammation of the skin." None of the twenty-two subjects showed the

slightest unpleasant results from the free handling of the above species.

As a result of the more vigorous treatment live showed a vesicular in-

flammation lasting for three or four days. The inflammation was ac-

companied by considerable itching, which, however, was not so violent

as to merit the term "intolerable." Of the Ave showing unpleasant effects,

two were young ladies, who proved so susceptible to almost any type of

skin lesions that they were unable to continue the work.

The Skunk Cabbage (Spathyema foetida (L.) Raf.) is said to be "harm-

less as to the leaves, but with root so acrid as to produce intolerable itch-

ing and inflammation." No results were secured from frequent and rather

rough handling of the roots. Later the juice was expressed by pressure

and allowed to di-y upon the arms, rubbed to extreme redness, of five

subjects. Neither itching nor inflammation resulted. The latter test was

repeated in April, May, June and September, four additional subjects

being used, but in every case failing to confirm the reputation of the plant

as a skin irritant.

Indian Poke (Veratrum viride Ait.), sparingly found in many localities,

growing in swamps and wet woods, will, it is alleged, if "applied to the

skin in moist condition cause redness and burning." The plant is so

occasional in its occurrence that it need scarcely be taken into account.

Two experiments upon myself gave absolutely no redness or burning. It

is. however, fair to state that these experiments should not be regarded as

determinative, since not even the poison ivy (Rhus radicans L.) produces

any skin irritation, except when the skin has been rubbed to redness with

the crushed leaves and the juice allowed to dry upon the surface.

Cypripedium hirsutum Mill., the Yellow Lady's Slipper or Moccasin

flower, is said to be "irritating to the skin, in some cases poisoning as

severely as Rhus." Eleven out of the twenty-two persons experimented
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upon shoAAed unpleasant effects from tlie mere handling of this species in

collection and determination. Six others were poisoned as a result of the

rubbing process, only five escaping entirely. In almost every class I have

numerous cases of poisoning easily referable to this form. The poisonous

property seems most active during the flowering season, the plant being

practically innocuous after seed maturation. The effect shows first as a

hyperfemia, later becoming vesicular and even pustular if untreated. It

yields readily, however, to ordinary emollient treatment and can be fairly

limited in its spread by frequently bathing the adjacent parts with alcohol.

My attention was first caUed to the poisonous character of the plant by

Dr. D. T. MacDougal and continued observation but serves to confirm the

view that many cases of poisoning attributed to the poison ivy should be

referred to this species. The attractiveness of the fiower serves to lead

many persons to collect it in large masses and if the results reported

above are at all indicative, it is doubtless chargeable with many cases of

poisoning occurring in the early spring.

The nettles including Urtica dioica L., Urtica gracilis Ait. and Urtica-

strum divaricatum (L.) Kuntze, poison through the action of acrid con-

stituents, producing an intolerable burning. The inflammation, however,

yields so readily to treatment by cooling lotions and is so ephemeral in its

character if untreated, that the plants are to be considered as annoying

rather than poisonous. None of twenty-two subjects escaped the intense

burning following the handling of these forms. The inflamed condition

never persisted over two or three hours even after a rather vigoi'ous

whipping of the skin with the plants.

Of the Smartweeds, two. Polygonum hydropiper L., and P. punctatum

Ell., it is said ''cause itching and burning of the skin." In the experi-

ments tried this proved true if the expressed juice was applied to mucous

membranes, especially those of the eye. In no case was any irritation

observable where the application was to the skin. In this case also, the

irritation was but temporary and yielded readily to bathing the affected

parts in cold Avater.

That Pokeberrj- (Phytolacca decandra L.) contains a principle which

is an internal poison is M'ell known. The claim, however, that the "green

plant and root irritate the skin, affecting chiefly mucous membranes,"

does not seem to be so well made out. Only eight subjects were treated

with this species and in no instance were any inflammatory symptoms ob-
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servable. Later the dried rooi was ground and a very annoying and

somewhat persistent irritation of tlie miu-dus memljraues of tlie eye re-

sulted, yielding only to treatment by an oculist. It is fair inference that

no part of the Pokeberry is a contact poison in the ordinary acceptance of

the term, although the plant does possess a poisonous principle which

under exceptional conditions may produce an inflammation of a somewhat

ol)Stinate and therefore serious cliaracter.

The Baueberry (Acta-a rubra (Ait.) Willd.) is said to contain a "vesicat-

ing principle." Experimentation upon fifteen subjects failed to verify this

statement. In this case, as in all others ^^ here negative results were ob-

tained, the experiments were repeated several times at different stages of

the development of the plant.

The Field Larkspur (Delphinium consolida L.) is also claimed to be a

skin irritant. "A specific element in the seeds produces in tincture great

burning and inflammation of the skin." The experiments upon this form

were unsatisfactory because of tlie small amount of material available.

The tincture applied to the skin produced some slight burning and in-

flammation, although the latter was no greater than would be expected

from a similar treatment Avitli pure alcohol. Evidently, however, the

Field Larkspur is in no sense to be considered a plant dangerous to handle.

The Wild Anemone or Wind flower (Anemone quinquefolia L.), said to

be "irritating to the skin, producing i-edness and itching," was found, so

far as the experiments went, to be perfectly innocuous, not even those

who W'ere most susceptible to skin ii-ritatioiis showing the slightest sign of

inflammatory symptoms.

The Virgin's Bower or Wild Clematis (Clematis Yirginiana L.), said to

contain an "acrid irritant producing blisters", affected nine out of seven-

teen subjects; four by the mere handling, the other five as a result of rub-

bing the skin with the leaves and flowers. A marked hypersemia preceded

the vesicular stage of the inflammation, which in no case was of more

than three days duration.

Three of the Crowfoots or Buttercups (Ranunculus sceleratus L., R.

acris L., and R. bulbosus L.i. it is alleged, 'cause inflammation and ulcers,

the root being especially rich in poisonous substances." Of these R.

sceleratus and R. bulbosus are sufficiently occasional in our area to be

neglected. R. at ris, also, as at present delimited by systematists, is of

relatively scant occurrence in Indiana. Seven subjects were used. None
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showed any ill effects from treatment with aerial parts. Two showed

sharp iuflammation from rubbing the sliin with the root, but neither

showed any indication of ulcers although the inflammation was left un-

treated. Inflammatory symptoms disappeared at the end of the sixth day,

in both cases.

The familiar May Apple (Podophyllum peltatum L.) has been included

in the lists of plants poisonous by contact from the earliest times. Both

leaves and roots are said to be "poisonous and drastic" by some authors;

others content themselves with the statement '"rather poisonous''; still

others attriliute the "poisonous principle chiefly to the root, the powder of

which affects the mucous membranes." Of the truth of the last state-

ment there can be no -doubt, as scores of careless or ignorant workers in

the laboratories of manufacturing pharmacists can testify. Concerning

the other two. there is at least room for reasonable doubt. No record has

come to my notice of any case of poisoning" from the mere handling, and

I have in the past few years directed the work of classes in such a way as

to secure the maximum amount of handling of every part of the plant.

Twenty subjects submitted to the rubbiu^i' process, using aerial parts of

the plant, and nineteen showed no signs of inflammation. One was a sub-

ject referred to in a previotis paragraph as peculiarly susceptible to in-

flammation after skin lesions of any sort. In this case a rather persistent

Inflammation followed the experiment, requiring between two and three

weeks" treatment before it Avas completely reduced. Five submitted to

the rubbing process with fresh roots with no untoward results. The irri-

tating effect of the dry powder of the root upon mucous membranes was

considered too well estaldished to need verification. It is a safe inference

that any part of the May Apple may be handled with safety, even the

dry root Ijeing apparently harmless, and only Irritating when in the form

of a finely comminuted powder.

The common Bloodroot (Sanguinaria Canadensis L.) is another plant

regarded with suspicion by some authors. It is said that the "dtist of the

dried root is irritating and that frequently the handling of the root

poisons." No experiments were made as to the effect of the dust pro-

duced by the grinding of dried roots, but both dried and fresh roots were

persistently handled Avithout record of poisoning in a single case out of

seventeen. Seven showed no ill effects from rubbing the arm with the

fresh root.
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The Cruciferre Bamed are such well known irritants as to need no

special discussion, although in none of the forms did any irritation arise

from a free and rather rough handling of the plants.

The round leaved Sundew (Drosera rotundifolia L.) is classed as a

skin irritant. It is so rare in our area that it scarcely deserves mention.

Experiments were possible only with dried specimens. Of the five sub-

jects selected none showed any signs of skin irritation as a result of

either treatment. The material used was collected in August, the experi-

ments were made the following February, the plants having been sub-

jected to the usual drying.

The Tree of Heaven (Ailanthus glandulosa Desf.), it is said, "should

be regarded with suspicion." No experiments were tried with this form

and a somewhat extended examination fails to reveal any instance in

which poisoning resulted from its handling. Personally I have handled it

for years, and have rather encouraged classes to handle it but have failed

utterly to find the form at all poisonous or even irritating.

Of the Spurges (Euphorbias) more than one hundred species occur in

the United States. Loudon says of them, "Every one is so acrid as to cor-

rode and ulcerate the body wherever applied." This somewhat vigorous

arraignment of the genus does not seem fully justified by the behavior

of the local forms. In the experiments upon ten subjects E. maculata L.,

E. humistrata Engelm,, E. nutans Lag. and E, commutata Engelm., pro-

duced no ill effects from handUng. Rubbing the arm vigorously with the

crushed plants and allowing the latex to diy produced a marked irritation

In five of the ten subjects and a light vesicular inflammation in another.

The inflammation was somewhat obstinate, in tAvo cases requiring the

attention of a physician. In the case of the flowering Spurge (Euphorbia

corollata L.) six out of ten subjects were distinctly poisoned by merely

handling the plant in its flowering condition. In this case the plant was

gathered in masses as for decorative purposes, thus attempting to imitate

the manner in which this attractive form is usually handled. Allowing

the latex to dy upon the arm caused evident poisoning in nine of the ten

cases. The experience with the other species named above led to the

prompt treatment of the inflammations, so that nothing can be said as to

the persistence or ultimate character of the irritation. The inference may

be drawn that the majority of our native spurges are not such virulent

contact poisons that they can not be handled in the ordinary way without

danger. Euphorbia corollata is, however, to be regarded as dangerous,
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especially in the flowering period, and, as that extends from April to Oc-

tober, it is probably to be avoided at all times. Apart from the results

of these experiments I have records of twenty-three cases of poisoning

unmistakably chargeable to this form. In my opinion many cases of poi-

soning attributed to Rhus are to be referred to this species.

Of the Sumach, the poison ivy (Rhus radicans L.) Is perhaps the most

familiar, although the poison elder (Rhus Vernix L.) is by far the more

poisonous. According to Robert Hessler, M. D.,^ "Many persons proof

against the common poison ivy readily succumb to this species." Fortu-

nately the restricted range of the species, it being confined to the swamp

regions of the northern part of the state, its favorite location being tam-

arack swamps, prevents it from being as df.ngerous as its virulence would

indicate. The poison ivy, however, because of its almost universal dis-

tribution through the state is perhaps the most dangerous of the plants

in the list. In the experiments, seventeen out of twenty-two poisoned

by merely handling the plant. The remaining five responded vigoriously

to the rubbing process. The character of the inflammation is too well

known to need description in this connection. One of the subjects, a

young man of about twenty-two, who was poisoned as the result of

"rubbing," allowed himself to go without treatment for three weeks, In

order that he might determine whether or not he would in the future be

more susceptible to ivy-poisoning. His case of poisoning was quite

severe, involving the whole arm and spreading to the neck, being perhaps

more serious than ordinary cases. He wrote me last summer that he had

not since the experiment escaped with less than two or three poison

attacks a year. I have heard from two others that they also have poi-

soned since that time by the slightest contact with poison ivy. On the

other hand, the other two members of the group of five do not seem to

poison any more readily than before the experiment. In the poison ivy,

also, the poisonous principle seems most active during the flowering sea-

son. The statement that Rhus poisoning occurs from the handling of

dried herbarium specimens has not proven true in my experience. De-

terminative material placed in the hands of class after class, has never

caused a single case of poisoning. It is fair to conclude that two out of

three persons will be more or less affected by simply handling poison ivy,

and perhaps nine out of ten if the plant is handled at all roughly. No

other one of our indigenous plants is so generally poisonous.

»Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci.. 1896, p. 21.
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It is said of llic Lcallici'wooil (J>ii-cii paliistris L.) that tlic "fresh bark

a]»iili((l t(i liii' sl<iii ciiuses rediioss and vesit-atioii and sores, which are

very (lilliciill lo heal." Ei«lit sii1).i('cts were treated l).v liindins pleees of

freshly stripped l)aii< iiikui tlieii' arms. allowiiiL;- tlieiii to remain for

periods raiijiiuK fi-oin twD to twenty-four lioiir.s. Six sliowed no evil effects

of any kind, while in the cases of the other two a somewhat painful hy-

perieniia i'esidte<l. easily i-ednced Ity an apiilication of vaseline. Somewhat

s(ranKel.\. tlie two affected represented the extremes of time, two and

twenty-l'oiir hom's. Three other studentr-! chewed the fresh bark for a

few minutes and in each case an extremely i)ainfnl lilistcriny- of the

mouth I'esulled. In my own case, tried sabseiiuently, the mucous mem-

branes of the mouth did not become normal for nearly a month. In the

ordiuiiry use of the ti'rm, the leatherwood is not a contact poison, al-

thouf^h in exceptional cases it may prove such.

Aralia si)inosa T... Angelica Tree or Hercules ('lull, w;is found without

iri-itatin.:; pi'inciple in three cases, the small amount of material available

preclndin.i;- more extended experimentation. It is claimed that "green

bark fi'om loots or small shrulis acts as an iri'itant." As far as the re-

sults go the statement is ^\ith()Ut foundation.

It is tlie i)oim]ar belief that Solanum Dulcamai'a L., ])oison or purple-

leavfMl iMghtsliade is one of the most virulent contact pcdsons. liy some

autliorities it is claimed to l)e an even more virulent skin poison than

poiscMi ivy, the symptoms being similar, but the poison much more diffi-

cult to eradicate from the system. Tests made upon fifteen sub.iects failed

utterly to .justify the popular view. The plants Avere used in all stages

and at all seasons, but in every case without the slightest irritation. I

have ti'ied many times to poison myself with this species, frequently

taldng plants selected by persons who claimed an absolute knowledge of

the i)oisonous character of the form and always without untoward results.

The result of tlK'se experiments makes it almost certain that the purple-

leaved inght shade should not be considered as one of our poisonous plants.

The ".limson" weeds (Datura Stramonium L. and D. Tatula L.) also

have a bad reputation. Fourteen subjects were tested and in no case was

there any sign of inflammation. No experiment was made to verify the

statement that the forms "occasionally cause a swelling of the eyelids."

It is probable that none of our native species of Solanaceae are as poison-

ous as the foliage of the potato and tomato, to which frequent eases of

skin poisoning may be deflnitel.v referred.
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The coiniiHin Mullein ( \'crlp:isciiiii 'i'liiiitstis L.) is in'itiitiii;; to tlir skin

because of its wooly liiiirs. tlic leaves lieint;- often apiilied to tlie tliroal for

the rubefacienl effect. Its action is so "vidently inecjianieal tliat no ex-

perimonfs were tried.

The llowers of tlie Catalpa (('atal|ia ('aialpa (I>.) Ivarst.i are said to l)e

irritant to many persons, causing- "icddeninji- of tlie skin." In cxiieriinents

tried and often I'ejieiitcd upon t\vent.\- snli.jects, no sucji icsults were ob-

tained, altliou^li in some eases the (lowers wei'e i-nhbed njton the cheeks

vigorously, the Juice bein;;- allowed to remain foi- several hours. I ha\c

also been unable to find any ilelinite i-<'cord eonlii-niin;;- the statement.

Jndian 'ri)liac( o (Lobelia iidlata I,.), '"when a])])lied to the skin is cap-

able of jiroducin;; iiTilat ion." iO.xiH'i'imeiils upon lifteen persons Jailed to

conlirm this alle;;c(l fact.

The Cockleburs (,\ant liiunii ar.- ii'ritant (ju account of dust and hairs

witli Avhich they ai'e covered and not ])ecause of u toxic pi'incijile. No
expei'inients weic Jiiade with this foiin.

Of the (Joldenrods (Solida;;()i the staiemeid is made that the "whol<>

family is to be re;i:arded with susjdcion )»y jiei'sons with sensitivi> skin.

Solidago odora.Ait. possesses a volatile oil that is an iri'itant and rube-

facient." Twenty-two i)ersons wei'e subjected to tests with \arious

speeies of ^oldeni-od, but no results were obtained to indicate the presence

of a toxi(,- element in oui- native sjieeies. Solida^o odora was used with

five subjects without resulting intlammat ion. It is exti-emely doubtful

^\he1hel• any skin irritation is jiroduced by species of this genus save

through meclnmieal causes.

The common Fleabane (Lejiiilon ('anatlense (L.i I'.i'it.) it is said "con-

tains a volatile oil j;ossessing irritating (|ualilies to those hamlling."

Eleven ])ersons were used in exi»eriments lijioii this foi-m. Two had skin

irriliitions following the fi'ce handling of this ])lant. I'ive others were

I)oisoned liy the "rubliing'' jirocess. I'our were unaffected undei' eiilier

procedure. In this case also, the maximum ]ioint of the toxic iirinci|ile

seemed to be the flowering seas(jii.

Conimoii r>eggar Ticks or Spanisii Needles (I'.iilens frondosa L.), it i.s

alleged, "causes itching on handling." Out of fifteen jiei-sons this was

found to be true in three cases, one of them being jieculiarly susce]»tible to

skin ii'ritation. as mentioned in a jirecedin^ liara;:i'a|ih. four (tthei's were

affecteil by the "rubbing" pi-ocess. The lemaining eiglit icported no

change in skin sensati<ms.
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Ordinary Dog-fenuel (Authemis Cotula L.) was found to affect seven

out of twenty persons as the result of free handling. Seven others were

poisoned following rubbing and six were unaffected. The statement that

the "juice is sufficiently acrid to poison sensitive sliins" seems borne out

by the results.

Arctium Lappa L.. or Burdock, is a skin irritant through mechanical

action, the dry burs producing the most oerious inflammations, although

the leaves, because of their roughness, are also irritant. The resultant

inflammations after handling Avere so evidently traumatic that no experi-

ments were made.

It is claimed that the ordinary cultivated Nasturtium (Tropseolum

majus L.) '"in exceptional cases produces dermatitis." Repeated experi-

ments with all parts of the plant upon twenty-two subjects failed to give

any verification to this statement. After extended inquiry I have failed

to find any person who knew of any case of poisoning due to this plant.

The Oleander (Xerium Oleander L.), so largely cultivated, is probably

under certain conditions poisonous. "Au acrid principle in the leaves

affects some people as Rhus." Loudon contents himself with saying "it is

poisonous." Figuier calls it a "formidable poison." Van Hasselt says

it causes "au internal burning and itching when rubbed in the skin."

Five persons Avere experimented upon in the manner indicated by Van

Hasselt and all suffered a greater or less irritation accompanied by burn-

ing and itching. It is probable that the thick-walled epidermal cells pre-

vent poisoning in the ordinary handling of the plant. The most painful

case of skin poison I experienced was from the oleander. It was, how-

ever, of short duration and in none of the cases indicated the persistence

or tendency to recurrence of Rhus.

Of the cultivated Primroses, one. Primula obconica Ilance, is occa-

sional irritant. The cause, however, is plainly enough traumatic. No

experiments were undertaken, although I know of one case in which the

handling of this species is invariably followed by an annoying skin irri-

tation.

The lesults of these experiments may be summarized as follows:

1. The great majority of the plants included in the preceding list are

harmless under ordinary handling.

2. Some of these may act as skin irritants as the result of prolonged

application or unusually rough handling. Careful washing after handling

any of the forms will reduce the danger to a minimum.
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3. The following species are definitely contact poisons, arranged in

order of their virnleuce.

Rhus Vernix L.

Rhus radicans.

Euphorbia corollata.

Cypripedium hirsutum.

Anthemis Cotula.

Leptilon Canadeuse.

Clematis Yirginiana.

Bidens frondosa.

The nettles are not included in this list on account of the ephemeral

character of the irritation they produce, nor are there included a number

of forms which poison under unusual conditions, such as grinding or long

continued applications.

4. Of the plants named, the two species of the genus Rhus are the

only ones affecting all upon whom experiments were tried, if we except

the nettles.

5. Sixteen plants included in the list proved absolutely harmless under

the conditions of the experiments. Probably aU in the list with the ex-

ception of the first three or four may be safely handled under ordinary

conditions.

The data bearing upon conclusion 3 may be tabulated as follows:
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Amphispores of the Grass and Sedge Rusts.

J. C. Arthur.

( Abstract.

)

The paper described and illustrated tb..' nredospores and amphispores

of five species of I'mrinia from central L'nited States, and one species

of Uromi/ces fiom Northern India, all occurring upon various kinds of

grasses; they were P. rexans Farl., P. Tripsaci D. & H., P. Stipce Arth.,

P. tosta Arth., P. CriJiitandri E. & B., and U. KotthocUicc Arth. It also

described and illustrated the amphispores, the uredospores not being

known, of three species of PucclnUi from the United States occurring upon

different species of Carcx; they were P. Caricis-strictir Diet., P. atrofiisca

(D. <fc T.) Holw.. and P. Garrettii Arth. These are all the species of rusts

so far known to possess amphispores. This kind of spore is the resting

or winter form of the uredospore. They are not uredospores. however,

accurately speaking, because they show distinct structural differences,

often very great, and are correspondingly moditied physiologically.
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Ecological Notes on the Birds Occurring Within A Radius

OF Five Miles of the Indiana University Campus.*

By Waldo Lee McAtee.

With Photographic Illustrations by Clarence Guy Littell.

At various times since 1883 students of Indiana University interested

in birds have kept records of the migrations, breeding habits, etc., of the

birds within a radius of several miles of Bloomington. Twenty sets of

migration records, covering fourteen seasons, are on file in the archives

of the Biological Sui'vey at Washington, D. C.

Three lists of birds have been prepared by former students.

W. S. Blatchley in 188(5 recorded the "Winter Birds of the Vicinity of

Bloomington, Indiana," in the Hoosier Naturalist I, pp. 169-171.

B. W. Evermann published a list of "Birds of Monroe County, Indi-

ana," in the Hoosier Naturalist II, pp. 137-145 and 164. He enumerates

179 species.

C. H. Bollman listed 192 species in an unpublished paper on file in the

Biological Survey.

"The Hoosier Naturalist," in which Evermann's and Blatchley's lists

were published has long been extinct and the two papers are not ac-

cessible.

Some of the above lists and part of the migration records were used

by Amos W. Butler in his "Birds of Indiana" published in the 22d Annual

Report of the Department of Geology and Natural Resources, Indianap-

olis, 1897.

Pertinent facts contained in the above sources have been brought

together in the present paper. They have been confirmed or supple-

mented by the author's observations extending through the last four

years. While the material presented is chiefly of local interest it contains

additions to our knowledge of the birds of Indiana and the more general

subject of bird migration. Wherever possible, the authority for any state-

''Contributions from the Zoilogical Laboratory of Indiana University, under the direc-

tion of C. II. Eigenmann. No. 60.

5—A. OK Science, '04.
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meat is indicated. Wlien no autliority is <,'iven tlie autlior is responsible

for the data.

The following is a list of observers most quoted. Their initials are

used to indicate their authority.

V. H. Barnett.

W. S. Blatchley.

C. H. Bollman.

C. H. Eigenmann.

B. W. Evermann.

W. L. Ilalin.

P. J. Hart man.

C. H. Kennedy.

E. M. Kindle.

C. G. Littell.

W. L. McAtee.

N. B. Myers.

A. B. Ulrey.

G. G. Williamson.

Wlien other authorities are (juotcd their names are given in full.

To make the facts contained in tliis paper more readily accessible to

teachers and students they have been placed in tabular form and ap-

pear at the end of the paper. The tat)le and the index were prepand by

C. H. Frazee and Leonard Haseman.

The region over which observations have been made, emliracing the

territory within about tive miles of Bloomington, is varied in its topogra-

phy. On the cast and north are many rocky ravines, some of them contain-

ing cascades. At Bloomington. to the south of ii and some distance to th?

west the surface is gently rolling and has typical features of the oolitic

limestone area of Indiana. To the wesr in the .Mitchell limestone area

the surface is pitted with various sinkholes beneath which are caves of

considerable extent. Bloomington and the area about it are well drained

by rock bound brooks running in part to the north through Rocky Branch.

Griffy Creek and Bean Blossom, finally flowing into the North Fork of

White River. Other brooks, the Jordan River and Clear Creek drain the

southern part of Bloomington through Clear Creek into the East Fork of

White River. The extreme eastern part of the area is drained into Salt

Creek and thence into the East Fork of White River. The western part
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is rifli in springs and sinlclioles filled witli water, the general trend of the

underground drainage of this area being southward. There are no large

streams or other large l)odies of water or swamp in the region under

consideration. Two artificial ponds have been constructed in recent years,

a smaller one which supplies the Monon R. R. yards with water and a

larger one Avliich is the storage reservoir of the Bloomington waterworlvs.

The region is fairly forested, largely by second groAvth timl)er. though

in some parts of the Knobstone region the primeval forests remain.

Tlie area is not well suited to aquatic birds but olfers many favorable

localities to terrestial migrants and residents.

The total number of species recorded is two hundred and twenty-five,

and includes seventy per cent, of the birds recorded from the entire State.

Of this number ninety-eight nest here and thirty-nine of the breeding

birds are also permanent residents. Twenty-one are winter visitants.

Ninety-six are migrants and are seen during a few days in spring and

fall. Six are extinct, two are included on rather doubtful evidence, and

oue is a hypothetic species. The last three groups are included in the

supplemental list. One hundred species have been ol)served on or over

the University Campus.

Each species which has been observed on or over the campus of In-

diana University is marked by an asterisk. In cases of species which

are either winter or summer residents, tlie recorded extremes of their

stay are given. In the case of transients the limits of their arrival and

departure are given for both of the migratory seasons. Extinct and

hypothetic species are referred to a supplemental list. The numbers in

brackets and the nomeclature are those of the A. O. U. check-list.

1 am under obligations to Prof. W. W. Cooke and Mr. A. W. Butler

for permission to examine migration schedules.

1. [8] ColymhuK (niritHi^ Linn. Horned Crebe.

Common migrant. April 11 to 24. This species is classed as a com-

mon migrant wholly upon evidence obtained in the spring of 1003. It

had not heretofore been recorded from the county, V)ut circumstances lead

mc to believe tliat it has merely been overloolved. The first specimen

was obtained April 11, l)y Mr. J. J. Batchelor and Mr. James Simonton.

Three others were seen that day. The following numbers were seen at

the dates given:—7. April 12; 4, April 18; 2, April IT: 2, April 18: 2, April

1!), and 2, April 24.
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2 [6] PodilymMs podiceps (Linn.). Pied-billed Grebe.

Common migrant. March o to April 29 and October 7 to Novembei' 30.

May be found in nearly any sink or quarry-hole during the migratory sea-

son.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year
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4. [GO] Lams Philadelphia (Orel). Bonaparte's Gull.

Rare migrant. One record April 16. 1903. A flock of one bnndred

"gulls" of three sizes was reported in April, 1902, by J. J. Batchelor.

From his descriptions I concluded that these were either Porster's or the

common Tern, and Bonaparte's and the Herring Gull. When these birds

appear so far from any large body of water it is always after a [period

of very high winds.

5. [G9] l^tcnia forsteri Nutt. Forster's Tern,

linre migrant. Four seen May 13, 1903.

G. [70] Sterna himndn Linn. Common Tern.

Not common migrant (C. H. B. '86).

7. [120] Phahicrocorax dilophns (Swain). Double-crested Cormorant.

Rare transient (C. H. B. '86). May 3, 1885 (C. H. B.).

8. [129] Merganser aiuericamis (Cass.). American Merganser.

Common migrant. In 1887 B. W. Evermanu classed it as not common.

In late years, however, the Fish Duck has become a common spring

visitor to the reservoirs. . '

MIGRATION EECOKD.

Year..

Observer . .

.

First seen .

Next seen.

Common .

.

Laet Seen .

Abundance

1903.

W.L.M.

4-16

4-:9

5-14

5-14

Common.

9. [131] Lophodytes cwidlatus (Linn.). Hooded Merganser.

Common transient (C. H. B. '86). March 4, 1885 (C. H. B.). Several

specimens, without dates, are in the University collection.

10. [132] Anas hoschas Linn. Mallard.*

Abundant migrant. February 10 to April 23. After the example of

Prof. W. W. Cooke all records simply given as "ducks" are referred to

this species.
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MIGRATION RECORD.

Year



13. 143 Ihtplit (tciftd (Linn.). Pintail.

Rare migrant. Feb. 26 to March 4.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year



MIGKATIOjST kecokd.

Year



MiGKAxroN record;

73
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26. [191] Ardetta e.rilu^ iGmel.). Least Bittern.

Rare migrant. One was taken alive and kept in the laboratory for

a week in May, 1902. It was fed small fishes, which it swallowed

readily. Its appetite was amazing but was the cause of its death. A
large mass of fish bones became stuck in its oesophagus and put an

end to his gastronomic feats and to his career.

27. [194] Ardea herodias Linn. Great Blue Heron

Rather rare migrant. Marcli 12 to April 8(». August 25.

MIGRATIOX RECORD.

Year
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tree, which contained four egs's. The eggs in the first nest were hatched

May 29 (C. G. L.).

MIGBATION RECORD.

Year
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35. [228] PJiilohela 7ninor {Gmel. ). American Woodcock.

Reckoned as a common summer resident in 1886, this bird can now

be ranked only as a rare migrant.

MIGRATION RECOED.

Year. 1S85. 1902. 1903.

Observer C. 11. B.

First seen ^ 3-2'.t

Next seen.

Common

Last seen

Abundance Common.

W.L. M.

3-4

W. L. M.

4^19

Rare. Rare.

36. [230] Ga[Unago_delicata (Ord.). Wilson's Snipe.®

Common migrant. March 6 to May 10. September 22 to October

28. Common along all small streams in March and Ai)ril.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year 1885. 1885. 1886. 1887.

Observer C. H. B.

First seen ;;tii.•.••• ••• ^-17

Next seen '.......• 4-18

Common

Last seen I

4-22

Abundance Abundant.

C. H.B.

9-22

Not common

. W. E.

3-15

3-18

G. G. W.

3-25

4-2

3-25*
,

4-18'"

Common.
I
Common.

"W. S. B.
i

*B. W. B.

Year.

Observer . ..

First seen ..

Next seen ..

Common . ..

Last seen. ..

Abundance.

1899.

N. B. M.

4-28

5-10

Common.

1902. 1902. 1903.

W.L. M. W. L. M. P. J. H.

3-6

4-18

Common.

10-28

Common.

4-17

=W. L. M,



37. [2391 Aciodronias )naciihif<( (Yieill. ). Pectoral Sandpiper.

Moderately common migrant. March 15 to May 9. This bird seems

to have been quite common during the spring of 1SS5. The bulk of

tlie species departed May 3.

MIGKATIOX RECOKD.
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(June 23. "OS. Charlie Creek. Yukon River. W. H. Osgood). A conimoir

bird durinj; the migratory season in all muddy places. Seen as early a.<

SeiJttml>er 20 in fall. Will probably bo found in August.

MIGRATIOX RECORD.

Year

.

1S86. 1887. 1892. 1899. 1900. 1903. 1903.

Observer . ..

First seen ..

Next seen ..

Common . .

Last seen. .

.

Abundance.

C.H.B.

5-3

5-5

G.G.W.

4-28

4-30

5-7

Rare.

E.M.K.

5-7

Rare.

N.B.M.

4-29

5-16

N.B M.

5-3

5 4

5 12

5-12

W. L. M.

4-23

4-30

5-3

6-9

Common

W.L. M.

10 6

43. [261] Bartrumia loyigicauda (Bechst.). Bartramian Sandpiper.

Not common transient (C. H. B. '86.).

44. [233] Actitis mandaria {Liinn.). Spotted Sandpiper.

Common migrant and rare summer resident. April 12. There is

one egg in the University collection from this locality. Found in the

same places as the Solitary Sandpiper but in smaller numbers.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year 1885. 1892. 1900. 1901. 1903.

Observer—
Firat seen ..

Next seen .

.

Common

Last seen . .

.

Abundance

.

C.H.B.

4-22

5-2

5-3

E.M.K.

4-27

£-7

Common. Rare.

N.B.M.

4-17

4-28

W. L. M.

4 12

W. L. M.

4-19

4-24

4-28

Common.

45. [273] Oxyechm vocifem CLinn.). Killdeer.* Fig. 6.

Abundant summer resident and rare winter resident. .January 31 to

Dec. 12. Nest and four eggs found April 12. 1903 (C. E. Edmondsou).

Another set found May 12. 1003. in a depression in the ground lined

syith dry grass (C. G. L.). During several dark and cloudy or rainy
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nights (^laich 5 to 13. 1W3). the well-Kiiown pierciug notes of this bird

were heard everywhere at all hours. On Nov. 29, '03, a Kllldeer was

seen on the snow when there was no open water. The few uncovered

muddy snots were tilled with tracks and probings.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year
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47. [300] Bomtm.umbelln^CLhm.). Ruffed Grouse.

^ As late as 1SS6 the Ruffed Grouse was a common resident in. Mon-

roe County (C. H. B.), and in 1887 was frequently seen in the hills north-

east of town (B. W. E.), and was rather common in deep woods (W. S.

:B.). Tliese phrases are far from indicative of the occurrence of the

IRuffed Grouse at present. In four years of continuous field-worlc but

^ne bird has_been observed each. year. April 7, 1901, a spleudid male

w^as seen; March 23, 1902, one was found dead; Sept. 23, 1902, one

flew through a window into a house, and March 14, 1908, one was

:seen in a den.se, tangled and wild tract of woods which was swept

by a hurricane several years ago (P. J. H.). It is in this place that

the Ruffed Grouse will probably persist longest in this county, and it

may be found there in sparing numbers for several years. Three were

.seen in this locality on April 0, 1904. and two more on April 16. In Brown,

the adjoining county eaSt, the Ruffed Grouse was classed as' common

as late as 1894 (E. M. K.).

48. [316] Zcnaidwa inac-mum (lAnn.). Mourning Dove.* Figs. 7-10.

Common resident, less numerous in winter, though it is sometimes

seen in bands of four to twelve in this season. They become common

after the first week of INlarch, and the dates are rather regular—March

8, '01, March 9, '02, March 8, '03. A bird of even distribution, equally

liable to be met with in thickets or more open woods or in plowed lands

or weedy fields. A mo^t attractive creature of beautiful appearance

and pleasing manner, in the mating season filling the air with the

sonorous melody of his love.

The point of greatest interest in regard to tli3 Mourning Dove is

its early nesting. Mr. A. W. Butler says: "They begin cooing about the

middle of March. * * * They mate early, and their nests, with com-

plement of eggs are often found early in April—April 4, Franklin

County." B. W. Evermann found a nest and set of eggs here April

17, 1886. In the last few years, however, nests and eggs have been

found at much earlier dates. In 1901. the first nest was found March

17; no eggs were seen, however, luitil April 7 and April 10. Those found

on the latter date were hatched April 14, therefore they must have been

laid about on the first and second days of April. The nest was in a

tangle of vines on a rail fence. In 1902 the record was as follows:

Cooing March 7—nest complete March 27—one egg seen March 28. This
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egg and nest were then destroyed by an unfortunate accident. Throe

other nests were found, however, on the 29th, each of which contained

either one or two eggs. All of these nests were placed in small cedar

trees. A Dove was heard cooing imperfectly November 9. Doves began

cooing in 1903 on March o. The first nest was found in a cedar, March

22; on April 8 it contained one egg and one young dove just hatched.

Reckoning the period of incubation as two weeks, this nest must have

had a full set of eggs on March 25 or 26. Another nest was in a pine

tree and had young two and one-half inches long on Aprilll. These

were at least a week old, probably more. Then this nest must have

contained a full complement of eggs on March 21. On April 24 a nest

containing two eggs was found flat on the ground under a mandrake.

49. [325] Cathartf's mira (Liuu.). Turkey Vulture.*

With one exception all the records show that the BuzzaM is'k' resi-

dent only a little over nine months in the j'ear, January 31 to November

21. In 1892 E. M. Kindle said that a few were permanent Residents.

They are quite abundant in this county, and it is not an uncommon'

thing to see them in companiei?=of ten to sixty gliding about in circling

paths in the upper air.

B. W. Evermann found a full set of eggs April 17, 1886. This is

earlier than any other date reported from the State. C. G. Littell found

young just hatched in a nest in a hollow log in a large, dense and

damp woods, May 19, '03. According to the owner of the place Buzzards

had roosted at this spot for three years before.

MIGRATION EECORD.

Yejir
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Year



58. [34:8] Buteo plati/ijlerus {Yieill.). Broad-winged Hawk.*

Rather rare resident. Not reported from tliis county before 1892.

More often seen in recent years. Commonest in April and October.

59. [;-i47a] Archibvteo IngopuH sancti-johannis (Grael.). American Rough-
legged Hawk.

Rare winter visitor; Feliruary 21. 188r> (V. H. B.).

60. [849] Aqtiila cfirifsd'ctos CLinn.). Golden Eagle.

Rare winter visitor: a few seen every winter. Has been observed

as hite as Mny l.'i. 1!)|)3 (W. L. ^I.) in Brown County, where it is as

likely to rtniain to l)reed as in any part of Indiana. Last date for

Monroe County. November 28, l'.K)o.

61. [352] Hdliiectus leucocephalus Linn.). Bald Eagle.

Rare wintei- Aisitor. Considered less rare tlian the last by W. S.

Blatchley and B. \V. Evermann. But in recent years the Bald Eagle

has not been observed at all. while Golden Eagles have been seen and

captured every year. The last date is July 29, 1885 (S. E. Meek). This

date suggests a possibility of summer residence of this bird also.

62. [357] Fulco culumbarius Linn. Pigeon Hawk.

Rare migrant, taken several times during 1885-1887, but not observed

in recent years. March 12. 1887 (AV. S. B.). April 28, 1885 (C. H. B.).

November 7. 1885 ((i. G. W.i

63. [360] Falco sjiarreriKS Linn. American Sparrow Hawk.*

Common resident, less numerous in winter; in fact, they are entirely

absent some winters as they were during those of 1900-1901. 191)2-1908

and 1884-1885. They become common in March—March 15, 1902, March

19, 1908, March 2(5, 1885 (C. H. B.). They have been observed mating

March 17. "08 (W. L. M.). and repairing a nest on the University cam-

pus, which has been used for years, on April 11, 1901 and 19D3. In

years when they do not winter it is seen that the females are the

tirst migrants, as for example, in 1885. The first and second dates for

females were March 17 and 20. while males were not seen until March

28 and 24.

64. [364] Pandion haliaetus carolinensis (Gmel.). American Osprey,

Rather rare migrant. March 12 to April 29. November. C. H.

Bollmann saw but one in four years. March 12. 1885. B. W. Evermann

said it was occasional on the White River ('87), and E. M. Kindle

reported it during November, 1892. Of late it has been seen frequently
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in the central part of the county; the record for 1993 is as follows:

First seen April 13. next April 17, and last April 29.

65. [866] Asia wilso)iianiu^ (Liess.) . American Long-eared Owl.

Rare winter visitor. Fall 188G (B. W. E.); Jan. 30, 1SS3 (W. S. B.);

March 19, 1885 (C. H. B.), are the only dates at hand.

66. [367] Asio nccipitrinns. {Pall.). Short-eared Owl.

"Very rare; two seen in the fall of 1886'' (B. W. E.).

67. [368] Sijrnhnn variurn (Barton). Barred Owl.*

Considered a common resident by C. H. Bollmanu, B. W. EVermann

and W. S. Blatchley. The last is authoritj' for a breeding record. I

know but little concerning the occairrence of owls in Monroe County.

In fact owls are more rare here at present than in anj"- place where

I have ever made observations. The only record of a Barred Owl in

three years is March 24, 1902, when one was heard. That this con-

dition is only a temporary one is shown by the fact that in the fall

of 1900 Screech Owls were abimdant and Great Horned and Barred

Owls were often heard and seen.

68. [372] Cri/ptoglaux acadica (Gmel.). Sa'AV-whet Owl.*

Rare resident. August 20, 1884. One was taken in the University

power plant November 27, 1886 (C. H. B.).

69. [373] Megascops asio CLinu.]. Screech Owl.*

Common resident. Breeds. The red phase prevails. With the excep-

tion of the fall of 1900 this has been a rare bird here in the last few

years.

This is the fellow who can best explain the meaning of the series

of fan-like scratches which we see after a fresh fall of snow on either

side of two parallel rows of tiny dots which end in a little carrpine

punctuated pit—the shambles of a Peromyscus. A Screech Owl which had

the sad affliction of a cataract on one eye was placed in a roomy cage

with two whitefooted mice with which to satisfy his appetite. Morning

dawned on the scene of an unexpected tragedy. Two mice, with golden

coats and pretty white stockings, were nestled in a warm bed of bright

rufous feathers, sleeping away the effects of a banquet of owl.

70. [375] liubo rlrginianus (Gmel.). Great Horned Owl.

Common resident (C. H. B. and B. W. E.). Breeds (W. S. B.). As

in the case of the other Strlges, rare since 1990. The only recent date

is :\rarch 22. 1903 (P. J. H.).
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The following epitaph is of interest: " 'Old Bnbo,' the college pet.

Caught in a steel trap in September, 1885, and kept in the basement

of Owen Hall until January, 1886, when he died."

71. [376] Nijcfca m/rfca (hiun. ) . Snowy Owl.

Rare winter visitor (C. H. B. '86.). Last date, January 25, 1903

(P. J. H.).

72. [387] CoccijzKS aniericanus (Ijhni.). Yellow-billed Cnckoo.-^

Common summer resident. April 13 to Sept. 24. Breeds. A nest

of the. Yellows-billed Cuckoo w^as found May 30, 1901. It contained one

egg on that day and two on the next. It was in a spice-bush three

feet above the gTOund and w^as built of sticks and partly lined with

leaves (W. L. H.). May 25, 1903, a nest and two eggs were found

about seven feet up in a grapevine (C. G. L.). In 1885 a nest with

fresh eggs was found as late as June 30, by B. W. Evermann (Butler).

"The visual nest is a mere pretense, a flimsy structure of a few sticks,

with a few blossoms, generallj' of the oak, upon which to lay the eggs.

Occasionally a very substantial nest is built—one such was found at

Bloomington, Ind., by my friend, Mr. O. M. Meyncke" (Butler).

MIGEATION EECORD.
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73. [388] CornizH.^ rr;/lhroj>litl,ahmi.'< (Wils.). Black-billed Cuckoo.* Fig. 11.

Comiuoii i-unniK r n sident. May 12 to Sept. 22. Breeds. May 20,

1903, C. G. l.itteil found a nest and three eggs about eight feet up

in a cedar. The nest was a mere platform.

In 1887 P>. W. Everniann said that this specits was apparently more

common than the last. If there is any differeni-e in numbers at present

the Black-billed Cuckoo is the more rare of the two specie >. All rec-

ords since 1892 show th? same state of affairs. In 1894, E. M. Kindle

considered this liird rare and the last common in I^rown County. At

this place the present species is a much more regular migrant than

the Yellow-billed Cuckoo. Records of tive springs show that it arrived

either on the 12th or 13th of May. May 12. 1893, Mr. E. M. Kindle

heard them calling as they passed over, and on April 13, 18SG, Mr. G.

G. Williamson heard the calling of Cuckoos, "Yellow or Black-billed

or both." This is much the earliest date that has been recorded for

either species within the State. In all probability the birds heard were

Yellow-billed Cuckoos, as they are much more irregular than ihe Black-

billed in the time of their arrival and are always observed earlier.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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Year
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L. M.I. but it woulcl be an unusual oeciUTence for it to breed this far

south. Accordinor to C. H. Bollmann's schedule for 1885 the males

arrive and dei.art earlier than the females.

MIGRATTOX RECORD.

Year
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was seen December 24. by W. S. Blatcliley. It has been seen or taken

several times since: all the dates follow: November 3, 1887, J. Gra-

ham: Feltruary 13, 1802, two seen, one of which, a female, was taken,

A. B. Ulrey; one seen in 1898 and one about February 7, 1901, V. H.

Barnett: two seen and one, a male, taken January 20, 1903, by Mr.

Whitaker. The last specimen was winged and brought in alive. It

hammered to pieces the pine box used for a cage and escaped into

the streets. After several adve:itures it was with difficulty recaptured

and placed in a wire cage at the University. He tried to shatter this,

too, but of course was unsuccessfiil. His accuracy was shown by his

repeatedly pecking a wire, not more than one-sixteenth of an inch

in diameter, which he hit squarely every time. He lived about three

days in captivity. Two of these noble birds were also seen on May 17,

1934. In a steady majestic flight they winged their way across some

fields and a higliAvay that lay between two dense forests, their favorite

retreats.

79. [-106] Mchtneqyes t'rythroct'i)Iud IIS {L.inn. ). Red-headed Woodpecker.*

Abundant summer resident: not uncommon winter resident. All of

the Redheads sometimes migrate in the fall, and leave us no winter

residents. Such was the case in the years 1892 and 1903. The autumn

of the latter year was noticeable for the very scanty production of

beechnuts and acorns. In 1893 after their winter's absence they were

first seen April 19 and became abundant April 28 and 29 (E. M. K.).

For three years prior to 1903 the Redhead was a very common winter

resident, in fact, the most common and most equally distributed winter

bird. It became common each year from the middle of February to the

1st of ilarch.

The mating call was heard as early as February 15, 1903. The

nest and five eggs were found May 29, 1903 (C. G. L.).

Redheaded Woodpeckers are very quarrelsome, and are coutinuallj*

driving other birds from their favorite trees. Their attentions seem

especially directed against their little cousin, the Downy, although Juu-

cos, Tufted Titmice and Nuthatches are not slighted. They have been

observed to come to the ground to attack a Tufted Titmouse. They

are capable of making as large an animal as the Fox Squirrel beat

a hasty retreat. Sparrow Hawks, too, are put to flight, but the Red-

headed tvrant often flnds his master in the English Sparrow.
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There is notblnp; in the Redhead to suggest the flycatt-her. hut he

really is an expert in that line. A flash of color often attracts your

eye to a nearby treetop. and you see that it is the Redhead, who

is diminishing the insect population. In one or two or three swoops,

as gracefully as Myiarchus himself, he obtains his luncheon.

80. [409] Centtirus carolinns CLinn.). Red-bellied Woodpecker.*

Common summer resident; less common winter resident. An in-

crease in number is noticeable about the middle of March. Common

April 8. 1903.

A very garrulous i^ird; a single individual often tills the woods with

a din of his varied cries: stimulation and excitement are not needed to

provoke a clenionstration but he seems to do it for the pure love of making

a racket.

81. [412a] (hhiptf'g itiinttii.f Inteus Bangs. Northern Flicker.* Fig. 13.

Abundant summer resident and very common winter resident. Be-

comes abundant in March. Mating call heard as early as February

15. 1903. and as late as November 20. 1902. A nest and two eggs were

found in an apple tree Ajiril 22. 1903 (C. G. L.t.

82. [417] A iitrostomm rorlferus (Wils.). Whip-poor-will.*

Rather common summer lesident. but on account of its peculiar

habits not commonlv observed.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year
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83. [420J Choi'deiles virgin ianus (Guiel.). Night Hawk.*
Common summer rosident. (C. H. H.) April 28 to Sept. 21. Abun-

dant migrant, especially in fall.

MIGKATION RECORD.

Year
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MIGEATION RECORD.
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Year. 1900.

Observer N. B. M.

First seen 5-5

Next seen
!

5-8

Common i

5-10

Last seen .^

Abundance Common.

1901.

W.L.M.

5-4

5-7

5-15

1902.

W. L. M.

5-5

5-6

Common. Moderately
common.

1903.

W. L. M.

9-26

Common.

.86. [Hi] .Tj/rannus li/rannus CLiun.). Kingbird.* Fig. 14.

Common summer resident. April 13 to September 5. Mating April

29, 1903. Nest and four eggs on the topmost limb of an apple tree,

May 28, 1903 (C. G. L.).

MIGRATION EECOED.

Year ,

•Observer. ...

First seen. .

.

^extscen...

Common ...

Last seen ...

Abundance .

1885. 1885.

C.H.B.

4-17

4-20

4-23

C.H.B.

1886. 1887.

W.S. B.

4-13

4-14*

4-15

1

Abundant,

9-5

Abundant. Common.

*G. G.W.
tC.H.B.

G. G. W,

4-24

1892.

E. M. K.

4-18

4-27

4-27

Common.
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87. [452] Mykirchas crinitm {Liinn.). Crested Flycatcher.*

Common summer resident. April 18 to September 7. Nestbuilding-

May 14. 1001; six eggs May 27. In 1002 a nest and 5 eggs were found

May 21: the eggs were hatched June 2 and the young birds had flown

June 11 (Gertrude Hitze). Another nest with six young about ready

to leave was found June 12. It was in a hollow apple tree about 6%
feet up (C. G. L.).

Later in the season, in August and September, these birds may be

seen trooping around with a brood of lusty youngsters almost as large

as themselves. These little family groups are pleasing objects in the

sultry brightness of an open grove or beside the dimly lighted paths

of the forest. Myiarchus here, as at all places and all times, seems^

to fit into his surroundings i>erfectly. Everywhere he is full of lui-

conscious dignity and is perfectly at home.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year
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1, but does not give the year, altliousli it is i)rol)aVily 1887. E. M.

Kindle saw it Marcli 2. 1893. They are found first at the nesting

places: March IT. ItKJl, a pair was seen at a quarry; March 14, li>02,

one was seen at a bridge near a pond and on the first date in 1903,

March 12, they were common at the caves; eleven were seen about

the mouths of tlu-ee caves. Nestbuilding March 22, 19(>2. Nest com-

plete April 2, 1903. April 12, 1903, a nest and five eggs were found

under a bridge (C. G. L.). Well-grown young have been seen May (i,

1899 (X. K. M.), and May 7, 1901.

The Pha4)e seems to be better pleased if a suitable nesting site

can be found near the dwellings of man. There he lives out his quiet

and beneficial career, an unobtrusive vet confiding bird.

MIGBATION RECORD.
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89. [459] XidtallorniK borealis (Swa,ius.). Olive-sided Flycatcher.

Rare transient. April 30, 1885 (C. H. B.). The only other record

for the southern part of the State is that of May 12, 1885, Wheatland,

Knox County (Robert Ridgway). Do these dates indicate au aoeldeutal

deviation from the ordinary migration route in that one year?

90. [461] Contopns virens {'Lhm. ) . Wood Pewee.*

Very common summer resident. April 26 to October 5. Has beea

reported much earlier, as for instance: April 15, 1899, and April 7, 1900^

(N. B. M.), but these records are probably due to wrong identification.-

The most common Flycatcher.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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on stivtcheil and (luivering winy. tluMi up ajiain and poisinsi'. until he

was nearly out of sight. The climax Avas a straight, swift dive, with

wings closed. toAvard the earth. He did not open his wings luitil he

was within a few feet of the ground, when he settled lightly down

and Avent quietly to feeding as if nothing had happened. Four young

were seen just ready to leave the nest ^lay 10. 190:i. G. G. Williamson

obtained an adult female and a young male May 29, 1886.

96. [477] (JijaniK-lttai-nxtat<i (Limi. ). Blue Jay.* Fig. 16.

Abundant resident: sometimes less numerous in winter.

Jays Avere nearly all mated March 8, 1903, and a pair Avas observed

mating February 10. 1901. This pair began a nest but abandoned it

Avhen about one-fourth completed, February 22. N. B. Myers obserA'ed

them nestbuilding March 3. 1899. More usual dates are: Nestbuilding.

March 17. '03; March 22, "02. a half-completed nest Avas fotmrt; nest

completed March 26, 1902. and 1903; three pairs nestbuilding April 1.

'01; nests Avith three eggs were found April 15 and 17, 1903 (W. L. M.).

The former AAas l)etAveen tAvo rafters in a corncrib and Avas built partly

of mud (C G. L.I. A Blue Jay Avas seen sitting on unhatched eggs May
16. 1903.

"As spring approaches tliey become very vocal, uttering man.v calls,

some very prett.v notes, varying from loud to Ioav. Evidentl.v some

of the latter are intended solely for one female to hear. * * * With

us the season of song begins early in March •' * * as early as Marcli

8. * * * With it comes pairing time. Avhich I have knoAvn them to

continue until April 'ly (A. W. Butlei#. As is above stated the Blue

Jay has a great numl)er of calls, many of Avhich are principally used

during the mating season. But the AA'riter has never heard a Jay give

a call during that season that has not been heard during ever.v other

month from September to June at some time during the past four .vears.

Careful observations and a separate series of nuti's have been made Avith

the above conclusion as a result.

On April 28 and 29. 19'!;;. at a time nf very abundant nocturnal

migration, man.v Ja.vs Aveie seen migrating by day. They tlcAv steadily

and iiuite high (about 2nH ft.i. in a northeast direction. The liight

of the 29tli Avas exactly similar to that of the 2Sth: no Jays Avere

CA-en 200 yards from the path. Whether the Hi.ght kept up all night

is a ((uestion. Folhnving are a few groups observed <ni eacli day and the

approximate time elapsing betAveen their passage of a given puint: April
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28—12; immediately, o; 1 minute, 8: 4 minutes, 8; 15 minutes, 11.

April 29—3; 2 minutes, 9; 1 minute, 2; etc. The woods below were

furnished Avith their usual numbers of noisy Jays; but neither migrants

nor residents seemed to be influenced by the presence of the other.

97. [-188] Corvux hrachyrJu/ncJLus C. L. Brehm. Common Crow.*

The crow is quite common in Monroe County, but the numbers in

wliich it occurs seem insignificant to one accustomed to enormous roosts.

CroAvs are very rarely seen in flocks of as many as one hundred individ-

uals. About 1886 there was quite an extensive roost in Turner's (Cedar)

Grove (W. S. B.), but at the present time there is no roost of any size in

the county.

The nest has been noted by B. W. Evermann as early as March 20.

A half-finished nest was seen April 4, 1903 (C. G. K). Two nests, one

with eggs were found April 20, 1902 (W. L. M.), and a nest with 5

young Avas found about fifty feet from the ground in a beech, April 2G,

1903 (C. G. L.).

98. [494] Dolichonyj: orijzicorus {Liinu. } . Bobolink.*

Common migrant, usually appearing during the first week of May,

although it has been observed on April 17, 1885 (C. H. B.) and 1893

(E. M. K.). It may be observed until a month later; May, 17 (C. H. B..

'85). August 29 to September 1. The males arrive and depart earlier

than the females; males were seen from April 17 to May 5 and females

from May 2 to 17, 1885 (C. H. B.).

On a rainy morning in May (5-3-'03) a Bobolink was found in an

apple tree in town, singing Avith^ll the viA'acity of mid-June. This is the

first time I haA-e heard it sing during migration.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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100. [498] Aiji'lni IIS plininW, IS (Linn.). Red-wiuged Blackbird.*

Abundant migrant and common summer resident. Alarcli 4 to Novem-

ber 16. Tliere are two nests eacli containinf*- two eggs in the University

collection tala'U by (". H. l^xillman. 188."). A bird with striking dress and

musical call, as often observed remote from as near bodies of water dur-

ing the migrations.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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were all there, still covcrt'd wirli down. l)ut when the nest was disturbed,

two eggs rolled out of the fearliers about the nest.

•I have known tlu-ni in full song March S. * * * After the harvest

is over and the young are able to take care of themselves, most of the

Meadowlarks seek choice spots, and but seldom are their songs heard"

(Butler). Butler also mentions hearing their song in September and

November. The writer has heard them singing every month in the year,

nine of which are spent in this region. Following are some dates for

Bloomington: !t-2.s: lU-12: 11-8; llMS. '02; 1-24; 2-26; 3-2; 4-3; 5-1; G-9, '03.

The Meadowlark is another l)ird which migrates considerably by day.

The immense, noisy Hocks of Felirnary and March are always on the

move. Fifty of these birds were seen as early as January 21, 1903, flying

over due north at a height which made it necessary to use a powerful

field-glass to identify tlicm.

This species, as well as most of the members of the family Ictcridae. is

noted for its gregarious haldts. That the different species should show

such habits inttr si: as do tlie swallows, is a more remarkable thing.

That this seems to be the case is the only logical conclusion to be drawn

from a study of lucal migration schedules. For instance, for a few days

pinnious to March 21. r.»(i;!. iNIeadowlarks and Grackles, both resident

species wei'e the only Irtviiila- seen. On the 21st, however, these species

became augumented in numbers while Rusty Grackles, Redwings and

Cowbirds, not seen for several days l)efore. again made their appearance

in considerable numbers. This fanuly migration is to be observed in the

IrirrhUr at the time thi' s])ecies liecome abumlant and not at their first

arrival. The Orioles move together in the same way and become numer-

ous at about the same time.

102. [506] Ideruii xjiiirlnx (lAnu.). Orchard Oriole.*

Common summer resident, abundant and conspicuous during the

spring migration. April 17 to August 'JJ). These dates are each one day

earlier than the recorded limits of its stay in the State. Six years out of

ten, this species arrived before the Baltimore Oriole. This is a somewhat

different proportion than the two out of fifteen obtained by A. W. Butler.

The difference may be explained by a change in habit, as the dates of

arrival of the Orchard Oriole ))efore that of its relative are all included

in the last seven years in \\ hich observations have been made at this

point. This change in date of arrival is prnl)ably correlated with tlu'
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steady increase in numbers in this species and decrease in the next {cide

Bntler, Birds of Ind.. p. 899).

The first song was heard April 28, 190o, and males in the second year

plumage were seen singing April 29 and May 10, 1903. The Orchard

Oriole is an abundant breeder here; the nest and complement of eggs

have been found May 17, 1901.

MIGRATION KECORD.
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105. [oUb] (Jnisfditw (juIsciiIk ;iiii'iis (Ridgw. |. Bronzed Grackle.*

Abundant summer resident and uncommon winter resident. Follow-

ing are the numbers seen at some winter dates: 2. 12-30'84 (C. H. B.),

l-ll-'85 (C. H. B.); 1 taken. l-4-'86 (G. G. W.); and 24. 1-17-1903. Of the

last flock, 15 were females, and 9 were males; there were also more

females than males in a Hock of 30 seen NoA^ember 30, 1902. On the other

hand the first migrants in spring are all great, splendid males in full song.

Twenty-six seen February 20, ltK)3. For a period after the beginning of

migration the females are absent. They were not seen imtil March 8,

1901; March 23. 1902. (irackles become abundant during the first week of

March.

A half-finished nest was found April 4 and a nest with three young

was found May 13. 19o3. in a pine, about 50 feet from the ground

(G. G. L.).

Grackles roost in great numbers in the shade-trees of Bloomington

and in early spring and in fall many Robins roost in the same places.

The calls of the Grackle. lioth the chuck and the metallic notes may be

heard at intervals after dark. I have heard them as late as 11 p. m. and

as early as 3 a. m. and would not b>' surprised to learn that they are con-

tinued throughout the night.

106. [514] Hcsprriphoua rcsjirrtiita (Gooi).). Evening Grosbeak*.

Very irregular and rare visitor. Seen only in January and April, 1887.

Mr. C. H. Bollman took a male on the ITniversity campus, January 20,

1887. Mr. G. G. Williamson saw the following numbers during April:

4 on the 27th; 2 on the 29th: and 2 on the 30th.

107. [517] ('arj)odacus purpiiri'K.s (Gmel.). Purple Finch.

Common migrant and irregular winter resident. B. W. Evermann

classes it as a frequent winter visitor and W. S. Blatchley says it

wintered in 1882-3. It probably wintered in 1885-0. as no last date is

given in the fall migration schedule, nor any first date in that of the

spring. The females remain later than the males in spring. I have heard

its song at Marion, Ind.. March 8, 19(K). More often observed in sycamore

than in other trees. Most of them departed April 14. 1885 (C. H. B.).
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and March 8, 1886. C. H. Bollman saw eleven iu a fir tree in Bloomington

June 24, and reported them also on July 10, 13 and 14 (B. W. E.).

After being reported quite often during this period of 4 years, Cross-

bills were not again recorded until 1892, when six were observed by E. M.

Kindle and A. B. TJlrey on March 1. The last date recorded for this

locality is March 3, 1893 (E. M. K.), when a crossbill probably of this

species, was identified by note.

109. [522] Loxia h'liroptem Gmel. Wliite-winged Crossbill.

A very irregular visitor, much more rare than the last.

White-winged Crossbills were first observed here February 6, 1883.

On that date B. W. Evermann took two males from a flock of fifteen in a

yard on College Avenue, Bloomington. A female was taken February 10,

and "two days later two more specimens were taken near the same place."

(A.'W. Butler, in "Papers Read at the World's Congress of Ornithology"

in Chicago, 1893-6.)

Mr. Evermann also observed this bird February 23 (List of Birds of

Carroll County, "Auk," 1889). . O. H. Bollman gives a queried record of this

species for December 12, 1885. About five were identified by note.

A. W. Butler says: "The only instance of its occurrence in summer

in the Ohio valley is that given me by the late C. H. Bollman. He saw

eleven in a fir tree in Bloomington, Ind., June 24, 1886." However, on

C. H. Bollman's schedule for 1886, this date is attributed to the other

species, in the account of which I have placed it.

110. [528] Aaiuthiti liitaria (Linn.). Redpoll.

Irregular winter visitor.

"B. W. Evermann identified a single bird at Bloomington in December.

1882" (A. W. Butler). C. H. Bollman reports "one seen" in his list of

1886, and "Mr. Chauncey Juday obtained specimens from a flock of twenty

at Bloomington, April 12, 1895" (A. W. Butler). W. S. Blatchley also

reports one January 30, 1883. _

111. J529] AiitragaUnus tristis (Linn.). American Goldfinch.*

Abundant resident.

Song March 29 (W. L. M.,'02). June 12, 1902, a nest and four eggs in

a "wild rose bush (C. G. L.). October 2, 1903, I shot a young Goldfinch
;. • f}r*j,';f;:, ;-:

with the short wings and tail and fluffy feathers of a fledgeling, that

was unable to fly well and was still being fed by the mother.

The..plumage changes are very interesting. It requires about a

month for all the males to assume the summer plumage. None were spen
• '":• •'.if'i.iUi)':. '

'' ^'-'-'Joiw Odf ^i,v''r

a&m X' '

. : f ,.(^W .O Dl .

' •
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in summer dress uutil April 18, 188t) (B. W. K). Tlie record from tlio

first appearance of a change till the moult is completed is as follows:

March 29 ('02), two Goldfinches, one singing and in great part in summer

plumage; April 1 ('03), eight Goldfinches, four singing and with the Ijaclc

and part of the breast yellow, and part of head blacli; April 2, four

Thistlebirds, one in perfect plumage, the others in changing phases of

attire; April 12, two, one in full dress; April 14. five, two in yellow and

blacli; April 19, three, two in winter plumage. One of these Avliich was

black; April 19, three, two in winter plumage. One of the hist two Avhich

was taken was a male, the other one of the trio was in summer attire:

April 2.5, twenty, ten in transitional stages of plumage; April Sii. an

increase in those of full plumage to the usual summer number. Prolia1>ly

all of the males have completed the moult.

112. [533] Sphn(s piniii; (Wils. ). Pine Siskin.

A rather regular migrant in moderate numbers; a rare winter residi-iit.

October 27 to May 13.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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113. [534] PantfiriiKi iiindis (Liinn.). Suowflake.

Rare and irregular winter visitor (C. H. B., 'SG).

114. [536] Calrnrlus laj>ponicu.'< ihinn.). Lapland Longspur.

Rare and irregular winter visitor. Observed February 2, 188:;

(AV. S. B.); taken February 10 and 12. 1883 (B. W. E.); seven seen Feb-

ruary 0, 1901 (Y. H. B.). All were associated with Otocoris n. praticohi.

115. [540] Pooerefcs tinnniinut< (Gme\. ). Vesper Sparrow.*

Abundant summer resident. Februtirv 10 to October 25.

MIGKATION RECORD.
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2, 1901 (W. L. M.I. During the mating season Englisli Sparrows often

engage in such earnest figliting that one or the other of the contestants is

left dead upon the field. Their pugnacious encounters are by no means

confined to that season, however. On October 1(5. 1902. two males were

so deeply interested in their battle that they were both easily picked up

in the hand.

Flycatchers are found in the Sparrow family and the House Sparrow

is one of these. They have been observed catching insects on the >ving,

swooping and returning to the same perch lilve Flycatchers. Some seem

more adept than others; one seen, made two darts in the air before

returning to the tree which was his headquarters. Other Sparrows which

have been observed at this pursuit are: Junco. Chewink. Chippy. Field

and White-throated Sparrows.

Quite a tendency to albinism is noticeable in this bird and it seems to

be of recent development. A perfect albino was taken September 28,

1885 (C. H. B.). In the single spring of 1903, a perfect albino was cap-

tured by hand while on a nest containing four young (McCracken); a par-

tial albino with the head and flecks everywhere snowy white was taken

and three similar ones seen. Many specimens with one or two rectrices

or remiges white were observed. In two months in the summer at another

locality, three partial albinos were seen and two complete ones reported.

A peculiarity in the coloration is that the light color in the partial

albinos is pure snowy white, while the entirely albinistic specimens are

deep buffy white.

117. [542a] Passerculax xaiidiricltfii.ff>t xor(ini»a (Wils. ). Savanna Sparrow.

Common migrant and jjrobably rare summer resident. The majority

of migration records do not show this bird in what is probably its true

position. There are several rather early spring and late fall reports, but

the greater number of dates given nearly coincide with those for the next

species as if they were inseparably connected in time of migration as

they have been, heretofore, generically united. This bird breeds farther

north and winters farther north; the fact that it winters in the lower

Wabash valley in our own State makes it seem probable that it should

be seen earlier all over the State and that it has probably been over-

looked during many seasons until its more conspicuous cousin, with the

brighter colors and startling insect-like trill, arrived. It is true that the

two birds are generally found together, but it is probable that the obscure
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little Savanna Sparrow is present at a given point in the State from a

weelc to a month in advance of the Yellow-winged Sparrow every year.

A nest identified as belonging to a bird of this species by Prof. J. R.

Slonaker was found May 17, 1901. It was built in a depression in the

gTound and was lined and partly arched over with dry grass. On May 22,

there were five eggs. June 3, they were hatched. June 7, the nest was
empty but probably not as a result of the natural course of events.'

In 1885 most of the individuals departed May 2. The Savanna Spar-

row was talien March 29, 1894. by B. M. Kindle in Brown County. '

MIGRATION RECORD.
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Year. 1S69. 1885. 1885. 1886. 1887.

Observer

First seen ...

Next seen...

Common

Last seen . .

.

Abundance

.

-26

I. U. Coll. C. H.B. IS E. Meek.

4-20

4-23
I

4-25 8-1

10-4

Common

^'C. H. B.

B. W. E.

4-25

4-27

4-27

4-25

Rather
Common.

Year. 1899. 1901. 1902. 1903.

Observer
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Sparrows singing every montli in the year. Following are dates wlien

their song was heard in this locality, for ten months of the year: 9-28;

10-12; 11-8; 12-14, '02; 1-21; 2-22; 3-4; 4-4; 5-1; 6-9, '03. On April 8, 1900,

one was observed singing during flight. Though not a performer of intri-

cate music, nor ostentatious either in his lay or his pretty self, to the

person to whom are familiar our country lanes as they appear in the

cool, quiet duskiness of vernal evenings, this domestic songster is the

most Avelcome and the most cheerful and cheering of singing birds.

May 3, 1903, nest and four young in a small, thick cedar in a sink-

hole <C. G. L.). Many nests and eggs are found during the first week in

.Tune.

129. [583] Melo^pha lincolnii (Aud. ). Lincoln's Sparrow.

Rare migrant: probably a more common and regular one. however

than can be inferred from the data at hand.

MIGRATION RKCORD.
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year's record. That the males migrate first to the breeding liroimd is

also iipheld by all other available data.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year.
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The Cardinal is another one of those cheery birds which may be heard

singing at all times of the year. Some winter dates of singing are: 10-19;

11-9, '02 and 1-1; 2-S, '03. On February 1,3, 1903, I heard a Cardinal sing-

ing from the top of a cedar tree at 6 a. m., and on passing the same place

at 7 a. m. found him still at his music.

134. [595] Zamelodia lucloviciaiia (Ijinn.). Rose-breasted Grosbeak.*

Common migrant. "But few breed here" (B. W. E.). Although the

Rose-breasted Grosbeak has been reported a summer resident from locali-

ties farther south than this (St. Louis, Cincinnati), such an occurrence is

very unusual. The only record of its making its summer home at

Bloomington is that of B. W. Evermann in 1886. Song May 8, 1903.

The date, November 12, 1888, is from an uncatalogued specimen in

the Museum of Indiana University which was collected by a Mr.

Chambers. The males seem to arrive earlier and depart later than the

females. Neither so common nor so early a migrant now as formerly,

MIGRATION RECORD.
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135. [598] C'i/(nt(jspi:a ryaitf'a CLuin.). Indigo Bunting.*

Abundant summer resident. April 13 to October 17; which are the

limits of its stay in the State.

Song April 29, '03; also heard as late as August 9. in a latitude but

little south of this. May 19, '03, nest and one egg found in a small bush

along a road (C. G. L.). The males migrate from a few days to two weeks

in advance of the females.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year
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MIGRATION RECORD.

Year. 1885. 1885. 1886. 1887. 1892. 1893.

Observer . .

.

First seen.

.

Next ?een.

.

Common ...

Last seen .

.

Abundance

C. H. B.

4-30

5-1

5-10

C.H. B.
C.H. B.
G. G. W.

4-23

4-29

5-1

G.G. W. A. B. U.

5-7

K. M. K.

4-28

5-4

10-

lAbundant.Abiuulant.i Abundant.

Year
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In 1894 E. M. Kindle remarked upon the absence of this bird from

Brown County while it was common in this, tlie adjoining county.

During tlie last spring (1903) the Summer Redbird was common also

in Brown Coimty,

139. [Bll] Progni' subis CLinn.). Purple Martin.*

Common .'iummer resident. March 28 to September 10.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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nl)sent the day before. Their departure was similar. On April 11,

17. '27 and May 1. the less A-agrant summer resident Profiiic was the

only Swallow remaining of the motley companies of the day before.

In other years this mode of migration has been just as marked; in

i;»02. tAvo species arrived together ou the tifth of A])ril and three on

the thirteenth: and in 1S85, four species, the Bank. Tree. Barn and

Cliff SwalloAvs an-ivcd in one liock on the ir>th of April, and were

seen together again on the next day. Tree and ("liff Swallows became

common on the 22d. the Barn Swallow a day Itefoi'e. and on the 25th

the Bank and Roughwinged Swallows became common.

A more detailed discussion of the migration of the Ilbitndinid(£

in 1903. ATill 1)ring out another point, i. e.. the relation of weather con-

ditions to the phases of the migratory movement.

From April 10, the date when three species had arrived, to May 3.

inclusive, when the last flock of migrants was seen, there were .just

fifteen cloudy or rainy days, with an average temperature of 47° at 5

a. m., and ten clear days Avith a temperature of 44.° SAvalloAvs. some-

times, with the exception of the Purple Martin, were absent (three spec-

imens of HiniiiiJo seen one day and two of /'rtrocJicIidon another] during

the ten days, and Avere very much in evidence fifteen days. South Avinds

prevailed during this period and migration AA-as high among all the small

land birds, especially on the 2Sth and 2nth: Init on these dates no tlocks

of SAvallows Avere seen. If a clear or partly clear period was succeeded by

a rainy, cloudy, or misty one, swalloAVs AA-ere surely to be found.

As long as the Aveather remained cloudy, these birds remained, but ou

the first fair day they disappeared. The only species that arrived on a

clear day Avas the Tree SAvalloAv; but after its arrival its movements

agreed AA-ith those of its cousins. There was only one cloudy day on

which the croAvds of sAvallows Avere al)sent and even that day brought

an increase in the number of Martins.

A synopsis of the period folloAvs: April 10. cloudy, 3 species; April 11.

cloudy, an increase in number of Purple Martins: April 12. fair, no Swal-

loAvs (Martin ignored); April 13-16, inclusive, cloudy and rainy, all species

present; April 17-18, clear, no SAvallows; 19-25. inclusive, cloudy or rainy.

all species present in considera1)le numbers; 26-29, fair, few SAvallows

seen and their number decreased during this period; April 30. cloudy,

a large flock of four kinds; May 1-2, clear, no Swallows; May 3. rainy, a

9— A. OF SciKXCK, '04.
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flock of eighty Bank Swallows aud twelve Purple Martins. After this

date only the usual summer numbers of the breeding species were seen;

there were no more migrants. The Purple iNIartiu which seemed to be

less affected by weather conditions after arrival than the other species,

was orthodox in its arrival which occurred on a cloudy morning after a

clear night.

There is no other record so complete; and it can not be stated whether

this relation between weather and migration is a fixed one. but in regard

to the migratory movements of SAvallows in 1903, it may be said that the

relation was so close that one could predict the uumljers to be found on

any day from the condition of the weather.

140. [612] Pefrorheli'lon lintifmns (Saj). Clitf Swallow.

Abundant migrant and common summer resident. April 12 to Sep-

temlier 14. Nest and four eggs in University collection (C. H. B.).

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year

Obscivei'.

.

First seen

Next seen

Common .

.

Last seen

1884.
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MIGKATIOX RF.CO'JO.
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MIGRATIO-N RECORD.

Year 18*4.



1 o >>

147. [622('] Lmu'iis Inildricidiins miiiritiis ( W. PalmtT. ). Migrant Shrike.*

TTiicommon suninicr resident. March 3 to December 1. Rare in

Avinter (W. S. P..i. Fehrnary IC IJHil (V. H. B.).

Mating and attempts at song. March 15, 1903. The song resembles

some of the more harsh calls of the Bine Jay. May 10, 1903, nest and

live yonn.ii' jnst lialdied. Teii feet np in"a hedge (C. G. L.i.

MIGRATIOX RECOKD.
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MIGRATIOX KECORO.

Year 1885. 1885. 1886.

Observer

First seen.

.

Next seen.

.

Common

Last seen. .

Abundance

C. H.B. C. n. B.

4-21

4-22

4-25

10-2

Abundant. Abundant.

B.W.E.
C.H.B.
4-23

4-24

1887. 18i'2. 1893.

G.G. W. K..M. K. E.M. K.

4-27 4-27 5-1

Abundant Common. Common.

Year .



illGRATlOX RECORD.
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152. [629] Vireo solitarim (WUh.). Blue-headed Vireo.

Rather iincommon migrant. April 28 to May 17. September ir> to 28..

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year
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MIGRATION RECORD.

Year. 1885. 1885. 1886. 1887. 1893.

Obi^erver

First seen . .

.

Next seen ..

Common

Last seen ..

.

Abund.ince

.

C. H.B.

4-17

4-18

4 --24

C. H. B.

Common.

9-28

Common.

G. G. W
C.H.B.

4-17

4-18

G.G. W.

4-20

4-27

Common.

E. M.K.

4-7

Year 1901. 1902. 1902, 1903.

Observer AV. L. M. W.L.M.
1
W. L. M. AV.L.M.

First seen 5-4 4-27 I
9-1 4-24

Next seen i 1
9-7 4-28

Common i

— . ..| 4-28

Last seen
|

10-4

Abumlanee '; Common. Common. Common.

155. [637] Protonoturiacitrm {Bodd.). Prothonotary Warbler.

Rare migrant. "Mr. Chauncey Jnday reports it from Monroe County,

where a specimen was talien at Harrodsburg, April 2G, 1895" (A. W.

Butler). E. M. Kindle reported it May 28, 1892. As nests and eggs of this

species hare been taken in other parts of the State at an earlier date

than this, it is possilile that the Prothonotary Warbler may be found

here as a rare summer resident.

156. [639] Hebnitheros venniroms (Gmel.). Worm-eating Warbler.

Common migrant and "rather common summer resident" (B. W. E.).

April 20 to August 31. Song May 4, 1902. "Prof. W. S. Blatchley took

a nest and six fresh eggs, and one of the Cowbird, near Bloomiugton,

May 12, 1886. The nest was at the base of a clump of ferns, and was

composed of the leaves of "^Maiden Hair' fern. The next day Prof. B. W.

Evermann took a nest from a similar location, containing five of the

owner's eggs and two of the Cowbird" (A. W. Butleri.

Common in the fall of 1903 in the undergrowth along creeks.
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MIGRATION RECORD.

Year. 1885. 1885. 1886. 1902. 1903.

Obyerver. . .

.

First seen..

.

Ne.\t seen.. .

Couinion . .

.

Last seen ...

Abundance

C.H.B.

4-20

4-21

C.H.B. W. S. B.
B.W.E.

5-1

5-4

W. L. M.

4-27

5-4

W. L. M.

4-28

4-28

I

8-.31

Common. Common. Rare. Common. Common.

157. [641] Hchiiiiithojihila pinxs (Lihiu.). Blue-winged Warbler.*

Abundant migrant. Rare summer resident (C. H. B.—B. W. E.).

April ID to September 28. Song April 19, 1903.

Orchards and open woods are the favorite haunts of the Blue-winged

Yellow Warbler.

On a bright day after a rainy morning in April, 1903, warblers of this

species were observed to move from one part of the country to another

about three miles away in from six to eight hours. In the morning

they were plentiful in the orchard and clearings south of the city, while

none were to be observed anywhere north of town. In the afternoon

these conditions were reversed, they were common and singing in the

orchards north of town, while they were entirely absent in the places

where they had been seen in the morning. Their movements even for

the shortest distances were always in the same direction, they flew froni

limb to limb, from tree to tree, in the same gx'iieral trend, toward the

north.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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158. [6-42] Hclminlhdphilc rJtnjsojdera (Linn.). Golden-winged Warbler.

Very rare migrant. April 27. 1S8T (G. G. W.); 28, 11>01; May 4. 1886

(G. G. W.).

159. [645] Helminihophila rubricapilla (Wils.). Nashville Warbler.*

"Common in spring, abundant in fall" (C. H. B., 1880). "In Monroe

County it was rather common, April 27 to May 1. 1886 (Evermann,^

Blatchley)" [A. W. Butler]. During the last few years the Nashville

Warbler has been a more rare bird than the above quotations indicate.

One or two records in a migration has been as much as could be hoped

for concerning- this species. April 24 to May 11. August 26 to October 10.

MIGRATION KECOKD.

Year 1885. 188.5. 1886.

Observer
[

C. H.B. C. H. B.

First seen '. 4-25
1

8-26

Nextseen ! 4-26 9-22

B. W. E.
W.S.B.

4-27

Coinmon .

Last seen

.

5-11 10-10 5-1

Abundance ' Common. Abundant. Common

1899.

N. B. M.

5-5

Year. 1901. 1902. 190.'?.

Observer C. H. E. W. L. M.

Firstseen
j

4-29
|

4-24

Next seen I

Common

Last seen :

Abundance Rare. Rare,

W. L. M.

4-29

Rare.

1903.

W.L. M.

10-2

Rare.

160. [646] HelminlhopJnki celaUi (Say). Orange-crowned Warbler.

Very rare migrant. One record; :May 4, 188.5 (C. H. B.).

161. [647] HeliiiinthopJnla peret/riiia iWils.). Tennessee Warbler.*

"Not common in spring, abundant in fall" (C. H. B., 1880). April 20

to May 10. Aiigust 30 to October 17. "At Bloomington, both Profs.

Blatchley and Kvcrninnn thought it less numerous than the Nashville

Warbler" (A. W. Bntlci'i. Decidedly the reverse is the case uow. One
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may oliserve in siiring a hundred of the present species to one of the

Nashville Warbler, and in fall a thousand. The Tennessee Warlilers. in

the latter season, literally fill all the trees, whether the neatly-trimmed

maples along the city streets or the magnificent oaks of the forest. The

imderbrush is alive with them, they are in the weeds, in briars, and in

the stubble. Swamp and hilltop, cultivated field and forest, alike, are

animated by the hordes of Tennessee Warblers. They are everywhere.

iriGRATIOX RECORD.

Year 1885. 1885.

Obsirver C. H. B. C. H. B.

First seen 4-26 4-30

Next seen 4-30
i

9-4

Common ' 9-11

Last seen 5-14 10-7

Abandonee
i

Rare. lAbundant.

1886. 1890. 1900. 1903. 1903.

C. H. B

4-^7
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see Warbler pimctiiring grapes. They thrust their bills into the grapes

and after poking around inside a little lifted their heads and acted as if

drinking. After being punctured, the grapes, of course, shrivelled and

became worthless. Scarcely a grape, and not a cluster were missed in

the arbor under observation. The damage, however, was not great, as

the birds did not begin their depredations until after the owners had

harvested as much of the crop as they desired.

The males arrive and depart earlier than the females.

MIGBATIOX EECOKD.
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was found in soiut' luishcs .-iloiii:' a street in town. The side-spots were

large and Itrilliant as was also tlic rumi». Tlie ))aelv had the sharply

defined lilaek and gray strealcing, hiit the head and breast were as in

winter. Mar<'li 21, a specimen in winter plumage was seen; March 23,

two iiidivi<luals. one in full plumage with the exception of the nown-

spcft which was somewhat ol)Scnred by dark tips to the feathers, the

other in the usual autumnal and winter garb. March 2o, four Myrtle

Warlilers were seen, and of these, one had the winter plumage, two had

yellow crown and riTinii but no side-spots, and one was brilliant in a new

and complete spring suit. Mai'ch 27, one with winter colors: March 30,

one in (•om])li't(' and one in winter plumage: April 1. two like tlie last.

April 3, three specimens with all the spots showing Init only dimly on the

sides and ciown. After April .'; all mentioned are in full plumage unless

otherwise stated. Aiiiil .">. two, one in winti-r dress; April 8, four, one

in winter plumage; April 11. fuir; April 12, twelve; April 14, three, two of

which were clothed as in winter: April 15, four; April 10, six. one looking

just as he did in .lani'nry. and he was the last one observed in this

plumage, altliougli of twenty-one seen on April 2S. two were still in

transition stages of })lnmage. Thus fifty days elapsed between the first

and last observed i-iianges in plumage, and. half as many days passed

bet^veen the apiiearanct' of summer drtss and the vanishing of winter

garb.

In the fall llie first yellowrumps Avere seen on October 12 (10it2). Of

thirty in;li\idnals. one had llie sides yellow, while all of the others had

already assumed the sombre sliades of winter plumage. October 20,

fourteen of these liirds were oliserved and one was still in nearly perfect

summer condition, the crown and sines l>eing only slightly dusted with

darker. All others seen diuMng the icmaindcr of tlie year were in ordi-

nary winter i-lumage. Fioni tliese observations it may be seen that,

although about eiglit months are consumed in the change from winter,

through summer. Isack to winter plumage again, by the species as a

whole, yet it is ])ns>iiiie liiat some individuals may complete this cycle

of changes in six months.

On December 14. I'.!ii2. a Myrtle Warbh-r was seen fiying in somewhat

wide sweeps, like a Hycatrlicr. Imt. lidvcring. lu' gleaned from tlie trees,

fences and the ufound. ;iiid not from the air.
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MKiKATION rSECORn.

Yen 188^ 1884.

Observer B. W.E

First seen
;

2-10

Next soon

Common

Last seen

Abundance I
Common.'

C.H. E.

3-21

1885.

C. H.B.

n-3!

4-17

5-2

5-11

Abundant

1885. 1885.

C. H. B.

>'4-25

4-30

5-8

5-13

Abundant. Abundant.

C. H.B.

Si-24

9-25

10-7

1887

G.G.W.
B.W. E.

5-4

Common.

Year.
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168. [658] De, ulroira cendea iWils.). Cerulean Warbler.

Common migrant; not common summer resident (G. G. W.—N. B. M.).

Tlie males precede the females in migration.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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170. [660] Dcndroka castanea (Wils.). Bay-breasted "Warbler.

Rather rare migrant. April 20 to May 13. September 18 to October

10. Tlie limiting dates each extend the recorded period of its stay in

Indiana one day.

MIGRATION KECORD.

Year 1^85.

Observer.. C. H. B.

First seen 9-18

Next seen 9-19

Common 10-3

Last seen 10-10

Abundance Abundant.

1886. 1903. 1903.

B. W. E.
G. (}. W.

5-4

5-6

Rare.

W. L. M.

4-29

5-13

Rare.

W. L. M.

10-3

Rare.

171. [661] Deiidroica striata (FoTst.). Black-poll Warbler.

Rather rare migrant. April 28 to May 19. September 18 to October

26.

The last date for the species in ISSo, May 19, was the date of arrival

of the females. October 26, is the latest record for this State. The last

one taken in 1903 was a female.

MIGRATIOX RECORD.

Year
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Year

Observer ..

.

First seen ..

Next seen ..

Common . .

.

Last seen...

Abundance

MIGRATION RECORD.

1885. 1885.

C. H. B.

cr4-21

5-2

5-14

Common.

C. H. B.

P5-13

5-14

18?5.

C. H.E

8-27

8-30

5-U

Common.

10-10

Rare.

B. W.E.

4-27

Bar

Year



Year. 1901. 1902. 1902.

W. L. M.Observer W. L. M. W.L.M.

First seen 5-5 4-23

Next seen 4-27

Common 4-23 '• 9-28

I

Last seen i

10-9

Abundance Common. Common. Common.
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1903.

W. L. M.

4-12

4-19

4-28

Common.

174. [667] Detidroira n'rcm iGmel.). Black-tliroated Green Warbler.*

Abundant mi.crant. April IS to May 16. September 1 to October 17.

These dates indicate a longer stay in this county than has heretofore

been recorded for the State.

In spring this species is nearly con fined to the woods, in fall it is

found everywhere.

The males ai'rive and depart earlier than the females.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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175. [671] Dendroira vigorsii {And. ). Pine Warbler.

Rare migrant. April 23-26. September <-29.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year
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177. [673] Dciixli-dira (liKcohir iXieiU.). Prairie Warbler.

Rare migrant. April 2G to May Ki. Song May 12 and 16, 190.3.

Ha.s alAvays been fonnd in deoply-tliit keted woods.

MIGRATION RECCED.
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179. [675) Seiuras noreboraci'itsi-'^ {Gmel. ). Water-Thrush.

Common migrant. March 27 to May 5. September 14 to 18. ^^oiu

April 12. 1003.

MIGRATION RECCED.

Year
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A specimen labeled, Blooininiitoii, INIarcli, 1SS5, Foster Higlit, is in the

X'niversity collection. It has been recorded as early in Indiana at least

once before (March ?>(). "tX!—Sedan). ')ut such dates are rare.

MIGKATION RECORD.
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183. [fiTS] Gt'othlnpi--^ agillN (Wils.). Counecticut Warbler.

Rare migrant (C. H. B., 'SG—B. W. E.. 'STi. April 27 aud May «.

1886 (B. W. E.). May 18. 1885 (C. H. B.).

184. [679] Grothh/pix phllddflphi'i (Wi\i^. ). Monrniug Warbler.

Rare migrant. Seen on the Kith. 17tli. and 27tli of May. 1SS.5, by

C. H. Bollmann.

185. [681] GVo//////y</.s- //vV-Ats- (Linn. I. Maryland Yellow-tln-oat.

Abundant summer resident. April 20 to October 19.

?oug April 28 to Septemljer 20. 1^13. :\Iay 29, 1901. Ave young with

pin-featbers were found in an arc-bed nest in a buncb of dry grass.

June 12, 1903, four young about four or five days old were found in a

chmip of grass a1)out six incbes above tbe ground (C. G. L.l.

MIGEATIOX EECORD.
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MIGHATION RECORD.
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188. [685] n'/7.w/,/V( />(/.sv7/(( (Wils. ). Wilson's Warbler.

Rai-e migrant. May 8-14. August 31 to September 18. The extreme

dates are also the limits of its stay in Indiana.

MIGKATIOX RECCED.

Year 1885. 1885. 1880.

Observer



MIGRATION RECORD.

15'

Year — ,
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MIGRATXOX RECORD.

Year
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195. [718] Thry(jthon(!< ludovicianus CLath.) . Carolina Wreu.*

Common resident. Sings at all times in tlie year. The Carolina Wren
became common here abont 1883 (B. W. E'.i. "'It was heard nearly every

day that winter."

An inhabitant of dense thiclvets and brusli-piles. Not often seen awaj'

from these places except when singing. Ordinarily a very hard bird to

flush. Several times the writer has cornered a Carolina Wren in a

brush-pile, and walked up to the edge of it Avithout the bird leaving.

Once, even, I walked over a brush-heap with a Avreu in it and the bird

left only when the heap was torn to pieces. (March .3, '01). Another

instance of this habit is as follows: On a cold. suoAvy, windy day, I was

investigating the base of a hollow tree. After rummaging around on the

inside for three or four minutes, I touched a Carolina Wren which then

flew hastily out (February 2, '02).

196. [719] Thri/omtines beirickli (And.). Bewick's Wren.*

Very common summer resident. INIarch G to October 12. Bewick's

AYren was taken in this county as early as 1S70 (Ind. Univ. Mus.). It

was a common summer resident ten years later, and now is very common
and almost entirely replaces the next species (7'. acdon) which is a rather

rare bird.

Song March 13, 1903; breeding JNIarch 25, 1901. Nest and eight eggs

in an old sack hung over a fence, April 14, 1903 (C. G. L.).

Most frequently found near houses; common in the city; a persistent

f-ongster in March and April.

MIGEATIOX RECCED.

Year
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Year.

Observer

First seen..

.

Next seen...

Common

Last seen ...

Abundance

.

1899.

N. B. M.

4-13

4-14

4-21

Common.

1900.

N. B. M.

4-2

4-7

4-15

Common.

1901.

W. L. M.

3-25

3-26

1902.

W.L. M.

Common.

1903.

P.J. H.
W.L.M.

3-6

3-8

3-21

10-12

Common.

197. [721.] Troglodytes aedon Yieill. House Wren.* Fig. 9.

Rather rare summer resident. March 9 to September 16. The House

Wren was a rare summer resident and less common than T. hetcickii in

1887 (B. W. E.).

A nest of the House Wren was found April 25, 190.3. in a tin can sit-

ting on a fence. The nest was jnst completed and contained no eggs

(C. G. L.). May 21, 1902, seven well-feathered young were found; two

days later these had flown (G. Hitze).

The dates for 1901 would probably be more correctly attributed to

T. b€uickii. The song was heard that year on February 21 (V. H. B.).

MIGBATION EECORD.

Year

.

1885. 1885. 1886. 1887.

Observer

First seen ..

Next seen ..

Common

Last seen. .

.

Abundance.

C. H. B.

4-19

4-20

5-6

C. H.B.

Common.

9-16

Not common

G. G. W
5-1

5-14

G. G. W.

4-30

Not common

Year 1892. 1901. 1903.

Ob.*erver . .

.

First seen.

.

Next seen.

.

Common . .

.

Last seen..

.

Abundance.

A. B. U.
E. M. K.

3-27

3-31

V. H. B.

2-11

2-13

3-18

W.L.M.

3-9

4-29

Common. Rare.

11—A. OF SCIKNCE, '04.
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198. [722] Olblorchilus hiemalis {Yieill.). Winter Wren.*

Rare in winter; more common during the migrations. October 4 to

May 3. Absent during the winter 1902-3.

Most of the individuals departed April 19, 188.". (C. H. R.i.

MTGKATIOX RECORD.
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Year
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203. [731] BieoJophvs bicolor CLinn.). Tufted Titmouse.*

Abundant resident. Nestbuilding April 12, 1903; May 7, 1901.

An ubiquitous species with a great variety of calls and songs.

204:. [735] Parus atricapillvs Linn. Cliickadee.*

Seen here only as a winter visitor. November 7 to May 15. It is

pi'obably not a common winter resident, though so reported by C. H. Boll-

man ('86). W. S. Blatchley says it was as common a winter resident,

and B. W. Evermann says it was as common a resident as P. caroUnetisis

in 1886. N. B. Myers says a few breed, but most of them go north. The

latter records are probably due to confusion with the next species. All

the specimens in the University collection have been examined and only

one from this locality that was labeled P. atricapillvs was identified

correctly. Tliere are, however, several unlabeled ones which come under

this species. Its true status is that of an uncommon winter visitor.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year
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Song heard April 16, 1902. This bird has a surprisingly loud, sharp

whistle, with a somewhat ventriloquial effect.

On April 6, 1902. a Golden-crowned Kinglet was observed to catch a

moth of apparently half its own size. It took several minutes time and

much trouble to finish the insect and it was dropped once but was recov-

ered and finally disposed of.

MIGRATION RECORD.

Year
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dividuals were seen doing the same thing, and another was heard singing.

The song reminds one of nothing more plainly, than of the softer, less

ambitious efforts of a canary. It is varied with little chirps and chuck

and chirr notes.

The bulk left May 2, 1885 (C. H. B.).

MIGRATION RECCED.
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in the nest proper and the second story was bnilt over this egg (A. W,

Butler).

MIGRATION KECOED.

Year
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April 14, 1894 (E. M. Kindle) and Bloomington, April 10, 1903 (W. L. M.).

It is claimed that the more usual and expected occurrence would be the

arrival of this species at about the time of arrival of Wilson's and the

Olive-backed Thrushes. Further observation and especially collection of

specimens is needed to settle the question. The Gray-cheeked Thrush is

only rarely recorded as late as early October, as are also the Veery and

Swainson's Thrushes. But a specimen is recorded in the catalogue of

the Indiana University Museum, taken by David Starr Jordan, November

1, 1875, at Indianapolis.

MIQBATION RECCED.
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213. [759b] Hylocichla guttata pallasn (Cah.). Hermit Thrusli.

Common migrant March 23 to May 3. October 3 to November 21.

The extreme dates mark the limits of its stay in the State, unless it has

recently been found to winter in the lower Wabash Valley.

The most common of the Thrushes in the migratory season. Found in

second-growth and open woods.

The majority left April 25, 1885 (C. H. B.).

MIGKATION KECORO.
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when Robins are scarce, followed by a period of abundance before the

numbers dwindle down to the iisual winter representation. This is

caused in aH probability by the summer residents of more northern

regions, halting here in what to them is a mild climate, after our own
summer birds have depai'ted. A similar movement is noticeable among

the Bluebirds. The condition of mid-autumn abundance occurred Octo-

ber 22, 1902. Three days later these birds became rarer and flocks were

seen migrating at a considerable elevation by day.

Singing began very early in 1903. One was heard singing his spring

song, very low as if in rehearsal, January 16. and one burst out in

full song January 20. The next song was heard February 24. In other

years I have heard an imperfect song as early as February 23, and

the complete song March 4, 1902. They continue their songs till late

in the year. Perfect songs are heard in August, and on September

1, 1902, a Robin was heard singing with all the vigor if not the per-

fection of spring. Songs, perhaps slightly imperfect, out not very

noticeably so, have been heard as late as October 26, 1902.

They have been observed mated by February 26, 1903. The first

nest has been completed as early as March 21, 1903 (P, J. H.). Very

little mud was used in the construction of this nest. That this was

early in the season as well as in the calendar may be judged by the

fact that an inch of snow fell shortly afterwards. The first egg was

found March 29, 1903. It was in a nest in a beech tree. The nest

was within ten feet of a window in Science Hall (C. G. L.). A full

set was not found until April 8, but on April 26 two half-grown young,

not accompanied by their parents, were observed. On May 3 two young

nearly full grown were seen. Twenty-four days (April 23 to May 17)

elapsed between the laying of the third egg and the flight of the young

in a nest watched in 1892 (G. Hitze).

One was noticed before daybreak on March 26, 1903, sitting on the

ground and singing vigorously. It was observed in the same place

the next morning.

When the country is snowbound Robins resort to peculiar methods

to obtain a livelihood: one was seen wading about in a shallow spring-

fed stream, feeding in the manner of a Sandpiper, February 9. 1902.
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April 2. On April 4 a nest and six eggs were found in an old Wood-

pecker's hole (C. G. L.). On April 27, four young Bluebirds 3-4 days old

were found and on the 29th seven young, fully feathered and about

four inches long, were seen flying about freely with their parents.

On November 30, 1902, Bluebirds were acting as Phoebes are often

seen to do; they used a perch near the ground from which they sud-

denly flew down, piclied up 'an insect or other morsel of food, always

returning to the same perch.

MIGRATION RECORD.
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SUPPLEMENTAL LIST.

1. [51] Larus argentatna (Briinu). Herring GulL

Very probably seen hj J. J. Batcbelor, April, 1902. See note under

L. Philadelphia in main list.

2. [208] Rallxts elegam And. King Rail.

Rare migrant in Brown County (E. M. K. '94). Will probably

be found to have the same rank in avifauna of this county.

3. [226] Hiraaniopm mexicaam (TsixiW.). Black-necked Stilt.

C. H. BoUmann gives a queried record for Monroe County in his

list of 1SS6, and ranks it as rare. It has not otherwise been recorded

iu the State.

4. [305] T[iinpaiiucha.-s americanus CReich.). Prairie Hen.

Given in C. H. Bollmann's list of 1886 as one of the birds which

had to his knowledge been found in the county but which had disajt-

peared.

5. [310] Mi'lragria ijidlopam mcrriami Nelson. Wild Turkey.

A rare resident as late as 1886 (C. H. B.), when a few were seen

each year (W. S. B.). In 1887 B. W. Evermaun said that although

he had not observed it. it was still occasionally taken. In 1894 E. M.

Kindle wrote that i<. was almost if not entirely extinct in Brown

County. The AVild Turkey Is without doubt entirely extinct in this

county.

6. [315] Ectojjistes migratoi-ius {Tuinii.). Passenger Pigeon.

A rare migrant iu 1886 (C. H. B.). B. W. Evermann in 1887 classed

it as formerly abundant but then rare. The last date at hand for

this county is April 18, 1885, when ten were seen by C. H. Bollmann.

It has been observed since that time in Brown County—March 7. 1894

(E. M. K.): 60 were seen April 12. 1895 (V. H. B.).

7. [382] Cunurus c((rulitiensis CLijm.). Carolina Paroquet.

Given the same position by C. H. Bollmann in his list of 1S86 as

the Prairie Hen. (See above.) "Judge A. L. Roach of Indianapolis

says Parakeets were common in ^Monroe County in 1828 when his father's

family moved there. The family came from western Tennessee, where the

bird was abundant and well known. He says they were still there
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in 1836. * * * B. W. Evermann learned from the late Louis Boll-

mann that they were there in 1831. * * * W. B. Seward of Bloom-

ington said that these birds were well known to him from 1840-1850

and were in many places common" (A. W. Butler in "The Auk," Vol.

IX, pp. 49-56). "Mr. W. B. Seward informs me of obtaining some

live, he thinks, young Paroquets from a farmer's boy in Owen

County (adjoining Monroe) in 1845. His impression is they were taken

from the inside of a hollow tree, on the borders of White River. This

is the farthest north we have any account of their nesting" (Butler,

Birds of Indiana, 1897). In Brown County it was formerly abundant

along Bean Blossom Creek (E. M. K.).

8. [392] Campephilus principalis CLinn.). Ivory-billed Woodpecker.

"Formerly common, now rare" (B. W. K '87). Recorded by C. H.

it was formerly found in Monroe County" (Butler).

9. [486] Cofvus cora.c sitnudus (Vfag\.). American Raven.

"Formerly common, now rare" (B. W. K '87). Recorded by C. H.

Bollmann ('86) along with the Prairie Hen and Parakeet as one of the

birds which had formerly been foiind in the county, but which was

then extinct.

ADDENDA.

30.5. [212.] Ballns virginiamis (Linn.). Virginia Rail.

Uncommon migrant. Several were seen and one killed with a club in a

yard in town. April 22, 1904.



N<>. 1. Nest and eggs of Little Green Heron in an apple tree.

Xo. 2. Same nest, with four .vountf anil twn ctrtrs yet uuhatclic



No. 8. Four yuiiii}^ of Little Grt-eii Ht-rou posing- for the caiiiera.

No. 4. Cut of two young Herons, showing the tenaeitj^ with which they cling to a stick.

12—A. OF Science, '01.



X". i. Two \Muiiir Little (4reen Hfnms pu-iiiir.
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N<i. •;. Not of Killdeer on groninl.
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N(i. !». Xcst aud t-irtrs of I).>v.

Xu. 10. Nest and etCifs .,t Dnvv in cedar.





N.I. Vi. Xfst aii.l liv. >r Flicker in apple tree.

X(i. 14. Nol and e-'-N ..1 K iii- Ipir.l iii alr|>lr ti



No. 15. Nest and six ej^ijs of Plioehe on stone almtnient of a liridire.

No. IG. Nt'st aii<l liw esitrs of .la,vl)iril in apple tree.



i\'o. 17. Nt'st of Meaddwlark, opciied soiiiewiiac lo snow ej^si^s.

No, 18. Nest and three egrgs of Cliippijig Sparrow, with one Cowbird egg, placed in a pear

tree.



So. 19. Nest and three eirtrs ot' Field Sparrow.

No.l'iO.;;Ne.st and four egrg-s^of Soni? Sparrow.



m^'
. '<.,V_T»^

: ^^'j^^^{:M

"^m^*m
Xu. 21. Xi->t I >f (hew ink. Two of the ea:^s do not isiiow on ai-fount of position

of camera.

No. 22. Xfst an<l three etrg-s of Cardinal in cedar tre



No. 23. Nest and three eggs of Blue-headed \'ireo, with t'owbird egg.

|>>SPin»v~.. ,.;-n—jMa>;.«Ba«i^—MjHi'ifiTjiy j—g.-yj'gTi .-^tmeciaHS^itt&^asBmmmtlm

No. 24. Nest and one egg of White-eyed Vireo, witli two t'owhird egi



Xo. 25. Nest and four etjgs of Brown Tlirasher.

No. 'M. Nfst and four effirs oi' Brown 'I'lirasher on arroiin



'



No. 29. Nest and six egg-s of House Wren in sack lianijinir on fence. Hole in sack was
enlarged to show nest.

No. 30. Xest and (gg> n Robin on rail fence. Only one ei

of camera.
:ir shows on account of position



No. 31. Xe>it and five eg-ti's of Bliieliii
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Ameriran Bittern, 25.

American Coot, 34.

American Crof'sbill, 108.

Ainerioan Kgret, 28.

American (iolilen-<;ye, 19.

American (tolilCnch, 111.

American (Josliawk, 55.

Ameri(!an I>ong-eare'l Owl, 65.

American .MerKanser, 89.

American O^iprey, Gl.

American )'i|»it, 191.

American Ued.start, 190.

American Robin, 214.

American Rough-icgped Hawk, 59.

American Scaup Duck, 17.

American Si»arrow Hawk, 63.

American Woodcock, .'35.

Jiachman's .Sparrow, 127.

Bald Eaffle,61.

Baltimore Oriole, 103.

Bank Swallow, 143.

Burn Swallow, HI.
Barred Owl, 07.

Bartramian Sandpiper, 43.

Bay-breasted Warbler, 170.

Belted Kingfisher. 74.

Bewick's Wren, 196.

Bittern, American. 25.

Bittern, Lcaft, 20.

Black and White Warbler, 154.

Black-billed Cuckoo, 73.

Blackbird, Hed-winged, 100.

Blackbird, Kui^ty, 104.

Blackburnian Warbler, 172.

Blackpoll Warbler, 171.

Black-throated Blue Warbler, 165.

Black-tbroatcd (jreen ^Varbler, 174.

Bla<:k Vulture. 50.

Bluebird, 215.

Blue Goo.se, 23.

Blue-gray (Jnatcatcher, 208.

Blue-headed Vireo, 1.52.

Blue Jay, 96.

Blue-win(?ed Warbler, 157.

Bobolink, 98.

Bob-white, '46.

Bonaparte'." Oull, 4.

Broad-winged Hawk, 58.

Bronzed fJrackle, 105.

Brown Creeper, 200.

Brown Thrasher, 194.

Bu(He-head.20.

Bunting, Indigo, 135.

Canada Goose, 24.

Canadian Warbler, 189.

Canva.«-back, 16.

Cape .May Warbler, 163.

Carolina Chickadee, 205.

Carolina Wren. 195.

Catbird, 193.

Cedar Waxwing, 145.

Cerule;in Warbler, 168.

Chat, Yellow-breasted, 186.

Chestnut-sided Warbler, 169.

Chickadee, 204.

Chickadee Carolina, 205.

Chimney Swift, 84.

Chipping Sparrow, 124.

Cliff Swallow, 140.

Common Crow, 97.

Common Tern, 6.

Connecticut Warbler, 183.

Cooper's Hawk, 54.

Coot, American, 34.

Cormorant, Double-crested, 7.

Cow bird, 99.

Crane, Whooping, 30.

Creeper, Brown, 200.

Crested Flycatcher, 87.

Crossbill, American, 108.

Crossbill, White-winged, 109.

Crow, (,'oinmon, 97.

Cuckoo, Black-billed, 73.

Cuckoo, Yellow-billed, 72.

Dickci8sel,1.36.

Double-crested Cormorant, 7.

Dove, Mourning, 48.

Downy Woodpecker. 76.

Duck, American Scaup, 17.

Duck, henier ,Scaup, 18.

Duck, Ruddy, 22.

Duck, Wood, 14.
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Eagle, Bald, 61.

Eagle, Golden, 60.

Egret, American, 28.

European Sparrow, 116.

Evening Grosbeak, 106.

Field Sparrow, 125.

Finch, Purple, 107.

Flicker, Northern, 81.

Florida Gallinule, 33.

Flycatcher, Crested, 87.

Green-crested, 92.

Least, 94.

Olive-sided, 89.

Traill's, 93.

Yellow-bellied, 91.

Forster'8 Tern, 5.

Fox Sparrow, 131.

Gallinule, Florida, 33.

Gnatcatcher, 208.

Goose, Blue, 23.

Goose, Canada, 24.

Green-crested Flycatcher, 92.

Golden-crowned Kinglet, 206.

Golden Eagle, 60.

Golden-eye, American, 19.

Golden-winged Warbler, 158.

Goldfinch, American, 111.

Goshawk. American, 55.

Grackle, Bronzed, 105.

Grasshopper Sparrow, 118.

Gray-cheeked Thrush, 211.

Great Blue Heron, 27.

Great Horned Owl, 70.

Greater Yellow-legs, 40.

Grebe, Horned, 1.

Grebe, Pied-billed, 2.

Green Heron, 29.

Green-winged Teal, 11.

Grinnel's Water Thrush, 180.

Grosbeak, Evening, 106.

Grosbeak, Rose-breasted, 134.

Grouse, Ruffed, 47.

Gull, Bonaparte's, 4.

Hairy Woodpecker, 75.

Hawk, American Rough-legged, 59.

American Sparrow, 03.

Broad-winged, 58.

Cooper's, 54.

Marsh, 52.

Night, S3.

Pigeon, 62.

Red-shouldered, 57.

Red-tailed, 56

Sharp-shinned, 53.

Henslow's Sparrow, 119.

Heron, Great Blue, 27.

Heron, Green, 29.

Hermit Thrush, 213.

Hooded Merganser, 9.

Hooded Warbler, 187.

Horned Grebe, 1.

Horned, Lark, 95.

House Wren, 197.

Hummingbird, Ruby-throated, 85.

Indigo Bunting, 135.

Jay, Blue, 96.

Junco, Slate-colored, 126.

Kentucky Warbler, 182.

Killdeer, 45.

Kingbird, 86.

Kingfisher, Belted, 74.

Kinglet, Golden-crowned, 206.

Ruby-crowned, 207.

Kite, Swallow-tailed, 51.

Lapland Longspur, 114.

Lark, Meadow, 101.

Lark, Prairie Horned, 95.

Lark Sparrow, 120.

Least Bittern, 26.

Least Flycatcher, 91.

Least Sandiiiper, 38.

Lesser Scauj) Duck, 18.

Lincoln's Sparrow, 129.

Loggerhead Shrike, 147.

Long-billed Wren, 199.

Longspur, Lapland, 114.

Loon, 3.

Louisiana Water Thrush, 181.

Magnolia Warbler, 167.

Mallard, 10.

Marsh Hawk, 52.

Martin, Purple, 139.

Maryliind Yellow Throat, lt-5.

Meadowlark, 101.

Merganser, American, 89.

Merganser, Hooded, 9.

Mockingbird, 192.

Mourning Dove, 48.

Mourning Warbler, 184.

Myrtle Warbler, 166.

Nashville Warbler, 159.

Night Hawk, 83.

Northern Flicker, 81.

Northern Parula Warbler, 162.

Northern Pileated Woodpecker, 78.
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Northern Shrike, 146.

Nuthatch, Red-breasted, 202.

Nuthatch, White-breasted, 201.

Olive backed Thrush, 212.

Olive-sided Flycatcher, 89.

Orange-crowned Warbler, 160.

Orchard Oriole, 102.

Oriole, Baltimore, 103.

Orinle, Orchard, 102.

Owl, American Long eared, 65.

Barred, 67.

Great Horned, 70.

Saw-whet, 68.

Screech, 69.

Short-eared, 66.

Snowy. 71.

Oven-bird, 178.

Palm Warbler, 176.

Pectoral Sandpiper, 37.

Pewee. Wood, 90.

Philadelphia Vireo, 149.

Phoebe, 88.

Pied-billed Grebe, 2.

Pigeon Hawk, 62.

Pileated Woodpecker, 78.

Pine Siskin, 112.

Pine Warbler, 175.

Pintail, 13.

Pipit, American, 191.

Prairie Horned Lark, 95.

Prairie AVarbler, 177.

Prothonotary Warbler, 155.

Purple Finch, 107.

Purple Martin. 139.

Rail, Yellow, 32.

Redbird, 133.

Red-bellied Woodpecker, 80.

Red-breasted Nuthatch, 207.

Red-eyed Vireo, 148.

Redhead, 15.

Red-headed Woodpecker, 79.

Redpoll, no.

Red-shouldered Hawk, 57.

Redstart, American, 180.

Red-tailed Hawk, 56.

Red-winged Blackbird, 100.

Robin, .\merican, 214.

Rose-breasted Grosbeak. 134.

Rough-winged Swallow, 144.

Ruby-crowned Kinglet, 207.

Ruby-throated Hummingbird, 85.

Ruddy Duck, 22.

Ruffed Grouse, 4".

Rusty Blackbird, 104.

Sandpiper, Bartramian, 43.

Least, 38.

Pectoral, 37.

S mipalmated, 39.

Solitary, 42.

Spotted, 44.

Savanna Sparrow, 117.

Saw-whet Owl, 68.

Scarlet Tanager, 37.

Scoter, Surf, 21.

Screech Owl, 69.

Semipalmated Sandpiper, i9.

Sharp-shinned Hawk, 53.

Short-eared Owl, 66.

Shoveller, 12.

Shrike, Loggerhead, 147.

Shrike, Northern, 146.

Siskin, Pine, 112.

Slate-colored Junco, 126.

Snipe, Wilson's, 36.

Snowflake, 113.

Snowy Owl, 71.

Solitary Sandpiper, 42.

Song Sparrow, 128.

Sora, 31.

Sparrow, Baehraan's, 127.

Chipping, 124.

European, 116.

Field, 125.

Fox, 131.

Grns-'hopper, 118.

Henslow's, 119.

Lark, 120.

Lincoln's, 129.

Savanna, 117.

Song, 128.

Swamp. 130.

Tree, 123.

Vesper. 115.

White-throated, 122.

Sparrow Hawk, 63.

Summer Tanager, 138.

Swallow, Barn, 141.

Bank, 143.

Cliff, 140.

Rough- winged, 144.

Tree, 142.

Swamp Sparrow, 130.

Spotted Sandpiper. 44.

Surf Scoter, 21.

gwallow-tailed Kite, 51.

Swift, Chimney, 81.

Sycamore Warbler, 173.

Tanager, Scarlet, 137.

Tanager, Summer, 118.

Teal, Green-winged, 11.
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Tennessee Warbler, 161.

Tern, Common, 6.

Tern, Forster's,5.

Thrasher. Brown, 194.

Thrush, Gray-cheekeil, 211.

Hermit, 213.

Olive-backed, 212.

Wilson's. 210.

Wootl.2i9.

Titmous.-, Tufted, 203.

Towhee, 132.

Traill's Flj-catcher, 93.

Tree Sparrow. 123.

Tufted Titmouse, 203.

Turkey Vulture, 49.

Vesper Sparrow, 115.

Vireo. Blue-headed, 152.

Philadelphia, 149.

Red-eyed, 148.

Warbling, 150.

White-eyed, 153.

Yellow-throated, 151.

Vulture. Black, 50.

Vulture. Turkey, 49.

Warbler—
Bay-breasted, 170.

Black and White, 154.

Blackburnian, 172.

Blackpoll,171.

Black-throated Blue. 165.

Black-throated Green, 174.

Blue-winged, 157.

Canadian, 189.

Cape May, 163.

Cerulean, 168.

Chestnut-sided, 169.

Connecticut, 183.

Golden-winged, 158.

Hooded, 187.

Kentucky, 182.

Magnolia, 167.

Mourning, 184.

Myrtle, 166.

Nashville, 159.

Northern Parula,162.

Orange-crowned, 160.

Palm, 176.

Pine, 175.

Prairie, 177.

Prothonotary, 155.

Sycamore, 173.

Tennessee, 161.

Wilson's, 188.

Worm-eating, 156.

Yellow, 164.

Warbling Vireo, 150.

Water Thrush, 179.

Waxwing, Cedar, 145.

White-breasted Nuthatch, 201.

White-crowned Sparrow, 121.

White-eyed Vireo, 153.

White-winged Crossbill. 109.

White-throated Sparrow, 122

Whooping Crane. 30.

Wilson's Snipe. 36.

Wilson's Thrush. 210.

Wilson's Warbler, 188.

Winter Wren, 198.

Whip-poor-will, 82.

Woodcock, American, 35.

Wood Duck, 14.

Wood Pewee.90.

Woodpecker, Downy, 76.

Hairy, 75.

Northern Pileated, 78.

Red-bellied, 80.

Red-headed, 79.

Y"eUow-bellied,77.

Wood Thrush, 209.

Wren

—

Bewick's, 196.

Carolina, 195.

House, 197.

Long-billed, 199.

Winter, 198.

Yellow-bellied Flycatcher, 91,

Yellow-bellied Woodpecker, 77.

Yellow-billed Cuckoo. 72.

Yellow-breasted Chat, 186.

Yellow-legs. Greater, 40.

Yellow-legs, 41.

Yellow Rail. 32.

Yellow-throated Vireo. 151.

Yellow Warbler, 164.
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Electromagnetic Induction in Conductors of Different

Materials and in Electrolytes.

Arthur L. Foley and Chester A. Evans.

This investigation was uudertalven tor the purpose of determining

whether or not the character of a conductor has any effect upon the

electro-motive force generated in it when i( is made to cut magnetic lines

of force.

Is the e. m. f. generated in a copper wire of given length exactly equal

to the e. m. f. generated in a silver wire of the same length when both

cut lines of force at the same rate? And is this e. m. f. equal to that

generated in a nonconducting tube of length 1. tilled with an electrolyte,

when the electrolyte is made to cut lines of force at the above rate?

Electrolytic conduction and metallic conduction appear to be very dif-

ferent processes, why then should one expect metals and electrolytes

to give identical results from electromagnetic induction?

It is evident that many difficulties and somx-es of error will be

avoided if the two conductors to be tested can l)e placed together and

made to cut the same held in such a manner that the resultant e. m. f.

generated is zero, provided that electromagnetic induction is independent

of the substance of the conductor. Also, the direction of the e. m. f.

must be constant if a sensitive galvanometer is to be used to detect it.

Fig. 1.

Let M (Fig. 1) be a cylindrical magnet mounted to revolve about its

axis, and let w and w^ be wires in contact respectively with the middle of

the magnet and the center of the end. and connected, as shown, to a gal-
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vanometer. G. Suppose the magnet to be revolved at a high speed. Few
lines of force cut y\-\ as it is parallel with the axis of the magnet. W
is cut by the lines passing from pole to pole and if the pole strength is

suliiciently great and the magnet is revolved rapidly, the galvanometer

will indicate a current—and therefore an induced e. m. f. If w and w^

are led from the magnet as in Fig 2, it is evident that the resultant e.

m. f. generated is zero, since that generated in w opposes that generated

in w\ But suppose that w is of one metal and w"^ of another, if the

e. m. f. generated in each is not the same, the galvanometer, if sutttciently

sensitive, will indicate a current. The wire w' may be replaced with a

tube containing an electrolyte and the electromagnetic induction in the

electrolyte measured. To increase the sensitiveness of the apparatus

there may be a number of w"s and w''s connected as shown in Fig. 3.

M

\N

t
a

#c M

Fig. 3.
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Altlious'h consideraI)le work has been done, it has been entirely of a

preliminary character. AVith a magnet of pole-strength 415. making 4,000

revolutions per minute, with 100 copper wires (w) and 100 German silver

wires (w^l. the junior autlior of this paper found that no current was

indicated by a galvanometer whose constant was 1.1x10-". The magnet

was rotated l)y an electric motor and the galvanometer Avas placed on a

pier in an adjoining room some thirty feet distant. Work with electro-

lytes is now in progress.

The senior author is arranging to make the apparatus more sensitive

by using an electromagnetic field and a more delicate galvanometer.

Results will be given in a future paper.
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Interfekexce Fringes About the Path of an Electric

Discharge.

Arthur L. Foley and J. H. Hasemax.

Some ten years ago the senior author of this paper, while photo-

graphing interference fringes under various conditions, noticed that

fringes were produced about the path of an electric discharge. Owing to

the press of other worli further investigation of the subject was post-

poned. A few Aveeks since tlie subject Avas revived and arrangements

were made to continue the investigation.

The apparatus consists of two rectangular wood boxes about twelve

feet long, the larger box about eight inches square, the smaller one about

six inches square and arranged to telescope in the larger box. Thus the

total length of the box can be made anything from twelve to twenty-four

feet. The boxes were painted dead black on the inside. The far end of

the larger box is provided with a sort of camera attachment and plate

holder. The far end of the smaller box is light tight, except for a

metal disc, which has several apertures bored through it, the aper-

tures varying in diameter from .01 cm. to ..5 cm. By rotating the disc

any desired aperture can be brought into position at the center of the

«nd of the box. The aperture was illuminated l)y the blue end of the

spectrum of an electric arc. A piece of ground glass was placed against

the outside of the metal disc to insure the spreading out of the light pass-

ing through the aperture.

The needle points were placed near the center of the box. which was

made about twenty feet long. The points were charged by connecting

them to the knobs of a ten-inch plate induction machine driven by an

electric motor.

Interference fringes were produced whether the discharge was visible

or invisible, continuous or intermittent, and whether between points or

small spheres. On some of the plates taken with the iteedle points 1 cm.

apart and with an invisible discharge three dark bands can be seen on

either side of the dark central band connecting the two points.

Sufficient work has not been done to warrant an attempt at an ex-

planation of the results obtained, tlierefore further results will be reserved

until others have been obtained that may throw some light on the subject.
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CuscuTA Americana L.

Stanley Coulter.

In a study of the genus Cuscuta a peculiar situation in regard to

Cuscuta Americana L. arose, wliicli may prove of interest. The history

of this species seems evident. The original plant vs'as collected by Sir

Hans Sloane in Jamaica and is described in Hist. Jamaica, 1707, vol. 1,

p. 201. Gronovius in 1743 determined a specimen collected by John Clay-

ton to be the same as the Sloane plant, to Avhich he definitely referred;

PlantfB Vlrginica, p. 18: 1743. Linnteiis, 1753, in Sp. PL, vol. 1, p. 124,

copies the description of Gronovius verbatim and gives the form its bi-

nomial name. Linnseus refers specifically to PI. Virg., p. 18.

It is clear, then, that Sloane's plant in the South Kensington Museum

should stand as the type of Cuscuta Americana L. That as a matter of

fact our present Cuscuta Americana L. is a very different plant from that

of Sir Hans Sloane will perhaps be clear from the discussion which fol-

lows. Indeed, Cuscuta Americana L. as at present understood seems to

have arisen without a type upon which to rest.

Through the courtesy of the authorities of the South Kensington

Museum I was enabled to study the Sloane plant somewhat carefully,

with the following results:

Calyx gamosepalous; tube short; lobes coriaceous in center, mem-

branous at edges; diverging at an acute angle; apex abruptly acute; large

cells (plainly made out with hand lens) irregularly scattered; membranous

part of lobes, as well as inner and outer surface of petals, thinly clothed

with velvety trichomes. Lobes of calj'x one-half longer than the tube,

the tips meeting those of the reflexed lobes of the corolla. Lobes rather

spreading, at least not closely appressed to tube of the corolla.

Corolla; tube urceolate. about 2 mm. long; lobes reflexed, obtuse, sep-

arating from each other by a narrowly acute angle, about one-half as long

as the tube. In many cases margins of petals infolded, which, however,

may be due to imperfect di'ying.

Stamens apparently four, aboiit one-half as long as lobes of the corolla,

though exserted on account of the reflexi-^l habit of the lobes.

Styles as long as tube of corolla, widely diverging.

Stigmas decidedly globose-capitate.
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Infforcsccnce in cymose clusters of various sizes; peduncles often

branched; pedicels, wbicli are of varying: length, bearing a single flower.

Peduncles very generally stronger than the stems from which they arise.

Pedicels in the majority of instances from 10 to 15 mm. long. Sloane's

note that flowers arise from "single side of stalk" seems well taken,

though his added statement, "as others of this kind are," needs moditica-

tion.

Stem, closely appressed to stem of host where haustoria are developed

and in such places strengthened and rous^hened. It also presents a large

number of free ends which Ijranch somewhat freely, each branch being

subtended by an evident leaf-scale from 1 to 3 mm. long. The free

branches have a twisted appearance and twine freely about each other.

The plant as a Avhole is straw colored.

The abundant material permitted the dissection of the flowers, giving

the following additional characters;

Flower generally four-parted, in this differing from the majority of

American Cuscutas.

Anthers somewhat sagittate, filaments strong.

Scales large, about one-half length of filament; luiited at base; deeply

cleft near top, less deeply at sides, intervening arch not fringed.

Sepals narrowly elliptical, the acumination being really a cuspidation.

Petals delicate in structure with but few large cells; elliptical, obtuse;

reflexed fully one-third of their length.

Ovari/ lenticular, rather sharp-edged. In early authesis styles are

about length of ovary; later they become as long as corolla and very

prominent. The styles are somewhat thick, awl-shape, and the globose

character of the stigma is apparent from the first.

This is Sloane's Jamaica plant as I was able to make out its char

acters after an extremely careful study.

The Linnseau description in Sp. PI. (lT.j;3), p. 124, is as follows;

"C. Americana.

Cuscuta floribus pendunculatis.

Cuscuta caule aphyllo volubili repente (Gron. Fl. Virg. p. 18).

Cuscuta inter majorem et minorem meaia, filamentis lougis et

lloribus late super arbores et campos se extendens. Habitat in Virginia."

This is a verbatim copy of Gronovius" description of "Cuscuta inter

majorem et minorem media" in Flora Yii'ginica. Pas Prima, p. IS. 1743
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Gronovins iu turn closely followed the description of Sloaiie in his Hist.

Jamaica, vol. 1, p. 201 (ITUT). t. 128, f. 3, his added characterization.s being

of very doubtfnl value.

Through the courtesies of the otlicials of the Linna-an [Society I was

able to examine the Cuscut;ii in the Linna^au collection. This collection

liad evidently been examined by Dr. Engelmann in his study of the

genus and his penciled annotations were upon the various sheets. There

are three sheets, each of which is labeled C. Americana in the Avell known

writing of Linnanis. One of these is evidently Cuscuta Gronovii Willd,

and Dr. Engelmann so regarded it, as is shown by his annotation. An-

other is probably Cuscuta umbellata H. B. K., at least it was so referred

by Dr. Engelmann. and whether the reference be correct or not, the plant

is certainly not the same as that upon the other two sheets. It is on the

plant upon the remaining sheet that Dr. Engelmann rests his conception

of the Cuscuta Americana of Linnaus. It might lie a fair question, in

passing, as to why either of the other sheets might not have been selected

as the basis of the Linn;i^an C. Americana.

The plant upon the third sheet, then, is to lie taken as representing

the notion of Linnaeus of the species undoi- consideration. The specimen

upon this sheet conforms fairly to Engelmann's description and als-o to

that of Choisy, 1841, although it might be said that Choisy's figures of

C. Americana L. in Choisy's Cuscuta, Jan. 21. 1841, No. 51, p. 18G tab. 4,

f. 4, could not have been derived from his description of the species in his

"Cuscuta enumeratio." The most cursory comparison of the description

and drawings will make this fact plain.

The form upon this sheet, however, is not the same as Sloane's plant.

A careful study and dissection of the plant gives the following characters:

CaJii.r .5-parted, polysepalous; lobes oval, acute, diverging from each

other at an acute angle, coriaceous throughout, about as long as calyx

tube. The calyx is quite large, being scarcely exceeded by the corolla.

No evidence of large cells, although undi"- hand lens the texture of the

sepal is seen to be coarse, simulating veining.

CorolUt 5-parted. Tube at first cylindric, later somewhat urceolato

because of increase in size of ovary. Tube scarcely longer than calyx.

Lobes, oval, acute, finally reflexed about one-fourth length of tube; in

young flowers erect or spreading. Delicate in structure, no evidence of

large cells.

14—A. OF SCIENCR. '04.
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f<t<i incus, scai-cely exsi'itud, in the majority of c"ise« not at all. J"'ila

ments slrong. anthers not sagittate.

Scales about oue-h^ilf the length of the petals, united at the base, arch

narrow; top of scale deeply fringed, the fimbriations often branching;

sides of scales much less deeply fringed, a relies not at all. Base of scales

plainly bilobate, as is often, thougn not always the case.

Styles two, parallel, short, subequal, scarcely exserted, in the majority

of cases not at all.

Oranj somewhat globose, showing slight tendency toward triangu-

larity, evidently due to development of three seeds. Styles only about

one-half the length of ovary; stigiuas globose-capitate.

Floicers from 2-4 mm. long and nearly as broad.

Inflorescence: Flowers gathered in chisters of various sizes, though

none of the clusters exceed 8 mm. in diameter. Clusters contain from 3-5,

up to 10-lG flowers. Flowering branches thickened, rugose, often

branched. Pedicels short, single flowered, the flowers in many cases seem-

ing sessile.

Scale leaves small, sub-triangular, acute, membranaceous.

Stem, where closely appressed to host-plant, strong, rugose, dark

colored, almost brown. Free stems slender smooth, often branching.

Scale leaves, more elongate and less acute than those found on flower

branches, occur on free portions of the stem.

The individual flowers have no bracts, although the floral clusters are

subtended by two or more membranaceous bracts from 1-2 mm. long and

perhaps two-thirds as wide.

It is very evident that the plant in :he Linnpean collection is far re-

moved from the Jamaica plant of Sloane in the South Kensington Mu-

seum.

Grisebach, in Fl. of British West Indies, London, 1864, includes Ameri-

cana and makes direct reference to Sloane, t. 128, f. 4, but the description

shows that the plant he so refers is not that of Sloane. The following

characters (Fl. Brit. West Ind. (1804), p. 476) mark his plant:

1. Pedicels shorter than flowers.

1. Calyx little exceeded by corolla.

3. Calyx lobes short, rounded.

4. Corolla 5-parted, lol)es erect.

5. Scales small.
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That miicli cont'usioii has resulted from this uncertainty as to the type

feature of Cusouta Americana L. is evidenced by a study of the various

large herbaria.

Thus the C. graveolens H. B. K. (Nov. Gen. et Sp. 3. p. 122. 1818) cau

scarcely be a synonym of C. Americana I., if the description there given is

at all accurate.

In the collections at the Kew gardens, 21809 and 21810, Dr. A. Glazier,

Brazil, chiefly from Province of Goyaz, 1896, are neither the C. Americana

of Linnreus and Engelmaun, nor yet are they Sloane's plant. Herb.

Guatemalens, 59. Jan.. 1864, Gust. Bernoulli, and Herb. Guatemalens,

1916, Bernoulli and Cairo, with Her)). Mus. Paris 3353, Region de Orizaba,

M. Bourgeau, 1865-i86(;. all mounted on same sheet and labeled C. Ameri-

cana are C. congesta.

Ex Plantis Guatemalensibus, quas edidit John Donnell Smith. No. 855,

C. Americana L. forma floribus majusculis, Coban, Dept. Alta Verapaz.

Altitude 4.300 feet, January, 1886. Legit H. von Tuerckheim, is neither C.

Americana nor a variety of it; the long slender, acuminate corolla lobes

evidently throwing it in quite a different section of the genus.

Such a list might be greatly extended, but enough has been indicated

to show into what inextricable confusion we have come because of this

absence of a recognized type form for this species.

Personally I am not attempting any decision in the matter; I am
simply reciting facts coming under my observation. If Sloane's Jamaica

plant is the type of C. Americana L., then the form iu the Linnpean col-

lections, so labeled by Linuanis and reatfirmed by our last specialist in the

group can not be C. Americana, for it is not the same plant. If the form

in the Linntean collection be taken as the type, what is the name of

Sloane's plant? How, also cau it be assumed that any other plant than

Sloane's was in mind iu view of the references of Gronovius and Linnaeus

to it specifically, references continued as late as 1797, when in Liune Sp.

PI. Willdenow, edn. IV., vol. 1, page 702, we find at the conclusion of

the characterization, "Habitat in VirginiiTi fructibus et at littora maris in

herbis Jamaicre (v. s.)"? Gmeliu, also in his Sys. Veg., 1796, vol. 1, p.

285, refers to Sloane's plant, as does also Vitman in his Summa Plant,

1790, vol. 1, p. 340.

How the riddle shall be read in view of these facts is left to adepts

in nomenclature. It is entirely beyond my powers.
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On the Nomenclature of Fu.noi Having Many FiiuiT-FoiiMS.

J. C. Arthur.

( Abstract.

)

The paiKT begins with a statement of the vieAvs of Dr. Magnus and

others, Avho hold that with sm-h forms as the heteroecious rusts the aet'oii

of the law of priority in the selection of specific names should extend

only to names applied to the teleutosporic form. Thus, the common grain

rust should be called I'lK-cniid (/rdiiiiiiis Pers., and not I'lue'mht liociilifoi'ini.'i

(Jacq.) Wettst.

The argument is uplield that this view practically rests upon the

inference that the genus Puccinia is a fdim-genus based upon the teleuto-

sporic stage. A true genus, it is maintained, must of necessity embrace

all stages of development and all structural parts of every species under

it. The name of the genus, as well as that of the species must, moreover,

so far as its nomenclatorial treatment is concerned, be considered as

simply appellative, and witliout regard to its derivation or significance.

These ideas are elucidated with a variety of illustrations. The conclu-

sion is drawn that with clear concepts of this nature there can be no

question of the desirability of applying the law of priority to fungi with

many fruit-forms, in a manner similar to its use among phanerogams.

The proper name for the common grain rust, according to tlils

method, is Pucciiiiu iioridifonii'a^ (.Tacq.j Wettst.
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Pollination of Campanula Americana and Other Plants.

Moses N. Elrod.

Cdiiiixniiihi Americana L. is markedly proterandrous. In the bud the

aiitlu'is are in contact witli tlie pilose tAAO-thirds of the style and dis-

charge their pollen introrsely before the corolla opens. As the flower bud

opens the filaments wither beyond their more persistent bases. In the

meantime the style grows rapidly in lenyth, so that in a few hours it

is long-exserted, declined and the pilose, poUeu covered end turned up-

ward. No matter whether the flower is on an erect or inclined branch

the piloi^e end always turns upward, while the other portion of the style

assumes a horizontal or slightly declined position. One or two days after

the bud has opened the hairs on the style begin to wither and drop their

charge of pollen. At the same time stigmatic papillae are exposed and

ready for cross-pollination. Nectar is secreted by a fleshy disk surround-

ing the base of the style, and is protected from rain and the predatory

incursion of many insects by the triangular bases of the five stamens.

Honey-bees and the beautiful metallic-green Agaostemon radlatus Say

are freiiuent visitors. They readily gain access to the honey by lighting

on the petals of the rotate corolla and inserting the tongue between the

style and bases of the stamens. Their visits, however, do not promote

fertilization, as their movements, in approaching the flower or in collect-

ing honey, never bring them into contact with the pollinated portion of

the style nor do thej- ever touch the stigma.

C. Aiiivricaiia is cross-fertilized by a leaf-cutter bee, McgachWc brcvis

Say. It differs from the honey-bee in its structure and the way in which

it approaches the honey disk. It is armed with a dense brush of hairs

on tlie under side of the tail, instead of having pollen baskets on the

legs; it comes to the flower on the wing, in a direct, unhesitating way,

over the upturned stigma, which it frequently touches with the hairs of

its tail; it settles on the style with its head directed away from the

stigmatic end of that organ, and never comes in contact with the corolla

except with its fore feet. While in this position collecting honey the

Note.— I am indebted to Mr. Ashmead, Bureau of Entomology, Department of

Agriculture, for identifying the bees named in this paper.
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liairs of its tail are in contact with the pilose portion of the style and

become pollinated, if the flower has recently come into liloom and the

style has not yet shed its hairy coating. But this leaf-cutter is not wholly

dependent on its position while collecting honey for a supply of pollen.

On several occasions it was seen clinging to the style and transferring

pollen to its alxlomen with its hind-legs, a maneuver that no other bee

seems capable of performing. With the hairs of its tail charged with

pollen it is easy to understand how cross-fertilizatiou is effected, as it

passes from one flower to another: and so systematic are the movements

that they appear to be evolved for the purpose they fulfll. So far as

the writer has been able to discover, no other insect than .1/. hrevis is of

use in fertilizing the tall liellflower. Another leaf-cutter. M([!<ichHv iii-

fni(/i!is Cresson, was often seen collecting honey from Inipatinis imrca

Fig-ures. Campanula Americana L.

a. Triaugiilar bases of stamens.
b. Pilose end of style covered with pollen and bee collecting honey.
c. Style denuded of hairs, bee about to brush against lobes of stigma.
d. Style denuded of hairs and bee in position on style while collecting honey.

-Muhl. and pollen on HdhnifJuis anninis L. growing nearby, but was never

seen on C. Aiiicricaiid.

The tall bellflower. on which the observations descrilied were made,

grew in the back yard of a city residence, and was in bloom from .Tulv
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to Novemi)er 8. V.)0-i. nt Miik-li l:i;<t date I'oiTy-seveii yerfeut tloweis were

counted. Long l)etore November heavy I'rost had ended all insect visits

and the plant had been dependent on self-pollination for fertiliasition for

a mouth. With fiost came some noticeable changes in the mechanism

of the flower. The end of the style was not so uniformly bent upward,

and the pollen-bearing hairs were much more persistent. During the

latter period self-fertilization was effected by the lobes of the stigma

beuding back until the papillose extremities touched the pollinated hairs.

The same movement may have occurred earlier in the season, but if it

did it was not so ol:)vious, and many times it would have beeu useless, as

the styles were denuded of their hairy appendages, and the lobes not

yet reflected more than usual.

"Within the inflated limb of Pfiitsfoiiuii Peiit.stniioii (Li Britton the tila-

nients are free, and clustered with the style under the upper lip. One

pair of the didynamous filaments is nearly free from the corolla tube,

while the other pair and the sterile filament are imbedded in the wall

of the tube below the infiation. The bases of the free filaments are

dilated, with a concavity on the inner faces in Avhich honey is secreted.

As a result of this arrangement the throat of the corolla is so ob-

strticted l)y the two free filaments and the style as to prevent anj- insect

from reaching the honey glands, without some special adaptation to over-

come the obstruction. To secure liouey the visiting insects must be armed

with a stout pair of Jaws to force an opening between the filaments and

style and with a tongue 14 mm. long. These necessary equipments are

found in AnthopJtora abnipta Say, a small bumble-bee. For two seasons

this bee has been the only insect seen to enter the corolla of a large,

cultivated plant, under daily observation while in bloom. Anthophorse

never missed putting in an appearance during some part of the day, if

the weather was fair, and sometimes as many as half a dozen were seen

on the plant at the same time.

Anthophone ubnipUr never were seen collecting pollen, but as they

forced their bodies into the inflated portion of the flower they were well

dusted with it on their hairy backs. This pollen was carried to the next

stigma under which they passed, where some of it was left, provided

the stigma was ready to receive it. Usually the stigmatic end of the

style is pressed against the upper lip of the corolla during the first day

of anthesis. after that period it is bent dmvnward and is cross-fertilized
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b5' coming- into contact with tlie pollinateil l)ack of a passing Antbopbora

in searcli of lioney. There does not seem to lie any provision for the self-

fertilization of P. Poitstciiioii.

The longer of the dimorphic pistils of iJerteiisiu Vinjuiica (L) D.C. are

of the same length as the stamens and may be self-fertilized by contact

with the dehiscing anthers. The shortest of the other form do not reach

beyond the end of the narrow tube, and are fertilized by honey-bees.

Honey is secreted at the liase of a tube 2." mm. long and is further pro-

tected by a puliescent ring 2 mm. aljove the receptacle. No insect was

found on the flowers that could reach the honey in a legitimate way. but

a liig bumble-bee was seeu on the corolla making slits in the tulje just

al)ove the pultescent ring. Through the opening the tongtie of the bee

Avas inserted and the honey reiuoved, with ease, as it passed rapidly from

one flower to another.

A calendine poppy. Stiiloplioniin aiiilnjlhiin (INIich.) Xutt.. under ctilti-

vatiou came into bloom April 23. early in the forenoon. At 3:40 p. m.

the petals began closing and by sundown were completely folded over the

stamens. Although it was raining the next day the petals under obser-

vation again opened in all their golden splendor. It was not clearly evi-

dent that the stamens of this plant were proterandruus. though the stigma

gi-enlly iuei-eased in size after the bud had opened. Usually the flowers

did not wither under two days. Small bees Avere noticed crawling on the

flowers, a single honey-bee was seeu collecting pollen, and it is prol)-

able cio-!s-fertilization was the result of ibeir movements. Flowers pro-

tected by a net from insect visitors produced capsules of the normal size,

well filled with seeds.

In July it was noticed that wliile the calendine poppy was ijroducing

an abundance of seeds none could be found on the ground under the

plant. The seeds of a dehiscing capsule, which were placed in a heap

on a small stone, all disappeared l)y next morning. When it was recalled

lliat ants are known to carry small seeds into their nests they were sus-

pected of carrying them away. This inference seemed probal>le. as the

seeds were provided with a fleshy crest on one edge whicli an ant could

grasp. At last a common Iflack ant. about 6 mm. long, was seen with a

seed in its mouth and watched until it disappeared in a round hole. Later

; i ant was followed to anotlier hole. Tne moutli to these holes was level

with the surface of the ground and not through tlie usual hillock of sand
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of their nesting places. Tliey were located 5 din. from the stem of the

plant, and when opened were found to be about (i mm. deep. One of

them was tunnelled along the edge of a rotten chip and contained seven

seeds. The crest of one of the seven seeds was Avithered while the

papillae of the others were plump. Nothing was seen to indicate that

they had been stored for food or that the crest contained anything they

cared to eat.
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Additions to the Indiana P\ora.

Chas. O. Deam.

In adilition to the species taken by myself, this list contains fourteen

species 1 received tlirougli an exchange with L. M. Umbach, Napersville,

III., and one from E. B. Williamson. Blnffton. Ind. I have a sheet of all

Ihe plants reported in my herbarium. ^My species have all been verified

at the National Museum.

Panicum horealc Nash.

In the SAvales at Miller. Ind.. .June --'S. 1S9S. by L. M. Umbach.

Panicnm marrocurpa Le Conte.

Wells County. May 31. 1903; Steuben County. June IT, 1903; Dune

Park. .Tune 10, 1900. L. M. Umbach. September 4. 1901. by Agues

Chase.

Aristi<Iii intermedia Scribu. & Ball.

In moist sands at Miller, Ind.. October 2. 1898. by l^. .M. Umbach.

Elymus glancns Buckley.

In sand at Pine, Ind.. June 29. 1898. by L. M. Umbacli.

Eleocharis obtusa Schultes.

Wells County. August 23, 1897; Miller, Ind., July 20, 1898, by L. M.

Umbach; Steuben County. July 3. 1904; Noble County. July 21.

1904.

CORRECTION

Reported by Stanley Coulter in Indiana Acadeniy 1900 pao;e 137.

Psilocarya nitens (Vahl.) Wood.

In sloughs at Dune Park, Ind., September 12, 1899, l)y L. M. Umbach.

Psilocarya scirpoides Torr.

In sloughs at Dune Park. Ind.. September 2, 1898. by L. M Umbach.

Wells County. May 13, 1903.

Carex festucacea "Willd.

In swales at Clarke. Ind., June 4, 189S. by L. M. Uuibacli

Clintonia horeah (Ait.) Raf.

In swamp at Miller. Ind., May 14. 1898. by U. M. Umbach.
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Sali.v Bebhiittui Sarg.

In marsh at Clarla-. Iiul.. May 7. IS'.tS. by L. M. L'mliaeh.

Sali.r iiiDi/gcJfiloicle.'f Aiidcrs.

Ill marsh at Lake Station, Iiicl., May 12, VJW, by L. M. Umbaeh.

Chrtiujiodiion (jlaucum L.

In ballast at Miller. Intl., August 20, ISOS. by L. M. Unibach

Frix'lichia Floridana (Niitt. ) Moq.

In l)allast at Aetna. Ind.. July 7. lOOd. liy L. M. Umliach.

Silene vulgaris (Moench.) Garcke.

In l)allast at Pine, Ind., June 17, 1S99, by L. M. Umbaeh.

Ileuchera Jiirsuticollis (Wheelock) Rydb.

Steuben County. July 4, 1904.

(f.ialis BriUoniae Small.

Wells County. Sei)teml)er 1. 1904; Steuben County. September 9. 190-1.

Oxalis grandis Small.

Oran.ae County, May 2."., 1901; Franklin County. May 2S. 1904.

Ih'.r Bwiixensis Britton.

^^ells County. June 11. 1899; Steuben County. July 4. 1904.

J[i/}i(i'ici(iii hureale (Britton) Bicknell.

Wells County, in low l)order of lakes in Jackson Township. Septem-

lier 0, 19(13.

\'i(il(i jnijiilioiKiccd Pursh.

Wells County, in woods. May 3. 1903.

Helianthenium majus (L. ) B. S. P.

On wooded gravelly hills in Steuben County, August 13, 1903.

EpiUihium palnstre L.

Wells County, August IS. 1901; Steuben County, August 13, 1903.

Bartonia ionandra Robison.

Steuben County, September 11. 19(t4.

Apocynum hypericifolium Ait.

Noble County, near Rome City, July 21. 1904.

Apdcynum pnbescms R. Br.

Kosciusko County. July 28, 1904.

Teucrium occidentale A. Gray.

Steuben County, in swamp near Gage Lake, August 12, 1903; Kos-

ciusko County, in swamp on east side of Winona Lake, July 28,

1904.
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Lycopus conimnnh Bicknell.

Wells Coun^v. Septemlier 2. 1000; Steuben County. August 11, 1903.

Phymlis heU'rophyUa Nees.

Wells County, August 22, 1899; Steuben County. September 11, 1904.

Physalis Virginiana intermedia Rydb.

Steulien County, June 17, 1903.

Viburnum casainoidea L.

Steuben County, .Tune 12, 1904, in clearing.

Triosteum nrundinaceum Bicknell.

Wells County, May 22. 1898.

Chrysanthemum B(dmmita L.

Adams County, September 20. 1903. by H li. Williamson. Esc!i[)ed.

Bidens vulgata Greene.

Wells County, September 4, 1904.

Cardum Hillii (Oauby) Porter.

Steuben County. .Tune 17. 19<i3. Only two specimens collected. On

wooded hillside one-half mile southeast of Gage Lake.
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Additions to the Flora of Marion County, with Notes on

Plants Heretofore Unreported from the State

OF Indiana.

Benj. W. Douglass.

1.
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61. KoelUa fl^xiiosa MacM.

62. Koellia Virginiana MacM.

63. Lycopus Amerkanux Mulil.

64. Mentha spicata L.

66. Pltysalis Virginiana Mill.

66. CoUinsia venia Nutt,

67. Mimulus ringens L.

68. Afzelia macrophylla Kuntze.

69. Gerardia tenuifolia Vahl.

70. Houstonia ccerulea L.

71. Houstonia cilioJatn Torr.

72. Triosteum perfoJIutimi L.

73. Lobelia spicata Lam.

74. Nabalus altissimus Hook.

75. Vernonia Noreboracensls Willd.

76. Solidago Canadensis L.

77. Eutliainia graininifolia Nuit.

78. Antennaria plantaginifolia Rich-

ards.

79. Gnaphalhua obtusifolium L.

80. Dysodia papposa Hitclic.

81. Erechtites hieracifolia Raf.

82. Mesadenia atriplicifolia Raf.

83. Senecio aureus L.

New State Plants.

Tradescantia breiieaulis Raf.

Short stemmed spiderwort. Growing on hillsides near Alliance,

Marion County.

Tradescantia bracteata Small.

Long bracted spiderwort. Found in similar localities to the last and

associated with it.

Tldaspi arvense L.

Penny Cress. On R. R. near Indianapolis. Rare.

Sisymbrium aitissimiim L.

On R. R. near Broad Ripple, Marion County. Rare.

Camelina microcarpa Andrz.

"Waste fields near Fair Grounds at Indianapolis.

Physostegia parviflorn Nutt.

Western Lion's Heart. Along White River at Broad Ripple, Marion

County.

Solanum Torreyi A. Grey.

Dry fields, Hancock County. Spreading. Reported to me by Jacob

Schramm.

Houstonia tenuifolia Nutt.

Slender leaved Houstonia. Dry hills in northern part of Marion County.
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Additions to the List of Gall-Producing Insects

Common to Indiana.

Mel T. Cook.

Two years ago the writer presented a list of forty species of gall-

prodiicing insects common to Indiana. One year ago an additional list of

eleven species was presented to the Academy. It was at first intended

to make as complete a list as possible and then to give a more extensive

discussion of these very interesting insects and the abnormal growths

produced liy them. However, a change of residence has made a change

of plans necessary.

The following is a list of species which have come to my attention

within the past year and previous to my leaving Indiana.

Hemiptera.

52. Pemphigus vagabundus "Walsh.

—

Popuhts delUndes Marsh.

53. IlamameUstis spinosus Shimer. Hamamelis Virginiana L.

DiPTERA.

54. Cecidomyia clavula Bpuf . fhrnus floridn Ij,

55. Cecidomyia cerasi-seruttnae O. S. Primus serotinae Ehrli.

Hymenoptera.

56. Amphiholips prunus Walsli. Quercus sp

57. Cynijjs pixum Fitch. Qnercus alba L.

58. Dryophanta radkola Ashm. Quercus alba L.

59. Neuroterus rileyi Bassett. Quercus prinus L.

60. Phodites radicum O. S. Posa Carolina L.

61. Phodites dicldocerus Harris. Posa Carolina L.

62. PJiodiies globulus Beut. Posa Carolina L.

Arachnida.

63. Acarus serotinae Beut. Prunus serotina Ehrh.

15—A. OF SCIKSCK, 'Ot.
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Nos. 52, 56 and 60 were sent to me by Mr. F. C. Senour, of New
Augusta, Indiana. The others and also specimens of No. 52 were col-

lected by me near Greencastle, Indiana.

We have now a list of sixty-three species, representing twenty-five

genera and five orders of insects, including Arachnida. The host plants

represent eleven orders, fourteen families and eighteen genera.
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Tyloses in Brosimlm Aubletii.

Katherine E. Golden.

The wood of Brosimuiii Aubletii has been given varions common

names, as leopard-wood, letter-wood, and snake-wood, on account of the

mottled appearance of part of its heartwood. It is a very hard, compact

wood, dark brown in color, and has part of the heartwood beautifully

mottled with black. The mottling is due to the sclerenchymatous tyloses

which till its trachea?.

The wood is composed of a mass of fine fibres, nearly round in trans-

verse section, and arranged in fairly regular radial rows. The fibres

are flattened tangentially when adjoining either parenchyma cells or

Leopard-wood. Tang. Sect. ( x 300 ;

trachea?. The trachea? are scattered promiscuously throughout the fibres,

either singly or in groups of two to four. They are finely pitted, and con-

sist of vessels and tracheides. Parenchyma occurs around the tracheae,

sometimes in single rows, sometimes irregularly grouped, also in tangeu-
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tial lines, and in regular radial rows, having blind ends, as they seem to

start and to stop anywhere. The tangential rows branch, the branches

running into other rows or joining with the cells aromul trachete. Some-

times the tangential and radial rows are so regular that they give the

wood a cross-barred appearance.

The medullary rays consist of very narrow, long cells, the long diam-

eter rmniing in a radial direction. They are from one to four cells wide,

the more common numlier being two. They are from al)out hfteen to

fifty cells in height, though an accurate count could not be made, due

to the presence in every ray of larger sclerenchymatous cells. One oi-

more of these sclerenchymatous cells, having fairly thicli walls, occur in

Leopard-wood. Trans. Sect. ( x 300 >

each ray, either at the end or throughout its height. In all

sclerenchyma cell occupies the place of two to four of the

parenchyma cells and seems to be the result of the merging of a

of the parenchyma cells. They are seen to best advantage in the

tial section.

In a snnilar way the radial rows of parenchyma, though as

in their formation as the rays, are easily distinguislied from the

their greater size and sclerenchyma tons v.alls.

cases a

I'egular

number

tangen-

regular

ravs by
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All the elements of the wood, including even the wood filn-es, have

their lumina filled with a brown to black solid coloring matter. The walls

of the elements are not impregnated with the color, and consequently

stand out distinctly, so that their peculiarities are easily observed.

The chief peculiarity of Leopard-wood is the presence of sclerenehym-

atous tyloses. Thyloses or tyloses, as they are more commonly called,

are ingi'owths of parenchymatous cells into the cavity of the tracheae.

When a trachea is adjoined by parenchyma, the parenchyma retains its

protojilasm after the trachea becomes empty; as the parenchyma exerts

pressure on the non-resistent walls of the trachea, the parenchyma pushes

into the cavity of the trachea through a pit or weak spot, forming a short

Leopard-wood. Trans. Sect. ( x 80 )

tube. The tube may be the only one at that part of the trachea, or there

may be so many that there is a series of tubes lining the entire cavity.

These ingrowths may make no further progress, but the more common

method of development is the formation of a wall at the junction of the

tracheal wall, cutting off the ingrowths. These ingrowths may then

eai-ry on cell division, forming a mass of parenchyma filling the lumen of

the trachea. Tyloses form in many Dicotyledons as a regular phenom-
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enon, and without the occurrence of any in.iury to stimulate growth. They

form in pitted trache;ii usually, though in some one-year old stems they

form in fibrously thickened tracheae without any perforations.

The walls of the tyloses are delicate at tirst. but they afterwards

thicken somewhat, and their cellulose walls become lignitied like the rest

of the wood parenchyma.

In Leopard-wood the tyloses have their walls so strongly thickened

that the cells resemble the stone cells in pears. Nearly all the tracheae

are tilled with them, rarely is there found a poi-tion of a trachea without

Leopard-wood. Tang. Sect. ( x i

them. The stone cells are irregular in shape, and are packed closely

together, usually one being sufficient to till the lumen transversely, though

sometimes two and three are wedged together across the lumen. The

walls vary considerably in thickness, some having their lumina entirely

obliterated, while in close proximity to them may be others with fairly

large lumina. Li all of them the thickening of the walls is in well-deflned

layers, the layers sonaetimes separating from each other. All the walls

are provided with fine canals, radiating from the central lumen, some-

times branched, and in all, the canals of adjoining cells corresponding.
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The tyloses give the Avood a characteristic appearance iinder the mi-

croscope. This can be seen in the photographs, thongh much of the

beauty Is lost with the loss of color.

Boulger (1) in his valuable work on wood mentions the sclei'enchym-

atous tyloses of the Leopard-wood, and in describing the gross structure

of the wood, states that the sapwood is yellow, and that the tree has

heartwood squaring twenty inches, though only six inches show the

characteristic mottling. This would seem to indicate that even if all the

heartwood had tyloses form, not all l)e(ome sclerenchymatous.

Leopard-wood. Rad. Sect. ( x 80 i

The wood is used in this country in the manufacture of musical in-

struments, -and only the mottled wood is prized. Pieces of the mottled

were all that I was able to obtain, so I had no way of determining any-

thing in regard to the tyloses in the sapwood or tmmottled heartwood.

The formation of tyloses throtigh the activity of the parenchyma, can

be readily understood, btit nothing is known as to the cause of this activ-

ity in some woods, while in other woods tyloses are never formed. Then

again in most woods investigated nothing definite as to time of formation

is known. DeBary (2) states that in Robinia pseudacacia tyloses form in
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the autumn in the wood formed the previous spring, and that this is true,

also, of other woods, but nothing definite as to their occurrence or absence

is liuown. Further investigation is necessarj' to determine the facts rel-

ative to tyloses other than their structure and seemingly haphazard

occurrence.

1. Boulger, G. S. Wood, 1902.

2. DeBary, A. Comparative Anatomy, 1884.
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Some Experiments with a Simple Jolly Balance.

Lynn B. MoMullen.

lu presenting a paper of this kind before the Academy of Science I

think it is well to point out that the research work of the high school

teacher must be "re"search Avork indeed—must be research work back-

ward instead of forward. If I might be allowed to read you a parable

I shotild remind yoti that some fifty, or perhaps sixty, years ago our grand-

fathers came to Indiana to do research work of a bread-winning charac-

ter. But those grandparents had brothers, who, through necessity or

lack of years, were compelled to stay at 'iome and take care of the real

little folks. I take it that the same thing is true of the members of this

Academy. Some, usually those of the colleges, are able to do research

work. Others, iiarticularly those of the high schools, must expend their

energies in the perfecting of details.

Those of us that rememlier our college course in Physics hold tlie old

Jolly balance, with which we wrestled, in much awe. Certainly no piece

of apparatus could be more perverse. The spring being stationary at the

top and entirely free at the bottom would take its time in coming to rest

and its distance from the meter stick gave parallax an excellent oppor-

tunity to do its worst. Further, as the spring stretched the table must

be moved, and the table was usually stuck. It is easy to see iioir that

the conversion of the Jolly balance from a rogue to a useful citizen de-

pended upon some device for stretching the .spring "up" from a stationary

bottom instead of '"down" from a stationary top. It is the purpose of this

paper to explain one such device and to present data showing the accuracy

that may be obtained by using it.

The base of the balance is a Sapolio box 6x9xl2-in. mounted on level-

ing screws and weighted with a brick. To the front of the box is screwed

an upright standard fotir feet long. This standard is made by nailing to

the face of a piece of poplar i2x2-in. two strips %x^i>-iu. leaving a groove

between them 1-in. wide and V^-in. deep in which a meter stick may slide

freely. To the upper end of the meter stick is fastened a string which

runs over a pulley at the top of the standard. The other end of this

string is tied to the end of a large horizontal screw which runs through

the side of the box with sufficient frictioii to hold the meter stick in any

desired position. From the top of the meter stick at right angles to it
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projects an arm two inches long to the end of which tlie spring is at-

taclied. From the lower end of the spring is suspended an indicator of

the form shown in figure I. with the usual pans below. The shelf shown

in figure I upon which the point of the indicator rests when not in use

'is made of sheet brass and is fastened to the column one foot from the

lower end. Tacked to one of the side strips immediately below this shelf

so that it projects over the meter sticlv slightly is a small metal plate

5pHna

Poml

bearing a horizontal scratch. The distance from the top of the meter

stick to this scratch can be read with considerable accuracy to the tenth

part of a millimeter. Below this shelf slides a table upon which vessels

of water, etc., can be placed. To use the apparatus the spring must first

be calibrated. Incidentally, Hooke's law may be verified. To do this a

reading of the distance from the top of the stick to the scratch is taken

when the spring is so adjusted that the pointer barely swings clear of

the shelf, no load being in the pans. A load of one gram is then added

and the spring is stretched,—by raising the meter stick witli the before

mentioned cord and screw—until the pointer clears the platform again.

The distance from the top of the meter stick to the scratch is again read.

The difference between the two readings gives the elongation for a load

of one gram. For ordinary work this elongation should Ije about five
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centimeters. "U'itli siieb a spring it is seon that a load of .002 grams will

cause an elongation of .1 of a millimeter.

The following tables of data and results obtained by using this simple

Jolly balance are self explanatory. They are given not because of any

new principle contained in them, but because of the extreme accuracy

shown—accuracy seemingly out of all proportion to the care with which

the apparatus was constructed.

Hooke's Law" and the Modulus of the Spring.

No Load Reading with

Load. Reading. Load. Elongation. E/L.

1 g. 64.96 cm. 60.14 cm. 6.18 cm. 6.18

2 64.96 66.33 10.37 6.18(6)

3 54.96 70.61 16.55 5.18(3)

4 54.96 75.66 20.70 6.17(6)

5 66.00 80.90 25.90 5.18(0)

Modulus= L E=.193. Mean 5.180

Density of a Steel Bicycle Ball.

No Load.
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The weight of the water displaced by the ball differs from the loss of

weight by 1.4 Of. The accuracy may be increased by using aluminum in-

stead of steel.

Specific Gravity of ax Irregular Solid.

No Load. Aluminum in Air. Aluminum in Water.

54.07 cm. 88.36 cm. 75.70 em.

54.07 88.38 75.69

54.08 88.38 75.69

Elongation in air 34.31 cm.

Elongation in water 21.62 cm.

Decrease in water 12.69 cm.

Specific gravity of aluminum 2.70.

Specific Gravity of Solids Lighter than "Water.

Paraffin and Aluminum
No Load. Paraffin in Air. in Water.

54.01 67.23 73.39

54.01 67.25 73.37

54.00 67.24 73.38

Elongation due to paraffin in air 13.23 cm.

Elongation due to both in water 19.37 cm

Elongation due to aluminum in water 21.61 cm.

Elongation due to paraffin in water —2.25 cm.

Loss by paraffin in water 15.4iS cm.

Specific gravity of paraffin =^ .854.

Specific Gravity of Liquids.

No Load in Ether. Aluminum in Etlier.

54.26 cm. 79.01 cm.

54.26 79.00

54.27 79.00

Elongation due to aluminum in air 34.31 cm.

Elongation due to aluminum in ether 24.74 cm.

Decrease in ether 9.57 cm.

Decrease in water 12.69 cm.

Specific gravity of ether .754.

Besides these, two other experiments can be performed in a very satis-

factory manner, namely, "Tlie Surface Tension of Water" and "The

Distribution of Magnetism in a Bar Magnet."
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Newtonian Idea of the Calculus.

Arthur S. Hathaway.

The liistory of the calculus shows that even a mathematical theory

cannot escape the effects of environment. Sir Isaac Newton was for

many years the sole possessor of a knowledge of the calculus, and

used it with a power which few have been able to equal since his time;

yet he has had practically no influence on its present form of de-

velopment. This was due to Newton's dislike for controversy, so that

instead of contending for his ideas, he let them appear only in con-

cise and general form, or even not at all. With the exception of his

first tAvo papers on optics, "all of his works were published only after

the most persistent solicitations of his friends, and against his own

wishes." The criticism which would have aroused an ambitious man to

a vigorous defense, had the opposite effect on his disposition. "I was

so persecuted." he wrote, "with discussions arising out of my theory of

light, that I blamed my own imprudence for parting with so substantial

a blessing as my ([uiet to run after a shadow."

Newton was well versed in the method of fluxions, and the in-

verse method, tliat is in differentiation and integration, by the year

1GG6. In li!(;;t he circulated a manuscrii)t on the subject among his

friends, but I'efused tlieir solicitations to have it ptiblished. and it was

Hot until ltiil.3 that it was communicated to the scientific world by

Wnllis. in the second volume of his works. Diu'ing this interval of a

quarter of a century. NcAvton had changed his ideas in important

respects, through extensive use of the calculus. He had developed his

Theory of Light, discovered the Binomial Tlieorem. determined the Law
of Ciravitation, and the Principles of Dynamics, and made important in-

vestigations in all departments of mathematical and physical science.

Althougli the Friinijiid. wliich appeared in 1(187. contained no direct

information on the calctilus. yet its fundamental ideas and principles

were involved in every detail of the work. The development of the

/'liiiciitifi is due to the calculus, but NeAVton iindertook the laliorious

task of translating everything into the elementary geometrical methods

of the time and omitted many results which he had olitained by the

calculus, because he could not so interpret them. Many things have

been discovered since his time tliat were afterwards found in his papers
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and correspondence, and he left many undemonstrated theorems, whose

proofs baffled succeeding mathematicians for 50. ICMJ, and even 200 years.

The Quadrature of Curres. published in 1704, and the Principia, are

the proper sources for Newton's matured ideas on the calculus, and not

his earlier manuscript, published by Wallis. The earlier paper adopts

the infinitesimal method of neglecting small quantities which is now
associated with Leibnitz's calculus, not, however, with the latter's dis-

regard of logic, but in connection with the idea of a limit which is the

modern foundation of that method.

Newton states in the Quadrature of Curves that "in mathematics the

minutest errors are not to be neglected." Also,

"I consider mathematical quantities in this place, not as consisting

of very small parts, but as described by continuous motion. Lines are

described and thereby generated, not by the apposition of parts, but

by the continued motion of points; superficies by the motion of lines;

solids by the motion of superficies: angles by the rotation of sides; por-

tions of time by continual fiux: and so on in other quantities. These

geneses really take place in the nature of things and are daily seen in

the motion of bodies."

He then goes on to define fluxions, or as we would now call them,

differentials:

"Fluxions are as near as we please, as the Increments of fluents, gen-

erated in times which are the same and as small as possible, and to

speak accurately, they are in the prime ratio of nascent increments;

yet they can be expressed by any lines whatever which are proportional

to them."

Newton immediately illustrates this definition by the abscissa and

ordinate of a curve, whose differentials are shown to be any correspond-

ing increments of abscissa and ordinate along the tangent line. This,

and numerous similar illustrations in the Priucipia, show that Newton

meant by the ultimate ratio of vanishing quantities, the limit of the

ratio of any finite proportionals to the ranishiny (juantities. See. for ex-

ample, Prine. Bk. 1, Lemma 1, Art. 12. "Ultimate Ratio of Vanishing

Quantities." Also, Lemmas 7, 8, 9. Newton did not consider the modern

question as to whether or not this ratio Avas definite, and the answer to

that question is not pertinent to his definition. In other words, differen-

tials can exist when such ratio is indeterminate. Translated into its

exact modern equivalent, his definition is:
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Corretiponding differentials are, as near as we please, proportionals to correspond-

ing and indefinitely small increments of variables, and to speak accurately, they are

corresponding limits of such proportionals.

The power and generality of this definition can only be understood

after a eareful study of its consequences. It applies whatever the num-

ber of independent variables. It is the mathematical foundation of

Newton's conception of the state of change of variables, in which cor-

responding differentials are made to signify corresponding increments.

In other words, corresponding increments of a state of change of rariables

are as near as we please, proportionals to corresponding and indefinitely

small increments of the variables.

As an illustration of the method, consider z= xy, and as usual, let

A^i A.V. ^^. denote any corresponding increments of .r, y, z. Then,

A2=-i-A^/+ //
A-V+ A;r. Ay

Let iV be a variable number which becomes indefinitely large in any

way whatever (as iV^= 1, 2, 3, 4, and so on indefinitely). Conceive ^.r, Ay»

to diminish as N increases, so that their proportionals, N/\x, Ni\y, remain

finite and approach limits designated by dx, dy {i\^x^dx/N+ 8/ N'^,

/\y^dy'N-\-5:N^, for example). Then if dz denote the limit of the re-

maining proportional N^jy z, the equation from which it is to be determined

is N/\z= xN_\y 4- yNA^x + Nl\x. l\y, which gives, by the theorems of

limit, dz = xdy + ydx.

Here, the ratio dz/dx is absolutely indeterminate, since it depends upon

the values chosen for d.r, dy.

Leibnitz rediscovered the calculus in 1676, and immediately published

his methods and spread them over Europe. His right to the title of inde-

pendent discoverer was disputed by the friends of Newton, because when

Leibnitz was just turning his attention to mathematics in 1673, he visited

London and consulted some manuscripts of Newton. Leibnitz's defense is

that he did not see the manuscript on the calculus, and his notes taken at

the time, and afterwards discovered, contain only references to Newton's

papers on optics. It is fortunate in respect to notation that we have

received the calculus from the hands of Leibnitz rather than Newton ; but

the history of the calculus, from Leibnitz on, revolves about objections to

his infinitesimal methods. In order to avoid those methods, Lagrange

recast the calculus into practically its present form. He regarded the

differentials of the independent variables as their small actual increments,

and the differential of a dependent variable as that part of its increment

which is of first degree when it is expanded in ascending powers of the
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independent increments. In his method, the principle quantities were the

differential coefficients, and if z were a function of r, y, he wrote

dz , dz
dz= -rr- dx -\- -r- dy

dx ' dy ^

where dzUJx was a whole symbol for the coefficient of dx in dz, and not the

quotient of dz by (/.'; and similarly for dzidy.

This idea was not received with favor, partly because it made the cal-

culus depend upon expansions in series, whereas, one important feature of

the calculus was the determination of such expansions.

At present, we have a derivative calculus, with a differential notation,

in which differentials have significance only in quotient forms ; in fact the

derivative is Lagrange's differential coefficient, and the two terms are used

interchangeably. The student is taught that the quotient form is an in-

separable symbol, but the notation, and the calculus itself, eventually

require their separation. The explanations which liave been devised for

such separation of inseparable symbols are sometimes remarkable. The

method of rates is simply to define the derivative dy dx as the rate at which

y is changing, and dy, dx, as any quantities whose ratio is dy dx. This is

not the same as Newton's method, who makes dy the amount which y

changes in its state of change when .r changes by dx, and thence (/// dx is

the change of y per unit cliange of .' . It does matter whetlier we make dif-

ferentials the prime quantities, and tlience deduce the significance of their

ratios, or whetlier we make the ratios the prime quantities, and thence

deduce differentials. For, two variables can have differentials, with no

ratio tliat is dejinite, i. e., independent of the values of the differentials

themselves.

In a calculus in which the derivative is the prime quantity, the differ-

ential notation creates numerous iirtijk-i<d difficulties which would be elim-

inated by a proper derivative notation; but this would limit the scope of

the calculus and alter many of its time-honored developments. Nor is it

necessary to make a change of notation, because the present notation is

made completely significant by Newton's definition.

"Wlien we consider the weight that attaches to the name of Newton, it

would seem that his views on the calculus were worthy of being considered,

even today. When we add that he is the original inventor, and that his

fundamental idea of the differential is the very one that is needed to give

the differential calculus an intelligent and rigorous mathematical basis, it

is certainlv time that he came into liis own.
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Conditions for the Deformation of Surfaces Referred to a

Conjugate System of Lines.

Burke Smith.

Wlien a surface is subjected to a series of deformations, each form that

it assumes during the deformation may be thought of as a separate, dis-

tinct surface. We may tlius regard a deformation of a surface as a

continuous system of surfaces, each representing some form into which

the original surface may be deformed. In this paper we consider the

problem of determining those surfaces which may be deformed so that a

conjugate system of lines will still remain a conjugate system after the

deformation is carried out.

We shall suppose that the equations of the surfaces tliat we consider

are given in the form,

X = f
1 (//, I'), y = f 2 (/^, 1'). z = f 3 (/", ^)>

and that the first and second fundamental magnitudes are E, F, G and

D, T)\ W\ respectively.

If Sj represents the form that Sj takes when deformed so that a conju-

gate system remains a conjugate system, then S2 is applicable on Sj. But

the necessary and sufficient condition that two surfaces should be appli-

cable on each other is that thoy slinll have the same lineal element and the

same total curvature.

If the parametric lines, //= const., r=: const., on Sj and 83 form a

conjugate system, then D' = o for both Sj and Sj. Since Sj and S^ must

have the same lineal element and the same curvature, we have from the

relation,

K °""
EG—F2

that D2 = '/ Dj and D2"= / D/^ where the subscripts refer to Sj and S2

respectively, and / is a function of // and i'. To determine A we make use

of the fact that Codazzi's equations must be satisfied for both Sj and S2.

Bianclii* has thus shown that A must satisfy the equations,

''
r 1

1 _ f 12
)

' r 1 _n

*" Vorlesungen liber Diflferential-Geometrie," p. 336.

16- A. OF SOIBNCB,'04.
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(1)

where -^ , - and , ^C' - are the symbols of Christoflfel formed with

respect to the Gauss sphere. Since now 1^—r ^ 1

—

t- we have from (1),
r)// ()!• or Oft

as the condition of integrability,

to, y2\ '^ '121' „fl2X' ( 121 '] _ [^ f 12) ' 0(12^(12)^1
•''^

[rfr ( 2 )•

—
^\ 1 J \ 2 r

J

-
^<h, { 1 ; ^\ 1 r 1 2 ;

j

Having given the surface Si, then to every value of > which satisfies (1)

and (2) there corresponds a surface S2 of the desired type.

There are three possible cases that may occur under (2). Suppose,

first, that the surface Si is such that

In this case the condition of integrability (2) is satisfied for every value of

>., and since equations ( 1 ) are of the first order, there are in this case 00^

surfaces S2 which are applicable on Si and such that their parametric lines

form a conjugate system. We thus have in this case a continuous system

of surfaces, and the above equations are the necessary and sufficient condi-

tion that a surface may belong to such a system.

Suppose, next, that Si is such that

'^
I 12 ) ^_ o ri2 1

' / 12 -) ^
i_ * 12 )

'
. „ f 12 )

' f 12 \
^

Ji'X 2 r
- \ 1 r I 2 i r5r I 2 J^

^ ^ \ 1 |- \ 2 )

(II) or,

rf
f 121 ' ( 121 ' ri2-i

^
'^

f 12) '_„ ri2) ' n2\'
jjix 1 ( ^ ^ \ I

i' \ 2 I ruM i

-'^ \i i \2 i

In this case > vanishes or is undefined, and the condition of integrability

is not satisfied. Consequently there exists no surface S2 in this case.

Suppose, finally, that

(in)

(5 f 12) ' „ f 12) ' f 12) ^

6v\ 2 / ^^ \ 1 r \ 2 )

'5 ri2) ' ^ f 12\' ) 12) '

,5,/ \ 1 1' ^ "= \ 1 ) \ 2 r

We have in this case one, and only one, value for >.^. If the surface Sj

is such that in addition to (III) being satisfied, (1) are also satisfied, then
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there is one, and only one, surface S2 which represents the result of deform-

ing S] so that a conjugate system remains a conjugate system after the

deformation.

There are two cases which may occur under (III). Suppose that

(IHa)

Then ?^^ ±1 and the surface S2 is such that its second fundamental

magnitudes D2 and D2" are either equal to the corresponding magnitudes

Di and Di" of Si or they are the negatives of Di and Di".

But from the equations (*)

'V
~ eg^— f^ I

~ ^ 757
"*" TT J

(5
1' eg— f 2 I A fi 6v J

Where e, f, g are the fundamental magnitudes of the Gauss' sphere, it

is seen that a change in the sign of D and D" corresponds to a change of

sign in the co-ordinates x, y, z of the surface, and therefore the surface S2

is either identical with Si or it is symmetrical to Si with respect to a plane

or to tlie origin of co-ordinates.

Suppose next that

In this case there is a "inique value of /^ =^ i. Si may therefore be de-

formed so that after the deformation is carried out the lines ,w=: const.,

11^ const., form a conjug£.te system, although they do not form a conju-

gate system at any time during the deformation. Now, by a theorem of

Dini, (**) from relation (Illb) no surface So exists, the spherical images of

whose asymptotic lines are tlie same as the spherical images of a conjugate

system of lines on Si. But from the definition of associate surfaces, there

is then no surface to which Si is associated, and thus we have the result

that when (Illb) is true for any surface Si referred to a conjugate system,

there exists no surface So to which Si is associated.

(*) Bianchi, 1. c. p. 134.

(
*'•

) Bianchi, 1. c. p. 125.
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A Family of Warped Surfaces.

O. A. Waldo.

Derivation of the general equation of all warped surfaces having two

distinct rectilinear directrices and its application to a few special cases.

Fig. 1.

Ijet the surface be defined by the three directrices

X =: O, z = p,

y = O, z = q,

f (x'y') = 0, z = 0.

The curve f (x'y') = O lies in the plane z r= O, the A' and Faxes are

parallel to the rectilinear directrices; the Z axis includes the common per-

p3ndicular to the rectilinear directrices, unless otherwise specified.

In the diagram Fig. 1, let X' X^^ be one straight line directrix at the

distance q above the plane z = o, Y' Y'^ the other at p above z= o. Their

horizontal projections will be the X and Y axes of reference.
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Let (x, y, z) be any point P on the warped surface, and E' E" E"^

the rectilinear element containing it.

Let O M = x' , O N = X , O R = q, O Q = p.

Then by similarities and projections the following equations exist

:

x^ _ E^^^E^i _ B'''2 E^2 _ p , _ P X

"x ~ E'"i Pi ~ E'"2 P2 ~ p—z ' ^ ~ p—

z

Similarly, v' = ^^q—

z

Substituting these values ot x' y' in f (x' y') = o, there results the cor-

responding functional equation,

fr^^,-^l = o,
Ip—z q—zj

which is the equatiou in Cartesian co-ordinates X, Y axes general, Z

axis perpendicular to X and Y of the warped surfaces as defined above

and includes crery warped surface -nnth two distinct rectilinear directrices.

For its application it requires that a section of the surface should be

known parallel to the right-line directrices and not including either of

them. This general surface is referred directly to the orthogonal pro-

jections of two warped Imes in space upon a plane parallel to both,

and to their common perpendicular. The angle at which the lines

intersect is inqilicitly contained in the eqiuition of the surface. The

form of the equation of the surface does not change, therefore, when

the surface itself is deformed by changing the angle in space of the

right line directrices, provided the form of tlie equation of the plane

curve directrix remains unchanged.

It is also at once evident that the method derives immediately the

Cartesian equation of the warped surface determined by the fact that

an element cuts a curved directrix, a linear directrix and is parallel to a

given plane. This is equivalent to saying that one of our parameters

p. q. remains finite while the other becomes indefinitely grear.

For simplicity suppose the three axes always at right angles to each

other unless otlierwise specified.

The Hyperbolic Paraboloid.

(a) Let f (x^ y') = x' — y^ = O.

Thenf C-P^.A^l =^^-^^ = 0.
\ p— z q— z I p—z q—

z

Let p ^ 1, q ^ — 1

Then x + xz — y -J- yz = o.
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Rotate the xy axes through - 4, then the zx axes in the same way, and

there results the well known equation,

x- — z- = 2y.

(b) Let f (x^ yO = x' y' — c = o.

Thenff^^,^^! =-P^ ^l^_c=^^ J__c=:o.
Lp—z p— z J p— z q—

z

p—

z

z

q
Let p = 1 and q become indefinitely great.

Then xy = c (1—z).

Rotate the zy axes through tt 4, let c = 1 and

1 — z = Z,

Then x^ — y- = 2Z.

Compare this operation and result with tlie next.

The Hyperboloid of One Sheet.

Let f (x^ y') ^ x^ y' — c ^ o

p X q y
as above —— -^^^l^ := c.

p—z q—

z

let p = 1, q = — 1

Then xy = c (1 — z^).

Rotate xy axes througli tt 4, let c ^ 1/2,

Then x^ — y^ -|- z^ = 1.

A Cubic Surface with Parabolic Sections.

Let f (x' y^) = y'^ — x' ^ o.

rn,, j^rpx qyi q^y^ px
Then f -^^-

,
-^^ = 7^^-^ — -- - = o.

Ip—z q—zj (q—z)2 p—

z

a. Let p ^ 1 and q = — 1. Then

y* (1—z) = X (1 + z)2, one of the cubical warped surfaces.

b. Let p = 1, q =: 00, then y- (1 — z) ^ x.

c. Let q ^ 1, p = X, then y^ = x (1 — z)^.

Biquadratic Surface with Hyperbolic Sections.

Let f (x' y') = x'2 — y'2 — c = o

mi J-
f v^ qy 1 p^x2 q^y^

Then f |

-^—
,
-^^

|
= -^ -„ —

, \. — c= o
[p—z q—ZJ (p— z)2 (q_z)2

a. Let p^l, qt= — 1, c = l

Then x2 (1 -| zf — j^ (I — z)2 = (1 — z2)2
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b. Let p=^l, q^ oo, c = l

Then x^ _ y2 (1 _ z)2 = (1 — z)2

c. Let p= cc, q^l, c = l

Then x2 (1 — z)2 — y2 = (1 — z)2

Biquadratic Surface with Elliptical Sections.

Let f (x' yO = x^2 + y'2 _ c = o

Then f (-P^.-^^l =,-Pi^,+ ^'y' ---
[p-z' q-z

J
(p-z)2 ' (q-z)2

a. Let p = 1, q = — 1, c — 1

Then X^ (1 f X)2 -f
yZ (l _ z)2 = (1 — z2)2

Here the volume between rectilinear directrices is exactly that of a

sphere of radius one.

b. Let p = aq, c = 1

Then ^ 1 ^^ = 1

.

L aq Jaq J I q J

2 aq
Circular sections are at z ^ o and z

1+a-
2 ao

The planes z ^ o, z =: q, z = -——
, z = aq divide every transversal

i —p a

harmonically. In particular every element is divided harmonically by the

circular sections and the rectilinear directrices.

c. Combining the last two surfaces and letting p = aq,

X-
,

y2

I aqJ L q J

= C

Solve for sections parallel to tlie xy plane and of the same eccen-

tricity :

( 1
z "1 Ti z

^ 1 , •ml ±1 which gives
I aq J L q J

z = —^— and z rz= — ; for similar conic sections.m — a m -)- a

It is then easily seen that the four planes,

z = q,

aq (m — 1)
z = —2:

m — a

z = aq,

_ aq (m + 1)

m 4- a *

divide any transversal liarmonically.
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d. In the most general form with elliptic sections:

Let p ^ 1, q = cc, c =: 1.

Then x=* -f (1 — z)- j^ = {I — z)2, the equation of Wallis's Coneo-

Ctmeus, or the ship carpenter's wedge.

e. Assume case a. Tlie central section at z = o is a circle. Deform

the surface by rotating one directrix about the Z axis any angle less than

7r/2. The section z = o will now be an ellipse referred to its equi conju-

gate diameters. The form of the equation of this section will not change;

also the form of the equation of the deformed surface will be invariant.

Order of the Resulting Warped Surfaces.

Let fn (x y) represent a homogenous algebraic expression involving x

and y and of the nth degree.

In the fundamental demonstration,

1. Let f (x' yO = f
,
(X y) — c = o.

If X and y are both present, the corresponding warped surface is of

the 2d order.

If X or y is absent, the resulting surface is a plane.

2. Let f (x' yO = f2 (x y) + fi (x y ) — c = o.

x^ and y* both present, 4th order.

x^ or y2 absent, other terms present, 3d order.

x^ and y* both absent, xy present, x and y present or one or both

absent, 2d order.

3. Let f (x' yO = fs (x y) + f2 (x y) + fi (x y) — c = o.

x^ and y3 both present, 6th order.

x3 or y'^ absent, other terms present, 5tji order.

x^ and terms involving x^ absent ; or, y'' and terms involving y^ ab-

sent, 4tli order,

x^ and y^ both absent, other terms present, 4th order.

x^, y'\ and xy^ and terms involving y^ absent, other terms present

;

or, x', y3, and x^y and terms involving x^ absent, other terms

present, 3d order.

To deduce the general law of order of the resulting scrolls, construct

Fig. 2. Within the squares are present all the powers and combinations

that can occur in a complete equation in x, y, of the 5th degree. The

numbers at the intersections of the lines show the order of the resulting

scroll provided at least two terms remain in our original f (x', y') =o, one
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of whicli lies in a square two sides of wliicli converge in the angle in ques-

tion, or one of the two terms lies in a square bounded above and to the

right by one of the lines converging at the angle, the other in a square

Fig. 2.

bounded above and to the left by the other line making the angle. Thus

below one of the points marked 5 is found the term x''y2. This term joined

with any or all others lying between the lines converging at that particu-

lar 5, will yield a scroll of the otii order.

So also we will have a scroll of the 5th order if we select x^y^ on one

side and x^ on the other side of the space bounded by the lines converging

at the same point 5.

At the middle point of the whole of Fig. 2 is a vertex marked 4. The

following groups can be arranged for the equation of the curvilinear

directrix, but in every case the resulting scroll will be of the ith order.

1. x*y2 and c present, xy present or absent,

2. x^y- and c present, and other terms present besides xy,
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3. x-y and xy^ present, other terms present or absent,

4. x^y and y^ present, other terms present or absent (or xy^ and x^),

5. x'' and y^ present, other terms of lower degree present or absent.

1 and 2 are built from 4th degree terms and the resulting equation

is only the 4th.

3, has two 3d degree terms present, scroll 4th.

4, one term 3d degree, other 2d, scroll 4th.

5, built from second degree terms, scroll 4th.

x-Jj,

J^

."^ xj ^
XJ A3

"3

'Li*

Fig. 3.

Fig. 3, shows at once the order of the resulting scroll when the equa-

tion of the curvilinear directrix is marked by the presence or absence of

certain specified terms.
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Double Generation.

The law of double generation is simply stated. Two straight lines are

chosen parallel to the plane of the curvilinear directrix, the three giving

rise to a scroll of a certain equation. Suppose two other straight lines can

now be found parallel to the plane of the curvilinear directrix and inter-

secting the first two rectilinear directrices. Suppose the use of the second

pair of lines gives exactly the same equation as the first two, then the sur-
px

face is one of double generation. For example, x' y'= c. Substitute

qy
for x' making p = 1 and for y' making q = — 1. There results

xy
^= c; now make p = — 1 and q = + 1. The same equa-

(1 -|-z)(l— z)

tion results. In fact these are the two generations of the hyperboloid of

one sheet.

It then becomes at once apparent tliat all scrolls are doubly generated

whose curvilinear directrix has for its equation a function of the product

term (xy), the plane of the curvilinear directrix being parallel to tlie recti-

linear directrices. Thus the first of the five -1th scrolls order mentioned

above, viz. : tlie one having x-y- and c, and perhaps x y terms in the

equation of the curvilinear directrix is a scoU of double generation.

It is not at once evident that the property discussed above is co-

extensive with all the doubly generated warped surfaces in the family

under discussion. Such surfaces may also depend upon other properties

not yet discovered.

General Observations.

It is evident that the validity of the demonstration does not require

the axis of Z to be the common perpendicular between the two recti-

linear directrices. If the Z axis connects the two directrices in ques-

tion and passes through the middle point of their common perpendicu-

lar, it follows at once that the demousiratiou proceeds as Itefore by

parallel instead of orthogonal projection.

If we conceive the three axes of reference, under the restrictions just

given, to be ol)lique to each other, we find tlie resulting e(iuations are still

in their simplest forms. In the surfaces of the second order the axes

would then be conjugate axes. In surfaces of higher order the axes

of reference would play the part of conjugate axes.
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It will frequently liapjieu that the equation of a scroll will be sought

whose three directrices are given as above, viz., two rectilinear and one

plane curvilinear directrix, but the latter in some plane not parallel to

the two former lines.

In this case additional means should be given for writing the equa-

tion of the surface undex the new conditions. It will then be easy to

find a section parallel to the two right-line directrices and the problem

then is solved by the process discussed in this paper.

A modification of the method here discussed finds the equation of a

scroll given by two rectilinear directrices and a plane section of the

surface, the section being oblique to a plane parallel to the two given

straight lines
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An Investigation of IS'-Rays.

R. R. Ramsey aud W. ?. Haseman.

This paper is an account of an attempt of the authors to repeat the

experiments of R. Blondlot in which he has discovered that there is an

invisible radiation given off from an Auer (Welsbach) burner. Nernst himp

and other sources.

Blondlot was investigating the polarization of X-rays (Comptes Rendus,

Feb. 23, 1903) and using a feeble spark gap as a detector. He thought

he had discovered that the X-rays were polarized in certain planes. In

a few days (Comptes Rendus. March 23, 1903) he was convinced that

the effects were due to other rays than X-rays. In May of the same

year (Comptes Rendus, May 11. 1903) an article by Blondlot appeared,

entitled, "Rays from an Auer Burner." An ordinary Welsbach bin-ner

(Auer burner) was surrounded with an iron chimney in which a window

was cut and closed with an alumiLum sheet .1 mm. thick. The radiation

from this window was allowed to fall on the little spark gap and the

intensity of the light from the spark was seen to increase. By means

of a quartz lens Blondlot was able to detect four different wave lengths.

The intensity of the spark gap is found to have four maximums as it is

moved to and fro along the principal axis of the lens.

A week later (Comptes Rendus, May 25. 1903) Blondlot published

an article in which he gave a list of various sources of N-rays and

several means of detecting them, the chief ways being the little spark

gap: a sheet of silver heated to a very dull redness by a little gas

flame; a small phosphorescent screen which has been feebly excited l)y

sunlight or other source.

The intensity or l)rilliancy of these detectors was found to increase

when the radiation fails upon them. In this article Blondlot calls the

new rays N-rays, from the town of Nancy, his home.

In a short time afterward Blondlot published an article in which he

found that a Nernst lamp with an aluminum window is a good source.

He also found that certain substances store up N-rays when they are

exposed to N-rays and give off the rays afterward. Among those that

store lip the rays are quartz, stones and brick. Wood, aluminum, paper,
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dry or wet, and paraffin do not store up the rays. He found that one

of the essential conditions of a substance that stores up the rays is

dryness. It is found that bricks exposed to sunlight become a source

for hours afterward.

While experimenting along this line Blondlot discovered an unex-

pected effect. While viewing a strip of white paper which was feebly

illuminated, a brick which had been exposed to sunlight was brought

near the eye and the outline of the paper became more distinct. The

intensity diminished when the brick was removed. A clock face which

seemed a gre.v patch on the wall became clearly outlined and the hands

visible when a brick was brought near the eye. Water intercepts the

radiation, in fact. Blondlot used dampened paper as screens in his work.

Salt water transmits the rays. An ox ey-^ was transparent and became

a secondary source. Hyposulphite of soda in solid or solution is found

to be a powerful accumulator. Blondlot has found that compressed glass,

wood, etc., emit N-rays and cause the phosphorescent screen to become

more luminous. A bent cane near the L<^ad caused a clock to become

more visible. Unbending the cane caused the clock to disappear. Tem-

pered objects, such as files, knife blades, hammered brass, had the same

effect, as also did a knife blade fi-om an ancient tomb. The rays are

emitted from nearly every strained object. In fact F. E. Hackett (Roy.

Dublin Soc. Trans. S, 10. pp. 127-138, Sept. 19(»4), the only Enghsh speak-

ing person who is sure he has observed the effect, recommends the use

of cork or wood under pressure as a source.

In the early part of the present year Blondlot finds that he has been

dealing with two distinct kinds of radiation. N-rays cause the calcium

sulphide screen to become more luminous, while the second radiation,

or Ni-rays cause the normal intensity to decrease. X-rays cause the

normal intensity from tlie screen to increase, while Xj-rays cause the

tangential radiation of the screen to become more luminous.

I'hotographs have l)een published whu-h show a greater effect on

the plate under the influence of the N-rays than that without. For these

photograplis. in every case, the light froiu the little spark gap is used.

A. Charpentier has found that the human l)ody is a source of N-rays,

the intensity being greater near the nerve centers. The spinal column

can be traced by means of the screen. Certain parts of the brain give off

the rays abundantly. The intensity being greatly augmented when the

brain is active. Charpentier can see himself think. To refute those who
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say the phenomenou is one of beat Charpentier has placed frogs on ice

and lowered their temperature below that of the screen and shown that

the cold frog is still a source.

Charpentier describes experiments in which N-rays are conducted

along wire. Two phosphorescent screens are attached on the ends of

a wire, length in one case 300 cm. N radiation is allowed to fall on

one screen and the screen on the other end is seen to become more

luminous. The N-rays are found by Charpentier to have the property of

increasing the intensity of certain odors: ammonia, acetic acid, etc.

E. Meyer has found that plants emit N-rays. Certain substances

while going into solution become sources. The electrolyte of a Le Clanche

cell has been found to be a strong source after the cell has been short-

circuited.

One curious fact about N-rays is that up to very recently at least,

every successful experimenter has been a Frenchman.

Numerous short articles have appeared explaining the phenomena

as one of heat or as one due to psychical phenomena.

Although Ave so far, lilve many others, have not been successful, we
thought an account of our attempts was worthy of mention.

It was evident after a number of preliminary trials that the eye

could not be relied upon to detect tlie variation in a feebly luminous

source of light. The rays are produced by a Welsbach burner shut up in

an iron pipe about 50 cm. long, 10 cm. in diameter with walls 1 cm. thick.

The pipe is pierced by a window about ."> cm. long and 2 cm. in width

f
rr

and closed by some black paper, and a sheet of aluminum 10 mm. thick.

The general arrangement of the apparatus is that shown in Fig. I. The

17—A. or SciBKO, '04.
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rays are supposed to pass through the window W and fall on some feebly

luminous object such as a heated platinum wire or a calcium sulphide

screen at S. Both the platinum wire and the sulphide screen were

used and when viewed by the eye thrcugh ground glass at various

angles and positions relative to the source notliing definite was noticed.

The feebly luminous spot at times apparently brightened, then moved

around in a circle and went through a series of displacements. This

proved that nothing definite can be arrived at by viewing directly with

the eye.

The most reliable method of recording the action of a feebly luminous

source is photography. With this method, direct and indirect vision is

eliminated, as well as the error due to the increased sensitiveness of the

eye after being in the dark for some time. A number of photographs

were taken, on Seed's regular "gilt edge"' plates, with the light from a

heated platinum wire, a luminous calcium sulphide screen, and a feeble

spark.

The Platinum Wire.

The platinum wire was a very thin strip rut from a piece of foil

.03 mm. tliick, so that in no place was the wire more than .05 mm.

liroad. Only one place along it was allowed to be heated and the ap-

proximate breadth of this place was .03 mm. The wire was heated by

a current approximately .9 amperes from three or five Edison-Lalande

batteries. In some of the latter experiments a storage battery was used.

The relative position of the different parts of the apparatus is shown

in Fig. II.

B 1
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^A•ooLk'll lihick liy two biiidinj;' posts in order to make connection with the

batter}'. The photographic plate Avas so mounted back of a block of

wood about 25 cm. long. 14 cm. wide and 4 cm. thick with a hole 2^2

cm. iu diameter that it could be slid past the opening and a number of

exposures made upon one plate.

MS RiAP,
20SEC.

PL/JTE. I,

The tirst two photographs taken with the apparatus just describei^l

with the time of exposiu-e and current as indicated. There is very little

if any difference between those niarkr<l .\ and the others. Those marked

N are exposures Avithout a lead screen inserted between the soiu'ce and

the platinum AA'ire.
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Calcium Sulphide.

The calfiuiu sulphide is the luiniuous sulpliide as prepared liy E. H.

Sarg( nt & Compauy, Chemists, of Chicago. The sulphide was spread on

a cardboard with mucilage and excited by sunlight. A tin can was

placed around the iron pipe and aluminum window jilaced in the tin

can. \\'ith this aiTangement some of the external heating effects were

eliminated.

.3 7 //M P.

60 StC.

I'hotographs III and IV were taken with the sulphide screen parallel

to the aluminum window so that the rays must fall on the back side of

the screen while their effect was photographed from the front side.

Photograph III was taken with the sensitive plate about 4 cm. from

the screen while IV was less than 1 cm. and in no case was the sulphide

screen more than 25 cm. from the source. In III the exposuivs were

alternated so that 2, 4, 6 and 8 were exposed to all radiations that

might come from a Welsbach burner and pass through an aluminum

window, while 1, 3, 5 and 7 were taken when a lead screen was placed
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between the source and sulphide screen. In the photographs it is seen

that there is a gradual decay in the luminous intensity of the screen,

and if there is any radiation coming from the burner, in no case is it

sufficently intense to overcome the decay or even make the rate notice-

ably different.

Photograph IV was taken by exposing one-half of the luminous

screen to the radiations while at the same time the other half, which

was screened from them by lead, was exposed. The arrangement is

similar to that shown in Fig. III.

S is a large lead plate 1 nmi. thick \<\X\\ a circular opening in the

center, on the back of which is fastened the sulphide screen. In the

line A D across the opening is a lead strip projecting 2 or 3 mm. toward.

A B C D is a small lead plate on the back side of the larger one. covering

one-half of the opening. With this arrangement sixteen exposures were

taken on one plate and a direct comparison can be made. In the sixteenth

W.

FIG. fl* .

there is not much difference between the half marked N and the half not

marked at all.
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Photogrniih V is taken with the aid or convex lenses, focussing the

light from the snipliide screen on the plate; by means of a lead plate.

one-half of the luminous screen was screened from the source in such

a manner as is shown in Fig. IV. A lilack strip of pajier is pasted across

the center of the screen to mark the halves of the luminous sulphide.
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Photograph VI is a trial'plate to investigate the effect of various times

of exposures. The exposures marked N are seen to be slightly darker

on the negative. This seems to indicat'^^ that there is a slight effect

from the radiations of the Welsbach burner. Photographs VII and VIII

are to show whether or not VI is due to a radiation. VII shows similar

results to VI and is taken under similar conditions. It was thought

that it might be due to heat, and to prove this a lead plate was placed

against the tin can. where it became heated. Exposure VIII is made with

the radiation cut off by the lead plate suspended between the source and

sulphide screen and shows similar results to VI and VII. The exposures
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marked X are the denser on the negative, not because of a radiation

falling on the corresponding side of the screen. l»ut becatise of heat or

of initial conditions of luminosity. The arrangement of apparatus for

these three photographs is shown in Fig. V.
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Feeble Spark.

The apparatus used was as described in Blondlot's work. The results

were negative and only two photographs taken, both of which are given

in plate IX and X. The intensity of Ihe spark was that given by a



spark between two rounded ends of platinum wire Y2 mm. diameter sepa-

rated a small fraction of a mm. The potential at the spark gap was not

PL/^T£. a.

PL RTE. X.

great enou.uli to spark a distance of % mm. While working with this

apparatus a phenomenon occurred which shows how easily constant errors

may influence the result. The lead screen used to intercept the radia-

tion was suspended by cords to the top of the iron lamp chimney so as
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to be easily and noiselessly swung in and out of the path of the radia-

tion from the window. It was noticed that when the lead was interposed

the intensity of the sparlv gap as seen through the ground glass di-

minished considerably and increased again when taken away. This was

what we were looking for. Of course we thought that after weeks of

vain etfort we were to be rewarded. After changing our apparatus a

little the results were just the reverse oi what we expected. We also

noticed the character of the sound of the vibrator of the induction coil

changed in unison with the intensity. A little investigation showed that

a slight pressure anywhere on the table would produce the same effect.

It seemed that the vibrator was vibrating about a point of nearly un-

stable equilil)rium. A slight change of level of the table caused the

vibration to be different and thus cause a different intensity of the

spark. The weight of the screen as it was swung to and fro was enough

to change the level of the table, which was an ordinary wooden one set

solidly on a concrete basement floor.

A three-glower 220 volt Xernst lamp was substituted for the Wels-

bacli lamp. The results were the same as before.

(Mir results are all negative. After expi-rimenting for some months

and appreciating the ditticulties and the various psychial plienomena

that may enter we are tempted to believe, as some others do, that

the various French physicists have been misled. On the otlier hand,

wlien we consider that the experimenters (in this phenomenon have

world-wide reputation, we can not thiuu tliat such men as Blondlot,

Charpentier, or Becquenl would rush into print on a subject of which

tliey were not absolutely certain, especially v.n one that has lieen called

in (luestion by noted physicists.

It is our intention to remodel our apparatus in certain respects and

continue the investigation.
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The Apache Medicine Ceremonies Performed Over the

Daughter of C 30.

Albert B. Reagan.

C 30's daughter, uear Fort Apache. Arizona, was very sick, so the

chief medicine men of the clan, having used every other remedy known

to their profession, decided to use the Gunelpieya Disk performances

(described ni the Indiana Academy of Science for 1903) and the Medicine

Ghost Dance as a remedy to make her well. This remedy is the last

medical resort known to the Apache Indians. They believe that it AviU

either cure the patient or. if he dies. Avill prepare him for the Happy Hunt-

ing Ground. It belongs to the faith cure side of the Apache medical

practice. The Gunelpieya Disk performances are day-time ceremonies,

the Medicine Ghost Dance is always performed at night. The former

always immediately precedes the latter.

Having decided what to do, the medicine men set about to do it at

once.

In a sheltered sunny spot they made a canvas enclosure about thirty

feet in diameter. The enclosed area being then leveled, they drew a

medicine disk in it some sixteen feet in diameter. This disk they dec-

orated in concentric rings with several symbols of their gods; the sun,

rainbows, deer, bird, and gods or Gunelpieya. represented by the figures

of men. These they drew on the ground in various colors, the coloring-

material being prepared as follows: The black from groundup charcoal;

the red from pulverized red sandstone; the yellowish-white from crushed

limestone; and the green from groundup leaves.

The disk l)eing completed the Gunelpieya cermonies began. The

oldest grandmother present, in this case, Chinda by name, came into the

canvas enclosure, walked to the center of the. disk with cattail flag pollen,

sprinkled each of the symbolic figures of the disk with cattail flag pollen,

the sacred meal of the Apaches, called by them "Hottendin." She then

took a cup partly filled with water and, beginning with the outer rainbow

circle, the outer figure of the disk thus drawn, she walked around on

each concentric circle, both space and bow. from the rim of the disk to

its center, stooping before each sacred object to gather a pinch of dust
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fi'om it. This dust she put in the cup which she carried in her hand.

Having- completed her dust gathering, she prayed for a moment to the

four great gods that are holding up the four corners of the earth: then

set the cup down in the center of the dislc and toolc her departure.

As soon as grandma commenced to talio her leave, the sielv girl entered

the enclosure and. as she was too weak to walk, they carried her around

each concentric circle from the outer rim of the disk to its center, placing

her on the sun drawing with her face turned toward the evening sun. At

this moment the musicians, who had seated themselves within the canvas

enclosure in the space between the canvas and the disk, began to chant

in the minor key:

"Kaws' ah tun'-nee yah' osh' kah'

Kaws' ah tun'-nee yah' osh kali'

Kaws' ah tuu'-nee yah' osh kali'

Kaws' ah tun'-nee yah' osh kee^ yah'.

Yah' dethith'-be'-zhe'

Pair-ris' kee-kay' ed-dee-teen^

Tsot' un-tzhon'-uee

Bair' in-dali' klee'-dal-ash'

Yah' ed-dee-teen' oo' bair' tzlion'-nee

Xod'-o-tash' yo' e' hay' nay'."

Just as the monotonous music had attracted the attention of all. a

ghost dancer, called liy the Indians "Cheden," came from a uearliy thicket

and danced into the enclosure. He Avas nude with the exception of danc-

ing skirt, moccasins and hat. the latter being a sqtiare-shouldered ghost

hat. This hat had for a support piece a Idw-shaped withe which passed,

yoke fashion, from the crown of the head to beneath the chin, where the

ends of the yoke were tied together with a sinew to keep the hat in place.

Tliis wiTlie had a muslin mask stretched over it loosely. To this yoke at

the top was fastened a transverse-bar of yucca wood from which several

upright pieces projected on which there were peculiarly carved cross

pieces and zigzag red lines, indicating lightning. To make the ghost figure

more grotesque, the dancer's body was painted in various colors. A
ghost god decorated his breast and the red bolt lightning his arms. He
held a butcher knife in one hand and a lightning painted wand in the

other. On entering he danced arotiud within the enclosure for a consider-

able time. He then walked around the circle from the east, turning con-
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tinually to the right and edging in toward the center of the disk till he

reached the patient, approaching her from the rear. He then laid down

his knife and wand and dipped his hands in the muddy water in the cup.

He then rubbed the sick one's back with the muddied hands. When he

had done this he lifted his hands skyward and sent the "sick" awav bv

The Medicine Dancer. A Pose in the Medicine Dance.

blowing a hissing Ijreath througli them. In like manner he placed his

hands on the woman's head, on her breast and on her arms. Having

completed his task and sent '"sick" away, lie galloped off into obscurity.

When the "Cheden'' had gone, chief medicine man Brigham Young

went and took tlie muddy cup and rubbed the woman in the same manner

as the "Cheden" had done before him, except that he daubed her almost

all over with the mud. praying continually as he did so. When he had

completed his dauVung. they carried the sick woman from the enclosure.
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Then each one who cared took some of the dust of the gods, that is,

gathered a pinch of dust from each of th-^ symljolic figures. This being

done, the disli -was obliterated. The Gunelpieya ceremonies were thus

brought to a close. The next scenes were those of the ghost dance.

At about ten o'clock that night a huge bonfire was kindled in a level

open area, around which practically all the Indians of the tribe gathered.

Two drummers seated themselves on their blankets a little to the west

of the big fire and began to beat the Indian "tomtoms." drums made by

stretching a rawhide over the open face of a pot. As soon as the dull

drum beats were heard all who desired to sing joined the drummers and

began to chant:

To'-kwah tzlioo'-nali nahd'-o-tash'

To'-kwali tzlioo'-nah nahd'-o-tash'

To'-kwah tzhoo'-nah nahd'-o-tasli'

To'-kwali tzhoo'-nah nahd'-o-toosh'-she ah' i' a' uah' ah'

To'-kwah tzhoo'-nah nahd'-o-toosh'-slie ah' i' a' nali' i'.

After the singing had been going on for probalily half an hour, the sick

girl was carried to the place of meeting and placed on a blanket to the

east of the fire. On this she reclined for almost an hour waiting for those

who were to perform over her. At last they came, the ghost dancers.

There were five of them, four medicine dancers and a clo"mi. The former

were "Chedens" and were all attired liko the "Cheden" above described

with the exception that the hats of two of them had the lath crest pieces

arranged in fan shape so as to resemble the spread tail of a turkey, which

it was intended to represent. The clown was attired, painted and daubed

similarly to the ghost dancers, the crest of his hat, however, was neither

square shouldered nor fan-shaped; but instead the lath extended out as

horns from each side, a small cross cresting the hat. Besides the differ-

ence in the hat, he also had a belt of pine twigs around his waist and a

bunch of fir twigs at his back that, in several respects, made him look

like Christian in "Pilgrims' Progress" as he started out with his load of

sins on his back. The ghost dancers carried lightning painted wands in

each hand; the clown carried a thunder stick in one hand and a three-

pronged stick in the other. The thunder stick was a piece of lath sus-

pended on a string. The string being twisted, the whirling of the latb

gave a sound "all the same thunder," to use the Indian expression. The

three-pronged stick resembled the trident of the fabled Neptune. The
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clown thus attired and equipped looked much like the pictures of Satan,

whom he was intended to represent, except that he was wingless.

These medicine actors approached the congregated people from the

southwest, encircled them in a great circle, made circle after circle, each

time edging in toward the great tire. As they thus approached they kept

Medicine Man. C 4.

putting their heads near to the ground as if smelling for something, then

gobbling and struting like a turkey and waving their hands and wands

like a flying bird flops its wings.

At last they entered the sick one's presence and acting as though

surprised, they danced backwards and forwards for several yards to the

music of the chant:

"Kahs'-ah-tun^ nee yah' ash kah'
• Kahs'-ah-tun' nee yah' ash kah'

Kahs'-ah-tun' nee yah' ash kali'

Kahs'-ah-tun' nee yah' ash kee' yah'."
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Then they approached again only to make a retrograde movement as

before. This they did several times in succession. Then they approached

and strutted around the little spot that th.3 girl occupied, the clown going

through every grimace known to his fraternity. After encircling the

patient once, they pranced for a moment while "grandma" sprinkled the

sacred meal upon them, blowing her breath in blessing on each one as she

sprinkled him. This completed scene one of this act and the men of the

gods cantered ofC into the darkness to go through their religious incanta-

tions to drive away the evil spirits, ''sick."

The ghost dancers returned and formed in column facing the west, the

sick one being changed on her blanket so that she faced them. They

danced up to her feet and then retrograded in a backward movement to

the spot where they had first formed the column, gobbling and strutting

and waving their arms in imitation of a flying turkey. This they repeated

seven times. Then the formost dancer, as he made pose after pose often

imitating the actions of a mother quail when protecting her brood, left

the column and danced to the feet of the dying girl. He reached her

presence, strutted around her, laid the crossed wands on her, blew his

breath on them, danced backwards for about twelve feet with medicine

wands still crossed, parted the wands by a sweeping vigorous movement

of the hands in opposite directions, thus sending the evil spirits not into

the swine, but to the four wnnds. He returned to the patient, placed the

wands on her breast, then danced backwards and scattered the evil ones

as before. He then placed the crossed wands upon her head, and lastly

upon her back, each time performing as above described. His work being

completed, he galloped off into obscurity lo appear in the nest scene.

The other medicine dancers in succession went through practically the

same performance as the first "Cheden" did. Then the clown came.

His performing, in addition to his tumbling and rolling around in the dirt,

was about the same as that of those who preceded him, except that he

did not strut and gobble like a turkey. His acting completed part one of

this scene.

There were three other parts to this scene all of which were similar

to the one just described with the exception that the position taken by the

actors was different. In part two the sick one faced the southwest, the

dancing column the northeast; in part three she faced the northwest, the

column the southeast; and in part four slie" faced the northeast, the
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column the southwest. Part four completed this scene and the medicine

actors passed out beyond the circle of light.

The next ten scenes were similar to the scene just described, except

that when lookers-on went to sleep the Satanic majesty woke them up

with his trident and made them dance, there being twenty-seven sleepy

ones dancing at one time.

Just as day began to dawn the twelfth and last scene began. The

Chief Brig'ham Yountr. of the Apache;^

medicine dancers appeared, were sprinkled with the sacred dust, and

began to perform over the sick one as in the previous ten scenes with the

exception that they used medicine hoops instead of wands. These hoops

were two and one-half feet in diameter, were five in number, were made

of willow, and were painted so that the five represented the rainbow in

color which they were intended to represent. Besides being painted,

each hoop had five eagle feathers suspended from it.
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When this scene began the young and middle-aged looliers-on took

one more drink of Indian whiskey (they had been drinking it all night),

formed aruinul the e-eutral tire in a great circle, and danced around from

left to right, the women in one half of the circle, the men in the other.

The old women danced backward and forward on either side of the fire
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Grandma Irrigating.

within the outer dancing circle; and old grandma, Brigham Young, med-

icine man C 4, and Loco Jim sprinkled the sacred dust and prayed in-

cessantly to the gods. The dancing became more and more vigorous.

Eveiy one joined in it. The sound of the peculiar drum, now being beat

with greater accent, the loud chanting and the deafening shouts of the

dancers tilled all the surrounding country with ear-grating sounds. The

excitement reached a high tension. The sick one made one supreme

effort to rise and join in the dance; but she had not sufficient strength.

They lifted her to a standing position, they sprinkled her with the sacred
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dust, they rubbed her back with scorched fir twigs, they supported her

in a dancing position. She made one more heroic effort to dance and be-

come well. Greater and greater grew the excitement. Loco Jim prayed

louder, the shrieks and shouts of the dancers became deafening. The

crisis came. In the excitement the sick one forgot her ailments. She

danced. She took a medicine god in each hand. She lifted them high

above her head. She leaped. She crow-hopped. She posed. She strutted

round and round the great tire like a turkey. She called the gods by

name. She shrieked, SM'ooned and died.

Words can not describe the scene that followed. Men, yes, Indian

men, wept, the women wailed with the hideous coyote yelping wail so

characteristic of the Apaches. They all pulled their hair out by handfuls,

they rent their apparel and destroyed their property at hand. Then all

made a rush to see the corpse. They trampled over each other, and it

was with difficulty that they were kept from crowding one another into

the great fire. They carried her to the nearest wigwam; stripped, washed

and dressed her; beaded her with all the beads of her clan; put wristlets

upon wristlets on her wrists; rolled her in her best blanket: took her and

her medicine accouterments to the mountain side and buried them beneath

a pinyon tree. Then they returned. and destroyed everything which be-

longed to her, both animate and inanimate, together with her father's

"tepee," that the things that were hers on earth might be with her in

spirit in the land of bliss. Then for thirty days the women wailed and

mourned for her at morning, noon and night. Thus were the ceremonies

performed over the medicine girl brought to a close.
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The Apache Medicine Game.

Albert B. Reagan.

The medicine game is usually played for the benefit of the sick. A
medicine man plays to drive "sick" away; an Indian, as the representative

of "sick," plays against him. If the representative of the good spirits

wins, it is believed that the sick one will get well; if the representative

of evil gains the victory, he will die. The medicine man so plays the

game that if he believes the patient will die he loses, and if he believes he

will get well he wins; he must keep up his reputation as a medicine man.

The game is also occasionally played to pass the time away. When played

for that purpose four persons usually play, two playing as partners.

In many respects this game resembles the "Setdilth Game," described

in the Indiana Academy of Science for 1903. The tally counts are 40 in

number, as in that game: but pebbles instead of cobble stones are used.

Furthermore, instead of being picked up on the spot, as the cobble stones

are, each family carries a "set" with them wherever they go. Like the

Setdilth tallies, when used in playing they are arranged in a circle; but

in groups of fives instead of tens. A wide space on opposite sides of the

circle, designated "water," separates the four west groups from the four

east groups. As in the Setdilth game a center or bouncing rock is used.

Also as in that game bouncing sticks are used, but the number is four

instead of three. The sticks also are very different. The Setdilth sticks

are about a foot in length, are the halves of green willows, and are thick

and heavy. The ^Medicine sticks are two feet in length, are dry. seasoned

material, are usually yucca lath, and are light and thin. Besides being

variously carved, three of them have one face each painted red; the

other face unpainted, or painted white. The other stick has one face

painted black, the other green. As in the Setdilth game these sticks are

struck endwise on the bouncing rock, and are then let fall as chance

may direct. In this game, as in the Setdilth game, small sticks are

placed between the last rock tally and the next pebble in the direction

the player is moving his tally stick to mark the number of points he has

gained. Unlike the Setdilth game, 41 points instead of 40 constitute a

game-count; the players begin at the south wide space and in order to get
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a game they must cross this same space on the retm-n to at least cue

count on the other side.* Below are the rules of the game.

Rules for Playing.

1. The opponents in the game face each other, both start from the

south wide space, and move their counting sticlis around the stone circle

in opposite directions, each playing as his turn comes.

2. Should the counts of two opponents be such that their counting

sticks would occupy the same space, the one who played last takes up his

opponent's counting stick and throws it back to the starting point. Its

owner must begin the game anew, as all the points he has previously

made are lost.

3. Should the counts of any player be such as to place his counting

stick in either of the wide spaces, designated "water," he looses all the

points he has made, his counting stick is thi'own back to the starting

place, and he must begin again.

Rules for counting the points, decided by the face of the sticks that are

up after they have fallen (the faces according to color will be designated

white, black, green, or red).

1. Two white plus one red plus one black, two points.

2. Three red plus one black and all the sticks straight and parallel.

5 points.

3. Three white plus one green. 10 points.

4. Three red plus one green, 13 points.

5. Three white phis one black, 13 points.

6. Three red plus one black, 20 points.

7. Three red, one crossing the other two, plus one black, 2(5 points.

8. Three white plus one black laying across the others, 39 points.

9. Three red. one crossing the other tv/o, plus one black crossing two

red ones (in this game each cross counts 13 points), 52 points.

10. One hundred and si.xty-four continuous points or four game-counts

constitute a game.

*The winner of the game-count keeps on playing, retaining the extra points he has
gained; his opponents begin anew. They, however, do n-ot lose any game-counts pre

viously gained in the game.
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All Saints Day at Jkmez, New Mexico.

Albert B. Reagan.

As the Jemez Indians are Catholics, tliey o))serve All Saints Day as

other Catholics do, but after their own fashion. Whether mass is held

in the Jemez church on that day or not, at daybreak the sexton com

meuces to pound the two bells in the belfry of the church alternately with

a hammer. This pounding he continues till sun up. The Indians then

commence coming one by one to give gifts as prayers for the good of all

saints. Some of these gift-carriers have baskets of grain, some baskets

of fruit, others baskets of baked bread. On entering the church, each

gift-carrier proceeds to the altar, and, having made the cross and said the

appropriate Catholic prayer, he places his gift upon the altar and leaves

the church at once. On going out of the church he pulls the two bell ropes

as often as he chooses, causing the clapperless l)ells to pound each other

into a dull monotonous choppy ringing, thus declaring to the village and

to his God that he has deposited his gift. This gift depositing is carried

on throughout the entire day. The proceeds, thus obtained, are given to

the priest.
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The Moccasin Game.

Albert B. Reagan.

The Moccasin game is an Apaclie nocturnal game. It is played by

the men only. The players and spectators gather in a circle around a

fire, which serves both for warmth and light. The players divide them-

selves into two groups, one of these groups occupies the west, the other

the east part of the circle, Avhich now assumes the form of an ellipse.

Then the sides begin to bet. One side puts up a saddle that it will win

the game. The other puts up a horse. So the betting goes on till the

members of each side have staked on the game practically all they have.

Then the game begins. It is on the same principle as the "chuck luck"

game of the English walnut hulls and the pea, except that it is more

complicatetl. It is a straight game of guess.

There are two ways of playing this game. In the one (that used by

El Sa Say's band) each side has seven round holes dug in the earth to

the depth of about six inches. These holes are filled with leaves or tine

bark; and the ground in the immediate Aiciuity is covered with the same

material till the holes are practically hid from view, and instead of a pea

a round pebble about the size of an egg is used. In the other style of

playing, mounds of earth and variously arranged ridges are used instead

of holes; the pebble being used as in the first case. Should mounds of

earth be used, linnear marks are made on them to show the possible

places that the ball (pebble) may be hid.

In playing the game, if it is the first one of the season, the sides draw

by lot to see which will get the pebble, that is. which will get to play

first. At all other times the winner in the previous game gets to play first.

The lots having been cast, a member of the lucky side, while he and

his game ground are obscured from view with a blanket, puts the mystic*

pebble in the bottom of one of the holes; or. in case moiuids or ridges of

earth are being used, buries it in the dirt beneath one of the linear

lines. Then he carefully covers and smoothes everything all over so that

the location of the pebble can not be detected at all. This being done, a

* So called "mystic " because each set of players pray over their respective stick and
pebble that they will have power to favor them in the grame.

19—A. OF Science, '04.
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member of the opposing clan with divining stick (a small club-like stick)

in hand goes over to the other's game ground, so to speak; and, after mak-

ing six false motions with his stick while he argues and jokes with his

opponents to see if he can decide from their actions where the valuable,

pebble is, he strikes the hole or spot, in case a mound or ridge of earth

is used, with vigorous force in which he has decided the stone is. Then

there is a lull, a death silence, while he removes the leaves or earth, etc.,

to see if he has won. If the pebble is not in that place of deposit the

players who occupy that ground have won the tally and immediately

begin the song of triumph.

Yah e yi,

Yah e yi,

Ain-nee ah,

Aiu-uee ah,

Hay hay ah hay ah ah ah a.

The player with the mystic stick goes back to his clan, and the hold-

ers of the pebble hide it again. Then jsuother one from the opposing

side tries his luck in finding it; but usually with no better success. In

this way the game continues for hours. At last a member of the losing

side locates the mystic stone, and. amid the shouts and song of triumph

of his clan, he takes it to his side of the great ellipse. The other side then

begins to guess. This sort of performance is kept up till one side receives

the number of tallies previously decided upon to constitute a game. That

side consequently wins the game and sweeps in the stakes.

Rules for Playing the Gajie.

1. If in the preliminary or false motion movement the pebble is un-

covered, it counts one tally for the side which has the peblile, that is, for

the side which has buried it.

2. If the pebble is located at the final stroke, not the preliminary

strokes, of the mystic stick, it counts one tally for the side which has the

stick, and that side takes the pebble to its own game field. The other

side then begins to guess.

3. If the pebble is not located in the final stroke, nor the preliminary

strokes of the mystic stick, it counts one tally for the side which has hid

it. And that side retains it and hides it again.
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4. There is always one less false motion of the mystic stick than

there are possible places for the pebble 1o be hid: for example, in case

there are seven holes in any one of which the stone may be hid, six pre-

liminary strokes of the mystic stick are always made.

5. There are always two tally keepers, one representing each oppos-

ing party. At the beginning of the game each of these has a nnmber of

Map showing the various arrangements of the moccasin game field of the dirt type,

used in playing one game at the camp of Chief R6 the night of February 24, 1902.

The broken lines indicate the false or preliminary motions.

K shows lines where the pebble should be hid.

S shows the final stroke. It is represented by a continuous line.

In 1 and 11 the pebble was uncovered in the preliminary motion. In 3, 6, 8 and 10 it was
passed over in the preliminary strokes, but not uncovered. In 2, 4, 5 and 7 the pebble

was uncovered in the final stroke. And in 9 it was missed both in the pi'eliminary and
final strokes. 2, 4, 5 and 7 are the only ones which counted points for the searcliers for

the pebble. In each of these four cases they got the pebble and took it to their own
game field.
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bear grass blades. "Indian shoe strings,'" corresponding to the number

of tallies decided upon to constitute the game. When a side loses, the

tally keeper of that side gives a blade of grass to his opponent tally

keeper. When all the "Indian shoe strings" have passed to the possession

of any one side, that side has won the game. It is sun up by that time

and all go home, one half paupers, the other half as rich as the Indian

generally gets.

Words used in the moccasin game:

Ako. There (used when making a false motion as if to grab the ball).

Don-dee. It is well.

Kod-da. It is ready, the ball is hid.

Tah-al. It is finished.

Oa-kog-go. That is all.

Ah-ko. Here, it is here.

Doh. Play.

Yah-lan-nee. Good-bye. you have lost, you are left. etc.

Ken-not-tah-hah. The moccasin game (so called because originally the

prblile was hid in a moccasin).*

Taken from the Apaches, their manners, customs, etc., furnished to the Bureau of

American Ethnology by the writer.
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The "Matachina" Dance.

Albert B. Reagan.

Tlie "matacliiiia" is a peculiar religious cereuiouial dance of the Pueblo

Indians of New Mexico. It is a religious rite performed in celebration of

the birth of Christ. This dance was acted out at the annual feast of the

patron saint, Guadalupe, at Canyon de los Jemez, New Mexico, November

12, 1901.

After mass was given at the holy church of Saint Guadalupe, the

dancers, some thirty in number, lined up in two rows with the chief of

ceremonies at the front and between the rows. All were masked. The

chief of ceremonies wore a mask that resembled the head of a donkey

very much: and each of the dancers wore a cloth mask. Each of them

also wore a circular cap from which there floated to the breeze variously

colored ribbons.

When all the performers were in their proper places, the chief of

ceremonies liegan to writhe and to wriggie his body in a laborious man-

ner. This performance was to indicate tl.iat with the birth of Christ a

furious battle was waged againt sin. As soon as the chief began to per-

form, the gaudily-attired dancers commenced to move their limbs in a

lively manner to the strains of an accordian. They pranced about much

in the same way that a baboon trips about in a cage. This spectacular

and, at times, grotesque acting was kept up till the sun set. Then the

simple-hearted Indians set out for their homes feeling that they had done

their duty, that they had been forgiven for their transgressions and that

thev would liegin a new year with unsullied records.
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The " Penitenties."

Albert B. Reagan.

At the conquest of New Mexico by the Spaniards, tlie Pueblo Indians

were converted to Christianity. From the first they were very attentive

to the teachings of the Catholic priest, but they could not grasp the new

creed in its entirety. They were handicapped by the fact that they were

not able to read or write. The Bible could not be used as an instrument

for their instruction. They had to depend upon the words of the priest

only. As a result Christianity, as practiced by the Pueblo Indians today,

is greatly "distorted."

The "padres" taught penitence. The Pueblos began in easy stages,

but soon corrupted the religion; and now many of the Indians undergo

excruciating torture annually to atone for the sins of their respective

village. In June of each year there are invariably a number of young

Indian men who volunteer their flesh for the elevation of their people.

In each village several are selected avIio lead a procession, composed of

nearly every inhabitant of the village. One of these "penitenties," as the

Mexicans call them, as late as even the eighties, carried a massive cross

in representation of Chrisfs carrying the cross to the crucifixtion. This

one seldom returned alive. In this performance of the "penitenties," the

Indians who are not acting as "penitenties" arm themselves with cactus;

and each in turn, pricks the "penitenties." The more cruel the nature of

the torture, the more nearly have the people of the village been forgiven

by the Supreme Being for their sins duriag the 3'ear. The flesh bruising

l)art of the ceremony being finished, the suffering subjects, bleeding from

liead to foot, are carried back to the church, where prolonged and weird

ceremonies are conducted. This human offering is followed by the

-Matachina Dance." described in a previous paper—a curious ceremony

performed in celebration of the birth of Christ.
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The Cliff Dwellers of Arizona.

Albert B. Reagan.

The cliff dwellers of Arizona were saiall of stature, the adult male

not being over tifty-two inches in height. Their sliulls are brachycephalic

(or broader across than lengthwise), like those of the Zunyis, Aztecs and

Peruvians. Their skulls have also a little extra bone in the back part of

the head, a peculiarity of the Incas, and known as the Inca bone. This

bone seems to indicate a close relationship between this mysterious race

in Arizona and the semi-civilized races of South America.

The cliff dwellers lived in narrow canyons that afforded water for

cooking and drinking piu-poses, and for irrigating their fields. At the

sides of the canyons, under the projecting cliff, they built their adobe

houses, so that the cliff' protected them both from rain and storm, and

from the attacks of an enemy, except at the front.

Besides the cliff home that the cliff dwellers lived in in time of peace,

they had caves, natural caves in tlie rocks, into which they retreated

when hard pressed by an enemy. The large cliff cave on the East Fork

of White River just east of Fort Apache is an example. At this place

a continuous cave, composed of chiseled-out narrow passages, corridors

and rooms, runs back along a fissure some 200 feet beneath the surface,

it is said, for a distance of four and a half miles.

In case the cliff" dwellers could find no cave, they changed their place

of habitation, in time of great danger, to the lofty heights above the

canyon floor; and there built a village on some projecting ledge. Such

a village stands out against the almost perpendicular walls of the Sierra

Anches mountains more than a mile in altitude above the floor of Cherry

Creek canyon below.

Their dwellings, except of course the caves, were adobe structures.

They were built under and against a cliff; and resembled the old Pueblo

style of house very much. The second story was set back a little on the

floor of the first; and the third story set back a little on the fioor of the

second; and so on till the "step-front like" house was finished. In each

house there was but one door, a hole in the roof of the highest room.

From the ground to the top of the first story, and from story to story lad-
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ders extended, over which one had to climb to gain entrance to the house.

In time of trouble and alwaj's at night these ladders were most liliely

carried to the roof and placed witliin. The house itself was a fortress.

These dwellers of the cliffs were an agricultural race. They farmed

in the little "flats" adjacent to their places of abode, as the remains of

their irrigating ditches show, as well as tbeir grain bins. Some of these

grain bins were visited by the writer; and were found partly filled with

corn cobs and barley heads, from which the barley kernels had been

removed by vermin. The barley heads, thus found, seem to indicate that

this people linew nothing of the art of threshing grain even with a flail;

but in harvesting it they headed it, and stored it away in the head. Then,

when they desired to use any of the grain, they threshed it by a hand-

rubbing process.

In religion it can at best be stated that the cliff dwellers were sun

worshipers, as is shown by the drawings on the vases and urns which

they used in their exercises of worship. One of these vases, found by

the writer in a Canyon Creek cliff house in Arizona, was jug shaped,

except that it did not possess a neck. Around the circular opening at

the top were drawn the rays of the sun in red and black. Many more

of their vases have similar drawings on them. Further evidence con-

cerning what their religion consisted of, !s thus far wanting.

Who these cliff" dwellers were, where they came from and what be-

came of them, is a matter of conjecture; and will probably remain so.
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The Rosebud Indian Celebration.

Albert B. Reagan.

The Rosebud Indians, like all other Indians, love to feast and make

a great display. Feast days are their great days. At the present time

but one feast is allowed them each year, that of the 4th of July. This

year (1904) the Rosebud Sioux celebrated at two different places, at Cut

Meat and at Butte Creek. The author attended the celebration at the

latter place. Below are his observations:
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stand. Towards evening of that day other Indians begau to arrive. A
wagon train, carrying the United States flag as a banner, was reported

approaching from the south by the Butte Creek Agency wagon road. At

once the braves in war paint and feathers made a mimic raid on horse

back upon the train, treating it as an Immigrant train. The would-be

immigrants, on seeing the painted savages charging furiously towards

Eating Puppy Soup.

them from a slight rise of ground, hurriedly unhitched their horses, put

them and their families in the rear and made a breastwork of their

wagons. Then they waited the' onslaught. This came almost imme-

diatelj'. Guns Avere tired in all directions, and the blood curdling war-

whoop filled the air. In fact it looked so much like a real battle that

many of the Indian women were scared. For some minutes the sham

battle raged, then the wagon train surrendered. The wagons were again

hitched to, and the train was taken into camp by the captors.

Nothing further of interest happened till dawn the next morning.

'fhen there was an elaborate parade, followed by religious services con-
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ducted by the Reverend Dallis Shaw (Indian). As these services vp^ere

closing, a giving away scene commenced. Each Indian who desired

wallied to the center of a congregated circular area, told the people how

good he was and exploited the good deeds of his ancestors. Then he

walked around the circle lianding dollar upon dollar to his friends or

"dishing" out groceries to them. This he varied in a few cases by leading

The Parade.

a horse into the circle and turning it loose to be taken by anyone who

wished it. Breakfast followed this scene. It consisted, for the most

part, of puppy soup and dog stew. It was eaten at the medicine lodge.

After breakfast came the Indian brass band parade, then tbe Omaha

Dance in the grove. In this dance several Indians chanted in the

minor key, a squaw or two sang soprano, and an Indian beat the

drum. The dancers were all men, were painted, daubed and decked

with feathers. Each one wore a war-bonnet. And when dancing

I ;uh crowhuppt'd annuid somewhat lilvc a baboon trips al)out in a cage.
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While these were acting, the giving away performance, which always

accompanies this dance, was going on. The principal things which were

being given away were horses. A buxom young squaw would ride a

horse into the center of the arbor, and whoever desired the horse would

take its halter-rope and lead it away. This performance continued till

the United States officials put a stop to it. The remainder of the day

was spent in feasting.

The remaining celebration exercises, consisting principally of horse

racing and feasting, lasted three more days. Then Uncle Sam's men de-

clared the ceremonies at an end, and the Indians returned to their re-

spective homes.
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Notes Upon Some Little Known Members of the Indiana

Flora.

(PAPER NUJEBER TWO.
)

Chas. Piper Smith.

A year ago I gave some notes from my studies in systematic botany,

for the summer of 1903, in a paper under tlie above heading. Certain

facts gleaned from my studies the past season, seem to justify me in

offering a continuation of that paper. A review of Dr. Coulter's cata-

logue of the State flora and of all of the subsequent "Additions to the

flora • ," etc., in the Academy's "Proceedings," indicates that a few

of my recent takes are not reported from the State. Two or three are,

however, undoubtedly migrants, though evidently here to stay.

Specimens verifying most of these records have been placed in the

herbarium of Mr. Harley H. Bartlett. These are now with him at Har-

vard University and have been critically examined and compared at the

Gray Herbarium. Almost all are also represented in my collection of

plant seeds. In accordance with Mr. Barl left's request, I include a few

records which are strictly his own. In reality his name should appear

with mine as joint author of tliis paper.

Arena fatua L. (Marion County. )

A half dozen specimens of this well-marked oat were found by Mr.

Bartlett and myself along the "Monon." at the State Fair Grounds,

Indianapolis, in .Inly. 1903. About the same number of plants was

noted there by myself in August, 1904. An introduction from Eu-

rope, it is abundant in California and is not reported east of

^Minnesota l)y Britton and Brown. =*

Uuiola latifolia Michx. (Madison County.)

A small patch found along White River near Anderson. .Jefferson

County is the only station report by Dr. Coulter.f

Bromus tectorum L. (Tippecanoe and Madison Counties.

)

This grass has been recently admitted to the State flora. $ It is abun-

dant where found at Lafayette and Anderson.

Bromus brizseformis Fisch. and Mey. (Laporte County.)

Found commonly along the Michigan Central R. R. from near Michi-

gan City, Indiana, to New Buffalo. Berrien County, Mich. Said
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by Brittou and Brown to be "sparingly introduced into Pennsyl-

vania; also from Montana to California. Native of Northern Eu-

rope and Asia."

Carex foUiculata L. (Laporte County.)

Common in a small tamarack swamp northeast of Michigan City.

Carex intumescens Rudge was also taken in a wet wood south

of Michigan City.

Care.r monile Tuckerman. (Madison County.)

Taken in a small bog along the Big Four Route, southwest of Ander-

son. Reported only from Gibson County in State catalogue.

Carex trichocarpa Muhl. (Madison County.)

An abundant rank-growing sedge in l)oggy places along White River,

above and below Anderson.

Carex hystricina Muhl. (Madison County.

)

Reported only from extreme northern counties. Taken in a low wet

place south of Anderson. Noted as scarce.

Carex aquatilis Walil. (Laporte and Marion Counties.)

Taken by Mr. Bartlett near Indianapolis: l)y myself south of Michi-

gan City.

Carex costellata Britton. (Laporte and Marion Counties.

)

Also taken near Indianapolis 1)y Mr. Bartlett and near Michigan City

by the writer.

Carex laniujinom Miclix. (Madison and Delaware Counties.)

Taken by me near both Anderson and :Muncie. In the State catalogue

Jefferson County is the only detinite station given, but the species

has been later reported from Kosciusko County by H. W. Clark.

S

and is probably well distributed over the State.

Carex gracillima Schwein. (Madison County.)

Taken near Alexandria. Not common.

Carex Davisii Schwein. and Torr. (Marion County.)

Taken by Mr. Bartlett at Indianapolis. Scarce. Steuben County

seems to be the only other station on record.

Carex grisea Wahl. (Marion County.

)

Taken by H. H. Bartlett near Indianapolis in 1903.

Carex viirahilis perlomja Fernald. (Madison and Delaware Counties.

)

Taken near Anderson and Muncie by the writer.

Carex alata fetritginea Fernald. (Marion County.

)

Taken near Indianapolis by Mr. Bartlett.
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Juncoides campentre bulbosa "Wood. (Marion County.)

Taken by Mr. Bartlett near Indianapolis.

Lilium umbellatuyn PuTsh. ( Starke County. ) .

Taken by me in "swampy meadows. " This plant is reported in two

different places in the Academy's Proceedings for 1901 (pp. 164

and 301). I note it here because of the environment in which I

found it.

Atriplex patula L. (Marion County.

)

Very common in waste places in Indianapolis, especially along Cen-

tral Avenue. Recognized in 1003 and omitted from my last paper

through mistake. Reported from Steuben County by Bradner; but

omitted from the State catalogue (see p. GOT of same) because of

lack of verifying material.

Atriplex hastata L. (Madison County.)

Taken at Anderson. First reported from Wells County by C. C.

Deam.

Tragopogon pratensis L. (Madison County.)

Common along the C, C, C. & St. L., near the Quartz Works. Ander-

son. Taken both in bloom and in fruit

Aniennaria faUax Greene. (Marion County.)

Taken by Mr. Bartlett at Indianapolis, river-lilufCs opposite Fairview

Park.

Mr. Bartlett's work at the Gray Herbarium has led us to change our

view concerning one of mj- records of 1903. An annotation in the herl)-

arium copy of Britton & Brown's "Illustrated Flora," to the effect that

the characters and figuring of Carer Baileiji Britton do not hold good

as regards the material in the herbarium, led Mr. Bartlett to compare

the specimens, determined by us as Baileji, with the herbarium material.

As our specimens agree with the tj^pical Carex lurida Wahl. (of which

Baileyi is there regarded as a sub-species), in spite of Britten's key, etc.,

I feel it advisable to cancel my records of Carex Bailevi.

Illustrated Flora of the Northern States and Canada: I, 173.

t Flowering Plants and Ferns of Indiana, State Geol. Report: 1899, 64a.

X Additions to the Flora of Indiana: Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci.: 1900, 137,

i. Flora of Eagle Lake and Vicinity: Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci.: 1901, 162.
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Physiological Apparatus.

Frank Marion Andrews.

Introduction.

It is frequently the case that much of the apparatus required to carry

on worli properly in Plant Physiology is so expensive that for any one

laboratory to possess all that is needed is quite out of the question. This

has led me to plan and have constructed a few very desirable pieces,

concerning which this paper malves mention. I am aware of the fact

that no lack of contrivances have been njade to illustrate some of the

principles here set forth. However, for simplicity of construction and

perfect adaptation to the purposes for which they were intended, they will

certainly be found superior in many ways and useful by any one inter-

ested or engaged in physiological work -sAhere such apparatus would be

involved. It has therefore occurred to me to describe the various pieces

of apparatus as concisely as possible and present them, together with the

illustrations, in the following brief account:

I. Heating Stage for the Microscope.

This piece of apparatus consists of a rectangular sheet of copper, 60

cm. long, 8 cm. wide and 2 mm. thick. Figure 1 shows a view of the

lower side. It will be seen from this view that the copper does not rest

directly on the stage of the microscope but is held away from it a dis-

tance of 1 cm. This is accomplished by a strong frame of wood B,

Fig. 1.

7 cm. square and 8 mm. in height. Between the wood and the copper,

as an extra preventive against the conduction of heat in long continued

experiments, a layer of asbestos 2 mm. thick is interposed at C. The

20—A. OF Science, '04.
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frame of av( oil aud asbestos is fasteiud tinnly to llie copper A by copr-er

screws, wliicb, bowever. must uot reacb througb tbe wood B. In the

center of the wood aud asbestos squares is a eiretibir opening D, 12 mm. in

diameter, to allow tbe ligbt reflected tbrougli tbe stage of tbe microscope

to pass tbrougb tbe slide. Tbrougb tbe side of tbe wood frame away from

tbe pillar of tbe microscope, as tbe beating sttig:^ lies in tbe proper posi-

tion on tbe stage of tbe microscope for observation, are two boles for

centigrade thermometers, E and E*^. Tbe temperatiu-e at E may be a

little less than at E\ and if this is tbe case, then au average of the tem-

peratures slioAvn l)y tbe thermometers at E and E' should be reckoned.

It should be ascertained liefore the experiment that the two thermom-

eters read tbe same at the same temi>eratiu-e. As they project directly

in front dm'iug correct observation, the temperature of both is easily seen

while experimenting. Since it is not alv.-ays possible or convenient to

carry on experiments with the copper pla!'» of the heating stage directed

to the right as would necessarily be the case with the thermometers on

the side shown in Figure 1, another arrange nient was resorted to. On the

side of the wood frame opposite E and E' are two similar boles for

thermometers, F and F\ whicli allows observation while the copper plate

of tbe beating stage is turned to tbe left or the reverse position to the

one in which E and E^ could be tised. It will be seen from the lower

view of the heating stage shown in Figtu-e 1 that tbe btilbs of the ther-

mometers rest against the copper plate inside the asbestos square C, and

in this way the heat is readily conveyed lo them. One thermometer only

miglit be tised, bttt tlie use of two is more accurate and therefore advisa-

ble. A third position for the heating stage is possible and for various

reasons sometimes advisable, in which the copper plate A is directed

away from the observer instead of from tlie left or right. Or it may be

ttirned abotit on the s'.age of theiTiicroscope through an angle of some-

what more than 180° and still be capable of perfect use at every point.

It is held to the stage of the microscope by means of iron clamps, the

upper screw of which is provided on its lower end with a small wooden

block covered with asbestos. This is necessary since a careless disregard

or misuse of stibtancis that are not poor conductors of beat may readily

restilt in injury to tbe microscope. Heat may be supplied by a gas or

alcohol lamp or other source placed under A at G and the flame increased

or moved toward C as is desired.
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II. Temperature Box.

This temperature box is made of galvanized iron. It is 25 cm. long,

9 cm. wide and 3 cm. deep, all inside measures. It is held to the stage

of the microscope by means of a curved iron clamp hooked over the edge

of the box at A. Near the lower side B is a rectangular slit 4 cm. wide

and 4 mm. high, extending entirely across the box for the reception of a

slide caiTying the object for observation. By noticing Fig. 2 it will be

A -r .» rv/
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UI. Centrifuge.

This consists of a wooden frame (JO cm. long. ."».") cm. wide, and vary-

ing in height from 30 cm. at the lowest point at A to GO cm. at B. Fig.

3 gives a view of the apparatus as seen in vertical median longitudinal

Fig. 3.

section. This apparatus in part resembles the centrifuge figured by Det-

mer, but is larger and possesses many improvements over his apparatus

(Detmer Ptlanzenphysiologie Zweite Autlage, 1895, p. 384). The machinery

consists of a brass shaft 70 cm. long, in two sections C and D, which at

E may be connected or disconnected by tightening or loosening the clamp

E" by screws F F'. In this way pai't or all of the machinery may be

run at one time, which is often desirable. The ends of the shaft are held

by a support G near E, and on D is a cone-pulley H by means of which

it may be driven by other power if so desired, or from which power may

be taken for other purposes if the cone-pulley I on C is in use. On the

end of the shaft D is a bevel-gear arrangement so that motion is ti-ans-

mitted at x'ight angles to D in the shaft in J which carries the disk L.

By exchanging the position of M and N a faster motion of L may be ob-

tained, with no increase in the speed of D. Again by using a still larger

cog at N and a smaller cog at M, any speed desired may be had. By a

vice versa arrangement of cogs a very slow rotation of L is effected.

It is of course to be understood that by varying the size of the cogs M
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and N, the distance of J from N must also vary In two obvious directions.

This is done by the screw O (Figs. 3 and 4), which holds the support of

the shaft carrying L. The shaft carrying the disk is enclosed for the

sake of lirniness in a sheath J. It is fastened to a disk of iron P. (Figs.

3 and 4), and this is held to the wooden disk of pine L. which is 20 cm.

in diameter and 2 cm. thick, by means of screws. Larger disks of wood

can, by means of these screws, be substituted for L and therefore the

centrifugal force considerably increased aside from the ways of increas-

ing the speed by the cone-pulley and bn-el-gear arrangement above re-

ferred to. The centrifugal force brought to bear on the objects under

investigation may also be increased by being placed near the periphery of

the disk L, or decreased by moving them nearer the center of L. The disk

of wood must in all cases be first boiled thoroughly in paratftne to pre-

vent swelling. The disk of wood L is covered by a circular sheet of

cork Q. This serves for the attachment of seedlings and plant parts to

be centrifuged, and to it also are fastened several layers of wet filter

paper for keeping the seeds moist. A glass crystallizing disk R, which will

exactly fit L. is placed over it and darkened by being painted thickly on

the inside with black paint. R is held to L liy clamps. In order to water

the seedlings when the machine is run for a long time, a hole is boi'ed

exactly in the center of the crystallizing disk R as at S. and even while

the disk is revolving Avater may be forced in against the filter paper on

the sheet of cork Q, and in this way be carried by absorption to all the

seeds on the disk Q. Fig. 3 shows the disk ready to rotate in a hori-

zontal direction. Fig. 4 shows the end view of the frame at A and

Fi-. 4.

indicates how the disk may be rotated not only horizontally but vertically

as well, or at any angle between the two by changing the position of the

shaft in J by loosening and moving the clamp at T. This machine is

also strong enough to carry any small flower pots with growing seedlings,
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at any aii.iile and at lapid speeds by nsiiiu- clamiis to hold them in posi-

tion.

As stated by Detmer. seedlings of the pi'oper size when fastened on

Q and rotated rapidly cui-ve outwards. I have noticed a curving against

the direction of motion in seedlings subjected by a stronger centrifugal

machine Than this exerting 4.400 gravities.

At U (Fig. 3) is another similarly arranged disk in case it is desired

to run two at once at different angles. Here, however, the power is trans-

mitted by a belt and cone pulleys, liy means of which different speeds may

be obtained. U may also be inclined at an angle by loosening or

tightening V. At X. X' and Y the shaft is supported in journals. At W
is a water wheel .30 cm. in diameter, and b:, using a very strong stream of

water Z. a very high speed and ample power for the experiments here

mentioned may be developed. Naturally the speed and ix>wer cau be

easily controlled by the force of the stream of water. By means of the

cone-pulleys the machine may be driven by motor or other power.

IV. Apparatus for Growing Plants in Different Colored Lights.

This consists of a wooden box made perfectly tight to prevent the

light from entering except at H, Fig. G. It is 40 cm. long, 25 cm. wide and

2.5 cm. deep. Of course it is often advisable to use larger sizes of boxes,

but the one here mentioned will serve as an illustration. The inside

of the box is painted black and is provided with a base for holding

Fig. 5.

flower pots in any position. Each side of the box is provided with a door

A. Fig. 5. which by means of the clamps B and B^ may be removed so

that the plant inside may be adjusted in the desired position, as regards

the light entering at C or D, and measurements taken. The ends of the

box are in the form of caps E (Fig. 5) which lap over the end at F so

tightly that no light can enter.

Fig. G shows an end view of one of the caps E. In this figure

there will be noticed a circular opening H. 15 cm. in diameter in the
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center of tlie cap. Around H is a three-sided wooden frame I, on whose

inner edge is a groove J, dee]) enough to receive one pane of glass. The
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raised 1 cm. from A by a block of wood under each of the four corners

as at C to allow the to-and-fro motion of the pointer D. The longitudinal

opening under G and the base of D give ventilation. The figures on the

side of B are accurately placed on the original apparatus and show the

intensity of light in Hefner meter units. At E^ is a mirror and at F a

circular opening to a mirror inside. The interior view is shown in Fig.

8. Here A is the wooden base, C the wooden block supporting the box

B. L and L' are strings by means of which the Hefner-Altneck amyl-

acetate lamp is regulated in distances from the membrane K. This mem-

brane consists simply of a circular piece of filter paper covering an open-

ing in the center of the end of the box 7.5 cm. in diameter. In the center

of the filter paper is a circular spot about three cm. in diameter, as in the

ordinary Bunsen photometer. Each mirror E E^ is 5 cm. long and 4 cm.

wide and is inclined at an angle of about 45° to the filter paper membrane

z

r-E: >^A

Fitr. s.

by means of the galvanized iron frame which supports it. The V-shaped

lop G is also composed of galvanized iron. This apparatus will show the

intensity of light from 2 to 90 Hefner meter units. When it is desired

to test the intensity of light between two and ninety Hefner units, draw

the pointer D, opposite which inside the box the Hefner-Altneck amyl-

acetate lamp is placed, by the string L towards the filter paper mem-

brane. When the circular spot of paraffin-^ on the filter paper almost dis-

appears, then the light cast on the filter paper screen by the amyl-acetate

lamp, and that in the room for example otitside are equal. Noticing now
the position of the pointer D. we notice that it points to or near some

figure on the outside of the box. The number it points to indicates the

intensity of light in Hefner meter tmits.
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VI. Rheostat.

This piece of apparatus (Fig. 9) is 35 cm. long, 30 cm. high, and 15 cm.

wide. It has a wooden frame A, over which the wire B is tightly

stretched, the two sides being connected by the wire Q. The voltage, which,

as here used, was a constant one, enters at M through the binding posts

E E\ and from this it passes through the wire B in the direction indicated

by the arrow. The wire used was iron number 20 and in all 100 meters

Figr. 9.

were used in making this machine to obtain if needed a high resistance so

that by means of shunting any strength of current may be obtained. If an

insulated wire F is connected with one post on an electric slide as at G,

and the other post of this electric slide is joined to another insulated wire

I, about the center of which is interpolated a milli-ampere meter J; then

by shunting with the free end K of the wire I to the non-insulated wires

B, an electric current if sufficiently strong will pass through a specimen

laid on the slide at L under the microscope P. If at first the current at

B is not strong enough, the free end of the wire K can be moved from B

in the direction of the an-ow till a current of the desired strength is ob-

tained. The strength of the current will be registered by the meter J.

In the experiment I tried, with 110 volts entering at E E^, a current of .7

of a milli-ampere was sufficient to cause the movement in the protoplasm

in Elodea cells to cease. It began again in 20 minutes. The lamps

..-a Sti.

Fig. 10.
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may ]je used in the c-ircuit in series to increase the resistance. Fig. 10

gives a view of a median vertical longitudinal section of the slide. It con-

sists simply of a thick glass slide A, on which is a heavy layer of tin-foil

B B\ and on this a plate of copper C C\ through which the binding posts

G and H are screwed. This not only fastens B B^ and C C^ together, but

fastens them to the glass slide A. The specimen is laid at L with Its

ends touching the ends of the tin-foil B B\ on which the cover glass rests

at 00\
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AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS
AND PAPERS OF THE INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

[Approved March 11, 1895.]

Whereas, The Indiana Academy of Science, a chartered

scientific association, has embodied in its constitution a

provision that it will, upon the request of the Governor, or of the several

departments of the State government, through the Governor, and through

its council as an advisory body, assist in the direction and execution

of any investigation within its province, without pecuniary gain to the

Academy, provided only that the necessary expenses of such investigation

are borne by the State; and.

Whereas, The reports of the meetings of said Academy, with the

several papers read before it, have very great educational, industrial

and economic value, and should be preserved in permanent form; and

Whereas, The Constitution of the State makes it the duty of the

General Assembly to encourage by all suitable means intellectual, scien-

tific and agricultural improvement; therefore,

Section 1. Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the
publication of

State of Indiana, That hereafter the annual reports of the the Reports of

^ ,, _ ,. . , » r, • 1 • • the Indiana
meetings of the Indiana Academy of Science, beginning ^c^demy of

with the report for the year 1894, including all papers of Science,

scientific or economic value, presented at such meetings, after they shall

have been edited and prepared for publication as hereinafter provided,

shall be published by and under the direction of the Commissioners

of Public Printing and Binding.

Sec. 2. Said reports shall be edited and prepared for

publication without expense to the State, by a corps of Editing

Reports,

editors to be selected and appointed by the Indiana Acad-

emy of Science, who shall not, by reason of such services, have any

claim against the State for compensation. The form, style of binding.

I^». paper, typography and manner and extent of illustration of
CD

" Number of

C75 such reports, shall be determined by the editors, subject printed

,
to the approval of the Commissioners of Public Printing Reports.

LO and Stationery. Not less than 1,500 nor more than 3,000 copies of each
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of said reports shall be published, the size of the edition within said

limits to be determined by the concm-rent action of the editors and the

Commissioners of Public Printing and Stationery: Provided, That not

to exceed six hundred dollars ($G00) shall be expended for

roviso.
such publication in any one year, and not to extend beyond

1896: Provided. That no sums shall be deemed to be appropriated for

the year 1894.

Sec. 3. All except three hundred copies of each volume

Disposition qj gaj^ reports shall be placed in the custody of the State
of Reports.

Librarian, who shall furnish one copy thereof to each pub-

lic library in the State, one copy to each university, college or normal

school in the State, one copy to each high school in the State having

a library, which shall make application therefor, and one copy to such

other institutions, societies or persons as may be designated by the

Academy through its editors or its council. The remaining three hundred

copies shall be turned over to the Academy to be disposed of as it

may determine. In order to provide for the preservation of the same

it shall be the duty of the Custodian of the State House to provide

and place at the disposal of the Academy one of the unoccupied rooms

of the State House, to be designated as the office of the Indiana Academy

of Science, wherein said copies of said reports belonging to the Academy,

together with the original manuscripts, drawings, etc., thereof can be

safely kept, and he shall also equip the same with the necessary shelving

and furniture.

Sec. 4. An emergency is hereby declared to exist for

Emergency.
^^^ immediate taking effect of this act, and it shall there-

fore take effect and be in force from and after its passage.



AX ACT FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS, THEIR NE'STS

AND EGGS.

[Indiana Acts 1905 ]

Section (!(IL'. It shall Ih' unlawful for any person to

kill, trap or possess any wild bird, or to purchase or offei'

the same for sale, or to destroy the nests or the eggs of any Avild lilrd

except as otherwise provided in tliis section. But this section shall not

apply to the following named game birds: The Anatidjc. commonly

called swans, geese, brant, river and sea duck: the Rallidic, commoulj'

known as rails, coots, mudhens, and gallinules; the Limicola?, commonly

known as shore birds, plovers, surf birds, snipe, woodcock, sandpipers,

tattlers and cm-lews; nor to English or f]uropeau house sparrows, crows,

hawks, or other birds of prey. Nor shall this section apply to any per-

son taking birds or their nests or eggs for scientific purposes under per-

mit, as provided in the next section. Anj- person violating the provisions

of this section shall, upon conviction, be fined not less than ten dollars

nor more than fifty dollars.

Sec. G03. Permits may be granted by the Commissioner of Fisheries

and Game to any properly accredited person, permitting the holder there-

of to collect l)irds, tlioir nests or eggs for strictly scientific purposes. In

order to ol)tain such permit the applicant for the same must present to

said Commissioner written testimonials from two well-known scientific

men certifying to the good character and fitness of said apjtlicant to be en-

trusted Avith such privilege, and pay to said Commissioner one dollar there-

for, and file with him a properly executed bond in the sum of two hundred

dollars, payaltle to the State of Indiana, conditioned that he will obey the

terms of such permit, and signed by at least two responsible citizens of

the State as sureties. The bond may be forfeited and the permit revoked

upon proof to the satisfaction of such Commissioner tliat the holder of

such permit has killed any bird or taken the nests or eggs of any bird

for any other purpose than that named in this sectioru
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1. This association shall be called the Indiana Academy

of Science.

Sec. 2. The objects of this Academy shall be scientific research

and the diffnsion of knowledge concerning the various departments of

science; to promote intercourse between men engaged in scientific work,

especially in Indiana; to assist by investigation and discussion in devel-

oping and making known the material, educational and other resources

and riches of the State; to arrange and prepare for publication such

reports of investigation and discussions as may fiu'tlu'r the aims and

objects of the Academy as set forth in these articles.

Whereas, The State has undertaken the publication of such proceed-

ings, the Academy will, upon request of the Governor, or of one of the

several depai-tments of the State, through the Governor, act through

its council as an advisory body in the direction and execution of any

investigation within its province as stated. The necessary expenses in-

curred in the prosecution of such investigation are to be borne by the

State; no pecuniaiy gain is to come to the Academy for its advice or

direction of such investigation.

The regular proceedings of the Academy as published l)y the State

shall l)ecome a public document.

ARTICLE II.

Section 1. Members of this Academy shall lie honorary felhiws.

fellows, non-resident members or active members.

Sec. 2. Any person engaged in any department of scientific work,

or in original research in any department of science, shall be eligible

to active membership. Active memliers may be annual or life memiiers.

Annual members may be elected at any meeting of the Academy: they

shall sign the constitution, pay an admission fee of two dollars, and
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thereafter an annual fee of one dollar. Any person who shall at one

time contribute tifty dollars to the funds of this Academy may be elected

a life member of the Academy, free of assessment. Non-resident mem-

bers may be elected from those AA-ho have been active members but who

have removed from the State. In any case, a three-fourths vote of the

members present shall elect to membership. Applications for member-

ship in any of the foregoing classes shall be referred to a committee on

application for membership, Avho shall consider such application and re-

port to the Academy before the election.

Sec. 3. The members who are actively engaged in scientific work,

who have recognized standing as scientific men, and who have been

members of the Academy at least one year, may be recommended for

nomination for election as fellows by three fellows or members person-

ally acquainted with their work and character. Of members so nomi-

nated a number not exceeding five in one year may, on recommendation

of the Executive Committee, be elected as fellows. At the meeting at

which this is adopted, the members of the Executive Committee for 1894

and fifteen others shall be elected fellows, and those now honorary mem-

bers shall become honoraiy fellows. Honorary fellows may be elected on

account of special prominence in science, on the written recommendation

of two members of the Academy. In any case a three-fourths vote of

the members present shall elect.

ARTICLE III.

Section 1. The officers of this Academy shall be chosen by ballot

at the annual meeting, and shall hold office one year. They shall consist

of a President, Vice-President, Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Press Sec-

retary and Treasurer, who shall perform the duties usually pertaining to

their respective offices, and in addition, with the ex-Presidents of the

Academy, shall constitute an Executive Committee. The President shall,

at each annual meeting, appoint two members to be a committee, which

shall prepare the programs and have charge of the arrangements for all

meetings for one year.

Sec. 2. The annual meeting of this Academy shall be held in the

city of Indianapolis within the week following Christmas of each year,

unless otherwise ordered by the Executive Committee. There shall also

be a summer meeting at such time and place as may be decided upon
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by the Executive Committee. Other meetings may be called at the dis-

cretion of the Executive Committee. The past Presidents, together with

the officers and Executive Committee, shall constitute the Council of the

Academy, and represent it in the transaction of any necessary business

not especially provided for in this constitution, in the interim betAveen

general meetings.

Sec. 3. This constitution may be altered or amended at any annual

meeting by a three-fourths majority of the attending members of at

least one year's standing. No question of amendment shall be decided

on the day of its presentation.

BY-LAWS.

1. On motion, any special department of science shall be assigned

to a curator, whose duty it shall be, with the assistance of the other

members interested in the same department, to endeavor to advance

knowledge in that particular department. Each curator shall report at

such time and place as the Academy shall direct. These reports shall

include a brief summarj^ of the progress of the department during the

year preceding the presentation of the repoi't.

2. The President shall deliver a public address on the morning of

one of the days of the meeting at the expiration of his term of office.

3. The Press Secretary shall attend to the securing of proper news-

paper reports of the meetings and assist the Secretary.

4. No special meeting of the Academy shall be held without a notice

of the same having been sent to the address of each member at least

fifteer days before such meeting.

.5. No bill against the Academy shall be paid without an order

signed by the President and countersigned by the Secretary.

6. Members who shall allow their dues to remain unpaid for two

years, having been annually notified of their arrearage by the Treasurer,

shall have their names stricken from the roll.

7. Ten members shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of

business.
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Thomas Gray 1893. . .
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W. K. Hatt 1902 Lafayette.
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H. A. Huston 1893 Lafayette.

Edwin S. Johonuatt 1904 Terre Haute.
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•Date of election.
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Ulysses O. Cox Terre Haute.

William Cliflford Cox Columbus.

J. A. Cragwall Crawfordsville.

Albert B. Crow Charleston, 111.
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Hans Duden Indianapolis.

Arthur E. Dunn Logansport.
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E. G. Eberhardt Indianapolis.

Frank R. Eldred Indianapolis.

M. N. Elrod Columbus.

Samuel G. Evans Evansville.

William P. Felver Logansport.

Carlton G. Ferris . . Big Rapids, Mich.

E. M. Fisher Urmey^'ille.

Wilbur A. Fiske Richmond.

W. B. Fletcher Indianapolis.

Austin Funk New Albany.

John D. Gabel Montpelier.

Andrew W. Gamble Logansport.

Charles W. Garrett Pittsburg, Pa.

Robert G. Gillum Terre Haute.

Wilmer Jacob Gittner Anderson.

Vernon Gould Rochester.

Walter L. Hahn Washington, D. C.

Mary T. Harman Odon.

Victor Hendricks Indianapolis.

John P. Hetherington Logansport.

Mary A. Hickman Greencastle.

2—A. OF Science.
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Wilfred H. Manwaring Bloomington.
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Thomas Edward Mason Hodgenville, K3\
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Fred Mutchler Terre Haute.

Charles E. Newlin Irvington.

Jolui Newlin West Lafayette.

John F. Newsom Stanford University, Cal.

R. "W. Noble Chicago, 111.

Andrew Fletcher Ogle Bloomington.

D.A.Owen Franklin.

Ferd Payne Bloomington.

Rollo J. Peirce Indianapolis.

Ralph B. Polk Greenwood.

James A. Price Ft. Wayne.
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A. H. Purdue Fayetteville, Ark.

Rolla R. Ramsey Bloomington.

Ryland Ratliflf Danville.

Walter S. Ratliff Richmond.

Albert B. Reagan Mora, Wash.

Allen J. Reynolds Emporia, Kansas.

Giles E. Ripley Decorah, Iowa.

George L. Roberts Muncie.

D. A. Rothrock Bloomington.
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Will Scott Terre Haute.

Cliarles Wm. Shannon Bloomington.

John W. Shepherd Terre Haute.

Claude Siebenthal Indianapolis.
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J. R. Slouaker Madison, Wis.

E>sie Alma Smith Bloomington.
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Retta E. Spears Elkhart.

J. M. Stoddard Indianapolis.

Charles F. Stegmaier Greensburg.

William Stewart Burlington, Vt.

William B. Streeter ... Indianapolis.

Frank B. Taylor Ft. Wayne.
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J. F. Thompson Richmond.

O. H. Underwood Indianapolis.

A. L. Treadwell Oxford, Ohio.

Daniel J. Troyer Goshen.

A. B. Ulrey North Manchester.

W. B. Van Gorder Worthington.

Arthur O. Veatch Rockport.

H. S. Voorhees Ft. Wayne.

J. H. Voris Duluth, Minn.

Frank B. Wade Indianapolis.

Lewis Clinton Ward Huntington.

Daniel T. Weir Indianapolis.

B. C. Waldemaier West Lafayette.

Fred C. Whitcomb Delphi.

William M. Whitten South Bend,

Albert F. Wiancko Lafayette.

Neil H. Williams Terre Haute.

Guy West Wilson Lafayette.

William Watson Woollen Indianapolis.

Herbert Milton Woolen Indianapolis.

J. F. Woolsey Indianapolis.

Lucy Youse Palo Alto, Gal.

Charles Zeleny Bloomiugton.

Fellows 52

Non-resident members 20

Active members 16fi

Total 238

Note.—For list of Foreign Correspondents, see Proceedings of 1904.
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LIST OF PAPERS APPEARING ON THE PROGRAM OF THE
TWENTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING,

Held in Shortridge High School, December I, 1905.

•President's Address—A Consideration of Certain Investigations Needed in

Pharmacology ^ John S. Wright

GENERAL.

*1. Some Scientific Aspects of Tea Drinking, 5m Frank B. Wade
2. The Lummi Indians, 10m Albert B. Reagan
3. Radium and Radio-Acti vity, 10m Ryland RatliflF

*4. The Radium Clock, 5m Rolla R. Ramsey
=•5. The Use of Peat as Fuel, 15m BeDJ. W. Douglass
6. The Molecular Forces in Gelatine, 5m Arthur L. Foley

"7. The Chronic 111 Health of Darwin, Huxley, Spencer and George Eliot,

20m., (abstract* Robert Hessler
•*8. The Wood Pulp Industry, 10m M. D. Renkenberger
9. Buzzard's Roost, 10m William Watson Woollen

10. Thorium and its Disintegration Products, 20m ....Richard D. Moore
*11. An Account of a Buzzard's Nest with Photographs of the Young up to

the Seventy-fourth Day, When They Left the Nest, 10m D. W. Dennis
*12. The Solar Eclipse of 1905,20m. (lantern) John A. Miller

PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, GEOLOGY AND MATHEMATICS.

13. Irrelevant Factors in the Bitangentals of Plane Algebraic Curves, 10m.

Ulysses S. Hanna
14. On the Weathering of the Subcarboniferous Limestone in the Non-

Glaciated Area of Southern Indiana, 10m E. R. Cummings
-""IS. Action of Calcium Chloride Solution on Glass, 5m P. N. Evans
16. The \ge of the Red-Beds of Oklahoma Territory and the "Panhandle" of

Texas, East of the Staked Plains, 10m J. W. Beede
17. Methods of Collecting Fossils, 10m J. W. Beede

'•'18. Equivalent-Weight-Determination Apparatus, 5m James H. Ransom
19. Result of Heating a Mixture of Manganese Dioxide and Ammonium

Nitrate, 10m James U . Ransom
'•"20. Studies in Catalysis, 10m James H. Ransom
21. Comparison of the Faunas of the Salem Limestone at Ellettsville, Big

Creek and Romona, 10m A. W. Thompson
*22. Effect of Radium on Electrolytic Conductivity, 5m Ryland Ratliff

23. Summary of Glacial Literature Relating to Glacial Deposits, 10m . . . Albert B. Reagan
24. Some Geological Studies on Northwestern Washington and Adjacent

British Territory, 10m Albert B. Reagan
'25. A Simple Method of Measuring Electrolytic Resistance, 5m Rolla R. Ramsey
"26. Some Peculiarities of Electric Sparks Across Short Spark-Gaps, 10m. Rolla R. Ramsey
^'27. Gas Burners and Standards of Candle Power, 5m . . Rolla R. Ramsey and Hiromitsu Oi

28. Determination of the Latitude of Flower Observatory, 10m W. E. Howard
29. Electromagnetic Induction in Various Conductors and Electrolytes,

11,10m Arthur L. Foley
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30. On the Use of a Copper, Aluminum, Manganese Alloy as a Core in the

Rutherford-Marconi Magnetic Detector, 10m Arthur L. Foley
31. The Back Electro-Motive Force of the Electric Are, 10m.,

Arthur L. Foley and Hiromitsu Oi

32. The Efifect of Dragging a Conductor Lengthwise Through a Magnetic
Field of Force, 10m Arthur L. Foley

33. Interference and Diffraction Fringes Produced by
Fluid Streams (lantern), 15m Arthur L. Foley and J. H. Easeman

3t. Geology of the Public Highways of Monroe County, Indiana, 10m. .Charles W. Shannon
35. Studies of the Preglacial Drainage of the Northern United States, 10m H. M. Clem
36. New Derivative? of Salicylic Acid, 10m R. E. Lyons and C. E. May
37. The Use of Sodium Peroxide in the Determination of

Sulphur, Selenium and Tellurium in Organic Com-
pounds, 5m R. E. Lyons andC. C. Carpenter

38. Concerning the Synthesis of Aromatic Selenozines, 5m. . .R. E. Lyons and F. Shetterly

BOTANY AND ZOOLOGY.

''39. Preliminary Notes on an Almost Extinct Native Disease—Trembles or

Milksickness, 10m Robert Hessler
'•'40. Notes on the International Botanical Congress of 1905, 15m J.C.Arthur
''41. Methods Employed in Uredineal Culture Work, 15m Frank D. Kern
''42. The Embryology of Melilotus Alba, 10m. (abstract) W.J. Young
''43. Oxydase in Wheat Grains, 10m Katherine Golden Bitting

"44. Cytase in Wheat Grains, 5m Katherine Golden Bitting

45. Notes on Indiana Birds, 10m Amos W. Butler
'•'46. Notes Upon Some Little Known Members of the Indiana Flora, 10m.,

Charles Piper Smith
47. The Eyes of the Blind Lizard Amphisbaena Punctata, 10m Ferd Payne
48. Reversals of Polarity in a Fresh Water Plamarian, 10m Mary T. Barman
49. The Fishes of the Rio Guatemala, Based on Collections Made in Janu-

ary and February, 1904, 10m Ne'wton Miller
''50. The Direction of Differentiation in a Regenerating Appendage, 10m . . .Charles Zeleny
'"51. The Regeneration of a Centcnia-Iike Organ in Place of the Momentary

Eye of the Blind Crayfish, li ui. (abstract) Charles Zeleny
52. The Habitat and Life History of the Cuban Blind Fishes (lantern), 15m..

C. H. Eigenmann
5'3. The Origin and Dispersion of South American Fresh Water Fishes

(lantern), 30m C. H. Eigenmann
54. Portraits of Indiana Fishes (lanterns 10m Lester F. Black

'"55. A New Species of Campostoma Fern from Indiana, 10m. (abstract) . ..John Haseman
56. Northern Indiana Mammals, 10m Walter Lewis Habn

''57. Notes on Some New or Little Known Members of the Indiana Flora, 17m ,

Guy West Wilson
''58. Rusts of Hamilton and Marion Counties, Indiana, 10m Guy West Wilson
'59. The Phycomycetes of Indiana, 12m Guy West Wilson
*60. A Travertine Deposit in Tippecanoe County, Indiana, 3m Guy West Wilson
'"61. Additions to Indiana Flora, No. 2, 5m Charles C. Deam
62. Animals and Reptiles of the Rosebud Indian Reservation, South

Dakota, 10m Albert B. Beagan
53. The Birds of the Rosebud Indian I'eservatii n. South Dakota, 10m . . .Albert S. Reagan
64. The ProductioL and Control of Infertility by Inbreeding, 15m W. J. Moenkhaus
6t. Some New Physiological Apparatus, 10m D.E.Jackson
66. High School Bacteriology, 20m Wilfred H. Man waring
67. Metchnikoff's Theory of Prolonging Life, 15m Rudolph Miller

68. A New Method of Showing the Grain of Wood, 5m Benj. W. Douglass
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*69. An Illuttration of Boyle's Law, 5m F. M. Andrews
*70. Some Monstrosities in Trillium, 5m F. M. Andrems
'71. A Natural Proof that the Root Tip Alone is Sensitive to the Gravita-

tion Stimulus, 5m F. M. Andrews
72. Plasmodesiuen, 5m F. M. Andrews

'~i. Effe^'t of Alkiiloids on Vegetable Protoplasm, 5m F. M. Andrews
"74. An Occurrence of Kirtland's Warbler, 3m Loren 0. Petry
'75. Nitrifying Bacteria, 10m A. J. Bigney
'•'76. A New Form of Microtome Knife, 10m E.G.Martin
77. Oxygen Absorption in Heart Tissue—A Preliminary Communication, 10m. E. G. Martin

'•'78. The Present Status of the Chromosome Controversy, 15m D. M. Mottier
"Tih The Blooming of Cercis Canadensis in September, 5m D. M. Mottier
••'80. A Peculiar Monstrosity in a Seedling of a Zea Mays, 5m D. M. Mottier
81. Spore-Like Bodies in Oscillaria sp., 10m Severance Burrage
82. The Oaks of Indiana, 15m Stanley Coulter

*83. The Leesburg Swamp, 10m Will Scott

84. Notes on the Crayfish of Wells County, Indiana, 5m E. B. Williamson
''85. Note on the Recurrence of Brood V Walter L. Hahn

'Papers marked with an asterisk appear in the following pages.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

A CONSIDERATION OF CERTAIN NEEDED INVES-
TIGATIONS IN PHARMACOLOGY.

By John S. Wright.

(Abstract.)

Under this title the term pharmacology is not used in its restricted

sense, meaning pharmaco-dynamics only, but is employed to embrace the

botany, chemistry and physiological action of drugs. The suggestions

for needed investigations are the result of a critical study of the records

of about four hundred drugs used in medicine at present.

In order to arrive at some general conclusions concerning existing

knowledge of the commonly used organic drugs, those studied were re-

viewed, marked and classified in eight groups based on the extent to

which they have been investigated, botanically, chemically and physiolog-

ically, as follows:

CLASSES BASED ON THE EXTENT OF CHEMICAL KNOWLEDGE.

1. Drugs whose chemical constituents and active principles are regarded

as well known—27G, or approximately 70 per cent.

2. Drugs whose chemical constituents and active principles are but par-

tially determined—100, or approximately 25 per cent.

3. Drugs whose chemical constituents and active principles are undeter-

mined—25, or approximately 6 per cent.

CLASSES BASED ON THE EXTENT OF KNOWLEDGE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL ACTION.

4. Drugs whose physiological action is well known, or which have been

subjects of systematic investigations—175, or approximately 43

per cent.
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Drugs wlac(^e physiological action is partially understood, chiefly

through careful clinical reports—1-K>. or approximately 35

per cent.

Drugs used empirically or employed for "reputed" action, no satis-

factory records of scientific experiments or chemical investiga-

tions—82, or approximately 20 per cent.

Drugs emploj-ed primarily for piu'poses other than definite physio-

logical effects, such as flavors, colors, etc. (some not used inter-

nally at present)—9, or approximately 2 per cent.

8. Drugs of obscure or unknown origin—2, or approximately i per cent.

These gTOups or classes are not marked by hard and fast boundary

lines, and perhaps no two students would agree wholly to any single

classification, as the personal equation enters largely into the work. A

drug which one might regard as sutRciently known chemically and physi-

ologically to be classed as "well known." anotlier would rank as "partially

determined," and similar differences of opinion will arise respecting other

points involved, so that the classification given above is not offered as an

exact record of the knowledge of the representative drugs, liut rather as

the author's estimation of that knowledge, and as said at the outset, it is

given as a basis or reason for the proposal of certain lines of botanical,

chemical and physiological investigation.

Lest there be misconception regarding the use of little-known drugs

l)y physicians, it should be remembered that TO per cent, of all drugs

reviewed have been investigated chemically: that 43 per cent, have been

subjected to systematic physiological experiments, and that the physio-

logical action of 35 per cent, more is partially understood. Thus it seems

that from 70 to 78 per cent, are employed on the basis of demonstrated

value. Furthermore, it should be remembered that the 70 to 78 per cent,

in number constitutes a very large percentage of the volume of drugs

prescribed. While no statistics are available, in the opinion of the author

it is over 90 per cent, of the total quantity used.

The Proceedings of the Indiana Academy of Science are primarily

intended to disseminate information of special service in the development

of the State and its resources. As space is limited, it is necessary to re-

strict further report of this address to the tables below showing the state

of knowledge of drug plants of Indiana.
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Indiana Plants Yielding Drugs.

lu order that the student may have a wider range in selecting a sub-

ject for study this list has been enlarged to include introduced and culti-

vated species, also a few plants foreign to our soil, but which may be

cultivated in gardens for supplying laboratory material. The native

species and the introduced and cultivated species are unmarlied; those

of the last class are indicated by an asterisk (*).

Chemical constituents, active principles and physiological action re-

garded as Avell known:

Allium sativum Linn. Garlic, bulb.

*Althaea officianalis Liiui. Marshmallow, root.

Anthemis nobilis Linn. Komnn chamomile, inflorescence.

Ai>ocynum cannabinum Linn. Black Indian hemp, root.

Arctostaphylos Uva Ursi (Linn.) Sprengel. LTva Ursi. leaves.

Aristema tripliylium (Linn.i Torr. Indian turnip, tuber.

Artemisia Absinthium Linn. Wormwood, leaves and inflorescence.

*Atropa Belladonna Linn. Belladonna, leaves and root.

Carum Carvi Linn. Caraway seed, fruit.

*Carum Petroselinum Benth. Parsley, root and fruit.

Cercis Canadensis Limi. Judas tree, bark.

Chenopodium authelminticum Linn. American wormseed. seed.

Chimaphila mnbellata (Linn.) Nutt. Pipsissewa, herb.

*Claviceps purpurea (Fries) Tulasne. Ergot, sclerotium.

Cochlearia Armoracia Linn. Horseradish, root.

Conium maculatum Linn. Conium, fruit.

Convallaria majalis Limi. Lilly of the Valley, rhiznme and rootlets.

Coptis trifolia (Linn.) Salisb. Gold thread, herb.

Delphinium consolida Lmn. Larkspur, seed.

*Digitalis purpurea Linn. Digitalis, leaves, flowers and seed.

*Dryopteris Filix-mas Schott and D. Margiualis, Gray. Male fern,

rhizome.

Epigea repens Linn. Gravel plant, herb.

Euonymus atropurpureus Jacq. Wahoo, bark.

Gaultheria procumbens Limi. Wintergreen, leaves and inflorescence.

*Gentiana lutea Linn. Gentian, root.

Geranium maculatum Linn. Cranesbill, rhizome.

Humulus Lupulus Linn. Hops, inflorescence.
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*Hyoscyamus niger Linn. Henbane, leaves and inflorescence.

Juniperus communis Linn. Juniper berries, fruit.

Lactuca Canadensis Linn. Wild lettuce, leaves and inflorescence.

Lobelia inflata Linn. Lobelia, herb and seed.

Menispermum Canadensis Linn. Yellow parilla, rhizome and roots.

Mentha piperita Linn. Peppermint, leaves and inflorescence.

Monarda fistulosa Linn. Wild bergamot, leaves and inflorescence.

Phytolacca decandra Linn. Poke root and berries.

Podophyllum peltatum Linn. Mandrake, rhizome and roots.

Prunus serotina Ehrh. Cherry, bark.

Quercus alba Linn. White oak, bark.

*Riclnus communis Linn. Castor bean, seed and leaves.

Rubus villosus Alton R. Canadensis, Linn, and R. trivalis, Michx.

Blackberry, root bark.

*Salvia officinalis Linn. Sage, herb.

Sanguinaria Canadensis Linn. Blood root, rhizome.

Sassafras variifoliinn (Salisbuiy) O. Kuntze. Sassafras bark, root,

bark.

Satureja hortensis Linn. Summer savory, herb.

Taraxacum officinale Weber. Dandelion, root.

Thuja occidentalis Linn. Arbor vitae, leaves.

Thymus vulgaris Linn. Thyme.

Tsuga Canadensis (Linn.) Caa'r. Hemlock, barli;.

Ustilago Maydis Leveille. TJstilago, entire finigous plant.

*Valeriana officinalis Lirui. Valerian, rhizome and rootlets.

*Veratrum album Linn. White hellebore, rhizome and rootlets.

Vei'atrum viride Alton. Veratrum, rhizome and rootlets.

Chemical constitutents but partially determined; physiological action

fairly well known:

*Gactus granUiflorus Liim. Cactus grandiflorus, branches.

Cannabis sativa Linn. var. Americana. American hemp, inflorescence.

Spigelia Marylandlca Linn. Pink root, rhizome and rootlets.

Chemical constituents regarded as well known; physiological action

not systematically investigated or Avell understood:

Acorns Calamus Linn. Calamus, rhizome.

^'Ksculus Hippocastanum Linn. Horse chestnut, bark and seed.
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Agropyrum repeus (Linn.) Beauv. Couch grass, rhizome.

Aralia racemosa Linn. Spikenard, root.

Arctium Lappa Linn, and some other species of Arctium, Burdock,

root and seed.

Asarum Canadense Linn. Canada snalve root, I'hizome.

Asclepias incarnata Linn. White Indian hemp, root.

Beberis vulgaris Linn. Barberry, bark.

Castanea dentata (Marsh) SudAvortli. Chestnut, leaves.

Caulophllum thalictroides (Linn.) Michx. Blue cohosh, rhizome and

rootlets.

Ceanothus Americanus Linn. Jersey tea, leaves.

Chelidonium majus Linn. Garden celandine.

Cornus circinata L. Heritier. Green osier, bark.

Cornus florida Linn. Dogwood, bark.

Cypripedium pubescens Swartz and C. parviflorum Salisbury, Ladies'

Slipper, rhizome and rootlets.

Epilobium angustifolium Linn. Willow herb, herb.

Eupatorium perfoliatum Linn. Boneset, leaves and inflorescence.

Eupatorium purpureum Linn. Queen of the meadow, rhizome and

rootlets.

Galium Aparine Linn. Cleavers, herb.

Helianthus annuus Linn. Sunflower seed.

Hepatica triloba Chaix. Liverwort, herb.

Inula Helenium Linn. Elecampane, rhizome and rootlets.

Heuchera Americana Linn. Alum root, rhizome.

*Kalmia angustifolia Linn. Sheep laurel, leaves.

Liriodeudron Tulipifera Linn. Tulip tree, younger bark.

Marrubium vulgare Linn. Horehoiuid, herb.

Matricaria Chamomilla Linn. German chamomile, flowers.

Melissa officinalis Linn. Lemon balm, herb.

Penthorum sedoides Linn. Virginia stonecrop, leaves and inflorescence.

Phoradendron flavescens (Pursh.) Nutt. Mistletoe, leaves and branches.

Phytolacca decandra Linn. Poke berries.

Polygonatum biflorum (Walt.) Ell. Solomon's seal, rhizome.

Polygonum hydropiper Linn. P. hydropiperoides Mich, and P. punc-

tatum Ell. Water pepper, herb.

Populus Balsamifera candicans (Ait.) Gray. Balm Gilead, buds.

Ptelea trifoliata Linn. Wafer ash, root bark.
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Itlius glabm Linii. Sumach berries.

Rliiis radicans Linn. Poison oalv. leaves.

Rumex crispiis Liiiii and some other species of Kinnex. Yellow dock,

root.

Salix alba Linn. White willow, bark.

Salix uigra Marsh. Black willow, buds and liark.

Sambucus Canadensis Linn. Elder flowers.

Sapouaria officinalis Linn. Soapwort, herb.

Scrophtdaria nodosa var. Marylaudica A. Gray. Fiywort. herb.

Solanum Dtilcamara Linn. Bittersweet, twiys.

Symphtuni officinale Linn. Conifrey, root.

Trifolitim pratense Linn. Clover (red), tops.

Viola Tricolor Linn. Pansy, herb.

Xanthoxylum Americanum Miller. Prickly ash. bark.

Zea Mays Linn. Cornsilk.

Chemical constittieuts btit partially deternnned; physiological action

not systematically investigated or well understood:

Ailanthus glandulosa Desf. Ailanthus. bark.

Aletris farinosa Linn. Unicorn root, rhizome.

Borago officinalis Linn. Borage, herb.

*Cactus Grandiflortis Linn. Cactus grandillorus. succulent liranches.

Castalia odorata (Dryander) Woods and Wood. White pond lily,

rhizome.

Cimicifuga raceniosa (Linn.) Nutt. Black cohosh, rhizome and root-

lets.

Citrullus vulgaris Schrader. Water melon seed.

Dioscorea villosa Linn. AVild yam, rhizome.

Erigeron Canadensis Liuu. Flebane, leaves and inflorescence.

Fraxinus Americana Linn. American White ash, bark.

Hamamelis Virginiaua Linn. Witch hazel, leaves and bark.

Iris versicolor Linn. Blue flag, rhizome.

.Tuglans cinerea Linn. Btitterntit-root, bark.

Juglans nigra Linn. Black walnut, leaves.

Larix laricina (Duroi) Koch. Tamarac, bark deprived of corky layer.

Leonurus Cardiaca Liini. Motherwort, herb.

Liquldambar Styraciflua Linn. Sweet gum, inner liark.
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Lycopersic-um esc-nlontniii ]\Iiller. Tomato, herb.

Lycopus Virgiiiiens Linn. Biigleweed, lierli.

Nepeta Cataria Linn. Catnep, herb.

CEnonthera biennis Linn. Evening primrose, herb.

*CEnanthe PheUandriuni Lam. "Water fennel, seed and fruit.

*Pi3eonia officinalis Linn. Peony, rhizome.

Panax quinquefolium Linn. Ginseng, root.

Populus tremuloides Michx. and P. alba. Linn. White poplar, bark.

Prunus Persicaria (Linn.) Seibold and Znccarina. Peach leaves.

*Ricinus communis Linn. Castor leaves.

Salix nigra. Marsh. Black willow, buds.

Solanum Carolinen.se Linn. Horse-nettle, Ijerries and root.

Solidago Canadensis Linn. Solidago Canadensis, leaves an<l in-

florescence.

Urtica dioica Linn. Nettle root.

Verbascum Thapsus Linn. Mullein leaves.

Viburnum Prunifolium Linn. Black haw. liark.

Chemical constituents regarded well knoAvn; phy.siological action

uninvestigated:

Achillea Millefolium Linn. Yarrow, leaves and inflorescence.

Agropyrum graveolens Linn. Celery seed.

Asclepias Syriaca Linn. Silkweed, root.

Aspai'agus ofiicinalis Linn. Asparagus, root.

'Carthamnus tinctorius Willd. American saffron, flowers.

Chrysanthemum Parthenium (Linn.) Pers. Feverfew, herb.

Dicentra Canadensis D. C. Turkey corn, tubers.

Equisetum hyemale Linn. Equisetum hyemale, herl).

Hydrangea arborescens Linn. Hydrangea, roots.

Hypericum perforatum Linn. Johnswort, herb.

Mitchella repens Linn. Squaw vine, herb.

Sabbatia angularis (Linn.) Pursh. Centaury, herb.

Solidago odora Alton. Golden rod. leaves and inflorescence.

Chemical constituents but partially determined: physiological action

uninvestigated:

Adiantum pedatum Linn. Maiden hair fern, frond.

Agrimonia Eupatoria Walt. Agrimony, herb.
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Ampelopsis quinquefolia Michx. American ivy, bark and small twigs.

Aralia nudicaulis Linn. American sarsaparilla, root.

Arena sativa Linn. Avena sativa, beads.

Calendula officinalis Linn. Calendula flowers and calendula berb.

Capsella Bursa-Pastoris Moencb. Sbepberd's purse, berb.

Celastrus scandens Linn. False bittersweet, bark.

Cbelone glabra Linn. Bahnony, herb.

Collinsonia Canadensis Linn. Stoneroot, rhizome.

Epiphegus Virginiana (Linn.) Bart. Beech drops, herb.

Gnaphalium obtusifolium Linn. Life everlasting, herb.

Juglans nigra Linn. Black walnut hulls, epicarp.

Lacinaria spicata (Linn.) Kuntze. Button snake I'oot, tuber.

Nepeta Glechoma Benth. Ground ivy, herb.

Ostrya Virginiana (Mill) Willd. Ironwood, heart wood.

Pimpinella Saxifraga Linn. Saxifrage, root.

Plantago major Linn. Plantain leaves.

Polymnia Uvedalia Liim. Bearsfoot, root.

Scutellaria lateriflora Linn. Scullcap, herb.

Spirea tomentosa Linn. Hard hack, leaves, etc.

Symplocarpus foetidus Nutt. Skunk cabbage, root stock.

Trillium erectum Linn. Bethroot, rhizome.

Viola pedata Linn. Violet herb, leaves, etc.

Chemical constituents undertermined; physiological action not sys-

tematically investigated or well understood:

Trifolimn repens Linn. White clover, inflorescence.

Xanthoxylum Americanum Miller. Prickly ash, berries.

Chemical constituents undetermined; physiological action uninvesti-

gated:

iEsculus glabra Willd. Buckeye, bark.

Aralia hispida Vent. Dwarf alder, root.

Betonica officinalis Linn. Wood betony, herb.

Crataegus Oxycantha Linn. Hawthorn, "berries."

Gentiana ochroleuca Froel. Sampson snakeroot, root.

Gentiana quinquefolia Linn. Five-flowered gentian, herb.

Impatiens aurera Muhl. and I. biflora. Welt., herb.
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Lignstnim vnlgare Linn. Privet, leaves.

Nymplmea advena Soland. Yellow pond lily, root.

Polemoninm reptans Linn. Abscess root, root.

Polytrichum juniperinimi Hedwig. Haircap moss, entire plant.

Rubns strigosus Miclix. Raspberry, leaves.

Seuecio anrens Linn. Life root, entire plant.

Sorghum saccharatmn (IJnn.) Persoon. Broom corn, seed.

Stylosantbes biflora (Linn.) B. S. P. Stylosanthes, herb.

Verbena hastata Linn. Vervain, herb.

3—A. OF OCIE.NCE.





Some Scientific Aspects of Tea Drinking.

Frank B. Wade,

An ancient beverage, and one now in more nniversal use than any

other, not even excepting beer, tea has many claims as a wholesome and

harmless adjunct to our meals.

Our English cousins, headed by that greatest tea merchant and good

sportsman, Sir Thomas Lipton, seem to have come to a better apprecia-

tion of "the cup that cheers but not inebriates" than we in America have

arrived at. You remember that, in Pickwick Papers, Sam Weller tells

us that they dranlv tea until they "swelled wisibly." Our English friends

at one time would even have compelled us to take to their favorite

beverage had not a party of well-meaning, but rather hasty, Yankees

dumped the first consignment of raw material into Boston harbor. Since

then we seem to have retained a rather illogical prejudice against an

excellent beverage.

Among its many virtues, not the least is that it supplies, in a harm-

less form, an adequate amount of water to the system. Physicians are

agreed that most of us habitually take too little liquid. Many functional

disturbances arising from this lack of water might be removed by acquir-

ing the habit of tea drinking. Another advantage to be derived from the

use of tea is in thereby obtaining water which is free from pathogenic

bacteria and which is partly softened by boiling. The sterilization of

the water and the removal of its "temporary hardness" are unmistakably

advantageous in places where there is any suspicion as to the piu-ity of

the drinking water or where it is excessively hard.

To persons of sedentary life, with digestive powers not of the strong-

est, the simple physical advantage of the heat-content of the cup of tea is

probably of material aid in facilitating natural digestion. It also acts as

a mild stimulant, on account of the presence of the alkaloid theine. Any

reasonable use of tea is unlikely to cause serious reaction from this

stimulant, and the benefits upon digestion, of the cheerful state of mind

produced by it probably more than compensate for any drain produced by

it upon the nervous system. In case of personal idiosynci'asy toward tea

it should, of course, not be used.
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The chief objection to the use of tea seems to me to arise not from

tlie theine content of the infusion, but from its tannic acid content when

not rightly prepared. As ordinarily prepared by estimable old ladies the

infusion of tea contains small amounts of more or less volatile oil, a

small per cent, of theine, some coloring matter, and loads of tannic acid.

Last year my landlady happened to be both estimable and orthodox and

prepared my tea in the regulation fashion. In order to convince her of

the error of her ways I carried over a test tube of lead acetate solution

and, calling her attention to my cup of tea, I precipitated a heavy mass

of bulky lead tannate in my cup, much to her surprise. On being in-

formed that the result Avas due to the presence of tannic acid in the tea

she exclaimed, "Why! I didn't think my grocer would do such a thing!"

I think she never quite forgave that grocer even although I explained to

her that the tannic acid gi'ew in the tea plant and that she herself

extracted it by long steeping. I had to get a tea ball and make my own

infusion at the table to get well-made tea. It is true they called me

"Miss" Wade after that, but I knew that the orthodox tea was fit only

to tan hides, and I had too much resi>ect for my interior to continue

its use.

A short time ago a friend and I visited a celebrated local Chinese

tea shop in order to test the quality of the tea. While the genial pro-

prietor, Mr. Moy Kee, slumbered peacefully in his x-eclining chair my
friend and I spied out the land in the rear of the curtain partition. Upon

a lighted gas stove a blue granite ware tea kettle was boiling merrily.

The proper amount of tea was put in a vessel, the boiling water poured

over it and almost immediately poured off into the china teapot in which

it was served to us. I do not. myself, particularly like the flavor of

Chinese teas, but this tea was Avell made and very free from a stringency.

We noticed upon the menu cards two interesting names of teas
—"Before

the Rain," and "After the Rain." I was at a loss to understand the der-

ivation of these names until next day at dinner, when, in discussing

her method of making tea with my new landlady she told me that her

method was just like Moy Kee's and that she found it very economical,

as you could get an excellent second cup of tea from the grounds by re-

extracting them. I knew then that my first cup of tea had been "Before

the Rain" and my second cup "After the Rain."

In order to show strikingly the difference in the tannic acid content

between tea prepared after the Chinese fashion of quick extraction by
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boiling water and tea prepared by long steeping I secured ten samples of

tea in the open market and extracted 4 grams of each in i liter of

water by both methods. (See table and photographs.) In the quicli ex-

traction process the half liter of boiling water was poured over the 4

grams of tea, allowed to remain 1 minute and then the infusion was

quickly strained into a clean flask. In the slow steeping process the half

liter of boiling water was poured over the 4 grams of tea and kept at

boiling temperature for about 5 minutes, then strained into a clean flask.

To each of the twenty infusions excess of lead acetate solution contain-

ing a few drops of acetic acid was added. In the ten flasks containing

quickly extracted tea scarcely any precipitate was found, while in the

ten flasks containing the same kinds of tea extracted by the longer

method very voluminous preciptates formed without exception. In other

words the tea made by the orthodox method of long steeping contained

vastly greater amounts of astringent material of the nature of tannic acid

than the other.

Many iD^ople halntually drink tea of this description and. having be-

come accustomed to it, do not like tea unless it is "strong enough to float

a flat iron." That they enjoy a fair measure of health is only another

tribute to the enormous resistive powers of the cells of the stomach lining.

That many people are unable to drink tea of this type, and so do not drink

any. Is, I believe, due to its tannic acid content, not to its content of

theine.

While most teas contain a slightly larger per cent, of theine than

coffee does of its alkaloid (caffeine), yet. when we consider the weight

per cup of dry material employed in making the two beverages, we see

at once that the alkaloid content of the cup of tea is really considerably

smaller than that of the cup of coffee. A teaspoonful of tea is liberal

for one cup. The ordinary amount of coffee per cup is a tablespoouful.

The coffee is denser than the tea, so the relative weights of coffee and

tea per cup are about in the proportion of 5 for the coffee to 1 for the .tea.

Three per cent, is a fair average for the theine in tea and 1 per cent, for

the caffeine in coffee, so the amount of alkaloid in the cup of coffee is

really greater than in the cup of tea, even if all the alkaloid is extracted

in each case. In reality the theine is not as completely extracted by a

one-minute exposure to boiling water as the caffeine is by the longer ex-

traction Avhich coffee always receives. So the well made cup of tea is in

truth only a delicatelj' flavored and colored cup of hot water.
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I think I may then conclude that tea, made by the method of quick

extraction with boiling water, affords a wholesome source of fliiid to the

body while at the same time it gives, ou account of its aromatic flavor

and slightly stimulating properties, a pleasure to its users which makes

it worthy of a far more extended use among us than it has yet reached.

Table I.

No. Name. Price. Taste. Color.

Lipton No.l

No.l, once used ..

Imperial

Gunpowder

Needle Japan

Oolong

Young Hysen

Mixed tea

Formosa

Uncolored Japan

$0 60

80

Mild and pleasant

.

60 Slightly aromatic, mild

Very aromatic, strong

Flat, astringent

Slight aroma

80 Aromatic, mild

... Aromatic, mild

90 Slightly aromatic, mild

80 1 Aromatic, slightly astringent

.

Black.

Green.

Green.

Black.

Black.

Green.

Black and (Treen.

Black.

Green.

*No.2flask broke. Not shown in photograph.
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Numbers 1, a, 4, 5, reading ti-om left to right.

Upper row in each picture show? result of long boiling

Numbers 6 to 10, reading from right to left.
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The Eadium Clock.

By R. R. Ramsey.

R. .T. Stntt (Fhil. 'Slag. G, 588, 1903) has devised a very simple little

device to show tliat a radium preparation takes on a positive charge due

to the P.-r.-iys. This consists of a radiiim iirei;aration enclosid in a thin

walled glass tube. The tube is suspended in a vacuum tube by means

of a quartz rod. To the lower end of the tube a gold leaf is suspended,

forming an electroscope. The B-rays cause the tube to become positively

charged, the L-rays being absorbed by the glass, the leaves diverge, and

if the gold leaf is allowed to touch an earthed plate the charge is taken

off and the process of charging begins over again with a regularity which

suggests perpetual motion. The term radium clock has been suggested by

some one as a name for the device. It was the original intention to ex-

hibit one here today.

The only successful one which I have been able to make is the one I

had when the title was sent in. Since the period of this one is about 48

hours, I have concluded your faith would be tried as much with the

exhibit as without. However, the tube is on the table. It was my hope

to be able to make one in a neat, short tube with a quick period which

could be used in front of a lantern. To accomplish this .50 mg. of 10,000

activity radium was placed in the tube. The quartz was discarded and

the tube set upon a block of hard rubber in the l)ottom of a test tube,

with the gold leaf hanging alongside of the radium tul>e. When ex-

hibited to a vacuum of lower pressure than my first tube, the gold leaf

refused to move. The tube was prepared again with a quartz rod be-

tween the tube and the hard rubber. This also failed to work. Since

the gold foil hung alongside the I'adium the li-rays were partially ab-

sorbed by the gold, thus neutralized the charge. At the last moment I

was forced to come back to the original form. This has failed to work,

probably due to dirt on the quartz rod. The essentials for success are

plenty of high activity radium, thin glass, containing tube hermetically

sealed, perfect insulation and a good mercury pump.
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The Use of Peat as Fuel.

By Benjamin W. Douglass.

Peat is that product of vegetable decay which we find composing the

soil of most of the swamps of temperate zones. We may expect to find

it any place where bog conditions exist. Europe, Asia and America con-

tain extensive bogs and it is estimated that the total area covered by peat

is many times greater than the total area of all known coal fields.

The peat bogs which occupy over 15 per cent, of the area of Ireland

have for centuries been the main source of fuel in that island. In fact

the term "peat" has become so intimately connected with Ireland that

popular fancy has imagined it to be characteristically and exclusively

an Irish product. As a matter of fact, a most incomplete survey indicates

that the peat fields of America exceed not only those of Ireland, but are

larger by nearly a hundred times than the combined bogs of all Eui'ope.

Thousands of square miles of peat of the finest quality exist throughout

the Northei'u States and Canada. New England has whole counties of it.

The Great Dismal Swamp of Virginia is one continuous peat bed. New
York, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Ihe Great Northwest contain deposits

of peat, the value of which is as yet almost unsuspected. In the bogs

where it occurs it is a closely matted, felt-like substance, very fibrous

and usually very wet.

Just as coal and wood exist in many varieties, we find similar varia-

tions in peat. In general all peat may be classed under one of two

varieties: The black peats, which are composed of the bodies of grasses,

sedges, and other large plants, and the brown peats, formed from sphag-

num and other mosses. It is the latter variety which forms the immense

beds of North America, and for the purposes of this paper it will be

understood that we refer only to this brown form.

In its pure state peat contains only such inorganic matter as was

present in the bodies of the plants from which it was formed. Impure

peat may contain other inorganic matter, as sand, clay, silt which has

been washed in from adjacent hills, or deposited by the overflow of

streams, as the location of the swamp would indicate.
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Tlie use of peat as a fuel by no means limits its range of useful appli-

cation; ardent experimenters have found many ways of utilizing this

humble stuff.

Where thorough drainage is possible, peat lands have proven ex-

cellent for agricultural purposes, though in most cases requiring the

addition of considerable quantities of potash. As a fertilizer peat has

been demonstrated to possess decided value and is so used extensively

today. From the more fibrous peats an excellent paper is prepared, large

works in Germany being devoted to its manufacture. As a disinfectant

A typical Peat bog-.

and deodorizer, powdered peat has been sold, under an assumed name,

for some years, and most excellent results have been obtained from it.

Indeed the range of possible use of this remarkable substance seems

almost limitless. It has been used as a substitute for charcoal in the

manufacture of fireworks, coarse heavy cloth has been prepared from it,

a recent patent claims its successful use as a substitute for papier-mache,

a serviceable cement has been made from its ashes, and within the past

year the agriculturists at an Indiana college have suggested the possible

value of peat as a stock food.

While the work of demonstrating these possibilities was necessarily

very great it has not been so extensive as the experiments which have

been made along the line of developing its use as a fuel.
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Crude peat, cut from the bogs with spades and piled in the open to

dry, has fed the tires of peasantry in Europe for centuries. Extremely

light and spongy in character, burning slowly, with only a moderate

amount of heat and considerable smoke, it made a very poor fuel

Till- rnnle process of Peat mining as practiced in many European couutries

indeed. Its great bulk, its friable character and the readiness with which

it absorbed water, made the problem of transporting it almost insur-

mountable, even had there been a market for so crude a fuel.

As the European forests were destroyed or protected from further

destruction by the governments, wood as a fuel became scarce and the

price of coal arose accordingly.
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As early as 1821 we find that German inventors bad directed their

attention to tlie problem of compressing peat. It no doubt seemed a sim-

ple problem to tliose first experimenters, as it has to most of the in-

vestigators of more recent times, but it was nearly three-quarters of a

Block of Peat from the surface of a hog, showing the Sphagnum Moss.

(Natural size.)

century before any practical process of briquettiug peat was devised.

Early inventors, not unlike some later ones, thought that peat could be

condensed and dried by simple pressure. Hundreds of thousands of

dollars were spent in demonstrating the fallacy of this theory, a fallacy

that is self-evident when once the character of the material is fairly

understood.
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As it comes from the bog, peat contains from 75 to 80 per cent,

water. The fibrous character of the substance prevents the removal of

this water by direct pressure and also accounts for the difficulty experi-

enced in drying the crude material by exposure to the air. Not only is

the moisture held between the fibres of the peat but it is contained in

the capillary spaces running through the fibres, and any successful

process of fuel making must contemplate the destruction of the fibrous

nature of the material.

At present, investigators are working on two general processes for

the conversion of peat into a marketable fuel. The older of these meth-

ods may be called the wet process and consists in breaking and grinding

the wet peat until it loses its fibrous structure and becomes almost like

clay in its plasticity. It is then moulded into blocks of convenient size

and allowed to dry spontaneously. In diying, the briquettes shrink to

about one-third their original size and become very dense and hard, and

when thoroughly dry contain only from 5 to 10 per cent, moisture. Crude

poat, that is, peat as it comes from the bog, can not be dried below about

20 per cent, moisture, owing to its iibrous nature.

Peat prepared in this general manner has long been a commercial

article in many European countries. Germany, Holland and Russia use

large quantities of it, and I am told that more than two million tons are

marketed yearly in Sweden.

Considering the progress which this industry has made in Europe

it is sui^prising that America is only beginning to utilize the vast stores

of this fuel with which she is so richly supplied.

In the natural transformation of peat into coal (for coal is but an ad-

vanced condition of marsh mud) three fundamental changes take place:

the peat is dried, compressed and carbonized. It was an attempt to im-

itate this natural process which led to the discovery of another way of

making peat briquettes. In this "dry process," as it is called, the peat is

first artificially dried and pulverized in machines constructed for that

purpose. This dry peat powder is then compressed under heavy pressure

into a hard, and dense briquette. While this process produces a briquette

of excellent quality, no compressor has as j^et been patented which is a

commercial success. The past few years have seen many dry peat-press-

ing machines offered on the market, all of which have failed either from

actual inability to do the work or from too gTeat cost of operation.
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Compared witli coal, briquettes made by either of the above proc-

esses have many advantages to offer. Calorimetric tests show that con-

densed peat possesses a fuel value equal to the best coal, and practice

proves that this fuel is available under ordinary conditions of burning.

The best of coal contains slate, shale, iron and other clinker-px'oducing

elements. Clinkers inhibit the supply of oxygen (air) and the carbon,

unable to burn, goes up the chimney in the form of smoke. On the other

hand, the very nature of its origin prevents the possibilty of clinker forma-

tion in a peat tire. The ashes of the new fuel, fine and soft as cigar ashes,

fall through the grate bars and allow a constant supply of fresh air to

pass through the fire, thus securing perfect combustion and practically

no smoke.

It has been urged against peat that it contained a high percentage of

ash-producing constituents. A marketable peat will contain from two to

ten per cent, of ash, pure coal from two to eight per cent. These are

the figures of the laboratory. As a matter of fact the average per cent,

of ash from a coal fire Is from 20 to 35 per cent, and in it is contained

not only ashes and clinkers but also quantities of unbnrned coal— the

result of choked gi-ate bars.

The almost universal absence of sulphur in peat renders it a far more

wholesome fuel than any of the soft coals. Indeed so mild is the smoke

produced from peat that it has been used in emergencies as a substitute

for tobacco.

In specific gravity, this condensed fuel will vary from about 1.10

to 1.05. In other words a ton of it will occupy about the same space as

a ton of hard coal.

While peat briquettes are not absolutely waterproof, they are rela-

tively so, for when once the fibre of the material is destroyed and it has

been allowed to dry, no amount of soaking will reduce it to its original

condition.

Recently some attempt has been made to combine peat with various

other substances. For one reason or another all of these mixed fuels

have failed. One of the most notalile of these combinations uses a certain

proportion of crude petroleum. As a result a pile of such fuel is constantly

liable to spontaneous combustion.

Mixtures of peat and anthracite dust have failed, owing to the neces-

sity of using an expensive "binder" to give the briquettes solidity. Aside
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from their high cost, binders iu fuel of this type have failed for two

reasons. The organic binders (as starch) burn more rapidly than the

fuel proper, and as a result much unburned matter falls through the grate

bars. On the other hand inorganic binders add so materially to the

resulting ash as to render their use impractical.

The most successful process of briquetting peat will be found to be

the one which is the least complicated, for simplicity will tend not only

to economical production but to practical operation as well.

In conclusion it is not too much to predict that the peat fuel in-

dustry in America will rival m magnitude the coal industry of today. It

is ditficult to conceive of the importance which this industry must have in

the development of onr great Northwest, but it is there, in a region

destitute of coal, though rich in every other respect, that we must expecr

to find the first and most extensive use of peat fuel.
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The Chronic III Health of Darwin, Huxley, Spencer, and

(tEorge Eliot.

By Robert Hessler.

(Abstract.)

This paper was an iiKjuiry into the chronic ill health of the individ-

uals mentioned in the title, based on a study of their life and letters, and

was illustrated by charts and diagTams. The paper was in line with

former ones read before the Academy, and showed how the influence of

city dust cropped out in the biographies of men and women.

The ability to live in a dusty city atmosphere differs greatly. Some

individuals are scarcely influenced by city dust, others are very suscepti-

ble and complain or suffer constantly. The list of disease and symptom

names used, e.'^pecially bj^ Huxley, is suggestive of dust infection—the

symptoms subsiding on going aAvay from the city and out into a good

atmosphere. The symptom names were shown in groups and their sig-

nificance pointed out. In a general way. living in a good atmosphere

meant health, while living in a polluted one meant ill health. Seeming

exceptions shotild be studied in the light of the experience of living indi-

viduals, susceptible to tne same influences. In a city the season of the

year and the direction and force of the wind have to be considered as

factors. The evil influence of the East Wind is frequently referred to; an

east wind means the blowing over of the dust and smoke from the heart

of the city. City dust may be brought to a country resident, as in a lot

of books from a city library; and where the books are read while in a

reclining position the evil influence of the dust may be quite marked.

A visit to a hall or room crowded with a mass of humanity may be fol-

lowed by an attack of ill health. Where the symptoms are more or less

continuous, nervous manifestations may predominate.

As a rule biographies dwell only lightly on the subject of health and

disease and references may be quite vague; the Life and Letters of

Huxley are an exception, and are worthy of a close study, especially by

those who are Influenced by city dust.
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The Wood Pulp Industry.

By M. D. Renkenberger.

Wood iinlp and the wood pulp industry have come to their present

importance within the last tweuty-five years. An increased iise of paper,

of which wood pulp forms a large per cent., appears not only in news-

papers and all kinds of common papers but in the manufacture of many

useful and ornamental articles. This Increased use of wood pulp in the

paper industry, tog-ether with the fact that the particular kinds of timber

used for pulp exist in limited amounts, makes it not only wise but abso-

lutely imperative that the matter of raising trees for pulp wood be con-

sidered. Unless, indeed, some substitute is found for wood pulp, this

matter must be taken up seriously in the States, and that within a very

few years.

The wood pulp industry tirst appeared as such in the census of 1870.

Since then the growth has been rapid and steady, the increase in the

value of raw material, for exam])le. in 1!X}0 being more than 50 per cent.

over the value of material consumed in 1S90. The growth of our export

trade in paper and pulp stock has been steady and healthful, amounting

in 1900 to a total of $G,674,29G, an increase of nearly 500 per cent, during

the decade. The grades exported are largely wood papers (especially

news), Avhile the usual imports are of the higher grades of book and fancy

papei's and specialties. The per ca])ita production of paper has increased

from 8.1 poiuids in 1860 to 56.9 pounds in 1900, the per capita value of

Avhich is now over $1.66. One author claims that more wood is con-

sumed in the form of pulp by the great paper making establishments than

is used by the combined railway sj^stems of our country.

The raw material for pulp comes chiefly from the spruce and poplar

of northei'n United States and Canada. At the enormous rate at which

this one industry is using up existing timber, to say nothing of the vast

drain made upon the virgin forests for lumber, fuel, etc., there will soon

come a time when either inferior grades will have to be used or a sub-

stitute be found. As yet few attempts have been made to raise trees for

pulp wood and as the consumption of wood for this purpose is enormous,

4—A. OFtSciENCB.
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and as the virgin supply is limited, the writer sees no reason, in view of

the steadily raising price of pulp wood, why the growing of trees for pulp

can not be made a profitable business in forest culture.

Historical.

From the earliest Egyptian papyrus to the paper of today the predom-

inant characteristic is that it consists of the enduring portion of vegetable

growth known as cellulose or pure fiber. All parts of plants have been

used for this piirpose and a list of raw material used for paper would in-

clude linen and cotton rags, jute, hemp, esparto gi'ass, wood pulp, clay,

straw, peat, cornstalks, and a half dozen others.

The discoveiy that wood could be converted into its component fibers

ami freed from ligniu, gums, etc., became the basis of modern paper mak-

ing and brought the wood pulp industry into prominence in a largely

forested country. The German process for making "ground wood" was

introduced into this country about the middle of the nineteenth century,

the soda process from England a century earlier, and the sulphite process

is an American invention of about 1867, and owing to its cheapness in

producing a strong cellulose fibre from spruce, its use has increased more

rapidly than that of the soda process. The first wood pulp made in this

country sold at 8 cents per pound; today the pi*ice of "ground wood" pulp

is about 1 cent per pound. The scarcity of rags and the cheapness and

abundance of the pulp supply in the great forests of spruce and other

woods caused the new material to be generally adopted. At first aspen

and basswood were preferred for paper making, but as the supply of these

woods was quite insufficient for the demand, coniferous wood vras tried,

and spruce soon came into the first rank for the purpose. This wide-

spread demand, which has steadily increased, has been one of the chief

causes of the destruction of large areas of forests—forests, too, in which

no steps were taken toward reproduction either natural or artificial. In

North America during the three years ending in 1894. 200,000 acres of

forests had been denuded to satisfy the demands of 210 paper factories.

Uses of Wood-Pulp.

The principal use to Avhieh wood pulp has been put is in the manu-

facture of the coarser kinds of printing, writing, and wrapping papers.

The use of the German process for making a ground wood fiber has

steadily increased, to a great extent superseding the use of rags, entirely
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so iu the manufacture of news and wall papers, very largely so in the

manufacture of book and wrapping papers and to a considerable propor-

tion in writing and other grades. In fact fifty per cent, of our paper is

manufactured from wood pulp.

Wood pulp is used for many other purposes besides paper malting,

sometimes usefully, at other times with doubtful advantage. Such are:

the use of compressed pulp bricks for construction purposes; its use in

textiles such as sillv and cotton; in pauelings and interior house decora-

tions; in celluloid, surgical bandages, car wheels, pulleys, paper boxes,

pails, barrels, etc.; for lilters in breweries and sugar factories; for fuel,

et'.'. As compared with paper making, however, these other uses of wood

pulp are only of subordinate importance and perhaps hardly consume one

per cent, of all the wood pulp thrown onto the market.

Raw Material and Preparation.

The raw material of Avood pulp is spruce, poplar, and in smaller

quantities various other woods such as balsam, hemlock, birch, according

to the location of the industry, the process employed, and the kind of

paper iu which the material is to be used. The varietj^ as to the kinds

of trees that have been used with varying success at various times and

places is extensive; such are soft pine (hard pine containing too much

resin), fir, spruce, balsam, hemlock, birch, large-toothed aspen, cotton-

wood, Carolina poplar, buckeye, basswood, box elder, quaking asp, beech,

bamboo, linn, willow, soft maple, catalpa and perhaps others—iu fact

any tree can be used, it is merely a question of relative value and rela-

tive expense. The kinds of timber most largely used in pulp manufac-

ture are soft, easily worked, light both in weight and color, possessed of

long fibers, not fading easily, and containing little resin or other infiltra-

tions. It wiU be seen that spruce among conifers and poplar among broad-

leaved trees possess the requisite qualities in a remarkable degree. In the

United States spruce forms 76 per cent, of all wood for both mechanical

pulp and chemical fiber. Poplar being softer (and used most for soda

fiber) forms 12.9 per cent, of all woods consumed in making different

kinds of pulp. Other unspecified woods for pr.-p or fiber make up the

remaining IJ.l per cent.

In the preparation of pulp, the wood should be worked up green and

the bark and defective parts must first be taken off. There are two

principal methods of reducing wood to pulp—the mechanical and the
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chemical. These two methods give different results as regards paper

manufacture, the product of the mechanical method, termed ''paper pulp''

being more gi'anular, whilst that of the chemical method, termed "cellu-

lose," is more fibrous, and hence stronger. In making the mechanical

pulp, the wood is cut into suitable lengths for grinding, the bark removed,

and the blocks held by hydraulic pressure against the edge of a rapidly

revolving sandstone and by attrition reduced to a mushy consistency.

The fiber as thus ground is passed through filterers of various fineness.

The fibrous mass is now brought to another machine, where the water is

pressed out, and it is cut into slabs, baled, and shipped to regular paper

mills without drying. The pulp so made is the basis of all lower grades

of paper. As already noted, the pulp industry has become an integral part

of the paper business, over half of the ground wood produced being made

into paper on the spot.

By the chemical process, which is more recent and more costly, but

which produces a much longer fiber, the finely ground wood fragments

are placed in large boiling tanks or digesters, lined inside with lead or

other acid-resisting material. Chemical pulp or "cellulose" is of two

Ivinds, depending upon the use of caustic soda (alkali) or calcium sulphite

(acid) to macerate the wood. It should be remembered that all chemical

processes of wood pulp manufacture are based upon the underlying

principle that the middle lamella and infiltrated material which sur-

rounds and holds together the individual fibers of wood is soluble and

produces a chemical reaction with certain aqueous solutions, notably that

of the bisulphite of lime. The problem is to apply the macerating liquid

under conditions Avhich will completely and quickly eliminate tlie infil-

trated substances without imnecessarily weakening the fiber, and for this

purpose the solution must be applied at a high but carefully governed

temperature and under a mechanical pressure that will force the chemical

solution into every pore of the woody structure, thus permitting it to

attack the non-cellulose matter in which the fiber is embedded and by

which it is permeated. The matrix thus loosened and dissolved is re-

moved by washing with water.

Where sulphite of lime is used, the wood fragments are boiled in sul-

phurous acid from 24 to GO hours under a pressure of about three atmos-

pheres. The soft, crumbling, reddish-yelloAv pieces are then pounded,

washed, filtered, and pressed into sheets about the thickness of paste-

board.
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When soda is used, tlie woods employed are usually softer, of mel-

lower fiber, and without much strength. The process is similar to that of

sulphite, except that in place of sulphurous acid a solution of caustic soda

is used iu the digestors. There are various other methods by which at-

tempts have been made to separate the wood fibers, most interesting of

which perhaps is Kellner's electrical process, in which the wood, boiling

in a solution, commonly salt, is subjected to electrical discharges. The

value of this px'ocess has not been ascertained, however. Of all the

chemical methods in use tlie sulphite method is by far the cheapest and

most satisfactory.

Characteristics and Advantages of Wood-Fibered Paper.

Ground wood with an admixture of from 10-2.5 per cent, of the

chemical tiber is used for newspaper stock, wrapping paper, and for manj'

of the lower grades of book, magazine and writing papers. For the very

best grades of paper, whether for printing or writing, an admixture

of sulphite with rag pulp is neces-'sary. For permanent records the author

is of the opinion that only rag pulp, and that of the best quality, should

be used. It is true that in from 15 to 20 years the "wood pulp" books,

papers, etc., will be greatly deteriorated and that for permanence some

other substance must be used. A writer in a recent number of the "Out-

look" suggests that publishing houses should print a special edition of

each publication on a special <iuality of durable paper, suitably resistant

both to chemical and mechanical wear and tear and thus preserve them

for posterity. Whether or not the people of our country are careless in

this matter, the fact remains that papers made from wood pulp and

especially mechanical fiber, are perishable, and that within a very short

time. Notwithstanding the great desirability for permanent copies of all

our good publications, the larger majority of printed matter will continue

to be discai'ded after the first reading—newspapers entirely so and

magazines and even books to a large degree at least at the end of six

months or a year. It is quite probable that the same prodigality would

exist if our papers were made of the scarcer rag pulp, but wood pulp is

not only cheaper than pulp made from rags, but it takes impressions

better, wears out type less and decreases the possibility of spreading

contagious diseases.
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Future Needs and Possibilities of the Wood-Pulp Industry.

Having given a more or less incomplete account of the production,

uses, supply, and present status of wood pulp let us now notice what this

enormous industiy means to our limited forested areas. Some idea of

the rapid destruction of our spruce forests for pulp purposes can be got

from the following: "A prominent New York newspaper uses 150 tons

of paper daily. To produce this amount of paper 225 cords of spruce

wood are consumed. It requires I3 cords of wood to produce one ton of

paper pulp. As the spruce ordinarily occurs in our northern mountains

it averages about 5 cords to the acre.'' This means that every day, for

this one newspaper alone, 45 acres of our mountain spruce are being

consumed. Of course in the best spruce stands, such as those of Saxony

and Bavaria, where large quantities of spruce are raised for pulp, it

grows in dense, pure stands and yields many times as much as the average

acre in this country, at the lowest about 20 cords. Even at that a single

edition of a metropolitan Sunday paper would use up more than 10 acres

of the very best spruce stand.

And again, from the Scientitic American of November 14, 1903: "It

has been estimated that nine novels had a total sale of 1,G00,C00 copies.

This means 2,000,000 pounds of paper. The average spruce three yields

a little less than half a cord of wood, which is equivalent to 500 pounds

of paper. In other words, these nine novels swept away 4,000 trees.

Is it any wonder that those interested in forestry look with anxiety upon

the paper mill?"

Paradoxical as it may seem however, in those countries that are

growing pulp timbers, the paper pulp manufacturer is the most powerful

ally of the forester in that he uses the thinnings of the forest which

begin while the forest is still young and continue throughout its whole

existence.

The situation of the pulp manufacturer is well given by one of our

most active foresters, John Gifford, who says: "The pulp manufacturer's

plant represents the investment of perhaps a million dollars, while the

plant of the lumberman is worth only about ten or twenty thousand dol-

lars. The lumberman owns the land not for the laud's sake, nor for the

amount and quality of timber the land is capable of producing, but for

the crop which covers it. He buys it. uses it, and then abandons it.

He pays taxes on it only during the process of reduction. The pulp
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man on the other hand, is tied to tlie soil. His heavy investment makes

him fearful as to future supplies. For this reason, with commendable

foresight, some of the pulp men are buying the land with the timber, and

are beginning to work the woods in such a way that future supplies may
be assured." It is foolish to suppose that our natural forests under pres-

ent management and weak attempts at planting will furnish a supply of

pulp wood for the future use of the people. Extensive correspondence

Avith paper pulp manufacturers in several States, including Minnesota,

Wisconsin, Michigan, New York, Ontario, Pennsylvania, and Indiana,

reveals the fact that all agree that the supply of our best pulp timber

must shortly give out, but few consider the matter seriously enough to

suggest any definite plans or directions for the present. At this date,

however, the author is informed that the United States Forest Service has

begun the investigation of the wood pulp industry, but have not yet pro-

ceeded sufficiently far to warrant a report on the subject. Our own State,

too, according to the statement of the secretary of the State Forestry

Board, intends to demonstrate on the Forest Reservation in Clark County

that growing timber for pulp industries would be a profitable thing on the

cheap lands of the State. Indeed, laud fitted for agricultural purposes

could not profitably be used for any branch of forest culture. Such waste

lands as could be profitably utilized in growing pulp wood exist in thou-

sands of acres all over our country. There are the numerous burnt-over

slash lands of our pine States; the arid wastes of many of our South-

western States; the unused agricultural lands of the New England States,

and the innumerable other tracts of unused, low-lying, light-soiled areas

throughout the A-alleys of the Missouri, Ohio and Mississippi rivers. As

nurse trees, in shelter belts, sand fixers, windbreaks, etc., trees which

make good pulp might also be grown.

In view of the facts: (1) that the demand for pulp timber has in-

creased wonderfully in the last few years, (2) that the price of raw mate-

rial, according to a well known authority, has increased 150 per cent,

within the last seven years, (3) that the native supply is limited and can

not last many years, (4) that the importable supply is inadequate in those

countries from which we could ship it profitably, and in countries such

as Canada, blessed with a great abundance of pulp timber, the prohibitive

tariff is so high (over $4.00 per cord) that we can not possibly afford to

have it brought in, (5) there is only a small probability that an abundant

and successful substitute can be found for the use of wood pulp in papers;
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—in view of the above facts and of the abuudance of unused land in our

country, the author is encouraged to believe that the time will soon come

when the growing of pulp timbers will be one of our recognized indus-

tries, and therefore has some hope of results from the application of the

following suggestions.

Suggestions, Recomexdatioxs, Estoiates, Etc.

Of the trees used for paper pulp, spruce, hemlock, and poplar are the

most widely used aud collectively furnish perhaps 90 per cent, of all

wood used either for ground wood or chemical fiber. Spruce is used

mostly for "ground wood" and sulphite pulp, forming as ground wood

aimosL the entire substance in newspapers, and as sulphite fiber from

10 to 25 per cent, of the stock in the better grades of printing and writing

papers. Spruce now brings from $9 to $11 per cord, and as it is rapidly

becoming a substitute for pine, its value will rise. It is recommended

that spruce be planted either in pure stands or mixed with poplar or

hemlock on the numerous burnt-over, non-agricultural lands in our north-

central States. According to a paper manufacturer of competent author-

ity, the virgin spruce forests of northern New York which were cut over

from 20 to 30 years ago are now affording spruce trees from 12 to 2-.)

inches in diameter and are being used for paper pulp with good results.

Hemlock, and especially the western hemlock, makes a good sul-

phite pulp, and, as the spruce supply fails, is steadily taking its place

not only as a lumber substitute, but, on account of its high cellulose con-

tent, in the wood pulp industry also. References to figures and state-

ments in well known publications will substantiate the statement that

the growing of spruce and hemlock for pulp wood on the available tracts

would be a profitable industry.

In this country the poplars furnish 12.9 per cent, of all woods used

for pulp of all kinds, being chiefly used for soda fiber mixed with from

10-20 per cent, of stronger pulp. Poplar pulp forms the chief material for

such papers as the Ladies' Home Journal and Youth's Companion. Sulphite

pulp alone would make too harsh a paper, while soda pulp alone would

make too weak a paper. Mixed together in the proper proportions, how-

ever, a paper characterized first by strength, second by softness and

delicacy is produced. The use of poplar for pulp is rapidly spreading in

the east-central States, great quantities being shipped in from the Caro-

linas and adjoining States. A forester of one State has recently said:
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"If I conlfl replace the maples in the State forest by poplars today I

n'ouUl do it gladly. It would lie worth tlunisaiids of dollars to the State."

Considering- the rapid growth and ease of propagation of the Popuhis

family, there seems ample excnse for estimating its probable snccess on

the cheap lands of our own State. In fact the author feels confident that

such trees as aspen, cottonwood, and its subvariety, Carolina poplar, can

not only be grown at a reasonable profit, but will make productive the

capital locked up in our low-priced, non-agricultural lands. The practica-

bility of planting depends upon the possibility of protecting the land

and the returu to be expected. The question of protection from insects,

stock, fire, etc., must be answered with respect to the individual case.

For the land which can be protected there remain to be considered the

cost of planting, the rate of growth, and the probal)le returns.

Estimates of Cost and Returns per Acre for Cottonwood.

The estimate following is intended to cover the cost and returns for

one acre of planted cottonwood on the cheap unused lands of Indiana.

Other members of the Populus family, such as aspen, may be planted on

waste areas with practically the same cost and yield. As cottonwood

does not form sutficient shade to keep oiit weeds and grasses, the Federal

Poorest Service advises that the understory should consist of box elder,

haclvberry, white elm, osage orange, or such shrul)s as wild plum, choke

cherry, wild currants and gooseberries.

The cottonwood seedlings, preferably yearlings, or better, cuttings,

can be ol)tained cheaply from nurserymen or may be collected by the

planter from the sandbars along streams. The seedlings or cuttings

should be planted where they are to remain permanently. Planting is a

very simple operation. It may be advantageously performed by a man

and a boy working together. The man, by driving a spade into the

ground, makes a slit, into which the boy slips a tree behind the spade:

the man then withdraws the spade, trampling the soil about the tree as

he advances to plant the next one.

Cottonwood plantations should be protected for at least five years

from grazing animals, and five or six plowed furrows free from weeds

should be maintained around the grove to keep out fire. If the under-

growth recommended by the Forestry Service is not planted, cultivation

for two or three years will be necessary.
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For the sake of definiteness, it is assumed tliat at the end of 20

years the stand will be sold on the stump for pulp wood. Indiana waste

land suitable for such purposes is classed as worth perhaps $12 per acre,

although the author is informed that many tracts in Greene, Monroe,

Brown, Lawrence, Owen and southern Putnam and Park counties can

be bought for less than .$12 per acre. For purposes of taxation, the

forestiy law of 1899 appraises such land at $1 per acre, making the taxes

practically nil. It will require 680 seedlings to plant the acre at a dis-

tance of 8 by 8 feet. The cost of these is estimated at $2, After the laud

is cleared, at the end of 20 years, the value doubtless will be as great as

at the beginning, but the value of the land is not taken into consideration.

Should $12 be added to the -$120 which it is estimated could be secured

for the timber product, it would simply increase by that amount the

profits of the transaction. The statement following shows the items and

amount of the investment for one acre:

Expenses on 1 acre for 20 years—

•

Cost of seedlings $2 04

Cost of transplanting at .$4..50 per 1.000 3 00

Value of land 12 00

Taxes at $1.80 per $100 3G

Cultivation for 2 years 2 40*

Total $19 8G

Amount at 3 per cent, compound interest, $35.87.

At the age of 20 years the average cottonwood is 14 inches in diam-

eter with a height of 50 feet. Studies made by the Forestry Bureau on

Cottonwood as a planted forest have shown that the yield in average

cases has been at least 30 cords per acre in 20 years. Other practical

foresters would harvest the crop in 10 or 12 years, thus securing less

coi'ds per acre, but owing to the sliorter period of investment a higher

annual per cent, on money invested. Under the 20-year plan, the 30 cords

would sell on the stump at not less than $4 per cord, bringing S120.

Deducting from this sum the amount at 3 per cent, compound interest,

$35.87, there remains $84.13 as a return on the investment over and above

that received from a 3 per cent, compound interest loan. This is equiva-

lent to a return of $4.20 per year from the time of planting to the tim?

'This e:p3n;e may be eliiniaated if c-over is planted as ree jmnendcJ ;ibjve.
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of cutting, a very satisfactory return considering the fact that it is

secured from land which is practically useless for any other purpose, and

which without a timber crop would be a source of constant expense for

taxes. The pulp wood crop not only gives a fair margin over and above

ordinary investments but it makes productive the capital locked up in the

land.

In this estimate the cost is the record of actual facts; the assessed

valuation, such as could be obtained under the present forestry law of

Indiana; the rate of interest, the average per cent, that money returns

to its owner above taxes; the rate of growth, the average of planted Cot-

tonwood in the Mississippi Valley and the price less than that which has

already been received where fair access was haa to market.

Since the estimate is based upon present conditions, it more nearly

applies to a plantation established 20 years ago, and to be marketed now,

than to one established now and to be marketed 20 years in the future.

Wood prices, according to B. E. Fernow in the Forestry Quarterly, vol.

Ill, No. 1, have steadily risen and are now rising much faster than in the

period before 1890. This same authority says further that the rate of in-

crease in wood prices in general will be at least at the rate of 2 to 3 per

cent, per annum for the next 20 years. This means that the return on the

investment would be proportionately greater.

Besides the financial advantages from raising pulp trees, the general

advantageous influences incident to forested areas would be more largely

secured and our State would be more diligently doing her share towards

the proper reforestation of areas which should naturally be in forest.

The progress is encouraging, investigations are being made and many

others are being planned. Both pulp men and foresters are taking an

increased interest in the matter, and in many other ways the indications

are that the industry of growing pulp wood will eventually occupy a

prominent place among the profitable employments in the States and

Provinces bordering our Great Lakes.

At this point the author wishes to express his indebtedness to the

botanical depai'tment of Wabash College for substantial aid in collecting

statistics and in numerous other ways materially assisting in the prepara-

tion of this report.

Crawfordsville, Dec. 1, 1005.
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XoTES AND Photographs of the Development of a Buzzard.

By D. W. Dennis and W. O. Petry.

Throughout southwestern Ohio and southeastern Indiana the turkey

buzzard, Cathartes aura, is a common bird, but the nests are seldom

found. Accordingly we were glad to learn in April, 1905, that during

each of the preceding four summers a pair of these birds had nested

only a few miles away. We expected that the nest would be again used,

and on the 22d of April visited the place; we found that two eggs had

been laid and that incubation was in progress. The bird on the nest

hissed when approached, and would not leave the nest until forcibly dis-

turbed; she then ran out and flew away, but soared about overhead until

we went away, when she almost immediately returned to the nest.

This nesting site is about four miles east of New Paris, Ohio; it is

near a small creek and in a very hilly country. It is at least a half mile

from any house or highway, on the edge of a rather open woodland. The

nest itself was in a hollow sycamore log (Fig. 1) nearly five feet in diam-

eter at the butt; the cavity extends back about eight feet, where it has

a diameter of about two feet, and there it terminates abruptly. This

cavity contained a quantity of dirt and rotten wood, but nothing from

which to make a nest had been carried in. A hollow had been scratched

in the debris at the extreme end of the cavity and the eggs laid in it.

They were rather conical in shape, a little larger than a hen's eggs, and

were white, splotched with brown.

On May 17th both eggs hatched. The young birds were very helpless;

they could not stand in an upright position for aliout three weeks. That

part of the hea'd and neck usually bare in buzzards and a line down the

center of the throat and breast were bare. The bill was very large and

its tip was sharply hooked. After the young were hatched the old birds

were never seen about the nest, though they were frequently seen "ooz-

ing" around overhead.

We were unable to learn when the young were fed. On May 27th we

went with a party of students to examine and photograph the birds and
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nest. After photographing the nesting place (Fig. 1) the camera was

placed in the end of the log and a flash light of the young birds in the

nest was secured (Fig. 2). The birds were then removed from the nest,

photographed at closer range a number of times (Fig. 3), and replaced

in the nest. They offered no resistance whatever and seemed little if at

all frightened.

On June 3d and June 9th other photogTaphs (Figs. 4 and 5) were

taken. The birds had by this time become larger and much more active

than before; on the latter date when they were placed in the end of the

log they at once hurried to the darkest corner. Also on this latter date

they first attempted to defend themselves by vomiting up a portion of

their food. It may be easily guessed that this is a very efficient means of

defense.

On June 13th, when we next visited the nest, we found but one bird

in it. The tenant of the farm afterward told us that several days before

he had noticed that one of the birds was dead and had removed it from

the nest. The remaining one was in no way injured and we were unable

to learn what had killed the other. We removed and photographed the

living one (Fig. 6). At this time, 32 days after hatching, the black pri-

maries and tail feathers were beginning to appear but were not conspicu-

ous enough to show in the photograph.

By July 1st the black primaries had become very noticeable, as

shown by Fig. 7. When the bird had been pulled to the end of the log

with a stick, it was usually seized by the tips of the wings and can-led

out to the front of the camera, which had previously been set up in a

suitable place. When it had been set down it would always stretch its

wings to their full extent before folding them. Figure 8, taken when the

wings were thus extended, shows well the black feathers in the back,

wings and tail.

Figs. 9 and 10. taken July 9th, and July 15th, respectively, show the

gradual change from white to black. By the latter date the back had

become almost entirely black, but the breast and belly were still pure

white. The bill had become more slender and more sharply hooked. The

bird Avould now strike vigorously with its bill at anything that dis-

turbed it.

Fig. 11 was taken July 23d. This was 67 days after hatching; the

wings and back were entirely black and there were many l»lack feathers
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on the breast and belly. The head was bare with the exception of s^hort

down on the back part. The bill was still of a dark color, though chang-

ing toward reddish.

On July 30th, when we returned, the bird was in the stump at the

butt end of the log; it was easily caught and placed in a position favor-

able for photographing, when suddenly it sprang off the log and flew

away; its flight was difficult and at no time more than 20 feet above the

ground; after flj^ing about 100 yards it alighted on a fence; we at once

followed it with the camera, hoping to get close enough to get a good pic-

ture, but whenever we approached within about 50 feet it would again

fly. We finally secured a picture (Fig. 12) at about 40 feet distance. At

this time, 74 days after hatching, the bird was almost entirely black, and

fully as large as an adult bird; a little of the white down still remained

on the sides, about the neck and legs and on the under sides of the wings;

from a distance one would have been unable to distinguish it from an

adult.
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Observations of the Total Solar Eclipse of August 30th,

1905.

By John A. Miller, Indiana University.

Early in the year llIU") the Observatory of Madrhl ituhlished ilelailed

information regarding the eclipse that Avas to occnr on August 30th of

that year. Among other things this '•Memoria" contained the results of

a long series of observations of the prevailing meteorological conditions

of many stations well distributed along the path of totality in Spain.

The state of the sky in the immediate vicinity of the sun had been ob-

served daily from 12:30 to 1:30 p. m. (the time at which the eclipse oc-

curred) from the 15th of August till the loth of September. The results

of these observations, as well as the data gathered by the regularly estab-

lished meteorological stations, touching the mean relative humidity, mean

temperature, the velocity and direction of the prevailing winds, etc., had

been ta1)ulated. From these data it appeared that the probability of clear

weather in the eastern half of the belt was exceptionally large, and

indications for good eclipse weather were perhaps best in the regions near

Ateca. Almazan and Daroca. The eastern half of the belt of totality in

Spain held about 50 eclipse stations, established by astronomers from

every nation of Em-ope. from the United States, and Mexico. The Lick

Observatory expedition was located near Ateca: the United States Naval

Observatory at Daroca. The ol)servers from Kirkwood Observatory.

Indiana University. Bloomington. Indiana, chose Almazan, Spain a

small town northeast of Madrid in the Province of Soria. The approx-

imate position of this station is longitude=13 m. 5<i sec. W. of Greenwich,

latitude=41° 10'.

The party consisted of Professor W. A. Cogshall, of Indiana Univer-

sity; Messrs E. C. Slipher, F. A. Cruli, and C. J. BuUeit, students of the

university; Professor A. F. Kuersteiner, Mrs. Miller, and myself. "NVe

were assisted in the manipulation of our instruments on the day of the

eclipse by Mr. and Mrs. Charles "W. Thompson of California, and Senores

Louis Nebot, Francisco .Todra, Victor Jiemenez. and Esteban ]Milla, of

Almazan.
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The observations planned were: (1) Phntosraiilis of the corona; (2) a

I
hotographic srarch for intra-nKreurial iihinets; (3) a photograph of the

spectrum of each of the flashes, and a photograph of the spectrum of the

corona during totality.

For photographing the corona we iised four different cameras. The

first was a "tintype" lens kindly loaned us by Mr. Spratt of Bloomiugton.

It has an aperture of two and one-half inches and a focal length of eight

inches. Throe plates were exposed in this camera and on them we hoped

Fitj. I. Tlie I'olar Axis Carrying the Short Focus Caiiieias.

to got long, faint coronal streamers. The second was a portrait lens of

the Petzval pattern, of five inches aperture and focal length twenty-eight

inches. This is an exceedingly good lens and gives superb definition over

a small area and is very rapid. In this camera we exposed five plates,

varying llie exposure from two to S4 seconds, hoping to get detail of the

outer corona and in the longer exposures to detect the presence of faint

streamers. The lens of the third camera is the visual objective of the old

telescope used by the late Professor Kirkwood and others for many col-

lege generations. Its diameter is three and one-half inches and its focal
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cameras, together with a spectroscope, were mounted on a wooden polar

axis that was built at the camp.

The objective of the fourth camera has a diameter of nine inches and

a focal length of GO feet. This lens Was constructed by Mr. O. L. Petit-

didier. The front lens is of the ordinary crown glass, and the back lens

of a boro-silicate flint. Quoting Petitdidier from a letter to the writer:

"From the point of view of constants they (the pieces of glass) leave

nothing to be desired, as the proportional dispersion is practically the

same in all parts of the spectrum, so that we should have a perfect

achromatic.'' When the sami^les of the boro-silicate came, however, it

was found that it had a decidedly yellow tinge. It was found also that

its composition was luistable, and that it oxidized very rapidly in the

presence of moisture. After a conference with Mr. Petitdidier, however,

we decided to have our lens made of the boro-silicate flint, and to seal it

in an air-tight box as soon as it was finished, and to open the box only

a few days before the eclipse. Petitdidier had much ditficulty in polishing

the lens, owing to the fact that it oxidized so rapidly. He found after

much experimenting, a solution that would remove the oxidation without

affecting the surface. It was with some misgiving that we shipped the

lens, but we found on opening it that it had not tarnished in two months,

and the surface on the day of the eclipse was as perfect as the day the

lens was finished. The air was very humid on the days following the

eclipse, and the boro-silicate flint had begun to tarnish slightlj^ Avhon the

lens was packed for shipment home.

This camera was mounted horizontally and fed with a coelostat. A
light-tight tube, the outer and inner walls of which Avere of white canvas

and building paper respectively, and which were separated four inches,

led from the objective to a dark room in which the plates were exposed.

Neither the plates nor the lens was in contact with the tube. The entire

instrument was covered with an A tent of white canvas. The plate-

holders containing the plates were fastened to a large hexagon, which

the operator could revolve at Avill upon an axis which was parallel to the

earth's axis. It was provided with a stop which enabled the operator to

bring the plates for the successive exposures quickly and accurately into

position. All the slides had been drawn from the plate holders before

totality began. The hexagon as well as most of the mechanical parts of
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the coelostat, were designed and constructed l)y Professor Cogshall.

Six exposures were made in this camera, of duration one-half second, two

seconds, forty seconds, one minute, fifteen seconds, and one-half second.

The plates used were Seed's 27, gilt edge, heavily backed.

If there be intra-mercurial planets, and if tliey. as do all other bodies

of the solar system, move in the plane of the equator of the body around

wliicli they are revolving, and. if they are from the sun about the distance

Fig:. II. (General view of the camp. Intra-Mercurial camera.s to the left, the sixty-foot

camera in the center and short focus cameras to the right.

required by Bode's Law, the major axis of their apparent paths as seen

from the earth on the day of the eclipse should have subtended an angle

of 23° and the minor axis al)out 3°. We decided to photograph this region

in duplicate. For this purpose we used six cameras of 13G inches focal

length, four of which had an aperture of 34 inches and were made by

Petitdidier, and two of which had an aperture of 3 inches. These were

built by the Alvan Clark and Sons Coii)oration. These lenses were cor-

rected for the niinimum focus a -^47o0, which is well within the region

for which the Seed 27 plates, which we used, are most sensitive. All
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the cameras -were mounted on the same polar axis. They were mounted

in pairs, each pair covering in duplicate six and one-half degrees, so

that the three pairs covered in duplicate a region along the sun's equator

twenty degrees long and six degrees wide. By a series of experiments

we had found that a plate exposed in one of these cameras for three

minutes and forty-five seconds, at a time when the sky was as dark as

Fig. 111. The cuclo&t;it and iiiue-ineh leuse of the sixty-fuot camera.

it was estimated it would be at the time of totality though fogged some-

what by the skylight would show more and fainter stars than if exposed

for a shorter time. We had made exposures varying from one to four

minutes in the vicinitj' of Regulus when it was near the meridian begin-

ning when Polaris was just visible to the unaided eye. We decided to

expose the plates for the intra-mercurial planet for thr^e minutes and

twenty seconds.
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. . .

The weather on the day of the eclipse was disappointing. For two

hours before totality the entire sky was covered by light, though un-

broken, clouds. At the time of totality, however, the clouds in the im-

mediate vicinity of the sun appeared to break away, and the inner corona

shone through light, drifting clouds. No clear sky was visible, however,

within several degrees of the sun, neither Mercury nor Regulus could be

seen from this station. During the morning a moderate wind prevailed,

the general direction being W. N. W. The first contact was, neglecting

seconds, at 11:41. The weather conditions during the eclipse, as obserA^ed

and recorded by Mr. Thompson were as follows:

Local M. Time.
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resulted from good seeing. The longest extension of the corona that we
obtained was about three-fourths the sun's diameter.

The exposures of one-half second with the GO-foot lens showed the

prominences overexposed, while the exposure of two seconds was too

sliort to register more than a suggestion of the inner corona. The ex-

posures given in the 50-inch camera, viz., 24 seconds, 29 seconds, 1S4 sec-

onds, and 25 seconds, were about right, and the results obtained with this

Manuel, The Carpenter.

lens are more satisfactory than any others with the short-focus lenses.

The exposures given in the portrait lens, viz., 2, 24, 29, 84, and 16 sec-

onds, were too long. All plates exposed except the fourth in the portrait

lens, which was a lantern slide, were Seed 27, and all were heavily

baclied to prevent halation. Of the small cameras the negatives of por-

trait lens, suffered most, because the part of the corona that ^^e hoped

they might contain was covered by the clouds. The negatives made with

the fifty-inch camera are particularly good and hold a wealth of complex

detail. An examination of these negatives shows that the coronal struc*
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ture is more complex than in 1900. In particular that the polar streamers

instead of being radial, are bent and interlaced, and in every case long

coronal streamers are above the prominences.

The plates exposed for the intra-mercurial planets are heavily fogged,

as one vs^ould expect from a sky covered with bright clouds, but not so

badly as to obscure faint star-images. I believe that a plate of the sen-

sitiveness of the Seed's 27. which we used, can be exposed three minutes

Fig. IV. The Intra-Merciirial PlanetlC'aineras.

without serious fog at a time of a total solar eclipse. Our sky Avas so

cloudy that it is unreasonable to expect star-images on these plates.

We examined two of them hurriedly (the ones on which Regulus should

have appeared), but found no star-images. The photograph of the corona

on one of the intra-mercurial plates showed longer extension than on any

other plate we exposed—due perhaps to the shifting of the clouds during

the long exposure.

The corona impressed me as being brighter than in 1900. The effect

on the clouds of the light from the eclipsed sun was peculiarly striking,

and from a spectator's point of view was very beautiful.
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The indescribable deep blue of the great clouds, bordered with what

any one but an eclipse observer would call a silver lining, was totally

unlike anything I liave ever seen, and was strikingly beautiful.

The expedition is under many obligations. The Indiana University,

The Indianapolis News and the Reader Magazine bore the expenses of the

expedition. While the authorities of the university and the managers of

the News gave kindly counsel and aid, Professor Cogshall, conjointly with

the writer, worked incessantly for the success of the undertaking from the

beginning to the end. Messrs. Slipher, Crull and BuUeit were with us

three weeks before the eclipse occurred and rendered daily and indispens-

able assistance; while the entire staff of ol)servers contributed materially

to the success of our plans. The Spanish government admitted our in-

struments free of duty, the alcalde (mayor) of Almaziln rendered timely

and efficient aid in the selection of the site for onr camp, and in the pro-

tection of our instruments. Benj. H. Ridgely, American Consul-General

at Barcelona, manifested in every way a kindly and intelligent interest

in the Avork of the expedition.
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Corona of August 29, 1905, exposurelin the Kirkwood 50- inch camera, magnified.
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Irrelevvnt Factors in Bitangentials of Plane Algebraic

Curves.

By U. S. Hanna.

Three years ago I presented, a paper to the mathematical section of the

Academy dealing with tlie proof of a formula used by Mr. Heal in an ar-

ticle published in the Annals of Mathematics, vol. VI, page 64. This

formula was used, by Heal in freeing a bitangential of the plane quintic,

which lie had developed in a previous paper in the Annals, vol. V, page 33,

from an irrelevant factor, the square of the hessian of the quintic. Since

then I have continued the study of the subject and wish to present an in-

teresting result in the light of Heal's work.

Taking the general equation in the symbolic notation

(ai xi + aa X2 -^ a.s xs)" = a.x" = bx° = Cx" = • • = o, ( 1

)

for the n-ic and deriving the first polar, with respect to tlie n-ic, of any

point y, we have

(ai xi + as X2 + as xs)" (ai yi -j- as ys + a,3 ys) £Z ax" ^ ay = o, (2)

Any point on the line through the points x and y may be represented

by ^ X -)- // y, where /I and // have a fixed ratio for any particular point. If

X be a point on the n-ic and y be a point on the tangent to tlie n-ic at the

point X, then we have equations (I) and (2) satisfied by the points x and

y respectively, and equation (2), as an equation in y, represents tlie tan-

gent to the n-ic at x. If, in addition to these conditions, the point

?!. X -f /' y lie on the n-ic, we must have from (1)

pAx-(-//yj = ('^ax -|- /'ay)" = o,

from which, by virtue of (1) and (2), we get

n (n — 1) „ „ . „ ,
n (n — 1) (n — 2) „ , ., ,

ax"-2 ay2 A»-2
-I ^ L ax""'^ ay'' A"-3 // -f

•••
-f-

2 !

"'^ "^ '

3 !

naxay"-! ^"-3 _|_ ayU ^n-2 — q _ _ (3)

Equation (3) is an (n-2)-ic in / and u which gives the positions of the

remaining n-2 intersections of the tangent to the n-ic at x with the n-ic

itself. In order that this tangent be a bitangent the discriminant of equa-

tion (3) must vanish. This discriminant is a function of x and y, and if y

6—A. OF Science.
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can be expressed in terms of x, then the discriminant becomes a bitan-

gential of tlie n-ic. It has been shown by Jacobi and Clebscli that this is

always possible.

We shall write equation (3) as

Ao A>i-2 + (n — 2) Ai A»-3 ^ + ^" ~
^2 !^ ~ ^^

^' '^""^ ^'^ + " "^

(n — 2) An-3 V"3 + A„-2 u"-2 = o, ... (4)

where we have

_ n(n-l)
, 2 „ 2 Ai - "" ^^^:^^ a " •^ a «

If equation (4) is a quadratic, tliat is, if tlie n-ic is a quartic, the dis-

criminant of (4) is

— ^ (Ao A2 — Ai2) = O,

and after y is expressed in terms of x there is no irrelevant factor.

If the n-ic be the quintic, the discriminant of (4) is

- 1^ (G2 + 4 H-') = O,

where we put H = Ao A2— Af and G^ Ag M— 3 Ao Ai A2 + 2 Af , and the

y can easily be expressed in terms of x for the functions G and H, but tlie

result contains the square of the hessian of the quintic as an irrelevant

factor. This factor can be discarded without difficulty by putting

G2 + 4 H- = An ] (Ao All — Ai Ao)^ — 4 (Ao A2 — Af ) (Ai A.3 — A;

and then expressing y in terms of x for each parenthesis separately.

If the n-ic be tlie sextic, the discriminant of (4) is

ff (F - 27J2) = O,

where I = An A4 — 4 A Ai, A3 -f- 3A2 and A;^ J = Ao H I — G^ — 4H\

There is no difficulty in expressing y in terms of x for tlie function I,

and therefore, by multiplying and dividing the discriminant by Af,, we

can immediately write a bitangential of the sextic by substituting the re-

sults obtained for the quartic and quintic in

^56
A5^1 A;i P _ 27 (Ao H I - G2 - 4 H^)

I
= O.
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But this bitangential of the sextic contains the sixth power of the

hessian of the sextic as an irrelevant factor. In order to free it from this

factor, we put

J = (Ao A2 — AJ ) A4 — ( Ao A3 — Ai A2) A8 + ( Ai A3 — Ai ) A2,

and then express y in terms of x for the function J. The work involved

in this last step is very long and tedious. These results can be used in

developing a bitangential of the septic, but two additional functions

will have to be developed, the work in which is almost beyond the range

of possibility.
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On the Weathering of the Subcarboniferous Limestones of

Southern Indiana.

By E. R. Cumings.

The subcarboniferous (Mississippian) limestones of southern Indiana

comprise three formations Icnown in the ascending order as the Harrods-

burg, Salem (Bedford) and IMitcIiell Hmestones, and having a combined

thickness of at least 350 feet. These rocks are in the main very pure car-

bonate of lime. Some shaly layers are to be found in the Harrodsburg

and Mitchell limestones Avhich may contain very little lime; and the

Harrodsburg is rather lower in the per cent, of lime carbonate than the

other two formations. Analyses of the Salem limestone show from 97.9

per cent, to 98.4 per cent. CaCoa, with the balance consisting of magne-

sium carbonate, and oxides of iron and aluminum, with traces of silica

and other substances. Analyses of Mitchell limestone show from 96.65

per cent. CaCOs to 99.04 per cent., with the balance consisting of mag-

nesium carbonate, iron, aluminum, and silica as in the Salem limestone.

Satisfactory analyses of the Harrodsburg limestone are not at hand. Of

these limestones the Salem is the most constant in composition and is on

the average the highest in i^er cent, of CaCoj.

In texture the three limestones vary widely. The Harrodsburg is

rather thin bedded, coarse-grained, fossiliferous, in some cases decidedly

crystalline in structure, and contains geodes abundantly, in the lower por-

tion especially, and bands and knots of chert. There are layers and

lenses of shale. The Salem limestone, on the contrary, is, as is well

known, almost without bedding planes. It is a massive, oolitic or gran-

ular-crystalline, close-grained rock frequently cross-laminated and quite

free from geodes and chert. Its fossils are usually minute, foraminifera

and small ostracods predominating. The Mitchell limestone is in the

main thin-bedded, hard, fine-grained, sometimes almost lithographic, with

frequent alternations of shaly layers. It is in general unfossiliferous.

Bands and knots of chert are very common, but geodes are infrequent.

All these limestones are conspicuously jointed. The Mitchell shows

the cleanest and most numerous joint planes; but the best examples of
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deeply opened joints are to be found in the Salem. The joints run

nearly east and west and north and south. In other words, one set runs

with the dip, and the other with the strike. The dip joints are the most

conspicuous.

The weathering of these limestones does not differ in essential fea-

tures from that of limestones in general, except as it is influenced by

local conditions of temperature, rainfall and drainage, and by the ex-

ceptional purity of the rocks. It is to be expected that a nearly pure

carbonate of lime, in a region of rather copious rainfall and mild climate

would weather almost entirely by solution and other chemical processes,

rather than by mechanical processes. The limestones in question exhibit

the effects of solution on such an extensive scale as to warrant calling

particular attention to them; and it is for this reason that the present

paper has been prepared. To this end attention lias been called to the

composition, texture and structure of these rocks, even at the expense

of repeating descriptions already many times recorded in the literature

of Indiana geology. It is only by understanding tlie intrinsic nature of

a rock that we can correctly appreciate and explain its metamorphism,

whether it be in the zone of weathering or in the deeper zones.

The chief agent of weathering in the present case is meteoric water

charged with COo and with organic acids (humic acids). The normal

annual rainfall in the region under consideration is 42 inches (somewhat

more in the southern counties), rather evenly distributed throughonr the

year. The largest average precipitation has been in the month of July,

while the minimum has been in the fall months—September, October,

November. The mean annual temperature is 52° F. The topography of

the limestone region excepting its eastern and western borders is undu-

lating, and of rather mild relief. Rolling uplands in which the larger

streams are rather deeply intrenched are the characteristic features. The

conditions are therefore such as to admit of a comparatively copious

entrance of water into the rock and free egress at lower levels into the

main streams. Such conditions favor solution. Solution has also been

favored in the past by the heavily forested condition of the region before

its settlement by the white race.

The water which finds its way to lower levels in the rock than can

be tapped by the local drainage is frequently returned to the stirface

along joint planes in the deep valleys on the western border of the region.

A notable instance of this is the French Lick Valley, which must derive
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its mineral waters, now rendered famous by extensive exploitation, from

the uplands of the Mitchell limestone, some fifteen or twenty miles to

the eastward. These waters. Avhich reach the deeper zones of flow, are

always strongly impregnated with mineral salts. Much of the mineral

water of the Frencli Lick A'alley comes from a depth of 400 to 500 feet.

Owing to the depth to which it descends and distance which it travels,

the water has been brought into intimate contact through a consider-

able interval of time with these eminently soluble limestones and its

highly mineralized condition is an evidence of the vast amount of ma-

terial removed from them, most of which, however, has undoubtedly been

derived from a comparatively superficial zone.

The most conspicuous effects of solution are those produced at or

near the surface of the roclv. and it is these that the photographs pre-

sented hereAvith illustrate. In quarry openings Avhere the rock has

been taken down along a joint plane, so as to expose the wall of one

of these avenues of groimd-water. the effects of solution are sliown in

greatest perfection of detail. The dip joints are often greatly enlarged,

their walls pitted and honeyconil)ed. and traversed by arborescent sys-

tems of small openings tln-ongh wliicli the carbonated waters have eaten

their Avay; and the once solid rock is reduced to a crumlding earthy sulj-

stance stained and rusted with iron. Where two joints (dip and strike)

intersect, the enlargement is ;ipt to be greatest, giving origin to funnels,

narrowing gradually downward, and showing in a beautiful way the

method of formation of sinkholes, which are only such funnels of solu-

tion grown large.

Wliere the surface of the limestone has been denuded of soil, for

(luarrying piu-poses. it is foimd to l)e corroded to a remarkal>le extent.

Every dip joint now becomes a I'agged furrow, and between joints the

rock rises in hummocky ridges, the hog-backs of quarrymen. Points and

knobs and mushroom-like projections meet the eye at every turn—be-

wildering in variety and imix»ssible to describe. The hog-backs frequently

stand as high as a man's head, and their flanks are scarred and scored by

the all i>ervasive attack of the dissolving water.

Except where the activities of man or nature have removed it, a

blanket of red soil overlies and hides this marvelous complex of cor-

roded rock. The red soil or clay is the minute remnant of the original

rock, left after the lime carbonate has been carried away in solution by

the water. It is the insoluble residue. So complete has been the removal
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of the lime that this residual soil requires the addition of lime to render

it fertile. A handful of soil may be treated with acid without giving an

appreciable effervescence, even though the soil be taken from within an

inch of the limestone. Analysis of this clay reveals about 67 per cent, to

SO per cent, silica, 8 per cent, to 14 per cent, aluminum, G per cent, or 7

l>er cent, iron oxide (Fe.Oa), and very small percents of lime, magnesia,

soda and potash, etc. The iron is responsible for the intensely red

color of the clay. The process which has produced this soil is the solution

of the limestone Avith oxidation of the iron which exists in piiuute quan-

tities in the original rock as a protoxide. The surface of the limestone

beneath the soil, besides being rough and ragged as explained above, is

usually minutely roughened, though sometimes fairly smooth, especially

in the Mitchell limestone. In some cases, especially in the Salem lime-

stone, the rock in contact with the overlying soil is rotted and discolored

beyond recognition and shows a graded passage from sound unmodified

rock below to soil above. Where layers of shaly rock occur, as in the

Mitchell, they are often so rotted that while they retain much of their

original appearance and stratitication. they may be removed with pick

and shovel as easily as any clay. Sometimes a layer of limestone over-

lying a layer of shale is left as an isolated chain of boulders in the gen-

eral mass of residual soil. The deepest accumulation of residual soil

seen by the writer is in the cut on the Illinois Central Railroad in the

northwest edge of Bloomington, Avhere it is 30 feet deep. Usually

it is not more than five or six feet deep. Over the ^Mitchell and Harrods-

burg limestones the soil contains chert, and, in the latter rock, geodes

in abundance, because of the relative insolubility of these substances.

Where blocks of Salem limestone are exposed at the surface to the

rain they become deeply furrowed by the solvent action of the rain-

water running over their flanks. The faces of old ledges, long exposed to

the weather, are scarred and seamed by this action and extensively

honeycombed, owing to the unequal solubility of the rock. In these holes

and pockets on the rock surface small plants find lodgment and by the

mechanical action of their roots and the chemical action of the pro-

ducts of their decay, greatly aid the process of disintegration.

The effects thus far described are seen to best advantage in the

exposures of the Salem limestone. The Mitchell shows to a pre-eminent

degree the deeper-seated effects of solution in the formation of caverns

and underground streams. Everywhere the surface of the country occu-
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pied by the Mitchell limestone is dotted cvei* with sinkholes, and the hill-

sides along- the larger streams abound in springs and entrances of caves.

Some of the caves, such as Marengo and Wyandotte, have attained wide

fame. The Mitchell is, as indicated above, conspicuously jointod but fine

grained. The grnmul'wator is compelled to traverse the joints rather than

the pores of the rock, and it is this, in the writer's opinion, tliat has caused

the more extensive development of caves in the Mitchell tluMi in tli<5 -Salem

limestone, since the two must Ite about enually soluljle. It is the con-

centration of solution aldug joints .•uid bedding planes that gives rise to

caves. The Mitchell has lioth an elaborate system of joints and numerous

relatively impervioiis layers to serve as cave tloors. Neither of these

conditions would avail, however, without the third condition, adequate

drainage, which has l)een supplied by tlie intrenching of the main streams

as explained above.
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No. 1. Hunter yuarry. Bloomiufftou, Iu<l., showing fresh quarry face to right and
weathered joint face to left. Salem limestone.

No. 2. Old (Juarry, one mile west of Stinc-^\ illr.

Salem limestone.

winir wi-;ttliiTt'<l joint face.
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No. 3. Honeycfiniliiiiff and etching out of oross-lieddert limestone. Old Quarry
(lueniile we.st of Stinesville.

^o. 4, Honeycombing of Salem limestone and lodgment of plants in solution

boles, Oliver Quarry, Clear Creek,
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No. 5. Weathered blocks of Salem limestone fallen from clilf on Clear Creek. Ind.

Oliver Quarry.

'^ '^- ;^ -^'i "« ,^ <: ; ;^ V. ^ '1/

No- 6. Detail of a portion of Ko. 5, showiug honeycombing.
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No. 7. Large cavities formed by solution. Salem limestone, Big: Creek, near

Stinesville, Ind.

,-
'If;

}io, 8. Large cavity formed by solution and frost action. Harrodsburg limestone,

ne»r Stinesville, Ind,
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No. :i. • )M 'JuaiT.N- i.n liiij Creek west of Stinesville, Ind., showing jnints eiilartrt

l)y solution. Salem limestone.

No. 10. Hunter Quarry near Bloomington, Ind., showing joints enlarged by

sohition. Salem limestone.
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No. 11. Old Quarry one mile west of Stinesville. showing- joint enlarged by
solution. Salem limestone.

No. 12. Joint enlarged by solution and tilled with residual soil, near

West Baden, Ind. Mitchell limestone.
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No. 13. Cut on the C, I. it L. K. R. in northwest etlf^-e of Bloomington, .sliowins.

jointing of Mitchell limestone.

No. 14. Exposure of Salem limestone on Big Creek near Stinesville, showing

jointing.
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No. 15. Sinkhole. Wliitehall pike west of Hloomini^ton. Jnd., in tlie Mitcliell

limestone.

No. 16. Entranoe to Donaldson Cave. Mitchell, Ind., in Mitchell lime.stone.

7—A. OF Science.
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No. 17. Corfoded surface of Salem limestone. Quarry near Stinesvilie.

No. 18. Corroded surface of Salem limestone. Oliver Qiiarr.v, Clear Creek.
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No. VJ. C'oitimIl'iI surlucf of ^alcui limestone. Quarry near Sanders, Ind.

No 20. Corroded surface of Salem limestone. Quarry near Sanders, Ind.
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Xo. 21. Pinnacles formed by solutiuii. Top of Harrodshurg limestone in R. R.

rut on (_'iear (.'reek.

Xo. 22. Block of Salom limestone furrowccl by rainwnter
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AcTFoN OF Calcium Chlohike Solution on Glass.

By p. N. Evans.

In the course of some ri'ceiit experiments on boiler corrosion the

author had occasion to place various dilute solutions in contact with iron

wire in glass bottles and heat them in an autoclave contaiuing water up

to 200 pounds steam pressure, which corresponds to about 200 degrees

Centigrade. The heating was continued for periods ranging from iliree

to seven hours.

The solutions were all about tifteenth-equivalent-normal in strength,

and included the following substances, separately: sodium nitrate, am-

monium nitrate, calcium nitrate, nitric acid, sodium chloride, calcium

chloride, magnesium chloride. In each case 250 cc. of the solution was

heated in a 500-cubic-eentimeter bottle.

In most cases the bottles were appreciably attacked by the solu-

tions, so that the glass stoppers could not be removed and the bottles

were noticeably etched inside, sometimes with the formation of scalj^

matter on the bottles and in the enclosed water.

The effect was very much the most pronounced in the case of the

calcium chloride. The solution was heated for (i hours in a bottle of clear

glass of good quality, weighing empty about 275 grams. On opening the

autoclave the bottle was found to have been eaten through near the bot-

tom and the rest largely covered with a gelatinous layer Avhicli hardened

in a few days to an opaque coating. The piece of iron wire in the solu-

tion throughout the heating had gained very slightly in weight and in

tensile strength. Also, about 90 grams of loose scaly material was found,

and the solution, which had been perfectly neutral, had become strongly

alkaline. Apparently fully half of the glass had been acted upon, so

that this very dilute calcium chloride solution, containing less than 1.5

grams of calcium chloride, had in about G hours chemically attacked

over 100 grams of glass.

In seeking an explanation of the results, the various constituents of

a calcium chloride solution may be considered. These include, according

to generally accepted modern theories, water, calcium chloride molecules.
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perhaps some liydrated calcium chloride molecules, calcium ions, chlorine

ions, calcium hydroxide molecules, hydrochloric acid molecules, hydrogen

ions, hydroxyl ions.

Of these ingredients water can hardly be the active agent, or equally

marked results would have been obtained in the other cases; of the

other chemical substances present, all Init calcium chloride molecules^—
anhydrous and hydrated—were present in approximately equal quantities

in other solutions tested without corresponding results. The action, then,

must be considered catalytic, on account of the quantities involved, and

induced by calcium chloride molecules, anhydrous or hydrated, and is

apparently the hydrolysis of the sihcates of the glass, with the forma-

tion of more or less hvdrated silica and free bases.
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Determination of Equivalent Weights of Metals.

James H. Ransom.

Some years ago I presented to the State Science Teachers' Association

a description of an apparatus for determining the equivalent weights of

the metals. The object was to devise an apparatus so simple and inex-

pensive that it might be used in every high school. That apparatus,

which consists only of a flaslv and stopper, gives fairly accurate results,

and Avhere more complicated apparatus is not available it may well be

used instead of giving up the determination of at least one of these most

important chemical constants.

In colleges, however, where a greater variety of apparatus is avail-

able, it has seemed desirable to use apparatus which necessitates more

care in its adjustment. It is desirable because the student becomes

interested in working with complicated pieces, and on that account recalls

more vividly the thought back of the method. Also I have found that

with the apparatus about to be desci'ibed the students of average ability

obtain results more nearly in agreement with one another and with the

theory.

The pieces of apparatus needed are two litre flasks, a two-hole rubber

stopper, separating funnel, test-tube, pinch-cock, glass tubing and rubber

connection. The accompanying sketch shows the apparatus when ready

for use.

A weighed quantity (.0 to 1.0 grm.) of pure zinc is put into a test-

tube and this put into one of the litre flasks. The flask is filled with

water wliich has been slightly warmed to expel the dissolved air. The

stopper, carrying the separating funnel with the tube long enough to

reach to the bottom of the test-tube, and also carrying a tube bent to

a right angle and reaching nearly to the bottom of the flask, is ad-

justed in tiie flask so that the tube of the funnel will enter the test-

tube and reach neaiiy to the zinc. When pressing the stopper into

place the exit tube should be closed with the pinch-cock and the funnel

stop-cock opened so that water will fill the tube of the funnel up to the

stop-cock or above. Now by allowing Avater to flow from the funnel
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into the fiask the exit tul)e may a.lso be tilled with water. When this

has been accomplished the apparatus is tested for leaks by closing the

stop-coclv and opening the pincli-cock. Should there be a leak, water

will siphon out. No water sliould remain in the bulb of the funnel.

When the apparatus is tiglit an accurately measured volume (15 to

20 cc) of concentrated hydrochloric acid (dilute acid can be used with

magnesium) is put into the separating funnel; the exit tube is put into

the second fiask whicli lias previously liad its sides dampened witli water.

About one half of the acid is now allowed to flow into the tube con-

taining the zinc. A rapid evolution of hydrogen occurs which drives

water over into the second flask. When the action slows down more

acid is run in. care being taken that at tlie end tlie surface of the acid

is just at tlie stop-coclv. When all the metal has dissolved (it may take

one-half hour) the surfaces of the liquids in the two flasks are brought

to a level by raising or lowering one of them, and while level the pinch-

cock on the exit tube is closed. The stopper is now withdrawn from

the generating flask and the temperature of the water in it is taken.

Also the reading of tl)c barometer is noted. The volume of the water

in the receiviiig flask is carefully measiu'ed and from its volume the

volume of the acid used is deducted. The remainder is the volume of

hydrogen produced during the action. This is corrected to standard

conditions, and from the corrected volume and the weight of zinc used
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the A\-tMght of zinc nocessary to produce 11.2 litres of liydrogeii is cal-

culated. (11.2 litres of hydrogen weigh one gram).

The accuracy of the method was tested by Mr. Kimerline. a soph-

omore student in chemistry, who made three determinations each of

three metals. The average of the closely agreeing results is as follows:

aluminum, 9.02 (theory 9.03); magnesium, 12.08 (theory 12.18); zinc, 32.55

(theory 32.7). In a class of 70 freshmen who had worked in the lab-

oratory only 18 hours, and using horn-pan balaiu.-es, the average of 37

results picked at random was 31.9.

The apparatus apparently gives good results even in the hands of In-

experienced men.
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Studies in Catalysis.

By James H. Ransom.

In l'J02 there was presented to this Academy by Mr. E. G. Mahin,

-working in my laboratory, a paper dealing with the action of heat on

mixtures of manganese dioxide and potassium chlorate. In this paper

it was shown that the nature of the reaction as well as the temperature

of decomposition depended on the purity of the oxide, in that the purer

and drier the material the higher the temperature of rapid decomposition

and the smaller the amount of chlorine and chlorine oxides. The study of

this action has been continued by the writer, and some new data accumu-

lated.

Instead of using the puritied commercial article, manganese dioxide

was prepared in the laboratory by heating chemically pure manganous

nitrate to a high temperature as long as decomposition occurred, and

then washing out all soluble material. After this treatment the residue

was dried for some hours at a high temperature in vacuo. It was tlien

preserved in glass-stoppered bottles in a desiccator. Prepared in this

way the oxide is not hygroscopic.

One to two grams of potassium chlorate, free from chlorides, was

mixed with about the same weight of the manganese dioxide and the

mixture heated in an air-bath, the temperature being controlled with a

gas regulator. With the purified material there was observed little or

no decomposition at 170° (as Mahin found), and only at 245° to 260°

was the action at all perceptible. At 300° to 310° the action completed

itself in a few minutes. It was observed that while little oxygen was

evolved below 245° the residue gave a test for chlorides, though the

tests made before heating gave wholly negative results. Some of the

experiments showed less loss in weight during heating than that corre-

sponding to the chloride found by titration against standard silver nitrate.

Occasionally, however, the loss was even greater than that calculated

so that it was felt that great reliance could not be placed in the difference

in weight, especially as the tubes were often heated continuously for some

days. The evidence of decomposition rests, therefore, on the formation

of chloride.

After these facts were established twenty experiments were per-

formed to find the amount of chloride produced at different tempera-
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tures; and to determine, if possible, the lOAvest temperature at which any

chloride would be formed. The temperatures varied in the different

experiments between 90° and 200°, and the time of lieating from one

hour to 21 days. Chlorides were found in each of the 20 experiments,

and the amount varied somewhat regularly with the increase of temper-

ature and the time of heating. At 90°-93°, the lowest temperature used,

the amount of chloride formed in 14 days was .22 per cent, of that theo-

retically possible.

In order to show whether the pure chlorate would decompose at all

under these conditions some of it was heated in the same manner as

that described above. The heating was continued for nine days at 106°-

109°. But not a trace of a chloride was produced.

It is interesting to note that decomposition begins 200° below that

at which it is sufficiently rapid to be easily observed. But this is in

line with the modern idea that the velocity of an action is a function

of the temperature. And this observation has its parallel in the fact

that 200° below its ignition point hydrogen combines with oxygen in

quantities sufficient to be determined.

It has been found also that mixtures of manganese dioxide and

potassium perchlorate produce oxygen at a temperature much lower than

that necessary to decompose the perchlorate alone. The amount of

oxygen is quite appreciable at 310°, but does not become rapid at 360°

—

a temperature below that at which the perchlorate begins to evolve

oxygen.

In order to compare the action of other catalytic agents at low tem-

peratures mixtures of potassium chlorate and platinum black were

heated at two temperatures; one sample for 6 days at l-t5°-150°, the

other for 7 days at 95°-100°. Both tubes lost in weight and both gave

evidence of considerable amoimts of chloride produced. I hope soon to

get results at higher tempera tiu-es. But at these temperatures manganese

dioxide and platinum l)lack are almost identical in their effect on the

decomposition of potassimn chlorate.

In the near futin-e the study of the action of other oxides at low tem-

peratures will be undertaken in order to get comparative results.

At the beginning of the investigation on catalysis it was believed

that many of the actions would prove to be of a purely chemical nature.

At the present time there is no evidence that such is the case; but

rather that we are dealing with cases of true contact action.
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Effect of Radium on Electrolytic Conductivity.

By Ryland Ratliff.

The material used was one-tentb of a gram of "Curie" radiimi

chloride of 10,000 strength phnced at the disposal of the writer through

the kindness of Dr. Foley and the other Indiana University authorities.

A number of the usual experiments were tirst performed to test the

quality of the material. These included photographing the fluorescent

action of the radium upon small diamonds and Wilhemite. In these

and kindred experiments good results were obtained.

Two attempts were made to obtain a photograph of the spectrum by

means of the Rowland concave and Bra shear mounting. In the first

exposure of 90 hours the radium chloride was placed directly in front of

the slit which Avas made unusually wide (probably too wide). A second

exposure of 1G2 hoiu's was made by placing the radium .slightly to one

side of the slit and the fluorescing Wilhemite directly in front of it. In

this trial the slit was made narrower but was considerably wider than in

ordinary spectrum work. Neither exposure yielded any effect other than

a slight fogging of the plate. The remainder of the work was devoted

to the problem, as above stated, of determining the effect upon elec-

trolytic conductivity.

The apparatus employed is represented diagrammatically in Fig. 1.

Glass tubes I and II filled with the electrolytic solution are intro-

duced into the two arms of the AVheatstone bridge BD and CD. The

copper disks di and d., are placed as nearly as possible the same distance

apart as dj and d^. Then when resistances R and Ki are made the same

the bridge Avill of course be balanced approximately. R and Rj were

usually made of from 800 to 1,200 ohms each. With the bridge balanced

the radium is placed as near as practicable to I or II and the direction

and amount of deflection in each case is noted.

Theoretically the back E. M. F. should be the same in each tube,

but it was found to be impossible to get it so in practice for any con-

siderable time. Hence the greatest difficulty in the way of definite posi-

tive conclusive results is due to the drift of the needle. A Rowland D'Ar-

sonval galvanometer with a sensitiveness of one megohm was em-

ployed in the major part of the work.
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The tubes were lirst (ille<l willi an almost .satiu-ated solution of Cu

S04. On workiug for two days with this electrolj^te trying many different

adjustments it was found that the back or electrolytic E. M. F. was so

variable that no reliable results could be secured. The only thing deter-

mined positively was that lengthening the distance between the disks

in I caused a deflection E, and lengthening that in II produced a deflec-

tion "W.

On filling the tubes with pure distilled water the results were some-

what more definite. With the disks li cm. apart the following data

Tigure 1.

Dimensions of essential parts of apparatus of FiErure 1.

i\^ Glass tubes. I and II.

Length of each. 10 cm.
Internal diameter of each, 17 mm.

(2) Copper discs, dl, d2, d3, and d4.

Diameter of each, 10 mm.
Thickness of each, 1 mm.
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were obtained: (1) On closing circaiit, detiection (Wj was first 38, then

settled at 22, on standing at 22 several seconds, radium placed nearest

II gave deflection (E) to 344. On removal deflection was W.

Since an E deflection indicates a decrease in the resistance of II

the lirst results secured seemed fairly definite. To make sure the move-

ments were not due to the E. M. F. of the electrolyte, weights Avere

placed on the keys by which the battery and galvanometer circuits were

both kept closed for a considerable time until the needle had ceased to

drift. Four additional readings were taken, the five sets of readings

being as follows: in all the lists of readings deflections indicating a

decrease of resistance by the presence of the radium are marked +.

those indicating an increase are marked —

:

Table I.

Reading.
Reading on
addition of
radium.

Deflection.
Reading on
removal of
radium.

Deflection.

(1) 22
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The results ouly of the readings will be given iu the succeeding lists.

The tubes were now enclosed in pasteboard boxes to prevent effects

due to light and heat. Each box had a hole just large enough for the

insertion of the radium.
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A Simple Method of Measuring Electrolytic Resistance.

By R. R. Ramsey.

In measuring the resistance of electrolytes the back e. m. f. or

polarization of the cell is always a troublesome source of error. The

potential of the terminals of an electrolytic cell is never the same unless

the temperature, concentration, and purity are absolutely the same at

both electrodes. To avoid this error various methods have been used,

such as the alternating current and telephone method.

While working- with electrolytic cells it occurred to me that the

ever-present and troublesome e. m. f. might be utilized in a very simple

manner for resistance measurement. This method consists of placing the

Figure 1.

cell in series with a resistance box and mirror galvanometer and taiiing

readings of the galvanometer deflection with several resistances in the

box. From these readings the cell resistance can be determined by

solving for Re in the two cciuations,

Kdi

and

Kd2 =

E_
R~fRi"

E

Re

R2 + Rg + Re

Rg, the galvanometer resistance being known. A preferable method

is to plot box resistance as a basis and the reciprocals of galvanometer

deflection as ordinates. The intercept on the X axis being Re -h Rg,

from which Re can be found.

The specific resistance can be found from the resistance and the

dimensions of the cell which can be determined by filling with mercury

or water.
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The cell was made as in Fig. I. the electrodes being made of cad-

mium amalgam. -By placing the two ends in water baths the two ends

can be liept at a constant small difference of temperature, thus keeping

the e. m. f. constant. The following data and curve (Fig. II) are for a

cell filled with 10 per cent, solution of cadmium sulphate.

^•JOO S-000 /0006

Length of cell U9 cm.

Cross section 277 sq. cm.

1

Box Resistance. Galv. Def. Def.

ohms. 5.99 .166

5000 4.68 .213

9000 390 .256

From curve Re 4- Rg =^ 17470 ohms.

Rg = 225.

Sp. Resistance p
17470 X -277

99.
48.3 ohms.
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Some Peculiarities of Electric Sparks Across Short

Spark Gaps.

By R. R. Ramsey.

Bloudlot. in his work ou N-iays, used a very feeble spark gap. lu

our attempts to repeat Bloudlot's work ^Nlr. W. P. Haseman and I found

some very interesting phenomena Avhich affected the sparking distance

and consequently the intensity of the spark. The fact that we were not

able to repeat Bioudlot's experiments has led me to make some further

investigation.

T. J. Bowlker (Phil. Mag., 8, p. 487, 1004), has worked with long

spark-gaps, 1 cm. to 10 cm. in length, and has obtained some very curious

results.

The work here described was with a spark gap between platinum

nares .45 mm. in diameter and never more than J mm. apart.

The spark-gap was provided with a micrometer so as to make length

anything desirable. The gap was connected to the secondary coil of a

1-iuch induction coil. The current in the primary coil was cut down by

means of resistance until the sparking distance was very small. The

gap M'as opened to the point where the sparking just ceased and the

effects of various ob.iects were ti'ied. When one's hand or finger was

brought within 1 cm. of the gap the sparks appeared. This was attrib-

uted to heat. A lighted match had the same effect as did one's breath

or a current of hot air. A rod of glass or of brass which had been in

the same room caused the effect. Any o1>.iect brought near the gap

caused an increase of the number of sparks.

A No. 20 copper wire 15 em. long caused an increase when brought

near the gap or when it was allowed to touch one of the electrodes a

short distance from the gap. The effect was more noticeable when the

wire was in contact with the negative terminal. Touching the electrode

five centimeters from the wire had no effect. The eft"ect was more marked

when the wire was at right angles to the gap than when placed parallel

to the gap.
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Gas Burners and Standards of Candle-Power.

By R. R. Ramsey and Hirojiitsu Oi.

It seems to be taken by commou consent that 16-candle-powei" gas

means that the candle-power of the lamp burning the particular gas

should be IG candle-power when the rate of consumption is 5 cubic feet

per hour at 1-inch water pressure. The kind of burner used is more or

less an open question. The fishtail burner is specified by some of the

older authorities. The common practice of gas companies seems to be

to use an Argand or circular burner with a chimney. The question

"What is the candle-power of the gas?" is one of considerable moment at

the present time. Dr. Foley, of the Department of Physics, Indiana

University, has been employed by the city of Bloomington during the last

two years to make monthly reports of the gas supplied to the city. As

a result of these measurements suit has been brought to annul the fran-

chise of the gas company. Indianapolis has its gas troubles. Almost

every city seems to have more or less trouble with gas. The fact that

the burner used on the Bloomington gas company photometer gave higher

values than a standard fishtail burner and that commercial Argand

l)urners gave results consistent with the fishtail burner, suggested the

experiments which were carried out by Mr. Oi. The work consisted in

changing the air supply and the number of openings in the commercial

Argand gas Ijurners and comparing the candle-power to the caudle-power

given by the standard fishtail. The Argand burner used had 36 openings

in a circle of 2.2 cm. diameter and used a chimney 5 cm. in diameter.

The one used by the gas company had 2-i holes in a circle | the diameter

of the commercial burner, and used a chimney S the diameter of

the commercial chimney. The air supply in the burner was largely

through the center, while the commercial was supplied about equally

inside and outside the cylindrical flame. The supply of gas was regu-

lated by regulating the pressure of the gas by an automatic regulator.

The results will be given by means of curves where candle-power is

plotted against the consumption in cubic feet. Since the quality of the

gas was variable a curve for the standard fishtail was taken for each set

of observations. Fig. I gives the curves for three burners with the actual

values shown by points. The points in triangles [\^ are for the standard
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tishtail lip. Points iu squares CZJ are tor a slotted lava tip or bat-wing

burner. Points in circle O are for Argand Inirner No. 1.

In Fig. II are the mean values reduced to a standard basis, namely,

13.6 cubic feet gas. the mean values of the gas throughout the experi-

IX

10

13 't^ot ^'Vt-M^,

ments as shown by the standard tishtail burner. Burner No. I was a

commercial burner, with the air supply almost all cut off from the out-

side of the cylindrical Itame. Burner No. II was a commercial, with the

holes closed with copper plugs, or IS holes open. Burner No. Ill had one-
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third the liolus ch)sed. or 24 hok's oiien. Burner No. IV ....u '24 ]iol('y aiKl

almost all the outside air cut off. No. V was a comhiuation of Nos. I

and III. From the curve we see that with 13.G candle-power gas (stand-

ard tip) No. II gives 14.2 candle-power, No. Ill gives 15.6, No. I gives

ir> candlc-iiower, and No. IV gives ](k4 candle-power.

If by simply manipulating the burner 13.6 candle-power gas can be

raised to 16.4 candle-power, or 20 per cent, it is high time that t;ome

definite and authoritative action is taken to define the standards for gas

measurement-.
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Preliminary Notes on an Almost Extinct Native Disease.

Trembles or Milk-Sickness.

By Robert Hessler.

(Abstract.

)

The paper gave a detailed account of a five-year searcli for the cause

of the above named affection—Icnown as "trembles" In animals, or as

"milk-sickness" when transmitted to man by the milk of an affected

animal or on eating the flesh.

The disease was formerly common and severe, but today cases are

seldom seen. Five years ago a number of cattle were affected and died,

a farmer's family also suffered after using the milk of a cow whose calf

died of the trembles; the family recovered.

In the fall of 190.5 two horses grazing in an infected area became

sick; one died, the other recovered under active medicinal treatment.

From the blood of the latter pure cultures of a fungus were obtained.

(Cultiu-es in tubes were exhibited.)

On the first examination, October 10, 1905, the blood contained spore-

like bodies in abundance and small yeast-like bodies enclosed in poly-

nuclear leucocytes; the foi*mer rapidly decreased and disappeared in a

few days, while the yeast-like bodies increased and later on diminished

and disappeared by the time the horse recovered (November 19).

Drawings of the organisms in the blood and of cultures in hanging

drops were shown. The ])athogeny is now being worked out; the occurrence

of the fungus in nature (in certain wet shaded ravines) will be investi-

gated in the future.
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Notes on the International Botanical Congress of 1905.

By J. C. Arthur.

International botanical congresses have been held at different times

during the last half century. They have originated under various

auspices, and for various purposes, but until the one held in Vienna

during the last summer none had had direct connection with a preceding

congress. Heretofore at each such gathering papers have been read,

suggestions made, and resolutions passed, but no mandatory pov^^er was

exercised. For want of a stable and self-perpetuating organization based

upon a system of representation having the approval of botanists in

general, it has been impossible to make rules for guidance in any line of

botanical activity which any large number of botanists would accept as

authoritative.

At the congress held in Paris in 1900 steps were taken to make the

organization a permanent one, the proper officers and committees were ap-

pointed, and the adjournment was taken to meet again in Vienna in

1905. There are many ways in which a properly constituted body speak-

ing with authority could be of inestimable service in directing the activity

of the botanical world. But in one matter there has been for a long

time a practically unanimous opinion. It is believed that only by means

of such an organization can order be brought out of the present state of

confusion, annoyance, and endless discord that exists in regard to the

"hispid question" of nomenclature. For a long time modern botanical

nomenclature Avas guided by the dictum of the De CandoUes, repre-

senting the French people, and the Hookers, and in America Asa Gray,

representing the English people. But as knowledge and the numbei-s of

workers increased the subject became too great to be dominated Ijy

individuals, and control passed to the great centers of activity, Berlin

for the Germans, Kew for the English, Geneva for the French, and

what has been denominated the Neo-American school, with its center in

New York, for most Americans; although a few strong individual workers

still are able to be heard in opposition to all of these. The convenience

of a uniform set of names for plants, and the inconvenience of repeated
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changes and lack of recognized authority, are too great to let this con-

fused state of affairs continue indefinitely. The hacknej'ed theme of

nomenclature "was therefore a prominent incentive for the establishment

of an international society, and in the arrangement of its first deliberate

program received large attention.

The meeting at Vienna began on Sunday, .Tune 11. 1905, with the

opening exercises of the exhibition held in connection with the congress.

This was a large exhibition and veiy attractive and interesting, both to

botanists and the general public. It contained extensive displays of

apparatus, books, charts, colored plates, special herbarium sets, dried and

living fungi and algae, pure cultures of various kinds illustrating par-

ticular kinds of investigations, historical matter, such as manuscripts,

portraits and the working outfit of early botanists, and numerous other

classes of objects, too many to bo even enumerated. Each morning of

the following week a demonstration in some line of work made a valuable

feature in itself. Probably no single botanical display has ever equalled

this one in the variety and value of its objects or in sustained interest.

The formal opening of the congress took place on Monday morning in

the great hall of the university with much ceremony and pomp. In the

afternoon the nomenclature section of the congress was organized in the

lecture room at the botanical garden. Every morning and afternoon

during the remainder of the week the congress listened to scientific papers

by eminent scholars of Europe and America, and every afternoon for five

days the nomenclature section met promptly and worked late in a most

methodical, businesslike manner, trying to solve some of iis problems.

The social events of the week were a notable part of the congress.

They opened with a reception on Sunday evening; and every evening

following had receptions, parties at the opera or in the park or at the

Rathskeller in bewildering profusion. Many short excursions to places

of scientific interest were also arranged for the latter part of some of

the afternoons. The visiting ladies, presumably not deeply engrossed

by the scientific side of the congress, were taken out for drives and to

visit art galleries, etc., in the forenoon, attended teas and listened to

music in the afternoon, and joined the men in the evening. Among the

social features must be classed the long excursions arranged by the

congress, a number preceding, and others following the week of the

sessions, each occupying from a few days to a month or more.
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All tlu' events iind exercises of the congress, unless we except the

nomenclature section, bore a close resemblance to the large gatherings

of scientific bodies which are now common on both sides of the Atlantic.

Tlie deliberations over nomenclature partook much more of the nature of

a business organization. Each participant was the accredited representa-

tive of one or more botanical establishments or societies, or was a govern-

ment representative, and was entitled to a corresponding number of

votes. Each participant had before him a quarto pamphlet of one hun-

dred and sixty pages, printed in four columns. This had been prepared

by a commission appointed at tlie Paris congress of 1900. In one

column were the rules of nomenclatm*e adopted at the Paris congress of

18*)7, which have been the only general rules for guidance in the naming

of plants l)otanists liave so far had, Avhich l>y the growth of the science

greatly needed revision, if indeed they did not require complete re-

writing. In another column were the modifications or additions suggested

by various societies and individuals since the appointment of the com-

mission. The third column contained various comments, and the fourth

column embodied the recommendations of the commission. This guiding

document was whollj' in French, and the official language of the congress

was also French, On each side of the presiding officer sat a vice-presi-

dent, one repeating motions and remarks in English, and the other in

German, whenever deemed necessary, tliat all might fully understand

the proceedings and vote effectively. No language was barred in dis-

cussion, but practically only French. (Jerman and English were heard,

and these in nearly equal proportion.

Great earnestness was manifested: this with the lively debate, rapid

passage of motions, and the strain of listening to three intermixed

languages made it a memorable occasion to the hundred or more par-

ticipants. But the interest Avas deeper than the surface or the daJ^ The

most influential workers in systematic botany, with the exception of

Englishmen, Avho stand strangely aloof from participation in any organ-

ized efforts, were lending their best endeavors to effect a suljstantial ad-

vance in nomenclatorial practice. From the American standpoint the

results were not all that Avere hoped for, action being particularly con-

serA^ative. But there has been a distinct advance, and of such a nature

that the evolution of a substantial system is confidently assured through

the future activity of the society.
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The first action of the organized body was to exclude cryptogams,

mosses and liverworts from present consideration and place these

groups in the hands of a special committee for a future report. A com-

mittee was also appointed to consider the nomenclature of fossil plants.

In the main the rules of 18GT Avere approved, and the working of the

law of priority strengthened. What to Americans seem lilvc undue con-

cessions to the old order of things were the decisions to exempt from

the rule some 400 generic names now in use, and to disqualify specific

names which duplicate the generic name, as Linaria Linaria, etc. It

was voted by a moderate majority that beginning with 1908 descriptions

must be in Latin to constitute publication, except in works whose publi-

cation was begun before that date and not fully completed. It is believed

by American botanists that the greatest shortcoming of the congress was

the failure to recognize the value of generic types, which constitute an

advance in systematic methods that is certain to find favor as soon

as well understood.

The proceedings of the congress will appear in due course of time iu

two printed volumes, the first containing the decisions regarding nomen-

clature, and the second the scientific papers read.

If one were to name the most important achievement of this con-

gress, it would undoubtedly be the promotion of fraternity among active

botanists in such a manner as to lead to effective organization. Over

GOO members of the congress were registered, of which fully two-thirds

may be denominated professional botanists, and half of these were men

whose names are known to everyone familiar with current botanical

literature. It was a more truly representative gathering than ever before

discussed botanical problems of world-Avide interest. Those in attendance

considered the meeting highly successful, and this spirit of good-will

toward the movement for a permanent authoritative organization is one

of the bright auguries for the advancement of botanical science in many

ways. The next meeting of the congress will be at Brussels in 1910, and

the meeting foUoAving that may confidently be expected to be held in

America.
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Methods Employed in Uredineal Culture Work.

By Frank D. Kern.

The first researclies which proved a positive relationship between

the different fruit-forms of the Uredinales not only played an important

role in the classification of these fungi, but invested a further study

with much interest. A flowering plant which would produce even two

separate and distinct sorts of fruit would indeed be a curiosity, and yet

these parasites exhibit from one to four kinds of fruiting bodies, and many

of them, seemingly to vary their existence, possess the power of living

upon two entirely unlike hosts. Further attempts at classification, as

well as all economic efforts to control the pests have demonstrated a

necessity for a more intimate knowledge of the life-history of these

parasitic plants. The connection between the different stages in a life

cycle is best shown bj- means of cultures, and the scientific importance

of these inoculation experiments can not be overestimated.

Among the immediate advantages to be gained is the connecting of

unattached aecia with their later stages, and to ascertain the range of

hosts. Some rusts are doubtless restricted to single species of hosts,

both for their aecial and telial forms, but since cultures have shown

that some heteroecious species may have their aecial hosts belonging even

to different families of plants. It is evident that exact relationships can

be established only by morphological characters and field observations,

afiirmed by artificial cultures. In the autoecious species it is sometimes

impossible to tell how many spore forms there may lie. Such a specimen

can not be placed in its proper species on account of the close resem-

blance of some isolated spore forms. Cultures offer a ready solution

to this problem.

Although the various processes in the cultivation of the rusts are

comparatively simple, so little has ever been said regarding the apparatus

and methods employed that a more detailed account does not seem out

of place.

The spring months are the period when most of the work must be

done, as this is the normal germinating period for the resting spores, and
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is also the active g:rowing .season Idr tlio Imst plants. Any sort of spores

cau be employed for the experiments and the methods vary accordingly.

A smaller portion of the work, with urediniospores and tellospores which

germinate at once, may be carried on through ihe summer months and

early autumn.

The best success has been attained through tlie sowing of teliospores

which give rise to pycnia and aecia in turn. All grass and sedge rusts

furnish telial material, and since they are, with a single exception, known

to be heteroecious, any collection affords culture material. Teliospores

are usually resting spores and normally retain their viability tlirough the

winter. Collections made in the fall and kept in a warm, dry room

during the winter usually fail to germinate. The freezing temperature of

the outdoor atmosphere does not seem to l)e detrimental, and some plan

to prevent the specimens from thoroughly drying is a necessity. Cloth

packets are to be preferred to paper, as they do not take up moisture so

rapidly and allow a better circulation of air. These packets may be

hung out of doors, or an unheated shed without a floor seems to furnish

good conditions. The material put up in this manner may be sprayed

occasionally in the fall and winter, but an effort mu^>t l)e made to keep

them in a uniform condition. Collections made in the early spring after

they have wintered over in the field usually show vigorous germination.

Late spring collections arc of less value, as the most vigorous are liable

to have grown in the field. Spores collected as early as July and August

have beeu brought to germination and have been sown with success,

but October and November collections survive through the winter better.

In the spring the packets are brought into a warm room some little time

before conditions outside are favorable for growth, and after a few days

of warmth and moisture some of the spores will show signs of growth.

The packets may be sprayed and thrown together in heaps, but they must

l)e spread out and aired and caution taken to prevent molds from

starting. The material in germinating comlition is carefully separated

from that not yet ready to germinate.

If negative results are to be given ;uiy weight the spon^s must be

tested just before a sowing is made to ascertain if they arc in ger-

minating condition. Teliospores of Pucciniaceous species are tested by

means of a hanging drop culture. In a space of twenty-four hours viable

spores push out germinating tubes which are readily made out with the
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microscope under the ordinary liigh power. Melampsoraceous species

are best tested in a moist cliamber, sucli as a Petri dish, without being

removed from the host. Growth can be detected by the unaided eye, or

with a hand lens, by means of the light yellow sporidia which cover the

sori, making them appear pulverulent instead of waxy. Teliospores of such

species as the Coleosporiums germinate as soon as mature, which is in

the fall of the year. They are sown when fresh and if suspended over a

slide in a moist chamber, the sporidia drop upon it, and their germination

can in turn be observed with the aid of the microscope.

For indoor experiments, small but vigorous growing potted plants are

used as trial hosts. Since the pots must be handled, it is desirable to

select plants with as small roots as possible and still have them maintain

their vigor. The tops are placed under bell-jars when the spores are

sown, and in order to have them cover more readily all extra foliage is

carefully pruned away. A few young and vigorous leaves are all that is

required.

The manner of applying the spores to the plants differs slightly ac-

cording to the kind of spores. If they are aeciospores the leaves bearing

the aecia are suspended over the portions to be infected, in such a manner

that as the spores fall from the cups they will light upon the desired

area. In all cases the host plant is first sprayed, the parts which will not

wet being rubbed with the fingers until water will adhere. The spores do

not need to be placed in water, in fact they should not be. Teliospores

readily begin the germination process in water but seldom form their

sporidia there. A moist surface and a saturated atmosphere are necessary

factors for the germination of all kinds of spores. Urediniospores and

teliospores are removed with a knife or scalpel blade, care being taken

to apply the edge to the sorus in such a manner as to loosen the spore

by breaking the pedicle, leaving the cell-wall uninjured. If certain areas

to which the spores are applied be marked by pieces of thread the watch,

which must be maintained for the first sign of infection, will be greatly

facilitated.

To secure reliable results, it must be positively made out that a

plant is free fi*om infection when a sowing is made. Wild or native

plants brought in from the field or garden should remain in the green-

house a period of eight or ten days so as to preclude a possibility of out-

side infection.

9—A. OP Science.
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After the application of the spores the whole plant is covered with a

bell-jar and set in a shaded place for a period of three days. The bell-

jar prevents rapid evaporation, thereby securing the necessary condition

of moisture during the germination time of the spores. A certain amount

of Avarmth is desirable, but during the whole period the plants should be

screened from the direct rays of the sun. The bell-jars are temporarily

removed each day to allow a change of air and are sprayed on the inside

.with an atomizer before being replaced. After the second day the plants

can be sprayed, but previous to this there is danger of washing away the

spores before there has been an opportvmity for infection. On the third

day the bell-jar is removed and the plant changed to a location where

there is more light, in order that growth may be more normal and ob-

servation made easier.

A label, bearing the date of the sowing and the name of the species

of rust, is a very A^aluable aid to the observer of results. If the infection

is a successful one the first signs are usually noticeable in five to ten days,

although some species require fifteen days or even longei*. Ordinary

Puccinia and Uromyces si)ecies, such as the grass and sedge rusts, usually

develop pycnia in six or eight days, the aecia following about an equal

length of time. Some species, having only teliospores, show signs of in-

fection in four or five days by means of yellow spots, requiring twelve to

fourteen days to develop spores. Uredinia sometimes do not follow the

sowing of aeciospores for a period of fifteen days or more, while they will

reproduce themselves in five or six. The Gymnosporangiums show pycnia

in a few days and the mycelium may keep on producing pycnia for a con-

siderable period, but a month or two passes before the aecia appear.

Many of the species which produce their aecia on the evergreens germi-

nate their teliospores in the fall, but there will be no visible sign until the

aecia develop the next spring, as the pycnia are very inconspicuous.

The procedure throughout is a simple one. No sterilization is neces-

sary, only care and cleanliness. The bell-jars are ready for use a second

time after a thorough washing. All organic matter should be removed so

as to avoid the starting of molds. No bits of rusted material can be left

on the pots or shelves near the plants without the liability of a stray in-

fection. As soon as a developing spore form becomes mature it should

be removed for the herbarium or separated from the plants not yet show-

ing infection. In all cases where it is the object to test the range of a
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species it is always wise to cany a controlled experimeut with as nearly

similar conditions as possible. A success in one case and a failure in the

other can then usually be relied on as representing the actual state of

affairs. If a plant fails to show any results within the reasonable time it

is best not to use it again until a sufficient number of days of gi-ace

have passed, as there is always a possibility of a belated infection.

It will be seen that care in execution and accuracy of observation are

the main features in this work, costly apparatus not being required, and

it is hoped that this brief. description of the operations may be of service

to those interested in this modern method of studying and classifying this

group of fungi.
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The Embryology of Melilotus Alba.

By W. J. Young.

In the space assigned to this paper it will be possible to give but a

brief outline of the development and nutrition of the flower, embryo sac

and embryo, trusting to the plates to make clear the points not sufficiently

explained in the text.

In the flower of Melilotus alba, the common white sweet clover,

there are two factors which interfere with the orderly successive develop-

ment of the floral organs; the one is mechanical and is due to the crowd-

ing of the flowers on the side of a stem axis, the other is physiological

and ecological and depends upon the relative use of parts at different

times in the development of the flower; the one interferes with the

simultaneous appearance of the parts of the same cycle, the other with

the acropetal succession.

Melilotus forms an exception to most of Leguminosae so far ex-

amined, since the megaspore mother cell develops into the embryo sac

without first undergoing tetrad division. The development of the latter

differs from typical cases only in details. When the eight-celled stage is

reached, the embryo sac elongates rapidly toward the chalaza at the same

time curving strongly, and the three antipodal cells disappear. The egg

cell occupies a position lateral to the synergids. The polar nuclei lie

close together near the egg apparatus. Their fusion takes place just

prior to fertilization, before the pollen tube reaches the ovule.

After fertilization the primaiy endosperm nucleus undergoes several

divisions before the egg cell begins to divide. The latter then undergoes

two transverse divisions, resulting in a terminal cell which develops into

the embryo and two other cells which give rise to a conspicuous suspensor.

The embryo follows in the main the Capsella type of development, but

with two important differences, viz., much later differentiation of the

dermatogen, plerome, and periblem, and the absence of a hypophysis

derived from the terminal cell of the suspensor.

Lack of space prevents more than the merest glance at the facts

observed regarding the nutrition of the embryo sac and embryo. In its
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earliest stages, the embryo sac groAvs at the expense of the tissue of the

uucellus. As it becomes mature it is surrounded by a definite layer of

active loolving cells, derived from the inner integument, forming a nutri-

tive jacket. This stage is characterized by the storage of reserve food

to supply the rapid growth which follows fertilization. Starch is de-

posited in the placenta and very abundantly in the micropylar region of

both integuments. The funiculus contains no starch, since it is the path

by which food material enters the ovule and it is important that it should

not be blocked by a store of reser^-e food.

After fertilization the nutritive jacket becomes even more strongly

developed, especially in the chalazal region on the side of the sac nearest

the funiculus. The cells of the inner layer have a characteristic appear-

ance. They are rounded and turgid, their protoplasm is vacuolated and

forms a thick layer lining the inner ends of the cells. They give evi-

dence of great activity which would seem to justify the conclusion that

they are the cells most concerned at this time in the nutrition of the

embryo .sac. Later there appears in this region a thick mass of endo-

sperm which, acting as an haustorium, rapidly digests and absorbs all

tissue with which it comes in contact, and the nutritive jacket is natu-

rally the first part destroyed. The location of the starch-bearing and non-

starch-bearing areas at this stage seems to justify the following conclu-

sions: Food material enters the ovule in solution and is partly stored up

and partly passed on to the chalazal region of the embryo sac. Moreover

the stored-up food supply is drawn upon by the nutritive jacket in the

chalazal region. Starch does not appear in the embryo until just before

the cotyledons appear, when a small quantity is found in the base of the

embryo and also in the suspensor. In later stages there is a scanty sup-

ply of starch in the periblem.

In the latest stages examined starch was found in varying quantities

in all parts of the tissue outside the embryo sac. The ovule, which might

now be called the seed, was surrounded by a thick membrane of col-

umnar cells extending even across the funiculus. Inside this columnar

layer in the region of the funiculus is a flattened, fan-shaped mass of

tracheid-like cells of irregular form having reticulate markings on their

walls. These absorlj food material through the funiculus and pass it on

to the surrounding tissues, and especially through a vascular bundle, the

raphe, to the chalazal region of the embryo sac. Surrounding the tracheid-
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like cells in the later stajjes are large cells separated by intercellular

spaces, which contain, besides starch, rather large granules which give

the test for proteids.

Summary and Conclusion.

The following conclusions result from the above observations:

1. The order of appearance of the primordia of the floral organs is

sepals, stamens, carpel, petals, although the last three may appear

siniultaneously.

2. The energy of the plant is directed at first to the development

of the stamens and carpel at the expense of the petals.

3. The archesporium becomes differentiated at a rather late stage.

4. The tapetum divides but a limited number of times.

5. The megaspore mother cell gives rise to the embryo sac directlJ^

G. The early development of the embryo sac is typical.

7. The antipodals disappear at a very early stage.

8. The embryo sac increases much in size before fertilization and

replaces all the tissue within the integuments.

9. The egg cell is placed laterally to the synergids. The latter have

striated tips.

10. The polar nuclei do not fuse until just before fertilization. Tlie

latter is a rapid process.

11. The ovule is at first anatropous, later campylotropous.

12. The fertilized egg does not divide until there are several endo-

sperm nuclei in the embryo sac.

13. In the three-celled proembryo the terminal cell gives rise to the

entire embryo and the second cell to the mass of the suspensor.

14. The early stages in the development of the embryo are of the

Capsella type. The dermatogen, however, appears at a later stage.

15. There is no hypophysis.

16. The embryo sac is nourished by means of a nutritive jacket de-

rived from the inner integument.

17. The food material which enters the ovale through the funiculus

is partly deposited in the sun-ounding tissues and partly passed on to

the chaJazal region of the embryo sac.

18. A mass of endosperm in the chalazal region of the embryo sac

acts as an haustorium in the later stages and digests the surrounding

tissue.
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19. After the formation of the seed coat uutritive material passes

from the parenchyma of the funiculus by diffusion through the columnar

cells of the seed coat into the tracheid-like cells, which partly distribute it

to the surrounding tissue and partly pass it on through a vascular bundle

to the chalazal region of the embiyo sac.
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Explanation of Figures.

1. Stem tip (a) showing origin of flowers (f) in axils of bracts (B)

X 125.

2. Stem tip, later stage, showing origin of flowers and the primordia of

the floral organs; (f) flower, (B) bract, (S) sepal, (St) stamen,

(c) carpel. X 125.

3. Single flower at a slightly later stage when the petal (P) appears.

X 125.

4. Still later stage, indexed as above. The stamens and carpel are en-

larging while the petals remain small. X 125.

5. Later stage, the cavity of the ovary appearing; (M) microsporangium.

X 125.
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6. Still later, the ovules (O) have appeared. X 125.

7. Transverse section of a bud at about the time the embryo sac begins

to enlarge; (S) calyx, (P) petals, (St)) stamens, (c) carpel, (PI)

placenta, (V) vascular bundle. X 75.

8. Longitudinal section of carpel, same stage as Fig. 9. The micro-

tome section inchided about the area between the lines a'b'. X 345.

9. Section of carpel along the line ab, Fig. 8. The folding together of

the sides is nearly completed. X 345.

10. Young flower showing nearly simultaneous appearance of petals,

stamens and carpel. X 125.

11. Young ovule, sporagenous tissue not yet differentiated. X 1460.

12. Archesporial cell. X 1460.

13. Spore mother cell and tapetum. X 1460.

15. Embryo sac, two-cell stage. X 1460.

16. Embryo sac, four-cell stage. X 1460.

17. Embiyo sac, eight-cell stage. Cells of egg apparatus cut from the

remainder of the sac. Antipodals beginning to degenerate.

X 1460.

18. Young egg apparatus before differentiation of agg. X 1460.

19. Matui'e embryo sac. The egg cell lies back of the synergids. Polar

nuclei fusing. X 1460.

20. Same stage as Fig. 19 but showing the position of the egg lateral to

the synergids. X 1460.

21. Embryo sac immediately after fertilization. Neither the egg cell

nor the primary endosperm nucleus has divided. (S) synergid.

X 610.

22. First division of primary endosperm nucleus. Egg cell still un-

divided. X 1460.

23. First division of primary endosperm nucleus. Telephase. X 1400.

24. Proembryo of two cells. X 610.

25. Proembryo of three cells; (s) synergid. X 610.

26. Same stage as Fig. 25 showing er 'osperm with radiating character

of the protoplasm surrounding -> nuclei. X 610.

27. Embryo of two cells. X 610.

28. Embryo of eight cells. X 610.

29. Embryo composed of two layers of cells. X 610.

30. Embryo at a little later stage when the dermatogeu begins to be

distinguished. X 610.
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31. Embryo just before appearance of cotyledons. X 610.

32. Embiyo after appearance of cotlyedons; (Pie) plerome, (Per) peril)leni.

X 125.

33. Base of embryo of about the same stage as Fig. 32 showing plerome,

periblem and relation of embryo to suspensor. X 010.

34. Young ovule of anatropous type. X 125.

35. Ovule at time of fertilization, campylotroi)ons type; (N. ,T.) nutritive

jacket. X 125.

3fi. Ovule a short time after fertilization, showing the curvature of the

embryo sac and the extensive development of the nutritive jacket.

X 125.

37. Later stage, embryo i~ac much curved, with mass of endosperm in

chalazal region. X 75.

38. Nutritive jacket, same stage as Fig. 35. X 010.

39. Nutritive jacket, same stage as Fig. 30. micropylar region. X 610.

40. Nutritive jacket, same stage as Fig. 30, chalazal region. X 610.

41. Mass of endosperm serving as an haustorium in chalazal region of

embryo sac. Same stage as Fig. 37. X 010.

42. Section in region of the funiculus in the plane of the mass of

tracheid-like cells; (T) tracheid-like cells, (V) raphe, (c) columnar

cells of seed coat. The section is in the plane indicated by the

line a'b'; Fig. 43 X 345.

43. Saiue as Fig. 42 but slightly earlier and in a plane perpendicular to

it as indicated by the line ab, (T) tracheid-like cells, (C) columnar

cells of seed coat, (C) columnar cells of funiculus, (E) paren-

chyma of funiculus in path of food supply. X 610.

44-50. Distribution of starch in ovule. Amount of starch is indicated by

the thickness of stippling.

44. At about Ihe megaspoi'e stage. 345.

45. At the time when the embryo sac begins to enlarge. X 345.

46. At the time of fertilization. X 125.

47. Soon after fertilization. X 125.

48. At a considerably later stage. X 125.

49. In embryo just before formation of cotyledons. X 75.

50. In ovule and embryo at a much later stage; (C) columnar cells of

seed coat, (V) raphe, (T) tracheid-like cells, (P) reserve proteid.

X 75.
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Oxydase in Wheat Grains.

By Katherine Golden Bitting.

In niauy seeds the embryo is provided with a store of reserve food

formed by the parent plant before the separation of the seed. In the dor-

mant seeds the enzymes are usually in minute quantities as they are not

needed, I)ut when the food is neetled during the germinative process, the.

enzymes are more strongly deA^eloped, the embryo dveloping itself, and

also developing enzj'mes to provide food in suitable form.

A sei'ies of experiments were conducted to determine the enzymes

present in dormant wheat seed, and its parts, and also in the germinated

seed. The material for the experiments was obtained from a flour mill,

and consisted of whole wheat floiu-, ordinary white flour, bran, shorts,

and the unground grain.

Water extracts were made, (io grams of floiu- l>eing used with ICK)

cubic centimeters of distilled water, with the whole flour, and the Avhite

flour, I.jO cubic centimeters of water with the shoxts, and 240 cubic

centimeters of water with the bran. The amount of water was varied

in order to malce them of as nearly as possible equal moisture, the shorts

and the bran requiring more than the others. The mixtures were allowed

to stand for 12 hours, and were then filtered. Powdered thymol was

used to prevent decomposition. Glycerine extracts were also made, but

were so mu(;h wealier in their action than the water extracts, that they

were abandoned.

To determine the changes in enzymic action due to the germinative

process, wheat was germinated for different periods, the grain being

placed on moist paper under a bell .iar, and kept at room temperature.

At the end of the given period the grain was pounded in a mortar, then

the enzymes were extracted for three days with water to which chloro-

form was added, after which the extracts were filtered. The periods of

germination were three, five, six, and ten days resi)ectively. Fifty

grams of wheat grains were used in each case, and for the extraction

200 cubic centimeters of distilled water.
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The extracts were slightly acid from the ungerminated grain, as

shown by litmus, and more strongly acid from the germinated grains.

In obtaining the extracts from the various parts of the grain, the re-

sulting liquids showed differences in color. The extract from the white

flour was colorless, while that from the whole wheat was a straw color,

that from the bran was slightly darker, and from the shorts darker still,

so tlTat one could recognize the extracts from their colors. The extracts

from the germinated wheat grain were a pronounced bro<vn color, the

colors varying in depth with the time of germination up to six days, the

six days being the darkest, beyond that no differences were appreciable.

This was uniform in all the extracts made, so that like the extracts from

the parts of the grain, the extracts from the germinated grains could be

separated from one another by the degree of discoloration. Then again,

sections of the wheat seeds, of the water lily petiole, and of the castor

bean stem showed similar degrees of discoloration when placed in the

solutions.

To test the oxidation, 5 cubic centimeters of each of the extracts from

the different parts of the gi-ain Avere taken and a few drops of guaiac

tincture added, after which they were allowed to stand for some hours.

In all there was a blue discoloration, but varying in degree. The white

flour extracts showed a faint blue color, the whole wheat extract had a

deeper tint of blue, while the bran and shorts extracts showed a decided

blue color.

In testing the extracts from the germinated gi-ain, 25 cubic centi-

meters of each were taken and precipitated with S.5 cubic centimeters of

96 per cent, alcohol, then allowed to stand 36 hours, after which the pre-

cipitate was filtered off. The precipitate was dried on the filter at 35

degrees C, then redissolved in 25 cubic centimeters of distilled water.

These solutions were then tested with the guaiac tincture, and all gave

a decided blue color throughout the whole liquid.

The solutions were then tested with hydroquinone and pyrocatechin,

polyphenols which are readily oxidized. At the same time for control

purposes, equal quantities of the solutions but without the addition of the

phenols, and also equal quantities of distilled water plus the phenols,

respectively, were kept under similar conditions. The results are shown in

the following table:
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Extract. Phenol. Time. Color.
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tions as to the ungerminated extracts being the lightest, tlie six days

germination extract being the darkest, the three days germination extract

being a sliade between tlie two.

100 Degrees C.—These solutions were a little slower in responding,

the discoloration not being apparent for 30 minutes, but showed similar

discolorations to those extracts I'aised to only 60 degrees C. At the end of

four days they were sliglitly lighter in shade than the corresponding

extracts at GO degrees C.

100 Degrees C.—To avoid any chance of error, the same (luantities of

the extracts were again taken, but heated over the direct flame of a

Bunsen burner until the solutions boiled vigorously. They were then

cooled rapidly in the snow, after which the pyrocatechin was added. At

the same time two tubes of distilled water were boiled over the flame,

and also had the pyrocatechin added, one being cooled before the addition,

the other being quite warm.

The extracts plus the pyrocatechin behaved exactly the same as the

extracts heated in the steam sterilizer. The solutions of distilled water

plus the pyrocatechin remained clear and colorless.

100 Degrees C.—In the first set of experiments with the extracts from

the various parts of the flour, the white flour extract gave the weakest

color reaction, seeming to indicate either Aveakest or smallest quantity of

enzyme. An equal quantity to that used in the other experiments was

boiled over the direct flame for two minutes. Another quantity was taken

but not boiled, both had pyrocatechin added to them. The boiling caused

a white precipitate to form.

The discoloration was slow in appearing, it being fully three hours

before there was a certainty in regard to it. Then it had a reddish

appearance, like apple must when exposed to the air. In twenty-four

hours there was a decided red color, but the boiled solution was slightly

darker than the unboiled. The unboiled solution also formed a precipi-

tate, both precipitates shoAving the coloration of the liquids. At the end

of three days the color remained the peculiar red, but darker, the boiled

one being considerably darker.

There was next tried some white flour extract and some six days

germination extract, these two extracts being at the extremes of the dis-

colorations, the former showing the lightest, the latter the darkest in the

extracts, and in their action on the phenols. The extracts were placed in

the autoclav, and kept until thfc indicator registered a pressure of ten
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pounds, the temperature being 112 degrees C. It required thirty minutes

to reach this pressure. The solutions were talven out as quiclilj^ as pos-

sible and cooled in the snow at once, after which pyroeatechin was added

to each. The white flour extract had a white precipitate formed by the

heat action, but this was an unpurified extract. The six days germination

extract remained clear. A slight reddening appeared in the white flour,

and a slight darkening in the other. (They were compared with extracts

without the pyroeatechin.) This became more marked, the longer the

extract stood. At the end of seven days the discoloration was quite

marked.

The action of the oxydases is a very interesting and practical sub-

ject, as their action explains many puzzling phenomena, which were

formerly classed as oxidations, but the cause and conditions of which

were unknown. The composition of the oxydases is unknown, and con-

sequently it is impossible to determine the number of oxydases—if there

be numbers of them—except by the differences in reactions and condi-

tions. From considering oxidation as a purely physiological process, as

exemplified by respiration, and which only took place through vital proc-

esses, one has to consider oxidation from the opiwsite extreme.*

The most common manifestations of the action of oxydases are the

discolorations of beets, carrots, apples, and many plant tissues and juices,

besides the browning of wines and other liquids. The juice of the plant

Rhus vernicifera from which lac varnish is made contains an oxydase

which is, perhaps, the most widely known. Many of these have been in-

vestigated, and have been found to have certain points in common, though

differing in others. They are all susceptible to the reaction of the me-

dium, and also the temperatures at which they are rendered inactive vary

within certain limits. The browning of wines is prevented by a tempera-

ture between 70 and 80 degrees C. or by Pasteurization at 60 to 62 de-

grees.f A large number of oxydizing enzymes which are found in differ-

ent plants and animals are mentioned by Oppenheimer|, the most resistive

of which succumb to boiling temperature.

The enzyme which exists in the wheat grain, both in the quiescent

and germinated grains, from the differences in degree of discoloration of

extracts, and also action on phenols, exists in least amount in the white

Pozzi-Escot, M. E. Les Diastases at Leures Applications, 1900.

tLafar. F. Technical Mycology, p. 401, 1898.

t Oppenheimer, C. Ferments and their Actions, 1901.
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flour, and greatest amount in the shorts, that is, the endosperm has least,

and the embryo most. This accounts for the discoloration of flour con-

taining the embryo. The enzyme must be increased in amount or in-

tensity during the process of germination, and up to six days germination,

the extracts become darker, and the action on phenols also gives the

same degi'ees of difference. The enzyme is more resistive to heat than

those already noted. Bertrand and Bourquelot* say the oxydase extracted

from Russula foetens Pers. is so resistive to heat that it has to be boiled

some time before being destroyed.

Boutrouxt has separated an oxydase from dougli by soaking dough

witli twice its weight of water for half an hour, extracting by means

of a press, then clearing by filtering through a Chamberlain filter. The

extract was at first clear, tlien a precipitate formed, after which it turned

brown, becoming black in the course of some weeks. His oxydase, how-

ever, lost its activity at 100 degrees C.

That the oxydase extracted by Boutroux is identical with the present

one extracted from the various flours and grain is very probable. The

difference in its resistance to heat may be due to a different kind of

wheat, or to influences of environment.

Whether it be necessary to have a diastase present, as is claimed by

Raciborslcif, it is impossible to determine, for the methods of separating

the oxydases Avill also cause the separation of diastase and other fer-

ments, and tliere is no known method of separating the majority of

enzymes from one another.

*Green,J. H. The Soluble Ferments and Fermentation, 1901.

t Boutroux, L. LePain et la Panifieation, 1897.

tRaciborski. Ber. der deut. bot. Ges. XVI. 119,1898.
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Cytase in "Wheat Grains.

By Katherine Golden Bitting.

The presence of cytase was tested on sections of the wheat grain,

the petiole of the water lily, Nymphae odoratu, and the stem of the castor

bean, Ricinus communis. The cells of the endosperm of the grain were

so full of starch granules that the changes in the walls were difficult to

see. In the other sections there is considerable coUenchyma developed,

which is very clear and distinct, and any changes in its structure are

easily followed. The extracts from the ungerminated grain, and from

three to six days germinations were the ones which gave the most satis-

factory results.

The first tests were made using hollow chambers in slides, so that

the changes might be followed under the microscope. These proved un-

satisfactory as the section went to the bottom of the chamber and only

the low poAvers could be used. Preparation dishes were then used, 5

cubic centimeters of the extract being used and chloroform for an anti-

septic, with the sections immersed. A control was also kept, using dis-

tilled water instead of an extract. After three days the following changes

were noted:

Water Lily Extract, ungerminated seeds

—

CoUenchyma. Thickened walls much swollen, middle lamella distinct,

like a bright thread through thickening.

Parenchyma. Walls swollen, middle lamella distinct, intercellular

spaces nearly obliterated.

Xylem. No change.

Water Lily Extract, three days germination

—

CoUenchyma. Thickened walls nearly lill cavity of cells, cavities

showing as narrow canals.

Parenchyma. Walls swollen.

Xylem. No change.

Water Lily Extract, six days germination

—

CoUenchyma. Structureless mass, separate cells indistinguishable.

Parenchyma. Cells entirely separated, middle lamella gone.
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The sections were so badly disorgauized iu this last that they could

not be transferred to a slide. The oljservations were made on the

remnants.

The castor bean is more resistive to the action of the cytase than is

the Avater lily. The tissues of the castor beau showed practically the

same effects as those of the water lily, but not quite so advanced.

The endosperm of the wheat sections was more susceptible to the

action of the cytase than were the other sections. In the three days

germination extract, parts of the endosperm had dropped out, so the

sections could not be disturbed, while in the six days extract, only rem-

nants were left adhering to the aleurone layer. The aleurone layer and

the outer coats were unaffected. The middle lamella of the cells was

attacked first, as was shown by the cells separating whole from one

another.

Sections were tested in the extracts from the flours, but were acted

on more slowly than those outlined, the white flour extract giving in nine

days, results equal to those obtained from the ungerminated extract in

three days.

The sections were made from alcoholic material, so that thei'e was no

protoplasmic action. Chloroform was used to prevent bacterial growth.

Seeds which had germinated for varying numbers of days were sec-

tioned. In these, action was not so far advanced as in the sections placed

in the extracts. For instance, seeds germinated for six days, when

embedded in paraffin, and cut on the microtome, parts of the endosperm

still remained as a granular mass.
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Sections of wheat grrain treated with cytase.

1. Seetio'j liefore treatment.

2. Section after treatment.
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3. Section before treatment, sliowing outer coats and aleurone layer.

4. Section after treatment, showing outer coats and aleurone layer.
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Notes Upon Some Little-Known Members of the

Indiana Flora.

(PAPER NUMBER THREE. )

By Charles Piper Smith.

Since offering my second paper under the above heading, my friend,

Mr. Harley H. Bartlett, has been able to come to definite conclusion

concerning certain of our Indiana collections not worked upon in time for

inclusion in my last report. As before, his decisions are the result of

careful study and comparison at the Gray Herbarium, where he has

received the assistance of Mr. Fernald and Dr. Robinson whenever occa-

sion demanded. Through the kindness of Dr. Schneck, Mr. Bartlett has

had the pleasure of exajnining that gentleman's specimens of the genus

Juncus, and I comply with my friend's request to note certain facts

gleaned from his study of this interesting collection.

Specimens verifying these records are in the herbarium of Mr. Bart-

lett, except in the cases whei-e it is specifically stated that no specimens

were preserved.

Sorghum Halepense (L. ) Willd. (Marion County.)

Occasional about Indianapolis. Included in the State Catalogue,* but

no definite station noted. Taken August 20, 1904, by Mr. Bartlett.

Cyperus rirularift Kunth. (Marion County.)

Taken along B'all Creek, August 20, 1903, by Mr. Bartlett. In sandy

soil; rare.

Carex pallescens L. (Madison County.)

A sedge so named by Mr. Bartlett was taken by me August 10, 1904,

at a springy place by the File Works, Anderson. As this species

is not recorded from Indiana, additional material is desired, since

the material preserved is limited to the fruiting heads and perigynia

in my seed collection.

Carex cephaloidea Dewey. (Tippecanoe Comity.

)

Mature fruit of a sedge was obtained by me June 7, 1904, along the

"Monon," just south of Lafayette. The characters of the whole

plant were noted and later the material was referred to this species,

^Flowering Plants and Ferns of Indiana in State Geol. Report, 1899; 626.
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by use of Brittou and Brown's Flora. Specimens were not pre-

served, but the material placed in my seed collection has been

worked upon by Mr. Bartlett, who reports that as far as can be

determined from the fruiting heads and perigynia alone, my deter-

mination is correct. Only three or four tussocks of this sedge were

noted, and the plant may owe its presence there to railroad mtro-

duction. The species has not been reported from the State.

Carex cephalophora Muhl. (Marion, Madison and Delaware Counties.)

Taken by me in these counties in 190-1. Kosciusko and Vigo seem to

be the only other counties from which this species is recorded.

Carex festucacea Willd. (Pulaski County.)

Mature fruit, etc., so determined by me was taken one mile south of

Ripley post-ofHce. Mr. Bartlett reports that this determination

also seems to be correct. The sedge was abundant along ditches

by the roadside, and ought to be common elsewhere in the State,

although as yet unrecorded.

Juncus tenuis anthelatus Wiegand. (Posey County.)

Plants so determined by Mr. Bartlett were sent to him by Dr. Schneck,

by whom they were collected June 7, 1881.

Juncus monostichus Bartlett. •• (Madison County.)

This species was described from material collected by the writer Au-

gust 6, 1904, south of Anderson. Using Britton and Brown's Flora,

I could not identify the plant, but thought that it might be J. se-

cundus Beauv. or J. dichotomus Ell. I turned the material over to

Mr. Bartlett, Avho found it most nearly related to J. Greenei Oakes

& Tuckerman, as shown by its seed characters. Since the original

description was published, Mr. Bartlett has found that capsules of

the type contain at least as many as thirty seeds, which means a

greater productiveness than at first supposed. (C. P. Smith No. 140,

in Herb. Bartlett and Gray Herb.)

Juncus dichotomus Ell. (Posey County.)

Of the Schneck Junci, the only Wabash Valley plant labeled J. dicho-

tomus proved to be immature J. tenuis, so this species should be

dropped from the State Catalogue (p. 675).

Juncus brachycarpm Engelm. (Wabash County, 111.)

In Dr. Schneck's collection, from Mt. Carmel, 111. Should be looked

for on the Indiana side of the river.

•Rhodora, 8: 50, 1904.
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Nasturtium sessiliflorum Nutt. (Tippecanoe and Marion Counties.)

Reported in State Catalogue (p. 767) as "occurring only in the south-

western counties." I found it abundant over several acres of the

Wabash bottom-land south of Lafayette, June 2, 1903. Mr. Dorner

and I found also a few stray plants along the stream in "Happy

Hollow," West Lafayette, later in the same month and year. The

plants were all matured and through blooming at these dates.

Mr. Bartlett took the species July 30, 1904, near Indianapolis, the

flowering period being then about over.

Cardamine pardftora Pursh. (Clark County.)

Found on the "Knobs" of the State Forest Reservation, May 26, 1904.

Plants on exposed knob-tops and slopes were simple or nearly so

and from one to three inches high. In more shaded spots, lower

down, were much-branched plants three to ten inches high. (C. P.

Smith No. 118, in Herb. Bartlett.)

Cardamine flexuosa With. (Tippecanoe and Marion Counties.)

Not in the State Catalogue, but may have been reported at the last

meeting of the Academy, of which the "Proceedings" have not yet

reached me. Taken near Lafayette by Miss Gates, Mr. Dorner,

and myself, in May 1903. Taken about the same time, near Indi-

anapolis, by Mr. Bartlett. In looking through a collection made

several years ago, near Indianapolis, Mr. Bartlett noted one sheet

of this plant labeled "Sisymbrium officinale."

Agrimonia pumila Muhl. (Marion County.)

Taken by Mr. Bartlett August 14, 1904, near Indianapolis. This adds

to my Clark County record of 1903.* Mr. Bartlett thinks that this

so-called species is a mere depauperate form of A. microcarpa

Wallr. I at first considered my Clark County plant to be a form of

A. mollis (T. & G.) Britton, with which I found it gi-owing.

Lupinxis perennis occidentalis Wats. (Laporte County.

)

This is the form about Michigan City. Taken June 18, 1904; deter-

mined by Mr. Bartlett, and verified by Dr. B. L. Robinson. The

typical L. perennis L. was taken by me between Mishawaka and

South Bend, June 17, 1904 (No. 126). The variety blooms a little

later than the type. (C. P. Smith No. 130, in Herb. Bartlett.)

*Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci., 1903; 134.
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Oxalis cymosa Small. (Marion County.)

This is the common "sour-grass" about Indianapolis. O. stricta L. is

also present, but is rather rare.

Gaura parviflora Dougl. (Marion County.)

Just before leaving Indianapolis, September, 1904, I ran across what

is believed to be this species along Harding Street between the

Terre Haute divisions of the Big Four and the Vandalia Lines.

The plant was abundant and conspicuous. It was in fruit and it

took some search to get even a belated sprig with a few flowers;

but such was obtained and referred to Britton and Brown's Flora,

the identification .seeming to be unquestionable. Specimens were

not preserved, except tlie mature fruit which is now in my seed

collection. This species is native from Nebraska and Oregon to

Mexico, and belongs to the list of western plants brought eastward

by the railroads. Its abundance at this place indicated that it

would hold its own if not soon exterminated by building and

street improvement.

Sanicula trifoliata Bicknell. (Marion County.)

Taken by Mr. Bartlett July 4, 1903. Reported from Indiana by Brit-

ton and Brown, but not included in the State Catalogue. Mr. Bart-

lett comments, "This plant grows on river bluffs and wooded hill-

sides, whei'eas S. Canadensis is generally found in wooded bottom-

land. The two species appear to intergrade somewhat with one

another, but never, so far as observed, with S. Marylandica."

Apocynum cannabinum glaberrimum DC. (Marion County.)

Confined to gravel shores along White River. Taken August 24,

1903, by Mr. Bartlett.

Ruellia ciliosa Pursh. (Madison County.)

Specimens taken along White River, at Anderson, August G, 1904,

have all the leaves verticileate in threes. Such variation from

strictly opposite leaves is very rare in the Acanthaceae. (C. P.

Smith No. 141, in Herb. Bartlett.)

Galium Claytoni Michx. (Marion County.)

Taken July 10, 1904, by Mr. Bartlett, near Indianapolis.

Vernonia Drummondii Schuttlw. (Marion County.)

Taken at Mallott Park, August 14. 1904, by Mr. Bartlett. This is a

State recoi'd and eastward extension of range.
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The Direction of Differentiation in a Regenerating

Appendage.

By Charles Zeleny.

(Abstract.

)

When an appendage possessing the power of regeneration is removed

a proliferation of neAv cells takes place at the cut surface. At first the

structures of the new appendage can not be recognized in this cell mass,

but gradually the various parts appear. The problem presented for solu-

tion is the determination of the manner of this differentiation. Do all

the parts of the new appendage appear simultaneously? If not, is the

progression of the differentiation from the tip inward, from the base

outward, or from the middle toward both ends? Or finally, is the method

more complex than any one of these?

The antennule of the common brook sow-bug (Asellus) was chosen as

a suitable object for the study of the problem because the structural

differences in its various segments are unusually great. A study of the

early stages of the regeneration shows that the first segmental partitions

appear at the base. These are followed very soon by others at the tip,

and from this time on the neAv segments appear near the middle of the

organ. The region of new growth is then located in one of the middle

segments. Differentiation therefore proceeds from both base and tip

toward the middle of the appendage.

An examination of the growing antennule of young animals shows

the same method of development.
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The Regeneration of an Antenna-like Organ in Place of the

Vestigial Eye of the Blind Crayfish.

By Charles Zeleny.

(Abstract. )

The right eye stalk was removed in nine specimens of the blind

crayfish. A year after the operation three were alive. Two of these

showed no regeneration, but the third had developed an antenna-like

organ in place of the removed one. The new organ consists of a slender

feeler-like process covered with hairs and has the appearance of a func-

tional tactile organ. The terminal third is unsegmented but the basal

two-thirds is divided into segments.

The result is of interest because it furnishes the only instance as

far as I know of the development of an apparently functional organ in

place of a removed non-functional one.
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Campostoma brevis.

By J. D. Haseman.

July 29, 1904, a class from llio Indiana University Biological Station

took a trip to the Wabash River to a point three miles above Wabash,

Indiana. On examining the material I found, among many specimens of

Campostoma, that seven were different from the common species,

anomalum.

Later, I took a similar specimen from Deed's Creek, which is a small

tributary to Tippecanoe River, three miles north of Winona Lake.

Type; a specimen 7.5 cm. long to base of caudal. No. I. U.,

Wabash River.

Cotype; a specimen 9.25 cm. long to base of caudal. No. I. U.,

Wabash River.

Cotype; a specimen 8.1 em. long to base of caudal. No. I. U.,

Wabash River.

Cotypes; 2 specimens G.5 cm. long to base of caudal. No. I. U.,

Wabash River.

Cotype; a specimen 7.8 cm. long to base of caudal. No. I. U.,

Wabash River.

Cotype; a specimen 7 cm. long to base of caudal. No. I. U.,

Deed's Ci'eek.

D. 8; A. 7; scales 7-53-6; 22 scales before the dorsal; lateral line com-

plete (50 or 51 pores) equidistant from the dorsal and ventrals; depth

equals the length of the head and is contained 4.25 times in length of

body; eye 4-5 in head; a large anal papilla; a breast plate between ven-

trals; a dark band in middle of dorsal and a faint one in anal; the alimen-

tary canal is about 2i times the length of body.

The scales are more readily deciduous in anomalum than in the new

species, and anomalum is a little dai'ker and has a darker peritoni-um

than "brevis." The alimentary canal of the new species is not half as

long as that of anomalum and almost twice the diameter.

11—A. OF Science.
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Comparison of Brevis and Anomalum.

Campostoma
brevis.

Campostoma
anomalum.

Length of body to base of caudal .

Length of head

Diameter of eye

Length of pectoral

Length of ventral

Length of anal

Length of dorsal

Length of snout

Rays in dorsal

Rays in anal

Scales along lateral line

Back of eye to origin of anal

Greatest depth of body

Diameter of alimentary canal

Length of alimentary canal

Folds on or about alimentary canal

b2 mm.

19 mm.

4.5 mm.

14.5 mm.

11.5 mm

.

13 mm.

15.5 mm.

7 mm.

8.

7.

56 scales and 52
pores. The 93
mm. specimen
and all others
have 53 scales.

47 mm.

18 mm.

1.5 to 2 mm.

150 mm.

81.6 mm.

19 mm.

4.5 mm.

16 mm.

12 mm.

13 mm.

15.5 mm.

7 mm.

53 scales and 51

pores.

47 mm

.

20 mm.

1 mm

.

360 mm.*

About 11 longi- About 20 circu-

tudinal folds. lar folds.

"In a 72 mm. specimen I got the entire intestines in a continuous string, which was

530 mm. long.

The chief differences Ix'tween tlii.s .species ami anoniahun are the

length, character and arran.uemcnt of the alimentary canal. It may be

named brevis in allusion to its coiuparatively short alimentary tract.

The intestines of anomalum are always dark and l)rcak quite easily, while

those of the new species are white and not so fragile. The intestines of

anomalum contain principally mud, while those of the new species contain

practically no mud; they are also more solid and wrapped up in fatty

tissue.- The alimentary canal of anomalum wraps around the air bladder

manv times, while the alimentary canal of brevis does not go around the
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air bliuUler iiioro than one to two tinu's; and the other folds are not .spiral

but longitudinal. The eyes are not (luite as dark (in two fresh specimens I

observed a reddish tinge in up])er edge of the eye). Compared with

anomalum. the tail of the new species is a little stouter and its mouth

is a little larger and more terminal, and the abdomen is not so thick. It

has no dark vertebral line; no distinct opercular spot: and the lateral

line is more distinct and passes over and under the eyes. But as before

stated, the main difference is in the alimentary canal.

Anomalum is certainly a mud-eatei', while the diet of brevis is not

altogether conrtned to mud; some had grassy substances in their ali-

mentary canals. The difference is not a sexual diftVrence. I examined

several males and females of anomalmn. and all of them had tlie peculiar

arrangement of the alimentary canal of the typical anomalum. Number
809") of Indiana University Museum is identical with the new .species.

It was taken in Tennessee by S. K. Meek, and was not examined

internally.
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XoTES ON Some New or Little-Knoavn MexMbers of the

Indiana Flora.

By Guy West Wilson.

In preparing the present paper all notices of species of general and

well known distribntion in the State have been omitted and only those

of more particular interest included. These plants naturally fall into three

groups: first, those which have not preA'iously been recorded as members

of our flora; second, those which have been recognized as members of

our flora since the publication of Dr. Coulter's Catalogue; third, those

which are recognized in that catalogue, but known only from a limited

region of the State or from a, very few localities.

The nomenclature adopted is that of Britton's Manual. Synonyms

are given only in case of species which bear a different name in Gray's

Manual from that employed here, or which have been previously reported

from the State under another name. The twenty-seven species which are

recorded for the first time as members of the Indiana flora are marked

with an asterisk (*).

1. Lycopodium jyorophilwii Lloyd & Underwood. Rock Club- moss.

The only reference in any paper on the Indiana flora to this species

i.s by Dr. Coulter in the Proceedings of the Academy for 1901 (p. 301),

where the distinguishing characters of this species and its range ax'e

quoted from Britton's Manual with the following remark: "The familiarity

of Dr. Underwood with the Pteridophytes of the State places this refer-

ence beyond question." There is a specimen of this species in the Her-

barium of DePauw University, which was collected by Dr. MacDougal

and originally labeled L. selago. The specimen was collected at Fern,

Putnam County, where the plant grows sparingly on sandstone cliffs in

company with L. lucidulum. This is the type locality of this species.

2. Canadensis Marsh Taxus. American Yew.

"Found only in Putnam County, associated with Tsmja canadensis.'''

according to the State Catalogue (p. 618). A specimen in the herbarium

of the Eli Lily Company, collected by Walter H. Evans, extends its range

to the southern part of Montgomery County.
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3. Echinodorus cordifalius (L. ) Griesb. Upright Bur-head.

"Reported ouly from the southern part of the State and probably not

extending- far northward, as the species is soutliern in its mass distribu-

tion." (State Catalogue, p. G24.) The only citation given is Vigo County.

This species occurs in abundance in a wet river bottom in Tippecanoe

County, where it was collected in midsummer.

*4. Panirnm rapillare guUingcri Nash.

Hamilton County, with the typical form. Probably of wider distribu-

tion in the State.

5. Chaetochlua verticilUita (L. ) Scribn. (Ixopliorus v. i Fox-tail Grass.

In waste places about dwellings. Tiijpccanoc Cditnty. Previously

reported only from INIarion County. (State Catalogue, p. 030.)

6. Aristida oUgantha Michx.

Common along the Monon Railroad in Putnam County, growing in

sandy soil. "Found in the counties bordering on the Ohio and lower

Wabash rivers." (State Catalogue, p. Olio.) Prolial)ly a railroad migrant,

but now well established.

*7. Bromus purgans L.

Putnam County, in thickets. In his elaboration of the Gramineae for

Britton's Manual Nash has included this species with B. ciliatus, from

which It is easily distinguished by having the tlowering- ghmies pubescent

throughotit. remarl<ing that "the form known as var. iinnjaiis * * *

may be distinct." Later he has separated the two species in Small's

Flora of the Southern States. Probably of general distribution in the

State.

'•8. Bromus erectus Huds. Upright Brome-grass.

Tippecanoe County. This is the determination by the Bureau of Plant

Industry of a specimen sent by Mr. Fisher of the Experiment Station dur-

ing the present season.

9. Bromus tectorum L. Downy Brome-grass.

Putnam County, common along railroads and in waste places. Pre-

viously reported from Fake. Madison and Tippecanoe counties. (Proc.

Ind. Acad. Sci. 19(Xt: 1M7: 1!K)4: 301.)

*10. LoUum trmulenfum L. Darnel.

Tippecanoe County. Streets of Lafayette, appari'utly introduced with

grass seeds.
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11. Hordeum pusilum Nutt. Little Barley,

Putnam County, common in waste places about towns. Previously

reported from Tippecanoe County by Dorner. (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci.

1903: 118.)

12. Cyperus rivularis Kunth. Shining Cyperus.

Putnam County, alonp: streams. Previously reported "only from the

northern part of the State * * * Round Lake (Deam.)." (State Cata-

logue, p. 649.)

13. Kyllinga pinnila Michx.

Putnam and Tippecanoe counties. Vigo County is the most northern

locality from wliit-h this species is recorded in the State Catalogue, (p.

()Ol.)

*14. Scripus ci/perinus eriophonuii (Michx.) Britten.

Hamilton County, in swamps.

15. Eriophorum pohjstachyon L. Tall Cotton-grass.

••Occurring- in very wet grounds in Putnam County, upon the authority

of Dr. MacDougal. So far as has come to my knowledge, the only record

for the State." (State Catalogue, p. G55.) The specimen in the herbarium

of DePauw University which should verify this citation is l^criitiis cijpcr-

iiiiif<. The species is to be retained as a member of oiu- flora, however,

as it has been collected in Lake County by E. .7. Hill.

16. Civcv lupuUforniis Sartwell.

Hamilton County. Previously reported only from the lake region of

northern Indiana. (State Catalogue, p. 658.)

17. Care.r rrtrorsa Schwein.

Hamilton County. Previously reported only from the southwestern

part of the Stale. (State Catalogue, p. (io8.)

*18. Carex typhnoides Schwein. Cat-tail Sedge.

Hamilton and Tippecanoe counties in sv>-amps. A beautiful sedge

which has probably been confused with C. sfjiiarnmi. as the present

species is not given in Gray's Manual. The material from the two local-

ities shows quite a wide range in the size of the spikes, the latter being

short enough lo suggest a large head of C. sqiiorrosa, while the former are

long enough to suggest a small cat-tail flag.
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*19. Curex prasina Wahl. Drooping Sedge.

Putnam County, in Avet woods and along streams.

*20. Carex amphibola Steud. Narrow-leaved Sedge.

Hamilton and Putnam counties, in dry soil.

21. Tradescantia brevicauJis Raf. Low Spiderwort.

Putnam County, on the brow of dry hills. Previously reported from

Tippecanoe County by Dorner. (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1903: 118.) These

citations materially extend the range of this species, which is given by

Britton as Illinois. Kentucky and Missouri.

*22. Tradescantia refiexa Raf. Reflexed Spiderwort.

Tippecanoe County, along the Wabash Railroad east of Lafayette,

where it is well established. Probably a railroad migrant, as its mass

distribution is western. This species is easily distinguished from its rela-

tives by its bluish, glaucous vegetation.

23. Jam-US bufonius L. Toad Rush.

Hamilton, Putnam and Tippecanoe counties, common in wet places

along streets and highways. Previously reported only from the northern

part of the State. (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1900: 138.)

*24. Junc.m dudleyi Wiegand. Dudley's Rush.

Hamilton County, in wet places. AVith the habit of .7. tenuis, from

which it is readly distinguished by the yellowish, cartilaginous margins

of its leaf sheaths, the latter species having whitish, membranous margins.

*25. Juncus secundus Beauv. Second Ritsh.

Putnam County, very rare hi dry pastures. The mass distribution is

east of the Allegheny Mountains, and its occurrence inland by no means

frequent.

26. HemerocalUs fulva L. Day Lily.

Tippecanoe County, along small streams. Xo locality In the northern

half of the State is given for this species in the State Catalogue, (p. 070.)

27. Populus grandidrntafa Michx. Great-toothed Aspen.

Clay, Hamilton and Putnam cottnties. The former citation is based

on a specimen in the herbarittm of DePauAv University which was col-

lected by Dr. MacDougal, while the other two are from personal collec-

tions. According to the State Catalogue (p. 701) this tree has been re-

ported only from the lower Wabash Valley.
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28. HuiiudiiK hipulus L. Hop.

This species is given in tlae State Catalogue as an escape from cultiva-

lion, which is doubtless true of some of the stations of this plant within

the State. In other localities it is evidently a native. Among these is a

region, of very low bottom laud near White River in Hamilton County,

Avhere wild hops of a good quality are by no means rare. Some of the

older residents of the county say that in the days when the greater part of

this I'egion was still unsettled that annual trips were made to the swamps

of this region for the purpose of gathering the family supply of hops.

This region furnished the hop A'ines which are still growing at some of

the older homesteads.

*29. Humulus japonica ^ieb. & Tiucc. Japanese Hop.

Tippecanoe County, about dumps in Lafayette, where it produces seeds

freely.

30. Asarum acuminatum (Ashe) Bickuell.

Putnam Countj% with A. canadensis and of about equal abundance.

First recorded as a member of our flora bj' Mr. Dorner, who collected it

in Tippecanoe Comity. (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1903: IIS.)

31. Cht'nojiodium muraJc L. Nettle-leaved Goosefoot.

Hamilton County. This weed has been introduced into the country

districts in the packing of grocery boxes. It is also quite common in

waste places al)out towns. Previously reported from Tippecanoe County

by Mr. Stewart. (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1901:283.)

32. Atriplc.v patula'Lt. Spreading Orachne.

Hamilton, Marion and Tippecanoe counties. In the first two counties

this is a common weed along country roads while it is very common in

waste places about Indianapolis and Lafayette. According to Britten's

Manual this species is confined principally to the eastern states. Pre-

viously reported from Marion and Steuben counties. (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci.

1904: 303.)

*33. Atriplex hortmsc L. Garden Orachne.

Hamilton County, growing in waste places about towns.

34. Allonia nyctaginea Michx. Wild Four-o-Clock.

Tippecanoe County. Well established along the Wabash Railroad

both east and west of Lafayette. Previously reported from Hamilton.
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Putnam and Marion counties. In all the localities which have come under

my observation tliis is truly a railroad weed. (State Catalogue, p. 733,

Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1!)04: 223.)

35. Fumaria officinalis L. Fumitory.

Putnam County. Previously reported only from the eastern part of

the State. (State Catalogue, p. 703.)

*36. Lepidium campestre (L.) R. Br. Field Cress.

Putnam County, roadsides.

37. Sisymbrium altissimum L. Tumbling Mustard.

Hamilton. Putnam and Tippecanoe counties. The tirst notiw of this

species in Indiana occurs in the Proceedings of the Academy for 11)01

(p. 30(|i where it is reported by Dr. Hessler as "growing along thp State

Line Railroad east of Lake Cicott. Cass County." and by H. W. Clark

from Marshall County. In the Proceedings for 1003 (p. 134i Mr. Smith

reports that a single specimen was taken along the Monon Railroad near

the State Fair Grounds at Indianapolis. These records point to a wide

distribution over the State as a railroad weed. This is one of tlie most

important migrants which has entered our State in recent years, as it is

one of the worst weeds of the grain fields of the northwest. So important

indeed is this Aveed that it has received considerable attention both in

experiment station and government publications. The station in Tippe-

canoe County indicates that the species has probably been brought in with

grain, as it is found along the switch by one of the elevators.

38. Barbarea stricta Andrz.

This species is admitted to the State Catalogue on the authority of

Dr. MacDougal, who reported it from Putnam County, but on account of

range probabilities "it is somewhat doubtfully included." (State Cata-

logue, p. 766.) This species is quite abundant along a small stream in the

central part of Putnam County.

39. Boripa sinuata (Nutt.) A. S. Hitchcock.

This species is also admitted to the State Catalogue tentatively on

the authority of a speciiuen collected in Putnam County by Dr. Mac-

Dougal. (State Catalogue, p. 76(!. ) This species is well established at a

single station on the Big Four Railroad west of Greencastle Avhere it has

been able to maintain itself for the past fifteen years.
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40. Oirdaminc penn,^ylvanica Mulil. Smooth Bitter Cress.

Previously reported by C. C. Deani from Wells County. (Proc. Ind.

Acad. Sci. 19(10: 139.) This species is probably of general occurrence

throughout the State, but has been confused with 0. hirsuta, from which

it differs in the entire absence -of pubescence. The reference to the latter

species from Hamilton and Putnam counties in the State Catalogue (p.

768) shoiUd be transferred to the species under consideration as all the

material in the herbarium of DePauw University and in my own collection

from these localities lielongs here. I have been unable to find a single

specimen of ('. Iiifsiifa in either county.

*41. Coringia orientaliii (L.) BumoTt. Hare's Ear. Treacle Mustard

Putnam and Tippecanoe counties, along the Monon Railroad.

•42. Heuchera hirsuticaidis (Wheelock) Rydb. Hirsute Heuchera.

Putnam County, in dry woods and thickets. This species is intermedi-

ate Ix'tween //. rilloi^a and H. (iiiicricana. from the former of which it is

easily distinguished by the shallow, rounded lobes of its leaves, and from

the latter by its hirsute scape. Previously reported from Steuben County.

(Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1904: 220.)

43. Ribes gracile Michx. Missouri Gooseberry.

Hamilton and Marion counties. This species isby no means common

in this portion of the State. Previously reported from Vigo, Tippecanoe

and Kosciusko counties. (State Catalogue, p. 778.)

44. Ribes rubrum L. Red Currant.

Putnam County, sparingly escaped from cultivation.

45. Fragan'a americana (Porter) Britton. American Strawberry.

Putnam County, in liilly woods. Previously reported from Wells

County by Mr. Deam. (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1900: 140.)

*46. PoicntiUa Hulphurca Lam. Rough-fruited Cinquefoil.

F'utnam County, streets of Greencastle and adjoining pastures, ap-

parently introduced in lawn grass seed and now well established in a

limited area.

*47. Rosa arkunsaua Porter. Arkansas Rose.

I'utnam County. This western rose is established at a number of

points along the emliankment of the Big Four Railroad cast of Green-

castle.
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*48. Pyrus communis L. Scrub Pear.

Hamilton and Putnam counties, in red clay soil. Within the course of

a few years abandoned fields in the hill counties are covered with a

growth of blackberries, hickory and pears. Fruiting trees are not un-

common.

•49. Amygdalis persica L. Peach.

Putnam County. A number of bearing trees are to be found about the

dumps and in the woods where seeds have been thrown.

50. Bahtisia tinrtoria (L.) R. Br. Wild Indigo.

Tippecanoe County. A single plant of this species was found late in

the fall at the brow of a hill in company with Aiulropogon and Lithosper-

mum. The only locality given in the State Catalogue is Steuben County,

(p. 799.)

51. Geranium pusilum Burm. f. Small-flowered Cranes-bill.

In the Proceedings of the Academy for 1903 (p. 118) Mr. Dorner says:

"In the summer of 1902, this Avas found growing among the grass on the

Experiment Station grounds. This one collection, however, without any

additional observations is hardly enough to admit it to the State flora."

The station in question appears to be well established and spreading,

exterminating the grass.

*52. Oxalis corniculata L. Yellow Procumbent Wood-sorrel.

Putnam County, along the Big Pour Railroad west of Greencastle.

Britton gives the range of this species as "in ballast about eastern sea-

ports, and frequently growing on the ground in greenhouses * * *

Recently found in Ontario." The plant is also found in the warm regions

of both hemispheres.

63. Hypercum maculaium Walt. Spotted St. John's-wort

Hamilton County. Previously reported from Steuben and Marion

counties. (State Catalogue, p. 839; Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1903: 134.)

54. Sarothra gentionoides L. Pine-weed.

Pulton County. Material collected by Dr. Underwood is in the her-

barium of DePauw University.

*'55. Viola palmata sororia (Willd.) Pollard.

Putnam County, in rich woods.
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*66. Viola papilionacea domestica (Bicknell) Pollard. Field Violet.

Putnam County, in cultivated fields. Not common.

57. Passiflora lutea L. Yellow Passion Flower.

Putnam County, on the embankment of the Big Four Railroad west of

Greencastle. The most northern record for the State. (State Catalogue,

p. 84G.)

58. Omgra biennis grandiflom (Ait.) Lindl. (Oenothera b. g.)

Putnam County, along the Big Four Railroad. The only previous

mention of this species in the State is found on page 179 of the Proceed-

ings of the Academy for 1901, where it is recorded that "a patch, prob-

ably of recent introduction, of var. grandiflora was found in moist ground

near Warsaw.''

59. Anogra albicaulus (Pursli. ) Brittou. Prairie Evening Primrose.

Tippecanoe County. The State Catalogue (p. 852) classes this species

as "an exceptional form occasionally occurring in the southern counties.

Its northern limit in the State seems to be Hamilton County." This showy

flower was collected at two stations In the vicinity of Lafayette the past

summer. It was rather abundant In a meadow east of the city and several

plants were found along the Belt Railroad about a mile distant.

60. Circaea lutetiana L. Encliauter's Nightshade.

The texts with one accord speak of the plants of this genus as white

flowered. This, however, is inaccurate, as the present species shows a

marked variation in this respect. While the flowers are typically white

there are all the intermediate shades up to a bright pink. The first part

of the flower to change its color is the outside of the sepals, then tlie en-

tire sepal, and last of all the petals. Dr. Coulter tells me that he has seen

this form rather frequently in this State and in New York during the past

summer. I have collected the red flowered form in a single locality in

Hamilton County.

61. AnagaJlis arpensig L. Poor Man's Weatlierglass.

Putnam County. A specimen of this species collected in Putnam

County by Miss Amelia Ellis is In the herbarium of DePauw University.

The most northern record given In the State Catalogue is Monroe Covmty.

(P. 873.)
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62. Obolaria n'rginica L. Pennywort.
Putnam County, on a wooded hillside. The most northern locality

previously reported in the State Is Vigo County. (State Catalogue, p. S79.)

63. Gonobol ng leavis Michs.. {AmpeUnns alihidns (Nutt) Br itt. : Ensleniaa.

)

Climbing Milkweed,

Hamilton and Tippecano<? counties. "Confined to the southern coun-

ties, its northern record being Vigo County." (State Catalogue, p. 884.)

Each of these stations is of interest, as tliey very materially extend tlie

range of this species in tlie State. The Hamilton County locality was in

an abandoned roadway which had in latter years become a fence row.

The soil is red clay and the locality- about a mile from the river. The

plant maintained itself for a number of years and began to spread to tlie

adjacent fields. It was at last eradicated by the landowner. The vine is

abundant in the bottoms of The Wabash River near Lafayette, where it

is a bad weed in cornfields. This species is probably of wider distribu-

tion in the State than the recorded localities would indicate, as it is very

easily overlooki^l on account of the superficial resemblance of its leaves to

those of IjKDnotii pdiidiirdtd wifii which it grows.

64. Macrocaly.r nyctalea (L. ) Kuutze.

Tipi)ecanoe County. A chunp of this plant was found near the bank

of the Wal)ash Klver near Lafayette. Previously recorded only from Vigo

and Knox counties. (State Catalogue, p. 893.1*

*6o. Stachys ambigua (A. Gr.) Britten. (5. hyssipifolius ambigiia Gray.)

Putnam and Tippecanoe counties, in swamps and along streams.

66. Melissa ojicinalis L. Bee Balm.

Hamilton County.

*67. Riu'llia atrcpens micrantha (Engelm. & Gray) Britton. (R. s. cleistan-

tha A Gray.)

Hamilton and Marion counties. Tliis is the commonest form of this

species In the central part of the State.

68. Lonicera sempervhrns L. Honeysuckle.

Tippecanoe County, on dry hillsides. Not previously reported "north

of Wayne County." (State Catalogue, p. !)44.)

•'Since found common about Lafayette. June, 1906.
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69. Tragopogon porrifolius Ij. Oyster Plant.

Putnam County, in waste places about Greencastle. Previously re-

Ijorted from Wells County by Deam. (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 11)00: 142.)

*70. Silphiioii terehinthinaceum pinnattfidum (Ell.) A. Gr.

Hamilton County. The citation of the species (State Catalogue, p.

!>S2), is incorrect, as the specimens have laciniate radical leaves.

71. Helianthus petiularis Nutt.

Tippecanoe County, along the Big Pour Railroad west of Lafayette.

Previously reported from Lalve County. (Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. liXlO: 141.)

72. Sijnosma suareolens (L. ) Raf.

Hamilton County. The material hrst collected of this species was

defective, and so determined as Colcosinitlnix gi-dinlifloriis and I'eportcd

to Dr. Coulter. Later collections of material made a correct determina-

tion possit)le. The latter species should, therefore, be stricken out of the

d()ul>tful list of Iiidian.-i plants. (State Catalogue, p. (508.)

I

73. Ccntaiin'a cijamis L. Blue Bottle.

Tippecanoe County, in cidtivated ground and about dumps.

••74. Centauria solstitialis L. Yellow Star Thistle.

Dearborn County. This plant was sent to the experiment station

under date of October l(i, IbO.l, l)y Lute Helm of Moores Hill, Avho re-

ported it as a weed in alfalfa tields. It is an old world plant which is

sparingly naturalized in the Southern States. It can be readily distin-

guished from ('. C(ilrifrapn by its yellow flowers. This si^ecies is not in-

cluded in Britton's ^Manual.

Lafayette, Ind., November, 1005.
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Rust of Hamilton and Marion Counties, Indiana,

By Guy West Wilson.

Tlie prosi^'iit catalogue of Urcdivnles is based chiefly upon a c(7llection

of thirty-eight species made in th(! soutlieni ])art of Hamilton and the

northern part of Marion counties between the 3d of August and the 2d of

September of the present season. The hosts number forty-four, of which

Aster paniciilaivs and Arena sativa were the most prolific, the former

harboring three and the latter two species. I'reviously Init two species,

(lymnoconia interstitialis and Dicaeonia canaliculata, had been collected

in this region. The foi'mer did not reappear in this collection, thus making

the total number of species to date thirty-nine. This, however, can be

regarded merely as a preliminary catalogue, as the collecting season was

too short and the time which could be devoted to the work too limited to

make an exhaustive collection. A number of other species have been

observed in previous years, but as no specimens were collected they are

not included in the present list. Careful collecting in this region would

probably double the number of species and would certainly greatly ex-

tend the list of hosts for those already collected, as the host plants of

forty-five other Indiana rusts as well as some thirty-five additional hosts

of those here enumerated occur in this region.

Of the species catalogued, twelve may be classed as injurious, as their

hosts are cultivated plants. A few other species occur upon plants which

are cultivated elsewhere, and in such localities would be properly classed

as injurious, while in the present instance they might even be considered

beneficial species. Among the injurious species first place belongs to the

gi'ain rusts (Dicaeoma pocuUforme and D. rlmmnij, Avhich often seriously

reduce the yield of small grains. Of scarcely less importance is the black-

berry rust (Gymnoconia interstitialis), wliich was disastrously al)undant

in this region a half dozen years ago. So great was its ravages that a

considerable acreage of blackberries which were cultivated for market had

to be removed. The rust was not seen this season and was not abundant

last, so the fruitgrowers are again putting out blackberries.* The Carolina

poplar, which is used as a shade tree in towns, is sometimes seriously

••'Abundant on wild sps.of Rnhun in May, 1906.

12—A. OF Science.
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affected by a rust (Mc1ai)ii>f<oru ine(]iif<a\). The clover rust (CaeoniKnis

trifoliij was fouiul sparingly on alsike clover aucl abundantly on red

clover, causing some damage to the crop in places. The asparagus rust

(Dic(iro)iia (isixmKjiJ, so far as it was observed, occurs only upon wild

plants, and as this vegetable is not cultivated extensively in the infested

region it has little economic importance save as a menace to the occa-

sional asparagus beds in the vicinity. The corn rust (Divaeoiiia aornhi)

was very abundant this season, liut is not credited with any serious dam-

age.

The hve remaining species are to be regarded as injurious or not ac-

cording to the host which they infest. The Tnt)st important of these is

the bean rust ((Utroiniini^ iiIkiscoIi i. which was collected on corn beans

and seen a1)undantly on dwarf lieans, whlcli it damaged to a considerable

extent. This rust also occurs abundantly on a wild l)ean ( Sfniphosti/Ics

helvohi) which is a. serious pest in low river l)ottoms. The various wild

sunflowers as well as the common species ( Hclinntluis (uiiiitiis) are often

seriously affected )»y a rust f DicdcoiiKi hcHfiiitlii ). By the middle of Au-

gust the plants of the common suntlower in some sections of Indianapolis

were almost defoliated, and such leaves as did remain were rendered

unsightly by this rust. Had only lliat multitude of sunflowers which

abound in the river bottoms and about the dumps of the city been in-

fected, this rust would deserve a place among the beneficial species. All

the wild species of aster are used for ornament, especially in country gar-

dens, hence the three aster rusts (Colrospofiinii soliddf/inis. Dicacoiiia

nsteris and D. caracisasterisj assume the role of injurious s^xM-ies. This

is especially true of the last species, which often sadly disfigures its host.

A number of species occur upon weeds of greater or less importance

and so are to be considered beneficial, inasmuch as they assist in keeping

these pests in check. Of these the rust of the wild morning-glory

(Dicueoniu coiirulnilij and of the bind weed {Dicaeonia itnli/tjoni-coii-

volviillj are proljably the most important, as their hosts are among the

worst of the rust-bearing weeds of the region. The rust of the cocklebur

and horse Aveed (Dicaeoma xanthii) also deserves mention. The iron weed

rust (Coleosporiimi vernoHiw) is common and often entirely covers the

lower surface of the leaves of its host to the serious injury of the latter.

At the time this collection was made conditions favored the detailed

study of the rust flora of a limited area, to wit. section 5, range 4 east.
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township 17 north. This section has an area of about seven htindred acres

and is bounded on three sides and crossed from north to south by public

highways. The huid is gently rolling with a sandy loam soil and a red

clay subsoil. In the northAvest quarter is what was once a lake but is now

a flourishing corulield, on the western border of which a few small bogs

remain unditched. This region is drained by a ditch which is partly open,

and which crosses the low black lands of the southeastern quarter of the

section. Of the forty or fifty acres of timber land scarcely an acre can be

said to be in a state of nature, while the greater portion of this area is

closely pastured and part of it is in process of clearing. The present pop-

ulation is sixty-six and is entirely agricultural. The staple crops are corn,

wheat, oats, timothy and clover. Some fruit and a few vegetables are

grown for market, but usually for home consumption only. The or-

namentals are those usually found alK)ut country homes. The farms

are kept as free from weed*: as in the average Indiana neighborhood.

Such a region is scarcely an inviting collecting ground and would often be

passed by as unworthy of attention, yet it yielded thirty-six species of

rusts on forty-three hosts. These are marked with an asterisk (*) in the

catalogue.

The nomenclature of host plants is that of Britton's Manual, while

the rusts are named in accordance with the usually accepted nomenclature.

Synonyms are given for hosts when they have a different name in Gray's

Manual and for the rusts when the last published notice of these was

tinder a different name from that used in this catalogue. Reference to

previous publication in the Proceedings of the Academy are by year and

page. A set of specimens of this collection has been deposited in the her-

barium of Dr. Arthur, who has kindly verified all determinations.

Order UREDINIALES.

Family Coleosporiaceae.

1. GOLEOSPORIUM SOLIDAGINIS (.SV'/i;(i.) Thuem.

*0n Aster ericoides L. Hamilton.

*0n Aster paniculatus Lam. Hamilton.

*On Solidago canadensis L. Hamilton, Marion.

2 COLEOSPORIUM VERNONI.E B. and C.

*0n Vernonia fasiculatus Michx. Hamilton.
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Family Melampsoraceae.

3. PUCCINIASTRUM AGRIMONIAE (DC.) Dili.

*Oii Agrimonia mollis (T. & G.) Britt. {A. parviflora Ait.) Ham-
ilton.

4. Melampsora BiGELOWii Tluiem. (M. faraiosa (Pers. ) Scliroet.

)

On Salix cordata Muhl. Hamilton.

*0n Salix fluviatilis Nutt. (S. longifoUa Mulal.) Hamilton, Ma-
rion.

5. Melampsora medusae Thuem.

*0n Popnlus deltoides Marsh. ( P. monilifera Muhl. ) Hamilton,

Marion.

Family Pucciniaceae.

6. Gymnoconia interstitialis {Schl. ) Lagh. ( Fuccia interstitialis Schl.

)

Tranzschel.

)

*0n all species of Rubus. Hamilton. 1894 : 157.

7. Oaeomurus caladii (Schw.) Kuntze.

On Arisaema dracontium (L. ) Schott. Hamilton.

*0n Arisaema triphyllum (L. ) Torr. Hamilton.

8. Oaeomurus euphorbi^e {Schw. ) Kuntze.

On Euphorbia dentata Michx. Hamilton, Marion.

*0n Euphorbia humistrata Eugelm. Hamilton.

*0n Euphorbia maculata L. Hamilton.

*0n Euphorbia nutans Lag. {E. Ixjperk IJulia Gr. ) Hamilton, Ma-

rion,

9. Oaeomurus hedysari-paxioulati (Srluv.) Arth.

*On Meibomia sessilifolia (Torr. ) Kuntze.? (Desmodium s.). Ham-

ilton.

*On Meibomia viridiflora (L. ) Kuntze. (Desmodiuyn r.) Hamilton,

Marion.

10. Oaeomurus howei (Pk.) Kuntze.

•On Asclepias syriaca L. {A. cornuti Dec.) Hamilton, Marion.

11. Oaeomurus junoi {,Sc]iw.) Kuntze.

On Jancus tenuis Willd. Hamilton, Marion.

12. Oaeomurus perigynius (IlaJst.) Kuntze.

*0n Oarex utriculata Boot. Hamilton.

13. Oaeomurus phaseoli (Pens.) Arth.

*On Phaseolus vulgaris L. Hamilton.

On Strophostyles helvola (L. ) Britt. {Phaseolus diversifolius Pers.)

Marion.
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14. Caeomurus Polygoni ( Pers. ) Kuntze.

*Oii Polygonum aviculare L. Hamilton.

15. Caeomurus trifolii (Hedir.) Graij

*0n Trifolium hybridum L. Hamilton.

*0n Trifolium pratense L. Hamilton, Marion.

16. DiCAEOMA AXGUSTATUil (Pk.) Kuutze

.

*0n Scripus atrovirens Muhl. Hamilton.

17. DiCAEOMA ASPARAGi {DC.) Ktintze

.

On Asparagus officinale L. Hamilton.

18. DiCAEOMA ASTERis (Duby) Kuntze.

*0n Aster paniculatus Lam, Hamilton.

19. DiCAEOMA CANALICULATA {Sclw.) Kuntzc. {Puccinia mrhisiata D. & H.

)

*0n Cyperus strigosus L. Hamilton. 1894 ; 157.

20. DiCAEOMA CARACIS- A.STERIS Ai'th.

*On Aster paniculatus Lam. Hamilton.

21. DiCAEOMA CARACIS-SOLIDAGINIS Arth.

*0n Carex conoidea Schkuhr. Hamilton.

22. DiCAEOMA ciRCAEAE (Peru.) Kuntze.

*0n Circaea lutetiana L. Hamilton.

23. DiCAEOMA CONVOLVULI (Pers.) Kuntze.

On Convolvulus sepium L. Hamilton, Marion.

24. DiCAEOMA DAYi ( Clint. ) Kuntze.

*0u Sterionema ciliatum (L. ) Raf. Hamilton.

25. DiCAEOMA EMACULATUM (/S'c/i/'.) Kuntze.

•On Panicum capillare L. Hamilton.

26. DiCAEOMA HELIANTHI (Schw.) Kuntze.

On Heliantlms annuus L. Hamilton, Marion.

On Heliauthus tuberosus L. Marion.

*0n Helianthus sp. Hamilton.

27. DiCAEOMA LATERIPES [B. and R.) Kantze.

On Ruellia stripens L. Hamilton.

28. DiCAEOMA. MENTHAE (Pirs.) Graij.

*On Agastache nepetioides (L.) Kuntze. {Lo}>hanthiis n.) Hamil-

ton.

*0n Blephia hirsuta (Pursh. ) Torr. Hamilton.

On Mentha canadensis L. Hamilton.

On Monarda fistulosa L. Hamilton.

29. DiCAEOMA MUHLENBERGIAE {A. & H.) Arth.

*0n Muhlenbergia diffusa Schreb. Hamilton.
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30. DiCAEOMA POCULIFORME (Jacq.) Kuntze

.

*On Agrostis alba L. Hamilton.

On Avena sativa L. Hamilton.

*0n Triticum vulgare L. Hamilton.

31. DiCAEOMA PODOPHYLLi {Schw.) Kuntze.

*On Podophyllum peltatum L. Hamilton.

82. DiCAEOMA POLOGONI-AMPHIBII (Pers.) Aiih.

•'On Polygonum emersum (Michx, ) Britt. (P. muhlenbcrgii Wats.)

Hamilton.

33. DiCAEOMA POLYGONI-COXVOLVULI (Hedw.) Arth.

*0n Polygonum convolvulus L. Hamilton, Marion.

34. DiCAEOMA- PUNCTATUM (Str.) Avtll

.

•On Galium concinctum T. & G. Hamilton.

*0n Galium trifidum L. Hamilton.

On Galium tinctorium L. Hamilton.

35. DiCAEOMA RHAMNi (Gmel.) Kuntze.

*On Avena sativa L. Hamilton.

36. DiCAEOMA SORGHI (ScJiir.) Kuntze.

•On Zea mays L. Hamilton, Marion.

37. DiCAEOMA TARAXACI ( Plour. ) Kiuitze.

"On Taraxacum taraxacum (L.) Karst. {T. officinale Weher.) Ham-

ilton, Marion.

38. DiCAEOMA XANTHII {Schw.) Kuidze.

*0n Ambrosia trifida L. Hamilton.

On Xanthium canadeuse Mill. Hamilton, Marion.

39. Gymnosporangium globosum Farl.

*0n Crataegus j)unctata Jacq. Hamilton.

Lafayette, Ind., November, 1905.
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A Travertine Deposit in Tippecanoe County, Indiana.

By Guy West "Wilson.

Ou the west l)aiik of tlie Wabash River, near the Indiana Soldiers'

Home, a steep bluff skirts the stream. A short distance l)elow the "'Tecum-

seh Trail" the slope has been greatly nioditted l)y the action of the seep

water Avhich trickles down the bank and makes a small marsh near the

level of the river. This region of a few stjuare rods extent is the lodging-

place of the leaves and twigs from the forest trees above, thus materially

impeding the flow of the small amount of seep water, which is highly

charged with carbonate of lime, causing it to make a deposit. As this

mass has been undistrulied for a number of years a consideralde amoimt

of travertine has lieen formed. The surface, and consequently the more

recent, portion of the mass is (itiite soft, crumbling easily in tlic hand,

while the deeper and older portion is hard enough to resist a sliarp blow

Avith a small hammer.

An examination of fragments of this travertine shows that at the

present tinie our own flora is being preserved in fossil form. The deposit

of lime is rapid enotigh to preserve the leaves and twigs of neighboring

trees and of the herbaceous plants of the immediate vicinity. The former

are principally oaks and maples whose leaves can be recognized both by

their form and by the arrangement of their principal veins. The latter

are chiefly grasses and sedges, although fragments of a few other swamp
plants also occtu*. In the more moist portions of the region a sterile moss

grows in al)undance and is quickly encrusted witli lime, forming a large

bulk of the travertine at this point, and resembling certain of the chain

corals fHnlt/siti(l<icJ. Some of the moss noticed were growing at the tip

while completely encrusted at the base.

A large area of this portion of the formation is covered by a hixuriant

growth of one of the thalose liverworts. <'oiio(ri>h(iIu.s conlcii.s Dumort. As

the substratum upon which tliis ](lant grows is less conqiact than in other

portions of the deposit its fossil remains, which are the mo.st interesting

of all those Avhich were noticed, are not so perfect as might have been the
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t-ase bad the plant grown on a firmer substratum. Those found were

merely fragments of the tips of the thalhis and were thin oasts without

the markings which are characteristic- of the upper surface, and without

the rhizoids of the under surface. There was. indeed, nothing to dis-

tinguish the casts from those which might have been formed by any mem-

ber of the group, except the fact that they agreed in size and form with the

unmixed colony of this species which grows immediately above them.

Lafayette. Ixd.. November. 1905.
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Additions to Indiana Flora, No. 2.

By Ohas. O. DEAii.

The species herein listed have been identified by competent authority,

and mostly by the Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

Botrychiam obliquum Muhl.

Wells County, September 13, 1896; Steuben County, August 21, 1901.

Dryopteris filix-mas (L. ) Schott.

Wells County, July 20, 1902, This species was included in Coulter's

list, but no locality was cited.

Dryopteris hootti (Tuckerm. ) Underwood.

Wells County, July 23, 1905.

Panicum gattingeri Nash.

Franklin County, August 23, 1903.

Panicum philadelphicum Trin.

Steuben County, August 11, 1903.

Panicum minimum (Engelm. ) St.

Steuben County, August 12, 1903.

Eatonia puhescens Scrib. and Mer.

Orange County, May 25, 1901.

Elymus rohustum Scrib. and Sml.

Wells County, September 1, 1901; Franklin County, August 23, 1903.

Juncus dudleyi Wiegand.

Steuben County, June 16, 1903.

Juncoides campestris multifiora Celak.

Orange County, May 25, 1901.

Tradescantia reffexa Raf .

Steuben County, June 16, 1903.

Sali.r fragHis L.

Steuben County, August 13, 1903.

Sali.r fragilis X alba Wimmer.

Wells County, May 7, 1899.

Roripa sylrestris (L. ) Bess.

Fountain County, June 5, 1905.
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Sophia intermedia Rydb.

Lawrence County, May 26, 1901.

Cassia medsgeri Sliafer.

Wells County, August 27, 1905.

Meibomia illinoensis (A. Gray) Kuntze.

Steuben County, August 11, 1903.

Ptelea mesochora Greene.

Noble County, August 9, 1905.

Viola crasxida Greene.

Steuben County, May 28, 1905.

Laciuca riw.-^a L.

Steuben County, August 12, 1903; Wells County, September 0, 1903;

Allen County, August 22, 1904.

Lactuca spirata integrifolia (A. Gray) Britton.

Wells County, September 17, 1905; Blackford County, September 3,

1905.

Eutliaiiiia liirtcUa Greene.

Wells County, August 27, 1905; Steuben County, September 9, 1903;

Kosciusko County, August 2-1, 1905; Blackford County, September

3, 1905.

Mariana Mariana (L.) Hill.

Wells County, July 10, 1905. This is a migrant, being found in a cul-

tivated tield.
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Some Monstkosities in Trillium.-''

By Frank Marion Andrews.

The genus Trilliuiu oecnsioiially shows iiiterestiiis' varhitions, not only

iu the form, but especially in the number of the parts of the foliar and

floral parts. These changes in foi-m and phyllody are especially conspicu-

ous al)out this region in the species Trillium sessile and Trillium recurva-

tinn. Of these some notable variations have been observed. Two speci-

mens were found growing within a meter of one another, one being Tril-

lium sessile and the other Trillium reeurvatiuji. In both of these speci-

mens no trace of the usual stamens or pistil were present. All parts of

the fi(»wers were completely transformed into floral leaves, which iu Tril-

lium recurvatum were considerably larger, with the exception of the

central ones, than the usual parts, of normal flowers growing near them.

In Trillium recurvatum the number of these leaves in the flowers without

reproductive organs was twenty-three (28) and in the Trillium sessile

fourteen (14). No gradation from petals to stanu>ns was observed in these

specimens, such as is sometimes seen in the Xymphaceae. The number of

sepals and floral leaves, the venation and other features were normal in

both of the specimens above named.

A third interesting variation was seen in another specimen of the

Trillium sessile in which the usual parts were present, but varied in

number. To enumerate—there were four floral leaves, somewhat smaller

than in normal specinn'iis, three small sepals, four large partly greenish

petals, three small stamens and four styles. This change in the size and

especially the nund»er of very close successive whorls of the foliar and

floral leaves was all the more striking inasmuch as the individual members

of the whorls were very uniform in number and size. This particular

plant was considerably smaller than normal specimens.

Some other specimens of Trillium sessile and recurvatum shoAved a

sepal and petal either partly, or in some instances wholly, grown together.

In these cases the sepal half, which could be distinguished by its position,

was much greener than the other or petal part, which was partly white.

='=See also Bott. Gaz., vol. 16, pp. 163 and 231, and vol. 19, pp. 137 and 460.
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Trillium erectum also deviated somewhat from the usual appearance,

without a multiplication of parts but apparently merely a partial substitu-

tion. For example, one specimen had the usual floral leaves, three sepals,

five petals, four stamens and two styles. In all other respects these plants

were normal. Some flowers of the other species have shown a tendency

to unite two or more of the parts. Some slight deviations in Trillium

nivale have been observed in the way of a union of the floral parts.

It would be an interesting point to determine whether or not the plant

arising from a rhizome showing such changes as here mentioned would

appear afterward. Accordingly experiments of this nature are in progress.
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A Natural Proof That the Koot Tip Alone is Sensitive to

THE Gravitation Stimulus.

By Frank Marion Andrews.

Ffeft'ei* and Czapek* have demonstrated that it is the root tip only

that is sensitive to the stimulus of gravitation. In order to accomplish

this end they resorted to the following method. Glass tubes of such a

diameter as would just fit over the end of the root tip were made by draw-

ing out thieli^-walled glass tubes. The tubes thus obtained were bent into

an L shape, had a total length of about three (.3) mm., and weighed about

thirty (30) milligrams. They were closed at one end and left open at the

other; each limb of the L-shaped tube made in this way had a length of

1.5 mm. The inside diameter of the tube depended on the size of the root

for which it was intended. It was necessary in all ca.ses to have this

glass tube fit the root loosely. It was connected to a piece of cork and

the germinated seedling also fastened to the same cork in such a way

that the root tip projected into the glass cap about to the bend. The

whole being rotated in a klinostat for some hours the root, fi'eed of the

stimulus of gravity, grew into the above mentioned glass cap and finally

assumed its L-shaped form. When removed from the klinostat and placed

with the curved tip of the root vertical and the rest of the root horizontal

no geotropic ciu'vatiu-e took place, which shows that since the tip of the

root was constrained from bending, the sensitiveness of geotropic stimulus

must be located there, else it would have bent at a point outside the glass

tube. I have accidentally found a natural proof of this admirable and con-

clusive discovery of Pfeffer and Czapek. In some germinating corn 1

observed one instance in which the root of the embryo had not freed

Itself in the usual way, but instead, the scutellum was broken about mid-

way and carried down by the root on its tip as a mass of tissue. The

outer coats were not broken, and these adhering about the scutellum on

one side in the usual way made the mass so strong that the root could not

grow out of it—at least it did not do so. This mass of tissue when re-

moved weighed fifteen (1.5) milligrams. The root had turned and grown

•'Jahr f. wiss. Bot., 1895, Bd. 27. p. 243, and 1900, Bd. 35. p. 313.
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ill this mass toAA'ard the l)ack of the seiitellum at a right angle a short

distance from the tip: upon removing all the mass from the root tip. whieh

could be done (juite easily, this curving was i)lainl.v evident. The root was

fixed in a moist atmosphere on a sheet of cork, with the curved ])art in a

vertical position and the rest of the root in a horizontal position. Imt no

geoti-opie curvature took place. During the time the root was kejil in this

position it grew almost as rapidly as the control specinu'us which were

used to estimate the growth. While this accidental occurrence of a cap-

like mass of tissue on the rciot-tip showed and verified the same effect

on geotropic curvature, as was proved by using the glass caps, neverthe-

less it eliminated all the dangers of traumatic effects, to which the glass-

cap method might render these parts lial)le in the alisence of skillful

manipulation, upon which experimentation is being conducted.
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Plasmodesmen.

By Frank Marion Andrews.

It has been shown by W. Gardiner/ Strasburger,^ Kohl,- and others

that plasmodesmen are not confined to the pits in the cell walls but that

they may also penetrate the cell walls themselves at other places. Excel-

lent names for the plasmodesmen penetrating the cell wall in the places

above mentioned have been chosen by Kohl.^ Those which pass through

the pit membrane he calls aggregated and these which pass tlirough the

unpitted membrane solitary. Strasburger' has recommended for all these

protoplasmic connections the term plasmodesmen. It has also been shown

that the plasmodesmen arise independently of cell division, for in the

dermatogen of a plianerogam, in wliich only anticlinal and i-adinl walls

are formed these plasmodesmen are present in the walls between the der-

matogen and the next inner layer of cells.

Tlie plasmodesuKMi arise, according to Strasburgcr, secondarily in a

very early stage in tlie lormation of the membranes, before the beginning

of their secondary thickening. Pfeffer" states—according to reports^—that

a subsequent formation of very thin plama connections is just as possible,

as tlie larger fusion of protoplasts, which is made possible by dissolution

of adequate parts of the cell wall.

I have investigated the occurrence of plasmodesmen to some extent

in the endosperm of Phoenix dactylifera. and find both the solitary and

aggregate forms present in large numbers.

Fig. 1 represents a cross-section of a cell of the endosperm of this

plant before treating witli any reagent. The pits are large and numerous

and are generally somewhat enlarged Avhere the ends come together with

the corresponding ones of contiguous cells. The walls are rather thicli

and hard. Fig. 2 is a longitudinal section of the endosperm of Piioenix

'Gardiner \V. Arbeiten des Botanischen Institute? in Wurzbiirg 1888, Bd. 3, p. 52.

^'Strasburger Ueber Plasmaverbindungen pfianzlicher Zellen Jahr fiir wis. Bot. 1901,

Band 36, p. 493.

=Kohl-Ber. d. Deutsch botan. Gesell=ch. 1900, p. 364.

^Kohl-Ber. d. Deutsch botan. Gesellsch. 1900, p. 364.

^Strasburger-Ueber Plasmaverbindungen pflanzlicher Zellen Jahr fiir wis. Bot. 1901,

Band 36, p. 503.

^Pfeffer-Pflanzenphysiologie zweite Auf. 1904, Bd. II, p. 219.
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dactylifera in which the wall has been greatly swollen and the plasmodes-

men stained to make them more plainly visible. In this case I treated

the specimens according to Gardiner's method first by allowing them to lie

for a while in iodine and potassium iodide and then adding chloriodide of

Fig.l.

zinc and allowing it to act for twelve hours. The sections were then

carefully washed in water. The walls were found to be strongly swollen

to at least twenty-five times their original thickness where the pits oc-

curred. In only a few instances were any of the aggregate plasmodesmen

Fig. 2.

found broken where they entered the pit of the cell. Sometimes this

occurred, especially in the solitary plasmodesmen, and a small filament

could be seen as in Fig. 2. Attempts were made to bring these plas-

modesmen more plainly to view bj' the use of Hoffman's blue, but this did

not succeed very well. I found after considerable experimentation that
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a solution of clove oil eosin stained them densely and then made them

plainly visible. The solution I used was made by adding a small quantity

of eosin to the pure clove oil. This stains very quickly and must therefore

only be allowed to act a few seconds. The aggregate plasmodesmen did

not show themselves in this specimen to be perfectly smooth threads of

protoplasm but were coarsely granular or appeared considerably thickened

at irregular intervals. (Fig. 2.) The solitary plasmodesmen, however,

were more miiform. Tliis appearance of the plasmodesmen was only to be

seen to good advantage under ver5' high magnitication. The plasmodes-

Fig. 3.

men shown in Fig. 2, for example, were magnified 2,250 times. The en-

larged ends of the pits aliove referred to are better shown here than in

Fig. 1.

The plasmodesmen in tlie cortex of Aesculus flava were also examined.

To do this I removed the outer layers down to the green tissue, and the

thin sections obtained there were treated in the same way as those of the

endosperm of Phoenix dactylifera, except that instead of using chloriodide

of zinc, sulphuric acid was employed for swelling. Clove oil eosin was

also used here with good results. Hoffman's blue was also more effective

than in the first case mentioned. The plasmodesmen of both kinds were

made visible here, although the solitary ones were, as usual, more difficult

to distinguish than the aggregate ones. Some experiments in demonstrat-

ing the plasmodesmen in moss leaves were also performed. This was done

by plasmolysis. The leaves of Funaria hygrometrica, and often whole

13—A. OF Science.
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plantlets as well, were placed in a 17 per cent, solution of cane sugar and

left for a few minutes. This was sufficient to bring about a plasmolysis

in all the cells and make the plasmodesmen evident when stained. This

is shown in Fig. 3. The fine strands of protoplasm ran from the proto-

plasts to pits in the wall and from there through the wall to the opposite

protoplasts. If the protoplasts were contracted too much by plasmolysis

they were broken and the fragments could often be seen (Fig. 3).

When moss-cells were plasmolized in the way above mentioned they

were fixed in a 1 per cent, solution of chromic-acetic acid, then washed

in water and the walls swollen in the usual way.

The walls must be swollen considerably in Funaria hygrometrica to

locate exactly the passage of the plasmodesmen. Although the proto-

plasmic fibers running from the contracted protoplasts were visible even

directly after plasmolyzing they were made much more evident by stain-

ing with clove oil or Hoffman's blue.

The importance of plasmodesmen uniting the various protoplasts of

a plant is evident in several ways. Experiments have been made to show^

that stimuli may be transmitted through them. Even certain nutrient sub-

stances^ may pass through them in mass or by diffusion, and Miehe^ has

even observed that nuclei may under certain conditions pass from one cell

to another by means of the pores of the plasmodesmen.

'Townsend, Jahr. f. wigg. Bot. 1897, Bd. 30, p. 484.

"PfeflFer, Pflanzenphysiologie zweite Auf. Bd. II, p. 225.

^Miehe.Flora, p. 115.
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The Effect of Alkaloids and Other Vegetable Poisons on

Protoplasm.

By Frank Marion Andrews.

It has not yet been satisfactorily determined whether the protoplasm

of plants is affected by allialoids and other vegetable poisons,* and accord-

ingly I have begun an investigation of this subject. I Avas enabled to

begin this work at the Marine Biological Station at Wood's Hole, Mass.,

during a part of the summer of 1905, through the courtesy of the Carnegie

Institution of Washington, D. C, which kindly placed at my disposal one

of the rooms which it controls at that place. Naturally only a beginning

could be made in this work which I am pursuing further now, but the re-

sults thus far obtained are not without interest.

Many alkaloids are only slightly soluble in cold water, as for example,

strychnine, of which only about one part in seven thousand (7,000) is

soluble in water. The salts of the alkaloids are, however, much more sol-

uble in cold water, both fresh and sea water.

My first experiments were carried out with strychnine sulphate on

volvox. This was found in great abundance in a i)ond some distance from

the station. When the volvox was put in a solution of strychnine sul-

phate containing .125 gr. in 875 cc. of fresh water the movement of the

plant was at first accelerated, but it was killed by this solution in one

hour. The color of the vegetative cells became lighter and when colonies

were present these were a little darkened. I then placed a drop of water

on the slide and to this I added some crystals of the stiychnine sulphate.

The volvox individuals at first swam to these dissolving crystals, but

coming too near entered a place where the concentration was fatal in five

minutes. When put in a solution containing .01 gr. of strychnine sulphate

in 100 cc. of water a'oIvox was killed in one hour and thirty minutes.

When placed in a solution containing .01 gr. of strychnine sulphate in

1,000 cc. of water volvox was killed in one hour and forty-five minutes.

At the expiration of twenty-four hours the volvox individuals were per-

fectly discolored and disorganized. Distilled water does not affect volvox

outside of the effects of nutrition, if properly prepared.

'PfeflFer Pflanzenphysiologie zweite Auf. 1904, Bd. II, p. 333,
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other fresh-water forms such as Oscillaria, Chrococcus, Cosmarium,

Closterium, Desmlds and Diatoms were not killed in a solution of strych-

nine sulphate containing one gr. in 1,000,000 cc. of water. The movement

of the protoplasm even did not stop. I have not yet determined the exact

lethal concentration of strychnine sulphate for these forms.

Marine forms of the Cyanophyceae (as Oscillaria and Kivularia); also

Diatomes; Chlorophyceae, as Cladophora and Enteromorpha; Brown Algae,

as Ectocarpus; and Red sea weeds, as Polysiphonia and others were not

killed in a solution of strychnine sulphate having one part in 100,000 of

water. Nor was the movement of the protoplasm stopped by this concen-

tration. A solution of the same having one part in 10,000 also had no

effect.

A solution of the same having one part in 1,000 also had no effect.

A solution of the same having one part in 250 killed all the plants in

twenty-four hours, hut the animals which happened to be present were

killed in seven hours.

There are only a few animals that can bear transferring from salt to

fresh water and vice versa. One of these is the form Artemia salina,

which may bear such treatment, but in so doing it assumes a somewhat

different size and shape. As a rule animals that are transferred from salt

to fresh water or vice versa, show at first accelerated movements, but

these become rapidly slower and slower, death ensuing in most instances

in a few seconds.

All the marine forms experimented with were killed in two hours by

a solution of strychnin" sulphate containing .."5 of a grain in 100 cc. of

water.

The above mentioned marine forms were killed in a solution of co-

caine containing .5 of a gram in 25 cc. of water, in two and one-fourth

hours.
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A Specimen of Kirtland's AVarblek, Secured May 13, 1905.

By D. W. Dexxis and Loren C. Petry.

This .specimen was secuiod May 13, 1905. rather hite in the afternoou,

probably 5:30 p. ui. The phice was the northern end of a thicket on the

farm of W. W. Kirkpatrick. abont five miles east of New Paris, Ohio.

This part of the thicket is comix)sed principally of second growth,

with no trees more than 25 or 30 feet in height. The particular place-

where the specimen was secured is near the edge of the thicket Avithin a

feAV feet of an open field.

At no time while the bird was seen did it go more than from eight to

ten feet from the ground. It tlitted about the branches of the bushes in

the usual manner of Avarblers, and after going over one, would fly directly

to the next, and in a similar manner, go over it.

A teetering motion of the tail was constantly kept up. and Avas very

noticeable. In fact, it Avas this that first attracted oiu- attention. AVhile

moving al)out the branches, the tail Avas almost constantly moving up and

doAvn. This motion Avas not a motion of the body, as in the sandpipers,

but of the tail alone.

The bird Avas not shy. and permitted us to approach Avithin 20 or 25

feet, AAithout flying or shoAving any alarm. At tliis distance it Avas easily

possible to see the black spots upon the yelloAV underparts. Avithout a glass.

The .specimen taken Avas ii female, and is preserved in tlie private col-

lection of D. W. Dennis. Not more than 25 specimens of this bird have

been seen; its biography is nearly a blauk.
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Nitrifying Bacteria.

By a. J. BiGNEY.

Everybody is searching for tbe wealtli of die world. The scientist,

liowever, is the one wlio usually makes the actual discoveries. He may not

reap much of the result himself, but the world is richer and better for his

having lived in it.

The past few years has seen much wealth added to Indiana through

the labors of her scientific men. New sources of income will be found and

new applications made as time passes on.

To the most casual observer it is certainly true that southern Indiana,

in particular, has too much abandoned land. Waste fields are to be seen

on every hand in many communities, and in some localities most of the

land has been turned over to the free action of the elements and to the

rabbits. As the population increases this land will be needed. The people

are not much concerned now, because there is an abundance of land in

the country. If their farms become too poor they will sell out and move

into other localities or into other States. The time is coming when there

will not be the inducements in other places, so the farmers will be com-

pelled to earn a livelihood on the old farm. Even now it would be less

expensive and much more satisfactory, especially to their good ladies, to

remain on the old farm and transform their worn-out land into a veritable

garden. The Germans are doing this very thing now on the hill lands

about some of our I'ivers. This shows that it can be done when our people

are willing to devote tiiemselves to the task and not be too anxious to

become rich too quickly and with as little labor as possible. When this

waste land is put under a high state of cultivation, it will make the coun-

try more beautiful and will thus be an incentive to the agricultural classes.

Who does not feel encouraged when travelers compliment a people on their

beautiful country?

The Department of Agriculture of our Govei-nment is accomplishing

wonders in developing new plans for work through their laboratories at

Washington and in the experiment stations. The farmers are being

stimulated to take an interest in scientific farming and the work is being
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made more practical and more interesting and also more popular. When

tiiey see that no line of work really needs more knowledge and skill it

will be a strong inducement to our young people to think of spending

tkeir time in developing our country along agricultural lines.

The great need tliat may be seen in many parts of southern Indiana

is the formation of a proper vegetable mould. This means that there

must be a greater amount of proteid substauce in it. This fiu'ther means

that nitrogen is the element most needed and the one most difficult to

secure. Since about four-fifths of the air is composed of nitrogen it would

seem that we should not lack for this substance. This source of wealth

had remained hidden for centuries. Not until recently did we learn of

the part that the leguminous plants play in tliis problem. Now we know

that this class of plants is the one that can make use of the nitrogen of

the air for the manufacture of proteid sul)stances of plants.

Fewer than ten years have elapsed since the noted German scientists

Nol)be and Hiltner suggested that pure cultures of soil bacteria might be

used to inoculate new soils. German expei'iments continued to be made,

but they were quite unsatisfactory.

In 1901 the Department of Agricultui'ie of the United States began

investigations in its laboratory of plant physiology to find an 'artificial

medium in which Ijacteria Avould grow and still preserve its power or even

to intensify its qualities. Furthermore the bacteria must have the power

to penetrate the roots of the plants, because it is impossible to fix nitrogen

unless they are stimulated by the activities of the plant itself. The result

of this investigation was a liquid culture. This culture is put up in three

packages, Nos. 1, 2, and 3. No. 1 consists chiefly of sugar with a little

potassium phosphate and magnesium sulphate. No. 2 consists of cotton

laden with bacteria. No. 3 contains ammonium phosphate. No. 1 is

dis.solved in one gallon of water and the bacteria placed in it. This must

be kept in a warm place, the temperature of which is between 70 and 80

degrees. At the end of twenty-four hours No. 3 is added and kept twenty-

four hours more imder similar conditions. The water by this time will be

quite milky. Examination with the microscope reveals myriads of bac-

teria in active state.

The seed is now thoroughly moistened with the water and spread

out to dry as quickly as possible. This liquid culture will retain its

qualities for about forty-eight hours. The inoculated .seed may be kept
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however for several weeks, or even for months, before sowing and still

retain all its power of growth.

It has lieen demonstrated that each legume has its own particular

kind of bacteria, hence the Department of Agriculture always desires

to know Avhat seed is intended to be used.

These cultures were completed by the spring of 1904 and sent out to

12.tHX) farmers in every State in the Union and in many of the foreign

countries including New Zealand. South Africa and Australia. This gave

every variety of climate and soil for making the test and also all

classes of farmers for trying the experiment, whether particularly

adapted to such work or not. Of course all did not report the result, but

the reports that were sent in showed an increase of TH per cent, in the

production. The rate of increase for the different legumes was as follows:

Alfalfa. 73 per cent.; red clover. 92 per cent.: garden peas. 87 per cent.:

common bean. .SO per cent.; cow pea, 85 per cent.: soy bean. .")! per cent.:

hairy vetch. 75 per cent., and crimson clover. 88 per cent. This certainly

indicates a remarkable result and plainly shows that there is something

in this method of increasing the fertility of the soil.

My own experiments extend over only the past season. I ordered my
supplies in November. 1904. and they were sent to me February 1. 1!KI5.

I inoculated four and one-fourth bushels of red clover seed Avith two sup-

plies of bacteria. I sowed the seed on 25 acres of land, most of which was

in wheat. For comparison I soAved a strip that was not inoculated. The

sowing occurred between April 4 and 10. Anxiously I watched the grow-

ing seed. As soon as the nodules began to form I could notice more

nodules on the inoculated plants than on the uninoculated ones. This

increase has continued throughout the season. In comparing the stand of

clover with neighboring fields it is plainly seen that it is better, the plants

more vigorous and healthful.

My experiments have not been as successful as I anticipated, yet I

feel that it has been very encouraging and that it can be of service to the

farmers in southeast Indiana. Many farmers already in various parts of

the country have succeeded in getting a stand of clover or alfalfa where

it had previously been impossible to get it to grow.

It might also be stated in this connection that soil which has been

growing clover becomes inoculated, and this soil can be sprinkled over

another field and it will become inoculated. When the soil is once inocu-
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lated it remains ricli in tliese germs and tlius insures tlie perpetuity of the

power of gathering nitrogen from the air. It may talie a number of years

to mal^e the people see the advantage of this inoculation, but when it is

shown that there is an actual increase in the production, the farmers will

not be slow to take up with the method. I expect to continue my experi-

ments, and already have supplies engaged for another season.

' November 29, 1905.
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A New Form of Microtome Knife.

By E. G. Martin.

The writer has been much impressed, botli as student and teacher,

with tlie great waste of energy and time involved in Iveeping microtome

knives in satisfactory condition for use. In every biological laboratory the

care of these Ivuives is recognized as constituting a serious drain upon the

student's time. In most undergraduate laboratories there is also apt to

be more or less disposition to use poorly sharpened knives, rather than

take the trouble to put them in satisfactory condition, with the inevitable

Microtome Knife.— In this drawing the two blades are shown clamped together in

position for use. but without the cutting: blade inserted. When the set-screw is loos-

ened the front blade falls forward far enough to allow of the insertion of the cutting
blade.

consequence of inferior sections. In order to insure that the student shall

always be provided with a satisfactory cutting edge, and at the same time

to avoid the expenditure of time necessary when the usual form of knife

is used, the writer devised the instrument herein described for use in the

biological laboratories of Purdue University.

The apparatus makes use of the patent safety razor blades which are

now on the market at a moderate price. The form for which this instru-

ment is adapted is the one which first appeax-ed on the market. The
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device consists essentially of a stout blade split lengthwise in a plane

passing through the cutting edge, and having the two parts hinged to-

gether at the side away fram the cutting edge. By means of a setscrew

the two parts of the l.ilade may be firmly pressed together and held so.

The thin blade, which is to be used as the actual cutting edge, is placed

in position between the two parts of the supporting blade witli its edge

slightly projecting, and is firmly clamped there by tightening the set-

screw. The instrument is then ready for use. For the details of struc-

ture the reader is referred to the accompanying drawing.

The device is adapted for microtomes, either of the Minot form or the

Bausch & Lomb sliding form. In the author's hands it has t-ut as good

sections with either instrument as he has ever gotten with the best knives

of the old form. The capacity of the knife is limited by the shortness of

the blade, but for practically all student work it will be found ample.

The instrument possesses the great advantage that each student can pro-

vide his own cutting edge, the cost being trifling, and thus the confusion

of having a immber using the same knife is avoided.
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The Present Status of the Chromosome Controversy.

By D. M. Mottier.

(Abstract.)

Cytologists are now agreed that the first mitosis in the spore mother-

cells of liiglier plants is a "reducing" or qualitatiA'e division, the chromo-

somes being bivalent, and that the second mitosis is equational. Two

views, however, are held concerning the manner in which the bivalent

chromosomes are formed. Gregoire and his associates; Allen, and Stras-

hurger and his students, maintain that the double chromatin thread ap-

pearing after synapsis is not the result of a longitudinal splitting of a

single spirem, but the approximation of two spirems, one presumably

paternal and the other maternal. On the other hand. Farmer and Moore

and others, among whom is the writer, assert that the double spirem is

due to a longitudinal splitting, which, as the spirem shortens and thickens.

l)econies indistinguishable except in certain cases. Parallel portions of the

spirem, or a part of the same, now approximate, forming loops, the paral-

lel sides of which are twisted upon each other. This looping or approxima-

tion of parallel portions of the spirem is accompanied by a second contrac-

tion resembling a partial .synapsis. The result is that near the center of

the nucleus there is formed a closely entangled or balled up mass of the

spirem from which extend somewhat radially the loops or approximated

parts of the spirem having a straighter course. Each parallel part of a

loop is, for example, a chromosome, the two forming a bivalent chromo-

some. The spirem now segments transversely, and in case the parallel

sides of the loops or the otherwise approximated parts of the spirem ad-

here at one end, as is very frequently true, the spirem may be said to

segment into pieces equal to the length of two chromosomes. These two

chromosomes, each of which is split lengthwise, now come to lie side by

side, or to form rings, loops, X's, Y's, etc. (Lilium. Podophyllum.) The

longitudinal splitting of the daughter segments observed during the

meta. or anaphase, is. according to this view, the original longitudinal

fission of the early prophase.
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Assuming the individuality of the chromosomes, and that one-half

is paternal and one-half maternal, Gregoire, Allen, Strasburger and others

claim that the double spirem, developing in the prophase of the first

mitosis, consists of the paternal and maternal spirems which have been

brought together side by side during synapsis. But according to the view

of Farmer and Moore and the writer, the double spirem is produced by a

longitudinal splitting, and that it is composed of paternal and maternal

chromosomes united end to end.
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The Bloomtno of Cercis Canadensis in September.

By D. M. Mottier.

(Abstract.)

A small tree of Cercis Canadensis, or common red bud, growing on

the campus of Indiana University was observed bearing many i)erfect

l)lossoms upon three or four of its larger branches, September 20. The

flowers were perfectly normal both as to structure and color. They re-

mained on the tree for about the same length of time as in the sirring.

No fruits M'ere formed however,
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A Peculiar Monstrosity in the Seedling of Zea Mays.

By D. M. Mottier.

(Abstract.)

A seedling of Zea Mays Avas exhibited, which consisted of two per-

fectly deA'eloped shoots about eight centimeters long and two primary

roots. Each primary root bore several secondary roots, and secondary

roots had also put in an appearance at the loAver nodes of each slioot.

The double membei's arose just above and below the first node of the

embryo, and apparently by the resjiective bifurcation of the shoot and

in-imary root.
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B. The Leesburg Swamp.*

By Will Scott.

Xortlieni liifliana is dotted with lalves and swamps. Tliis land surface

is the result of the uneven deposits of the ice sheet and tlie nioditication

of these by the processes of erosion, sedimentation and plant deposition.

Since the swamp illustrates so well the process throu,ij;h which present

conditions came to exist, it was thought worth while to select a typical

one, study its flora, physiography and plant depositions, and from these

'•'Trees of northern United States, by Apgar, was used for the identification of trees.

Gray's Manual of Botany (sixth editioo) was used for the identification of flowering plants
other than trees.

U—A. or Science.
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things, if possible, determine former conditions and project those yet to be

introduced.

The Leesburg swamp was selected. It is located in Kosciusljo County,

Indiana, one and one-fourth miles south of Leesburg on tlie east side of the

C, C, C. & St. L. R. R. It has an area of 02 acres.

Tlie worlv was carried on under tlie general direction of Dr. C. H.

Eigenmann, director of the Indiana University Biological Station, and

under the immediate direction of Dr. O. W. Caldwell. I wish also to ac-

knowledge the assistance rendered by Mr. W. D. Curtis in collecting, and

Mr. A. M. Mahaffey for most of the accompanying photographs.

Fig. 2. Sphagrniim.

In this investigation Schimper's' division of ecological into climatic

factors and edaphic factors Avas assumed and the edaphic factors only

considered.

One of the main purposes has been to test the theories and factors

proposed by Warming- and Cowles.^

1898.

'Schimper, A. F. W.: Pflanzengeographie auf physiologisclier. Grundlage, Jena

^Warming, E.: Plantsamfund. Copenhagen, 1895.

'Cowles, H. C: The Physiographic Ecology of Chicago and Vicinity. Bot. Gaz., 1901.
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The theory of "Warming is that all plant societies are determined

primarily by the water content of the soil. Cowles accepts the proposition

of Warming', but thinks it insufficient because of the fact that there is a

wide A'ariatiou in plant societies which grow in soils having the same

water content. His most important conclusion is that plant societies are

intimately as.'^ociaied witJi the physiography of a region and as the topog-

raphic forms change from one form to another the plant societies are also

modilied.

Physiography.

The evidence indicates that this swamp has been a lake cr a part of a

lake which at consecutive periotLs has occupied three distinct levels.

The First I.ake.—A level plain whose elevation is about eight feet

above the level of the swamp extends around the swamp and along its

marshy outlet to the Tipiiecanoo Rivir. Below the outlet two moraines

approach the river from each side and show indications of being cut by

water at their ends. It seems probalile that these and possibly other

moraines were continuous immediately after the glacial recession, while

the Tippecanoe drainage liasiu was being established. This woiild have

caused a large irregulaz' area, including the area descril)id. to ))e luidi-r

water.

The Second Lake.—When these larger muiaines were cut in two tliis

lake was lowered to the level of a moraine, extending across its outlet and

nearly parallel to the Tippecanoe Kiver. Tlie outline of this lake can be

pretty accurately traced by the dark jicaty soil and the sedges which still

gi-ow in what was tlie shallower part of it.

The Third Lake.—The erosion of the outlet tended to lower the water-

level of Ihe lake while constant deposition of plants that grew and died

around the margin tended to liring the lake lioor nearer the surface.

These processes eventually resulted in limiting the lake to the much deeper

"kettlehole" in the northern part of the area described. The kettlehole

is the i-egion occupied by the present swamp.

The outlet of this lake was not through a narrow moraine, as had beon

the outlet of the lake at higher levels, but through a channel r,^^o. miie in

length, whose slope was very slight.

V>y a seiies of excavations on the west side of the swani'i it A^\>s

determined tliat the slope of the sand imdei' the peat for the 1' .i-rbl'-

two feet, beginning at the peat margin A\'as one in ten; that i.'

^ ,8^3^^^
•e

•S\A
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Fig. 4. Cinnamon ferns with scale. Spaces = 1 foot.
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advance of ten feet to-\vard the center of the swamp there was an increase

of one foot in tlie depth of the peat. If this slope continues to the center,

a depth of 117 feet would be attained. The evidence cited does not prove

that the slope is so uniform nor that the depth mentioned did exist, but

approximately such a depth is probable.

Here was a lake of considerable depth surrounded by a very level

plain (the older lake bottom), with an outlet over a mile in length, and

with shores of slight slope. What was the cause of its extinction?

Fig. 6. Drosera intermedia.

Description of the Swamp Proper (Fig. 1).—The drainage lines of the

swamp begin at the northwest corner and extend around near the mar-

gins to the southeast corner. The central i)art is slightly elevated above

the remainder.

These facts indicate that the plants are more vigorous in the center

than near the margins. This elevated portion has in its center a U-

shaped area of tamaracks (Larix Americana), with the open end of the

U pointing northward. Most of this northern opening has been due to

ai'tificial disturbance. The pi-imaiy drainage-lines are on the east and
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south. On these sides the slopes are more abrupt. This has a verj-

marliecl effect upon the tlora.

The flora may be diviclecl into four regions: (1) The tamarack area,

(2) the west and north slope, (3) the south slope, (4) the east slope.

The tamarack area has many individual plants but few species. The

tamaracks are very dense except in the southwest part. Mingled with

these are poison sumachs (Rhus venenata), dwarf birch (Betula Americana)

and huckleberry (Gaylussacia resinosa). The ground is covered with

sphagnum, much of which is arranged in its characteristic hassocks.

(Fig. 2.) Growing from among these hassocks and probably assisting

in forming them are ferns (Osmmida cinnamomea), Figs. 3 and 4. Near

the margin this fern is replaced by the Royal fern (O. regalis). Mingled

with the sphagnum are pitcher plants (Sarracenia purpurea) (Fig. 5) and

Drosera (Fig. G). D. intermedia being the most abundant in the southern

partion and D. rotundifolia in the northern part. As the dryer marginal

regions are approached sphagnum is replaced by such mosses as Poly-

trichium, Leucobryum and Dicranum. In the slightly shaded portion two

species of orchids were found (Calapogon pulchilla, and Cypripedlum

spectabile).

In the eastern part the boles of the tamaracks were covered with

Parmelia, but in the southern and western part these were replaced with

Cetraria aleurites and Usuea barbata of such vigorous growth that they

often cover the branches to their tips and envelope the chlorophyl tissue

(Fig. 7l. Coincident with this is the death of the tamarack, but whether

there is a cause and effect relation between these phenomena and. if such

a relation exists, which is cause and which effect has not been determined.

Under this growth excavations showed that there was a great depth

of pure peat. Many of the plants composing this peat were well pre-

served. It was possible to identify some of them as being of the same

species as some of the living forms now growing above tliis accumulated

debris.

The West Side.—At the south end of the west side, is a rail fence.

Along this fence has crept in maples (Aces rubrum), poplars (Popvilus

tremuloides), and a few elms (Ulmus Americana). This fence, as all

artificial things seem to do, disturbed the natural sequence of plants. As

a result of this disturbance, just north of it occurs a great variety of

plant life, which, as one passes to the north, is differentiated into three

Avell defined zones (Fig. 8). The inner is dominaled by the poison sumach
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(Rhus venenata), the second by blue flag (Iris versicolor) and the third by

sedges. The Rhus belt contains a very little sphagnum, a few pitcher

plants, and some droseras. These are plainly remnants of a condition

similar to that which maintains at present in the tamarack ai'ea. Besides

these there are sedges (E'riophorum Virginianum), swamp bellfiower (Cam-

panula aparionoides), and a few mints (Mentha Canadensis, and Lycopus

sinuatus).

The Iris Zone.—The blue flag (Iris versicolor) gives the color to this

zone, but there are nearly as many individuals of marsh shield fern

(Asplenium thelypteris) and bonset (Eupatorium perfoliatum) as of Iris.

These were the predominant plants, but there appeared a smaller number

of goldenrods (Solidago Canadensis), meadow sweet (Spirea salicifolia),

trow-weed (Yernonia Noveboracenous), horse-mint (Monardo fistulosa)

agrimony (Agrimouia pariflora), and vervain (Verbena hastata). The

mints and composites seem to be the most prominent among the fore-

runners of mesophytic life. Outside this was a fragment of a sedge belt.

This contained coarse sedges and grasses (Scirpus atrovirens S. microcar-

pus, S. cyperinus, Panicum Crus-galli) and a few composites.

The north side (Fig. 9) is like the west except that there is no sedge

zone, the Iris of the east end is x-eplaced by calamus (Acorus calamus)^

and the Rhus almost disappears as the eastern extremity is approached.

Tavo species, however, should be noted. On the inside of the Rhus zone

two individuals of thistle (Cnicus lanceolatus) were found. These are.

as it were, the extreme advance guards of xerophytic conditions. About

the center of this zone, several individuals of Sagittaria (Sagittaria vari-

abilis) in a healthy condition were found. So far as I am able to dis-

cover, this plant is never introduced except in water. This means that

this plant has been able to sui-vive the changing conditions from lake

margin to Rhus belt by gradual adaptations. These plants were much

smaller and contained less chlorophyl than plants of the same species

growing in water at the same latitude.

The South Side.—The south side contains one of the primary drain-

age lines. Along this an open ditch has Teen dug. The willows (Salix

nigra, S. alba, S. discolor, S. tristis, ST Hicida, S. cordata) follow the ditch

throughout its entire length. Near the tast end the roses (Rosa Carolina)

form a belt reaching from the deciduous forest trees on the south to the

tamaracks on the north. North of the ditch they follow the ditch to its

western extremity, but the zone becomes narrower. Toward the west a
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zone of Iris occurs on each side of the Avillows. AVlierever Rosa occurs

Spirea abounds. Spirea tonieutosa on the east side and Spirea salicifolia

on the south side. Along tlie damper parts of this area grow Polygonum

sagittatum, P. parvifolium, P. hydropiperoides, Epilobum strictum, Plant-

ago pusilla, Galium tritida, Panthorum sedoides, and Alisma plantago.

There is a fine carpet of false purslane (Ludwigia palustris) over the entire

area.

The ditch iiself contains water only in times of flood. Notwithstand-

ing this it is almost covered with floating forms of liverworts (Riccia

fiuitans, Ricciocarpus natans). Yellow wated lilies (Nuphur advena)

grow in it for more than half its length.

At the west end, there is a sort of bay that has recently been fairly

well drained. This has resulted in the introduction of a great variety

of species. Most of those found further east along this side persist.

In addition occur: Eupatorium perfoliatum, purpureum, Helianthus an-

uuus, Solidago Canadensis, Bidens chrysantheuroides, Pj^cnantheum lan-

ceolatum, Mentha Canadensis, Lycopus sinuatus. Yirginicus, Potentilla

argentea, P. parviflora, and Verbena hastata. It is a tine example of con-

fusion of species during a change of conditions.

The East Slope (Fig. 10).—On the east side there is a row of willows

near the margin. Inside this there is a broad zone of roses (Rosa Caro-

lina), in which is mingled poplars (Populus tremuloides), swamp oaks

(Quercus tinctoria). and elms (ITmus Americana).

General Remarks and Conclusions.

First.—On account of the great depth of the peat and the slope of

the underlying sand Ave may conclude that this swamp was a lake which

has been filled with vegetation, and that the process still continues.

Second.—That in recent years the groAvth has been most rapid in the

center of the swamp, thus elevating it and forcing the drainage lines to

the margins. This was made possible through the inhibition of the proc-

esses of decay so often noted in sphagnum SAvamps.

Third.—The fact, that there are no peaty remains on the level plain

surroimding the present SAvamp, indicates that the first lake was a veiy

ephemeral one. When a topographic form exists for a short time its

effect upon the tlora is so slight that an interruption may be caused in the

usual succession of plant life. An excellent illustration of this fact has

been obserA'cd in connection Avith these studies in the case of Little Eagle
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Lake, Kosciusko County, Indiana. Here the lake level has been lowered

so rapidly that a meadow is developing without the usual intervening

marginal swamp life.

Fourth.-—Two additional comparative notes should be added. At

the west end of Turkey Lake is a kettlehole which exhibits the early

stages of the process. In parts the lake has been filled to the surface

with plant remains. In some places the advance into deeper water is

being made along the surface, so that a shelf of plant life exists with

Fig. 11. Kettlehole north of Eagle Lake.

very little beneath it except vegetable debris and water. The plant

which contributes most to this is swamp loosestrife (Decodon verticil-

latusj. It is soon assisted by sedges and Avillows, so that the zone which

contains Decodon only is very narrow.

North of E'agle Lake is another kettlehole (Fig. 11), which exhibits

the latter part of the process. The circular flat basin filled with peat

and surrounded by moraines indicates clearly its origin. The water

content of the soil would indicate mesophytic conditions. However the

central part of this area is occupied by tamaracks. This affirms the prop-

osition of Cowles that the change in topography may outstrip the co-ordi-

nate modifications of plant societies.
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Many more comparative studies Avill be required before eath step in

tlie process can be described in detail. All the conditions necessary for

the formation of a tamarack swamp can not now be stated, although two

are apparent (1) a relatively deep lake; (2) the destruction of this lake by

plant deposition, for this alone can produce the proper substratum for

the introduction of the tamarack.

A list of the orders of plants and the species in each found in the

Leesburg Swamp:

1. Nyjiph.i;aceje.

Nuphar advena.

2. Sarraceniace.^.

Sarracenia purpurea.

3. Geraniaceje.

finpatiens hiflora.

4. Ilicixe.e.

Ilex montlcola.

5. Sapindace-i:.

Acer rubrum.

n. Anacardiace^^.

RJlus venenata.

7. Rosace.e.

Spirea saliclfolia, S. tomentosa, Rosa Carolina, Poleniilla Canadensis, P.

argentea, Rubus hispidu^, Agrimonia paniflora. Primus Americana,

Pyrus coronana.

8... Crassulace.e.

Penthorum sedoides.

9. Droserace^.

Drosera rotundifolia, D. intermedia.

10. OXAGRACE.E.

Epilobium sfrictum.

11. CORXACE^.

Cornus Canadensis, C. Horida, C. sericea, C. stolonifera, C. paniculuta,

Nyssa sylvatica.
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12. OAPKiaOLIACE.q^.

Viburnum, prunifoliam, SamMicus Canadensis.

13. RUBIACE.E.

Galium trifida, Cephalanthus occidcntalis.

14. COMPOSITAE.

I 'ernonia noreboracensis, Helianthus annaus, Solidago Canadensis, Bidens

chrysanlhemoides, Eujiatorium perfuliuium, E. inirjmream, Cnicus

lanceolatum.

15. LOBELIACE.E.

Lobelia cardinalis.

16. Oampanulace^.

Campanula aparinoides.

17. ElUCACEvE.

Gaylussacia resinosa, Vaccinium macrocarpum.

18. Vekbenace.e.

Vcybena hastata.

19. Labiat.'E.

iScutellaria gulriculata, Monarda fistulosa, Pycnanthemum Virginiana,

Mentha Canadensis, Lycopus Americana, L. virginicus.

20. Plantaginace^.

Plantago elongata.

21. POLYUONACE.E.

Polygonum, sagittatum, P. hydropijieroides, P. arifolium

22. Laurace^e.

Sasxafras officinale.

23. Utricace^.

Ulmus Americana.

24. JUOLANDACE.E.

Carya alba, C. microcarpa

25. CULPULIFER.E.

Qacrciis alba, Q. macrocariia, Q. bicolor, Q. rubra, Q. tincloriu, Q. palus-

tris, Q. imbricaria, Q ilicifolia, Betula pumila, Corylas Americana..

15— A. OF Sctenck,
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26. Salicace^.

Salex umygduluides, S. allnt, S. discolor, S. ii/(jixf, »S. tristifi, tS. roKtnUa,

S. lacida, S. cordat-i, S. Iminilis, S. longifolia, Pojmlus tretnuloides,

P. grandidentnta.

27. CONIFEK.E.

Larix umcricaua.

28. Ikidace^e.

Iria versicolor

.

29. AkaoEvE.

Acorvs r(d(nim.s.

30. Alismace^.

Alisrna plantago, tSagittaria uariabilis.

31. Cyperace^.

Scii'jmif ntroi'irens, S. microcarputi, S. cyperinus, Eriophorain Virginianuin.

32. GUAMINyE.

Panicus Vru^- Golli.
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Note on the RECURRE^fcE of Brood V of Tibicen' Septendecim

IN Porter County, Indiana, During 1905.

By Walter L. Hahn.

In the Proceedings of this Academy for 1S98 (p. 225-G). F. M. Webster,

writing of the tliree broods of Cicada septendecim found in Indiana says:

"Brood y covers only the area over wliich Brood XXII did not occur and

does not, so far as I was abk^ to learn, overlap that brood. It covers a

small portion of Laporte County and the greater portion of Porter and

Lake counties, and Avill reappear next in 1905." That his prediction was

fulfilled the past summer, I am able to testify, for although I was not in

this region during "cicada time" the evidences of their worli were still

abundant in the latter part of August, when I visited soutliern Porter

County.

I am unable to define the limits of the brood, Init saw the indications

of its presence about Boone (Jrove and south of that village in the vicin-

ity of Aylesworth switch, to within about a mile of the Kankakee River.

The effect of their work was most noticeable on the red oak trees,

whose leaves were everywhere withered and brown to such a degree as

to be easily seen at the distance of a mile or more. However, other trees

had also been stung and were less noticeable only because their leaves

had fallen and new ones had l)een put fortli. The dried bodies and wings

of the insects were everywhere abundant in the woods, so that there

could be no doubt as to what had done this work, even had I not had the

testimony of farmers living in Ihe vicinity.

•Tibicen, Lalreille, Fatii. Nat., p. 426, 1825.
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AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR THE PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS

AND PAPERS OF THE INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

[Approved March 11, 1895.]

Whereas. The Indiana Academy of Science, a chartered
Preamble,

scientific association, has embodied in its constitution a

provision that it will, upon the request of the Governor, or of the several

departments of the State government, through the Governor, and through

its council as an advisory body, assist in the direction and execution o/

fiuy investigation within its province, without pecuniary gain to the

Academy, provided only that the necessary expenses of such investigation

are borne by the State; and.

Whereas, The reports of the meetings of said Academy, with the

several papers read before it, have very great educational, industrial and

economic value, and should be preserved in permanent form ; and

Whereas, 'J'he Constitution of the State makes it the duty of the

General x^ssembly to encourage by all suitable means intellectual, scien-

tific and agricultural improvement ; therefore.

Section 1. Be it ciiacfrd hij the General Assembly of the
publication of

State of Indiana, That hereafter the annual reports of the the Reports of

. , ^ ,. . , ^ r^ ... ... the Indiana
meetuigs ot the Indmna Academy of Science, begmnuig with

^(.,.^^,.^17 of

the report for the year 1S04, including all papers of scientific Science.

or economic value, presented at such meetings, after they shall have been

edited and prepared for pnl)licatiou as hereinafter provided, shall be pub

lished by and under the direction of the Commissioners of Public Printing

and Binding.

Sec 2. Said reports shall be edited and prepared for

publication without expense to the State, by a corps of Editing

Reports.
editors to be selected and appointed by the Indiana Acad-

emy of Science, who shall not, by reason of such services, have any claim

against the State for compensation. The form, style of binding, paper,

typographv and manner and extent of illustration of such re-
Number of

ports, shall be determined by tlie editors, subject to the ap- printed

proval of the Commissioners of Public Printing and Station- l^eports.

ery. Not less than 1,500 nor more than 3,000 copies of each of said

(5)
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reports siitill be published, the size of tlie edition within said limits to

be detei'uiiued by the concurrent action of the editors and the Commis-

sioners of Public I'rinting and Stationery: Provided. That not to ex-

ceed six hundred dollars (SGOO) shall be expended for such
'^*'^'^°'

publication in any one year, and not to extend beyond 189G

:

Provided, That no sums shall be deemed to be appropriated for the year

185M.

Sec. ',1. All except three hundred copies of each volume

Disposition ^,j-- ^.^j^j rejiovts Shall be placed in the custody of the State
of Reports.

Librarian, who shall furnish one copy thereof to each pub-

lic library in the State, one copy to each university, college or normal

school in the State, one copy to each high school in the State having a

library, which shall maRe ajipiication therefor, and one copy to such other

institutions, societies or persons as may be designated by the Academy

through its editors or its council. The remaining three hundred copies

shall be turned over to the Academy to lie disposed of as it may determine.

In order to i)rovide for the preser\'ation of the same it shall be the duty

of the Custodian of the State House to provide and place at the disposal

of the Academy one of the unoccupied rooms of the State House, to be

designated as the office of the Indiana Academy of Science, wherein said

copies of said reports belonging to the Academy, together with the original

manuscripts, drav ings, etc., thereof can be safely kept, and he shall also

e(juii» the same with the necessary siielving and furniture.

Sec 4. An emergency is hereby declared to exist for
EnierffGDcy

the immediate taking effect of this act, and it shall therefore

take effect and be in force from and after its passage.



AN ACT FOR THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS, THEIR NESTS
AND EGGS.

[Incliiiua Acts 1905.]

Section r.f)2. It shall be unlawful for any person to

kill, trap or possess any wild I)ir(l, or to purchase or offer

the same for sale, or to destroy the nests or the esss of any wild bird

except as otherwise proAnded in this section. But this section shall not

ai)ply to the follow ini; named game birds: The Anatid;e, connnonly called

swans, geese. l»rant, river and sea duck : the R.-Ulidje, commonly known

as rails, coots, nuidhens, and sallinules; tiie Limicohe, connnonly known as

shore birds, plovers, surf birds, snipe, woodcock, sandpipers, tattlers and

curlews ; nor to English or l^liiropeau house sparrows, crows, hawks, or

other birds of prey. Nor shall this section apply to any person taking

birds or their nests or eggs for scientific purposes under permit, as pro-

vided in the next section. Any person violating the provisions of this

section shall, upon conviction, be fined not less than ten dollars nor more

than fifty dollars.

Si;c. (iUo. Permits jnay be granted by the Commissioner of Fisheries

and Game to anj' properly accredited iierson. permitting the holder there-

of to collect birds, their nests or eggs for strictly scientific purposes. In

order to oiitain such i)erniit the applicant for the same must present to

said Commissioner written testimonials from two well-known scientific

men certifying to the good character and fitness of said applicant to be

entrusted with such privilege, and i>ay to said Board one dollar therefor,

and file with him a properly e.xeciited bond in the sum of two hundred

dollars, payable to the State of Indiana, conditioned that he will obey the

terms of such permit, and signed )iy at least two responsible citizens of

the State as sureties. The bond may be forfeited and the permit revoked

upon proof to the satisfaction of such Commissioner that the holder of

such permit has killed any bird or taken the nests or eggs of any bird

for any other purpose than that named in this section.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICT.R I.

Section 1. This association sliall lie called the Indiana Academy of

Science.

Sec. 2. The objects of this Academy shall be scientific research and

tiie diffnsion of knowledge concerning the various departments of science

,

to promote intercourse between men engaged in scientifi work, especially

in Indiana : to assist by investigation and discussion in developing and

making known the material, educational and other resources and riches

of the State : to arrange and prepare for publication such reports of inves-

tigation and discussions as may further the aims and objects of the Acad-

emy as set forth in these articles.

Whereas, The State has undertaken the ]ml)lication of such proceed-

ings, the Academ.^• will, upon request of the Governor, or of one of the

several departments of the State. throi;gh the Governor, act through its

council as an advisory body in the direction and execution of any investi-

gation within its province as stated. The necessary expenses incurred in

the prosecution of such investigation are to be borne by the State ; no

pecuniary gain is to come to the Academy for its advice or direction of

such investigation.

The regular proceedings of the Academy as published by the State shall

become a public document.

AIITICLE II.

Section 1. Members of this Academy shall be honorary fellows, fel-

lows, non-resident members or active members.

Sec. 2. Any person engaged in any department of scientific work, or

in original research in any department of science, shall be eligible to active

membership. Active members may be annual or life members. Annual

members may be elected at any meeting of the Academy ; they shall sign

the constitution, pay an admission fee of two dollars, and thereafter an

annual fee of one dollar. Any person who shall at one time contribute
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fifty dollars to the funds of this Academy may be elected a life member of

the Academy, free of assessment. Non-resident members may be elected

from those who have been active members but who have removed from the

State. In any case, a three-fourths vote of the members present shall elect

to membership. Applications for membership in any of the foregoing

classes shall be referred to a committee on application for membership,

who shall consider such application and report to the Academy before the

election.

Sec. 3. The members who are actively engaged in scientific work,

who have recognized standing as scientific men, and who have been mem-

bers of the Academy at least one year, may be recommended for nomina-'

tion for election as fellows by three fellows or members personally ac-

quainted with their work and character. Of members so nominated a

number not exceeding five in one year may, on recommendation of the

Executive Committee, be elected as fellows. At the meeting at which this

is adopted, tlie members of the Executive Committee for 1894 and fifteen

others shall lie elected fellows, and those now honorary members shall be-

come honorar.\- fellows. Honorary fellows may be elected on account of

special prominence in science, on the written recommendation of two mem-

bers of the Academy. In any case a three-fourths vote of the members

present shall elect.

ARTICLE III.

Section 1. Tlie officers of this Academy shall be chosen by ballot at

the annual meeting, and shall hold office one year. They shall consist of a

President, Vice-President, Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Press Secretary

and Treasurer, who shall perform the duties usually pertaining to tueir

respective oflices, and in addition, with the ex-Presidents of the Academy,

shall constitute an Executive Committee. The President shall, at each

annual meeting, appoint two members to be a conmiittee, which shall pre-

pare the programs and have charge of the arrangements for all meetings

for one year.

Skc. 2. 'The annual meeting of this Academy shall be held in the city

of Indianapolis within the week following Christinas of each year, unless

otherwise ordered by the Executive Committee. There snail also be a sum-

mer meeting at such time and place as may be decided upon by the Execu-

tive Committee. Other meetings may be called at the discretion of the Ex-
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ecutive Committee. The past Presidents, togetlier with the officers and Ex-

ecutive Conmiittee, slmll constitute the Council of the Academy, and repre-

sent it in the transaction of any necessary business not especially provided

for in this constitution, in the interim between general meetings.

Sec. 3. This constitutiori may be altered or amended at any annual

meeting by a three-fourths majority of the attending members of at least

one j-ear's standing. No question of amendment shall be decided on the

day of its presentation.

BY-LAWS.

1. On motion, any special dei»artment of science shall be assigned to

a curator, whose duty it shall be, with the assistance of the other members

interested in the same department, to endeavor to advance knowledge in

that particular department. Each curator shall report at such time and

place as the Academy shall direct. These reports shall include a brief

summary of the progress of the department during the year preceding the

presentation of the report.

2. The President shall deliver a public address on the morning of

one of the days of the meeting at the expiration of his term of office.

3. The Press Secretary shall attend to the securing of proper news-

paper reports of the meetings and assist the Secretary.

4. No special meeting of the Academy shall be held without a notice

of the same having been sent to the address of each member at least fifteen

days before such meeting.

5. No bill against the Academy shall be paid without an order signed

by the I'resident and countersigned Ijy the Secretary.

G. Members who shall allow their dues to remain unpaid for two

years, having been ainiually notified of their arrearage by the Treasurer,

shall have their names stricken from the roll.

7. Ten mendiers shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of

business.
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MEMBERS.

FELLOWS.

R. J. Aley *1898 Bloomington.

J. C. Arthur 1893 Lafayette.

J. W. Beetle 1906 Bloomington

George W. Benton 1896 Indianapolis.

A. J. Bigney 1897 Moore's Hill.

Katherine Golden Bitting 1895 ' Lafayette.

Donaldson Bodine 1899 Crawfordsville.

W. S. Blatchley 1S93 Indianapolis.

H. L. Bniner 1899 Irvington.

Severance Barrage 1898 Lafayette.

A. W. Butler 1893 Indianapolis.

W. A. Cogsiiall 1006 Bloomington.

Mel. T. Cook 1902 Santiago, Cuba.

John M. Coulter 1893 Chicago, 111.

Stanley Coulter 1893 Lafayette.

Glenn Culbertson 1899 Hanover.

E. R. Cumings 1906 Bloomington.

D. W. Dennis 1895 Richmond.

C. R. Dryer 1897 Terre Haute.

C. H. Eigeninann 1893 Bloomington.

Percy Norton Evans 1901 West Lafayette.

A. L. Foley 1897 Bloomington.

M. J. Golden 1899 Lafayette.

W. F. M. Goss 1893 Urbana, 111.

Thomas Gray 1893 Terre Haute.

A. S. Hathaway 1895 Terre Haute.

W. K. Hatt 1902 Lafayette.

Robert Hessler 1899 Logansport.

H. A. Huston 1893 Lafayette.

Edwin S. Johonnatt 1904 Terre Haute.

Robert E. Lyons 1896 Bloomington.

W. A. McBeth 1904 Terre Haute.

•'Date of electiiiii.
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V. F. Marsters *1893 Bloomington.

C. L. Mees 1894 Terre Haute.

J. A. Miller 1904 Bloomington.

W. J. Moenkhaus 1901 Bloomington.

D. M. Mottier 1893 Bloomington.

J. P. Naylor 1903 Greencastle.

W. A. Noyes 1893 Washington, D. C.

RoUa R. Ramsey 190(3 Bloomington.

J. H. Ransom 1902 Lafayette.

L. J. Rettger 1896 Terre Haute.

David Rothrock 1906 Bloomington.

J. T. Scovell 1894 Terre Haute.

Alex Smith 1893 Chicago, 111.

W. E. Stone 1893 Lafayette.

Joseph Swain 1898 Swarthmore, Pa.

M. B. Thomas 1893 Crawforclsville.

C. A. Waldo 1893 Lafayette.

F. M. Webster 1894 Champaign, 111.

Jacob Westlund 1904 Lafayette.

H. W. Wiley 1895. Washington, D. C.

John S. Wright 1894 Indianapolis.

"Date of election.

NON-RESIDENT MEMBERS.

George H. Ashley Charleston, S. C.

M. A. Brannon Grand Forks, N. D.

J. C. Branner Stanford University, Cal.

D. H. Campbell Stanford University, Cal.

A. Wilmer Duff Worcester, Mass.

B. W. Everman Washington, D. C.

Charles H. Gilbert Stanford University, Cal.

C. W. Green Columbia, Mo.

C. W. Hargitt Syracuse, N. Y.

O. P. Hay New York City.

Edward Hughes Stockton, Cal.

O. P. Jenkins Stanford University, Cal.

D. S. Jordan Stanford University, Cal.
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J. S. Kingsley Tufts College, Mass.

D. T. MacDougal Bronx Park, New York City

T. C. Mendenliall Worcester, Mass.

Alfred Springer.- Cincinnati, Ohio.

L. M. Underwood New York City.

Robert B. Warder Washington, D. C.

Ernest Walker Clemson College, S. C.

ACTIVE MEMBERS.

George Abbott Indianapolis.

Edward Hugh Bangs Indianapolis.

Walter D. Baker Indianapolis.

Harry Eldridge Bishop Indianapolis.

William N. Blanchard Greencastle.

Lester Black

Lee F. Bennett Valparaiso.

Charles S. Bond Richmond.

Fred J. Breeze Remington.

E. M. Bruce Terre Haute.

Lewis Clinton Carson Detroit, Midi.

Herman S. Chamberlain Indianapolis.

E. J. Chansler Bicknell.

Otto O. Clayton Geneva.

Howard W. Clark Chicago, 111.

H. M. Clem Monroeville.

Charles Clickener Silverwood, R. D. No. 1

Charles A. Coffey Petersburg.

Ulysses O. Cox Terre Haute.

William Clifford Cox Columbus.

J. A. CragwaU Crawfordsville

M. E. Crowell Franklin.

Lo-enzo E. Daniels Laporte.

S. C. Davisson Bloomington.

Charles C. Deam Bluffton.

Martha Doan Westfield.

J. P. Dolan Syracuse.
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Herman B. Dorner Lafayette.

Hans Duden Indianapolis.

Arthur E. Dunn Logansport.

Herbert A. Dunn Logansjwrt.

Max Mapes Ellis Vincennes.

M. N. Elrod Columbus.

Samuel G. Evans Evansville.

William P. Felver Logansport.

Wilbur A. Fiske Richmond.

W. B. Fletcher Indianapolis.

Austin Funk Jeffersonville.

John D. Gabel Montpelier.

Andrew W. Gamble Logansport.

H. O. Garman Lafayette.

Charles W. Garrett Pittsburg, Pa.

Robert G. Gillum Terre Haute.

Vernon Gould Rochester.

Frank Cook Greene New Albany

Walter L. Hahn Mitchell.

Mary T. Harman Odon.

Victor Hendricks St. Louis.

John P. Hetherington Logansport.

C. E. Hiatt Bloomington.

John E. Higdon Indianapolis.

Frank R. Higgins Terre Haute.

S. Bella HUands Madison.

John J. Hildebrandt Logansport.

G. E. Hoffman Logansport.

Allen D. Hole Richmond.

Lucius M. Hubbard South Bend.

John N. Hurty Indianapolis.

C. F. Jackson Greencastle.

Wm. J. Jones, Jr West Lafayette.

O. L. Kelso Terre Haute.

Frank D. Kern Lafayette.

Charles T. Knipp Urbana, 111.

R. W. Mc Bride Indianapolis.

Richard C. McClaskey Terre Haute.

2—A. OF Science.
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N. E. Mcludoo Lyons.

Lynn B. McMullen Indianapolis.

Edward G. Mahin "West Lafayette.

James E. Manchester Vincennes.

Wilfred H. Manwaring Bloomington.

William Edgar Mason Borden.

Clark Mick Berkley, Cal.

G. Rudolph Miller Indianapolis.

Richard Bishop Moore Indianapolis.

Fred Mutcliler Terre Haute.

Charles E. Newlin Ir\dngton.

John F. Newsom Stanford Tniversity, Cal.

D. A. Owen Franklin.

Rollo J. Peirce Indianapolis.

Ralph B. Polk Greenwood.

James A. Price Ft. Wayne.

A. H. Purdue Fayette ville, Ark.

Albert B. Reagan Mora, Wash.

Allen J. Reynolds Emporia, Kansas.

Giles E. Ripley Decorah, Iowa.

George L. Roberts Muncie.

E. A. Schultze Ft. Wayne.

Will Scott Bloomington.

Charles Wm. Shannon Bloomington.

Fred Sillery Indianapolis.

J. R. Slonaker Madison, Wis.

Albert Smith Lafayette.

Essie Alma Smith Bloomington.

C. Piper Smith Pacific Grove, Cal.

J. M. Stoddard Indianapolis.

Albert W. Thompson OwensviUe.

W. B. Van Gorder Worthington.

H. S. Yoorhees Ft. Wayne.

Frank B. Wade Indianapolis

Daniel T. Weir Indianapolis.

Guy West Wilson Bronx Park, N. Y.

William Watson Woollen Indianapolis.

Herbert Milton Woolen Indianapolis.



J. F. Woolsey Indianapolis.

Wm. J. Young Hyattsville, Md.

Lucy Youse Terre Haute.

Charles Zeleny Bloomington.

Fellows 53

Non-resident jnembers 20

Active members 107

Total 180

19

Note.—For list of Foreign Correspondents, see Proceedings of 1904.
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PROGRAM
OP THE

TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING,

INDIANAPOLIS. INDIANA.

Held in Shortridge High School Building, November 30 and December I, 1906.

President's Address—The Evolution of Medicine in Indiana Robert Hessler

GENERAL.

*!• A State Natural Park, 5m Fred J. Breeze

*2. Some Results from the Study of Life Insurance Problems, 10m C. H. Beckett

3. The Sex Ratio in the Fruit Fly and its Control by Selection, 10m W. J. Moenkhaus

4 An Outline of the Course in the Experimental Engineering Laboratory of Purdue Univer-

sity, 10m • W. 0. Teague
*.5. The United States Geological Survey H. M. Wilson, Chief Geographer

*6. Drainage Area of the East Fork of White River, 10m G. W. Shannon
*!. Steps in the Development of a Smokeless City W. F. M. Grss

*8. Experimental Studies of Reinforced Concrete, 7m ._ W. K. Halt

*.). Reclamation Possibilities of the Great Plains, 30m J. W. Beede

*10. How the Body Fights Disease, 15m W. H. Manwaring

11. The State Production and Control of Vaccines and Antitoxines, 15m L. W. Famulener

*12. Recurrence of Uroglena in the Lafayette City Water Supply, 5m Severance Burrage

*13. Laboratory Tests on certain Liquid Dentifrices and Mouth-washes, 15m Severance Burrage

*14. A Critical Study of Methods of Sweeping Rooms and Wards in Hospitals, 10m Severance Burrage

..*The program committee suggests that papers fi to 9 inclusive be heard at the Friday evening meeting and

that the Academy invite its friends.

MATHEMATICS.

*15. On the Reduction of Partial Differential Equations of the Fourth Order, 10m Charles Haseman

16. The Determination of a Certain Family of Surfaces, 10m Wm. H. Bates

*17. Concerning Differential Invariants, 10m D. A. Rothrock

*18. Conjugate Functions and Canonical Transformations, 10m D. A. Rothrock

19. On the Formula for the Area of a Curve in Polar Coordinantes, 10m Jacob Westlund

20. A Group of Scrolls Connected with a Steam Locomotive, 10m C. A. Waldo

CHEMISTRY.

*21. Notes on Salt Lime, 10m F. B. Wade
*22. Sugar and Sourness, 10m P. N. Evans

*23. A Simple Method of Measuring Hydrolysis, 10m G .\. Abbott

*24. The Ionization of the Successive Hydrogens of Orthophosphoric Acid, 10m (!. A. Abbott

25. Thiocarbonylsalicylamide and Derivatives, 5m R. E. Lyons and Elizabeth Shirley

26. Some Complex Ureids, 5m R. E. Lyons and James Currie

27. A Volumetic Method for the Estimation of Selenic Acid, 5m R. E. Lyons and C. G. Carpenter

*28. The Solubility of Uranium X in Ammonium Carbonate and the Variations in the Activity of

Some Uranium Compounds, 10m R. B. Moore and Herman Schlundt

*29. The Separation of Iron and Manganese by means of Pyridine, 5m R. B. Moore and Ivy Miller
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PHYSICS

30. The Hall Effect in "Hensler" Alloy, 10m D. H. Weir

*31. The Distribution of Stress in a Riveted Joint, 15m Albert Smith

32. Coefficient of Expansion of Brick, 10m C. V. Seastone

33. Measurement of Water by Means of a Vertical Jet, 5m C. V. Seastone

*34. Mathematical Principles Applied in Earthwork Construction, 10m J. Garman

35. Strength of Materials Under Combined Stresses, 5m E. L. Hancock

36. Lines on a Pseudosphere and Syntractrix of Revolution, 5m E. L. Hancock

37. Elastic Changes in Steel due to Overstrain, 10m E. L. Hancock

38. Waterproofing Mixtures for Concrete, 5m W. K. Hatt

*39. Contributions to Knowledge of Vehicle Woods, 10m W. K. Hatt

39a. The X Ray, 10m G. P. Hetherington

*39b. On Certain Demonstration Apparatus for Alternating Currents, 10m C. P. Mathews

BOTANY.

*40. Notes upon the Rate of Tree Growth in Glacial Soils of Northern Indiana, 15m Stanley Coulter

41. The Michillinda (Michigan) Sand Dunes and their Flora, 10m Stanley Coulter

*42. A List of .-^Igae, lOni Frank M. ."Andrews

*43. Some Monstrosities in Plants, 10m Frank M. Andrews

44. How Plant Rusts Live over Winter, 10m J. C. Arthur

*45. Parasitic Plant Diseases Reported for Indiana, 10m Frank D. Kern

*46. Notes on Occurrence of Sclerotinia fructigena, 10m Frank D. Kern

47. Additions to the Indiana Flora No. 3, 3m Chas. C. Deam
48. The Hymenomycetes of Indiana, 10m Donald Reddick

49. Comparison of Primary and Secondary Structures of Some Woods, 15m Katherine Golden Bitting

ZOOLOGY.

•50. The Lummi Indians, 10m Albert B. Reagan

51. The Mammals and Reptiles of the Rosebud Indian Agency, 10m Albert B. Reagan

*52. A Crow Roost near Remington, Indiana, 5m Fred J. Breeze

53. Fauna of the Grand Summit Section of Kansas and Remarks on the Development of Derbya

Multistriata, Meek and Hayden, 15m F. C. Greene

54. The Mammalian Remains of the Donaldson Cave, 10m Walter L. Hahn

55. Birds of Northwestern Indiana, 10m Henry Link

*56. Notes on Indiana Birds, 10m A. W. Butler

57. Some Internal Factors Controlling the Rate of Regeneration, 10m Charles Zeleny

*58. The ReactioDs of the Blind Fish, Amblyopsis spelaens, to Light, 10m Ferd Payne

*59. Observations on the Formation and Enlargement of the Tube of the Marine .\nnelid, Chaet-

opterus variopedatus, 10m H. E. Enders

*60. Notes on the .Artificial Fertilization of the Eggs of the common Clam, Venus mercenaria, 5m. .H. E. Fenders

*61. Some Observations on Ferment-activity in Unfertilized and Fertilized Eggs of Sea Urchins

and Star Fish, 15m 0. P. Terry

62. Blood Pressure in Man, 10m G. E. Hoffman

*62a. The Sense of Sight in Spiders, 15m .Alexander Petrunkevitch

GEOLOGY.

*63. Evidence of a Local Uncomformity of Considerable Extent in the Pennsylvanian Rocks of

Southern Indiana, 15m A. W. Thompson

64. Summary of Glacial Literature Relating to Glacial Deposit, 10m .Albert B. Reagan

Papers marked with a star were read.
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THE TWENTY-SECOND ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

The twenty-secoiul annual meeting of the Indiana Academy of Science

was held in Indianapolis, Thursday. Friday and Saturday, November 29.

30, and December 1, 190(;.

Thursday, at G p. m.. twenty niemliers of the Academy dined together

at the Claypool Hotel. Following the dinner the Executive Committee

met in regular session at the hotel headquarters.

President Robert Hessler called the Academy to order at 9 :30 Friday

morning, in the teachers' assembly room at Shortridge High School. The

transaction of business and the reading of papers occupied the attention

of the Acadejny until 11 a. ni.. when Dr. Hessler read his iini)er entitled:

"The Evolution of Medicine in Indiana."

Following this address came an adjournment until '2 p. m.. when other

papers came up for reading and discussion. At night papers of general

interest were read and the friends of the Academy were invited to be

pre.sent. On Saturday morning all unsettled business was cared for and

the remainder of the papers were heard, when the Academy adjourned.

THE SPRING MEETING OF 190G.

The spring meeting of 19(X( was held in New Harmony. Indiana. May
25 and 20.

The ]iarty reached New Harmony Friday afternoon, and in the even-

ing was entei'tained at a meeting planned by the residents. Frank Owen
Fitton presided at this meeting, and talks were made by Miss Carrie Pel-

ham, on "The Community Life of New Harmony." and the Rev. William

DuHamel on "The Scientilic History of New Harmony.

'

Saturday was spent in exploring the town and its surroundings.
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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

The Evolution of Medicine in Indiana.

Robert Hessler, A. M., M. D.

Ou looking over the addresses of our past Presidents, I observe that

they have usually dwelt upon siibjects in which they were especially in-

terested, and 1 feel it but natural that I should do likewise.

In addressing you I am not unmindful of the fact that the people as

a whole are behind you, are in a measure represented by you as leaders

in scientific thought, and that a discourse should be shaped accordingly.

All that I should like to say would rc<iuire much time; what I can say

in the brief time allotted must be suggestive rather than a full and exact

statement of scientific facts and deductions.

The subject is a Aast one. but I shall consider it briefly from three

standpoints : First, the evolution of the medical student and the coming

of the medical man into our State ; second, the evolution of diseases and

the coming in of new diseases, or, rather, the introduction of old diseases

into a new locality ; and lastly, the changes in methods of the treatment

of diseases.

Art precedes science everywhere. Plants were used and cultivated

before there was a science of botany ; many of the processes underlying

chemistry were known before there was a science of chemistry. Likewise

the sick were treated before there was a science of medicine. There are

not wanting those who deny that there is a science of medicine and who

assert that it is simply an art based on many sciences—on anatomy, bac-

teriology, chemistry, and so on through the alphabet, but the prevailing

view is that there is a science of medicine. Whichever view we adopt

must lead to the conclusion that the greater a man's knowledge of science,

the better a practitioner he will likely be, other things being equal.
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What is the reason, I have been asked, so few of the Indiana physicians

are. members of the Indiana Academy of Science? If physicians are scien-

tific men, why are so few members of the Academy? My usual reply is

that our physicians are so busy fighting disease and giving relief to the

sick that they have no time—such a reply satisfies many and places the

doctors in a good light. But such a reply does not quite fit in case of the

question : Why are so many doctors not members of a progressive medical

societj"? Or, Why do so few contribute to the scientific medical literature

of the State? Perhaps a brief review of the evolution of medicine in In-

diana will enable us to draw some just conclusions.

As sciences do not i-priug up suddenly, but are a matter of slow growth,

so likewise the accumulated stock of knowledge is not suddenly transferred

to a new country ; it takes a long time to bring it in, and our State is no

exception.

The Pkimitivt: Medicijse Man : The primitive medicine man was the

first to differentiate from the race; when all hunted and fished, he alone

stood apart and in the course of time separated more and more. As knowl-

edge was brought together, there was a further differentiation, sciences

crystallized out and pursued independent courses—but in their application

are always of benefit to man. Where the early medicine man held all

the linovviedge of his race or tribe, in the course of time there arose a

number of learned rnen. The man who studied the stars in time developed

into an astrologer and later on into an astronomer, just as the herbalist

developed in time into a pharinacist or botanist. (The diagram is intended

to sho^\ this relationship in a general way. The survival of old time be-

liefs and methods of trtating diseases being represented by a line parallel

to the development of the race, we need only think of the use of charms

and amulets, of faith-cures, the administration of nauseous drugs, and so

on. to gain an idea of how much still survives.)

IKD1A^' Medicine Man: The native Indian medicine man belonged to

a race still in the childhood of civilization, a race in the hunting and fishing

stage, and his beliefs and metho'ls of treating disease were on a level with

such a stage ; moreover at the time the white man first came in, the Indians

had few diseases to contend \^itli. Contrary to the popular belief, the

modern physician can learn nothing from the Indian medicine man, though

the life of the Indian can teach him many things pertaining to the value

of simple food, pure water and air, with out-of-door exercise.
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I Specialization in Medicine — eye, (hroat, stomach
nerves, etc.

-Separation of the Surgeon (Barber's pole a survival of

early times.)

-Separation of Sanitarian.

I Separation of Bacteriologist.

I
Separation of Physiologist

•Separation of Anatomist.
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I
[lifterentiatiun of Alchemist, developing into the Chem-

ist

I Dif ot Herbalist, trom whom developed the Pharmacist
and Botanist

-Dif of the Astrologei . ultimately developing into the

Astronornei .

Dit of Chief (survival of belief in the King's Touch for

scrofula and of . the belief in the Divine Right of

Kings.

)

— Uif of the Priest. (Survival of Faith Cures and the power
of prayer in arresting epidemics.)

Difierentiation of the Primitive Medicine Man. (Survival

today ot primitive beliefs, in charms, amulets,incantation,

nauseo'is drugs, etc.)

All men alike.
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Early Indiana Phvsictans: When the pioneer came to our territory

he left his old diseases Ijehind, hut in the course of time they followed

him, and he had to make the hest of it. Until a country is sufficiently

settled to support an educated ])hysician, none comes in. Men were in-

fluenced then by the same motives that influence them today. No well

educated physician today thinks of settling in the backwoods ; but as soon

as a settlement is made and a village arises, some venturesome spirit is

apt to come in. As a matter of fact the first Indiana physicians were meii

connected with the TTnited States army posts along the Waljash river, little

over a century ago ; unfortunately they left no records of their observations.

I'hysiciaus proper itegan to come in during the first decade of the past

century, but there are scarcely any medical records prior to the year 1820.

The early physicians led a strenuous life: there were no roads and the

sick were scattered over a large area : it was a horseback and saddlebag

life. Few had time or inclination to write—to the few who did write we

owe all our knowledge of those days. Medical books then were few and

costly ; a man with one book in each branch of medicine was indeed a

rarity. Medical journals were equally rare, and the fact that some of

the early Indiana physicians took the London Lancet speaks volumes for

their learning and ambition.

The educated physician soon had apprentices ; that is, farmers' sons,

who learned the rudiments of the profession and then began their own

work ; few went to a medical school. For a long time there were only two

medical, schools this side of the Alleghanies—at Lexington, Ky., and at

Cincinnati—and to attend these meant a long trip over roads at times

almost impassable. At first there were simple medical laws, but these

were abolished, and after 1843 the field was open to all. Just as bad

money drives out the good, so bad i)hysicians dro^e out the good, or pre-

vented good ones from coming in, and for a long time medical affairs went

backward. But we must not forget that Indiana retrograded generally

during this time. In 18f>0 Indiana was the eighth State in point of number

of inhabitants, but ranked twenty-third in illiteracy—lower than all the

slave stjites but three. The term "Iloosier" was a term of reproach, from

which our physicians did not escape, and sliarp criticism was passed on

some of our civil war surgeons.

The early Indiana physicians had few kinds of diseases to contend

with, V)ut these few made up in number of cases for the lack of kind.

Malaria ravaged frighlfully and dominated all diseases. The standard
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treatment for uialnria, as for most other diseases, was bleeding, purging

and vomiting, and the use of calomel, whisky and bark, the latter in time

displaced by quinine.

In the course of time the pains and aches of civilization came in. I

have heard old settlers speak of them as "new-fangled diseases," and

there came also a revulsion against old methods of treatment. In the

absence of restraining medical laws, a host of practitioners soon appeared

;

some of these became quite .skillful, but one is reminded of the story of

the man who expressed his admiration at the skill of the oculist who had

just operated on him ; the oculist admitted that he was skilled, adding,

"But I spoiled haif a bushel of eyes in learning to perform that operation."

Gradually the "isms" and "pathies" of medicine appeared, most of

them a protest against some of the absurdities of the old practitioners.

There are no "isms" nor 'pathies" among the sciences on which medicine

rests—anatomy, bacLeriolog.v, chemistry, and so on, ;ire free from them:

but when it comes to therapeutics or treatment, one-half of the doctors

think the other half wrong. However a ninnlier of established facts are

gradually accumulating and in the coiirse of time tliere will be a science

of therapeutics, in which serum theraiiy will, no doubt, hold a prominent

place, and many of the drugs of today only a minor one.

With the advance of civilization a number of well defined diseases

tend to diminish, but with a massing of humanity a host of ills tend to

increase. There are any number of affections that scarcely rise to the

dignity of a disease. Prescriliing becomes largely a jirescribing for symp-

toms, and many of the sick do their own prescribing; some go to a physician

only as a last resort. Many are unwilling to pay the physicfan for the

time it takes to investigate, and so the physician himself simply prescribes

for the symptoms. Some physicians are so busy doing this that they have

no time for stud.v or to attend the meetings of their medical society, much

less attend and take j»art in the deliberations of any scientific society. The

bane of the scientific physician is the busy practitioner who flits from one

patient to another, ue\er studying any case in detail nor taking time for

study, or manifesting any interest in the progress of medicine. The number

of men who have contributetl to the annual Transactions of the Indiana

State Medical Society is remarkably small ; where a few make frequent

contributions, many make none at all.

IMedicai. Schools : For a l(,«ng time oiu- State had no school for the

education of physicians and the more ambitious students of medicine had
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to go elsewhere. More than flfty years ac:o the doctors of Indiana were

discussmg the advisability of establishing a medical college ; there were

argiunents pro and con. Sonie believed that if we could not have a good

school, we had best have none. Since then many medical colleges have

come into existence and continued for variable periods of time. Some

"went under" early, others exi)erienced the hardships of existence as

private institutions. The struggle is still going on. Indiana is behind the

times; she is still without a medicnl school controlled by the State. Every

civilized country sooner or later is conipelled to assume control of medical

education.

The art of njedicine has made progress in Indiana, Init the science

lags behind; so fai', our State has made little real addition to the science

of medicine.

Although at the time of the passage of the common school law, only

about flft.v years ago, the term IJoosier was one of reproach, the advent of

the schoolmaster and State education soon changed that, and today we

take pi'ide in being called Hoosiers—it is becoming a term of honor rather

than of reproach. We have wholl.\ outgrown our former rei)utation, and

Indiana literary jirodnctior.s are known the world over.

The old medical schools did their \\-ork well : it was a practical work

;

but until the State takes charge of medical education and sets a good

standard, little advance in medical science is to be expected.

Art precedes science everywhere. Our own physicians have been so

busy applying the knowledge already extant that they have not had time

to make original observations, and few liave iniblished their observations.

But the time will come when our physicians will add to the scientific litera-

ture of medicine—the rise of general education and of literature in our

State foreshadows it.

THE ADVENT OF PISEASES.

The coming In of new diseases can perhaps be best understood in the

light of the analogy of the coming in of new weeds. Weeds and diseases

can be compared in many ways, but iifter a time analogies fail and each

must be studied separately. Pointing oiit analogies often leads men to

think, and in this light tliey are .iustifiable.

Early Botakists and Earia' Weeds—-Early Physicians and Early

Diseases: Of the prevalence of the early weeds of our State we know
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Imt little ; there were no competent obsei'vers. A farmer might fight weeds

all his life and yet know but little al>out them, about their characteristics

and properties, or their classification, and he is very apt to confound species.

A farmer usually simply learns to do certain things, only a few inquire

into the reason why or into the nature of the thing itself ; we call these

few progressive farmers.

The erratic Kafinesque was perhaps the first botanist who visited our

State, but he left no records of Indiana plants. The first botanist to make

a local list was Dr. A. Clapp, of New Albany, in the early thirties ; at that

time many European T\eeds had already wandered in. Since then a num-

ber of local lists have been made, some of them by physicians who botan-

ized as a recreation. The first State Catalogue was that of Coulter. Barnes

and Arthur, published in ]S81. The complete State Catalogue of Stanley

Coulter did not appear imtil 1900; since then a number of additional lists

have appeared in the Proceedings of our Academy. New plants ai*e cou-

stantly arriving, brought in from other States and countries; of these new

arrivals many are weeds and of these some remain and become common.

Where at first there were l)ut few observers of new arrivals, now there are

many, and new weeds are soon recognized and reported.

If it requires a botanist (even though only an amateur who submits to

the superior knowledge of the expert) to distinguish between weeds, it

must be evident that an educated physician is required to distinguish be-

tween diseases and to record the arrival of new ones. A man may fight

disease or diseases all his life without knowing anything about Das Wesen

der Krankheit; indeed, it is painful to admit that the best physicians have

to fight diseases about whose real nature they know but little ; like the

farmer and his weeds, they can simply fight them in the way thej' have

been taught or have learned how. I 'n fortunately the routinism of some

physicians is on a plane little above that of the farmer's method; they are

satisfied to live on without making any effort to find out and we do not

look for any advance in learning from them.

The advent of the educated physician has already been referred to, so

I shall proceed to give a few analogies between weeds and diseases. My
remarks, as already mentioned, will be suggestive rather than exact scien-

tific statements, mere outlines without dates. Of the many introduced

diseases I can mention but a few. Animals and plants also have diseases

but I shall refer only to disease in human beings.
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ANALOGIES OF WEKDS AND DISEASES.

The Days of Few Weeds and of Little Disease: The first settlers

cultivated only small patches of ground, olten only a "truclv patch" ; there

were few Ivinds of weeds and these were natives and easily destroyed.

The Ragweed (Ambrosia artemisia-folia) was proI)ably the chief among

them.

Of the diseases of the native Indians at the tinio the white man first

came among them, we know notliing. but we do know that their life was

not conducive to the evolution and pro])agation and dissemination of dis-

eases, and we can assume that, in all probability, they were practically

free from disease. Men who live in isolation, and in proportion as they

do lire in isolation, are almost free from the common pus formers, the

Staphylococci and Streptococci, with an absence of many of the common

ailments of life dependent more or less on them.

"J I^ early settlers wdre a hardy set of men and women ; they had left

their weak and feeble behind, and they led a hap]>y life, especially in the

northern part of the State where the Indians were not savage or warlike,

owing mainly to the influence of the French pioneers. There were few

weeds and likewise few diseases; they had left both behind. But they

found at least one native disease, namely milk sickness, or in other words,

they found the cause of it, and when this got into the body, through the

use of infected milk or the tiesh of cattle with the trembles, a reactiou

came on, and this reaction was called Milk Sickness—a disease about

which there has been miich discussion.

The Days of Dog Fennel and Jimson Weed—Of Malaria and Ty-

phoid Fever: The Dog fennel came in early, from Europe. Jimsou is a

corruption of Jamestown, the early colonial settlement in Virginia. Both

weeds flourish in neglected places, on farms, in villages and in towns;

they disappear with the advance of progress and civilization. On clean

farms and in clean villages and towns we see no Dog fennel today—but

there are still Dog fennel towns in Indiana.

JNIalaria and Tj'j)hoid fever may appropriately be compared and con-

trasted with these two weeds ; both were brought in by the white man.

Malaria came lirsi and was known as "The Fever." When typhoid fever

came in it was called "Continued Fever," to distinguish it from malaria

also known as "I'eriodical Fever." T^ntil the decade 1840-18.50, physicians

the world over were not able to clearly differentiate typhoid fever, it was
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long confused witli typhus fever ; very recently another disease has been

differentiated, known as paratyphoid. Thus iiner and finer distinctions are

being made. In this connection I might refer to the analogous case of

the plants Scrophularia nodosa, Scrophularia Marylandica, and Scroph-

ularia leporella. and how the latter, a native Indiana plant, was for a long

time confounded with the other, just as that in turn had been confused

with the European form—a botanist will readily understand this simple

allusion.

Malaria and typhoid fever botli flourish under simjile and primitive

conditions, that is, under a neglect of sanitation. Malaria flourishes

where the Anopheles moscpiito breeds and is transferred from one indi-

vidual to another by its bite. The drainage of wet places and the use of

(luiniue are the chief factors that account for the subsidence of malaria

and its present I'arity. Typhoid fever differs markedly from malarial

fever in that one attack protects the individual. The weak are killed off

and those who survive are innnune (second attacks of the disease lieing

rare) and this fact has an important bearing. Typhoid fever is chiefly a

water-borne disease, especially well water. Where wells and closets are

close together or where the subsoil is porous, diffusion takes place. In a

family where typhoid fever occurred there may be no further difliculty

from the use of the well water, but any stranger or visitor using it may

fall a victim. In cities dependent on wells there maj' be much typhoid

fever, while on the other hand a city with a good municipal water supply,

especially ^vhere the water is properly filtered, may have little of it. Cities

dependent on a river supply without previous filtration may fare very well

so long as the water is clear, but with the muddying of the river after a

rain and with a resort of the citizens to the old wells, there may be a

constant recurrence of the disease. In this connection we must not forget

that many of our rivers are today nothing but open sewers full of infec-

tious germs.

Malaria has disappeared from the cities (the Anopheles mosquito does

not live in cities) but it still flourishes in backward, undrained, communi-

ties—communities that are still in the Dog fennel days. On the other

hand, typhoid fever is all too connnon in some of our cities and towns

—

another indication of the survival of Dog fennel days.

Not so very long ago the chief diagnostic character for distinguishing

between the two diseases was the fever, that is the elevation of tempera-

ture, but every now and then so-called atypical cases occurred which left
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the diagnosis a matter of doubt. Today the scientific physician takes a

few di'ops of blood from tlie finger of the patient, one drop he examines

for the malarial parasite, the other is used for making the serum test for

typhoid fever. In the one disease a few large doses of quinine usually

cures outright ; in the case of typhoid fever little medicine is given, little

being required; with good nursing, proper diet, and an abundance of pure

water and pure air, the patient is apt to recover. Although formerly no

exact diagnosis was possible, yet the treatment of cases was simple
;
qui-

nine, whisky, calomel and opium were standard remedies. Little atten-

tion was given to hygienic measures, the sickroom was often tightly closed,

with the exclusion of fresh air, and as a consequence there was bronchial

irritation, often broncliitis. Typhoid fever is not the fatal disease it was

considered to be in the early days, and the nurse has largely taken the

place of the doctor in the treatment.

In the early days of Indiana, bleeding was in order in the treatment

of malaria, but this practice soon declined. Although the proper remedy

is quinine, yet for a long time it was given in iusufficient dosage. Just as

too little water can l>e put on a fire, and fail to put it out, so too little

quinine can be given to cure a patient—and if you wait too long the fire

(or the disease) may become very destructive. It was customary to "pre-

pare the patient for the quinine." Some died before the preparation was

completed. The discovery of the Plasmodium malaria, the active cause

of the disease, was a great advance in medicine. But to look for the

parasite is not universal today ; some physicians find it easier to prescribe

before they are sure of the diagnosis—Dog fennel days still survive.

The Days of Common European Weeds : The white man in his wan-

derings over the world has brought together a miscellaneous collection of

weeds, and these follow him wherever he goes. Today most of our com-

mon Indiana weeds are immigrants from Europe, where they have resisted

destruction for ages. The Amaranths and Cheuopodiums when cut down

will sprout anew ; pulled up by the roots they take fresh hold while lying

prostrate on the ground ; if but a single plant ripen seed, the surrounding

country will soon be restocked.

The white man in his wanderings has likewise collected a miscellan-

eous lot of diseases, and these, like his Aveeds, follow him wherever he

goes. A list of their names may be found in the daily mortality statistics

in the newspapers or in the advertisements of patent medicines.
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Mail tiglits his couiiuou diseases bj^ resorting to tlie use of medicines,

especially patent medicines; lie has not yet learned that diseases, like

weeds, may be eradicated, or that prevention is easier than cure. An in-

telligent farming community is apt to make a combined attack on weeds,

and the less seed scattered about the fewer weeds there will be. Perhaps

after a time we will go after diseases as the good farmer goes after his

weeds; indeed, we have already reached the stage where we keep a look-

out for such formidal)le diseases as the plague, cholera, typhus fever and

several others; we do not allow them to laud. But we are so accustomed

to some diseases that have already landed and that have gotten a foothold

among us, that we seem to have forgotten that we could get rid of theni

if we only tried.

Among the diseases once common in civilized Europe but now becom-

ing more and more rare, may l)e mentioned leprosy, cholera, plague, typhus

fever, miliary fever, scurxy, smallpox, malaria, typhoid fever, and others.

Some countries are even beginning to show a reduction in the number of

deaths from tuberculosis, and some cities regard the presence of much

typhoid fever as a municipal disgrace. Man's control over the spread of

diseases is becoming more and more marked.

The Analogy of Weehs and Diseases Cabeied Further: A botanist

can take his manual and check off plants, especially weeds, that are spread-

ing or migrating, and contidently look forward to the time when they will

appear in his own locality. Those who are on the lookout for new weeds

are rewarded every now and then by finding new arrivals. The date of

many arrivals is known. New weeds are introduced in impure garden

seed, or in the packing of crates or boxes ; some travel by rail, others by

water. Some come to stay for but a single season ; they may find the en-

vironment unfavorable, early or late frosts may be detrimental ; some live

foi" a few years and then die out ; a few, however, may find conditions

favorable and flourish to such an extent that they may be seen everywhere,

and a man who did not know of their introduction might be led to con-

clude that they always grew in the locality. The list of naturalized weeds

in our State is today quite large.

The date of the first appearance of some of our diseases is likewise

known, but unless a disease has some marked or striking characteristic, it

is apt to be overlooked. Influenza and cholera were readily identified when

they arrived in our State and the date of their arrival is duly recorded,

3— A. OF SCIKNCE.
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but tuberculosis and typhoid fever came iu so quietly and unobtrusively

that no notice was at first taken of them, at least we have no records of

their first appearance. People ordinarily do not reason about these things,

but the early Indiana doctors realized that a change was going on and

long ago the Indiana State Medical Society had appointed a committee

to look into the matter. (In this connection I may say that only last week

I reported to the Cass Countj- Medical Society a case of tropical sprue, or

psilosis, brought into the State by a missionary returned from Korea. New

cases are, however, not apt to arise from it.)

Althougli there is an analogy between weeds and diseases, the former

growing in the earth, the latter on or in the body, yet diseases are not en

titles that can be handled and examined. But in the childhood of the race

disease was held to be a thing that had gotten into the body, had taken

possession of it, and the early medicine man tried to drive it out by the

use of all sorts of noises and nauseous drugs, even by torture. "1 he Chi-

nese and Korean medicine men of today are quite expert in thrusting long

needles into the body of the sick ; it is really wonderful how little dam-

age they do—they have learned how to avoid the vital spots or organs. In

some other countries the sick are filled up with all sorts of nauseous drugs,

and the physicians are quite skilled in luiowing what to give so that the

patient may not die from the effect of the supposed remedy.

A specific disease is now regarded in tlie light of a reaction of the

organism, of the body, toward some foreign cause, the reaction depending

on the kind of cause. The reaction may be so definite that the disease

may be diagnosed from the symptoms alone, without examining into the

nature of the cause, though diagnoses based on a recognition of the cause

are of course more exact than when based on symptoms.

The classification of diseases a hundred years ago, at the time when

our State was first being settled, was by classes, orders, genera and species,

just as in tlie case of botany and zoology. Many systems of classification

have appeared, each one supposed to be an improvement over preceding

ones, and physicians are just now working upon a new system which they

believe will stand the test of time. Old systems were based on symptoms,

the new is based on the recognition of the cause of the disease. Thus

Osier's recent treatise takes up first the diseases due to animal parasites

—

those due, in order, to protozoa, parasitic infusoria, to flukes, cestodes,

nematodes, and so on—followed by the specific infectious diseases, from

typhoid and typhus fever running down to tuberculosis and leprosy, in-
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eluding some whose causes have not been definitely identified, analogy ad-

mitting their inclusion. The reactions or intoxications due to the ingestion

of chemical substances, sucli as alcohol, morphia and lead, follow, with a

mention of sunstroke—and then all at once there is a classification riot.

For want of something better, a number of diseases are described under

the head of "Constitutional Diseases." Then follow a host of affections

and diseases that for convenience are grouped vmder their respective

organs, beginning with the diseases of the moutli and running down the

alimentary tract, followed by the affections of the other organic systems

—

the respiratory, the nervous, etc. One-third of the book is thus definite,

based on a scientific system, the rest is simply based on convenience of ref-

erence. Although we have here real progress, yet how much still remains

to be done.

Some of you may recall the story of the amateur botanist who com-

plained to Linneus of the poverty of Sweden in material for study, and

how Linneus placed his hand over a tuft of moss and said, "Here is study

for a life-time." To study diseases we need not go to unexplored Africa,

where so many new and strange diseases are being found ; our common

every-day ailments and affections and diseases are worthy of the deepest

study, much is still to be learned about them. Not all is known about

common everyday coughs and colds, about rheumatic and neuralgic aches

and pains, about anemia and fever, dyspepsia and nervousness.

The old physicians diagnosed diseases almost wholly from or by their

symptoms, and they were close observers, with sharpened senses like those

of the Indian. The modern j)hysician relies to a great extent on so-called

laboratory methods, and the influence of the college and university labora-

tories is being felt. Rough and ready methods are more and more being

replaced by refined ones. But \Ae must not undervalue the importance of

simple observations, without the use of instruments, nor should we neglect

the training of the sense organs.

Scientific classifications are for scientific minds, but we nuist not for-

get that "Nature makes transitions and naturalists make divisions." Hair

splitting iu medical classifications, or nosology, is not unknown. As a mat-

ter of fact each group of specialists has its own system and nomenclature,

and when the average all-round physician takes up one of the special

treatises he requires the aid of a medical dictionary.

Popularly we can classify the diseases of our State, including those

we have had in the past and not excluding those still to come, according
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to the way in wliu-li they are tviuismitted from one individual to another.

It is perhaps needless to say that diseases are carried from one individual

to another, from host to host, nun-h after tlio fashion of weeds carried

from one lield to another. The seed of a weed may train access to a field

hy being blown in hy the wind, or it may have been brought in l>y an ani-

mal, ospeci:;lly by l>irds; mauj- weeds have l)een brought in l>y impure

garden seeds. Cheat or chess among wheat means that the seed was

present; it does not mean the transformation of one species into another,

nor does it mean a spontaneous generation.

The railways are important factors in the distribution of weeds, as

they are of diseases. Before the days of railways new diseases traveled

slowly, cholera and influenza required a long time to encircle the glolje in

their early migrations ; today diseases may spread rapidly. In a thinly

settled country, weeds and diseases spread slowly, while the massing of

l^eople in cities, especially in the absence of sanitation, favors dissemina-

tion.

Diseases due to specilic causes can [)e grouped in various ways, lilic

weeds ; whether native or foreign ; whether coming to stay, or to disappear

after a short time ; whether spreading rapidly and then dying out, or

spreading slowly but surely and permanently, etc. Looked at in this light

we might regard Milk Sickness as a native disease which is disappearing;

Cholera as a disease which has come in repeatedly but on account of un-

favorable conditions never gained a permanent foothold; Malaria as

spreading rapidly and lasting for a long time and then aeclining; Tuber-

culosis as coming in and spreading slowly but surely and not yet having

reached its maxinmm among us. Measles, scarlet fever, /smallpox, whoop-

ing cough, etc., need only be referred to.

Classiiicatioa' of Diseases Accoruikg to Their Modes of Tra:nsmis-

siON : In a general way we may classify diseases according to how they

are carried from one individual to another thus

:

1. By direct contact—from one host to another.

2. Transmited thi-ough insects. (Notably malaria.)

o. Diseases conveyed liy or through food.

4. Water-borne diseases.

5. Air and dust-borne diseases and affections (notably tubercidosis

and pneumonia, with a host of other respiratory affections and a variety

of aches and jjaius and functional disturbauces.)
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Out of the many diseases and afTectious that come uuder one or the

other of the abo\'e groups. I desire to malce mention of only two, namely,

malaria, already referred to, and tuberculosis—one a decreasing, the other

an increasing disease.

Malaria: Malaria was the Grendel of the early ludianians. Today

we can scarcely realize what the disease meant to the early settlers ; in

some localities it ravaged frightfully. Thus in the early history of our cap-

ital city we read that the forest was cleared in 1820 and lots laid out and in

the spring of 1821 the immigrants rushed in to the number of six hundred

or more. In the latter part of July malaria appeared, and. I quote from

Dralve. "iiefore tlie epidemic closed in October, nearly every person had

been more or less indisposed, aud seventy-two. or about an eighth of the

population, had died." In some localities the disease was so severe that

farming lands couUl not be sold, and for a long time immigration to our

State was retarded ; people went through to Illinois, to the prairies.

In an account of the diseases prevailing in Indiana in 1872, by Dr.

Sutton, it was noted that the summer was dry. and in comparing reports

from different counties of the State it was found that malaria had been

more prevalent than usual in some of tlie rolling southern counties and in

places along streams and I'ocky creeks, wliile. on the other liand. it was

less common than usual in tlie nortliern <'ounties whei'e before it had been

very common (liut \\l)ere ;lr:unas:e liad made some of the worst places sa-

lubrious). At that time the view tlia.t decaying vegetation and moisture

had a causative in'iuence was universail.^• believed, yet that theory did not

explain the conditions. Today, in tlie light of the role the mosquito plays

in the transmission of malaria, we can readily account for the facts.

In the rolling southern connlies many of the small streams are fed by

springs which how a small volume at all times, but in dry sea.sons not

sufficiently to create a current in the rocky creeks ; hence many pools

formed, aud those pools ser\ed for breeding places for mosquitoes. Or-

dinarily e\'en a small continuous curr-^'nt of water will prevent the devel-

opment ol mosquito eggs, and ^^•e nuist keep in mind the presence of fish

and insects which feed on the mosquito larva, but which die off in times

of low water, on account of its stagnacy. In the wet northern counties

the drought meant a drying out of the breeding places of the mosquitoes,

with a consequent reduction of the nmnber of insects and of cases of ma-

laria. The same reasoning holds for the increase of malaria along the

larger streams ; in ordinary stages of water there may be no stagnant pools
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or isolated bayous, but su<h form in time of droiijiht. resiiltiiiji; in a de-

struction of the minnows and the development of countless numbers of

mosquitoes.

Mosquitoes : Mosquitoes occurred in immense numbers in the early

days, when breeding places were plentiful. They were common along tht

canals, and an English traveler on the Wabash canal, in 1851, writes of

them : "After tea, we all began a most murderous attack upon the mos-

quitoes that swarmed on the windows and inside our berths, in expecta-

tion of feasting upon us as soon as we should go to bed. But those on

wdiich we made war, were soon replaced by others ; and the more we killed,

the more they seemed to come to be killed, like Mrs. Bond's ducks ; it was

as though they would defy us to exterminate the race. At last, we gave up

the task as hoi)eless, and resigned ourselves, as well as we could, to pass a

sleepless night." He adds : "What with turning about on account of the

heat and trying to catch the mosquitoes, who bit us dreadfully, we did not

get nmch rest ; and we rose the next morning unrefreshed."

Canals were a factor in the mosquito-malaria problem. In some of the

older States it was noticed that malaria followed the canals, that the dis-

ease appeared where it had formerly been unknown ; in other places it

markedly increased its prevalence; some towns were almost depopulated.

When Indiana undertook to build canals tlie malaria question was not over-

looked ; there was opposition. The reservoirs were considered especially

obnoxious, and in places, notabl.v in Clay County, the people began to de-

stroy them ; State trooiis had to be called out to protect the embankments

;

the Legislature even appointed a connnittee to inquire into the matter and

report. This conmiission, and medical men generally, tried to minimize

the supposed evil influence ; in tlie light of the then prevalent decaying-

vegetatiou theory they could not see how canals or reservoirs could in-

crease the disease. Today we can readily see that the popular belief rested

on good foundation ; the reservoirs and the small ponds made on account

of the embankments at gidleys or ravines, formed breeding places for mos-

quitoes. The larger ponds in the course of time became inhabited iiy fish

and thereby lost their mosipiitoes. but in the smaller ponds with a period-

ical drying out, fish could not live.

It was noticed that canal-boat men suffered less from the disease than

tlie people along the banks, and this at first sight seems difficult to explain.

But the explanation is simi)le ; it is analogous to the explanation of why

railway conductors and porters eeem healthy in spite of their exposure to
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infective dust from the coaches, especially the smoliing cars. On our rail-

ways today, men who are constantly suffering from the evil effects of in-

haling a polluted atmosphere, manifested bj' colds and coughs, and ca-

tarrhs, by weeping eyes and noses, and are inclined to be sickly and de-

mand frequent vacations, such men are not long retained in these posi-

tions by the railway managers— the weeding out process goes on all the

time. Similarly a canal-boat man who was readily attacked by malaria

and who lost much time on account of it, was not long retained in the po-

sition ; those who retained their positions were the more resistent ones.

Facts are sometimes explainable by different theories. In the following

story, taken from Drake, the substitution of "mosquitoes" for "whisky,"

as the apparent cause, more satisfactorily accounts for the facts or condi-

tions. It should be remembered that the Anopheles mosquitoes are night-

biters, that ordiiiai'ily they fly low, and do not frequent rooms or houses in

which tobacco is smoked.

A few miles to the east of Fort Wayne there was a densely wooded

swamp, known as the Maumee or Black Swamp, which extended on into

Ohio. This swamp seems to have been salubrious ; it was free from ma-

laria, and families who settled in it "enjoyed uninterrupted autumnal

health for three or font j'ears," until malaria was brought in by other set-

tlers. In 1838 excavations were made in the eastern end of this wet section

for a canal. "The laborers, four or five liundred in number, were chiefly

Irish, who generally lodged in temporary shanties, while some occupied

bowers formed out of the green limbs of trees. * * * Que contractor

kept a liquor store, and sold whisky to all whom he employed, which was

drank freely * * * the mortality (from malaria) among them was

very great. Another lodged his operatives on straw beds, in the upper

room of a large frame house, made them retire early, kept them from the

use of whisky, and nearly all escaped the disease."

In this connection it may be said that in the malaria prophylaxis of

Italy, screens on houses, and an avoidance of the mosquitoes outside of the

houses, are of the greatest importance. In our own country the use of

screens in windows and doors is a most important factor in the dimiuu-

tion of many ailments and diseases that formerly prevailed during the time

of mosquitoes and flies, eholei-a infantum not the least among them.

The belief in the iujuriousnoss of night air, still so prevalent among

us, is readily traced to the days of the night -biting Anopheles mosquitoes

filled ^vith the germs of malaria. I'hese mosquitoes do not live in cities, or
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at most only iti the outskirts, nnd citj' night ail' is really better than that

of the day time, because there is less dust in it.

The widespread use of quinine today is also traceable to the days of

much malaria. Then it was given in almost every case of sickness, a sort

of panacea, and this practice is simply kept up, not only by the people but

by many doctors. Today quinine really has a verj- limited use. The so-

called "False malaria" of our cities has no nOationship to malaria proper;

it is simply a reaction due to bad air. and not to the Plasmodium malaria.

In the early days, when there Wiis i)ut little quinine, and that high

priced, many of the native barks and herbs were used. iiotal>lj- the Dog-

wood, Yellow I'opiar, AS ild Cherry, Thoroughwort and American Centaury.

They were steeped In v.hisky and formed "bitters;" l)itters still survive

and sonie are widt ly advertised in the newspapers; as a rule their value is

nil. A numi)er of other things concerning malaria might be mentioned,

but I must desist and will close this account with a few remarks on Adap-

tation and Immunity.

We know that plants and animals are adapted to their surroundings

and that few can bear any marked change of environment ; wet soil and

dry srjil plants can not exchange places, nor can tropical animals exchange

places with those of the frigid zones. But many of our cultivated plants

and animals have been shifted about so much that they are able to tlour-

ish under a variety of surroundings, just as the white man flourishes be-

cause he has had such a varied experience in the past. Now there is also

an adaptation in the case of diseases. Where a disease has long been in

.1 country or locality, there is a mutual adaptation between the disease and

the people, or in other words, between the parasite and the host. If a dis-

ease is so virulent that it kills off all the people, then the disease in turn

is killed oft. or dies out, for want of material. If on the other hand, a dis-

ease is not strong enough to attack at least some members of a community,

then it is apt to i)e mild and to pi'k out and live only on the weak and

feeble or aged or the very young, the robust adults escaping. But where a

disease gets among a people who have never had it then it may be very

destructive, uianj may perish and few survive, but the survivors may re-

people the territory with a stock less susceptible, and we can see how. in

the course of ages, with a killing off or weeding out of the susceptible, a

strain may be jjroduced that is able to live in the presence of the disease.

Examined in this light ^e get some clew to the original home of ma-

laria, rhe negro of Africa, is quite immune against malaria ; there is an
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MALARIA IN INDIANA.

Primeval conditions.

Ground covered by forest or lierbage, retention of moisture

or rain.

Streams running, dear, full of fish.

Coming in of the settlers.

Destruction of the forest, periodical drying up of the small

streams.

Destruction of fish, increase of mosquitoes.

Advent of malaria.

Absence of physicians and remedies—antiperiodics.

Settling up of the country, malarial parasite more readily

transferred.

Canal reservoirs and railway embankment ponds as factors.

Drainage of wet pla<-es. fewer mosquitoes.

Free use of quinine.

Isolation of the sick and use of screens.

Subsidence of malaria.

No malaria in large cities, little in sul)urbs.

Continuance of malaria in backward communities.
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adaptation. The disease producing agent, the phismodiuni, is there, and

has been found in the blood of the people without apparently doing much

harm, but when a white man gets into the country he may succumb very

quickly. There may be even a marked difference in white men in their sus-

ceptibility to malaria, or other diseases, doubtless depending on the ex-

posure of the ancestors in foi'mer times. The susceptibility of our native

Indians is one of the chief arguments against the indigenous origin of

malaria.

Malaria in Indiana has about run its course, as it has in older civilized

countries ; its mortality today is slight—our dog fennel days of malaria

are about over.

TvBERCLLOSis : If malaria was the Grendel of early Indiana, tuber-

culsis occupies that position in our State today. While there has been a

steady decrease in mortality from malaria, there has been a steady in-

crease in mortality from tuberculosis, and we have not yet reached the

"uaximum. Tuberculosis is an air-borne disease, or, more strictly speaking,

a dust-bonie disease, and conditions in our State were never so bad as

today. Although the mortality statistics of tuberculosis are a fair index of

bad air conditions, they do not tell the whole truth ; the deaths from a

number of other affections must be included, notably those from pneu-

monia.

Tuberculosis is the slow protest of nature against bad air conditions,

pneumonia is the sudden outcry. The approach of tuberculosis is heralded

by many and repeated warnings—clinicians speak of a pre-tubercular stage,

a stage of coughs and colds, of pains and aches. Pneumonia strikes sud-

denly, without warning. The stranger within the gates of the city has no

time to flee ; and to remain in the crowded citj' is too often synonymous

with death. In the country where air conditions are good, pneumonia is

neither frequent nor very fatal, aud under good air conditions tuberculosis

does not thrive at all ; indeed, the city victim on going out into good air is

apt to recover, if lie goes in time. The ancient Greeks knew the value of

good air, the ponderous volumes of the physicians of a hundred years ago

testify to its value, a value which we are now but rediscovering—we do

not yet fully appreciate it.

We as a matter of course look upon tuberculosis as the great enemy

of the human race—but after all it may be a friend in disguise! Few may

be able to look at it in that light, but some arguments may be made in sup-

port of such a statement.
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The old herbalists believed that the Creator made no plant in vain

;

they believed that every plant had its uses, if we could only find it out.

Looked at in this light the lowly plants that produce disease may have

some use ; the cholera bacillus teaches our cities to clean up, and in pro-

portion as they clean up they escape the ravages of the disease. The ty-

phoid bacillus teaches us to look after the purity of our water supply, and

cities and individuals who heed the lesson escape the disease. Perhaps*

the tubercle l)acillus may teach us to clean up our cities and our homes

and meeting jilaces ; it may teach us the use of pure air. But if tubercu-

losis is a friend of the race, it needs watcliing as fire needs watching ; lilve

it, it may be an exceedingly bad master.

We must look at the pre-tubercular stage in the light of a warning

to get out of the dusty and smoky cit>' ; the aches and pains and tlie coughs

and colds may subside very promptly in good air. If the individual re-

mains in the citj' the disease sets in in earnest, to attack the lungs, and

then it generates hope, and the Aictim wants to be up and about. And

he should heed the additional warning before it is too late; he should not

lie about the house or tiie dusty city ; he should go out into "God's green

country" and into the siuishine and pure air.

When a' man has an acute alimentary tract affection, not to say dis-

ease, nature takes away his appetite and makes him gloomy ; he lies about

and refuses food, tiius imitating the lower animals; if he persists in eat-

ing she sends a violent i»ain and he will probably desist. Nature wants no

food and no work to do with an impaired alimentary tract ; she wants

rest, just as a broken bone wants rest to repair the damage. Men who heed

the warnings of nature, tlie little aches and pains that tell them to do

this and avoid that, are apt to live longest ; the chronic invalid who takes

care of himself may live on to old age, while the so-called strong or robust

man who never has an ache or a pain, no warnings from nature, may go to

pieces all at once and prematurely.

The aches and pains of the pre-tubercular stage of consumption should

be heeded, and the hope generated by the disease itself should be acted

upon ; nature is showing the way. The elimination of the imprudent, and
of tliose not adapted to tlieir surroundings, has been going on for countless

ages. Diseases have killed off our weak, and the process still continues.

Our Indians scarcely came within the range of disease elimination; their

life was not conducive to the propagation of diseases, certainly not of tu-

berculosis. When the wbite man brought in tuberculosis the Indian was
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scarcely attacked so long as he lived under old time conditions, an active

out-door life ; but when he tried to live under white man's conditions, in a

fixed home, he promptly began to fail and is still failing—just as the negro

fails when he crowds into the cities, and as the Italian fails who comes to

our cities from the pure air of his mountain home. We may say the Ital-

ian is degenerate, that he has no stamina, but that does not explain his

susceptibility, no more than to say the Chinaman is degenerate because he

can live under filth conditions that the white man can not bear. The Jews

coming from the old European cities, where their ancestors have for a long

time lived in the ghettos and under extremely unsanitary conditions, are

quite resisteut to attacks of tuberculosis; they are simply the surs'ival of

tlie fittest ; the Jew whose ancestry goes back to 4:he open country, to a pure

air life, can not liold up alongside the other, for Iiis ancestors have not un-

dergone the elimination process.

Tuberculosis is a protest against bad air conditions. We ought to be

the healthiest and strongest people on the face of the earth : land is abun-

dant and fertile, we have no years of famine, men are not tied down as in

the old world ; the poor food of Europe and the long hours of toil are un-

known among us; at least there is no valid reason why long hours should

be required. In spite of these conditions tuberculosis is on the increase

among us, whereas in some European cities there is a decrease. Why
should this be so?

If we write out statements of conditions, one line for clean European

cities and another line for American city conditions, and make an equation

bj' canceling conditions that equal each other, we have left the polluted

air condition or factor; it offsets all our advantages.

Many individuals can thrive in the air of our cities today, others fail

;

thousands fail every year. Many contract the disease in the eitj' and go to

the country to die ; many die from city diseases, other than tuberculosis

and pneumonia, traceable to bad air conditions.

Shall we let bad air conditions go on, or even get worse, as they seem

to be doing, and shall we let countless thousands die in the unceasing pro-

cess of adaptation to environment, or shall we attempt to modify the ab-

normal environment and allow these thousands to live? We are told that

tuberculosis is a curable disease, and that it is a preventable disease. It

is an introduced disease which we have allowed to flourisn unhindered. It

is a disease that flourishes only under certain surroundings. We can make
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TUBERCULOSIS IN INDIANA.

Primeval conditions.

Ground covered by vegetation—no dust. Indian had no name
for dust.

Outdoor life not conducive to the propagation of tuberculosis.

Coming in of the white man, minus his weak, feeble and sicli.

Clearing of the ground, formation of dust ; Indian applied name
of ashes to it.

Building of cabins and houses, formation of house dust.

Coming in of the feeble and sick ; cared for in houses.

Advent of tuberculosis.—Tubercle bacillus.

Tuberculosis picking out the weak and those living indoors.

Settling up of the country, building of roads—formation of

road dust.

Villages as factors, increased facilities for distributing the

disease.

The village store, farmers crowded about the stove in winter,

a factor.

Schools, churches, meeting halls, factors in polluted air.

Development of the tobacco chewing habit, an important factor

—spitting.

Development of town conditions, shops and trades, conflne-

ment of men indoors.

Coming of the railroads and filthy cars and plush seats.

Development of city conditions—city dust.

Smoke from coal
; paved streets and sidewalk dust.

Street cars as factors, crowding and bad air.

Tenements and flats, poor ventilation and little sunlight.

The trailing dress an important factor, filth dragged into the

home.

Advent of the eitj' slums, increase of poverty and neglect.

r.lunting of sensibilities by the use of alcohol, opiates and ano-

dynes.

I'oiitinued increase of tuberculosis.
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these surroundings unfavorable for the disease; but it takes a combined

effort, the individual is powerless.

Malaria is disappearing because the conditions favorable for its exist-

ence are disappearing; the opposite is true of tuberculosis. Moreover,

quinine both prevents and cures malaria, and pure air prevents and cures

tuberculosis. Whisky and calomel were popular prescriptions for ma-

laria, neither cured; whisky and cod liver oil are popular prescriptions

for tuberculosis today, yet neither cure, neither singly nor combined.

The administration of whisky, or of alcohol in any form, may be fol-

lowed by a sense of well-being in tuberculosis, and in dust infection gen-

erally, and that is the reason why alcoholic preparations are so popular

and so widely advertised as cures. But the sense of well-being is a false

sense of security ; to benumb the bod}' and reduce the pain, the pain by

which nature warns us, is poor treatment. As a matter of fact, alcohol is

still one of the great eliminators of the human race; if we are wise we will

avoid using it.

Over fifty years ago one of the pioneer physicians of Eastern Indiana

wrote of the changes he had observed in his communitj' and in the State

;

he said: "Phthisis, pneumonia and bronchitis are believed to be on the

increase. Whether this is due, in any degree, to improved modes of living,

such as tight houses, the general use of stoves, a less constant exercise in

the open air, etc., it would be interesting to know." Today we know. Fifty

years ago conditions in Indiana were quite primitive compared with con-

ditions seen in our cities today, and yet the gradual increase of dust dis-

eases was being noticed. (Tuberculosis in Indiana, page 45.)

(The chart of the evolution of different kinds of dust will explain it-

self.) (Dust chart, page 47.)

Tuberculosis, known also as phthisis and consumption, is among us

;

it came in with other diseases ; it came in like some of the weeds of the

fields. How soon will we make any attempt to get rid of it?

Our State Board of Health has been and is an important agent in dif-

fusing a knowledge of diseases and of disease prevention among our people,

and the recent establishment of laboratories for identifying diseases and

for testing the purity of foods and drinks is of the greatest importance.

Physicians have been the prime movers in the establishment of these

evidences of civilization, but it has been a long fight.

I am glad to see several papers on the program of our Academy this

year that bear on the subject of sanitation ; there have been some in the
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past, and I hope to see move in tlie future; perhaps they could be grouped

under a separate head, that of Sanitary Science.

Our xVcademy lias a connnittee on "Legislation for the Restriction of

Weeds." The popular conception of a weed is, a plant growing in the gar-

den or field or meadow, of a ])lant out of place and more or less resisting

destruction at the hands of man. That some plants grow on and in the

human body, and in animals as well, is not so well known. The thought

has suggested itself : Perhaps the scope of this committee could be en-

larged by taiiing account of the minute weeds of the body. I would like

to see the title of this connnittee read "Legislation for the Restriction of

Weeds and Diseases."*

STATE HOSPITAI; FOR TUBP^RCULOSIS.

In conclusion I desire to make a few remarks concerning the establish-

ment of a State institution for the treatment of tuberculosis.

Modern medicine concerns itself more and more with disease preven-

tion, in the individual and in the community. To give relief from disease

and affliction has always been the aim and the practice of the physician,

but so long as the active causes of diseases and the modes of their trans-

mission were unknown, little could be done in disease prevention. The

good Samaritan still has a place, init the physician who today is only a

Samaritan in binding up wounds and who makes no effort to prevent the

infliction of wounds, or who treats diseases and makes no effort to i)revent

the propagation of diseases.—such a physician does not fully re]>resent

modern medicine.

Modern medicine knows nuu-h about disease prevention, if the knowl-

edge were only applied. Intelligence counts for much. The intelligent of

a community often avoid much sickness, whereas the ignorant suffer ; some

of the latter are kept in a state of poverty on account of their lack of

knowledge of diseases and disease prevention. As people become better

educated in sanitary science and in hygiene, they will require more of their

physicians. The high school graduate who has studied the human body in

health and in disease is not apt to be a pui-chaser of quack medicines, or to

consult an ignorant physician, much less one who has to herald his ac-

•'On the day following this suggestion, the chairman of the above committee made a
motion to enlarge this committee by adding two men who xre physicians and changing the
title as suggested; the motion \vas carried without a dissenting voice.
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coinplishinents in advertisements in tlie newspapers. Mucli is to be ex-

pected from tlie teacliing of sanitary science in onr scliools.

Since it was discovered tliat tul)ercnlosis is a cnrable disease, a num-

ber of countries and States lia^e establislied institutions wliere such sick

can be treated. Germany ieads in tliis worlv. Some of the institutions are

tent colonies in the forests. Out-of-door life, plain food and drinli, pure

air, little or no medicine, that is all that is required. The nostrums ad-

vertised in the newspapers are of no value. Nature simply needs a chance

to correct the difficultj\ When the disease has once fully taken hold, little

is to be expected from any form of treatment, and only too often the real

nature of the disease is not recognized until it is too late. It is possible

to recognize the early stages of tuberculosis, and that is the time for be-

ginning treatment ; beginning in the pre-tubercular stage is still better.

With flames bursting from e^'ery window, we do not look for the firemen

to save the building, but we rather expect it of. them when they arrive at

the stage of much smoke and a tiny tiame.

There are at least 25,000 individuals .-iffiicted with tuberculosis in our

State today, and 5,000 die anuualh^ in Indiana from this disease ; in addi-

tion many die from pneumonia and other respiratory diseases, and of af-

fections dependent on a polluted atmosphere. Shall we imitate Germany

and a number of our sister States and attempt to save these lives, or shall

we let disease elimination go on unhindered? Sooner or later the process

of elimination will reach our own families, it may reach us individually.

But, you may say. it will require an innnense institution to take care

of so many sick. So it would if all were to be admitted, but we can at

once exclude those who are mortally ill and who can not recover, and if we

also exclude those who are able to pay for treatment at a private institu-

tion, the number would be considerably i-educed. We need scarcely con-

sider the argument that if the State allows its citizens to get sick from

preventable disease, it should also take care of those sick.

As a matter of fact many institutions, even State institutions, can not

take care of more than a hundred, or at most a few hundred of the acutely

sick. Wliat then, you say, is the use of attempting to save the few and let

the many perish? That is one way of looking at it. But if we look at a

State Hospital as being a school for missionaries in the cause of pure air

and right living, we get a different conception of the problem. It is not a

question of saving a ffw out of the many lives now going to waste and

4—A. OF SCIENfE.
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leaving beliiud a trial of desolution, but it is a question of trying to bring

about a chauge. in arresting the increase of the disease in our State. Every

man and every woman who returns from such an institution would be a

missionarj' in the cause of pure air and right living—and we need such

missionaries more than do the heathen.
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A State Natural Park,

Fred J. Breeze.

Priuieval ludiuua has passed away. The great forest-covered plains

are now bare, and divided into cultivated fields. The wild animals, like

the bison, bear and deer, have gone with the forests ; while ninuerous

species of birds and other small animals have also disappeared. Our

streams have lost their purity and wild beauty ; some have been fouled

with sewage, while others have been dredged and straightened into arti-

ficial drainage channels. Thousands of marshes and hundreds of lakes

have been drained, and cultivation of the soil has destroyed thousands of

the smaller forms of plant life.

Not all of these changes are desirable, neither are they all necessary,

yet the destruction of natural features will continue; and it seems that

the time is not far away when Indiana will be nothing but a vast expanse

of farms and cities, and man, having hnmanized everything, will be sur-

rounded by a surfeit of artificial features, the only fauna and fiora being

the domestic animals and plants.

Some intelligent work ought to be done to stop the useless destruction

of the wild forms of nature. Many natural conditions still existing ought

to be preserved, and others now gone but still redeemable ought to be re-

stored before it is too late. Every farm has some little corner of ground

which is not tillable and this should be given over to nature. Here, trees,

snrubs and flowers may grow in freedom, and birds and small ground ani

mals find safe retreat. Every county should have a small reserve or na-

tural park. Such an area could well serve as a small forest reservation,

as well as a place where a rich plant and animal life could safely exist.

But to maintain an area in which natural or primitive conditions

could exist on a sufiiciently large scale we need a natural park under the

control of the State. It should be several square miles in area, and should

be in the northern ])art of the State, so that it might include a lake within

its limits. Its size and shape should make it possible not only to have a

lake, but a stream basin drained by the lake. Into this park should be

placed the wild animals that formerly lived in this State. Here animals
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and plants could live under perfectly natural cunditlous. The park could

serve lor many scientific purposes. In it the Department of Fisheries and

Game could carry on experiments in tisli and game culture. After a few

years it would be tlie best possible place for a Biological Station. It would

also be just the place for the field meetings of the Academy of Science. It

is not necessary at this time to go into details concerning its chai'acter

management, and purposes, but only to suggest a few of these things.

Such a reserve would be a little part of the "Indiana of Nature" pre-

served for the pleasure and profit of tlie people for all time to come. If

the memliers of the Academy become convinced of its value and will co-

operate to educate pul)lic opinion toward this end, a State Natural Park

can be secured within the next decade.
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The Drainaue Area of the East Fork of White River.

Charles W. Shannon.

"Every river appears to consist of a main trunk, fed from a variety

of branches, each running in a valley proiwrtioned to its size, and all of

them together forming a system of valleys, connnunicating with one an-

other, and having such a nice adjustment to their declivities that none of

them join the principal valley either at too high or too low a level, a cir-

cumstance which would be infinitely improbable if each of these valleys

vv^ere not the work of the streams flowing through them."*

Streams are among the most important agencies which give form and

expression to the surface of the land. The study of streams, therefore,

involves to a great extent the consideration of the nature and origin of

many topographic forms—hills and mountains, plains and valleys—and

the changes they pass through.

Every person is familiar with the manner in which the rainwater

that falls is gathered into rills, rivulets and lirooks, which unite to form

larger rivers. Eveiy one is aware, also, that streams are turbid after

heavy rain. Yet comparatively few people have thought of the work and

change upon the surface of the land which is done by even the smallest of

the rills and all along the course of the river ; nor have the.y thought that

the smallest rill down the hill slope or along the roadside is adding to the

work of the large streams, or adding to the extent of the drainage area of

the stream.

The drainage area of a stream is the land area which is drained by

the main stream and all its tributaries—and the tributaries of the tribu-

taries.

The drainage area of the East Fork of White River is composed of the

western central and southern part of Indiana, including the greater part

of twenty-five of the ninety-two counties of the State, and a total of about

7,000 square miles, or a little less than one-fifth of the total area of In-

diana. This area is map])ed out in full on the accompanying map, with

the exception of a few counties lying to the north of the area shown.

Illustrations of the Huttionian Theory of the Earth; by John Playfair.
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The geological conditions of the country greatly influence the course

and action of streams. The heavy curved line across the map represents

the southern limit of the ice sheet. Thus this drainage area is partly in

the glaciated and partly in the unglaciated portion of the State. It is in

the unglaciated region that we have the most picturesque scenery. The

entire area, subjected to the processes of weathering and stream erosion

for millions of years, was maturely dissected into a complex network of

valleys, ridges and isolated hills. Over this surface the ice^sheet passed

several times, extending as far as the boundary shown. Its effect was to

smooth off the hills, till up the valleys and to leave the surface covered

over with a great mass of loose, foreign material from the northern re-

gions. Since glacial times the streams have to some extent removed the

loose material from some of the old valleys and are forming a system of

new drainage in the surface of the drift. Geologically speaking, this glacial

accumulation is of very recent origin and the streams seem to have made

only a small beginning in the work they will be able to perform.

An accurate topographic map of the drainage area would show the

contrast in the physical features of the glaciated and unglaciated portions

better than any other description or illustration that could be given to a

person who had not been over the area to investigate the contrast. In the

glaciated area the contour lines would run in large regular curves and

far apart, showing the smoothness and regularity of the surface. South

of the drift limit the lines would be very close together, with a very wind-

ing course and sharj) curves, showing a region of deep, narrow valleys, ir-

regular divides and abrupt cliffs.

In attempting to work out the geographic history of an area whose

drainage has been arrested by the invasion of an ice-sheet, we find that

the story of the life resolves itself into four fundamental parts. First:

What are the topographic characteristics of the area during the pre-

glacial history. Second : What changes took place during the glacial

history. Third : What has happened since the disappearance of the ice-

sheet ; its post-glacial history. Fourth : What was the effect produced

by the above events on the unglaciated parts of the area.

It is doubtful if the entire glacial area in Indiana was covered by

the ice-sheet at any one time. At its extreme limit the ice deix)sited but

little drift; and as a rule there is not a well-defined ridge of drift along

the glacial boundary, though some drift is to be seen—as in Chestnut

Ridge, in Jackson County, and a similar ridge in southern Morgan County.
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From the east border of the river, a few miles below Columbus, northeast-

ward to Wliitewater valley, in southern Fayette County, there is a well-

defined ridging of drift standing twenty to forty feet above the border

tracts. Upon crossing Whitewater, the border leads southeastward and is

not so well defined as west of the river, though there is usually a ridge

about twenty feet high.

From the north line of Jackson County, following the boundary around

to the west and south, it is in many places hai'd to trace as a well-defined

line. The ice-sheet nuist have been very thin, since the topography shows

little, if any, modification. In many places, however, heavy beds of gravel

and till lie against the hill slopes to the north and east. Many largo

granite bowlders are also piled up along the hillsides and scattered along

the streams. In this area in the counties of Hendricks, Rush. .Johnson,

Shelby, Henry, Decatur and lJandol])h, there is a form of moraine known

as "bowlder belts," long, narrow, curving strips of country, thickly cov-

ered with large bowlders. Low, winding ridges of sand and gravel parallel

to the ice movement mark the course of a sub-glacial drainage through

Madison, Hancock. Shelby and Bartholomew counties. The longest glacial

drainage channel in the State extends from Grant County to White River,

in Bartholomew, but it is not now occupied by any one continuous stream.

Most of the streams in the glacial ai'ea are known as sand and gravel

streams and afford great quantities of sand of economic importance and

an abundance of gravel suitable for road material and ballast. In several

of the counties are overwash aprons in which the sand and gravel are

spread out over broad areas.

The thickness of the drift over the State varies greatly, the greatest

thickness in the State being about 500 feet. AVhile in this area the drift

would be from 50 to 100 feet, there is on the higher points but a thin coat-

ing, but the filled valleys make a higher average. It is the glaciated part

of the area that is of importance from an agricultural standpoint. The

glacial drift is a very productive and permanent soil, and can not be sur-

passed in the production of the cereals, while the bluffs, knobs and hills

of the driftless area are proving to be favorable for the growing of fruits.

The rocks of the State are all sedimentary, and in the area here dis-

cussed were laid down upon the bed of a shallow sea receding to the south-

west. Thus the strata dip gently to the southwest, at the rate of about 20

to 40 feet to the mile.

In the State there ai"e six different geological periods rei)resented—the
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Pleistocene (no rock outcrop), the Coal Measures, the lower Carboniferous

or Mississippian, the Devonian, the Silurian, and the Ordiviciau or lower

Silurian. All of these are found in the territory of this drainage area;

and of the twentj--five or more formations as subdivisions of the above-

named periods there are at least eighteen of these found as surface out-

crops in this area. These formations may be listed as follows: Merom

Saiulsione.—A massive coarse-grained sandstone lying unconformably on

the coal measures. It furnishes glass-sand and some building stone.

Mansfjchl Hnndstone. the basal member of the coal measures, is a medium

to coarse-grained stone. It is quarried for building purposes and for whet-

stones and grindstones. Coal.-—This area is just in the edge of the Indiana

coal field. The coal is, therefore, very thin-bedded and is mined only by

drifting. Shales.—The shales of the coal measures are in many places

from 2.5 to 40 feet in thickness, and are of value in the manufacture of

cement, paving brick and sewer tile. Associated with these shales in

Martin, Greene. Lawrence and Orange counties are considerable deposits

or iron ore ; there are also beds of fireclay underlying the coal. Huron.—
This consists of a series of thin bedded limestones separated from each

other by shales and sandstones. llitcheU Limestone consists of massive

compact layers of dark blue and gray limestone with iuterbedded impure

fossiliferous limestone, shales and chert. Salem Oolitic Limestone.—The

massive fine-grained stone so well known as a building and ornamental

stone. Hanodsbiuf; Limestone.—A very fossiliferous limestone, and also

contains great numbers of geodes and chert in the lower members. Knob-

stone.—A series of shales and sandstones reaching a thickness of more

than G(K) feet. This formation has its western outcrop in the eastern half

of Monroe and liawrence and extends to the east as the surface stone for

many miles. To the present time but little use has been made of this

group, but it is growing to be of economic importance, yew Alhanij Shale.

—A persistent underlying brown to black shale at the top of the Devonian

System. It is rich in bitumen and when kindled will burn. The lamin-

ated structure and joints are shown in the illustration. Hamilton Group.—
The Sellersburg and Silver Creek limestones. The former is a white to

gray limestone, rather thin bedded but persistent, stretching from the Falls

of the Ohio, north through Clark, Scott, Jefferson. .Jennings and Decatur

counties. The Silver Creek lies beneath the Sellersburg. It ranges in

thickness from 15 to IG feet in the Silver Creek region to 5 or 6 feet in the

vicinity of Lexington, in Scott County, and disappears altogether as a per-
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sistent formation in the northern part of the same county. Niai/cra

Group.—I'he member of the group found in this regiion, is a soft, massive,

buff, sub-crystalline to a bluish-green, shaly, limestone, with a character-

istic bed of bluish-green shale several feet thick at the base of the forma-

tion. Pleistocene.—The area deeitly covered with glacial drift and having

no rock outcrop.

Triassic to Tertian/, Incluftive.—"The only deposits of these ages

known (with the possible exception of the Alerom Sandstone) are some

gravels found on certain high ridges in Martin and Perry counties, and

possibly elsewhere. These are outside the drift area, and above any known

stream deposits of gravel. Taken in connection with the uniformity of

elevation reached b.y the highest hills, in the Mansfield sandstone area.

the Knobstone area and the Silurian area in the southern part of the

State, it has been suggested by Mr. Frank Leverett of the United States

Geological Survey, that at least southern Indiana was reduced to base

level in Tertiary times. In that case the present and pre-glacial topog-

raphy of Indiana would date from some time in the Tertiary. This Ter-

tiary erosion might also aceoiuit for the absence of cretaceous deposits, if

any such were ever laid down in the State. Until more study shall have

been given these gravels and their interpretation, the matter of this para-

graph must be considered more as a suggestion than as a demonstrated

fact."* (See Report State Geologist 1872, p. 138; 1807, p. 22.)

The highest point in the State is in the southern part of Randolph

County, which at the highest level is about 1,285 feet above sea level. It

is on this height of land that both the East and West forks of White River

have their source. The C, C, C. & St. L. R. R. (Peoria Div.) passes along

this divide between the head waters of these streams. The West Fork

inci'eases in volume and velocity more rapidly than the East Fork, which

reaches its destination by a very winding course. Its length is greatly in-

creased and its slope decreased by its numerous meanders, but it is still a

moderately swift stream. After reaching the unglaciated area the direc-

tion of the stream is greatl.v influenced by the joint planes in the geological

formations. The main streams of these forks grow farther apart until

they reach Shelby and Marion comities, where the.v approach each other,

Note.— For description, composition, structure, extent, uses, etc., of the various for-

mations named above, see Thompson, 17th Ann. Rep., pp. 30-40; Hopkins, 20th Ann. Rep.,

1895, pp. 188-323: Kindle, 29th Ann. Rep., pp. 329-368: Hopkins and Siebenthal 21st Ann.
Rep., 1896, pp. 291-427; Blatchley 22d Ann. Rep., 1897, pp. 1-23; Ashley 23d Ann. Rep., 1898;

Siebenthal 25th Ann. Rept., 1900, pp. 330-39 ; 30th Ann. Rep., 1901; E. R.Cumings,in Pro.

Ind. Academy of Science, 1905, pp. 85-100.
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then again turn from one another until, in the western part of Lawrence

and Mai*tin counties, they come nearer and at tlie southwestern corner of

Daviess Countj' are united in one stream at an elevation of about 425 feet.

Both forks are fed by numerous tributaries, which produce an intricate

drainage system. In many places the heads of these tributaries approach

each other very closely and have in some cases resorted to piracy. It is ob-

vious from the varying character of the valleys and the terraces which bor-

der them, that both forks suffered many disturbances during the glacial

period. \s has been stated, we kno\^ that valleys have been excavated by the

Streams flowing through them, and it is also true that the terraces beauti-

fying their sides are in most cases due to the same agencies—that is, ter-

races owe their origin to the processes of corrosion, or of deposition, or to

both. Many of the terraces are due principally to the re-excavation of pre-

glacial valleys. In much of the unglaciated area there are marks of sev-

eral well-defined di'ainage levels. The region ranges in elevation from 150

to 300 feet; the streams cut down rapidly from the upland, then run off

with a slight gradient through deep valleys with rather flat and compara-

tively wide bottoms and very steep sides, with stepped and sloping terraces

with gracefully bending curves which add much to the attractiveness of the

valleys. The upper terraces are formed by the streams cutting down through

the formations of the original table-lands. The lower terraces are com-

posed of mixed materials of the higher levels. The best examples of these

terraces are in the Salt Creek and Clear Creek valleys, and in the prin-

cipal valley of the main East Fork and its adjacent side valleys. Some

of these terraces are shown in the illustrations.

This entire drainage area affords much for interesting study and ex-

ploration, but, as stated above, it is in the unglaciated portion that is

found the most picturesque scenery. The diversified physical features pro-

duced by the processes of erosion and the weathering of the various geo-

logical formations give a region of rugged and beautiful scenery. Some

of the characteristic and marked scenic points are described below.

"Weed Patch Hill," in Brown County, is a high ridge in the Knob-

stone, forming the divide between two of the main branches of Salt Creek.

At its highest point it is a little more than 1,000 feet in elevation. One of

the illustrations gives a view looking northwest from this elevation and

gives an idea of the Knob topography. "Guinea Hills" is a ridge rising to

a considerable elevation, extending in a northeast and southwest direction

through the southwest part of Scott and the northwest part of Clark coun-
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ties. These bills form the divide between the tributaries of the Muscata-

tucli, one of the chief branches of the East Forlc. and the headwaters of

Silver Creek, which flows south into the Ohio. It is interesting here to

note that \A:iter falling on the high bluffs of the Ohio near Hanover,

and to the north within one mile of the river, does not there flow into the

Ohio, but finds its way into the Muscatatuck and the East Fork, and after

covering a distance of more than 300 miles flows into the Ohio at the south-

western corner of Indiana. The "Haystacks" are conical shaped hills

which, seen from a distance, have the appearance of haystacks ; these are

plentiful in the central part of Lawrence County. "Rock Houses" are

large openings between and under large rock masses due to undercutting

and the breaking off and tilting of the rocks. "Honeycombs" are rock sur-

faces in which the softer parts have been weathered out, giving a porous,

honeycombed appearance. These are found in the region of the Oolitic

Limestone and the Mansfield Sandstone. One of the most interesting spots

to visit is the "Pinnacle," near the town of Shoals, the county seat of Mar-

tin County. Here a high ridge of Mansfield Sandstone, one hundred ninety-

six feet above the level of the stream, terminates abruptly within a few

yards of White River. Large masses of roclc that have broken off, lie

around the foot of the ridge in every position. From this point one ob-

tains a good view of the character of the topography of this I'egion. To

the northwest of this ridge the formations have been cut through by dis-

integrating forces, and there has been left standing at some distance from

the head of the laviue a tall mass of sandstone, which has received the

name of ".Jug Rock." from the fancied resemblance to an old-fashioned jug.

On the upper side it is forty-five feet high and on the down-hill side, seventy

feet high ; it is capped with a flat projected layer of harder sandstone. At

the south of the deep-wooded ravine is the "Glen," an under-cut sandstone

cliff with an intermittent cascade. Across a valley to the north is "House

Rock," a large sandstone cave, the entrance to which is about thirty-five

feet high, and the main room, with an opening in the top, is very much

higher. It is formed principally by the tilting of large roclc masses. The

sandstone in front of the cave is weathered into an elaborate fretwork.

Other points of interest as one goes down along the river are the "Acoustic

Rock," "Buzzard's Roost," "Hanging Rock," "Kitchen-middings," "Shell-

bank," and the "Hindostan Falls."

In Washington, Lawrence, Orange and Monroe counties the subter-

ranean drainage has an important place. The ground water working along
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the point plaues aud on the more solulile parts of the limestones has pro-

duced a great variety of sinlv-holes. caves and "lost rivers." The sink-

holes are hasin shaped depressions many feet deep, and often hundreds of

feet in diameter, witli an ojiening at the bottom which leads into some un-

derground channel : in some cases the openings have become filled and the

water is held in the basin. In many places a sti'eam runs into these holes,

then l)y underground passages for a great distance, and again comes to the

surface in the form of s])rings. ^'alleys. sometimes two to four miles in

length, are drained Ihroiigh iniderground channels. This gives rise to a

confusing system of hills and valleys, though a well-defiued drainage may

be worked out which in itself is usually made up of sink-holes. There ai'e

many pure water springs in this region and also many springs of mineral

waters. The best knov^n of these are the French Lick and West Baden

Springs, Trinity and Indian Springs. Lost River, a main branch of the

East Fork, through Orange and Martin counties, has many 'iosf tribu-

taries in Orange County. The numerous caves and the mineral springs

are described in the State Geologist's Reports for the years 189G and

1901-02.

The greater or less degree of uniformity in the volume of the river in

the course of a year is one of its chief physical features and depends very

much on the manner in which the water supply is obtained. The streams

of this area depend for their increase wholly upon the rains, which, oc-

curring frequently and at no fixed periods, and discharging only compara-

tively small amounts of water at a time, except in periods of the heavy

rainfall of several days" duration, preserve a moderate degree of uni-

formity in the volume of the streams. This uniformity is aided by the

fact that under normal conditions only about one-third of the rainfall finds

its way directly over the surface to the streams, the remaining two-thirds

sinking into the ground and finding its way to springs, reservoirs, or gradu-

ally oozing through at a lower level until the soil becomes drained of its

surplus moisture, a process which continues for weeks and helps to keep

up the volume of the stream. But, on the other hand, man has done a great

deal to destroy the uniformity of the volume. By the removal of the

forests, the cultivation of the soil, and the use of ditches for drainage, u

greater part of the water is at once thrown into the stream and greater

fluctuations occur. Owing to the streams being hemmed in by lofty, ab-

rupt cliffs, which resist the free passage of the swollen streams, and the

velocity being checked by winding courses, greater floods occur from the

same amount of rainfall than formerly.



View upper half of the Pinnacle, Shoals, Ind. Distance from top to water
level 196 feet.



Eectangrular Blocking in the Huron Limestone. Greene County.

(62)
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Jug Rock, a colmiin of sandstone capped with a harder layer of sandstone.
(See description.)

House Rock, a cave formed by the tiltintr of large blocks of sandstone, north of

Shoals, Martin County.

(63)



View in Salt Creek Valley, showiiitr liigLi terraces in background, southeast
Stobo, Monroe County.

Recent terraces in Salt Creek Valley southeast of Stobo, Monroe County.

(64)



Salt Creek Valley near Harrodsbiirgr, Monroe County.
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UuUie.s ill the clay and sliaK- of the Knobstone, eastern Monroe County.

Recent gullies in clay and shale, eastern Monroe County.

(66)



Showing east side of City Waterworks Reservoir, Bloominston. The
water is supplied by springs from the underground drainage of sink-

hole region in Mitchell limestone.

Boating along Public Highways during Spring Flood, 1906. in Kiver

Valley near Shoals,

167)



Uudercut Sandstone Cliif with overhang'iiig' Icicles, southern Martin County.

M.

The Gleu, an undercut sandstone cliff with an intermittent cascade. Shoals, Mar-

tin County.

168)



View looking northeast tin h Hill, showing: Knobstone
topograpliy.

Many gravelly and rock bottom streams are used as public roads. Thi:^

view in southern Martin County.

(69



Silurian exposure on the Muscatatuck directly south of Vernon.

View on Clear Creek along: Monou Railroad between Bloomington and Harrodsburg.

(70)
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Steps in the Development of a Smokeless City.

W. F. M. Goss.

1. The Presence of >Siiinke in those cities of our country which are

witliin easy reach of its soft coal mines is becoming more serious every

year. People ai-e beginning to understand that this smoke which, in earlier

days, was welcomed as evidence of a city's growth, and of its industrial

prosperity, is, in fact, a source of heavy expense to all of its citizens. The

annual smoke bill of such a city as Indianapolis is, in fact, enormous I

This arises, not from the loss of fuel or heat in the form of smoke, for

that is so small as to be almost negligible, but in the damage which is

wrought by its presence, i;pou the architectural embellishment of the city,

upon the fixtures and furnishings of its homes, and upon the apparel of its

citizens. Loss also occurs through the extensive use of artificial light

which the presence of smoke enforces, and because of its effect upon the

welfare of those from whom it shuts out the sunlight and takes away the

purity of the atmosphere.

Thus far urban communities have sought to protect themselves through

prohibitive legislation, with the result that while flagrant abuses have

sometimes been abated, the atmosphere of the city as a whole has not ma-

terially improved. It is doubtful if such legislation, unsupported by cor-

rective measures which are broadly co-operative, can ever be made an ef-

fective instrument in the aljolition of smoke. The problem is one of many

complications and its solution can only be reached through action based

upon a full understanding of difficulties to be overcome.

2. Tlic t^otiivcs of SDKile in cities may be separated into five different

groups, each of which will rc<inire different treatment. They are as fol-

lows :

1. Large furnace fires such as are employed in metallurgical

processes.

2. Large boiler plants, by which is meant all plants in excess of

.500 horse-power.

3. Small boiler plants and small industrial fires.

4. Domestic fires.

5. Locomottve fires.
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Accepting this classification as a con^-enient one for tlie purpose in

hand, we may inquire as to the process by which the suiolie now being

delivered by each of the several groups is to be eliminated.

3. Large Fires titic]i as Are Employed hi Metallurgical Processes.

Except in a few cities, of which Pittsburg is the best type, the proportion

of the total smoke delivered from sucli tires is small. In the citj- of Indi-

anapolis, for example, it is exceedingly small. ^Moreover, the managements

of industries using such iires are. in many cases, finding increased efficiency

in operation by the installation of gas producers which receive the coal and

deliver highly heated gas for use in the furnaces. The gas producer makes

smokeless the pi'ocess of converting coal into heat. As its use under a wide

range of conditions will result in economy in operation, no injury would

be done by the prohibition of smoke from all fires which might properly

be served by iirodncer gas. provided a reasonable period is allowed be-

tween the passage of the prohibitive ordinance and its going into effect.

Fires of Lliis group wliicli c:ni not he thus treated in such cities as In-

dianapolis will be so few that their effect will be negligible.

4. Large Boiler Pionls. The supin'ession of smoke from fires of this

class by the adoption of a suitable automatic stoker, will effect an economy

in operation, hence owners will not seriously object if they are requii'ed,

after suitable notice, to so eciuip their plants. An ordinance requiring all

I)oiler ]ilants of more than -jOO horse-power to be thus equipped within three

years of tlie date of its passage would not Vie unreasonable.

5. .Small Boiler riaiiis a)i(l Small Iiid iisfriul Fires. Referring first

to boiler plants, it should be noted that the fires of this group are or-

dinarily prolific sources of smoke. I'.oilers of 100 horse-power or less are

all over the modern city. Generally siieaking, no economy can result from

the application of automatic stokers to these small boiler plants and hence

owners can not be infiiienced to add to their fixed charges in the expecta-

tion of securing a money return. Tlie requirement that such furnaces em-

ploy anthracite coal. coke, or other smokeless fuel, would in all cases work

serious hardship and in many cases it would be prohibitive. The wisest

and most eft"ective course to follow with reference to such fires Is to pro-

vide a satisfactory substitute, tlien a))olish them. So far as such plants are

now employed in the production of jiower, they can be rendered unneces-

sary through the cheaper and more effective distribution of electrical

power. So far as steam from such boilers may at present be used for heat-

ing they ctm be rendered of no eft'ect through the supply of heat from a
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ceutrul station. Tbei'e are, however, in every large city many minor in-

dustrial establishments, such as cl\e works, bleacheries and laundries, re-

(luiring steam at high pressure, and for these a general system of supply

from a central plant must be provided. That this may be the more readily

acconii)lished. such industries sJiould be encouraged to group themselves

within a ])rescribed area to better acconnnodate themselves to some reason-

able plan of steam distribution. To properly supplant the fires of luimer-

ous small boilers now in service, it will be required, therefore, that stations

be established throughout the business portion of the city, capable of de-

livering electric cnrrent for power and lights, steam or hot water for

heating, and a limited amount of high pressure steam for industrial uses;

these central plants to he of sutficieut size to justify the use of stokers

which will make them smokeless. When by muuicipal co-operatiou these

shall have been provided, under conditions which will safeguard the inter-

ests of all consumers with reference to costs, then it will be iu order to

l)rohibit. after a series of years, the use of soft coal under all boilers of the

t-it.v, except in coimection witli automatic stokers.

Small industrial tires other than those under boilers should be sus-

tained bj- gas drawn from sources hereinafter referred to.

G. Domestic Fires. While individual domestic fires are not the

source of heavj- vohunes of smoke, their number in any city is large, and

their effect in the aggregate as a source of smolve is as pronounced as that

of any other single group of fires. So long as soft coal can be had more

cheaply than anthracite coal, just so long will there be a desire on the

part of the consumers to emi)loy it in doniestic service. Domestic fires

being small, it is impracticable to apply to them effectively the principles

of smokeless tiring. A necessary step, therefore, in the development of a

smokeless cit.v is a complete prohibition of the use of soft coal for domestic

purposes. As a preliminary step, two things are essential. First, a sup-

ply of low-priced gas for use in cooking; and second, the distribution from

a central station of large ca])acity of steam or hot water for domestic heat-

ing.

I'here are no real problems in the supply of gas for cooking except

euch as may gro\A' out of existing franchises. At prices now prevailing,

this form of fuel is much used in cooking and generally is less expensive

for that purpose than solid fuels. Add to this the fact that the cost of

gas to the producer is reduced as the quantity sold is increased, and an

abundant supply at n cost sufficiently low to permit all people in a city to
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use it for eookiug, becomes not only possible, but attractive as a means of

economy.

The establishment of centralized heating plants of sufficient size to

justify the mauitenance of smokeless iires therein, and in such number as

to serve an entire city, constitutes a problem presenting no serious en-

gineering difficulties. Such a system would need to be developed under

sufficient municipal control to insure satisfactory service to all portions

of the city and to guarantee to the consumers of heat a cost not greater

than is required to insure a fair return upon the investment made. Enough

has already been accomplished in heating from central stations to insure

the practicability of such a scheme. While the loss of heat in transmis-

sion is necessarily large, this loss is more than neutralized by the use of

low grade coal in the central station, in the place of high grade fuel now

employed in domestic heating, so that, basing an estimate on the heat de-

livered, the cost should not be greater than under present conditions of

domestic heating. Attention should be called to the fact, however, that

such a system would be easily practicable even at some advance in cost,

for freedom from smoke and the convenience of a supply of heat from out-

side sources are matters for which people will be willing to pay.

7. Locomotive Fires. These, in railroad centers such as Indianapolis.

are proliSc sources of smoke. Moreover, if soft coal is permitted to be

used in fire-boxes the deliAcry of sn.oke from locomotive stacks can not be

prevented. As a consequence, prohibitive legislation in various American

cities has thus far had but little effect in reducing the amount of smoke

delivered from locomotive fires. It is not the fault of the railway man-

agement ; it is due to the difficulties which are inlierent in the case. There

are, in fact, but two ways out of the difficulty, and the acceptance of either

solution will involve railway companies in heavy expenditures and will

entitle them to concessions or direct aid from municipalities. The first and

simplest is to be found in the requirement of all steam locomotives oper-

ating within the smoke limits of a citj'. to be supplied with smokeless fuel,

that is. witli anthracite coal or with coke; the second solution is to be

found in the proliibition of the use of steam locomotives and in the sub-

stitution of electric locomotives within the smoke limits of the city.

The development of either of these plans will involve the establishment

of locomotiA^e terminals upon every road outside of the smoke limits of the

city. Hy the use of such terminals the road locomotive of an approach-

ing train can be stopped before reaching the city, its place being taken
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either by a steam locomotive using coke or anthracite coal for its fuel, or

by an electric locomotive which will serve to carry the train on to the city,

and afterward out of the station and across the city to another terminal

where it will stop, its place at the head of the train being taken by another

road locomotive having its usual supplj' of soft coal. Such a plan has

been put into effect in New York City, and has been settled upon for Wash-

ington, D. C, where the coinmissioners of the District of Columbia, on No-

vember 17th, took final action on an order to prohibit the use of any ex-

cept electric locojnotives in drawing trains into the new Union Station.

Excepting in very large cities, ho\Aever, the cost of electric transmission

will be prohibitive. It will be far cheaper for railway companies, and

quite as satisfactory to the urban communities, to admit steam locomotives,

provided they are supplied with a fuel which prevents smoke.

It is evident that procedure under this outline with reference to loco-

motive flres must necessarily in^'olve plans extending through a series of

years. An equitable scheme of co-operation between the railroads and

the citj' must be devised, plans must be made and adopted, and time must

be given for financing and executing them.

In the working out of the general plan described by this brief outline

for the elimination of smoke, many difficulties are to be met and antag-

onistic interests to be harmonized, but there is nothing which, from an en-

gineering point of view, is impracticable, or which can not, as a business

matter, be reduced to a satisfactory procedure. A city, to be made smoke-

less by the measures suggested, would first seek to fix limits defining the

area to be controlled. Within this area would be developed a series of

power and heating plants which would be spaced upon a system of squares

in the business portions, at intervals of a mile or a mile and a half, and in

the residence portion at intervals of two miles. From these several stations

would go out currents of electricity for all power and light needed by the

city. From certain of them steam at high pressure for industrial purposes

would be distributed over the limited areas and from all of them would go

out steam or hot water for heating. By a suitable grouping of equipment

within these stations, those in the residence portions would be made to

serve as heating plants alone and hence would be out of service during a

considerable portion of the year. Because of their size and the perfection

of equipment, all would be operated by smokeless fires. All small fires,

which at the present time serve for heating and power in individual build-

ings, would cease to exist, and large fires under boilers of great iadustries
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and in furnaces of metallurgical establishments, would be made smokeless

by means which would enhance their economy in operation. Railroad

trains passing through the controlled area would be drawn by smokeless

locomotives, and above and around the city a clear atmosphere would con-

tribute to the cleanliness of all things and to the comfort and peace of

mind of all its people.
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Experimental Studies in Rkinforced Concrete.

W. K. Hatt.

It was the comfortable assurance of that urbane Roman poet, Horace,

that he had built himself a monument more lasting than brass in the intel-

lectual life of mankind. At the time that he was writing these lines the

Roman engineers were constructing those concrete aqueducts and domes

that have served mankind on the physical side during the time that Horace

had been a source of perpetual delight to the students of classical writ-

ings. Which prodiict \\ill endure the longer is an open question. One

thing is certain, while many persons of exquisite taste may prefer Horace

to our modern writers, all well-informed persons conclude that the en-

gineer of todaj- has surpassed the Roman engineer in the quality and use

of concrete.

The number of recent failures of reinforced concrete buildings, at-

tended with the loss of life of workmen, does not constitute an argument

against the advance of the practice of this new art, but calls attention to

the need of correct theory in design and expert supervision in construction.

Steel for buildings is made under highly technical methods, and a searching

inspection by trained men, whereas concrete for buildings may be formed

l)y ignorant and unskilled workmen, and may be supervised by foremen

who are mostly inexperienced in the art of proportioning and mixing the

ingredients. Defective material, either of cement, sand or stone, dishonest

skimping of cement and poor inspection, incorrect proportioning, and a too

early removal of the wooden forms from the tioors molded in cold weather,

or heavily laden with stored cement and other materials, are sufficient

causes to explain these failures. An increasing number of these may be ex-

pected as time goes on and untrained men who have learned their bu.si-

ness in other lines of construction, take up the work of building i-einforced

concrete structures. The resulting loss of life will no doubt call attention

to the necessity of regulating by proper building laws this new construc-

tion, which has spread so rajndly over the country from sea to sea. In

1902, when the first published results of experimentations appeared in this

country from tlie Laboratory for Testing Materials of Purdue University,
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mer in Seattle tlie writer saw no otlier type of building in process of con-

struction. At Atlantic City in 1902, when the experiments referred to wei'e

placed before the American Society for Testing Materials, there was no

instance of the use of reinforced concrete in sight. Last summer, at the

meeting of the Society, one viewed the stately and beautiful Marlboi'ough-

Blenheim hotel entirely constructed of reinforced concrete ; the replace-

ment of the steel pier by reinforced concrete piles and girders ; and the

construction of a new recreation pier of this type of construction. The

growth has been truly marvelous. Not onlj' has the extent of its use in

bridges and buildings increased, but the variety of its application is extra-

ordinary. In a list of constructions in which it is successfully and eco-

nomically used may be included: Retaining walls, dams, tanks, conduits,

chiumeys, arches, culverts, foundations, floors for buildings, railroad gird-

ers, highway bridges, pipes, railway ties, piles, stairs and roofs.

At the present time the underlying mechanical principles and the con-

stants of design are fairly well determined, and we wait upon the archi-

tects to express the truth of these principles in a beautiful structure.

While this tyj^e of construction associates itself with the broad and simple

wall spaces and low buildings of the Spanish Mission style, with surface

ornaments of tiling and Mosaic, it also lends itself to important modern

civic buildings. The stateiiuess of beauty of the Marlborough-Bleuheim

Hotel at Atlantic City has been mentioned. The Ingalls Building, Cincin-

nati, and the new Terminal Station at Atlanta, Ga., are other examples.

Without stopping to discuss the properties of waterproofness, fire-

proofness, duraljility, etc., or the multitude of topics of interest and im-

portance that crowd one's mind in connection with reinforced concrete, at-

tention will be simply called to the mechanical principles underlying the

construction.

Concrete, like stone, is weak in tension, but strong in compression at a

ratio of 1 to 10. Consequently when under flexure, as in a beam, the con-

crete is not used economically ; for it breaks on the lower side in tension

before the compressional strength is utilized. A beam may be, however,

strengthened, or rchtforccd, by the insertion of a steel rod in the lower

side of the beam. These rods are usually bent up near the ends of the

beam so as to also reinfoi'ce the beam against the diagonal tensional

stresses that occur at the ends, due to the combination of shear and direct

stress.
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Before the rod can come into operation during a flexure of tlie beam,

tliere must be the necessary adhesion between the concrete and the rod to

transfer the stress to the rod. and bring the latter into action. This ad-

hesion varies from oOO i)ouuds to 500 pounds per square inch of the sur-

face of the rod. and under favorable conditions is sufficient to develop the

strength of the steel in the concrete. The adhesion seems to be more of a

mechanical action than chemical, and is due to the entrance of the fine

cement into the microscopic pits on the surface of the smooth rods. Many

designers use artificially deformed bars, such as corrugated bars and

twisted steel bars, to increase this adhesion.

In this way a beam is reinforced so that both the concrete in compres-

sion and the steel in tension may be worked to their full value. Any one

who has seen a plain concrete beam broken in a testing machine, and then

has witnessed a tost of a reinforced concrete beam, will be first of all

struck by the apparently greatly increased flexibility of the reinforced con-

crete beam, which deflects ten times as much as the plain beam before

showing any visible cracks, and when the load is removed the elasticitj' of

the steel draws the beam back nearly to its original shape. It is probable,

however, that this process of bending the reinforced concrete beam early

develops very minute flaws in the concrete which are invisible to the

naked eye, so that it is not safe to count upon a tensile strength of the

concrete in computing the total resisting strength of the beam. Designers

compute the resisting moment of the beam as based upon the compressional

stresses in the concrete and the tensional stress in the steel alone.

The original tests at Purdue University were arranged to determine:

1. The increased strength added by a given amount of steel inserted in

a plain concrete beam.

2. The law connecting the strength of the beam with the amount of

steel.

3. The law connecting the strength of the beam with the position of

the rods in the beam.

4. The vahie of gravel in reinforced concrete.

To determine these relations a series of concrete beams was made of

first-class materials with rich mortar. In other words, the beams were

carefully made with a combination of one part cement to two parts of

sand and four parts of broken stone. The concrete was probably superior

to that made in the ordinary process of construction. This was proper be-

cause the theoretical laws were being verified, and for that purpose it was
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nec-ossary tu li.-ivc uiufmin materials of .ijood quality. The elements of the

strength of the materials entering into the beams were determined first

of all ; namol.\', the compressive and tensioual strength of the concrete, to-

gether with the modulus of elasticity of the concrete, both in tension and

compression ; tlie adhesion l)et^^een the cement and the steel ; the elastic

limit of the steel ; a mechanical analysis made of the materials. Since

the beams were long in span compared to their height, and, therefore, the

shearing stresses were not unportant. rods of smooth steel were used.

Having determined all the elements entering into the strength of the

beam, and then the tested strength of the beaju itself, it next became neces-

sary to fornuilate a mechanical analysis of the combination of steel and

concrete in llexure, and. with tlie experience of the tests of the beams in

hand, to derive equations for design and calculation. The truth of these

equations and the validity of the process of the analysis could then be

checked by reference to the tested strength of the beams. These equations

were derived and have been used very largely by engineers throughout the

country in designing reinforc-ed concrete structures.

Engineers as a rule have found it necessary to review their knowl-

edge of mechanics in dealing with reinforced concrete, not that there is

any new principle invohed. but the number of factors in the equations of

liexure is greater, aiid an account must be taken of the relative moduli

of elasticity of the two u\aterials, steel and concrete. Furthermore., the

lack of perfect elasticity of the concrete leads to an assumption of some

other than a rectilinear relation between stress and strain.

Again the neutral axis of the cross section must be determined. Its

location is not simply fixed by the center of gravity of the cross section,

but is controlled by the amount of steel present, the relative moduli of

elasticity of the steel and concrete, and b.v the position of the steel. The

writer's equations Iiave followed the usual assumptions of flexure, with the

following special assumptions

:

1. That the modulus of elasticity of concrete in lension and com-

pression is the same.

2. That there is a parabolic relation between stress and strain in the

concrete.

3. That in the earlier stages of the loading of the beam the concrete

carries stress in tension, but later, at higher loads, this tensile strength

may be disregarded.

The equations are somewhat cumbersome, but have been reduced to
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diagrauimatic form in the Transactions of Tlie American Railway Engineer-

ing and Maintenance of Way Association, Vol. V, 1804, pages 620 and 027.

Empirical equations of simple form are presented in The Engineering Re-

view of I'nrdne I niversity. Vol. I. 1905.

In calculating the strength of the reinforced concrete beam sufficiently

approximate results can be obtained by omitting consideration of the tensile

stresses in the concrete, and supposing a rectilinear relation between stress

and strain. The moment of flexure is then most simply expressed as the

total force in the steel multiplied by the distance to the centroid of the

compressive stresses. This latter distance is expressed with sufficient ac-

curacy as a fraction of the depth of the beam, this fraction having been

determined by experimental measurement on the tested beams.

Care in all cases nnist be taken to compute the maximum compressive

stress arising in the concrete under the conditions of the problem, and also

the aiuount of diagonal terision at the ends of the beams must be computed

and provided for by stirrups, or by I tending up some of the rods at the ends.

To conclude this brief consideration of reinforced concrete, a conserva-

tive estimate would include the following principles

:

1. Concrete is durable and fireproof when made of the proper aggre-

gate.

2. The strength of combination of steel and concrete may be calcu-

lated with a sutliciently close degree of accuracy.

3. Shapely and beautiful structures may be built of this material.

It is particularly adapted for mill buildings because of the absence of vibra-

tions which are induced in the ordinary type of mill buildings by the

rapidly revolving machinery.

4. The cost of a properly designed I'einforced concrete building, where

wooden forms are used to advantage, need not exceed more than C) or 10

per cent, of the cost of mill Ituildings of the ordinary type with brick walls

and wooden beams of the so-called slow-burning construction, provided that

the concrete may be laid as at present by unskilled labor.

6—A. OF Science.
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The Xeaver Hygiene.

^^'ILFRED H. MaISTWABIXG.

Instruction in the nature of infectious diseases, especially in the means

of transmitting these diseases from one person to another, is required by

law in all our public schools. This law is of great value ; for it is only

through the intelligent co-operation of a well-informed public that hy-

gienic and sanitary measures designed to control and stamp out infectious

diseases can be successful. A wide diffusion of this knowledge will go far

to make tuberculosis a thing of the past, and diphtheria and smallpox un-

known.

In obedience to the legal requirement, there are taught, in our public

schools, certain elementary facts regarding the nature of pathogenic bac-

teria, and certain facts regarding the ways in which these bacteria are trans-

mitted from one person to another. These facts in themselves are of in-

estimable value, but they are insufficient.

The presence of bacteria within or upon the human body, the trans-

mission of disease-germs from the sick to the well, is but one of the factors

tending to cause disease. To acquire a disease it is usually necessary, not

only to acquire the germs of that disease, biit there must be a lowering of

bodil.v resistance as well.

Every fourth person in this room is carrying daily in his throat or

mouth virulent pneumococci. Yet he does not acquire pneumonia. And

why? Because there is an efficient defense against this disease in the

healthy human body. Some day this defense will be lowered and pneu-

monia develop. Most soldiers in the Philippines carry in their intestinal

canals virulent germs of dysentery ; and with no ill effects, till intoxication

or dietary excesses lower the intestinal resistance. We daily inhale germs

of tuberculosis. Some day, \^hen our resistance is low. we will acquire the

disease.

A knowledge of the Viody's lighting power against bacteria, a knowledge

of the ways in which that power can be increased or decreased by heredi-

tary inlluences and by modes of life, is therefore of hygienic importance.

It should form part of the curriculum of every public school.
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The body rights disease in many Nvays. It will be sufficient for hy-

gienic purposes to teach but three of these ways: (i) the method of anti-

toxines ; (ii) the method of antiseptics and (iii) the method of phagocyto-

sis.

There ar many diseases in which the symptoms are caused, not by the

bacteria themselAes. but by tlie poisons the bacteria manufacture. Thus,

in tetanus, or lockjaw, the bacteria grow, perhaps unnoticed, at the bottom

of the Fourth-of-July wound on the hand or foot ; but the chemical poisons

tliey manufacture, carried by the blood to the brain and spinal cord, cause

the spasms and convulsions that characterize the disease. In diphtheria

the bacteria rarely enter the body, but grow in grayish-white masses on

the moist surfaces of tlie mouth and throat. The chemical poisons they

manufacture, absorbed by the tissues, cause the paralysis and heart failure

that characterize the disease.

The body has tlie power of forming substances that neutralize these

poisons. To these neutraliziug substances the name autitoxiue has been

given.

This fact is of hygienic importance for two reasons : First, because it

is sometimes possible to assist the body in its efforts to form antitoxines,

by introducing into it antitoxines artificially prepared ; and, second, because

the body's power to form these substances is modified by mode of life.

A horse that has been repeatedly injected with the poisons manufac-

tured by the germs of diphtheria, grown on artificial culture media, de-

velops enormous amounts of diphtheria antitoxine. A few drops of the

serum of this horse renders harmless large quantities of diphtheria poison.

Through the use of diphtheria antitoxine in practical medicine, the mortal-

ity from diphtheria has been reduced from the 2-1 per cent, to 40 per cent,

it was, twentj- years ago, to the less than 1 per cent, it now is, in well-

treated cases. Overwork, insufficient clothing, improper food, alcoholic ex-

cesses, lack of sleep, and other factors, so lower the antitoxine-forming

power of the body as to greatly increase the dangers from infection.

The second way of hygienic significance in which the body fights dis-

ease, is by the formation of chemical substances that, although they have no

influence on the chemical poisons manufnctured by bacteria, have an eve;i

more important property, that of killing the bacteria themselves.

The presence of antiseptic, or liacteria-killing substances in the l)lood

and tissue juices is easily shown. One has but to mix bacteria with serum
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and test ironi time to time, hy simply cultural methods,* whether or not the

bacteria are alive. Thus, in one experiment, there were mixed with human

serum typhoid fever germs in such numbers, that every drop of the serum

contained 50,000 bacteria. Two mimites later but 20.000 of these were

alive: at the end of ten juinutes. hut SOO ; and in twenty-five minutes, they

were all dead.

Not only can serum kill bacteria, but most of the secretions of the

healthy human body are bacteria-killing: as well. Gastric jiiice, vaginal

secretion and nasal secretion, kill bacteria in enormous numbers. The hy-

gienic significance of this is evident from the fact that these bacteria-killing

substances, also, are moditied by modes of life. Dietary excesses may so

lower the bacteria-kiiliug properties of gastric juice, and unsanitarj- condi-

tions so lessen that of tlie tissue .iuices that susceptibility to infectious dis-

eases is gi'eatly increased.

The third way of liygienic inii)ortance in which the body fights disease.

is by phagocytosis. In the body there are millions of white blood cor-

puscles, eacli having the power of independent motion and as one of its

functions the faculty of eating and destroying disease germs.

It is found that the l^acteria-eating [tower of white corpuscles is largely

dependent upon certain chemical substancesy present in the blood and

tissue jiiices. ^\'ithout these chemical substances the eating of certain

pathogenic bacteria does not take place. With them, it is very active. It is

further found that these chemical substances are influenced by modes of

life. That they mny be increased or decreased under different hygienic

conditions. Phagocytosis, therefore, has also a place in popular hygienic

knowledge.

One of the unfortunate results of the spread of knowledge of patho-

genic micro-organisms is the formation of an unreasoning popular fear of

disease germs. It is thought that a wide understanding of facts regarding

bodily resistance will tend to replace this unfortunate germ-fear by a

rational faith in the body's marvelous powers. That it may turn the tide

of hygienic endeavor, from an exclusive fight against bacteria to a com-

bined fight oiiaiiist bacteria and for Iwdily resistance.

*See Popular Science Monthly, Vol. 66, pp. 474-177.

t Opsonins.



Concerning Differential Invariants.

David A. Rothrock.

During the last forty years ^^olKlerf^l progress has been made in many

fields of higher mathematics. One distinet line of investigation has had to

do with a iiiicro-scopic examination of the fundamental axioms of the ele-

mentary mathematics, of conditions of convergence, of the sufficient condi-

tions in the calculus of variations, and so on. Another essential advance

has been made by unifying many sejiarate and apparently distinct fields of

mathematics under one common law. Among many advances in this latter

line of work, none are more important than the work of Sophus Lie. a Nor-

wegian, who lived from 1842 to 1890.

Lie received his doctorate from the T'niversitj' of Christiania in 1865,

caring no more for matheiuatical work than for literary or philological

work. In fact, he had thought of becoming an engineer ; but receiving an

ai)pointmont to a docentship in the university, he turned his attention to

the study of advanced mathematics. The real mathematical genius of

Lie was aroused by a course of lectures on substitutions by Professor S.v-

low. Lie's creative period seems to have extended from 1SG8 to about 1874,

during which time he came into possession of the essential features of his

epoch-making Theory of Continuous Groups. The remainder of his life

was devoted to the elaboration of his early conceptions, and to the appli-

cations of his theories. A general development of the higher number sys-

tems, a classilication oi' ordinaiy and partial differential etiuations. with

methods of their solutions, invariants and covariants, many problems of

physics and astronomy, are all treated froHi the standpoint of the con-

tinuous group. Below is sketched a brief outline of the continuous group

theory of Lie, as applied to di^Terential invariants, and the calculation of an

important differential invariant is indicated.

1. Point Tram^formation. Let x, y be the Oartesiau coordinates of any

point iu the plane, and let xi, yi be any point other than x, y. Then

xi = * (X, y), yi = * (X, y)
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is said to be a point transformation, carrying point x, y into point xi, yi.

Here it is assumed that inversely

X = *! (xi, yi), J = -fi (xi, yi)

carries the point from xi, yi back to x, y. A point transformation may be

looked upon either as a transference of axes from one system to another,

not necessarily the same kind of system, or it may be considered as an

actual transference of one point into another position in the plane, the

axes of reference remaining unchanged.

2. Group of Transformations. A point transformation containing one

or more parameters

xi = <i' (x, y, a, b, c, . . . k),

yi =-i (x, y, a, b, c, .. . k),

such that fer ao, b,,, c, ko, the point x, y transforms into itself, is said

to constitute a group of transformations when a succession of two such

operations may be replaced by one of the same species. That is, if

X2=4'(xi, yi, ai, bi, ci . .. )=*!* (x, y, a, . . .k), 1' (x, y, a, . . . k), ai. . . ki
|

= * (x, y, a,2, bo, C2, ... k2),

y2='i' (x, y, a2, h^, Cj, ... kj),

where a2 = fi (a, b, . . . k, ai, bi, c, . . . ki), h^ = f 2 (a, b, . . ki) , then

xi = * (X, y, a, b, ... k), y: = t (x, y, a, b, ... k)

are the transformations of an r-parameter group, the parameters a, b, c,

. . . k being r in number and independent. A similar definition may be

given to a group in one, tliree, four, or n variables*.

3. TIw Infinitesimal Transformations. An infinitesimal transformation

is defined analytically by

(5x = f (X, y) (h; fSy = I] (x, y) fit.

Such a transformation attaches to any point x, y an infinitesimal motion

whose projections on the x — , and y — axes arc respectively, j>5t and lA-,

and whose distance is |/ f ^ -\- if fJt. Lie shows such infinitesimal trans-

formations to belong to a single-parameter group.

XI = 4> (X, y, a), yi = * (x, y, a).

This may be easily seen by letting Oo be the value of a which leaves x, y

fixed; then

XI = '!> (X, y, ao + r^a), y, = * (x, y, ao + ''a)

•See Lie -Scheffers, Ditferential-pleichungen, pp. 24-25.
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give to the point x, y an infinitesimal motion. Expanding in powers of ('a,

we have*

xi = 4.(x.y,ao) + [^'^Z^).5a+....,
•-- d ao J

yx = t(x,y,ao) + [^^iZ^«->lc5a+
L d ao J

But "l- (x, y, ao) = x, t (s, y, ao) = y, hence

xi = X +
I

_—
j

'5 a + ,

^d ao J

L d ao J

c^x= {^t]As,^ ... =f (X, y) r5t+ ....,
i.d ao '

ryy =
f
iLt 1 ,u 4- • • • = V (X, y) f' t +

Id ao J

Omitting iufiuitesimals of higher order we have the rehitions

d X = f (X, y) '5 t, <S J = II (X, y) (5 t

as the infinitesimal transformations of a one-parameter grou]).

In the notation of Lie the symbol

denoting the variation which a function /" (x, y) undergoes when x, y

receive the increments (5 x, (5 y, is employed as the symbol of an infini-

tesimal transformation. Writing p, q instead of the partial derivative of

^ (x, y) with respect to x and y, respectively, we have

U / = s^x, y) p + '/ (X, y ) q.

The infinitesinal transformations of an 7-parameter group would be given

by the symbol

Uk / = fk (X, y ) p + vk (X, y) q, k z= 1, 2, 3, ... /•.

4. The Group Criterion. One of Lie's fundamental theorems furnishes

a test whether or not any given set of infinitesimal transformations, Uk /',

k = 1, 2, ... r, actually forms a group. This test is the application of

Jacobi's bracket expression

Ui (Uj/)—Uj (Ui /"), (i, j := 1, 2, r, in all combinations).

*In this article the symbol - will be used to denote the partial derivative of f with
>- d X J

regard to x, instead of the round d usually employed.
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If the Jacobi bracket-expression, constructed for all combinations of

i, j, is equivalent to a linear function of the symbols Uk/ with constant

coefficients, then are the symbols

Uk f ^ 5k (X, y) p -i- //k (X, y) q, k = 1, 2, ... r,

the infinitesimal transformations of an /--parameter group.*

5. The Extended Group. An infinitesimal transformation

may be extended in two ways. In tlie first place, the variation of the coor-

dinates of n points is simply the sum of the variations of the coordi-

nates of the separate points; hence, U /"extended in this manner becomes

(A). VU= s"""] ;-k (xk, yk) f-^K '^ (^'" y")
I
^ ' 1-

k = 1 i
^ d xk J L d yk '

J

The symbol U/may also be extended so as to include the variation of

y'= ^, y" -= ^iZ, . . .
. ,

yf"'= ^-^. We have
"^ d X d x2 d x°

f5 X = f (x, y; f$ t, (5 y = /; (x, y) fS t.

5 / _ A dy dx f$ dy — dy <' dx _ d f5 y — y'drf x
' ^ ~ d^ dx2 dx

= .^^_y'^\,U= [;;., + y'(,y-,^.)-y'2fy|dt
•^ dx dx J

' J

= '/ (x, y, yO '5 f.

In a similar manner,

,S y" = { il' — y" ii \ rf t = ;/" (x, y, y', y^') r5 t,
i^ ds dx J

and so on for higher variations.

The infinitesimal transformation U/ extended to include these higher

variations becomes

Each of the members of an /--parameter group Uk/, k =: 1, 2, . . . r, may

be extended, giving the infinitesimal transformations of the coordinates of

n points as indicated by equation (A); or each may be extended as in

(B) to include the variations of x, y ,y\ j"
,
j"' , . . .

y^"'. A group of

transformations extended in style of ( A) or (B) is called an extended group.

'Lie—Scheffers, Continuierliche Gruppen, p. 390.
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6. Invariant Functions. The variation of any function <!• (x, y) when
operated upon by an infinitesimal transformation.

U/=^^p-|-7?q
is given by

If •^ (x, y) is to remain unchanged, tlien U 'I' = o, and •I' (x, y) is a solution

of the homogeneous linear partial differential equation

U f = s^ p + V q = o,

that is, <{> (x, y) is an integral of Lagrange's equation

dx dy

i V

<l> (x, y) so determined is called an invariant for the transformation

U/=^p+ //q.

A group of two or more independent transformations will not in general

have an invariant function. But when extended to include the coordinates

of n points, as in (A) above, an r-parameter group

Uk /-(n) = isja (Xi, yi) [^] + ;;k (Xi, yO
[ |^] |

, k = 1, 2, . . r,

gives rise to 2 n — r independent functions

<Pl (Xi, y,, ... Xn, yn^ <p2, 03. ••• 02n-r'

which are point-iwariants of the group Qk /", and which are derived by integrat-

ing the r partial differential equations Uj /n ^ o, U, /n =: o, ... Ur/n = o.

After the manner here indicated the writer has calculated all the point-

invariants for the twenty-seven finite continuous groups of the plane as

classified by Lie.* The results appear in the Proceedings of the Indiana

Academy of Science, 1898, pp. 119-135.

7. Differential Invariants. An infinitesimal transformation extended to

include the increment of y' leaves invariant two functions Oj (x, y, y'),

(f>2 (x, y, y'), the solutions of

V'f=^V^r>o-r v' [^,] = o.

The functions 9i, c^^ are called differential invariants of the infinitesimal

transformation U'/. Lie shows that when two independent differential

*3ee Lio-Schefifera, Contia. Gruppen, pp. 360-362.
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invariants of a given transformation are known, then all others may be

found by diiferentiation.*

An ^--parameter group Uk/ extended to include the increments of

y^, y", . . . y"', when equated to zero, gives * partial differential equations

in r -|- 2 variables. These r equations have two independent solutions, ^i

t^) y. y'. •
y'""^). ^2 (^1 y> y'> • • •

y*^'^')> which are differential invariants of

the ?--parameter group. After the plan here indicated Lie has calculated

the differential invariants for the twenty-seven groups of the plane.

Tlie calculation of differential invariants may be made by an entirely

different method than that used by Lie, and indeed without any knowledge

of the group extended as indicated above. A knowledge of the form of a

point invariant for the group is necessary.

Let a point invariant o iXj, j^, k^, J2, •) be given, and suppose the

points Xi, yi ; Xj, yj ; . . . ; Xn, yu, to be located upon a plane curve

X = fi (t), y = ±"2 (tt.

Then we would have

Xi =f, >ti), J, =f, itj), ... x„ = fi {t„\ y„ =f, (tn).

Allowing Xj, y2 ; X3, yg ; . . . ; Xu, yii to coalesce toward xi vi, we may then

expand x^, J2, • • • in power-series

/X2= xi + x'dt2 + x^^dt| + ..., y2 = y, + (y^dt2 4-(y'^idt| + ...,

(^M X3=xi + x'dt3+x^^dt|+..., y3=yi + iy0dt3-(y'')dtl+...,

( 2 2

and so on for x^, y j, . . . x,,, y„, where

/ix / dx, ,, d^x, /,/ d^x,
(1) x^ = —', X^ .-= 1, x^^ = i,

,

dtj dti^ dti^

(2) (yO=^, (y-)=^, (y"') = ^'
dt

1 dtf dt^

The notation of (1), (2) should be changed from parameter notation to the

ordinary y' ^ ^, y'^ = —?1,
dx dx2

y'^—^ = '^ '

, hence (y') :^ j^ x', similarly,
dx x^

3 , (y^O=y''(x')'+y'x''; (y'^O =y''' (xO M- 3y''x' x'^ + y' x-^
'^ (yiv) = yiv (xO * + Qj''' (xO ^ x" + 'Sy'' (x'O ' + 4y" x' x'" + y' x'^

;

(y^)= yv (xO ' + lOyi^- (x') ^x" + y" (15 x' (x") = + 10 x'j ^x"') +
y^' (10 x'^ x'" + x' X" ) -|- y' x",

and so on for higher derivatives.

'Lie, Math. Annalen, Bd. XXXII.
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If in any point invariant </>, the values of x.,, j^; x.^, j^ , taken from

(I) be substituted, and then the result developed into in infinite power-series

in the ascending? powers of dtj, dtg, dt^^, . . . dtu, the successive coefficients

of the separate powers of dtj, dtj, ..., and of tlie products dtj, dt^, ...

are all iavariaiit functions of x', x", x'^', ..., (j^), (y"), (y'"j, .... These

separate invariant functions may tlien be changed by means of equations

cVy ^// _ d2y
(3) above so that only x', x^', x' and y' =

dx dx2'

occur. Then by algebraic manipulation the parameters x', x'', x'^',

may be eliminated, leaving a differential invariant for the continuous

group from which the point invariant tp had been derived.

8. Tlie Differential Invariants for the General Projective Group.

The general projective group: p, q, xq, xp — yq, yp, xp -\- yq, x^p -|-

xyq, xyp -j- y'-q, when extended leaves invariant the point-function.

q:
xi yi 1
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a tedious process, and will not be indicated here. When performed, how-

ever, there results the two differential invariants

0, = r2 A3 A3 -35 A, Al -7 {a.-Iai}^] ^ (A,)^

,.= [A.{A._84A.A, + f A^}-12{a,-|a.A3}{a.-1ai}

+ |{A,-AAi;^]^A^

where A, = 3y'^' y" - 4 {f)\

A3 ^ yv (y-)2 _ I5y/V y^// y- + ^ , y-^ S

A, = 3yv' (y-)3 _24yv Y^' (y-,^ + GOy'^ (y'^^)=' y''-40 y^'OS

A5 = 9y^'' (y'O* - 105y^' y'^^ f + 420 y^ (y''^^ ly'';^ —

70lVv,y.//)3y// + l:^
y-/,5,

A,, = 27yv^'' (y^^)^ —48 A5 y'" — 810 A, ^Y" r- — 2240 A3 (y"^j^

2240 ,,,,6— 2800 A, iY")^ — -q y I •
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CoNJU(iATE Functions and Canonical Transformations.

By David A. Rothrock.

(Abstract.)

It is known that any function, (p [Z), of a complex variable, Z = x -\-

i J, may be separated into a real part <pi (x, y an imaginary part, I o., x, y),

and that ©1,0, ^ach satisfy Laplace's equation i^ -f-
-—'- = o * A very

f)X, ('J 2

elegant geometric interpretation of these two functions Oj, o, may be had

by equating each to a third variable ^ : ^1 (x, y) = C, 62 (x, y) := C. Each

equation then represents a surface for any point of which Laplace's equation

is true. By developing : — Oi (k, j) into a power series in the vicinity of

any point Xo, yo, and using the Laplace equation, we have the theorem:

the projection of the section of a tangent plane to the surface C = Oj (x, y)

upon the x, y-plane is a curve having a double point at Xo, yo with real,

orthogonal tangents, and hence the surface is hyperbolic at every point.

: = k gives lines of level on C — <Ai (x, y), while C^kg in C = 02 (^» J)

gives cylinders which intersect C = <?i (x, y) in curves of quickest descent.

The second part of the paper deals with the linear fractional function

Zi = — which has tlie fundamental invariant points f^, /', about

y ; + <^

which a canonical transformation may be constructed so thafe Z := o, when

Z' — /", « — / /"i
/Z — /", \

Z' =J\ ; Z = -X , Z =/,. This function is Z = ^, _y = ^^— „ ^^ l Z^^^ / '

y r 7 r

Themodulusof^":^-^^. and amplitude of 2^^"V. set, respectively, equal to

constants give an elliptic system and an hyperbolic system of circles about

and through the two points ./'i. ./V Now the transformation

Z, -/, - a-y/,\Z -fj'
sets up a motion about ./'i,/, which is determined by the modulus

and the amplitude of ^'^
~ '' '

' . If mod. =f 1 and amp = o, motion
«— / /2

''Where ,—r denotes the second n irtial of <I> with regard to x, and so for ^—r.

(5x- "y^
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goes along the hyperbolic circles, tlie elliptic circles interchanging. If

mod. = 1, amp. =f o, motion goes along elliptic circles, the hyperbolic

system being invariant. If mod. ±1, amp, =fO, motion is along neither family

but passes diagonally from curvilinear rectangle to curvilinear rectangle.

These respective transformations may be named hyperbolic, elliptic, loxodromir.

The circles about and through the fundameutal poiuts are potential lines

and lines of flow iu tlie well known problem of electricity of equ.il source

and sink.

Bloomington, IxD., Nov. 28, 1906
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Notes on " Salt Lime.

Frank B. Wade.

"Ye are tlie salt of the earth : hut if the salt have lost his savour,

wherewitli shall it be salted? it is theneeforth good for nothing but to be

cast out and trodden under foot of men."—Matthew, v, 13.

This passage from "the »Senno]i on the Mount" has doubtless puzzled

many a chemist, for salt without savour is as much an anomaly as a smile

<\'ithout a face.

Last summer, while s])euding my vacation at the seashore, I came

across an old-fashioned "salt works," where common salt is prepared by

evaporation of sea water, partly by means of trickling it over masses of

brush and further by solar evaporation in shallow vats.

It was while investigating the process that I came upon what seems

to me to be a plausible explanation of the scriptural passage, and at the

same time I secured a quantity of the material called by the salt makers

"salt lime," which is the subject of this paper.

It seems that the first solid product to separate from the sea water

upon concentration by evaporation is a very slightly soluble, white, crystal-

line substance, which gathers in the first four or five shallow vats. These

are provided, so that the tasteless, gritty substance may not come down

along with the salt and constitute an undesirable impurity in it. This

tasteless substance is "salt lime."

As to the connection hetween this substance and the salt which had

lost its savour, 1 think it Aery probable that the ancient salt makers omit-

ted to provide separate a ats for the first, very slightly soluble product, and

that as a result it got mixed up with their salt. Then, possibly, owing to

exposure to moisture, the real salt may have become dissolved away from

this less solul)le part in certain instances, and the residue, being tasteless,

would n.ntiirally be supposed to iiave "lost its savour," by the unscientific

mind of that time.

Having secured eight or ten pounds of salt lime, I made an examina-

tion of the substance to determine its nature.

In physical ap])earance it is grayish white in color, crystalline in struc-
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ture and it forms a layer about one-quarter inch tliielv as scraped from

the evaporators. T was told by the owner of the salt works that not over

thirty or forty busliels were obtained from the evaporation of an amount

of sea water that would yield 5.0(10 bushels of salt; so it will be seen that

the substance represents a high degree of concentration as' the average per

cent, of common salt in sea water is only 2.G1 per cent.* and the amount

of "s;ilt lime"' obtained is only about 1 per cent, of that of the commo.i

salt.

Ihis high degree of concentration has led me to investigate the sub-

stance to see if it ix>ssesses any radio-activity, as, owing to the wide dis-

tribution of ra<lio-active material more or less of it must find its way into

the ocean, and. judging from the position of radium in the periodic sys-

tem, the salts of radium ought to he found as sulphates among the less

soluble constituents of the ocean ^^•ater.

Experiments are now under way with a view to still further concen-

trate the material and to lind whether it contains any trat-e of radio-active

material.

Upon consulting the literature to which I have had access, I find that

mention is made in nearly all cases of the separation of gypsum (CaSOi,

2H.O) prior to the separation of common salt in the evaporation of both

sea water and natural brines from wells.

I have conducted a qualitative analysis of the salt lime in the regular

way and find that it does consist mainly of gypsum. It has the water of

crystallization and gives the reactions of Ca and SO4. It gives, moreover,

evidence of the presence of a small amount of carbonate of calcium. I have

seen no mention of this last fact in the litei'ature to which I have had ac-

cess. In order to determine the proportion of carbonate in the mixture

I pulverized about 20g. in an agate mortar until it had all passed through

a 100-mesh sieve ; then taking a "fair sample," as in assaying, I weighed out

r).GG2o grams into a .Schrottcr apjia'-atus and determined the weight of CO2

lost, in the usual manner.

The weight of CO. lost was .iH.'iGg, indicating a weight of .4354g of

CaCOs (calculated) or .G2 i»er cent. CaCO.. A second determination gave

.71 per cent.

I have tested carefully for Ba and Sr. using the ordinary f(irni of

chemical spectroscope as well as the regular analytical tests, and have

*New fnternalional Encyelopoedia, p. 72?. 3.5 parts solid in 100. 77.76 per rent (it

solid is salt.
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found no trace of either. I have also tested for PO4 and fluorine with nega-

tive results.

On heating a sample of the salt lime in a dry test tube, there was

a slight charring, itosslbly due to a slight amount of material from the

wooden vats or perhaps from sea algae. There was also a slight smell of

NH3 on boiling a large mass of the finely-powdered substance with excess

of NaOH in an attempt to remove CaSO^ to secure concentration of the

less soluble constituents. This was probably also due to small amounts of

remains of sea algae..

From my study of the substance I would conclude that it consists

mainly of gyi)suni. but that it contains an appreciable amount of CaCO,

(.65 per cent.) and that it is remarkably free from other constituents, due

probably to the sharp distinctions in solubility between the less soluble and

the more solulile constituents of sea water. I hope to concentrate further

a considerable amount of the substance and examine it for traces of radio-

active material or other constituents.

7—A. OP SCIKNCE.
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The Effect of Sugar on Sourness.

p. N. Evans.

It is common experience that some foods and beverages taste less sour

when sugar is added, and it seems worth while to seek an explanation of

the fact.

In books of popular science the statement is sometimes made that

the sugar "neutralizes" the acid—in some such way, presumajjly, as a base

might- This explanation is untenable from the chemist's standpoint, in-

asmuch as sugar enters into no such reaction with acids.

Better informed writers sometimes aver that since sugar can not neu-

tralize acids its value in such cases is onlj- imaginary and not real. Since,

nowever, in matters of taste, if the imagination is satisfied the problem is

practically solved, it becomes of interest to know how the imagination is

satisfied in this instance.

Sourness is now ]vno\^ll to l)e a property of the hydrogen ion; for all

acids, and acids only, are sour, and all have this constituent, and this only,

in common, when dissolved in water. A diminution in intensity of sour-

ness must therefore be due either to a reduction in the number of hydrogen

ions in a given volume of the solution, or to a lessened sensitiveness to

sourness on the part of the nerves of taste.

An investigation was made by the writer as to whether the introduction

of sugar diminished the degree of ionization of hydrochloric acid in a given

solution, using the freezing point method, and it was found that there was

no effect, the degree of ionization of the acid being the same in the pres-

ence and in the absence of sugar.

The value of sugar, then, must depend on its physiological effect on

the nerves of taste, not on any chemical action by which the concentration

of hydrogen ions is reduced.

Some ye.'irs ago Professor T. W. Richards of Harvard Oniversity (Am.

Chem. Jour. ISOS, 121), called attention to the delicacy of the sense of taste

in detecting sourness and in comparing it in different intensities. With the

assistance of Miss Carrie Richardson (now Mrs. C. E. Roth) the writer
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made a series of over lour bundred experiments in detecting acid in the

presence and in tiie absence of sugar.

The experiments were conducted as follows : Solutions of hydrochloric

acid of Icnown strength were prepared, and equivalent solutions of sodium

liydroxide were added gradually, the solution being tasted after each ad-

dition until sourness disappeared. Tn other experiments the acid was

added to the alkali until sourness was noticeable. Both methods proved

about equally delicate. As long as the solution was strongly acid or alka-

line, only a drop or two was introduced into the mouth, but when the

neutral point was almost I'eached a cubic centimeter of liquid was used

and held in the mouth for a few seconds. The graduations of the burettes

were hidden during every titration, that the judgment might not be prej-

udiced.

Experiments were made with solutions of acid varying from 0.715

normal to 0.0143 norjnal, or solutions containing 0.715 to 0.0143 milligrams

of hydrogen ions pei* cubic centimeter. Sugar was added in quantities

ranging from 0.04 to 0.8 grams per cubic centimeter.

With the experience gained in about twenty titrations considerable

accuracy of taste had been acquired, so that consistent results were then

obtained diflering only about 1 jiart in 70 in a 15 cubic centimeter titration

with the stronger solutions and in the absence of sugar, from those ob-

tained with chemical indicators, the error being in almost all cases in the

same direction, as might be expected—sourness disappeared with the ad-

dition of less alkali than the acidity as determined by phenolphthalein, or

sourness appeared only on adding slightly more acid than required by the

indicator. With the more dilute solutions, however, the absolute results

were more exact. This is accounted for by the presence at the end point

of less salt (due to the neutralized acid and alkali) in the more dilute solu-

tions, the presence of salt reducing the delicacy of the sense of taste for

sovirness. With the most dilute solutions it was foimd possible to recog-

nize with certainty the presence of 0.U07 milligrams of hydrogen ions in

the mouth, in 1 cubic <'entimeter of liquid, although 4 milligrams of salt

were also present. In the most concentrated solution 0.01 milligrams of

hydrogen Ions was recognizable in the presence of 34 milligrams of salt.

The presence of sugar had tlie same effect as that of salt—the more

sugar present in the solution the larger was the quantity of acid necessary

for detection by taste; even the largest quantities of sugar used (0.8 grams

per cubic centimeter) increased the necessary quantity of acid less than 1.5
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times coin])ared with that needed in the absence of sugai* ; 4.034 grams of

salt was about as effective as 0.8 grams of sugar. In other words, if the

mind is intent ou noticing sourness, even large quantities of sugar do not

seriously interfere. In the usual eating of sweet and sour food, however,

the mind is, as it were, engrossed ^ith the sensation of sweetness and ren-

dered correspondingly loss sensitive to other tastes.

In al! probability" any other po^^•erful taste would be as effective in hid-

ing sourness as sweetness is, but no other taste in concentrated form is so

generally agreeable as sweetness. The sourness of lemonade would cer-

tainly be as thoroughly masked by highly salting it as by the addition of

sugar : the result would not, however, be as agreeable to the majority of

lemonade drinkers, probably.

In conclusion, brief reference niiglit be made to a few experiments on

the effect of sugar on bitterness, as sweetness and bitterness are commonly

considered to be mutually exclusive terms—a thing can not be both sweet

and bitter, though it can be at once sweet and sour. The experiments wei-e

made by the writer \\ ith mixtures of solutions of sugar and of quinine, but

it was found impossible to obtain any numerical results, for, no matter

what the proportion within very \^-ide limits, the sensation of sweetness

preceded that of bitterness, the mixture tasting sweet at the first moment

and then bitter, the latter sensation being very lasting.

The use of sugar, then, to render sourness less intense, is based ou a

physiological, not on any chemical effect; the nerves of taste are less sen-

sitive to one kind of taste in the presence of another, though the mind by

concentration can largely overcome this obscuring effect.
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A SixMPLE Method of Measuring Hydrolysis.

George A. Abbott.

Several methods of measuring the degree of hydrolysis of dissolved

salts have been proposed from time to time ; e. g., the measurement of the

rate at which the solution saponifies an ester, such as ethyl acetate ; the

rate of hydration of milk sugar ; and the measurement of the partial pres-

sure of ammonia gas over solutions of its hydrolysed salts ; but none of

these methods is precise, and even under the most favorable conditions,

they are far from satisfactory. The first is based upon the bold assump-

tion that the rate of saponification is proportional to the concentration of the

hydroxyl ions, and that it is nnafteeed by the presence of other molecular

aggregates : the second metliod involves a similar assumption ; while the

last is of little if any practical value, owing to experimental difliculties.

The method aliout to be described was developed in the course of an

extended researcli on tlie dissociation relations of Ortho and Pyro Phos-

phoric Acids and their salts, which will be published in detail elsewhere.

It is simple and convenient, and should be capable of a fairly wide appli-

cation to the ammonium salts of other weak acids ; therefore it has seemed

sufficiently interesting to justify a brief description at this time.

When an aqueous solution of ammonia is shalcen up with chloroform,

the ammonia distributes itself between the two nou-miscible solvents, and

the distribution ratio is constant at a given temperature. Fortunately this

ratio is of a magnitude which makes it possible to determine the concen-

tration of the ammonia in the aqueous solution by simply titrating a meas-

ured volume of the chloroform with which the solution is in equilibrium.

It is obvious that we may take advantage of this fact to determine the con-

centration of the free ammonia in a solution of its hydrolysed salt, and thus

determine the degree of hydrolj'sis. It is free from assumptions and is as

direct as a chemical analysis itself.

But, simple in principle as the method appears, its successful applica-

tion requires attention to certain experimental details. The chief difficulty

arises from the fact that the annnoniacal solutions form emulsions with the

chloroform layer which remain turbid even after standing several hours in
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the thermostat. Drops of the aqueous solution of variable size thus remain

suspended in the chloroform layer, making it impossible to obtain concord-

ant results when different samples are titrated. Fortunately this diffi-

culty may be easily overcome by merely rotating the solutions in glass-

stoppered bottles in the thermostat. For this purpose the bottles are fast-

ented to the axle of the rotary stirrer of the thermostat after the familiar

method of making solubility measurements, and allowed to rotate several

hours (one to three), when the two phases invariably separate perfectly

clear, with a sharply defined bounding surface. In order to establish the

equilibrium between the solution of the hydrolysed salt and the chloroform,

the latter is vigorously shaken with the aqueous solution in a stoppered sep-

aratory funnel. The phases are allowed to separate, after which the water

layer is removed as completely as practicable, and another portion of the

solution is added. This process is repeated until three portions have been

shaken up with the chloroform ; a fourth portion is then rotated with the

chloroform, at a constant temperature, as described above. It is important

to remove the sample of chloroform for titration without contamination by

any of the aqueous sohition. This may be easily done by means of a

syphon. The short limb of the glass tube is sealed in the flame, and a

small thin bulb blown on the end. It may then be passed, closed, through

the aiiueous layer, and opened by breaking against the bottom of the bottle.

The chloroform is syphoned into a clean, dry, vessel, measured, and titrated

with 0.02 Normal hydrochloric, or nitric, acid, using methyl orange as in-

dicator. Enough pure water should be added to make a layer of convenient

depth to view the color of the indicator ; since the latter does not enter the

chloroform, and the stoppered vessel should be vigorously shaken at in-

tervals during the titration.

The distribution coefficient of ammonia between chloroform and water

was measured, at 38°, at concentrations 0.1, 0.05, and 0.02 Normal, and the

mean of eight measurements gave 27.36. This is the ratio of the concen-

tration of the undissociated ammonia in the aqueous solution to the con-

centration of the ammonia in the chloroform.

The method was applied to the measurement of the degree of hy-

drolysis of Na.NIIjl'Oi. at 18°. and concentrations 0.1, 0.05, and 0.02 molal,

with the following results

:
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Cone. Moln. per Litre. Per Cent. Hydrolysis.

0.1 95.39

0.05 95.44

0.02 95.65

That is, in a solution of NaoNH^PO^, at the above concentration, only

5 per cent, of the ammonia is chemically combined. When the hydrolysis

is large the method is accurate, and even v.hen it is small the results are

good, as shown by the following values for the salt NaNH^HPOi

:

Cone. Mols. per Litre. Per Cent. Hydrolysis.

0.1 2.98

2.92

2.98

0.05 .3.02

.3.13

3.02

2.90

Mean, 3.0

These values are corrected for the ionization of the ammonia at the

different concentrations.
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The Ionization op the Successive Hydrogens of Ortho-

phosphoric Acid.

George A. Abbott.

T]je dissociation i-elations of polybasic acids are at present imperfectly

understood. Owing to tlie natural complexitj' of the compounds and the

experimental difiiculties due to hyrolysis, hydration, and possibly asso-

ciation in solution, few investigators have attempted to determine the dis-

sociation constants of the different hydrogens of these acids ; but the re-

cent development of physico-chemical methods of investigating the nature

of dissolved substances has made the solution of such problems appear en-

tirely practicable. Therefore an extended investigation was undertaken,

at the suggestion of Prof. A. A. Noyos, in the hope that an exhaustive study

of the dissociation relations of the phosphoric acids might contribute to-

ward a better understanding of their chemical behavior in inorganic re-

actions, 'i his investigation w as conducted in the Research Laboratory of

Physical Chemistry of the Mass. Inst, of Technologj\

In this paper I shall attempt to present briefly only a few results, in

the hope that they may ])rove sufficiently interesting to justify their presen-

tation. The method of measuring hydrolysis described in the previous pa-

per gives us at once a reliable means of determining the dissociation

constants of weak acids. When both acid and base are weak (slightly dis-

sociated), the following relation holds:

h^ Kw
(1— h) KaKb

in which h denotes the degree of hydrolysis of the salt, and Kw, Ka and

Kb are the dissociation constants of water, the acid and the base, respect-

ively. They are defined by the following expressions of the Mass Action

Law:

Kw = Ch X Coi

K^ = Ch X Ca.

t/HA

Kb ^ Cb X Cqh
CnOR
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The dissociation constants of tlie successive hydrogens of Orthophos-

phoric Acid will be designated Kj, K., and K,,. They are defined by the

Mass Action equations

:

Ki = H X H, p6,
H3PO,

K, = H X HPOt
H2PO5

K3 = H X POf
HPOt

They will be considered in inverse order.

Ks may be determined by substituting the value of h, obtained by the

partition method, in the hydrolysis c<iuation,

h = .95.

Kw = 8 X 10"' 5 (mols. per litre).

Kb = 1.72X10-^
(.95)2 _ 50X10"'^

(1. — .95)^~(K3) (1.72X10 ') whence,

K3 = 6.48 X 10-'^ (mols. per litre).

Kt was also determined by an utterly independent method based upon

the measurement of the increase of electrical conductivity produced on

adding to solutions of Na.fJPOi, varying amounts of ammonia. Time will

not permit a description of the method and calculations which are some-

what complicated, but the values obtained at different concentrations

agreed remarkably well with the above value.

In like manner K. may be calculated from the hydrolysis of NaNH4

HPO,. The value obtained by substitution in the above equation is K,^
3.9 X 10— '. but this calculation fails to take into account the influence of

the unionized substances in the solution.
,

The correction involves merely the application of the Mass Action Law,

and the principle that, in u mixture of salts with a common ion each salt

has the same degree of ionization as if it were present alone at a concen-

tration e<]ual to the sum of the concentration of the two salts. However,

the algebra involved is not particularly entertaining, and it will perhaps be

sufficient to give the mean corrected- value of K.===:2.09 x 10
—

". It is then

seen that the correction is large. The value of K3, when corrected for the

influence of unionized substances becomes Kj=5.5d x 10—•".

I'he hydrolysis of the salt NH4H.,P04 is too small to be measured by the
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partition method, for the iouization of tlie first hydrogen of Orthophos-

phoric Acid is fairlj- large. It does not accurately obey the Mass Action

Law : hence K^ has no defi ite meaning. However, the degree of disso-

ciation was determined from the values of the electrical conductivity of the

acid and its salts, and other known data, and the following values were ob-

tained, at 18°C

:

Cone. Alois, per L\
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The first hydrogen of ortho phosphoric acid behaves in a manner an-

alogous to that of the strong acids ; the second to that of a weali acid in-

termediate between carbonic and hydrosulpburic ; while the third is even

weaker than phenol. This accounts lor the well-lmown behavior of the

acid toward indicators.
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Coefficient of Expansion of Brick.

C. V. SeaSTONE.

luasiiiuch as brick is used extensively as a building material iu differ-

ent ways and in different types of construction, and also beacuse it is used

to a large extent as a paving material, a knowledge of its physical proper-

ties is of value. With a view to increasing this knowledge a series of ex-

periments were made at Purdue TTniversity to determine the coeflacient of

expansion of different grades of brick. It is the purpose of this paper to

give the results of these experiments.*

The method used to determine the coefficient was to subject a bar of

steel whose coefficient of expansion was known, and the specimen of brick,

to identical changes of temperature. The difference of expansion was

measured by the principal of the optical lever. This difference reduced to

unit length and unit temperature gave a correction to apply to the coef-

ficient of the metal bar.

The apparatus used for these experiments was designed by Professor

W. D. Pence, former Professor of Civil Engineering at Purdue University,

and used by him to determine the coefficient of expansion of concrete. It

consists of, fli'st, the specimen to be tested ; second, the bar of steel of

known coefficient ; third, a heating apparatus, consisting of a double-walled

steam jacket through which the mirror of the optical lever could be seen

;

fourth, a rod in the opposite side of the room, whose image, reflected in the

mirror, was read by means of an engineer's level. The thermometer is

hung inside the heater and is read through the glass door by the aid of an

incandescent lamp svispendod alongside of it. The lamp is tui'ned on only

for an instant in order not to affect the reading of the thermometer. Both

the level and the steam jacket were mounted upon a concrete foundation.

The arrangement of the apparatus and the method of conducting the ex-

periment will be easily understood from the figure.

''The experiments were conducted, under the writer's direction, by W. J. Burton and
C. W. Wilson (1902-1903), and by G. W. Case and U. C. Curtiss (1904-1905), as thesis work in

the School of Civil Engineering, Purdue University.
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Three qualities of brick were used. First, a good quality of No. 1

paving brick ; second, a medium quality of No. 2 paving brick ; third, a

soft quality of ordinary building brick. The brick were approximately

2"x4"x8" in dimension and were cemented together in order to obtain the

specimen of desired length.

Following is the mean value obtained for each of the above qualities of

brick

:

No. 1 brick (hard) Coefficient of Expansion per degree F = .00000401.

No. 2 brick (medium). Coefficient of Expansion per degree F =
.00000401.

No. 3 brick (soft). Coefficient of Expansion per degree F = .00000393.

It will be noted that the hardness of the brick has little to do with the

amount of expansion, the three qualities giving essentially the same values.
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Contributions to the Knowledge of Vehicle Woods.

W. K. Hatt.

It is admitted by both tlie forester and tlie manufacturer of vehicle?

that the supplies of hickory and like woods used in vehicle construction are

becomius scarce. The quality is poorer and the price is higher each suc-

ceeding year. Indeed, the condition with respect to the supply of vehicle

woods may be said to have become acute, and the various trade organiza-

tions have become aroused to such an extent that meetings have been held

to discuss means of increasing the .sources of supply and economizing on the

construction.

Three ways in general are open

:

First, an endeavor may be made to determine the availability of new

species as substitutes for such woods as hickory and white oak.

Second, planting operations might be made a success.

Third, a more economical use may be made of the timber supplies now

entering the mills for manufacture into wagon parts.

The present paper discusses lines of effort in the substitution of new

and unti'ied species, and in improving rules of grading in the mills so that

excellent material, fully available for service, may not be thrown out, as is

the case now, by incorrect rules of grading.

The Forest Service, United States Dejiartment of Agriculture, and the

Purdue University Laboratory have for some years co-opei*ated in the es-

tablishment of a timber testing station in the Laboratory for Testing Ma-

terials of Purdue University, at which studies have been made to determine

the essential mechanical properties of various species of wood, and what

effect various factors have upon these properties. Other studies to deter-

mine the correctness of the rules of gi-ading for vehicle parts, and to ex-

amine into the merits of different designs of such parts as wagon axles,

and to investigate the properties of possilile substitutes, have a direct ap-

plication to an important industry of the State. This Laboratory at Pur-

due University is one of a series of laboratories operated by the Forest
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Service at such institutions as the Yale Forest School, and the Universities

of California, Oregon and Washington. The writer of this paper has been

in charge of this Avork since is inception in the year 1903.

SUBSnifTTfON OF NEW SPECIES.

The practice of substituting clieaper and weaker species for others

which have become scarce and bigli priced lias been increasing for some

time. For instance, longleaf pine harvester poles have come into use in

place of oak poles, and those parts of vehicles not bearing a great strain

are now made of weaker woods. The successful introduction of species

which are quite proper for the service is generally retarded by prejudice.

Consumers have demanded certain species regardless of their actual fitness,

and irrespective of the fact that other and cheaper woods might answer the

purpose equally well. For instance, both poplar and red gum, which are

now held in such high estimation, have both had to fight their way for a

place on the market for such parts ns wagon box boards.

It may be stated at tlie outset that there is probably none of our east-

ern species that can i*eplace hickory for strength and general shock-resist-

ing properties and permanence of shape after it is bent. The lines of en-

deavor must be to use hickory in only sut^h parts of the wagon where great

shock-resisting properties are required, and to correct the rules of grading

so that minor defects wbich do not alfect the strength of the wagon are not

allowed to operate to throw a suitable piece of hickory out of use. A re-

cent study of the properties of the eucalypts in California by the Forest

Service seems to point to the value of some of these species for use in

wagon construction. The blue gum (Eucalyptus globulus) is the most com-

mon species in California, and has competed with black locust for insulator

pins, and has given satisfactory service in chisel and hammer handles, and

has been used locally for wagon tongues, axles, shafts, spokes, hubs and

felloes in California. The wood is hard, strong and tough, and grows very

fast. In bending the modulus of rupture is 23,000 pounds per square inch

for seasoned lumber, about equivalent to second-growth hickory. This

eucalypts seems to be the most promising species upon which to draw for

products requiring great .strength, toughness and hardness.

GRADING RULES.

An instance of the method of attack to determine the correctness of

the grading is in the case of hickory wagon spokes, which are now graded
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into six divisions : A, B, C, D, E and CiiIIs. Five liundred spolves were

procured from tlie Bannister Wheel Company of Muncie, Ind., and were

tested under a direct load as shown in the diagram, and the maximum load,

together with the amount of bending sidewise before fracture was noted.

This combination of maximum load and amount of side bending gives a

factor which represents toughness and shock-resisting capacity. The re-

sults from the spoke tests show inore than 50 per cent, error in the present

grading system, which is largely due to the traditional prejudice and con-

sequent discrimination against red hickoiy. No red spokes are now al-

lowed in the A and B grades, yet tliese tests show that a large proportion

of the red spokes now included in the lower grades should be, because of

their strength and toughness, inchided in the highest grades. It appears,

also, that weight for weight, the red spokes and the mixed red and white

spokes, are fully as strong as the entirely white spokes. These tests will

be supplemented by tests on various hickory buggy shafts containing typical

defects. Such tests hnxe an interest not only to the genral public, in that

a drain on a limited class of material is somewhat decreased, but they have

an interest also to the gi'ower of tiuiber, because they increase the market

value of a considerable i)ortion of the pi-oduct of the forests.

Te.sts have also been made on a number of wagon axles. Various

species of woods,^ not only from the M^estern forests, but from eastern

forests, have been made up into axles at a mill and have been submitted

to the laboratory for test. At the present time the series is complete upon

hickory and maple axles of three different designs, and the method of at-

tacking the problem and of determining the qualities of the axles by actual

test will be of interest from a scientific standpoint. (Referring to the

photograph of an axle under test, the method of loading and measuring

and the behavior of tlie axle is shown iti detail, and the various quantities

entering into an estimation of the value of the axle are explained.)

Another example is in a series of tests to determine the proper grad-

ing of pine harvester poles. A large part of this material is shipped up

from the south to such markets as Chicago, and is there graded by the

manufacturers, the defective material being thrown out at a loss to the

shipper, not only of the cost of the material, liut of the freight. It becomes

important, therefore, to know whether the poles thrown out might be used.

Poles containing different classes of defects were tested, and it was found

that at the present time there is an unjustifiable prejudice against the use

of poles containing a considerable per cent, of sapwood.
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Another series of tests on the relative strength of oak and yellow pine

wagon poles is of interest, not only for the method of loading and measur-

ing the quality of the pole, but from the light it throws on the essential

difference between products from such woods as oak and such woods as

yellow pine. (Referring to the diagram, the method of loading and meas-

uring the various elements of the test were shown. The general results of

the investigation are also shown by the diagram and table, from which it

appears that while longleaf pine poles are as strong and elastic as the oak

poles, yet they lack the toughness, and the effect of a cross grain is much

more serious than in the case of oak.)

1 hese various instances are brought forward to show the method of

attack and scientific care in aiding the solution of a large commercial

problem of this kind. The results of these tests will appear in a publica-

tion by the Forest Service.

8—A. OF Science.
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Notes Upon thk Rate of Tree Growth in Glacial Soils in

Northern Indiana.

Stanley Coulter.

The clearing of certain small timber areas near Lafayette in January

and February, 1906, gave an exceptional opportunity for studying the rate

of growth of certain native species of trees. The species occurring in suf-

ficient number to warrant deductions were the white oak, red oak and

black walnut. Of the red oak forty-nine trees were examined ; of the white

oak, sixty, and of the black walnut, thirty-two. 'It was assumed that the

annual rings gave a fair indication of the age, despite the occasional forma-

tion of two rings in a single year, or the apparent suppression of an annual

ring because of exceptionally unfavorable conditions, which were recog-

nized as possible contingencies. In the forms examined neither of these

conditions were indicated, the growth in each case having apparently pro-

ceeded in an orderly and orthodox fashion.

The measurements are the averages of the longest and shortest diam-

etei's and were taken inside of the bark. Both the measurements and the

counting of the rings were made by four groups of students, insistence being

placed upon accuracy. In cases of discrepancy a recount or remeasurement,

or in some cases both, was directed. The tables, therefore, may be con-

sidered as exceptionally accurate, each specimen having been independently

studied by four groups working on different days.

The oaks, with but few exceptions, occurred on the highest levels, just

northwest of Purdue University. The general surface is rolling, with a

southeastern exposure, more or less interrupted by ravines formed by small

streams. Approximately the topographical conditions were the same.

The soil in the area under consideration is relatively thin. It consists

of a few inches of humus made up of the usual forest material ; a few

inches (8-12) of a loam soil more or less alluvial in character, followed by

perhaps a foot of fairly heavy clay. Underlying this is the glacial drift,

extending downward from one hundred and ten to one hundred and twenty

feet to the bed of the river. The drift in this region is mainly sand and
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gravel, with a few thin seams of light clay at various levels. Throughout

the area from which the oaks were cut, the soil overlying the drift ma-

terial ranges from eight to twentj'-three inches in thickness. So far as the

physical and chemical composition of the soil is concerned we have prac-

tically identical conditions over the entire area.

The black walnut was cut for the most part in an area lying in the

second river terrace, where, in addition to the forest humus, there occurs

from three to five feet of alluvial soil before the clay is struck. The clay

also in this area is perhaps twice as thick as in the former case. The ter-

race has an eastern exposure, while the curves of the river protect the par-

ticular tract in question from the north winds, but leave it open to winds

from the south. Upon the west it is protected by the escarpment of the

upper terrace. The area covers but a few acres and evidently furnishes

as uniform conditions as can be found in nature. The two ti'acts present,

however, fairlj- distinct conditions, a fact which should be borne in mind in

any comparison of the rate of growth.

The measurements of the different species are given in tabular form as

furnishing in the main the data for the deductions drawn later in this

paper. Possible occasional errors may occur in the computation of per-

centages in spite of the fact that the figures have been reviewed three

times.

From the tables it is shown that in the area indicated and under the

conditions outlined the average yearly increase in white oak, based upon

sixty specimens, was .1995 of an inch ; of red oak, based upon fortj-nine

specimens, was .22674 of an inch ; of black walnut, based upon thirtj'-two

specimens, was .27712 of an inch.

A number of interesting inferences seem plain.

1. There is a wide range in the growth rate in trees of the same

species, even when growing under the same conditions. Thus the range in

white oak is from .095 to .328 of an inch ; in red oak, from .134 to .515 of

an inch ; in black walnut, from .195 to .358 of an inch. Such wide range

under conditions so nearly identical must be referred to individual idiosyn-

cracies, probably referable in most cases to the vigor of the acorn, to the

character of the tree from which the acorn was derived, to inherited growth

tendencies or similar causes. An examination of the table of trees of simi-

lar age in respect to their diameters will show clearly this "personal equa-

tion" of the tree. For example, in Table II, numbers 38 to 45, inclusive.
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Table I. Quercds^alba.

Serial Number.



Table II. Quercus rubra.

117

Serial Number.
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Table IIL Juqlans nigra.

Serial Number. Inches
Diameter.

No. of An.
Average
Yearly

Increase.

1
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tain a diameter of eleven iuclies, or mal^e a net gain of eight inches. This

would give an average yearly increase of .4 of an inch, which is considerably

greater than the highest yearly increase in any of the sixty specimens ex-

amined, or .328 of an inch. jNIr. Fox also states that a three-inch red oak

sapling would, in twenty years, attain a "liameter of thirteen inches, thus

making a net gain of ten inches. This gives a yearly rate of .5 of an inch,

or more than double the average yearly rate (.22(374 of an inch) of the forty-

nine specimens examined. It is true that specimen 37 shows an average

yearly growth of .515 of an inch, but the next is .336 of an inch and only

six out of the forty-nine show an average yearly growth in excess of .3

of an inch. An examination of a number of white and red oak logs at

local mills confirms the conclusion that tlio growth rate in the area studied

is exceedingly slow.

It is probable that the cause of this slow growth is to be found in

relatively thin soil underlaid by the hundred or more feet of drift. The

sand and gravel of the drift constitute a natural filter which rapidly car-

ries the soil water to lower levels. The thin soil and the stratum of clay

can not hold sufficient water to carry the trees through our long summer

drought and at the same time furnish a large amount of material for

growth. Observation of the trees of the Purdue campus furnishes confir-

mation of this view. The soil conditions of the campus are practically the

same as in the area studied. The older trees of the campus were set out

between 1875 and 1880, and were largely maples and elms along the drive-

ways, other forms being scattered through the gi'ounds. The maples and

elms are in sufficient numbers to justify a few generalizations. The trees

show an early period of rapid growth, a period of slow growth and finally a

practical cessation of growth. During this latter period the trees begin to

show all the signs of what might be called senility. In the early years, the

roots not having penetrated deeply, find sufficient available moisture in the

thin soil to provide for the maintenance of the tree and its normal growth.

A little later, the deeper penetrating roots reaching the drift find but little

water, so little, indeed, that under the most favorable conditions provision

can be made for only a slight growth. Still later the increasing demands

of the tree can not be satisfied and it begins to age, and we have the case

of elms and maples completing their life cycle in twenty-five or thirty years,

attaining in the meantime a diameter of from ten to fifteen inches. The

duration of life upon the campus is much less that in forest conditions, be-
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cause of the absence of the forest floor and of its work in the conservation

of moisture and the enrichment of the soil.

4. It may be concluded that the most important factor in the growth

of trees is soil nunsture. A conflrmation of this may be found in the con-

ditions existing in areas of maximum development in number and size.

According to Sargent, the hardwoods of the United States find their maxi-

mum development in numbers and size in the lower stretches of the Wabash

Valley. In other words, in a region in which the soil possesses a rich water

content.

In any forecasts as to the results of reforestation, or as to the rate of

tree growth in any given locality the supreme factor to be considered is the

constancy of the water content of the soil.

5. In the case of the oaks an examination of the table will show a

period of rapid growth, a period of slower growth and finally a period of

scarcely appreciable increase. In the case of the walnut the growth is

much more uniform throughout the life of the tree. These are conditions

that would be expected if conclusion three is at all correct.

6. It is probable that red and white oak in regions such as the one

studied have reached their full size at from eighty to a hundred years, after

which they begin to deteriorate. The few large forms introduced in the

table are from the lowest river terrace and were introduced for purposes of

comparison.

7. The growth habit of the tree seems to control more largely than

external factors of growth. In a group of trees closely grouped the ma-

jority may show an exceptionally rapid growth in a given year, while one

or two show but a small increase. That this might be due to insect de-

foliation or other causes is of course possible, but an examination of the

growth through a series of years show a habit of slow growth as compared

with other individuals, whatever may be tJie external conditions. On the

other hand, individuals showing a habit of rapid growth are easily recog-

nized. No observable differences in the proportion of spring and summer

wood, in texture, in color (n* in any gross characters are to be observed in

these differing forms. Some individuals of each species are rapid growers

and some are slow growers, whatever may be the origin of the habit. It

was impossible to determirie whether or not this habit could be determined

by external features, as the trunks had been sent to the saw mill before

the area was found.

8. The conditions of the area described are fairly typical and apply
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to a large part of the glaciated region of northern and northwestern Indi-

ana. Of course the immediate valleys and terraces of rivers and streams

furnish special conditions which must be considered as exceptional. It is

probable that any extended study of the rate of growth of the species dis-

cussed in the region indicated will show results but slightly varying from

those given above.

9. It is probable that under soil conditions such as those described,

larger forms than those found today but rarely occurred. A careful exam-

ination over wide areas for old ptumps of the virgin forest, showed that

all of the large forms were found in alluvial soils and never by any chance

in the thin-soiled uplands.

These studies are being extended to include many of our native species

and arrangements have been made to increase the number of forms studied

of the species discussed in this paper.

The exact knowledge of the rate of growth of various species under

differing conditions is a matter of vital importance from the viewpoint of

wood-lot forestry. It is scarcely less far reaching in its application and of

scarcely less economic significance than a knowledge of forest utilization.

If the conclusions here presented are warranted by the date very self-evi-

dent practical application necessarily follow. These, however, are not in-

cluded in the scope of this paper, but will be presented later.
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The Michillinda (Michigan) Sand Dunes and Their Flora.

Stanley Couliek.

Nowhere is the struggle for a place in nature by plants more spectacular

or more severe than that with the sand dunes. The alignrt»ent of the op-

posing forces is so evident, their activity is so ceaseless, their modes of at-

tack so varied that one wonders that the plants ever succeed in fixing these

restless masses of sand. After the classic studies of Cowles upon the Dune

tiora it would seem that little remains to be said, but to the botanist accus-

tomed to the placid plant life of mesophytic regions the struggle is irresist-

ibly fascinating and, as a rule, he is unable to resist the temptation of a

new consideration of sojne phases of the problem.

The region studied was a short stretch of beach dunes on the east shore

of Lake Michigan at a summer resort known as Michillinda, about twenty-

five miles north of Muskegon. That the region is exceptionally favorable

for such studies is evidenced by the fact that it is the place chosen by Dr.

Cowles for his classes when considering the problems presented by the

dune flora. The study made was neither systematic nor exhaustive ; it was

merely a part of a rest of three weeks after a summer school session. No

attempt was made to enumerate the constituent members of the flora or to

work out all of the factors determining the success or failure of the plant

invaders. The paper, therefore, touches only the more evident features of

the problem and treats even these in the line of suggestion rather than ex-

planation.

The plants begin their struggle on what Cowles calls the middle beach,

a region beaten by the winter waves, but as a rule dry during the summer

months. The struggle here is almost hopeless and on the open stretches of

the beach the plants are extremely scattered. In the shelter of the drift

logs and debris, however, they are more numerous and may maintain a

precarious existence for some months. It is probably the area of greatest

stress. The fierce winter storms compel an absolute renewal of the struggle

each succeeding year, while the summer winds and sun make it possible

for only such plants as possess the most marked xerophytie characters to

maintain themselves. A severe summer storm may overwhelm the beach,
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killing all forms that have obtained a foothold, and the struggle must begin

all over. Such a storm swe))t the Michillinda beach for almost a week during

the past summer, blotting out absolutely the middle beach flora. In a week,

however, the brave plants began to show themselves again and to renew

the apparently hopeless struggle. The most notable member of this flora

was the succulent leaved crucifer, cakile edentula (Bigel.) Hook. The

adaptation in this case is plainly against the dessicating action of wind and

sun. The plant also is able to withstand, to a certain extent at least, a

sand covering of considerable thickness, forcing its way through it to the

surface apparently but little injured by its temporary burial. Its stubborn

erectness and unyielding rigidity are characters that at once serve to dis-

tinguish it from the other members of this flora.

Moi'e numerous upon this stretch of beach is Cuphorbia polygonifoUa L.

This prostrate spurge finds its protection in its close hugging of the sands

which are here always damp at a slight depth, whatever may be the sun's

heat. A covering of sand does not seem to kill it, unless it is several inches

thick, new shoots emerging from the crown, finding their way to the surface

in a few days. In spite of these two species, the middle beach strikes one

as practically destitute of plants—and the wonder grows as the conditions

are studied that the few that do occur have found even a temporary lodg-

ment.

The upper beach and the active dune region present a much more varied

and consequently much more interesting flora. The opposing forces here

are the fierce rays of the Sun, the ahnost constant winds and the shifting

sands. In high winds the mechanical action of the sands is very great,

often completely destroying well-established plants. These factors have led

to the development of the most pronounced xerophytic characters found in

this latitude, and this in spite of the fact that there is no scarcity of water

in the soil. Even after the long smnmer drought, the sand is moist at a

slight distance below the surface. The most marked adaptations in this

region are those against the covering of the plant with sand, exposure of

roots by the shifting of the sand, excessive evaporation because of sun and

wind, and the mechanical action of the sand driven by storms. Practically

every device against these destructive agencies is here in evidence. They

are so well known that they need not be recited in this connection.

Most interesting, perhaps, are the pi'ovisions against submergence by

the sands. In the case of the po]ilars, willows and dogwoods, the sprouting

habit in connection with the habit of sending out roots from any node in
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contact with the soil is sufficient protection, save in the most extreme cases.

These plants, therefore, while not strongly developed in the upper beach,

are rarely wanting on active dunes. The willows commonly found are

S. Ynviatilis, gloucophyUa and adenophylla. The dogwoods are C. stol-

inufera and Baile.iji. The i)oplar is the cottonwood, P. deltoides. To the

botanist, the adaptation of these plants for such a position are self-evident,

but indi\idual cases present continual variations. Nothing could more

clearlj illustrate the extreme ])Iasticity of these shrubby species than their

quick and sure response to these constantly varying factors.

'41^.

These grasses lead in the attack upon the dunes. These
plants all arise from a single root stock.

In the case of the grasses, which are chiefly Andropogon. scoparius,

Ainniophila arenuria, Cakiiiiovilfa loni/ifolia, and Eleymus canadensis, there

is a quick setting of roots from the nodes when there is but a partial sub-

mei'gence, while the long, hori^.ontal branching root stock is constantly

sending up new stools during the continuance of favorable conditions. The

first plants to obtain a foothold upon these shifting sands are usually the

grasses. From a single stool through the agency of the root stock there is

a rapid spread which covers a very considerable area. In various places

upon the most active portion of the dunes some one or more of these grasses

obtain a foothold and sti'uggle fiercely to maintain the place they have

seized. So far as my personal observations go. the invasion of the dune is
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uiade at its lower stretches, gradually creepinj: upward, until in a parti-

cularly favorable season the whole dune is fairly well covered with plants.

The binding togetlier of the soil by the grasses, even for a short time, is

sufficient to permit the establishment of other forms, so that in places the

flora of the upper beach and active dune may be quite varied. On the upper

beach the most common of the plants are Artemisia caudata and A. Cana-

densift, while the attractive Carduus Pitcher i is scarcely less common. In

these plants the strong and long tap-root and dissected leaves serve as an

almost perfect protection against excessive evaporation and the mechanical

At the close of a favorable season the whole dune may be fairly well covered

with plants.

action of the sand in the case of high winds. In the case of the Artemisias

it was possible to observe in a considerable area, the perfection of the de-

fense the finely dissected leaves afford against the sand blasts of a storm

which lasted for nearly a week. Almost every other species in the area,

which lay open to the direct action of the wind-driven sand was completely

battered to pieces, while only about 15 per cent, of the Artemisias showed

any sign of having been subject to a long continued action of a destructive

force.

Upon the upper beach, also, is to be found in favored situations the

beach pea, Lathynts r.iaritimns, although in no instance was it at all a

dominant form, irpon the active dune is often to be found the frost grape,
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Vitls cordifoUa. Far more common, however, the common milk weed,

Asclepias Syriaca, the bug-seed, Gnrispermum hyssopifoUund and Puccoon,

Lithospm-mum Gi'iicUni. This last is by far the most common of the groups,

consisting in many instances a large proportion of the plants, A golden

rod is not at all imcommon in sucli situations, but I am not certain what

species it is. T am, ho^\ever, confident it is not S. virgaurea gillmanl, to

which it is referred by Dr. Cowles in "The Ecological Relations of the

Vegetation of the Sand Dunes of Lake Michigan." In no two cases are the

conditions exactly similar, so that in spite of the paucity of species there is

At times the Artemisias are dominant plants over considerable areas.

no monotony. Different dominant species, differing proportions of those

occurring make each area a special study, if we add to these the varying

adaptations of the sa)ne species and the fact that at best any victory of the

plants is but apparent, we can understand something of the complexity of

the problem. The illustration on page 127 shows a large pine dying because

of an uncovering of its roots during the storm mentioned above.

The succulent type of annuals was not so strongly marked as I had ex-

pected, but dissected leaves, the profile position, inrolling of leaf blades, and

coverings of hairs seemed the dominant adaptations against the excessive

transpiration and doubtless also against the fierce heat of the sun. Against

the wind action the prostrate or trailing habit and great rigidity were the

prevailing ada]:)tations among herbaceotis plants. Against sand coverings,

nodal rooting and branching root stocks are almost universal among the
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annuals. Wlieie perennials have obtained a foothold, the long, thick tap-

root is usually suillcient to give a new lease of life. Against the mechanical

effects of the sand, the prostrate habit, the dissected leaves and at times

Any victory of the plants is but apparent. After years

of possession of the soil they may be dislodged by the shift-

ing: of the soil under the action of the wind.

an extremely tough and resistant structure. 1 he first two are by far the

more common and apparently the more effective.

From the standpoint of the plant no situation can be more pitilessly

cruel than the stretches of white, restlessly shifting sand making up the

beaches and dunes. In a certain sense, no other situation furnishes ecologi-
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cal problems of such apparent simplicity, but even here, as I have tried to

show, the problem is really one of extreme complexity. If in any measure

this paper serves to indicate how utterly without significance much so-

called ecological study really is, and to stimulate to work along these lines

that is really analytic, that recognizes the fact that no ecological problem is

in reality simple and needs long-continued, oft-repeated observation and re-

flection before generalizations are made, it will have a distinct value quite

apart from the specific subject discussed.
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Parasitic Plant Diseases Reported for Indiana.

Fraxk D. Ki:rx.

The following summary of plant diseases in Indiana has been made up

from information which has been accumulating during the past few years

at the Botanical Laboratory of the Indiana Experiment Station.

In this list only the more important diseases have been considered

from the standpoint of the cultivator. The information at hand is far from

complete, since the diseases are invariably reported by common names, and

as it is impossible to investigate or verify each case there is a probability

that disturbances in growth and health do not always have the proper

causes assigned. An effort has been made to classify the diseases according

to their pathological effects, fifty six in all being discussed. Such a group-

ing is difficult, owing to the lack of knowledge concerning the exact manner

in which many of the parasites act.

Before taking up the detailed account it will be of interest from the

point of view of the mycologist to consider the parasites which are held

responsible for the various diseased conditions of root, stem, leaf and fruit.

Out of fifty species under discussion forty-five are fungi, five bacteria, and

one a sUinc-mould. Three species are causes for two separate diseases each,

while three have no cause assigned, thus bringing the total up to fifty-six,

the number selected for consideration by this paper. The fungus parasites

are divided among thirty-two genera belonging to classes as follows: As-

comycetes, nine ; Basidiomycetes, nine ; Pliycornycetes, one ; Fungi Imper-

iecii, thirteen. Under the general term of Fungi Imperfecti are included a

misceiianeous lot of forms whoso life histories are imperfectly understood;

some may have no other stages, while others may have connections not

yet discovei'ed. Comparatively recently three which were formerly classed

here have had their perfect stages identified and have been transferred to

the class Ascomycetcs. These are the Bitter-rot fungus of the apple, the

Scab-fungus of the apple and pear and the Brown-rot fungus of the peach

and pium. The bacterial parasites are divided among two genera, both be-

longing to the same family, Bacieriacrae.

9—A. OF SCIKNCE.
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The euumeration of specific diseases is as Tollows

:

J. Hoot diseases, affecting absorption of food materials

—

Crown gall (cause uncertain). On fruit trees, small fruits, known

to occur ; extent of injury not reported.

Root-rot (Fungi not identified). On fruit trees; troublesome in

orchards, principally in southern part.

Club-root (MyxomyceteS; Plasmodiaphora Crassicae). On cab-

bages and other cruciferae. Distribution not known. Re-

ported from market gardening regions about larger cities.

II. Stem diseases, affecting ascent of sap and transpiration

—

Fire-blight (Bacillus amylovorous). On apples, pears and quinces

in all parts of the State. "\'ery destructive and difficult to

control.

Black-knot (Plowrightia morbosa). On plums and cherries. Com-

mon all ovei- State on plum trees. Cherries less injured by it.

Black-rust (Puccinia graminis). On wheat, chiefly, but attacking

also other grains and grasses. Occurs everywhere. Extent of

injury in any particular season usually dependent upon

weather.

Black-rot (Pseudomonas compestris). On cabbage, cauliflower and

related plants. Affects leaves also, and finally entire head.

Very destructive in some localities.

III. Wood diseases, affecting absorption and transfer of water-

Wilt (Bacillus tracheiphilus). On melons and cucumbers. A com-

mon and Injurious trouble affecting melons, especially in

southern countries. Few reports concerning cucumbers ; this

crop of much less importance.

Blight (Bacillus salanacearum). On tomatoes. Few local reports

of this. May be due to other causes than bacteria.

IV. Bark diseases, affecting transpiration chiefly

—

Canker (Spaerapsis malorum. Bacillus amylovorus, Glomerella

rufomaculaus). On apple trees. Cankers may be due to the

parasites mentioned or others. Occurrence of any except the

first mentioned has not been verified.

Asparagus rust (Puccinia asparagi). On asparagus. Bad locally

in northwestern portion of State.

Authracuose (Gleosporium venetum). On blackberries and
raspberries. Often very destructi\'e.
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Leaf diseases, affeftiug assimilation and transpiration

—

Rusts, caused by urediueae (Gymnosporaugium sup.). On apple,

pear, quince and red cedar. Not reported as very destructive

on cultivated apples : common on wild crabs or thorns.

(Puccinia rubiyo-vera.) On wheat. This is the leaf rust and is

usually common, but not especially injurious,

(Puccinia graminis.) On wheat and other cereals. This is the

stem rust and only rarely occurs to any extent on the leaves.

(Puccinia carouata.) On oats. Occurs very commonly on leaves,

but is not accountable for losses of any extent.

(Uromyces trifalii.) On clover. Not known to be of much eco-

nomic importance, though quite common.

(Puccinia poarum.) On blue-grass, often in lawns.

(Puccinia sarghi.) On coim. Very widespread and common, but

not especially injurious.

(Gymnoconia iiiterstitiaiis.) On blackberry and raspberry, called

the orange leaf rust. Has a perennial mycelium, but mani-

fests itself only in the lea^'es. Conunon and distructive.

(Kuehneola albida.) On blackberry and raspberry. First noticed

tliis season. Not of importance.

(Uromyces appendiculatus.) On beans. T^xtent and damage un-

known.

(Uromyces caryapbyllacearum.) On carnations in greenhouses.

(Puccinia chrysanthemi.) On chrysanthemums in greenhouses.

Spots and Biights

—

(Phylosticta spp.) On apple, often causing premature defatiation.

(Cylmdrosporium padi.) On cherry and plum. Not uncommon.

(Septoria ribes.) On gooseberry and currant. Extent unknown;

crop of miuor importance.

(Septoria lycos])ersici.) On tomato. Very injurious in some lo-

calities.

(Cercospora beticola.) On beets. Two reports have been received.

(Atternariae brassicae nigressceus.) On muskmellons. This is

known as the leaf blight and is very injurious in some lo-

calities.

(Calletobuchuni Lagenarium.) On melons. Known as anth-

raenace. and while affecting leaves, usually attacks stems and

catyledons of young plants. Reported by several horticul-

turists.
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Powdery mildew ( Spaerotliaera moro-uvae). On gooseberry. Ex-

tent of damage unkown.

Powdery mildew ( Podospliaera oxyacanthae). On cherry. Ex-

tent of damage unknown.

Leaf curl (Exoascus defarmaus). On peach. Usually quite

prevalent.

Early blight (Altemaria solani). On iwtato. Usually prevalent,

doing considerable damage.

Late blight (Phytophthora infestaus). On potato. Present to

some extent ; usually very destructive.

Black-rot (Pseudomonas compestrio). On cabbage and closely re-

lated crops.

VI. Fruit, Seed and Tuber diseases, affecting crop's economic value, di-

rectly

—

Apple rots, ripe or bitter (Glomerella rufomaculaus) ; Apple rots,

black (Sphaerapsis malorum). Usually common and causes

of considerable losses.

Brown rot (Scleratinia fructigena). On peaches and plums

chiefly, often causing a loss of half the crops.

Scab (Venturia inaequalis). On apple: very common and injurious.

(Yenturia pyrina). On pear; prevalent, but not especially

prevalent. (Cladosperium carphyllum). On peach; bad on

some varieties.

Black rot (Gnignardia bidwelli). On grape. Widespread and

injurious.

Fruit rot (cause uncertain). On tomato. Very injurious in some

localities.

Flyspeck and sooty blotch (Leptothyrum and Phyllachara spp.).

On apple, often affecting a considerable per cent, of the crop.

Smuts (Ustilago leae). On corn; widespread, sometimes causing

bad losses. (Ustilago avenae.) On oats; usually bad; losses

underestimated. (Ustilago tritici.) On wheat; so-called loose

smut; usually prevalent. (Tilletia foetaus.) On wheat; so-

called stinking smut ; usually prevalent.

Wheat scab (Fusariura culmorum). On wheat; usually more or

less abundant ; sometimes .-iceountable for heavy losses.

White mold of corn (Fusarium sp.). Very abundant in some locali-

ties during present and past seasons.
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Potato scab (Oosiiova scabies). Occurs quite geuerally over the

State.

Brown rot of potato (Bacillus solanacearum i. Often the cause of

considerable losses in all parts of State.

Black rot of sweet potato (Ceratocyctis finbriata). Distribution

and extent of injury unre]iortecl.

Selevotinia friictierena (ascus sta^e) showing apothecia about mummied peach.
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Notes on the Occurrence of Sclerotinia Fructigena.

Fraxk D. Kern.

The rotting of tl*e peach and phiui I'ruit at the beginning of the ripening

period is a ratlier familiar occui'rence. Soft, broN\'n spots appear, which

usually- grow until the whole fruit hecomes rotten and tinally shrivels up,

becoming numunilied. Twigs, leaves and flowers may also be attacked and

exhibit discolored areas.

The rot is caused by a fungus, doubtless best known as MoniUa fructi-

gene, a name given it by Persoon' in ISOl. That it was simply the couidial

form of some ascomycetous species, was strongly suspected by several inves-

tigators and Schroeter- was even confident enough to transfer it to the

genus Sclerotinia in 1803. This, however, remained a mere assumption

until iy02, when Norton' collected the apothecia at several localities in

Maryland, and established, by means of cultures, their relation to the coui-

dial form.

Although the perfect stage had been diligently searched for before

this was the first time it had ever been rej)orted. Because this form has

been so rarely seen, and because of the economic importance of the fungus

in the other phase of its life history, it was with unusual delight and inter-

est that the apothecia were discovered in the spring of 1906 in Indiana.

Two collections were made, both at Lafayette, and by Prof. J. C. Arthur,

on buried peaches, under trees in his garden, April 21 ; another by Dr. B.

W. Olive and the writer, on buried plums, in a trash heap on a vacant lot,

May 8. The earlier collection was in perfect condition, while the latter

was somewhat dried. Both discharged clouds of spores when first dis-

turbed, and when .iarred even after partial drying made several subse-

quent discharges.

Only the mummied fruits which were buried or partially covered bore

ajwthecia. On the plums one to three or four arose from a single fruit,

while on the peaches as high as thirty or forty appeared about the sides of

' Persoon, Syn. Fung., 693. 1801.

^ Schroeter, Krypt. Fl. Schles, 3'':67, 1893.

= J. B. S. Norton, Iron?. Acad. Sci., Sb. Louis, 12:91-97, pis. 18-21. 1902.
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one fruit, (lllusti-ation.) The disks are liglit brown, at first companulate,

becoming cup-shaiiecl, averaging about one-halt to three-fourths of a centi-

meter broad when full grown. The stipes are comparatively slender and

usually about one to two centimeters long, where that is sufficient to bring

the disks above the surface:

In every case there was reason to suppose that the fruits bearing the

ascus stage were not from the crop of the inmiediate preceding season, but

that they wore one year older. In a recent conversation, Prof. Norton con-

firmed this opinion. Schellenberg^ has found this to be true, also, of two

other species of Sclerotinia in Europe. The length of the period required

for the development of the apothecia is doubtless the factor which is re-

sponsible for their scarcity, since it affords so much time and opportunity

for the mummied fruits to be destroyed or removed from the vicinity of the

trees. The above collection in a trash heap shows that development takes

place wherever the dried rotted fruits are covered by soil or humus a suf-

ficient length of time, but in such a location it is only by accident that they

\vould be discovered.

While the ascoporic form is so excedingly rare, the conidial form is

just the opposite. As the cause of the b7-oum rot of peaches and plums,

it is the most common and destructive enemy of these crops.

In 1905 it was estimated that brown rot caused a loss of one-fourth

of the peach crop in the southern counties of the State. In 1906 the rot

hfis been reported from twenty-six counties representing all parts of the

State. Estimates as to the amount of damage vary from 10 to 50 per cent,

of the entire crop. In the northern half of the State the early varieties

seemed to sustain almost double the loss of the later ones. This is an il-

lustration of the rapidity with which the rot spreads when the weather

conditions are favorable. The fungus is dependent for a start at the be-

ginning of a season chiefly upon conidiospores produced upon the mum-

mied fruits lying on the ground or hanging in the trees. Warm, moist

weather in August, at the ripening time., caused such a production of coni-

diospores from these nmnnny fruits that the fungus spread and caused

more notable effects at that time tlian later, when the weather conditions

were less favorable.

Plums in all parts of the State have been attacked during the present

season, and a loss amounting in many instances to 75 per cent, of the crop

has been suffered.

*H. C. Schellenberg, Ueber Scheratinia Mespili und S. Ariae, Centr. f. Bak. 17:188-202,

pis. 1-4, 1906.
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All of the facts thus far presented, which pertain to the life-histo: 7 of

the hrown rot fungus and its methods of passing through unfavorable sea-

sons, emphasize the importance of collecting and destroying the so-called

mummied fruits as a means of control. If these infected fruits are allowed

to remain hanging to the trees or upon the surface of the ground the conid-

ial stage begins its destruction at once the following season, while if they

are permitted to become buried beneath the trees, ascospores form the sec-

ond season which are capable of producing in tiu'n the conidlal stage.
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Additions to Indiana Flora No. 3.

Chas. C. Deam.

(The determinations have been made by competent authorities, and

specimens are deposited in my herbarium.)

Paftpalum Muhlenherfjii Nash.

Crawford County, July 11, 1899. In waste place near Wyandotte cave.

Panicum praecosius Hitchcock No. 1270.

Steuben County, July 23, 1906. On top of dry wooded gravelly hill on

east side of Hog-back Lake.

Festuca Shortii Kunth.

Allen County, June 3, 1906; Brown County, May 23, 1906; Fountain

County, June 4, 1905 ; Posey County, May 25, 1906.

Garex siricta angastata (Boott.) Bailey.

Allen County, June 3, 1906. In slough along St. Joe river east of Rob-

inson park.

Carex Haydeni Dewey.

Fountain County, June 5, 1905.

Carex pedicillata (Dewey) Britton.

Blackford County, April 29, 1906 ; Steuben County, May 28, 1905.

Carex rosea radiata Dewey.

Allen County, June 3, 1906.

Carex interior Bailey No. 980.

Porter County, .lune 16, 1900 (collected by L. M. Umbach) ; Wells

County, June 1, 1906.

Carex canescens L.

I'ountain County, June 4, 1905,

Carex canescens disjuncta Fern.

Steuben County, May 28, 1905.

Carex siccata Dewey.

Steuben County, May 28, 1905.

Carex mirabilis Dewey.

Fountain County, June 5, 1005.
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Carex festncacea brcvior Feruald No. 1046.

Allen County, .Tune o, 1906.

Carex BiclawUii Britton.

Steuben County, June 16, 1903.

Batr-achiion loitfjirostris (Godr.) F. Schultz.

Allen County, .June 3, 1906; Wells County. June 13, 1899. No doubt

most ot tbe plants named trichophyllum (Cliaix.) Bosch, should be

referred to this species.

Fragarta Virginiana Gruyana (Yilm.) Rydb.

Blackford County, June 22. 190."'; Franklin County, May 13, 1906;

Marion County, April 30, 1905 : ^Yells County, June 16, 1901.

Viola conspcisa Reich.

^^'ells County, May 11, 1906; Steuben County, May 13, 1906. It is quite

probable that wliat has been passing as Viola Labradonica Shrank

should be referred to this species.

Viola pallens (Banks) Brainard.

Blackford County, April 29, 1906; Wells County, June 1, 1906. Viola

blaiiila Willd. is often associated with this species and i)ossibly

mistaken for it.

Rhamvns ahiifolia L'Hei'.

Steuben County, Augus^t 1, J!)03.

Campanula itlifiinosa Kydberg.

Noble County. July 21. 1904 ; Steuben Countj". August 11, 1903 ; Wells

Countj', Julj' 0, 1902. All specimens of Campanula aparinoides

Pursh I have examined should be I'eferred to this species, although

aparinoide-'i Pursh may occur in Indiana also.

Lactuca Sallona L. No. 13S9.

Blackford Countj', August 3, 1906. This species was taken just south

of Hartford, along interurbau right of way.

Bidens comosa (A. Gray) Wiegand.

Bhickford County, September 3, 1905 : T^'ells County. September 21.

1902.
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The Lu.mmi Indians.

Albert B. Rf.^gan.

The Luiunu Iiulinns occupy the Lummi Peninsula just across Belling-

haiu Bay west from the City of Bellingham, Washington. The peninsula,

containing about two townships, is their reservation. They number in

all about three hundred and seventy-five, most ot whom are half-breeds.

These resemble the mulattoes of the south very much as to physical ap-

pearance and color ; their hair, of course, is black and straight. The full-

breeds are nearly all old Indians, most of whom are blind. They are all

fishing Indians by nature. Formerly they lived almost wholly by fishing

for salmon and trout ; but since they took their allotments some years ago

they live on their farms and till the ground most of the year, fishing only

in August and Sei»tember. At this time they sell fish to the canneries and

also dry it for their own use. In old times they made flour from the fern

root, but now the white-man's flour has taken its place. Their farming is

very well done and their houses are often better than those of their white

neighbors, though usually not kept so neat inside. The tribe as known to-

day is made up of Nooksack, Lummi, Snowhommish and British CJolumbia

Indians. 'L'hey belong to the Salish linguistic stock, and now all talk the

Lummi branch ot that language. When that fails they use the Chenook

jargon as a means of conmiunication. The young people all speak English.

They are advanced in civilization almost to our standard ; many of them

even take daily newspapers.

In old times these Indians practiced all the ceremonies known to tlieir

linguistic group. They waged war for the sole purpose of capturing slaves.

They flattened their babies' foreheads so that a modern hat fits them better

cross-wise than the way we wear it. They had mortuary dance cere-

monies. They believed in the superhuman power of medicine men. They

slashed themselves with knives and thrust their arms through with arrows

and elk bones in the medicine ceremonies. They had give-away dance feasts

at which the man who gave away most was made chief. And they carved

or painted their special dreams or visions (called in Chenook "tomanawis")

in conspicuous places in their "plank" houses, usually on totem poles, as a
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mark of good luck or a guide to their lives. A carving of this sort is now

to be found on each of the totem-posts of an old give-away, feast dance hall

("potlatch" house), now in ruins at tlie Portage on the reservation. An in-

terpretation of this totem-tomanawis was given me as follows by Mr. Mc-

Clusky (Indian), who also made me the copy of it given here:

"Chief Cha-we-tsot once owned the 'potlatch' house at the Portage.

The drawings on the totem-posts are his 'tomanawis.' The sun, carrying a

parcel of valuables in each hand, came to him in a dream and said: 'Your

To-ma-na-wis of Chief Cha-me-tsot.

storehouses (or trunks) will always be full. You will therefore give two

more feasts than the average chief; custom had established the rule that

the ordinary chief should give three feasts in a lifetime. So Chief Cha-we-

tsot built the 'potlatch' house and carved his 'tomanawis' on its totem-

posts. He then gave five feasts, two more than the average, as the sun

in the vision had commanded him."

These Indians are now Catholics and all attend church every Sunday.

When the priest is present he gives his sermon first in English and then in

Chenook. When the priest is not present, the Indians pass around within

the church from left to right, while they sing and pray a few minutes in
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Indian before each or the passion pictures, the altar, and the image of Christ

and of the Virgin Mary. Then the quietlj' leave the church, and, after

eating their picnic dinner, go to the Sunday ball game.

Their government school was abandoned this year and their reserva-

tion will propably be thrown open this winter.
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The Mammalian Remains of the Donaldson Cave.

Walter L. IIaiin.

While occupying tlie Donaldson Farm Fellowsliip in Zoology in Indiana

University, the %Yriter has had occasion to make frequent trips into the

Donaldson Cave, situated about three miles southeast of Mitchell, Indiana.

On one of these trips bones of small mammals were noticed and diligent

collecting on that and subsequent occasions has resulted in the finding of

identifiable remains of 244 individuals, representing eleven species. The

occurrence and relative abundance of some of these species is of consider-

able interest and this occasion is fallen to place all on record.

The list follows

1. Didelphis virfiiniaua Kerr. Opossum.

A portion of one slvull found on a gravel deposit in a side passage

leading off from the "big room" of the cave.

2. Odocoilciis virrilnianus (Boddaert). Virginia deer.

A vertebra found not far from the preceding specimen has been

identified for me by Mr. J. M. Gidley, Vertebrate Paleontologist

of the National Museum, as the fourth cervical of this species.

It was doubtless carried in, either by a flood or by some car-

niverous animal, in the days when deer were plentiful in In-

diana, and since that time has lain undisturbed in the dark-

ness of the cave.

3. SylvUacias floridanvs (Allen). Rabbit.

Remains of three individiials found.

4. Perowiisciis leucopiis v'Rafinesque). White-footed mouse.

Mandibles of four individuals found.

5. Microtus pinetormn (Le Coute). I'ine mouse.

Four of this species also.

G. Blarlna hrevicanda (Say). Large shrew.

One skull.
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7. PipistreUus suhfturus (F. Cuvier). Georgian bat.

Partial sluills and mandibles representing eight individuals of this

species were found at various points in or near the "big room."

8. LasiKrus cineien.'^ (Beauvois). Hoarj' bat.

This species is widely distributed, but everywhere rare. The find-

ing of two partial skulls and skeletons adds this locality to the

two previously recorded for Indiana.

9. Lasiurits boiealis (Miiller). Red bat.

Remains of this species were far more abundant than of any other.

More or less complete skulls and skeletons of 203 individuals

were found. I'he abundance of the species will be discussed

later.

10. Myoiis suhulotus iSay). Say bat.

One skull can be unquestionably rel'erred to this species.

11. Mijotis liicifut/tts (Le Conte). Little brown bat.

Nine skulls could be positively referred to this species. Eight

others vsere probably M. Incifugus, but were too badly broken

to determine with certainty whether they belonged to this or

to the last precediiig species.

It will be noted that the above list contains a large number (203) of

specimens of the red bat and but few (17) of the little brown bat. If we

turn to the living representatives of the two species this abundance is ex-

actly reversed. Mr. W. S. Blatchley informs me that the proportion of the

two species in Wyandotte Cave is about 1 to 1,000, the larger number being

the brown. Mr. A. M. Banta, who has had a very extensive acquaintance

with the cave fauna of Monroe and Lawrence counties, is of the opinion that

the red bat never enters caves at all, and that, though common above

ground, it is less abundant than the brown species. My own observations

are in complete accord with those of Mr. Banta.

The period at which this change in relative abundance has taken place

can not be determined accurately from the evidence now at hand. Evident-

ly it has been within rec-ent geological times, since many of the bones were

found in places where they would have been destroyed by changes which

must have taken place during some recent epoch. On the other hand

many of them were found partially covered with fragments of stone which

have gradually weathered siwny from the larger masses, and this would

seem to indicate that at least a part of the bones are many years, possibly
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centuries, old. For the most part they seem to lie where they fell when

the animals dropped dead from the places where they clung to the roof of

the cave. This seems to indicate that they died, one at a time, from natural

causes.

The above facts seem to warrant two conclusions : ( 1 ) The red bat is

less abundant than formerly; (2) it has changed its habits and no longer

frequents caves as it did formerly.
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Some Notes on Indiana Birds.

Amok W. Butij:r.

yyctea nyctca, (Snowy Owl).—One reported by Louis A. Test, upon

authority of J. Keegan, as having been taken near Washington, Daviess

County, Indiana, November 5, 1904.

I saw one in Deschler's cigar store, Lahr House, Lafayette, which

was procured by Geo. M. Tiniberlake from a man who shot it about fifteen

miles south of Lafayette in the winter of 1901-02. Beasley and Parr, taxi-

dermists, Lebanon, report that they mounted this specimen in November

or early in December of 1901. Snowy Owls have been more generally dis-

tributed over the State tlie present winter and more individuals have been

reported than ever before since records have been kept.

November 25, 1905, while at Hammond, Lake County, Mr. LeGrand

T. Meyer told me that tv\o fine specimens of this bird had been taken near

that place a few days before. One of these we saw afterwards in the

possession of Mr. Schmid, who mounted it and who also had the other

one at the same time in his work room. Mr. Meyer has kindly supplied

me with the following data of these, and three other birds of the same

species taken in that vicinity

:

First.—A man by the name of Johnson killed one on November 12.

1905, about a mile and a half southeast of Tolleston, Indiana, in the gravel

pits.

Second.—Fred Burg shot one on the lake front of Lake Michigan, near

Indiana Harbor, on November 19. 1905, which is now in the possession of

Mr. Louis Freeze of Hamm(5nd.

Third.—Wm. .1. Thompson killed one near Wolf Lake ice houses in

Hammond, on Novembes- 25, 1905. This one was on the top of a telegraph

pole when killed.

Fourth.—One was killed on Wolf Lake, near Lake Michigan, in Ham-
mond, by a person unknown to me, which is now in the possession of Louis

Mankowski of this city, which was killed November 23, 1905.

Fifth.—At the time it was killed there was another one with it which

the hunter was unable to secure.

10—A. OF Science,
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The specimens Mr. Schmid had were numbers one and four, given

above,

Beasley and Parr, Lebanon, Indiana, have mounted quite a number of

these birds recently. From information liindly supplied by them regarding

specimens in their hands I have been able, through extended correspond-

ence, to collect some interesting facts regarding this dispersion of these

owls over Indiana this winter. They have been reported from the follow-

ing counties : Allen, Benton, Fountain, Hancock, Johnson, Lake, Marion,

Miami, Montgomery, Noble, Shelby, Sullivan, Warren.

H. A. Dinius of Fort Wayne reports that two Snowy Owls were

observed on the Godfrey, Indiana, Reservation, west of that city, December

22, 1905.

One was shot by Clem Woodhams in Bolivar township, Benton County,

November 10, 1905. The same gentleman informs me that one was seen

north of Otterbein in that county about December 24, 1905.

One of two owls seen was shot nine miles east of Fowler, in Benton

County. November 4, 1905, by a corn busker working for Thomas East-

burn. It was wounded and brought alive to Fowler. The second one was

taken afterwards. They are reported to be male and female. They were

sent by .7. F. Warner of Fowler to be mounted, who reports on January

4, 1906, another one observed some days before at Earl Park.

J. W. Crouch of Fowler has a Snowy Owl that was killed by Nelson

Hendricks five miles west of that place about February 12, 1906.

J. R. Opp has a specimen taken four miles west of Otterbein De-

cember 21. 1905. Another was shot near there on December 4, 1905.

One shot November 29, 1905, two miles southeast of Mellott, in Foun-

tain County, by John Whalen, just after dusk, after it had killed two old

hens. Mounted for Red Men's Hall at Mellott.

One shot one mile northwest of Fortville. Hancock County, by Ottis

Shepherd. Reported by David Fair of Fortville.

John Hammer took a Snowy Owl about six miles south of Franklin,

Johnson Countj\ It is now owned by S. B. Eccles.

Gus Habich, Indianapolis, received two of these owls recently. Both

were killed about December 1, 1905. One was shot by William Stroble,

near Shelby, Lake County ; the other by Frank Hoffman, below Shelby-

ville, in Shelby County, Indiana.

One killed by Isom Kelsey, two and one-half miles southwest of

Shelbyville, November 30, 1905,
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One killed by John Tucker, four miles north of Fairland, Shelby

County, about November 10, 3905. Owned by D. H. Tucker.

One owned by Fletcher M. Noe, Indianapolis, he informs me was

taken near Southport, Marion County, Indiana, December 20, 1905. He

reports that six or seven have been brought in to him the present fall and

winter.

One, a male, killed by Frank Clark, in Erie Township, Miami County,

December 17, 19U5. The next day a female was killed in that vicinity by

Rawley Runnell. The first one was mounted for the First National Bank

of Peru. Reported by Joseph H. Shirk.

One shot three miles northwest of Linden, Montgomery County, by

George Ciderdin, November 22, 1905. Owned by J. M. Hose of Linden.

One killed near Darlington, Montgomery County, November 21, 1905,

by N. Royer. Reported by S. G. Kersey.

One reported l\v Henry A. Link to have been killed near Avilla, Noble

County, Indiana, a few days prior to December 14, 1905.

W. S. Blatchley, State Geologist, has a photograph, taken the past fall,

of a bird of this species, in the possession of J. W. Sampson, Farmersburg,

Sulliviii) County, Indiana. Mr. Sampson writes that another was killed

at Blackliawk, about six miles east of E'armersburg, about the same time.

John Morgan killed one in AVai-ren County, December 21, 1905.

A fine specimen, seen in the window of the Starr Piano Co., Rich-

mond, Indiana, was killed by Mr. Edgar Moon, near Bowersville, Greene

County, Ohio, November 8, 1905. Reported by J. E. Perkins.

Mr. Louis A. Test of Lafayette reports, upon the authority of Mr. L.

J. Owens of that city, the capture of one by Mr. Carl Townsley at Chal-

mers, Indiana, about November 25, 1906.

Mr. Josejih F. Honecker reports seeing six of these owls near Oak For-

est, Franklin County, December 15, 1905.

Mr. J. W. Crouch informs me that a Snowy Owl, almost perfectly

white, was killed November 11 or 12, .1906, at Fowler, Benton County, and

brought to him. This is interesting as giving an early record for this

year from the same county where a number were found in 1905.

Elanoides forficatus (Linn.) Swallow-tailed Kite.—On September 3,

1906, one was seen one mile south of Brookville, Ind.— (Jos. F. Honecker.)

Falco peregrinns anatiim (Bonap.) Duck Hawk.—A pair were found

nesting in an old stone quarry near T^aurel, Ind., April 28. 1906. The two

eggs were placed in a small cavity on the bare rock on a shelf ten or
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twelve feet from the ground. About them were bones and feathers of

pigeons, chickens and duclcs. The eggs are now in the collection of Jos. P.

Honecker, Oak I'orest, Ind., by whom they were found and reported.

Ectopistes vih/raioriiis. l*assenger Pigeon; Wild Pigeon.—-Joseph F.

Honecker reports seeing a Wild I'igeon, with young, near Raymond, in

Franklin County, in the spring of 1!)05. The same person says : "On May

"i8, 190(j. I had the good fortune to find three nests of the Wild Pigeon

about one half mile east of Oak Forest, Franklin County, Indiana. The

nests were about eight to fifteen feet from the ground in a small elm tree.

Two of them contained two eggs each and one contained two young only

a few days old. I saw the six adult birds at one time, and observed them

until the young were grown. They were last seen together in a flock, July

13. There is another record of the capture of a specimen in Shelby County.

Meleagris ;Hillopavo. (Linn.) Wild Turkey.—According to Mr. E. J.

Chansler, a few are still to be found in the southern part of Knox County,

Ind.

Dcndroica vigorsii. IMne Warbler.—C. P. Smith, during the summer of

1904, visited the sand dunes near Michigan City. There among the pine

trees he found Pine Warblers. They were fairly common June 19-2.3.

Though the birds were in full song, he did not find the nest. He de-

scribes the song as very similar to thai of a Chipping Sparrow ; in fact, so

similar that he was deceived by it at first. The preceding summer (1903)

the same observer, while studying the biology of the State Forest Reserve,

at Henryville, saw Pine Warblers three or four times among the pine-

covered "knobs." The last of July he found adults feeding young that were

practically full grown. They doubtless nested there.

Pelidnu (ilpina pacifica. Red-hacked Sandpiper; Aremican Dunlin.—

A

specimen taken October 11, ]90.'j, from a flock of shore birds at a pond in

Marion County, north of Indianapolis, was presented to me by Philip Baker.

This is the first fall record tor this vicinity.

Aegialitis ineloda circiinichicta. Belted Piping Plover.—A fine group ol'

these birds, with four eggs, in tlie collection of the Chicago Academy of

Sciences, was taken at Millers, Indiana, .June 13, 1905 (F. M. Woodruff).

.Numenius borealis. Eskimo Curlew.—There are few recorded speci-

mens of this rare migrant from Indiana. It, therefore, is of interest to

learn from Mr. J. H. Fleming, Toronto, Out., that he has one marked

Chalmers, Ind., male. April 19, 1S90(?).

Phalucrucnrax dilopltiis. Double-crested Cormorant.—Mr. Roman
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Eichstodt of iNIicliigan Citj' lins a specimen taken by him inside tlie break-

water there, the last of November, 190;>. No others of this species were

seen.

Sula hassdiia. Gaunet.-—A few months ago I was taken to see a bird

of this species in tlie store of Roman Eichstodt. Michigan City, Ind. It
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was in immature fall plumage, as determined by the U. S. Biological Sur-

vey, to which a photograph was sent. The bird was killed, according to the

owner, on liake Michigan, in November, 3904, about two miles from Mich-

igan City. It was said to be unlike anything before seen in tliat vicinity.

Oceanodroma castro. (Occanodroma cryptoleucura Ridgw.) Hawaiian

Petrel.—A specimen of this rare species, whose distribution seems to be

almost world wide, was given to me by Alden M. Hadley of Monrovia,

Ind. He obtanied it from Mr. N. H. (Tano, who, on .June 15, 1902, found

it fluttering in a wheelbarrow in his yard at Martinsville, Ind. He picked

up the bird, Imt it soon died. Its stomach was entirely empty and it had

evidently died of hunger and exhaustion. The bird was sent to Mi-. Hadley,

who preserved the skin. It was recognized as a petrel, and the species was

kindly determined iiy Dr. ('. W. Richmond of the Smithsonian Institution.

Five siiecimens or" this bird, from its collection, were later sent me for

examination. The following notes and measurements iu inches are given

:

Oat.No.
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Blood Pressure in Man.

n. E. Hoffman,

(Abstract.)

The paper consists of a tabulation of the readings of blood pressure

in 220 men with age, day and hour of day, mental condition, and the con-

dition of arteries, lieart and Ividneys ; with conclusions as to what factors

influence and ai"e influenced by the blood pressure in man.

As the subjects were unfamiliar with the procedure it itself inci'eased

the blood pressure in most cases so that the readings are high for them.

The highest, taking the systolic as most reliable, was 270 in an old man

with beady arteries; the lowest, SS; thirteen were above 200; six were

below 100 ; the averages for the series was 134 mmg Hg by the Rivi-Rocci

mercurial sphygmomanometer, Stanton's form.

Age, by the changes in the blood vessels, is the most constant factor in

change of blood pressure, which increases with age ; the condition of the

arteries is a determining factor ; the more rigid their walls the higher

the blood pressure ; all with high pressure have rigid arteries ; coincidently,

casts and albumen occurred in the urine, indicative of lesion in the kid-

neys. Valvular lesion of the heart lessening its efiiciency raises the sys-

tolic pressure.

In stupor invariably the blood pressure was low, as in the cases of

catalepsy, which gave the low records ; likewise in dementia the blood

pressure is relatively low ; also in maniacal conditions it is decreased, ap-

proaching its normal with recovery ; and contrawise the blood pressure is

raised in melancholia and in states marked with delusions of persecution

;

in general paresis it varies according to the mental condition. This corre-

spondence of mental condition to blood pressure is tolerably uniform,
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AN ACT TO PROVIDE FOR T^HE PUBLICATION OF THE REPORTS
AND PAPERS OF THE INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

[Approved March 11. 1895.]'

Whereas, The Iiidiaiiii Academy of Science, a chartered

scientific association, has embodied in its constitntion a

in-ovision that it will, upon the request of the Governor, or of the several

departments of tlie State i^ovennnent, tlirougli the (Joveruor. and throuij:h

its council as an advisory body, assist in the direction and execution of

any investigation within its province, without pecuniary gain to the Acad-

emy, provided only that the necessary expenses of such investigation are

borne by the State ; and.

Whereas, The reports of tiie meetings of said Academy, with the sev-

eral papers read before it, have very great educational, industrial and eco-

nomic value, and should be preserved in permanent form ; and

Whereas, The Constitution of the State makes it the duty of the Gen-

eral Assembly to encourage by all suitable meaxis intellectual, scientific and

agricultural improvement ; therefore,

Section 1. Be it enacted by the (leneral Assemhlij of the „ ,,. .. -

State of Indiana, That hereafter the annual reports of the the Reports of

meetings of the Indiana Academy of Science, beginning with \cademy of

the rei)ort for the year 1S04. including all papers of scientific Science,

or economic value, presented at such meetings, after they shall have been

edited and prepared for publication as hereinafter provided, shall be pub-

lished by and under the direction of the Commissioners of Public Printing

and Binding.

Sec. 2. Said reports shall be edited and prepared for

publication without expense to the State, by a corjis of Ed"f
editors to be selected and apjwinted by the Indiana Acadmey Reports,

of Science, who shall not. by reason of such services, have

any claim against the State f(ir compensation. The form, style of binding.

rr paper, typography and manner and extent of illustration of
^^' Number of

such reports, shall be determined by the editors, subject to printed

3) the approval of the Commissioners of Public Printing and Reports.

^ Stationery. Not less than 3,500 nor more than 3,000 copies of each of said

(5)



reports shall be itublislied, the size of the edition within suid limits to be

determined by the concnrrent action of the editors and the Commissioners

of Public Printing and Stationery: Provided, That not to exceed six

hundred dollars (^HOO) shall be expended for such publica-

tion in any one year, and not to extend beyond 1896: Pro-

vided, That no sums shall be deemed to be appropriated for the year 1894.

Sec. 3. All except three hundred copies of each volume
Disposition

qji ^^^^ reports shall be placed in the custody of the State
or Reports.

Librarian, who shall furnish one copy thereof to each pub-

li-: library in the State, one copy to each university, college or normal

schooJ in the State, one copy to each high school in the State having a

library, which shall make application therefor, and one copy to such other

institutions, societies or persons as may be designated by the Academy

through its editors or its council. The remaining three hundred copies

shall be turned over to the Academs' to be disposed of as it may determine.

In order to provide for the preservation of the same it shall be the duty

of the Custodian of the State House to provide and place at the disposal

of the Academy one of the unoccupied rooms of the State House, to be

designated as the office of the Indiana Academy of Science, wherein said

copies of said reports belonging to the Academy, together with the original

manuscripts, drawings, etc., thereof can be safely kept, and he shall also

equip the same with the necessary shelving and furniture.

Sec. 4. An emergency is hereby declared to exist for

Emergency.
^j^^ immediate taking effect of this act, and it shall there-

fore take effect and be in force from and after its passage.



AN ACT FOK THE PROTECTION OF BIRDS, THEIR NESTS AND
EGGS.

Section 002. It diall bo uiilawt'ul lov auy persuii to

kill, trap or possess any wild bird, or to purcliase or offer

the same for sale, or to destroy the uests or the eggs of auy wild bird ex-

cept as otherwise provided in this section. But this section shall not apply

to the following named game birds: The Anatidoe, commonly called swans,

geese, brant, river and sea duck ; the Rallidse, commonly known as rails,

coots, mudhens, and galliuules; the Limicolse, commonly known as shore

birds plovers, surf birds, suipe, woodcock, sandpipers, tatlers and curlews

;

nor to English or European house sparrows, crows, hawks, or other birds

of prey. Nor shall thifc section apply to any person taking birds or their

nests or eggs for scientific purposes under permit, as provided in the next

section. Any person violating the provisions of this section shall, upon con-

viction, be fined not less than ten dollars nor more than fifty dollars.

Sec. 603. Permits may be granted by the Commissioner of Fisheries

and Game to any properly accredited person, permitting the holder there-

of to collect birds, their nests or eggs for strictly scientific purposes. In

order to obtain siich permit the applicant for the same must present to

said Commissioner written testimonials from two well-known scientific

men certifying to the good character and fitness of said applicant to be

entrusted with such privilege, and pay to said Board one dollar therefor,

and file with him a properly executed bond in the sum of two hundred

dollars, payable to the State of Indiana, conditioned that he will obey the

terras of such permit, and signed by at least two responsible citizens of

the State as sureties. The bond may be forfeited and the permit revoked

upon proof to the satisfaction of such Commissioner that the holder of

such permit has killed any bii'd or taken the nests or eggs of any bird for

any other purpose than that named in this section.
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CONSTITUTION.

ARTICLE I.

Section 1. This associatiou shall be called the ludiaua Academy of

Science.

Sec. 2. The objects of this Academy shall be scientific research and

the diffusion ot Ivuowledge concerning the various departments of science,

to promote intercourse between men engaged in scientific work, especially

in Indiana ; to assist by investigation and discussion iu developing and

making known the material, educational and other resources and riches

of the State; to arrange and pre])are for publication such reports of inves-

tigation and discussions as may further the aims and objects of the Acad-

emy as set forth in these articles.

T\ hereas, The State has undertaken the publication of such proceed-

ings, the Academy will, upon request of the Governor, or of one of the sev-

eral departments of the State, through the Governor, act through its coun-

cil as an advisory hoi\y in the direction and execution of any investigation

within its proAiuce as stated. The necessary expenses incurred iu the prose-

cution of such investigation are to be borne by the State; no pecuniary gain

is to come to the Academy for its advice or direction of such investigation.

The regular proceedings of the Academy as published by the State

.shall become a public document.

ARTICLE II.

Section 1. Members of this Academy shall be honorary fellows, fel-

lows, non-resident members or active members.

Sec. 2. Any person engaged in any department of scientific work, or

in original research in any department of science, shall be eligible to active

membership. Active members may be annual or life members. Annual

members may be elected at any meeting of the Academy ; they shall sign

the constitution, pay an admission fee of two dollars, and thereafter an

annual fee of one dollar. Any person who shall at one time contribute
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fifty dollars to the funds of this Academy may be elected a life member of

the Academy, free of assessment. Non-resident members may be elected

from those who have been active members but who have removed from the

State. In any case, a three-fourths A'ote of the members present shall elect

to membership. Applications for membership in any of the foregoing classes

shall l}e referi'cd to a committee on application for membership, who shall

consider such a]iplication and report to the Academe,- before the election.

Sec. 3. The members who are actively engaged in scientific work, who

liave recognized standing as scientific- men. and who have been members

of the Academy at least one year, maj' be recommended for nomination for

election as fellows by three fellows or members personally acquainted with

their work and chatacter. Of members so nominated a number not exceed-

ing five in one year may, on recommendation of the Executive Committee,

be elected as fellows. At the meeting at which this is adopted, the mem-

bers of the Executive Committee for 1894 and fifteen others shall be elected

fellows, and those now honorary members shall become honorary fellows.

Honorary fellows may be elected on account of special prominence in

science, on the -written recommendation of two members of the Academy.

In any case a thi-ee-fourths vote of the members iireseut shall elect.

ARTICLE III.

SECTn)N 1. The otficers of this Academy shall be chosen by ballot at

the annual meeting, and shall hold office one year. They shall consist of a

President. Vice-President. Secretary, Assistant Secretary, Press Secretary

and Treasurer, who shall perform the duties usually pertaining to their

respective offices, and in addition, with the ex-Presidents of the Academy,

shall constitute an Executive Committee. The President shall, at each an-

nual meeting, appoint two members to be a committee, which shall prepare

the programs and have charge of the arrangements for all meetings for

one year.

Sec. 2. The annual meeting of this Academy shall be held in the city

of Indianapolis within the week following Christmas of each year, unless

otherwise ordered by the Executive Committee. There shall also be a sum-

mer meeting at such time and place as may be decided upon by the Execu-

tive Committee. Other meetings may Ije called at the discretion of the Ex-

ecutive Committee. The past Presidents, together with the officers and Ex-

ecutiye Committee, shall constitute the council of the Academy, and repre-
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sent it in the transaction of any necessary business not especially provided

for i}i tills constitution, in the interim between general meetings.

Skc. 3. This Constitution may be altered or amended at any annual

meeting by a three-fourths majority of the attending members of at least

one year's standing No question of amendment shall be decided on the

day of its presentation.

BY-LAWS.

1. On motion, any special department of science shall be assigned to

a curator, whose duty it shall be, with the assistance of the other members

interested in the same department, to endeavor to advance knowledge in

that paiticular department. Each curator shall report at such time and

place as the Academy shall direct. These reports shall include a brief sum-

mary of the progress of the department during the year preceding the pre-

sentation of the rei)ort.

2. The President shall deliver a public address on the morning of one

of the day."^ of the meeting at the expiration of his term of office.

•3. The I'ress Secretary shall; attend to the securing of proper news-

pajier reports of the meetings and assist the Secretjiry.

L No special meeting of the .Academy shall be held without a notice

of the same having been sent to the address of each member at least fifteen

days before such meeting.

5. No bill aganist the Academy shall be paid without an order signed

by the President and countersigned by the Secretary.

G. Members who shall allow their dues to remain unpaid for two

years, having been annually notihed of their arrearage by the Treasurer,

shall have their names stricken from the roll.

7. Ten members shall constllutc a (piorum for the transaction of

business.
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MEMBERS.

FELLO^yS.

R. J. Aley *189S Bloomington

J. C. Arthur 1893 Lafayette.

J. W. Beede 1906 Bloomington.

George W. Benton 1896 Indianapolis.

A. J. Bigney 1897 Moore's Hill.

Katharine Golden Bitting 1895 Lafayette.

W. S. Blatchley 1893 Indianapolis.

Donaldson Bodine 1899 Crawfordsville.

H. L. Bruner 1899 Irvington.

Severance Burrage 1898 Lafayette.

A. W. Butler 1893 Indianapolis

W. A. Cogshall 1906 Bloomington.

Mel. T. Cook 1902 Newark, Del.

John M. Coulter 1893 Chicago, 111.

Stanley Coulter 1893 Lafayette.

Glenn Culbertson 1899 Hanover.

E. R. Cumings 1906 Bloomington.

D. W. Dennis 1895 Richmond.

C. R. Dryer 1897 Terre Haute.

C. H. Eigenmann 1893 Bloomington.

Percy Norton Evans 1901 West Lafayette

A. L. Foley 1897 Bloomington.

M. J. Golden 1899 Lafayette.

W. F. M. Goss 1893 Urbana, HI.

Thomas Gray 1893 Terre Haute.

A. S. Hathaway 1895 Terre Haute.

W. K. Hatt 1902 Lafayette.

Robert Hessler 1899 Logansport.

H. A. Huston 1893 Chicago, HI.

Edwin S. Johonnatt 1904 Terre Haute.

Robert E. Lyons 1896 Bloomington.

W. A. McBeth 1904 Terre Haute.

'Date of election.
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V. F. Maisters *lSy3 Blooinington.

C. L. Mees 1894 Terre Haute.

J. A. Miller 1904 Swarthmore, Pa.

W. J. Moenkhaus 1901 Bloomington.

D. M. Mottier 1893 Bloomington.

J. P. Naylor 1903 Greencastle.

W. A. Noyes 1893 Champaign, 111.

RoUa R. Ramsey 1906 Bloomington.

J. H. Ransom 1902 Lafayette.

L. J. Rettger 1896 Terre Haute.

Da\id Rothrock 1906 Bloomington.

J. T. Scovell 1894 Terre Haute.

Alex Smith 1893 Chicago, 111.

W. E. Stone 1893 Lafayette.

Joseph Swain 1898 Swarthmore, Pa.

M. B. Thomas 1893 Crawfordsville.

C. A. Waldo 1893 Lafayette.

F. M. Webster 1894 Washington, D. C.

Jacob Westlund 1904 Lafayette.

H. W. Wiley '..... 1895 Washington, D. C.

John S. Wright 1894 Indianapolis.

''•'Date of election.

XOK-RESIDENT MEMHER ti.

George H. Ashley Charleston, S. C.

J. C. Branner Stanford University, Cal.

M. A. Brannon Grand Forks, N. D.

D. H. Campbell Stanford University, Cal.

A. Wilmer Duff Worcester, Mass

B. W. Everman Washington, D. C.

Charles H. Gilbert Stanford University, Cal.

C. W. Green Columbia, Mo.

C. W. Hargitt Syracuse, N. Y.

O. P. Hay New York City.

Edward Hughes Stockton, Cal

O. P. Jenkins Stanford University, Cal.

p. S. Jordan
: : . .

,
Stanford University, Cal.
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J. S. Kingsley Tufts College, Mass.

D. T. MacDougal Bronx Park, New York City

T. C. Mendenhall Worcester, Mass.

Alfred Springer Cincinnati, Ohio.

Robert B. Warder Washington, D. C.

Ernest Walker Clemson College, S. C.

ACTIVE MEMBEBti.

George Abbott Indianapolis.

Walter D. Baker Indianapolis.

Edward Hugh Bangs Indianapolis.

Lee. F. Bennett Valparaiso.

Harry Eldridge Bishop Indianapolis.

Lester Black

William N. Blanchard Greencastle.

Charles S. Bond Richmond.

H. C. Brandon Bloomington.

Fred J. Breeze Remington.

E. M. Bruce Terre Haute.

Lewis Clinton Carson Detroit, Mich.

Herman S. Chamberlain *. Indianapolis.

E. J. Chansler BickneU.

Otto O. Claji^on Geneva.

Howard W. Clark Chicago, 111.

H. M. Clem Monroeville.

Charles Clickener SUverwood, R. D. No. 1.

Charles A. Coffey Petersburg.

LTlysses O. Cox Terre Haute.

William Clifford Cox Columbus.

J. A. Cragwall CrawfordsvUle.

M. E. Crowell Franklin.

Lorenzo E. Daniels Laporte.

S. C. Davisson Bloomington.

Charles C. Deam Bluffton.

Martha Doan Westfield.

J. p. Dolan Syracuse.
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Herman B. Dorner Cra^^'fordsville.

Hans Diulen Indianapolis.

Arthur E. Dunn Logansport.

Herbert A. Dunn Logansport.

M. L. Durbin Anderson.

J. B. Dutcher Bloomington.

Max Mapes Ellis Vincennes.

Samuel G. Evans EvansvUle.

William P. Felver Logansport.

Wilbur A. Fiske Richmond.

Austin Funk Jeffersonville.

John D. Gabel Madison.

Andrew W. Gamble Logansport.

H. O. Garman : .-. Lafayette.

Charles W. Garrett Pittsburg, Pa.

Robert G. Gilluni Terre Haute.

^'ernon Gould Rochester.

Frank Cook Greene New Albany.

Walter L. Hahn Mitchell.

Mary T. Harman State College, Pa.

Victor Hendricks St. Louis.

John P. Hetherington Logansport.

C. E. Hiatt Bloomington.

Jolm E. Higdon Indianapolis.

Frank R. Higgins Terre Haute.

S. Bella Hilands Madison.

John J. Hildebraudt Logansport.

G. E. Hoffman Logansport.

Allen D. Hole Richmond.

Lucius M. Hubbard South Bend.

John N. Hurty Indianapolis.

Wm. J. Jones, Jr West Lafayette.

O. L. Kelso Terre Haute.

Frank D. Kern Lafayette.

Charles T. Knipp Urbana, 111.

R. W. McBride Indianapolis.

Richard C. McClaskey Terre Haute.

N. E. Mclndoo Lyons.

[2—18192]
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Lynn B. McMuUen Indianapolis

Edward G. Maliin West Lafayette

James E. Manchester Vincennes.

Wilfred H. Manwaring Bloomington.

William Edgar Mason Borden.

Clark Mick Berkley, Cal.

G. Rudolpli Miller Indianapolis.

Richard Bishop Moore Indianapolis

Fred Mutchler Terre Haute.

Charles E. Newlin Irvington.

John F. Newsom Stanford University, Cal

D. A. Owen Franklin.

RoUo J. Peirce Indianapolis

Ralph B. Polk Greenwoofl.

James A. Price Ft. Wayne.

A. H. Purdue Fayetteville, Ark.

.\lbert B. Reagan Mora, Wash.

Allen J. Reynolds Emporia, Kansas.

Giles E. Ripley Decorah, Iowa.

(jeorge L. Roberts Mvmcie.

E. A. Schultze Chicago, 111.

Will Scott liloomington.

Charles Wm. Shannon Bloomington.

Fred Sillery Indianapolis.

J. R. Slonaker Madison, Wis.

Albert Smith Lafayette.

Essie Alma Smitli Bloomington.

C. Piper Smith Pacific Grove, Cal.

J. M. Stoddard Indianajjolis.

Albert W. Thompson Owensville.

W. B. Van Gorder Worthington.

H. S. Voorhees Ft. Wayne.

Frank B. Wade Indianapolis.

Daniel T. AVeir Indianapolis.

A. E. White Connersville.

Guy West Wilson Fayette, Iowa.

William Watson Woollen Indianapolis.

Herbert Milton Woollen Indianapolis.
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J. F. Woolsey Indianapolis.

Wm. J. Young Hyattsville, Md.

Lucy Youse Terre Haute.

Charles Zeleny Bloomington.

Fellows 53

Non-resident members 19

Active members 108

Total ISO

Note.— For list of Foreiarn Correspondents, see Proceeding's- of 1901.
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PROGRAM
OF THE

TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING

OF THE

INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE,

SHORTRIDGE HIGH SCHOOL, INDIANAPOLIS,

NOVEMBER 28 AND 29, 1907.

President's Address—History and Control of Sex D. M. Mottier

GENERAL,

* 1. The Origin of Adaptation in the Fresh Water Fauna, 15m C. H. Eigenmann

* 2. Spectacles—A Concession to the Theory of Evolution, 20in A. G. Pohlman

* 3 New Science Laboratories in Moore's Hill College, 10m A.J Bigney

* 4. A Study in the Sex Ratio in the Fruit Fly, 15m W J Moenkhaus

* 5. Some Photoaraphs (Lantern Slides) of Daniel's Comet, 1907, 20m W. A Cogshall

* 6. The Celebration by the N'cw York Academy of .Sciences of the Two Hundredth Anniversary of the

Birth of Linnaeus, 10m G. W. Wilson

7. Hand Dexterity, 15m AG. Pohlman

S The Autopsy in Relation to the Public Health, 12m H R. Alburger

* 9 An Investigation of the Fuel Value of Indiana Peats, 12m RE Lyons

ZOOLOGY.

1 Tardy Humming Birds, 5m W. B. Van Gorder

*2, The Moulting Mechanism of Lizards (Lantern .Slides), 20m H. L. Bruner

3. A Crow Roost near Remington, Ind., 5m F.J. Breeze

4. The Relation of the Degree of Injury to the Amount of Regeneration and the Moulting Period in Gam-

marius, 15m Mary Harman

5. The Influence of Environment on Man, 15m Robert Hessiei

*6. Some Internal Factors Controlling Regeneration in Scyphomeduson, Cassiopea Xamachana, 10m. .

.

; Charles Zeleny

7. Selective Fertilization in Certain Fishes, 10m W J Moenkhaui

8. Heredity in the Tumor Cell, 15m H. R. Alburger

*9. The Circulation Through the Fetal Mammalian He.art, 15m AG Pohlman

*10. The Technique of the Three Dimension Reconstruction Model, 15m .\. G Pohlman

*11. Experiments on the Rate of Regeneration, 10m M. M. Ellis

12. Observations on the Senses and Habits of Bats, 10m W L Hahn

*13. Some notes on the Habits of the common Box TurtL, 5m Glenn Culbertson

*14. Notes on Ecology of the Pitcher Plant MM Ellis
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BOTANY.

*1. The Peronosporales of Indiana, 10m G. W. Wilson

2. The Existence of Roestelia Pencillata and its Teliosporic Phase in North America, 15m F. D. Kern

3. The Heterotype Chromosomes in Pinus and Thuja, lOni I. M. Lew s

4. Insect Galls of Indiana, 10m Mel T. Cook

GEOLOGY.

1. A Probable Origin of the Small Mounds of the Mississippi and Texas Regions, 15m A.. B. Reagan

2. Indiana Soil Types, 10m C, W. Shannon

3. Structures in the So-Called "Huron" Formation of Indiana, induced by the Solution of the Mississip-

pian Limestone Beneath, 10m J. W. Beede

4. Stratigraphy of the Richmond Formation of Indiana, 20m E. R. Cumings

*5. Some peculiarities of the Valley Erosion of Big Creek and its Tributaries in Jefferson County, 6m. . .

.

Glenn Culbertson

PHYSICS.

*1
. The Cause of Surface Tension, 10 m A. L. Folev

*2. Loss of Weight in Chemical Reactions, lOra J B. Dutcher

CHEMISTRY

.

*1. The Electrolytic Production of Selcnic .\cid from Lead Selenate, 10m F. C. Mathers

*2. Some Complex Ureids, 5m , James Currie

*3. Thiocarbonylsalicylamide and Derivative.^, 5m RE. Lyons

4. The Volumetric Determination of Selenic Acid, 5m RE Lyons

* Papers so marked were read.
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THE TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE.

The twenty-third annual meeting of the Indiana Academy of Science

was lield at Indianapolis, Thursday and Friday, November 28 and 29,

1907.

Thursday at 6 p. m. fifteen members of the Academy dined at the

Clayi^ool. Following the dinner the Executive Committee met in regular

session at the headquarters.

At 9 :30 Friday morning tlie Academy met in one of the rooms of the

Shortridge High School. Fresideut I). M. Mottier presided. The transac-

tion of business and the reading of papers occupied the attention of the

Academy until eleven o'clocli wlien the Fresident read his paper on "The

History and Control of Sex."

I'ollowing the address an adjournrae)it was taken until 2 o'clock. On

reassembling tiie business session was held after which other papers were

presented and discussed. At 4 :.S0 p. m., the program having been com-

pleted in sectional groups, the meeting adjourned to meet at some educa-

tional institution in the State outside of Indianapolis, the place to be

decided by the program committee.



2(n iU^mnnam

LUCIEN MARCUS UNDERWOOD

BORN
NEW WOODSTOCK, NEW YORK,

OCTOBER TWENTY-SIXTH, EIGHTEEN HUNDRED FIFTY-THREE.

DIED

REDDING, CONNECTICUT,

NOVEMBER SIXTEENTH, NINETEEN HUNDRED SEVEN.

3ln li^monam

MOSES M. ELROD

DIED

COLUMBUS, INDIANA,

MAY TWENTIETH, NINETEEN HUNDRED SEVEN.

(23)
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LUCIEN MARCUS UNDERWOOD.

A Biographical Sketch.

Lucieu M. Uuderwood was born October 20, 1853, in New Woodstock,

Now York, and died at liis home iu Redding, Connecticut, November 16,

1907. At the age of tifteen he entered Cazenovia Seminary, where he pre-

pared for college. In the fail of 1873 he entered Syracuse University,

graduating from this institution in 1877. His career as a seminary and as

a college student was marked by unusual scholarship. In the college cur-

riculum his favorite studies were history, mathematics and geology. Dur-

ing this period he began the collection of an herbarium, and, self instructed,

undertook the study of the ferns. He also gave much attention to ento-

mology.

At the time of his graduation he decided to enter the profession of

teaching and for several jears his work was in small institutions where

he was compelled to instruct iu a wide range of subjects. In 1878 he took

his masters degree at Syracuse University, having completed a year's

graduate work in addition to performing the arduous duties incident to

the principalship of a school where he was obliged to conduct fourteen

classes a day. In 1878 and 1870 he taught natural science in Cazenovia

Seminary. In July of 1878 he published his first botanical paper, a list of

ferns occurring about Syracuse, N. Y. From this time on his inclination

to specialize in botany grew, but it was not until ISSU, when he became

professor of geology and botany at the Illinois Wesleyan University at

Bloomington, that he had opportunity to do much botanical work.

In 1881, while at Bloomington. he published his manuscripts on ferns

under the title "Our Native I'erns and How to Study Them." This publica-

tion met with great success, the sixth edition appearing in 1900. In 1883

he was called to Syracuse University as instructor in geology, zoology and

botany and three years later was made professor—remaining in this posi-

tion until 1890 when ho secured a year's leave of absence to study the

collections of hepatics in Harvard University. While in Cambridge, Mass.,

he accepted a professorship of botany at DePauw University. This posi-

tion was the first which enabled him to devote his time to botany alone.

For four years, until 1895, he enjoyed at DePauw University a period of
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work under congenial surroundings, publishing numerous papers on tlie

lower groups of plants. In 1895 lie left DePauw to accept the professor-

ship of biology in the Alabama Polytechnic Institute at Auburn. After one

year at Auburn he became professor of botany in Columbia University in

July, 1896, and continued in this position the remainder of his life.

Dr. Underwood was a member of the original committee on nomencla-

ture at the Rochester meeting of tlie American Association in 1892 and was

selected as the delegate to carry the report of the American botanists on

this question to the International Botanical Congress in Genoa. He was

one of the vice-presidents of the Genoa Congress. He was vice-president

of the Botanical Section of the American Association at the New York

meeting in 1891.

At Columbia University his career was one of great honor. He was

one of the ten botanists elected at the Madison meeting of the American

Association for the Advancement of Science to form the Botanical Society

of America, and served as president of this organization, 1899 to 1900.

From 1898 to tlie end of 1902 he was editor of the publications of the Tor-

rey Botanical Club. He was associate editor of the North American Flora.

He v/as a member of the Board of Scientific Directors of the New York

Botanical Garden, serving as chairman since 1901. Syracuse University

in 1906 conferred upon him the degree of Doctor of Laws in recognition

of his long and distinguished scientific service. Dr. Underwood's published

botanical i)apers and texts number 198 titles. In addition he was tlie

author of other papers on zoology, geology, geneology and miscellaneous

subjects. (See article on the published works of L. M. Underwood by

.Tohn llendley Barnhart, Bulletin Torrey Botanical Club, page 17, January,

1908.)

Dr. Underv,'ood was a man of cheerful, genial disposition, .sympathetic

and Ix'lpful. He was especially kind to students and to young men in his

profession and all who came in contact with hiin were impressed with

his generosity and sincerity. He had rare power in making and keeping

frit-nds and none who has had the good fortune to enjoy his acquaintance

will forget the charm of his delightful personality.

In 1881 Dr. Underwood was married to Miss Marie A. Spurr. By this

union there was one daughter Miss Helen Willoughby Underwood. Dr.

Underwood is survived by both wife and daughter.

During his residence in Indiana Dr. Underwood took a lively inter-

est in the Indiana Academy of Science, contributing many valuable papers
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representing a large amount of research work preparatory to a biological

survey of the State, llis work for the Academy was not confined to the

contribution of scientific papers, but included faithful service on commit-

tees and aid in promoting the business interests of the organization.

Furthermore his concern for the Academy was maintained throughout his

life and after removal from the State Dr. Underwood was ever solicitous

for the welfare of the Indiana Academy of Science. In the untimely death

of Dr. Underwood the members of the Academy have lost a valued co-

worker in science and a true and warm hearted friend whose memory will

always be held in most tender regard.

(Note.—The larger part of the data used in the above sketch was

taken from "'A biographical sketch of Lucien Marcus Underwood, by Carl-

ton Clarence Curtis, Bulletin Torrey, Botanical Club, January, 1908.)

LIST OF PAPERS CONTRIBUTED BY LUCIEN M. UNDERWOOD TO

THE INDIANA ACADEMY OF SCIENCE PROCEEDINGS.

Proceedings, 1891

—

The Distribution of Tropical Ferns in Peninsular Florida, pp. 83-89.

Some Additions to the State Flora from Putnam County, pp. 89-92.

Connecting Forms Among the Polyporoid Fungi, by title, p. 92.

Proceedings, 1892

—

Marchautia Polymorpha. not a Typical or Representative Livewort, by

title, p. 41,

A State Biological Survey—A Suggestion for Our Spring Meeting, by

title, p. 48.

The Neeil of a Lai'ge Library of Reference in CryiJtogamic Botany in

Indiana ; What the Colleges Are Doing to Supply the Deficiency,

by title, p. 49.

I'roceedings, 1893

—

Report of the botanical di^ ision of the Indiana State biological survey,

pp. 13-19.

Bibliography of Indiana Botany, pp. 20-30.

List of Cryptogams at present known to Inhabit the State of Indiana,

pp. 30-67.

Our present Knowledge of tha Distribution of Pteridophytes in Indi-

ana, pp. 254-2.'58.
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Proceedings, 1S94

—

Keport of tlie botanical divisiou of tlie Indiana State biological survey

for 1S94, abstract, p. 06.

An increasing pear disease in Indiana, abstract, p. 67.

The variations of Polyporus Lucidus, abstract, p. 132.

The proposed ne\A' systematic botany of North America, abstract, p. 133.

Report of the botanical division of the Indiana State l)iological survey

for lb94. With list of additions to the state flora, etc., pp. 144-156.

Proceedings, 1S96

—

Additions to tlie published lists of Indiana Cryptdgnms, p]). 171-172.

Resolutions on the Death of Lucien M. I^nderwood, Passed by the

Indiana Academy of Science, in Session in Indianapolis,

November 29, 1907.

Whereas, Lucien INIarcns I'nderwood has been a member of the Indiana

Academy of Science and during his residence in Indiana took a lively in-

terest in its atfairs evidenced by notable scientific researches and con-

tributions to its proceedings as well as by faithful services as a member

of its committees and help in promoting the business interests of the

Academy, and whereas, he maintained this interest in the affairs of the

Academj' through life after his removal from the State, and whereas,

the members of this Academy held Dr. Underwood in the highest esteem

as a true and warm-hearted friend

;

Be It Resolved, That in his untimely death November 16th, we have

lost a valued co-worker in science and a friend whose memory will always

be held in most tender regard. Furthermore, be it resolved, That in his

death America has lost one of her foremost naturalists, a botanist who has

done masterful work which brought him the highest academic honors and

marked recognition from his professional contemporaries everywhere. It is

further

Rcfiolved, That the secretary be instructed to spread these resolutions

upon the minutes of the Academy and that a copy be forwarded to the

widow and daughter of Dr. Underwood with whom we sympathize deeply

in their great bereavement.

D. M. MOTTIER,

JOHN S. WRIGHT,
A. W. BUTLER.

Committee.
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The Histoey and Control of Sex.

David M. Mottier.

The student of sex and closely related problems of heredity may ra-

tionally ask himself any or all of the following questions : What is the

significance of sex? or, in other \A-ords, why are organisms male and female?

Is the sex of the organism determined during the early development of the

individual? or is it predetermined in the germ cells? If the former, what

conditions of the environment are favorable to the development of males

and what to females? If the latter, what is it in the gametes or sex-cells

that predetermines maleness or femaleness?

As in the establishinent of the doctrine of sexuality itself, these ques-

tions can be answered by exjjeriment only and by the microscopic investiga-

tion of the germ cells and the manner of their development. As an intro-

duction to what I shall have to say in this paper concerning sex control, I

desire to pohit out briefly those lines of study which seem to me to have

been most effective in establishing the doctrine of sexuality in plants ; for

it will be seen that the lines of investigation which established the theory

of sex are similar to those that are yielding the most fruitful results in

the study of the more difficult hereditary problems of the present day.

When in rhe history of civilized or semi-civilized man, the idea arose

that plants possess sex, no one can tell or perhaps imagine. Before the

days of written history the old Arabs of the desert knew that certain palm

trees produced fruit, while others did not, and, in order that the fruit

miglit develop abundantly, it was necessary to bring the flowers of the

sterile trees and hang them upon the branches of those which bore the

fruit. It is evident that they also practiced the caprification of the fig,

using the same methods employed at the present time in the fig-growing

localities along the Mediteri-anean, for we read in Herodotus who, in speak-

ing of the Babylonians, states that. "The natives tie the fruit of the male

palms, as thej- are called by the Greeks, to the branches of the date-bearing

palm, to let the gall-fly enter the dates and ripen them, and to prevent the

fruit falling off. The male palms, like the wild fig trees, have usually the
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gall-fly in their fruit." Herodotus was in error in regard to the presence

of the gall fly in the palm, and it is said that Theophrastus was the first

to point out the inaccuracy in the statement. This brilliant and gifted

pui)il of Aristotle was probably the foremost of all ancient botanists, for,

it is said, he knew six hundred plants. The ideas of Theophrastus upon

this subject seemed to he more definite than those of his great teacher. He

regards the paln\ and terebinths as being some male and some female, for

"it is certain," he says, "that among plants of the same species some produce

flowers and some do not; male jialms, for instance, bear flowers, the female

only fruit." Let it be borne in mind here that neither Theophrastus nor

the botanists of tiie KJth and 17th centuries considered the rudiment of

the fruit to be a part of the flower. Theophrastus probably added very

little to the knowledge of sexualit,\' in plants whicli had been handed down

to him either in the form of tradition or through the scanty writings

upon natural history. Tliat he seemed to have made no observations upon

the subject, but to have relied in a large measure upon heresay, is ap-

parent from the following : "What men say that the fruit of the female

date-palm does not ])erfect itself unless the blossom of the male wath its

dust is shaken o\'er it, is indeed wonderful, but it resembles the caprification

of the fig, and it might almost be concluded that the female plant is not

by itself sufficient for the perfecting of the foetus." In the time of Pliny,

this idea of sexual difference in plants had been pretty well confirmed in

the nuuds of educated men. In his "Historia Mundi,"' in describing the re-

lation between the male and female date-palm, Pliny calls the pollen-dust

the material of fertilization, and says that naturalists tell us that all trees

and even herbs have the two sexes.

Now while the ancients had soine notion of sex in plants, their ideas

wei*e based chiefly upon certain apparent analogies with animals. It must

be borne in mind that whilst the ancients attributed to the pollen the power

of fertilization, they had no notion that this fertilization was anything

further than some unexplained subtile influence of the flower dust upon

the fruit. However, A\e should wonder only at how much they knew in

the days of Herodotus and Theoithrastus as compared with the progress

of knowledge made along this line during the following two thousand

yeax's: for the time from Aristotle to the discovery of the cell by Robert

Hooke, the publication of the great works on anatomy by Malpighi and

Grew, and the experiments of Camerarius in the latter part of the 17th

century, was a lapse of long and dreary centuries in the history of science.
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This was not because there were no men willing to devote their time to

natural history, but chiefly because of the attitude of mind which de-

manded that problems arising be not solved by observation and experi-

ment, but by the process of deductions from the authorities. The ques-

tion was not, what do the observed facts toacli? Init. how are they to be

interpreted from what Aristotle says?

The improvement of the microscojie and the extensive studies on the

minute anatomy of plants did not bring the results that might have been

reasonably expected. In spite of his excellent work on the anatomy of

plants, Grew seemed to have been unable to gain any true insight into the

structure and function of pollen. He did not even consider the stamens as

the so-called male members of the Uower, spealcing of them only as the

attire, but he records a conversation with an otherwise unknown botanist.

Sir Thomas Millington. who was probably the first person to claim for the

stamens the character of male organs. I quote from the "Anatomy of

Plants" (chap. V, sees. 3 and 4. page 171) : "In discourse hereof with our

learned Saviliau professor, Sir Thomas Millington. he told me he conceived

that the attire doth .serve as the male for the generation of the seed. I

immediately replied that 1 was of the same opinion and gave him some rea-

sons for it and answered some objections which might oppose them." But

how badly Grew must have been confused in the matter may be seen from

h'.s description of the florets in the head of certain Composit;«. He re-

garded the style and stigma of the floral attire as a portion of the male

organ, speaking of the small globulets (pollen grains) in the thecae (an-

thers) of the seedlike attire as a vegetable sperm which falls upon the seed

case and so "touches it with a prolific virtue." Grew could conceive of sex

in plants only in the form of certain apparent analogies with animals. He

reasoned that the same plant may be both male and female, because .snails

and some other animals are so constituted, but to complete the similarity

between the plant and the animal would require that the plant should not

only resemble the animal, but should actually be one. Down to the year

1091. about all that was known concerning the sexuality in plants was com-

piised in the facts related by Theophrastus for the date-palm and the tere-

binth, and in the conjectures of Millington, Grew and others, while Mal-

pighi's views in opposition to these authors were considered equally well

founded.

The doctrine of sexuality in plants could only be raised to the rank

of scientific fact by experiment. It was necessary to show that no seed
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capable of germination could lie fonued without tlie aid of polleu. and all

historic records concur in proving that Rudolph Jacob Camerarius was the

first to attempt to solve the problem in this way. Dioecious plants were

cultivated a])art from each other, but no perfect seeds were formed. He

removed the stamens from the flowers of the castor oil plant and the

stigmas from maize, with the result that no seeds were set in the castor

oil plant, and in the place of grains of corn only empty husks were to be

seen. The results of Camerarius were published in 1691-94. At this time

the authority of the ancients \A'as so great that Camerarius thought it neces-

sary to insist that the Aiews of Aristotle and Theophrastus were not op-

posed to the sexual theory. Among the few experiments carried out in the

next fiftj- years were those of the Governor of Pennsylvania, James Logan,

an Irishman by birth. Logan experimented with some plants of maize.

I pon a cob from which lie removed some of the stigmas, or silks, he found

as many grains as there were stigmas remaining. One cob which was

wi-apped in muslin before the silks appeared, produced no kernels. In ITol,

Gleditsch, director of the botanic garden in Berlin, had been told that a

date palm eighty years old, which had been brought from Africa, never

bore fruit. As there was no staniinate tree ot the species in Berlin, Gled-

itsch ordered pollen sent from I^eipzig. The journey required nine days,

and although Gleditsch thought the pollen spoiled, the male inflorescence

was hung upon the Berlin tree, with the result that seeds were set which

germinated in the following spring.

The century following the discovery of Camerarius was characterized

by two lines of investigation which, more than any other activity of bot-

anists, led to the complete establishment of the sexual theory. I refer to

the refutation of the old theory of evolution together with the birth of the

doctrine of epigenesis, and the discovery of hybridization ; the first of these

being the outcome of microscopic studies, and the latter that of experimen-

tation. It may be said in this connection that the history of biological

science teaches that the greatest and the most substantial progress has

been made where the studies of the morphologist and of the experimenter

liave gone on side by side, the one serving as a control upon the other.

According to the old theory of evolution, or the inclusion theory, that the

germ in every seed, for example, contained all the parts of the organism,

and that this germ enclosed a similar one in miniature, and so on. like a

box within a box. This view of the inclusion of germ within germ was

veiy prevalent in the 18th century, and Kaspar Friedrich Wolf (1759) has
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been given the credit of refutiug: it. Wolf, in his doctor's thesis on the

"Theory of Generation," maintained that the embryo and organs of a phint

dfveloi) not by the unfolding of parts already present in miniature, but

that they grew out of inidiffereutiated rudiments, the theory of epigenesis.

However. Wolfs argimients were far from convincing, as he held that the

act of fertilization was merely another form of nutrition.

Al)out the .same time experiments in hybridization were being carried

on by several investigators, and the results obtained supplied much more

convincing i)roof against the old theory of evolution. Among the fore-

most men in this heltl were Gottlieb Koelreuter and Christian Konrad

Sprengel. While Kolreuter brought together many important observations

on the sexuality of plants, yet his greatest service consisted in the protluc-

tion of hybrids. In this connection it may be of interest to note that his

first hybrids were produced between two species of tobacco plants. Xico-

tinna puiiicinn and A', rnstica. What he accomplished did not require be-

ing changed, but when combined with later observations has been used in

the discovery of general principles of hj'bridization. His work seems to

belong to our time. Koelreuter showed that only closely allied plants, and

not always these, were capable of producing hybrids, and that the mingling

of parent;!; characters in the hybrid was the best refutation of the theory

of evolution. It was no easy matter to place the proper estimate upon the

value of the contributions of this gifted observer. The collectors of the

Linnaean school, as well as the true systematists at the close of the IStli

century, who wielded a r.owerful infliuence upon botanical thought, had lit-

tle understanding for such labors as Koelreuter's. and incorrect ideas of

hybrids prevailed in spite of botanical literature. Hybrids were also incon-

venient for the believers in the constancy of species.

Koelreuter's studies were not contined to hybridization alone, for he di-

rects attention to the natural way of the transfer of pollen from stamen

to stigma, being the first to recognize the agency of insects. He studied

pollen grains, showing that fertilization followed pollenation in the ab-

sence of light, and rejected the idea that the pollen grain passed bodily

into the ovary. With the microscope, howcA-er, he was less skillful than

as an experimenter, for he supposed the pollen gr.-iin to be solid tissue, and

the fertilizing substance to be oil which adheres to the outside of the grain

and finds its way to tlie ovule. The pollen tulie had not been discovered,

although the time was one hundred years after the discovery of the cell

by Robert Hooke.
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As Camerarius first proved the sexuality of plants, aud Koelreuter

showed that different spec-ies can unite sexually to produce hybrids, so

Sprengel demonstrated that a certain kind of hybridization was very com-

mon in the vegetable kingdom, namely the crossing of tlowers of different

individuals of the same species. To him belongs the credit for having first

shown the part played by insects in cross pollenation, and pointing out the

correlation between such properties of the flower as color, odor, nectar,

special forms and markings, and so forth, and the visiting insects.

Karl Friederick Gaertner, son of Joseph Gaertuer, took up the work so

ably begun by Koelreuter, and greatly extended the knowledge of hybridi-

zation, having kept accurate account of nine thousand experiments. His

work was published in 1849. Sachs states that "These observations once

more confirmed the existence of the sexuality in plants, and in such a

manner that it could never again be disputed. When facts were observed

in ISGO, which led to the presumption that under certain circumstances in

certain individuals of some species of plants, the fejuale organs might pro-

duce embryos capable ot development without the help of the male, there

was no thought of using these cases of supposed parthenogenesis to dis-

prove the existence of sexuality as the general rule ; men were concerned

only to verify first of all the occurrence of the phenomena, and then to

see how they were to be reasonably understood side by side with the ex-

isting ideas of sexuality." Gaertner's experiments were conducted at

Claw, in Wurtemberg, the place in which Koelreuter carried on his studies

;

Camerarius worked in Tiibingeu.

While the experimenters in hybridization were at work, the student

with the microscope was no less busy. In 1823, Amici discovered the pollen

tube in the stigma, and the fact was confirmed by others. In 1830, the

same observer traced the pollen tube into the ovule. Schleiden and

Schacht now came forward with their erroneous theory of the formation

of the embyro in the seed. They maintained that the embyro develops

from the end of the pollen tube after the latter enters the ovule. It is

clear tliat this doctrine would do away with the essential point in the

sexuality of plants, for the ovule would be regarded merely as an incu-

bator for the embyro. Amici, in 184G, brought forth decisive proof for the

view he had maintained, namely, that the embryo arises not from the end

ol the pollen tube, but from a portion of the ovule which already existed

before fertilization, and that this part is fertilized by a fluid contained in

[8—18192]
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tlio polleu tube. The correctness of tliis view was coutirmed the followiug

year bj' von Mohl aud Hofuieister, the hitter of whom described the points

in detail wiiicli decided the question, and illustrated tlieni with beautltul

figures.

FolluwiuL? the )»ublication of Aniici, a vehi'uient controversy arose be-

tween the adberents of the views ot Schleiden aud those uf Amici. A prize

ottered by tlie Institute of tlie Xetlierlauds at Amsterdam was awarded to

an essay by Scliaclit in 1850, wliich defended Schleidens theory, and illus-

trated it by a numl)er of drawhigs giving both incorrect and inconceivable

representations of the decisive points. In this case the prize essay was re-

futed before it appeared, by von Mohl, Hofmeister and Tulasue. Von Mohl's

words uttered in ]M>3 in regartl to the value of prize essays are so fitting

at the present day that I can uot refrain front quoting. He said : "Now

that we know that Schleiden"s doctrine was an illusion, it is instructive,

but at the same time sad, to see how ready men were to accept the false

for the true; some, renouncing all ob.servation of their own, dressed up

the phantom in theoretical principles; others with the microscope in hand,

but led astray by their j irecouceptious, believed that they saw what they

could not have seen, and endeavored to exhibit the correctness of Schlei-

den"s notions as raised above all doubt by the aid of hundreds of figures,

which had everything but truth to recommend them; and how an academy

by rewarding such work gave fresh confirmation to an experience which

had been re])eated]y made good especially in our own subject during manj-

years past, namely, that prize essays are little adapted to contribute to

the solution of a doubtful question in science."

The discovery of the sexual process in crypttjgams by Thuret, Priugs-

heim and others followed within four or five years after the complete

establislnneiit of that process in the higher plants. It seems strange to

us now that a phenomenon so easy of observation was jiot discovered un-

til its occui-rence had been cojupletely demonstrated in organisms present-

ing the greatest dilhculties to its investigation. However, it is of inter-

est to recall that just thirty-two years ago Strasburger traced the essen-

tial constituents of the nucleus in unbroken sequence from one cell genera-

tion TO another, thus establishing for the nucleus the rank of niori)liologi-

cal unity; and just thirty-two years ago also Oscar Ilertwig showed that

fertilization consists essentially in the union of the two gamete nuclei.

It only remained now for later studies on the cell to confirm and to estab-

lish the doctrine that the nucleus is the bearer of the heredity characters.
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With this is view, we are now ready to consider some of the modern

phases of our subject.

Any effort to trace the development of tlie sexual pi-ocess with all cor-

related phenomena would lead us into an overwhelming mass of details.

Consequently, I shall merely recall that among the lowest plants sexuality

does not exist, and tliat, in the simplest plants with a sexual process, the

sex cells, or gametes, are scarcely to be distinguished from the non-

sexual reproductive cells. The conclusion is that gametes were originally

derived from a sexual propagative cells. There is accordingly no ditferen-

tiation into male and female. 'I'he life cycle of these simple sexual plants

is also simple, and it is reasonable to suppose that a corresponding degree

of differentiation obtains in the chromatin or hereditary substances of tae

sex cells. As we ascend in the scale of e^'olution toward higher and more

complex organisms, we find a corresponding differentiation in all struc-

tures and functions, and may we not assume also that the hereditary sub-

stance, or germ plasm, is likewise specialized and differentiated? There-

fore, sex is the expression of a very fundamental sort of division of labor.

I do not mean by that a division of labor which is of a secondary nature

such as man has ascribed to the individuals of his own species, but that

of a purely hereditary character—or may I say maleness and femaleness

in the broadest and most fundamental sense.

I/ow then did sex come about? And what is it that determines that

one individual or member of a life cycle will be male and another female?

To ask such questions fifty or even twenty-five years ago might have been

regarded as visionary. Not so today. Considered from the botanical stand-

point, the problem of sex determination has to deal with a certain category

of phenomena that are in many respects tundamentally different from those

presented by animals. In plants in which sex differentiation is well defined,

there is in every com] ilete life cycle two phases known as the sexual and the

asexual, or gametophyte and sporophyte. The .sporophyte springs from the

fertilized egg or the union of sex cells. This sporophyte in turn bears

spores which give rise to gametophytes. This may be made clear by means

of an example such as the fern. The spores borne on the leaves of the fern

do not jjroduce directly new ferns, but very .small plants known as pro-

thallia, which in the simpler ferns are independent and self-nourishing in-

dividuals. The prothallia are the sexual plants. They bear the sex or-

gans, which is turn produce eggs and sperms. The prothallia may be

either purely male or female or hermaphrodite. When the egg is fertilized
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it develops immediately into the sporophyte. or what we commonly know as

the fern. Thns the sexual plant, or gametophyte (female gametophyte)

not only produces the sex organs, but serves as the incubator and brooder

for the young sporophyte. The life-cycle of the highest plants such as

trees and sunflowers consists also of these two generations, but the rela-

tive size and mutual relation of sporophyte and gametophyte are different

in the higher plants. For example, the beech tree is the sporophyte, the

gametophyte being the jiollen tube and the embryosac of the undeveloped

seed. Here the reverse condition prevails as regards the mutual relation

of sporophjrte and gametophyte to that in the fern, namely, the sporophyte

nourishes the young sporophyte as well as both gametophytes.

Now, we are in the habit of speaking of male and female flowers

according as they are wholly staminate or pistillate, and the plant that

bears only staminate flowers we call male, while the one bearing only pis-

tillate flowers is designated as the female individual. However, in the

strict morphological sense the sporophyte is without sex. hence trees can

be neither male nor female, and to avoid trouble and useless discussion,

it is doubtless better to speak of staminate and pistillate trees ; for we

shall see that the sex of any complete life-cycle is determined and fixed in

the germ cells. From the foregoing it is quite clear that in the animal

kingdom, apart from one or two cell generations, there is nothing in the

life-history that is comparable to sporophyte and gametophyte.

We are now ready to answer the question, upon what does the diffei*-

entiation into gametophyte and sporophji;e depend? Our explanation of

this doctrine is based upon the theory of the hereditary substance. Doubt-

less nearly all biologists concur in the view that the hereditary charac-

ters are borne by a substance in the nucleus of the cell called chromatin.

When the nucleus divides the chromatin differentiates tnto a definite num-

ber of pieces known as chromosomes. The number of chromosomes is

always constant for the reproductive cells of any species. In all the cells

of the sporophyte of any plant, which lie in the germ tract, there are. let

us say. a definite number of chromosomes designated by n. During the for-

mation of spores, however, the number is reduced to one-half, or iu.

Now each spore has n, chromosomes, and the cells of the gametophyte re-

sulting therefrom will possess n., chromosomes: consequently the egg and

the sperm will have each ;/, chromosomes. It is apparent that when egg

and sperm unite, the fecundated egg and the individual arising from it

will contain h, plus n. or n chromosomes.
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The most fuudamenta] difference between sporophyte and gametophyte

lies in the fact that the latter possess just one-half as many chromosomes

as the former. This hereditary difference between sporophyte and gameto-

phyte and the change which brings about the transition may be made clear

by means of the following figure, showing diagramatically the behavior of

the chi'omatin. Fig. 1 illustrates the behavior of the chromatin in an ordi-

nary vegetative cell. Here the chromatin segments passing into the new

nuclei are formed by a longitudinal fission of a single chromosome—an

equational division. In Fig. 2, a to /, is shown the first or reducing divi-

sion in spore mother cells. One-half of the somatic chromosomes pass to

one of the daughter nuclei and the other half to the other, thus bringing

about tlie reduction of the number. The second division in the spore

mother cell (/; to /) is equational.

Fig. 1.

Figr. 1. Diagrams showing: the behavior of the chromatinlduring: an ordinary somatic

mitosis, a. nucleus in resting condition, showing chromatin'distributed in small granules

within the linin networli and a nucleolus, b. the chromatin spirem has formed and it has
split longitudinally, c. the spirem has segmented into chromosomes, e. g., eight, d. spin-

dle stage; chromosomes arranged in the equatorial plate, e. anaphase; daughter chromo
somes moving toward the poles of the spindle, f. daughter nuclei, each containing
eight daughter chromosomes. Such a division is known as equational, since the two re-

sulting nuclei are hereditarily alilie.

The parallel between plants and animals is found in the phenomenon

of the reduced number of chromosomes in the sex-cells, with this distinction,

tliat in higher plants the reduction in the number of the chromosomes oc-
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curs when the spores are formed, which may be many thousands of cell

generations remo^e<l from the time in ontogeny when eggs and sperms are

differentiated; while in animals the reducti<m immediately precedes the

formation of the gametes. In regard to the chromosomes themselves, the

view generally prevailing is that each possess a distinct identity or indi-

viduality which is maintained throughout ontogeny, and phenomena per-

taining thereto have been presented under the theory of the individuality

of-the chromosomes. Very recently, however, the idea of individuality has

been taken away from the chromosomes and applied to smaller units, such

as the eliromonu'res. or better the microscoi)ical]y distinguishable granules

which make ui« tlie chromomeres. We m;iy call tht'se particles pangens,

or select any name which may be convenient and likely of adoption. The

writer has expi'essed liis views on this subject in greater detail in a recent

publication, and only a few brief statements will be made here, in as much

as a fuller discussion is regarded as being too technical for a general audi-

ence. The idea of individuality is apjilied to the chromomeres or the small

particles comi)Osing them, chielly because tlie identity of the chromosome

is lost in the i-estin nucleus. 'There are no good reasons to believe that

a given chromosome always contains the same hereditary qualities in any

succession of cell generations. Furthermore, no special importance should

be attached to the different si5:GS of the chromosomes, for, as a rule, one

of the most striking jihenomena in a dividing nucleus is the marked differ-

ence in the size v.f the chromosonn'S. These small material particles, or

pangens, are responsible for the characters of the individual, although they

are not regarded as tlie immediate characters themselves. They may be

roughly compared with ferments, bringing about changes which collectively

constitute development, and produce those <-heiiiicaI re-arrangements of

which form, color, and so forth, are the visible expression. Fused gamete

nuclei, however, do not constitute a chemical union but a mechanical mix-

ture. The numerical reduction of the chromosomes is a consequence and

a condition of sexuality. It is probably not a mere halving of the bulk of

the chromatin, but a selection and a distribution between daughter cells of

structural entities—the primordia of characters which are handed from

one generation to another. The Mendeliaii jirinciple shows, if it shows

anything worth while, that these units ai-t independently. The nucleus,

therefore, directs and controls cellular de\elopiiient. The outer manifesta-

tions known as variation are probably due to the inter action of nucleus

and cytei)lasm.
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Diagrams illustrating the behavior of the chromatin during the two matura-
tion divisions in a spore mother cell. a~f. first or heterotypic mitosis, a. resting

niicleus, same as in fig. 1. h. longitudinally split chromatin spirem developed from a;

the halves of the spirem are twisted upon each other, c, spirem has segmented into

eight chromosomes which have approximated in pairs to form the four bivalent chromo-
somes. These eight chromosomes were united end to end in the spirem of b, just as in

the ordinary somatic mitosis, d. spindle with the four bivalent chromosomes arranged

in the equatorial plate, e. anaphase, the four chromosomes retreating towards the poles

of the spindle. Each of these retreating chromosomes is now more clearly seen to be
composed of two halves which were formed by the longitudinal splitting in b. f. daugh-
ter nuclei in which the spirems will be formed by the union end to end of the daughter
segments. This is the division in which the number of chromosomes is reduced to one-

half, because whole chromosomes pass to each daughter nucleus. If these whole chromo-
somes are different in hereditary characters, the division is qualitative or differential.

Q—i- second or homotypic mitosis, g. spindle showing the four chromosomes arranged
in the equatorial plate; the free ends of the daughter segments of each chromosome
diverge from each other, h. the segments passing to the poles of the spindle, i. the

grand-daiighter nuclei resulting from the second mitosis. This is an equasional division,

because it consists of the separation of half chromosomes, or daughter segments, formed
by the longitudinal fission of whole chromosomes.
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In speaking of sex. let us bear iu miud that among both animals and

plants there may be three kinds of individuals: Dioecious sijecies, in which

the individuals are unisexual, either male or female ; monoecious, with

bisexual or hermaphrodite individuals ; and parthenogenetic, in which in-

dividuals pi'oduce eggs that develop without fecundation. We may now take

up the question, vvliether the sex of the individual is determined by fac-

tors of the environment, or is it predetermined in the chromatin of the

sex cells, i. e., in either sperm or egg or both? Of the environmental fac-

tors, that which is supposed to play the most important role is nutrition,

and in the case of plants, it is probably the only one that need be consid-

ered, for other important factors, such as light and heat, are only influ-

ential in so far as they affect nutrition. But we should also understand

that we have two sorts or two categories of environmental conditions. In

case the fecundated egg develops wholly apart from the parental body, and

as a completely independent individual, its supply of nourishment is from

the external world ; but in those cases iu which the incubation of the fer-

tilized egg and the early development of the embyro take place within the

parental body, the food supply will depend upon the condition of the par-

ent. AVhile the conditions of these two categories seem very different, yet

it will be found that the final results are essentially the same.

For the sake of simplicity, a few instances from the animal kingdom

will be mentioned. Experiments were carried on by Riley and others to

determine whether the starring of caterpillars of butterfles might influence

the number of males and females . for under normal conditions of nutri-

tion the catei-pillars produce both juales and females, and because it is not

possible, says Kiley, to make caterpillars take more food than they do nat-

urally. The results of the ex])eriments showed that an excess or diminu-

tion of food does not alter the proportion of the sexes. Upon this point

Morgan (Exp. Zool., p. 377) makes the following statement: "The futility

of many of these experiments has now become apparent, since it has been

shown that the sex of the caterpillar is already determined when it leaves

the egg. Under these circumstances it is not probable that feeding could

produce a change in the sex. It is much more probable that starvation or

overfeeding could only affect the proportion of males and females by bring-

ing about a greater mortality of the individuals of one sex." Numerous

studies have been made ui)on the silk worm by Kellog and Bell, and by

Cuneot upon flies and moths, to determine the influence of food conditions

upon the sex of the individual and upon that of the egg and sperm, with
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the conclusion that the sex is not determinerl by external conditions. While

the preponderance of evidence along this line seems to argue strongly

against any influence upon sex-determination by food conditions, j-et there

is one case, that of Hydatena senta and the daphnid, Simocephalus. investi-

gated by Nussbaum and others, in which it seemed probable that food

might have some determining influence. Maupas, on the other hand, re-

garded temperature and not food as the influential factor. In this con-

nection, the studies of vo]i Malsen (Archiv. f. mikr. Anat., 69: 6.3-97. 1906.)

upon a small worm, Dinophihis apatris, and of Issakowitsch (Idem) upon

daphnids, are of especial interest. \'on Malsen found that a higher tem-

perature (26^ C) was favorable to the development of males, while a lower

temperature gave an increased ratio of females. He does not attribute the

change in the sex ratio to the temi)erature directly, but indirectly as affect-

ing tlie nutrition of tlie animal. The amount of food at the disposal of

the animal was the same, but at the higher temperature, the sexual ac-

tivity of the animal. 1. e.. the rapidity with which a large number of eggs

was iiroduced, was abnormally accelerated, so that the bodily nutrition was

insuflicient for the proper nourishment of the eggs. Consequeutlj', at a

higher temperaUire a larger number of eggs are produced, and among

them is a proportionately large number of smaller or male eggs. At a

lower temperature, on the contrary, repi'oductive activity was slower, and

among the smaller number of eggs developed, a larger ratio of well nour-

ished female eggs was the result. There was more time for the develop-

ment of these eggs, and consequently more food placed at their disposal.

To estimate the value of these statements it is necessary to examine the

data niwn which the conclusions are based. The number of eggs considered

and the sexual ratio in the warm and cool cultures are shown in the fol-

lowing tables

:

NORMAL.

No. of Eggs. Male. Female. Ratio of Male : Female.

1140 327 813 1:2.4

Number of eggs at each laying, 5.6.

COOL.

No. of Eggs. Male. Female. Ratio of Male : Female.

3948 973 2975 1:3.5

Number of eggs at each laying, 4.2.
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WARM.

A 0. of Eggs. Male. female. Ratio of Male : Female.

1393 507 880 1:1.7

Number of eggs at eacli lajang, 3.6.

At the higher temperatures it coumlonl.^ happened that the eggs were

developed so rapidly that the bod}' of the animal was entirely filled from

one end to the other, the head appearing as a smalliwint, the intestine

so compressed as to be scarcely Aisible. In this condition the animal is

unable to move and soon perishes. At the higher temperature, therefore,

a larger number of eggs are produced so rapidly that the body can not

properly nourish them. It seems to me that von Malsen's conclusions

should be accepted with much reserve, because of certain probable sources

of error. In the first i^iace he seemed to have based his estimate of males

and females upon the size of the eggs alone, the large ones representing fe-

males, the smaller eggs males. From the very marked variation in the size

of the female eggs, as given from his own measurements, it would seem that

size alone would not be a strictly accurate method of determining the

sexes. In the second place it does not seem improbable that, at higher tem-

peratures, and with a more rapid generative activity, fewer smaller eggs

would fall as prey to the larger eggs ; for in these animals the larger

female eggs are frequently nourished at the expense of the smaller. If the

nutritive activity of these large eggs is increased proportionately to the

sexual activity by higher temperature, then the larger eggs should consume

the smaller ones in like ratio : but von Malsen does not seem to have shown

this to be true. It may be said that at lower temperatures the larger

female eggs have relatively more time in which to consume the smaller,

hence fewer small, or male, eggs are laid. The question then arises, does

von Malsen's experiments prove that higher temperature leads to the produc-

tion of more female than male eggs from the generative tissue? or merely

that, at a higher temperature, ot the relatively larger number of eggs

produced, a proportionately smaller number of male eggs is consumed in

the nutrition of the female eggs.

The researches of Issakowitsch upon a daphnid bring us face to face

with a different class of data. This author reared thi^ descendants of

parthenogenetic females through several generations (six as a maximum),

and found that the production of females is i)aralleled with high tempera-

ture (24° C). and that the males with lower temperature, the direct
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opposite to that which happened in the worm Diuophilus. Issakowitsch

sliows that tenii)eratui'e acted merely as iiitiueiicing uutritiou, for when the

animals were starved by being- reared in distilled water, males and resting

eggs were deA'eloped From his experiments it would seem that, so far as

parthenogenetic eggs were concerned, nutrition may act as a sex-determin-

ing factor. Botli von JMalsen and Issakowitsch look upon nutrition as a

sex-determining factor from the influence it is supposed to produce upon the

plasmic relation in the nucleus, as set forth by Richard Hertwig.

The more recent researches of Funnett upon Hydatena seem to throw

new light upon the subject in that they point out probable errors in the

studies of Maupas and Nussbaum (K. C. Funnett: Sex-determination in

Hydatena, with some remarks on i»arthenogenesis. Froc. Royal Soc, Series

B., 7S : '22'6, iy(.i6). In Hydatena three kinds of females may be recognized

by the kinds of eggs tliey lay: (a) females which produce females pai'-

thenogeneticalJy (thelytokous females)
;

(h) females which produce males

parthenogenetically (arrenotokous females) ; and (c) the layers of fertil-

ized eggs. Of the first class of females, Funnett recognized from pedigree

cultures three different types. A. Females giving rise to a high percentage

of male producing individuals (arrenotokous females). B. Females giving

rise to a low percentage of male producing individuals. C. Furely female

producing individuals (pure thelytokous females).

In experiments designed to test the effect of temperature and nutrition,

it was found that in the purely female producing individuals (class C),

no male producing forms appeared, the strain remaining pure, and that in

the class B, the ratio of males was not raised as a result of starving. Con-

sequently it is difficult to see that either temperature or nutrition has any

influence in determining male producing forms. Funnett suggests "that

the females, producing females parthenogenetically (thelytokous), are

really hermaphrodite, though the male gametes may not exhibit the

orthodox form of spermatozoa. Such a view would account for the ob-

served absence of polar bodies in the female eggs, for it nuist be supposed

that the process of reduction and fertilization taices place before the

accumulation of yolky material." It may be added also that if no polar

bodies are formed, there is no reduction in the number of chi'omosomes, and

we may have, as has been clearly shown in certain plants, not a case of

parthenogenesis but one of apogamy. Whitney (Whitney, David Day.

Determination of sex in Hydatena senta. Jrnl. Exp. Zool., 5: 1-26, 1907),

in a still more recent study of Hydatena senta, finds that neither tempera-
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ture uor iiutritiou lias aiiythiiig to do with the determiuatioii of sex. He

asserts also that the three strains of Puuuett eau be found in one strain

and each is capable of producing the other types according as the data

is scanty or extensive.

Even if we admit that the results obtained with certain animals furnish

some evidence in favor of the view that nutrition may be instrumental in

determining sex, yef the vast majority of facts obtained from numerous

studies made upon lower and higher plants point unmistakably to the

opposite conclusion. 1 shall mention a few instances. Botanists have long

recognized the difficulty of obtaiidng for class use the zygospores, or the

sexually formed reproductive bodies, in the common bread mould Rhizopus

nigricans, and this was supposed to be due to the lack of knowledge of the

external conditions necessary to call forth sexual reproduction. Blakeslee

has recently shown that this common mould is dioecious, and that if male

strains are cultivated along with female strains, sexual reproduction will

take place ii:respective of external conditions ; whereas if the different

strains are grown separately, no zygospores will result, no matter what the

food conditions may be Again, the well-known liverwort, Marchantia,

produces male and female sexual organs upon separate thalli, or individuals.

These individuals are propagated by bodies called gemmae, and it is re-

ported that Noll has cultivated individuals from the gemmae under all

sorts of growth conditions without being able to change the sex of any of

the thalli. The thalli arise primarily from spores that are apparently all

alike, and that come from the same capsule, yet some of these spores must

be strictly male and others female. The well-known studies of Prantl upon

fern prothallia are frequently quoted as supporting the doctrine that food

conditions determine sex. Prantl found that under poor conditions of nour-

ishment the prothallia produced only male organs, and if removed to con-

ditions affording good nourishment, female organs were developed. In

this as in many similar cases, there was no change of sex since monoecious

organisms Avere operated with, that is organisms capable of producing both

male and female gametes. Lack of nourishment merely inhibited the devel-

opment of the tissue upon which the female organs are borne, and con-

sequently only male organs were developed. These prothallia arise from

spores that contain the characters of both sexes, and external conditions

merely stimulate the development of one or the other of the sexes, or both.

The writer has recently begun the study upon a fern, whose prothallia

liave been reported as strictly dioecious, and that if the spores are well
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uourished female prothallia will predominate, while with poor uourish-

meut the vast majority of spores will give rise to male gametophytes. Au

examinatiou of cultures grown uuder favorable couditious for laboratory

use, ill which the spores were sown thickly, showed' that certain spores

produced strictly male plants, others female, and still others bisexual

prothallia. A small number of spores were isolated and grown under

similar and very favorable conditions, with similar results. The pure males

were almost equal in number to those bearing the female organs, while the

bisexual plants were few, being about four per cent, of the whole number.

The foregoing results seem to lend encouragement to the view that environ-

mental conditions may have much less to do with the development of male

and female prothallia than had hitherto been supposed. The very brief

study showed clearly that in the fern in question there is a great mortality

among the spores, which, as can be readily seen vary greatly in size.

Among the first things to establish in this and similar cases is whether

mortality is greatest among the smaller or larger spores, and whether

the prothallia springing from the small spores tend to remain small and

produce only antheridia, while the larger female plants arise only from

the larger spores, an so on. I have no notion what sort of results a careful

and extended study will bring forth.

Of all efforts to ascertain the influence of the environment upon the

determination of sex, doubtless the studies carried on upon dioecious plants

by Strasburger and many others are the most noteworthy. Especially

interesting and instructive in this connection is a representative of the pink

family, the Red Campion, Lychnis dioica, which is attacked by a smut,

Ustilago violaceae, whose spores are produced in the anthers instead of

pollen. This red campion is dioecious, certain individuals bearing only

staminate and others pistillate flowers. The structure of the staminate and

pistillate flowers are shown in the following figure.

If a plant, bearing staminate flowers, be infected by the smut, the

anthers when mature will be filled with smut spores instead of pollen.

Apart from the color of the anthers the form of the staminate flower is

unchanged by the presence of the parasite. On the other hand, if a plant,

bearing pistillate flowers, is befallen by the sniut^ the blossoms on the

branches affected by the .smut, will develop normally appearing stamens,

whose anthers are filled with smut spores instead of pollen, while the pistil

remains in a rudimentary condition. The only apparent difference between

a pistillate flower thus affected by the i)arasite and the normal staminate
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blossom is ;ui I'loiiLjation of the axis botweon calyx and corolla (Fi.i,'. ob').

At tirst si,i,'!it it inl.L'ht ajipear that the presence ot the parasite was snffi-

(•i(>nt to chan.ne the sex of the plant, for the fnnsns, when present in the

pistillate plant, leads regularly to the development of stamens and the

snppression of the jiisril. However, in this case the capacity to develop

stamens must be assumed to be present in the pistillate plant, and the

parasite is able to niduce the conditions necessary to their formation and

the suppression of the ]^istil. and thus provide for the develoinnent of its

own spores. Extensi\e and elal)orate experiments bj' Strasburger upon

uninfected plants with tlie view of duplicating the effects produced by the

parasite, led to no definite results.

Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Staminate aud pistillate Howers of Lychnis dioica L., halved longitudinally.

a. normal staminate Hower. b. normal pistillate Mower, a' staminate flower affected

by the smut, Ustilago violaceae; the anthers contain smut spores instead of pollen.

&' pistillate flower similarly affected: the pistil has remained rudimentary while anthers

have been developed, which, however, bear only smut spores. The presence of the

parasite has induced the development of anthers, the members of the flower bearing

male spores instead of the parts bearing the female spores,—After Strasburger.
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Laurent (1903) lias maintaiued that an excess of nitrogen or lime

favors tlie development of males in spinach, hemp, etc., while potash and

phosphoric acid favor the devo1o])ment of females, but his results are not

very convincing. Temi)erature, light and moisture conditions, relative age

and vigor of parents, I'elative maturity of pollen, early and late planting,

pruning, etc.. Iiave all been carefully and elaborately tested without achiev-

ing satisfactory or convincing results. The case of the anther smut cited in

the foregoing seems to furnish tlie best evidence among plants that the sex

of the spores to be developed can be changed by environmental conditions,

yet it must be admitted that the jjreponderance of evidence is against the

view that environmental conditions, either direct or indirect, can determine

sex. On the other hand, there are many who believe that sex is predeter-

mined in the germ <.'ells, and that we are confronted with a probleui which

is purely hereditary. According to this view certain parts of the hereditary

substance or chromatin contain male characters, or repesent maleness only

and certain other parts female characters, or femaleness, that is, there are

male determinants and female determinants in the chromatin. To illustrate

this statement, let us recall the case of the common liverwort, Marchantia.

Of the spores produced by any individual sporophyte, some will give rise

only to male thalli and others to female thalli irrespective of environmental

conditions. Now. the spores producing only male plants must contain only

male determinants, or male determining parts of the chromatin must domi-

nate over the female determinating parts in those spores and vice versa.

If the determination of sex be regarded as a problem of heredity, and if

we believe that hereditary jihonomena have a physical basis, some such

theory as the foregoing certaiidy affords a rational basis for further investi-

gation.
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The Celebration by the New York Academy of Sciences

OF THE Two Hundredth Anniversary of the

Birth of Linnaeus.

(ixTY West Wilson.

The two huudredtb anniversary of the birth of Linnaeus, the great

Swedish naturalist whom we regard as the father of modern biology, was

fittingly commemorated by the New York Academy of Sciences. For some

time the officials of that organization had been perfecting plans for the

observance of this anniversary. Perhaps few other societies in America

have at their command the resources for a celebration which would parallel

this one, as the New York Academy has affiliated with it all the learned

societies of the (ireater t'ity and has at its disposal for such an occasion

the magnificent museums of the metropolis. It accordingly gave me no

small pleasure to receive the honor which the president of the Indiana

Academy of Science conferred upon me in asking me to represent this body

at these exercises.

At 9 :30 a. m. of the 23d of May the delegates from numerous American

and foreign societies and institutions met in the trustees' room of the

American Museum of Natural History, and. in company with the officers

of the New York Academy, proceeded in a body to the lecture room where

the initial meeting was held. About three-quarters of an hour was devoted

to the reading of communications from the societies whose delegates were

present, and from a few noted foreign societies which were not represented.

These communications covered a wide range of topics, extending from greet-

ings from the various societies through outlines of the character of their

work and eulogies to the memory of Linnaeus to monographic considerations

of some phase of the work of Linnaeus. Of these last may be mentioned

the papers presented by the representatives of the Brooklyn Entomological

Society and of the INIaryland Academy of Science. The first of these related

to the entomological work of Linnaeus and its relation to American ento-

mology, while the second was a learned and interesting discussion of

Linnaeus and the flora of Maryland. This part of the program was followed
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by a learned address by Dr. T. A. Alien of New York on "Linnaeus and

American Zoology," which forms a most valuable contribution to the

history of zoology.

At the close of these exercises the delegates proceeded in a body to

"La Hermatage," a quaint little French hotel in the Borough of the Bronx

near the New York Botanical Garden. Here the party was joined by the

Swedish Minister to America and the members of the Swedish Legation in

New York City. After dining together the party returned to the lecture

room in the Museum building of the New York Botanical Garden. The

first address of the afternoon, "Linnaeus and American Botany," was

delivered by Dr. P. A. Rydberg, a fellow countryman of Linnaeus. This

addi'ess dealt in a masterly and interesting manner with the sources of

Linnaeus' information concerning American plants, closing with a discus-

sion of the genus Lhinuea which was at first supposed to contain a single

species, but to which subsequent exploration and study added two others.

To these a fourth was added from Arctic America. The second and closing

address of the afternoon was delivered by Dr. H. H. Rushy on the "Flowers

of North American plants known to Linnaeus." This lecture was made

doubly interesting by the fine display of lantern slides by which it was

accompanied. These belonged to the Van Brunt collection of the Botanical

Garden, which is one of the finest and most complete collections of hand

painted lantern slides of American plants.

After these exercises a walk of about three-quarters of a mile through

the magnificent natural forest of Bronx Park brought the party to the Lin-

naen bridge on Pelham Parkway, 'i he party was conducted by Dr. W. A.

Murrill, who pointed out a number of characteristic American trees known

to Linnaeus. At the bridge a tablet to the memory of Linnaeus was un-

veiled. Appropriate addresses were made by several persons of note and

the key to the tablet which contained various articles of scientific interest

was given to the New York Historical Society for safe keeping until the

23d of May, 1957, when another anniversary celebration is to be held

and the contents of the tablet examined. The members of the staff of the

New York Zoological Garden then conducted the party through their

grounds, showing the collections with especial reference to the American

animals known to Linnaeus.

The evening program consisted of a reception at the Aquarium in

Battery Park and of a series of addresses at the Brooklyn Museum of Arts

[4—18192]
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and Sciences. The first of these was of great interest as it was the first

occasion upon which this magnificent collection had been viewed at night.

It was also the centennial of the bnilding wliich has seen a varied career

of fort, amusement place, emigrant landing and repository of scientific

collections. The second part of the program was taken np with several

addresses, hut three of which need to be mentioned. The first was by

Professor E. I/. Morris on tlie "'Life of Linnaeus," and was prouomiced by

his hearers a masterpiece of biography. This was followed by an address

upon "Linnaeus and American Natural History." by Dr. F. A. Lucas who

treated his subject in a most interesting manner. The program was closed

by a talk by Dr. T. A. (irout on the "Plants and Animals Known to Lin-

naeus," whicli was profusely illustrated by lantern slides.

Another feature of great interest in connection with this celebration

was the series of exhibits of objects of American natural history known

to Linnaeus. At the American iluseum of Natural History extensive

exhibits were arranged to show the American animals and the rocks and

minerals known to I-innaeus and arranged according to his system of class-

ification, a full explanation of which accompanied the exhibit. At the New

York Botanical Garden there was a large collection of American plants

known to Linnaeus and arranged according to his system of classification.

Accompanying this exhibit was a very complete set of the botanical works

of Linnaeus and a very fine series of portraits of him. I-hijoyable and profit-

able as were all tlie otlier features of this celebration these exhibits and

the lectures by Dr. Busby and Dr. Grout added much to the value and in-

terest of the celebration and to the delightful remembrances which the dele-

gates carried home with them.

New York City.
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An Investigation of the Fuel Value of Indiana Peat

RoBEKT E. Lyons.

Peat is a moisi;, spongy, partially carbonized vegetable matter. It is

an incipient coal* containing the heat units stored up by the vegetation

I'roni which it is formed. This form of crude fuel has been used in Europe

for centuries and today is used in Canada and in some places in the United

States.

Hundreds of thousands of acres of peat beds exist in the lake region of

Indiana embraced within the three or four northern tiers of counties. These

deposits constitute a source of cheap and easily obtained fuel for local

use. As tlie price of coal advances the use of peat for the manufacture of

briquettes will increase and the time will doubtless come when the cities

in that portion of the state will derive their fuel fx'om the peat bogs of

that region.

It has recently been my privilege to investigate the fuel value of a

number of representative samples of Indiana peats whicli were collected by

the State Department of Geology and Natural Resources. The relative

fuel value of each of twenty-nine samples was determined by calorimetric

test with the Parr Standard instrument and the results expressed in

British Thermal Units. ( P>. T. U. = the amount of heat necessary to

raise the temperature of one pound of water one degree Fahrenheit.)

The results are also expressed in calories ; a calorie being the amount of

heat refinired to raise one gram of water one degree centigrade. The test

was made on samples of peat dried at 105° Cent., which give a slightly

higher thermal effect than would be obtainable in the practice with air

dried peat, because of the moisture held by peat even after prolonged air

''The following table from ( )st. Teclinische Chemie, 1903, p 12, indicates the progressive
changres which peat might undergo in a possible conversion to anthracite coal:

Wood.
Carbon 50

Hydrogen 6

Oxygen 43

Nitrogen 1

Peat.
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drying under favorable conditious. The advantage in using oven dried

peat in the calorimetric test is that all samples may be accurately compared

as to heating effect. The amount of moisture remaining after air drying

is dependent upon local conditions.

TABLE SHOWING THE FUEL VALUE OF TWENTY-NINE SAMPLES OF PEAT FROM NORTHERN
INDIANA.

County, Township, Range and Section.

Dekalb Sec. 9 (33 N., 12 E.)

Steuoen, Sec. 34 (37 N., 12 E.)

LaGrange, Sections 2, 11 and 12 (36 N., 8 E.).

.

LaG^3nge, Sections 4 and 9 (37 N., 9 E.)

Noble, Sections 28 and 29 (33 N., 9 E.)

Noble, Sec, 18 (33 N., 11 E.)

Whitlev. Sec. 30 (31 N, 10 E )

Kosciusko, Sections 11, 12 and 13 (31 N., 6 E.)

Kosciusko, Sections 32 and 33 (33 N., 6 E.). . .

.

Elkhart, Sec. 4 (36 N., 5 E.)

Elkhart, Sections 10 and 11 (36 N., 6 E.)
Elkhart, Sections 26 and 27 (35 N., 5 E.)
Elkhart, Sec. 18 (38 N., 6 E.)

St. Joseph, Sections 28, 33 and 34 (36 N., 2 E.)

St. Joseph, Sec. 3 (36 N,, 1 E.)

St. Joseph, Sections 11 and 12 (37 N., 1 E.V . .

.

St. Joseph, Sec. 16(37N.,2E.) '....

St. Joseph, Sec. 20 (37 N , 2 E.)

Marshall, Sections 10 and 11 (33 N., 1 E.)
Marshall, Sec. 1 (34 N, 2 E.)
Marshall, Sec. 10 (34 N, 1 E.)

Starke, Sec. 10 (32 N., 3 E.)

Pulaski, Sec. 9 (31 N., 1 W)
Pulaski, Sections 7, 8 and 9 (31 N., 3 W.)
Pulaski, Sections 3, 9, 10 and 11 (31 N., 4 W.).
Porter, Sections 1, 2 and 3 (37 N, 5 W.)
Jasper, Sections 12, 13 and 14 (30 N , 6 W.). . .

Newton, Sections 32 and 33 (31 N., 8 W.)
Lake, Sections 34, 35 and 36 (35 N, 9 W.)

B. T. U.,

Oven
Dried
105°C.

10232.77
9422.87
8513.29
8924.47
10335.57
9217.28
4541.67
9715.68
6129.32
8637.89
7211.22
7613.06
9628.78
9840.28
9024.15
8503.95
8236.06
8491.49
9946.19
8497.72
10466.40
9905.70
9774.87
9064.65
8472.80
5635.03
8273.44
9033.50
8731.34

Calories,

Oven
Dried
105°C.

5684.8
5234.3
4729.5
4958.0
5741.9
5120.7
2523.1
5397.6
3405.1
4799.4
4006.0
4229.4
5349.3
5466.8
5013.4
4724.4
4584.4
4717.5
5525.6
4720.9
5814.6
5503.1
5430.4
5035.9
4707.1
3130.5
4596.3
5018.9
4850.7

Evapora-
tive Effect

Pounds
Water per

Pound of

Oven Dried
Peat.

10.6
9.7
8.8
9.2
10.7
9.5
4.7
10.0
6.3
8.9
7.4
7.8
9.9
10.1
9.3
8.8
8.5
8.8
10.3
8.8
10.8
10.2
10.2
9.3
8.7
5.8
8.0
9.3
9.0

The results of the tests show the moss peats to have a much higher

heat value than the peats of the grass and sedge variety. This fact is cor-

roborated by numerous other tests on jieats from other regions.

Five typical specimens of peat were subjected to a more complete

chemical analysis, including the determination of the percentage of mois-

ture, volatile combustible matter, fixed carbon, coke, ash, sulphur ami

nitrogen.
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CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF FIVE SAMPLES OF PEAT FROM NORIHERN INDIANA.

County, Township, Range and Sect'on.

Dekalb, Sec. 9(33 N, 12 E).
St. Joseph, Sees. 28, 33 and 34 (36 N., 2 E.)

St. Joseph, Sec. 3 (36 N., 1 E.)
Marshall, Sees. 10 and 11 (33 N., IE.)....
Starke, Sec 10 (33 N, 3 E.)

.20

S

17.16
12.24
11.40
8.99
10.20

1^

73.31
70.21
65.52
70.97
62.43

22.53
23.45
20.65
19.08
24.30

26.67
29.78
34.47
29.09
37.55

4.14
6.33
13.82
10.01
13.25

o .ti

2.56
2.22
3.31
3.91
2.96

.0

0.74
0.87
1.33
0.83
0.96

The value of any fuel depends upon the quantity of heat generated and

the temperature which can be obtained. The influence of moisture and

ash upon the heating power of peat is well shown in the following table*

:

Dry peat without ash G500 calories

Dry peat with 4% ash G300 calories

Dry peat with 12% ash 5800 calories

Dry peat with 30% ash 4500 calories

Same peat with 25% water 4700 calories

Same peat with 30% vvater 4100 calories

Same peat with 50% water 2700 calories

Same peat with 0% water and 15% ash 5500 calories

Same peat with 25% water and 0% ash 4700 calories

Same peat with 30% water and 10% ash 3700 calories

It will be noticed that the difference between two samples of peat

having ;i different content of moisture is greater than that due merely to

the displacement of combustible matter. The loss represents the amount of

heat consumed in vaporizing the moisture. This demonstrates the neces-

sity of preparing peat for use as fuel so as to contain the least possible

amount of moisture.

A comparison of the heating power of peat and various other fuels is

given in the following tablest

:

* Hausdine:, Handbuch der Torfgewinungr, 1904, p. 333.

+ First table from Hausding. Second table from Thurston's Elements of Engfineeriner
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IVater YVafer
Chemically Mechanicitlty
Combined. Held. A.sh.

Anthracite coal 2 3 2

Charcoal, air dry 12 3

Charcoal, kiln dry 3

Wood, air dry , 39 20 1

Wood, kiln dry 49 1

Peat ' 26 25 5

Peat, manufactured 30 18 2

B. T. U.

Coal, anthracite 14833

Coal, bituminous 14796

Coal, lignite, dry 10150

Peat, kiln dry 10150

Peat, air dry 7650

Wood, kiln dry 8020

Wood, air dry 6385

Calories.

8305

6868

7837

3232

4040

3950

4430

Evaporative
Effect.

14.98

14.95

10.25

10.25

7.73

8.10

6.45

From these tables it will be seen that unprepared peat has a higher

heating value than wood, but is inferior to coal.

COMPARISON OF INDIANA RITI^AIINOFS COALS AND INDIANA
PEATS.

I. Chemical Composition :

(A) The extreme percentages of the constituents considered in connec-

tion with the fuel value of twenty samples of Indiana coal, analyzed by

Dr. W. A. Noyes* :

Volatile
Moisture Combustible Fixed

105°. Matter. Carbon. Coke. Ash. Sulphur.

Maximum 13.82 45.16 52.77 57.22 9.76 4.01

Mininmm 6.08 35.22 41. SO 49.62 1.06 0.34

(B) Similar data from the analyses of Indiana peats (air dried) :

Maximum 17.16 61.98 24.30 37.55 13.82 1.33

Minimum 8.99 52.23 19.08 26.67 4.14 0.74

*Report of State Geologist, 21, p. 105.
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II The Heatixg and Evaporating Effect as Shown by the ('ALORI^fETRIc

Test :

(A) Divtu from twenty s;uiii)!es of IiKliana co;il analyzed by Dr. W.

A. Noyes* :

Evaporative
B. T. U. Calories. Effect.

Maximum 13219 7344 13.4

Minimum 11691 6495 12.

1

(B) Data from twenty-nine samples of Indiana peat (oven dried) :

Maximum 10466 5814 10.8

Minimum 4541 2523 4.7

SUMMARY.
Evap.

Calories. Effect.

1 lb. best of 20 samples Indiana coal tested yields 7344 13.4

1 lb. best of 29 Indiana peat tested (oven dried), yields. 5814.6 10.8

1.26 lbs. best Indiana peat (Xo. 21) equals in thermal

effect 1 lb. of the best Indiana coal (No. 17, Report

State Geologist, 21, p. 106).

1 lb. oven dry peat, average of 29 samples, yields 4288 8.0

1 lb. coal, average of 20 samples, yields 6860.8 12.8

1.6 lbs. average peat (oven dry) equals in thermal effect

1 lb. of average Indiana coal.

The cost of preparing tlie peat, or pressing it into briquettes, must

be considered in a comparison of peat with coal. Some peat briquetting

plants are already in operation in Indiana, e. g. The Indiana Peat Co. of

North Judsou, Starke County. This firm estimates the operating expenses

for a small peat plant of thirty tons capacity, as follows :**

1 foreman $3 00

1 engineer 2 75

2 peat men 4 00

4 boys 5 00

1 man, hoisting engine . . . . : 1 50

2 men at press 4 00

Report of State (Teologist. 21, p. 105.

**Report of State Geologist, 31, p. 99.
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1 uight uian $1 50

Office 5 00

Total $26 75

According to this estimate the manufacturing of peat into briquettes

costs about 85 cents per ton.

PEAT ASA SOURCE OF PRODUCER GAS.

In ordinary direct firing the object is to effect complete combustion

in proximity to the fuel bed. Within the same chamber the fuel elements

are vaporized, distilled, gasified and completely burned. The first two

processes absorb heat only and there are advantages in separating them

from the point where combustion of the gases occurs and where high tem-

peratures are developed by the heat evolved. The gas producer or gen-

erator accomplishes this. Within it vaporization, distillation and gasifica-

tion result in a combustible gas, which, led away to a separate combustion

chamber, is there burned under conditions favoring a fuller realization of

the fuel value and the attainment of temperatures otherwise impossible.

Even with a close connection of producer to the furnace, and conse-

quent utilization of the sensible heat of the gas, there is a loss of energy,

but it should not exceed 15 to 18 per cent, of the calorific value of the

fuel. Notwithstanding this loss, experience has demonstrated that pro-

ducer gas accomplishes the same result with less fuel. It has made pos-

sible metallurgical operations which were impractical with direct firing,

and materials quite unsuited for heating operations are made available

by previous gasification in a producer. This is true of combustible sub-

stances containing much moisture, as wood, sawdust, peat, etc. The water

may be removed from the gases, which can then be applied to operations

requiring high temperature.

The yield of producer gas from different fuels varies within wide limits.*

Gas Yield per Pound
Material. in Cubic Feet.

Coke or charcoal 104

Bituminous coals 75

Brown coal 55

Turf 45

Wood 35

*R. D. Wood, Industrial Applications of Producer Gas, p. 25 and p. 26.
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It has been demonstrated by test at the United States coal testing sta-

tion in St. Louis that Indiana bitnminous coal can be converted into pro-

ducer gas and that when this gas is burned in a gas engine it yields 2

to 2% times as much energy as could be obtained from burning the same

coal under a boiler.

The advantages of burning coal gas pertain equally to using peat as

a gaseous fuel. The use of solid peat fuel involves a loss of more than

25% of heat, which loss may be reduced to about 15% by first converting the

peat into gas and then burning the gas.

Peat gas is valued above coal gas in the steel industry on account of

its greater freedom from sulphur and phosphorus.

11. D. Wood & Oo., of Philadelphia, have made experiments on the

application of Texas lignite in gas producers and have demonstrated its

value as a basis of gas production. This lignite is not far removed in

its chemical composition from peat. Lignite showed moisture 21.86, vola-

tile matter 31.81, fixed carbon 36.85, ash 9.48. The gas made from it is

high in hydrocarbons, and, as a consequence, its flame produces an intense

heat.*

A test of "machine peat" from Taunton, Mass., gave 4 cu. ft. of gas

with a calorific power of 654 B. T. U. per cu. ft. from each pound of peat.f

Gas from "cut peat" averages about 135 B. T. U.

tone ton of compressed peat analyzing : moisture 15, ash 7, fixed car-

bon 21, volatile matter 57, will yield not less than 100,000 cubic feet of

gas of not less than 150 B. T. TJ. per cubic foot.

Effort is now being made to utilize part of the peat deposits of Ire-

land by using peat for gas producer fuel in electric plants with recovery

of ammonia and other by-products. ||
It is estimated that from 85 to 150

pounds of ammonia sulphate can be obtained per ton of peat with 1,780

cu. meters of gas. Acetate of lime, naphta, paraflin and volatile oils are

also obtained. One hundred pounds of dry peat are calculated to yield

675,000 B. T. U. realizable as gas in a Mond producer, which would give

76 indicated horsepower hours in a gas engine, assuming a 30% thermal

efficiency.

CaroU has recently improved the well-known Mond process for mak-

ing producer gas in so far as he gasifies poor fuel in a mixture of air

'R. D. Wood, Industrial Applications of Producer Gas. p. 25 and p. 26.

tNorton: Report XV, Bog Fuel.

tTwelfth Report Ontario Bureau of Mines, p. 231.

liJour. Gas Lighting, 100, p. 760.

HElektr. Zeitschrift, March, 1907.
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ami suiierheatecl steam. Extended experiments with this modified jirocess

in the Moiid worlds at Stockton show that it is possible to treat directly

wet peat, containing 50% to 55% water, with a simultaneous increa.se of

amraoninm sulphate. The chief result in the success of this undertaking

is to render available the use of wet non-briquetted peat in gas producers,

while the ammonium suljihate obtained as a by-product will assure in

itself a fair interest on the capital invested.

Data concerning producer gas made from Indiana peat is not avail-

able at the present time. There is. however, no apparent reason why it

should not be as satisfactorily used.

In the opinion of the writer, the greatest development of the peat

fuel industry in Indiana will doubtless be as a source of producer gas.
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Notes on the Humming Bird.

W. B. VanGorder.

From inforination gathered through various sources the hummiug bird

is not often seen in Indiana after tlie middle of September of each year,

most of them leaving much earlier than tliis, while a few tarry longer, even

to the last of September. September 20 is the latest date of their appear-

ance in the State as given by Mr. Butler in liis report of the birds of

Indiana. On September 8 I noticed one about the flowers in my garden;

also one on September 9. On September 15 I noticed one again. This

attracted my attention, as I liad marked September 9 for the last date for

1907. I decided now to ^^atch more closely the flowers in my garden

and in my neighbor's garden adjoining.

This was the result of my obser\'atious : The daily visits of these

birds being as follows : September 15, three visits ; September 16, two

visits; September 17, three visits; September 18, three visits; September

19, two visits ; September 20, two visits ; September 21, none ; Septeml.er

22, two visits; September 23, one visit at 4:30 o'clock in the afternoon;

September 24, one visit at fifteen minutes past twelve, one at twenty min-

utes of five o'clock and one at 5 :30 o'clock ; September 25, one at seven

o'clock in the morning ; September 26. one visit at seven o'clock

in the morning and one at twenty minutes past twelve ; September

27, one visit at 6 :30 in the morning : September 28, one visit at eight o'clock

and one at nine o'clock ; September 20, one visit at fifteen minutes of

eight, one visit five minutes past nine, one at five minutes past ten, one at

ten thirty, one at eleven forty, one at ten minutes of four, one at four

thirty and one at five o'clock ; September 30, one visit at twenty-five min-

utes past twelve; October 1, oiie ^isit at twelve o'clock and (me at four

thirty; October 2, one at three thirty; October 3. one at twelve twenty;

October 4, one at five minutes of twelve and one at twenty minutes past

twelve; October 5, I \^'atched two hours before I saw a humming bird at

ten thirty, another visit at ten fifty and at five fifteen, one hovering about

a few nasturtiums ; Octol>er 6. one visit at one o'clock, one at one-thirty

and one at five o'clock. October 7 it rained all day and none was seen.
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October 8 at five minutes past twelve, two came from the north and tar-

ried a few minutes about a bed of cannas and together flew direct south.

October 9 I saw one at twelve thirty hovering about the cannas. It came

from the north and flew to the south. I had noticed the flower garden was

approached by these birds from all directions up to the last two days,

when the visits were made as stated. As I was engaged in school work

my observations did not cover the whole day except in a few cases, but

the record here given is my own.

On October 1 a few persons were asked to make observations, which

they did, and with about the same results as here stated. Two of the

stations were more than two miles apart. Three reported seeing these

birds on October 8 and one on October 9.

It is often stated that the temperature governs the movements of

these birds. The temperature for the time as reported to the weather

bureau by Mr. Charles Geckler is as follows:

Maxi- Mini- Maxi- Mini-
mum, mum. mum. mum.

September 15 87 62 Sei)tember 3(» 76 41

September 16 87 63 October 1 81 41

September 17 88 63 October 2 83 56

September 18 90 66 October 3 81 62

September 19 90 65 October 4 73 67

September 20 89 62 October 5 75 45

September 21 83 62 October 6 76 42

September 22 75 49 October 7 71 56

September 23 81 43 October 8 66 45

September 24 80 56 October 9 68 37

September 25 65 36 October 10 68 36

September 26 71 38 October 11 63 50

September 27 81 50 October 12 56 37

September 28 78 58 October 13 55 31

September 29 59 53

The record for a few days past their last appearance is given for the

sake of comparison.

There was a white frost on the morning of September 25 ; also on the

morning of October 9. It is also stated these birds will remain as long

as there are flowers. There was an abundance of flowers until October

thirteen, when there was a killing frost.
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The Moulting Mechakism in the Heads of Lizakds.

By H. L. Bbuneb.

(Abstract.)

One of the muscles of this mechanism was described before the Acad-

emy of Science several years ago (1). The complete mechanism, which

I have recently described in the American Journal of Anatomy (2), in-

cludes the following more im])ortant parts

:

1. The veins and blood sinuses of the head.

2. Special muscles which distend the sinuses and raise the venous

blood pressure. One of these muscles (m. constrictor venae jugularis iu-

teruae) invests the chief cephalic vein at the point where it passes from

the head into the neck. A second muscle (m. protrusor oculi) lies behind

the orbit in close relation to the large orbital sinus.

3. The cardio-accelerator mechanism. During the operation of the

moulting mechanism the number of heart-beats increases and a larger

amount of blood is sent to the head.

In the operation of the moulting mechanism two stages occur. The

first stage is characterized by contraction of the constrictor muscle and

by acceleration of the heart-beat. The veins and sinuses of the head are

distended with blood ; the eyes protrude. The second stage is caused by

contraction of the protrusor muscle and others which press upon the dis-

tended vessels and raise the blood pressure to a higher level.

The distension of vessels and elevation of blood pressure aid in exuvia-

tion by stretching the skiu and by facilitating the processes of metabolism.

The moulting mechanism may be set in motion in an experimental way

by the application of court plaster, or similar material, to the liead.

In snakes and turtles the imternal jugular vein is provided with a

constrictor muscle, but the protrusor oculi is wanting. The simpler mechan-

ism of these forms probably has the same function as the more compli-

cated apparatus of the lizards.

1 Proc. Ind. Acad. Science. 1898. p. 229.

2 Am. Jour. Anat., Vol. VIT, 1907, pp. 1-117.
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The Relation of the Degkee of Injury to the Rate of

Regeneration and the Moulting Period in the Gammarus.

Mary T. Harm an.

INTKODTXTION.

In 1905 iu some experiments on the cnijHsh. Zeleuy found that in

the series of eraytish with the greater degree of injury each chehi I'egen-

erated more rapidly than the chehi in the series witli the lesser degree

of injury. He also found that the members of the series with the greater

degree of injury moulted more rajiidly than the members of the series

with the lesser degree of injury. In lOOCt. iu some experiments on the

lobster. Emmel found that in the series of lobsters with the lesser degree

of injury the regeneration was more rapid than in the series with the

greater degree of injury and the members of the series with the lesser

degree of injury moulted more rajiidly tlian the members of the series

with the greater degree of injury.

During the summer of 190."> at the Indiana I'niversity Biological Sta-

tion at Winona Lake, Indiana, the author tried some experiments on gam-

marus. The death rate was so great that the number of animals of each

series that survived was only six, and those showed little difference in

the per cent, of regeneration. The series with the lesser degi-ee of injury

showed a little greater per cent, of regeneration than the series with the

greater degree of injury. No observations were made on the relation of

the degree of injury to the moulting period. During the summer of 1907

at the same place the autlior tried some similar experiments on the same

gammarus. The death rate was again great and the difference iu the

per cent, of regeneration was less than in the first experiments. The degree

of injury made very little difference in the length of the moulting period.

METHOD.

The gannnarus used in these experiments were obtained from Winona

Lake. Indiana, near the mouth of Cherry Creek. On July 9, 190."i, about

two hundred gammarus were taken from the lake near the mouth of
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Cherry Greek iiud put iu a glass jar partially filled ^vitli lake water. Ou

July 11, sixty of these were selected for operation. The right hind leg was

removed from eac-h of thirty and the two pairs of hind legs were removed

from the other thirty. Each series was put into a glass dish partially

tilled with lake water. The water was changed daily. At the end of

eighteen days the death rate had heeu so great that only six individuals

of each, series survived. On examination it was found that some regenera-

tion had taken place and it was thought best to kill those that survived.

They were killed in eighty-five i)er cent, alcohol. The right hind leg of

each individual was removed and measured under the microscope segment

by segment. Likewise the riglit second leg was removed and measured.

A comparison was made between the regenerated right liind leg and the

normal right second leg. Also the body length was measured and its

length was compared with the length of the regenerated right hind leg.

Ou July 8, 1907, the author took several gammarus from the lake near

the mouth of Cherry Creek. On July S, 9. and 10 the right hind leg was

removed from each of twenty-six individuals and the two pairs of hind

legs were removed from thirty individuals. This time the legs were

mounted in glycerine. Each gammarus was placed in a separate dish.

The animals w^ere fed every tive days and the water was changed daily.

Two days after the moult the gammarus were killed in eighty-five per cent,

alcohol. The right hind leg was reriioved and measured as before. The

length of the regenerated leg was compared with the length of the original

leg.

On July 17 several gammarus were taken from tlie lake in about the

same place as before. They were put in separate dishes partially filled

with lake water. The water was changed daily and the animals were fed

everj' five days. One day after the moult either the right hind leg or the

two pairs of liind legs were removed. The removed legs were mounted in

glycerine. Two days after the second moult each animal was killed in

eighty-five per cent, alcohol. The right hind leg was removed and meas-

ured as before. The length of the regenerated right hind leg was com-

pared with the length of the original leg.
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Explauation of Tables

—

From the individuals in series A the two pairs of hinds legs were

removed. From the individuals in series B the right hind leg was removed.

The per cent, of regeneration was obtained by dividing the length of the

regenerated leg by the length of the leg with which it was compared.

The animals of tables I and II are those on which the experiments

were tried in 1905. The per cent, of regeneration was also obtained by

dividing the regenerated leg length by the body length.

The animals of tables III and IV are those that were kept until they

had moulted a second time.

The animals of tables V and VI are those that were operated upon on

the next day after the moult.

Tables VII, VIII, IX, and X give the date of operation, date of moult,

the time between moults and the per cent, of regeneration.

Discussion of results

—

Table I shows that the average per cent, of regeneration as measured

by comparing the length of tlie regenerated right hind leg with the length

of the normal right second leg in series A is 82.25. Table II shows that

the per cent, of i-egeneration as measured by comparing the length of regen-

erated right hind leg with the length of normal right second leg is 84.79.

This shows that the series with the lesser degree of injury has regenerated

2.54 per cent, more than the series with the greater dgree of injury. This

difference is scarcely enough to take into account.

Table III shows that the average per cent, of regeneration as meas-

ured by comparing the length of the regenerated right hind leg with the

length of the removed right hind leg in series A is 60.8. Table IV shows

that the per cent, of regeneration as measured in the same way as series

A, table III, in series B is 62.5. This shows that the series with the lesser

degree of injury has regenerated 1.7 per cent, more than the series with

the greater degree of injury. This difference is less than before.

Table V shows that the per cent, of regeneration as measured as above

in series A is 60.5. Table A^I shows that the per cent, of regeneration

measured as above in series B is 59.5. This shows that the series witli

the greater degree of injury has regenerated 1 per cent, more than the

series with the lesser degree of injury. In each case the two series com-

pared were treated in as nearly the same way as possible with the excep-

tion of the degree of injury.
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Table VII series A shows an average of 16 2-7 days between moults.

Table VIII, series B, sliows an average of 15 days between moults. This

shows that the series with the greater degree of injury has an average

of 1 2-7 days longer between moults than the series with the lesser degree

of injury.

Table IX, series A, shows an average of 13 2-3 days between operation

and moult, which would make 14 2-3 days between moults. Table X,

series B, shows an average of 15 4-5 days between the operation and the

moult, which would make a period of 16 4-5 days between moults. This

shows that the series with the lesser degree of injury has an average of

1 2-15 days longer period between moults than the series with the greater

degree of injury. An average of the two sets of observations shows prac-

tically no difference between the length of the moulting period of the

series with the greater degree of injury and the series with the lesser

degree of injury. In each case the series with the longer period between

moults has the lesser per cent, of regeneration. Conclusions

:

1. The degree of injury of the gammarus has no effect on the rate

of regeneration In the legs of the gammarus.

2. The degree of injury in the gammarus has no effect on the length

of the moulting period of the gammarus.
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The Influence of Environment on Man.

By Robekt Hessler.

(Abstract.)

Tile paper tracetl in broad lines tbe intluence of latitude as seen in

the frigid, torrid, and teuiperate xones. Factors that bear on tbe matter

of health and ill-health were taken up in some detail for the temperate

zone.

Local State conditions were then taken up from tbe standpoint of

the biologist and evolutionist, beginning with the primitive inhabitants,

the Indians ; the absence of diseases on account of their environment and

customs was commented on. The white settlers who came in belonged to

a race where elimination through the action of disease had been going on

actively for ages and among whom the more susceptible had been killed

off and were still being killed off, but today largely dependent on modi-

fiable disease-producing conditions.

Individuals or families or strains whose history goes back to Euro-

pean city life may show quite a different reaction to present day environ-

ment than does that of those whose ancestry goes back to country life

with little elimination on account of diseases The early Jews who ar-

rived in this country were almost exclusively from the cities where the

disease weeding out process had been most severe ; the Jews coming in

today are mainly from the country districts where the air conditions are

good, and when these crowd into our dirty cities many fail. Asiatics,

again, coming from the highly unsanitary cities are able to thrive in our

own cities, because they are the survival of the fittest, fittest to live under

unsanitary surroundings.

Among the descendants of the pre-revolutionary immigrants to this

country we have to consider the ancestral urban or rural life, and similar

life conditions since in this country, with its attendant elimination or

non-elimination. A hardy stock transferred to an isolated environment,

as to the southern mountains, is to a large extent exempted from ex-

posure to diseases and practically all the offspring may reach the re-
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productive stage ; when removal to the crowded city takes place elimina-

tion through disease is apt to go on actively.

Reaction to environment varies greatly, from a feeling of health to

illhealth and disease. Pain is to be regarded as a warning from nature

and plays an important role in the process of adaptation to environment.

Some strains or individuals are wholly uuadapted to city life with its

manifold disease-producing conditions. Many disease-producing conditions

have been eliminated from city life today, others are more active than ever,

notably the impure air factor.

A study of simple country conditions, of village conditions, of town

and small city conditions may shed much light on the complex city life.

Much of the illhealth and disease of the large city is preventable and the

lives of many can be lengthened. The erection of more hospitals, as ordi-

narily conducted, is not a remedy for correcting the evils of city environ-

ment; the environmental influences are themselves to be largely altered.

Much depends on education and there is urgent need for an institution

that will take up the study of factors operative today.
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Some Notes on the Habits of the Common Box Turtle

(Cistudo Carolina).

Glenn Culbertson.

During the latter part of last July, while passing through an exten-

sive tract of woodland in the so-called "Flats" or "Slashes" of Jefferson

county, I noticed a very unusual number of the common box turtle in a pool

of muddy water. The pool was less than ten feet in diameter and was

frequented by a nunjber of hoi^s as a wallow.

On removing from the pool the turtles, some of which were visible

and others completely buried in the soft mud, I counted seventy-two. They

were all sizes from two or three inches in length up to eight inches. The

largest had the number 1SG7 carved on its under side, the number in all

probability having been placed there during that year.

The number of these animals found in this pool is certainly remark-

able. I have spent many hours in the woods and fields of Jefferson and

other counties of southeastern Indiana, and have never, until on this oc-

casion, seen more than two or three of these turtles together, or, in fact,

during any one day.

The explanation of this unusually large gathering of these turtles is

probably found in the intense heat of the ten days or two weeks pre-

ceding the date of their observation. Although the soil was not at all

dry, the heat j^robably drove them to the pool from all sides. On the

same day I observed two other turtles burying themselves in a muddy
spot but a foot or so in diameter.

When I had returned the animals to the pool, and while observing

them from a distance a number of hogs approached, and in a few moments

several of the largest had each picked up a turtle and were endeavoring

to crush the shells. I watched the performance with considerable interest,

as I had previously supposed that forest flres were about the only enemy

of these turtles. To my surprise the largest hogs, after many attempts,

and with a noise as though cracking walnuts, succeeded in crushing the
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shells, aud surrouiidecl by a group of smaller auimals of their kind, squeal-

ing for a share, they ate the contents with evident satisfaction.

I drove the hogs away, but on revisiting the place a few hours later

I found that the hogs had returned, and that they had crushed and eaten

the greater number of the smaller turtles, and some that were as much

as six inches in length.

From these observations it would seem that the hog has been one

of the principal enemies of this turtle, and that in recent years, since few

hogs have been allowed to range the woods and fields, the box turtle has

been rapidly increasing in number.
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The Peeonosporales of Indiana.

Guy West Wilson.

The species of this order of fimgi are all parasitic upon the higher

plauts and are of two types known respectively as the White Rusts and

the Downy IMiklews. The White Rusts (AWuyo) are easily recognized by

their milk-white, glistening sori which are produced on the leaves and

stems, and even on the Ilowers and fruits of various weeds and a few

useful plants. The Downy Mildews produce white mould-like patches

upon the under surface of the leaves of various plants. To this group

belongs the Downy Mildew of the grape (Rhysothcca viticola (B. »& C.) G.

W. Wilson) which is one of our most destructive fungous diseases.

Our knowledge of the Indiana species of the order is in a great de-

gree due to the work of the late Dr. L. M. Underwood, whose "List of

Cryptogams at Present Known to Inhabit the State of Indiana"* contains

a list of fourteen species of three genera on twenty-seven hosts which

were completely determined, besides six additional entries of hosts by

generic name only. As a result of a study of the material in the herbaria

of Dr. J. C Arthur and of the author, a paper entitled "The Phycomycetes

of Indiana" ^^'as prepared and presented to this Academy two years ago.

This paper contained four additional species of this order, one of them

being admitted on the authority of Dr. W. A. Kellerman. Since this time

Peronospora floerkeoe Kellerman has been recorded as a member of our

flora.t

Within the last year the opportunity presented itself of restudying the

material in the herbarium of Dr. Underwood and of verifying the deter-

minations both of fungi and hosts. This resulted in the detection of a new

host and in the reduction of three of the six partially determined ones to

others already listed. Subsequent field work has supplemented the list

both of fungi and hosts imtil now twenty-two species of six genera on

forty-seven hosts are known from the state. 'J he number of genera

as compared with previous published records is doubled, the number of

species has been increased a third, and the list of hosts almost doubled.

*Proc. Ind. Acad. Sci. 1893: 31-33. 1894.

fWilson.Torreya, 6:192. 1907.
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In conclusion I wish to most heartily thank those botanists who have

so kindly co-operated with me in this work.

FAMILY 1. ALBUGINACBAE.

1. Albugo bliti (Biv.) Kuntze.

On Acnida tamuriscina (Nutt). Wood, Hamilton, 8:1907$.

On Atnaranthus graecezans L., Tippecanoe, 10:1907.

On Amaranthns hyhridus L. (including A. sp. of Underwood),

Johnson, Putnam, Tippecanoe 1893 :31 :—Madison, 8 :1907.

On Amaranthns retroflexus L., Johnson, 1893:31:—Hamilton.

7:1907: Madison. 8:1007; Tippecanoe, 10:1905.

On Amaranthns sphiosun L., Montgomery, 1893 :31 :—Hamilton,

7 :1907.

'2 Albugo Candida (Pers.) Roussel.

On Biassiva arvensis (L. ) B. S. P.. Putnam, 8:1907.

On Brassica nigra (Tj.) Koch. Johnson, Tipi)ecanoe, 1893:32:

—

Hamilton, Putnam. 7 :1907.

On Bursa bvrsa-pastoris (L.) Hrittou. (Capsclla Bursa-pastoris

Moench). Montgomery, Putnam. 1893:32:—Hamilton, 7:1907:

Tippecanoe, 5 : 1 90( >.

On Cardamine hvlbosa (Torr.), Britton, Montgomery, 1893 :32§.

On Dentaria sp., Montgomery, 1893 :32.

On lodanthus pinnatifidiis (Miehx.), Steud. (TJiclypodiidit pin-

natifidnin Wats.), Tippecanoe, ():1907. (Arthur) Herbarium

Arthur.

On Lcpidmm rirymicum L., Putnam, 7 :1907.

(h\ Raphanus sativus L.. Johnson, Putnam, 1893:32; Hamilton.

7 :1907.

On Roripa armoracea (L. ) A. S. Hitchcock {Nasturtiiwi armo-

racia Fries). Putnam, 7:1897, 7:1907; Tippecanoe, 8:1894.

{W. Stetvart.) Herbarium Arthur.

On Roripa palustris (L.) Bessey {Nasturtitrm palustre DC), Ham-

ilton, 8:1907.

On Sinapus alha I... Johnson, 1893:32.

JDate of collection. Other references are to year nnd page of these proceedings, i. «.,

1893:31.

§ The material in the Underwood herbarivinj is labeled as above, but listed a.s C. bul-

losa purpurea.

[0—18192]
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On Sisymbrium officinalis (L.) Scop., Brown, Putnam, 1893:32:

—

Hamilton, 7:1907.

On Sophia pinnata (Walt), Britten {Sisyiiibriom cancaccns Nutt).

Putnam, 1893 :32 :—Tippecanoe, 5:1905.

On Sophia millefolium Rydberg, Putnam, 1893:32 (as Sisymbrium

canescens p. p.).

3. Albugo ipomoeae-panuuranae (Schw.) Swing.

On Ipomoeae hecleracea Jacq. (I. nil.), Putnam, Tippecanoe, 1893:

32 :—Hamilton, 8 :1907.

On Ipomoea pandurata (L.) Meyer, Johnson, 1893:32:—Tippeca-

noe. 6:1898. (Arthur.) Herbarium Arthur.

4. Albugo portulacae (DC.) Kuntze.

On Portulaca oleracea L., Johnson, Montgomery, Putnam, Tippe-

canoe, 1893 :32 :—Hamilton, 8:1907; Madison, 8:1907.

0. Albugo TP.AOopocOiVis (DC.) S. V. Gray.

On Ambrosia artcmissiaefolia L., Putnam, 7:1907.

FAMILY 2. PERONOSPORACEAE.

(>. Basidiophora ektosproa Ro.ze and Cornu.

On Aster norae-anglac L., Tippecanoe, 5 :1907.

7. ScLERosPORA gkaminicola (Sacc.) Schriiter.

On Setaria sp., Steuben. (Eellerman.) Herbarium Ohio State

University.

8. RlIYSOTHECA Al'STRAi^IS (Speg.) (i. W. WllSOU.

On Slcyos angulatus L., Johnson, 1893 :32 :—Tippecanoe, 9 :1905.

0. Rhysotheca geranii (Peck) G. W. Wilson.

On Geranium caroUnianmn L., Putnam, Vigo, 1893 :32.

10. Rhysotheca Halstedii (Farlow) G. W. Wilson.

On Bidens connata Miihl., Johnson, 1893:32.

On Bidens frondosa L., Johnson. 1893 :32 :—Hamilton, Madison.

8:1907; Putnam, 7:1907.

On Erigeron annuus Li., Hamilton, 8:1907.

On Helianthus annuus L., Montgomery, 1893 :32.

11. Rhysotheca obducens (Schriiter) G. W. Wilson.

On Iinpatiens aurea Miihl. (/. pallida Nutt.), Tippecanoe, 1893 i32.

On Iinpatiens biflora Walt. (7. fulva Nutt.. /. sp. of Underwood),

Putnam, 1893' :32 :—Marion, 5:1906.
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12. Rhtsotheca viTicoLA (B. & C.) G. W. Wilson.

On litis aestavilis Michx., Tippecanoe, 6:1894 {Arthur), Her-

barium Arthur; Lake, 7:1894 (Arthur). Herbarium Arthur.

On Vitis cordifolia Michx., Johnson, 1893 :32 :—Hamilton, Putnam.

7:1907; Tippecanoe, 9:1905.

On Vitis labrusca L. (including Vitis sp. cult, of Underwood),

Crawford, Johnson. Montgomery. Putnam, 1893 :32 :—Hamil-

ton, 7:1907; Madison, 8:1907.

13. Beemia lactucae Kegel.

On Lactuca canadensis L.. Hamilton, Putnam, 7 :1907.

On Lactuca sativa L., In Greenhouses, Tippecanoe, 3 :1903, {Ar-

thur). Herbarium Arthur.

14. Pebonospora alta Fuckel.

On Plantago major L., Johnson, Putnam, 1893 :32 :—Hamilton,

8 :1907.

15. Peronospoea corydalis de Bary.

On Bicucula canadensis (Goldie) Millsp. {Dicentra canadensis

DC), Putnam, 1893 :32 :—Tippecanoe, 5:1906.

On Bicucula cucularia (L.) Millsp. {Dicentra cuclaria DC),

Montgomery, 1893 :32.

16. Peeonospora effusa (Grev.) Rabenh.

On Chenopodium all)um L. (including Chenopodium sp. of Under-

wood), Johnson, Putnam, 1893 :32 :—Hamilton. 8:1902; Tip-

pecanoe, 6:1894 {Olive).

17. Peronospora euphoebiae Fuckel.

On Eupliorihia hunii.strata Engelm.. Tippecanoe, 6:1902 (Arthur).

Herbarium Arthur.

On Euphorbia maruJata L., Hamilton, 8:1907; Putnam, 7:1907.

18. Peronospora ficariae Tul.

On Ranunculus recurvaius Poir (including Ranunculus sp. of Un-

derwood), Montgomery. Putnam, 1893:32.

19. Perokospora floerkeae Kelleruuin.

On FloerTcea proscerpinacoides Willd., Hamilton, 5:19Ui>.

20. Peeonospora par.vsitica (Pers.) Fries.

On Brassica nigra (L.) Koch., Putnam. 8:1907.

On Raphanus sativus L., Hamilton, 7 :1907.

On Sophia pinnata (Walt.) Britton {Sisymbrium canescens Nutt.)

Tippecanoe, 5 :1905.
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21. Peronospora POLYGON! Thiiiiieii. (/'. nniiicis Aut. p. p.)

On Polyf/onum scandens L., Johnson, 1893:33:—Hamilton. 7:1907;

Putnam. 8:1907.

22. Peronospora potentillae de Bary.

On Potentilla inonsepaletisis L. (P. norregica L. ). Hamilton.

7:1907; Putnam, 8:1907.

Upper Iowa University.

Fayette, Iowa.
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The Behavior of the Chromosomes in Pinus and Thuya.

I. M. Lewis.

A more uiiiforiii iutei-pretation prevails iimou;,' botiiuists today cou-

cerniDg the reduction of chromosomes in tlie spore mother cells of the

higher seed plants tlian at any time in the history of this most perplex-

ing of all questions. The view once prevalent that the reduction is brought

about by two longitudinal fissions of the chromatin has been almost en-

tirely abandoned, and there is a growing belief which is now almost uni-

versal that a true nunierical reduction takes place as proposed by Weis-

maun several years ago, although this occurs in the first instead of the

second mitosis.

The question of the occurrence of a true reducing division may be

talcen, therefore, as quite definitely settled. The investigations which have

brought about this condition have, however, raised new questions which

are almost as difficult. Chief among these questions may be mentioned

:

the individuality of chromosomes, the origin of chromosomes from the

spirem and the manner in which the characters are distributed to the germ

cells. Concerning these questions there are various conflicting views. It

is quite generally accepted among cytologists, that the maternal and pa-

ternal chromatin i-emain in a state of comi)lete segregation throughout the

growth phase of the organism and that they become more or less completely

united at the time of synapsis. The behavior of c-hromosomes in hybrid

forms has had a great influence in bringing about this conception.

It is concerning the origin of the chromosomes from the resting neu-

cleus and their union in synapsis that the widest difference of opinion is

held. There is one group of investigators among whom Strasburger, Guig-

nard, Allen, Overton and others are prominent who maintain that the

chromosomes of each ancestry become arranged into a complete spirem pre-

vious to synapsis, that these two spirems then approach each other and

apparently fuse side by side into one during the synaptic phase. Follow-

ing synapsis the spirems again separate somewhat and cross segmentation

takes place. The somatic chromosomes which have been so united side

by side become variously oriented toward each other and thus give rise

to the heterotype bivalents typical of this mitosis.
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The opposite view which has been supported by Farmer aud Moore,

Mottier, Shaffner, Juel and others, holds that two spirems are not formed

previous to synapsis, but that the spirem is formed singly and the chromo-

somes are arranged tandem in the spirem. The bivalent chromosomes

are formed by the spirem segmenting into pieces the length of two chromo-

somes. These pieces have often formed loops, but this is not always the

case. Some of the pieces become approximated after cross segmentation.

In the two genera investigated there are no signs of a complete spirem

previous to synapsis. The chromatin content of the nucleus always exists

as rather large granular chromatic lumps connected by delicate anasto-

mosing strands of linen. The number of these lumps is quite large, much

exceeding the number of somatic chromosomes typical of the .species. There

is, therefore, no support in these genera for the theory of the individuality

of chromosomes based on the idea of prochromosomes as suggested by

Rosenburg for Drosera and by Overton for Thalictrum.

The first indication that the synaptic condition is approaching is the

withdrawal of the nuclear net work toward one side of the nuclear cavity.

There is no change whatever in its structure or staining reaction. Some

of the chromatin bodies may be seen lying together in close proximity, but

this is not interpreted as an indication that they are preparing for subse-

quent fusion. It is likewise clear that an occasional linen thread follows

for some distance the same course as one lying near it, but this does not

occur with anything like the regularity figured by Allen, Cardiff and

others and is regarded as occurring too irregularly to have any significance.

The synaptic condition is reached while the nuclear content is still in the

form of a reticulum. There is no pairing of chromomeres or of the linen

threads connecting them.

The chromatin emerges from the synaptic knot in the form of a rather

broad spirem or skein which frequently reveals a double nature and this

is interpreted as due to a longitudinal fission. The spirem becomes quite

evenly distributed throughout the cavity. It may frequently happen, how-

ever that the more regular spirem gives rise to a very irregular and some-

what lumpy reticulum before cross segmentation. Formation of the chromo-

somes now takes place. The chromosomes consist of two somatics, which

have either become approximated together or were not separated from

each other during segmentation.

The chromosomes now become arranged in the spindle plate by the

action of the fibers and their distril)ution to the daughter nuclei takes
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place. This is affected in such a way that the members of the bivalent

are separated and one member passes entire to each daughter nucleus,

thus bringing about a qualitative division. The retreating chromosomes

undergo longitudinal fission as they pass to the poles. Having arrived at

the poles, they soon break up into smaller pieces, lose entirely their iden-

tity and form a complete resting nucleus. This condition lasts but a short

time when a spirem is again formed which segments into rod shaped

univalent segments. These segments have been quite generally assumed to

be identical with the ones which appeared at the poles of the spindle at

the close of the first mitosis, but since these segments were seen to lose

their identity entirely tliere is no basis in fact for such a supposition.

If these segments are not identical witli the grand daughter segments of

the first mitosis then this division is not equational. The first division

in both genera is (lualitative and reductional ; the second may be conceived

either as equational or qualitative.

The investigations on which rliis preliminary report is based will ap-

pear later in a more complete form, together with figures illustrating the

entire process of mitosis.
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The Insect Galls of Indl-vxa.

Mel T. Cook.

During the past snmmei- I have received a large number of species of

galls from Mr. F. C. Greene, of New Albany. Indiana. This material was

collected in the vicinity of Winona Lake and contained a number of well

defined .si>ecies, including 17 species not recorded in my "Insect Galls of

Indiana."* In order to facilitate the work of future students on the

tlora and fauna of the state and also to give records of distribution to the

more general students who may be working over the material of a greater

territoi'y, it has been considered advisable to publish descriptions of these

additional species.

Mr. Greenes collection and also my own Indiana collections made some

years ago contain a number of species which I am unable to determine

at this time and. in fact, many which I believe to be undescribed. My
studies were made primarily from the standpoint of the botanist, and as

all students of these groups well know there are frequently many difficul-

ties in making satisfactory determinations unless the insects are taken-

into consideration. In most cases I did not have the insects, but made

my determinations from the galls. However. I hope to take up the re-

maining species at a later date and make satisfactory disposition of them.

A summarization of the facts presented in this paper gives the fol-

lowing: an addition of 17 new species of galls juaking a total of 82

species known to the state. An addition of 5 new genera making a total

of 33 genera.* The host plants named in this list gives us two new orders,

five new families and ten new genera of host plants.

*29th Annual Report of the Department of Geology and Natural Resources of Indi-

ana, 1904. pp. 801-867.

*My Insect Galls of Indiana gave 25 Genera, but Aldrieh in his Catalogue of North
American Diptera (1905i transfers Cecidomyia strobiloides O. S. to the genus Rhabdo-
phaga, Cecidomyia solidaginis Loew to the genus Dasyneura, and Trypeta solidaginis

Fitch to the genus Durosta. thus bringing my list from 25 to 28 genera.
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The new orders, families and genera are indicated in the following

table by italics.

Orders. Families. Genera.

Salicales Salicaceae Salix.

Juglandales ,Juglaudaceae Ilicoria.

Quercus.

Resales Rosaceae Spiraea.

Sapindales BaJsaminaceac Im pattens.

Rhamnales Vitaceae Vitis.

Eridales VucclniaGeae Vacciniuiii.

Polmomiales Labiate (Tlccoma.

Monarda.

Cichwiaceae Lactuca.

AmTirosiaceae Ambrosia.

Campannlales ^'ernonia.

Compositae Krigeron.

!?iiiU)rfJcia.

HYMENOPTERA.

CYNIPIDAE.

DiASTROPHus siMiLis Bassett.

Diastrophiis sitnilis—
Bassett, Can. Entom. Vol. XIII, No. 5, May 1881. p. 95.

Smith, N. J. State Bd. Agriculture 1899.

Ashmead, Trans. Amer. Entom. Soc. 1885. p. 294.

Dalla Torre, Cat. Hymen. (Cynipidae) Vol. II. 1893. p. 108.

Cook, Ohio Nat. Vol. Ill, No. 7 1908, p. 428.

Cook, Ohio Nat. Vol. IV, No. 6 1904. pp. 119, 120.

This gall is spherical in shape varying from ^s to % inch in diameter,

with one and sometimes more larval chambers in the center. The larval

chamber is held in place by very coarse fibres which radiate from the

center to the thin outside covering. It is a pale green color and occurs

on the leaves and petioles of Glecoma hederacca. Sometimes two or more

galls coalesce forming a compound structure. It was at first described
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by Bassett from Conuecticut and Long Island material in 1881. It has

since been rejiorted fiom New Jersey by Smith and the writer has col-

lected it in Ohio.

Aa'^deictjS siisrGirLARis Bassett.

Cynips quercus-singuluris—
Bassett. Proc. Entomol. Soc. Phil. \ol. II. 1863. p. 320.

Cynips singula ris—
Osten-Sackeu, Proc. Entom. Soc. Phil. Vol. IV. 1865, p. 355.

Walsh, Amer. Ent. Vol. II. 1870. p. 184.

Osten-Sacken, Trh Kept. U. S. Geol. & Geog. Sur.-Zool. 1873 & 74. p. 507.

Andricus singularis—
Bassett. A.mer. Nat. Vol. XVI. p. 246.

Mayr, 20 Jahresber. Comm : Oberrealsch. I. Bes. 1881. p. 28.

Ashmead, Trans. Amer. Entomol. Soc. Vol. XII. 1885, p. 295.

Gillette, 27th Ann. Agri. Rpt. of Mich. 1888, p. 469.

Gillette, Psyche Vol. V. 1889. p. 186.

Gillette, Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci. Vol. I. Pt. 2. 1890-91. pp. 110-114.

Packard, 5th Rpt. U. S. Ent. Com. (Forest Insects) 1890. p. 105.

Beutenmiiller, Bui. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol. IV. No. 1. 1892. p. 256.

Dalla Torre, Cat. Hymen. ( Cynipidae ) Vol. II. 1893. p. 100.

Smith, N. J. State Bd. Agriculture. 1899.

Beutenmiiller, Amer. Mus. Jour. Vol. IV. No. 4. 1904. p. 15.

This gall is formed in the spring and early summer, is spherical, green

and varying from % to 14-inch in diameter. The larval chamber is oblong

and is held in its place by radiating fibers. The outer covering is smooth

and thin. It is so placed in the leaf that 2-3 project below the lower

surface and 1-3 above. It very much resembles Amphibolips inanis O. S.

except that it is smaller. It has been reported by Bassett from Connecti-

cut and has since been reported from New York, New .lersey, Iowa, Michi-

gan. The writer has also collected it in Ohio. The reports thus far indi-

cate that it is restricted to Querciis rubra.

(Note.—The gall described by me in Insects galls of Indiana. 29th Rpt.

of the Dept. of Geol. and Nat. Res. of Indiana 1904, p. 836. as Holcaspis

centricola O. S. was an error and should have been described as A. sin-

gularis Bassett.)
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AuLux TUMiDus Bassett.

Aulax tumidus—
Bassett, Trams. Aiuor. Eut. Soc. Vol. XYII. 1890. p. 92.

Beutenmiiller, Bill. Amer. Miis. Nat. Hist. Vol. IV. No. 1. 1892. p. 263.

Beutenmiiller. Amer. Mus. Join-. Vol. IV. No. 4. 1904. p. 23.

Aulax tumida—
Dalla Torre, Cat. Hymen. (Cyiiipidae) Vol. II. 1893. p. 125.

This gall is a large, thick, knotty, irregular, rather ovate swelling

which may be so small as to be scarcely noticeable or which may attain

a length of two or three inches and a diameter of one inch. It is usually

near the summit of the stalk and covered with the short flower stems of

the panicle. The larvae are numerous, each enclosed in a thin transparent

chamber and imbedded in the soft pithy tissue which fills the gall. It

occurs on Lactuca canadense and possibly on other species. It was first

described by Bassett who does not state the source of his material. It has

since been reported from New York and the author has collected it in

Ohio and Delaware. It no doubt has a very wide range and always oc-

curs on Lactuca.

SoLENozopiuiRiA VACc'iNii Ashmead.

Solenozopheria vaccinii—
Ashmead, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. ^'Ol. XIV. 1887. p. 149.

Dalla Torre. Cat. Hymen (Cynipidae) Vol. II. 1893. p. 57.

Beutenmiiller. Amer Mus. Jour. Vol. IV. No. 4. 1904. p. 22.

A more or less irregular, usually reniform gall varying from % to

1 inch in length, occasionally longer and may be as much as i/^-inch in

diameter. Green and rather pithy in summer, becoming brown, hard and

rather woody in winter. Contains a large number of larval chambers.

It occurs on the stems and is restricted to one side, causing the twig to

be so curved as to occupy the concave surface of the gall. This gall was

first described by Ashmead from collections on Florida material of Vac-

ciniuin corymhosum. He also states that he received what appeared to be

the same gall on V. pennsylvanicum from Mr. Wm. Brodie, of Toronto,

Canada. It has also been reported from New York by Beutenmiiller. The

writer lias collected it in Delaware on 1'. cwym'bosum and another unde-

termined species of Vaecwinm. Collected in Indiana on V. co7-yinbosum.
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TBNTHREDINIDAE.

PONTANIA DESMODIOIDES Walsb.

'Nemutua auUcis despiodioides—
Walsh, Proc. Eut. Soc. Phil. Vol. \\. ISGB. p. 257.

Norton, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. Vol. I. 1867. p. 211.

Dalla Torre, Cat. Hymen. Vol. I. 1894. p. 259.

Nematus inquilinus—
Walsh, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. Vol. VI. ISUG. p. 260.

Norton, Trans. Amer. Eut. Soc. ^'ol. I. 1867. p. 213.

Provancher, Can. Nat. Vol. X. 1878. p. 57.

Provanchor, Faun. Ent. Can. Hymen. 1883. p. 190.

Dalla Torre. Cat. Hymen. Vol. I. 1894. p. 230.

Pontania inquilina—
Marlatt. Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. Vol. III. 1895. p. 266.

Pontania desmodioides—
Marlatt, U. S. Dept. Agri. Div. Eut. Tech. Ser. 3. p. 40. 1896.

This gall has been recently described by Marlatt as follows : "The

gall is found on Salix /lum/ilis. It is smooth, flattish, fleshy, sessile, yellow-

ish green, monothalamous, semi-circular in general shape like the seed of

a Desmidium or the quarter of an orange. It is about equally divided be-

tween the two surfaces of the leaf; no rosy cheek. Generally there is but

one gall on the leaf ; one leaf was seen with three upon it. Length 0.23 to

0.50 inch." It has since been reported from Massachusetts, New York,

Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, and Canada.

Pontania pomum Walsh.

ycmatus salicis pomum—
Walsh, Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. Vol. VI. 1866. p. 255.

Norton. Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. Vol. I. 1867. p. 216.

Walsh and Riley, Amer. Ent. ^'ol. II. 1869. pp. 45-49.

Riley, 9th Rept. Ins. of Mo. 1877. p. 20.

Thomas, 10th Rept, Ins. of Ills. 1881. p. 68.

Provancher. Nat. Can. Vol. XIII. 1882. p. 292.

Provancher. Can. Hymen. 1883. p. 741.

Cresson, Syn. Hymen. Amer. 1887. p. 157.

Lintner. 5th Rept. Ins. of N. Y. 1889. p. 17::.

Dalla Torre. Cat. Hymen. Vol. I. 1894. ji. 259.
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Nematus hospis—
Walsh, Proc. Eut. Soc. Phil. Vol. VI. 1866. p. 261.

Norton, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. Vol. I. 1867. p. 218.

Dalla Torre, Cat. Hymen. Vol. I. 1894. p. 229.

Nematus pomnm—
Beutenmiiller, Bull. Amer. Mus. JSat. Hist. Vol. IV. No. 1. 1892. p. 263.

Beutenmiiller, Amer. Mus. Jour. Vol. lY. No. 4. 1904. p. 23.

Cook, Ohio Nat. Vol. IV. No. 6. 1904. p. 148.

Potania hospes—
Alarlatt, Proc. Ent. Soc. Wash. Vol. III. 1895. p. 266.

Potania pomum—
Marlatt, V. S. Dept. Agri. Div. Ent. (Tech. Ser.) No. 3. 1896. p. 36.

This gall has recently been described by Marlatt as follows: "The

gall /S. pomum found on Salix cordata and very rarely on S. discolor. A
smooth, fleshy, globtilar. or slightly oval monothalamous gall, like a minia-

ture apple. 0.30 to 0..5.5-iuch in diameter, growing on one side of the mid-

rib of a leaf, and extending to its edge or beyond it. The principal part

of the gall projects from the under side of the leaf ; very rarely it is

bisected by the leaf. Color greenish yellow, sometimes with very rosy

cheeks, especially the upper surface, and often with little dots." It has

been reported from New Yoi'k, Ohio and Illinois. Mr. Greene's si)ecimen

is on S. discolo)-( ?).

DIPTERA.

CECIDOMYIDAE.

AsPONDYLiA cosPicuA Osten Sacken.

Aspondylia rudhecJciae conspicua—
Osten Sacken, Trans. Amer. Ent. Soc. Vol. III. 1870. p. 51.

Beutenmiiller, Amor. .Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol. XXIII. Art. XVII. 1907, p.

387.

Beutenmuller, Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol. IV. No. 1. 1892. p. 273.

Aspondylia conspicua—
Aldrich. Cat. of N. A. Dipt. 1905. p. 156.

Bergenstamm & Low, Verb. Zool.-Bot. Gesell. Wien. Vol. XXVI. 1876.

p. 69.

This gall was first described by Osten Sacken as follows : "They were

in one case nearly round, of the size of a large apple; the other was an
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aggregation of galls of various sizes, forming a large excrescence." It has

been reported from New York. North Carolina and Ohio. It occurs on

Rudbeckia triloba and R. laciniata. Mr. Greene's specimen was on R.

laciniata.

' 'ectdomyia c.\btae Osten Sacken.

fJiplosis caryae—
Osten Sacken, Stettin Eutomol. Zeit. 22. 1861.

Osten Sacken. Mou. N. A. Dipt. I. 1862. p. 191.

Cecidomyia caryae—
Aldrich. Cat. of N. A. Dipt. 1905. p. 159.

This gall was originally described by Osten Sacken as follows : "Gall

subglobular, smooth, seed-like, 0.05 to 0.1-inch in diameter, with a small

nipple at the tip. In summer they are yellowish-green and their shell is

soft ; in winter they become brownish, and the shell, although thin, is

hard and woody. They begin to grow in June. I gathered them in Octo-

ber, when the larva was full, grown." He does not state the species of

Hicoria on which be collected his material. Mr. Greene's Indiana ma-

terial is from H. alba.

Cecidomyia cabyaecola Osten Sacken.

Cecidomyia caryaecola—
Osten Sacken, Mou. of the Diptera of N. A. Pt. I. 1862. p. 192.

Glover M. S. Notes from my Journ. Dipt, plate XI. fig. 24.

Beutenmiiller, Amer. Mus. Jour. Vol. IV. No. 4. 1904. p. 27.

Smith. N. L. State Board of Agri. 1899.

Beutenmiiller, Amer. Mus. Jour. Vol. IV. No. 4, 1904. p. 27.

Aldrich, Oat. of N. A. Dipt. 1905. p. 162.

These galls are pale green, elongated, onion-shaped with a pointed

tip. Found through the summer in clusters on the under side of the leaves

of the hickory. Frequentl3' associated with C. holotricha. This gall has

been recorded from New York and New Jersey, and I have collected it

near Sandusky, Ohio. It is said to occur on several species of Hicoria.

The Ohio and Indiana material were on H. alba.

Cecidomyia (?) vebnojs^iae Beutenmiiller.

Cecidomyia (?) vernoniae—
Beutenmuller. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol. XXI 11, Art. XVII, 1907. p.

389.
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This gall was recently described by Beuteumiiller as follows : "Green,

sometimes tinged with red. rounded or elongated and of the texture of the

stem of the plant. Inside it is soft, fleshy, and contains a single larva in

an elongated narrow channel. Lengtli about 7 to 12 mm. ; width 5 to

9 mm."

"When dry the gall becomes brown and pithy inside and somewhat

resembles a cherry pit. It is usually situated on the midrib of the leaf

of the ironweed {Vernonia novel)0)-acensis)
."

Mr. Beutenmiiller reports it from Black Mountains, N. C, Staten

Island, N. Y., and Indiana ; the last records being from the writer's ma-

terial. I have since collected it in Delaware. Mr. Greene's specimen is

on Vernonia glgantia.

C'EciDOiiYiA SALicxFOLiA Osteu Sackeu.

Cecidomyia salicifoUa—
Qsten Sacken. Proc. Ent. Soc. Phil. Vol. VI. p. 220.

Aldrich, Cat. N. A. Dipt. 19U5. p. 163.

This gall bears a striking resemblance to the gall of Cecidomyia gledit-

scMae O. S. The leaves are folded along the midrib, the edges uniting and

the sides bulging out, thus forming a pod like structure which may be 14

-

inch or more in length.

This gall was hrst described by Osten Sacken from material collected

by Wm. Couper in Quebec. He also states that he found a similar gall

at Nahant on Spiraea tomentosa and I have received from Dr. L. M. Under-

wood, of Columbia University, what appears to be the same gall on S.

tomentosa. I have collected what appears to be the same gall in Ohio on

S. salicifolia. Mr. Greene's Indiana material is on -S'. salicifoUa.

Ckcidomyia viticola Osten Sacken.

Cecidomyia viticola-—
Osten Sackeu. Stettin. Entftmol. Zeit. 22. 18(51.

Osten Sacken, Mon. Dipt, of N. A. Pt. I. 1S(!2. j.. 202.

Williams, 8th Rpt. Ent. Soc. Ont. 1877.

Saunders, Ins. Inj. to Fruits. 1883. p. 292.

Beutenmiiller, Bui. Amer. Mus. IS'at. lii-st. Vol. IV. No. 1. 1S92. p. 272.

Smith, N. .1. State Board of Agri. 1899.

Beutenmiiller. Amer. Mus. .Jour. \'o]. IV. No. 4. 1904. p. 32.

Aldrich. Cat. of X. A. Dipt. 1900. p. 104.
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Cecidomyia vitis Ututm—
Riley, 5th Rept. Nox. Ins. of Mo. p. 119.

Riley, Amer. Ent. Vol. II. pp. 28 & 113.

This gall miaj' be either bright green or crimson red in color or any

variation between the two. It is narrow, elongated, conical, sometimes

slightly curved at tip and about 1-3 inch in length and usually on the upper

surface of the leaf in great numbers. It occurs on many species of Vitis

and has been reported from Ontario, New York, New Jersey and Missouri.

The writer has also collected it in Ohio. Saunders describes it in his

Insects Injurious to Fruits. So far as I know it does not attack the culti-

vated grapes and does not usually seriously injure the wild species. Riley

reports it as attacking V. cordifoUa, V. riparia, V. laiusca and V. vulpina.

Mr. Greene's Indiana material was on V. bicolor.

Cecidomyia impatientis Osteu Sacken.

Cecidomyia impatientis—
Osten Sacken, Mon. Dipt, of N. A. Pt. I. 1802. p. 204.

Osten Sacken, Amer. Ent. Vol. II. 1881. p. 03.

Glover, M. S. Notes from my Journal. PI. XI. fig. 16.

Bentenmiiller, Bui. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol. IV. No. 1. 1892. p. 269.

Smith, N. J. State Board Agri. 1899.

Beutenmiiller, Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. Vol. IV. No. 4. 1904. p. 30.

Cook, Ohio Naturalist. Vol. IV. No. 6. 1904. p. 140.

Aldrich, Cat. N. A. Dipt. 1905. p. 102.

A spherical, green, semi-transparent, succulent swelling at the base of

the flower or leaf and containing one or more larval chambers Sometimes

two or more galls unite forming a compound structure. Usually scarce.

Has been x-ejiorted from New lork, New Jersey and Ohio, and the writer

has recently collected it in Delaware. ^Ir. Greene's material was on Im-

patiens hiflora and the Delaware record is for /. aiirea.

Cecidomyia monardae Rrodie.

Cecidom yia in on a rdae—
Brodie, Biol. Rev. of Ont. I. 1894. pp. 109-111.

Aldrich, Cat. N. A. Dipt. 1905. p. 162.

Mr. Greene's specimen answers the description of Brodie's species

which so far as I know has not been reported since Brodie's original de-
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scription. Brodie's description is as follows : "Tlie galls appear like swell-

ings on the flowering branches of Monanla flstulosa. from 10 to 22 mm.

long, usually a little curved and retaining the quadranglar form of the

brancli. The average of the side of the square of 20 of the largest was

3 mm., and of the branches below the galls 1.5 mm."

"This gall is usually found on plants growing in open woods, it is

very rare on robust plants irrowing on exposed situations."

"The walls of the gall are liard and woody but thin; tlie interior is

a soft, jiith-like substance, through which the larva tunnels freely, and

on which it feeds.'"

Cecidomyia eregerontis Brodie ( ?)

IJiplosis eregcroni—
Brodie, Biol. Rev. of Ont. Xo\. I. Xo. 1. ]\ 13.

Cccidom yia eregerontis—
Aldrich, Cat. of N. A. Diptera. 1005. p. 102.

This gall was described by Brodie as follows: "N'ariously situated

from base of stem to ti])S of branches of flowering panicle; galls irregu-

larly cylindrical, tajiering at both ends, spindle-form, those on the branches

more or less .spherical ; from 1 to 15 galls on a plant, seldom more than

10; found usually on dinunutive plants such as grow on wet, sandy places

or on high dry banks."

"As yet I have not found these galls on robust plants."

"The galls appear like swellings of the stem or branches, uniform in

color with the plant, the surface with feint longitudinal lines, slightly ele-

vated ridges and ragged transverse elevations, resembling leaf scars."

So far as I am able to determine this gall has not been reported since

the original description, but during the past summer I collected what ap-

pears to be the same gall at Lewes, Delaware. All collections to date

have been on Erigeron canadenfie.

TKYl^ETIDAE.

Oedaspis gibba Loew.

Trypeta gibha—

Osten Sacken, Psyche. Vol. III. No. 72. 1880. p. 53

[7—18192]
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Oedaspis gibba—
Loew, Moil, of N. A. Dipt. Vol. III. p. 200.

Aldrich, Cat. of the N. A. Dipt. IDCf). p. GOO.

The deterniiiiMtiou of this 2:all is uiiccrtniii. hut it is probahly Osten

Sacken"s T. tjibha. whicli was described from material collected liy Mr.

J. Boll, Dallas, Texas, ou Ambrosia sp. Osten Sackeii's description is very

short and as follows: "The gall is an oblong swelling of the stem, in-oh-

ably terminal." Mr. Creene's Indiana s])criinen was on A. trifiila.

HEMIPTERIA.

AI'HIDAE.

I'liYj.i.oxEUA iiEPLANAiw Pergaiide.

Phylloxera deplanata—
Pergande, Aorth American Phylloxeriiiae. 1004. p. 205.

This gall has been reported from the D. ('. by Pergande, who states

that it is A-ery similar to /'. semen "\^'alsh. He describes it as follows

:

"The leaves of some of the smaller trees are often literally covered with

the gidls of deplanata which then produce a sickly, yellowish and crumpled

appearance thereof. By the end of June the galls are deserted, brown and

dry, or else have completely decayed, leaving innumerable holes in the

affected leave.s, seriously aftecting the health of the tree. When but few

days old (first week in May) these galls resemble minute yellow specks.'

"The transverse diameter of the mature galls varies from 1 to 5 mm.

;

height about 1 fnm. ; \^alls rather thin above and beneath and semi-trans-

parent. Upper surface i)rojecting but little above the plane of the leaf,

convex, usually with a shallow fovea : frequently not central and occa-

sionally with a slight central elevation. Under side more strongly con-

vex, sometimes almost conical, the nipple usually more or less flattened

and generally leaning to one side, as if pressed down when young; with

the orifice usually oval, though sometimes more or less rounded, and

which before maturity is perfectly closed and densely fringed with short

pale hairs. Color above either reddish with depression yellowish, or al-

most entirely greenish-yellow: below ])urplish. or dull greenish-yellow.

Many of the galls are conjoint, i. e., contains from 2 to G or more stem

mothers, together with a large number of eggs and sexual individuals,

the cavity being completely crowded."

Pergande reports this gall on llieoria tomentosa. Mr. Greene's speci

men was on //. alba.
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A Pkobable Oeigin of the Small Mounds of the Lower

Mississippi and Texas Coast.

Albert B. Reagan.

Noting several articles "On the Origin of tlie Small Mounds of the

Lower Mississippi and Texas," in Science Vol. XXIII (Mr. I'. J. Farns-

worth, pp. 583-4; A. C. Veatcli, p. 35; Irving H. Wentworth. p. 819), leads

me to make a few suggestions on the subject. In the region mentioned

these mounds are very numerous, too numerous, it seems, to be Indian

mounds, except the class of mounds mentioned by Mr. Irving IL Went-

worth.

The movmds mentioned by Mr. Wentworth are. no doubt, of Indian

origin. While with the Apache Indians some years ago, the writer saw

several mounds of this type constructed. All these were erected not as

places for sacrifice or any ceremonies of that sort, but as places lor cook-

ing tlie tuber-root of the Af/are amerivaiiti. In this cooking process, a

shallow pit is first dug and lined with cobble-stones. A fire is then built

in it and kept burning till the rocks, are at white heat. Wet twigs (or

grass) are then placed in a thick layer over the live coals and rocks. On

these the Agave tubers, a wagon load or more, are (piickly piled, and over

these, after they have been covered with twigs or grass, a thick layer

of cobble-stones are piled. All then is covered with wood, which is ig-

nited and kept burning for about twelve hours, while the Indians dance

around it. When the rocks are sufticientl.y cool, after the fire has been

let die down, the top is removed and the cooked tubers taken out of this

peculiar oven, packed in baskets, and taken to the distant "tepees," leav-

ing the rockpile with an ellii)tic;il. practically flat top. Probably the

mounds mentioned above wor(> constructed for the same or for similar

purposes.

Concerning the other mounds of tlic region, may they not be due to

mudluui]! formjition in a former geological ejiochV

In an article on "The Exceptional Nature and Genesis of the Missis-

sippi Delta." R. W. Hilgard states (Science, Vol. XXIV, pp. 861-866) that

"mudiumps are now lielng upheaved in the channel of the lower Missis-
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sipl»i." that •iiiudlninp formatiou is at present the uormal mode of pru

gressiou of the visible delta into the gulf, the principal mudlumps rising

immediately inside the bar, where the current excavates the river bed so

as to relieve the superincumbent pressure." As to the origin of these mud-

lumps. Prof. Hilgard further states in substance (loc. cit.) that "in the

Mississippi delta region there is an impervious blue clay bottom reaching

out into the gulf for about twenty-eight miles beyond the present mouths

of the river." that '-superimposed on this is a semi-tiuid blue clay stratum."

and that "over this in the swamp-delta areas are deiwsited sandy bar

material much fainter than the former can escape to seaward under pres-

sure. Consequently, wherever the river removes the superincumbent sandy,

gi-avelly deposits, the pressure on the areas adjacent forces the semi-fluid

clay to the surface in the form of mudlumps. Escaping gases also seem

to aid in this mudlump formation."

Now the mounds of the lower Mississippi-Texas region are not likely

identical with those of the delta proper in formation : but may they not

have been made in a similar manner: that is. on the princijile of "creeps"?

If on an impervious bottom at the time the region in (piestion was being

formed, there was a semi-fluid layer reaching any distance inland, as the

shore line advanced or receded, and this was being covered with anothei-

layer faster than it could creep seaward, whether the superflcial layer

was brmight thereby wind or water, mudlumps would certainly have been

pushed up in all the sjuits where the latter layer was thin or wanting.

These, when dried, would become mounds.
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Some Peculiabities in the Valley Erosion of Big Creek

AND Tributaries.

Glenn Culbertson.

Big creek and tributaries iu Jefferson county, Indiana, present some

interesting features in tlieir erosive work. Tlie most striking of ttiese,

presented by a map of tlie stream and its affluents are, on the one hand,

their almost uniform flow in a westerly direction, or, on the other hand,

in a course almost at right angles with those flowing westward.

These characters are clearly shown in the northerly courses of Lewis

and Little creeks, wliile their tributaries flow in a westerly direction. The

same is true of Big creek and its other tributaries, as may be seen in the

central and northern parts of the map. Cliffy creek, a smaller stream

emptying into the Ohio just below Madison, has the same peculiarities, as

has also the upper portion of the West Fork of Indian Kentucky creek. In

these cases the main stream flows south, while the tributaries enter from

the east and northeast.

Another interesting feature so noticeable in certain parts of Big

creek and its larger tributaries, where the flow is either northerly or

southerly, is their remarkably meandering courses. We have been taught

that meanders have been found almost exclusively in streams of gentle

slope and with banks of alluvial soil. Both of these characteristics are

entirely wanting in the valleys here referred to. In the case of several

of the meanders the stream after flowing from one to two miles around

a curve, returns to within a very short distance of the starting point.

The banks of the stream, as well as the sides of the valley, where the

meanders are prominent, are almost perpendicular cliffs on the convex

side. These cliffs reach the height of 100 to 150 feet in the lower portions

of the stream. The concave side of the meanders have gentle slopes from

one-fourth to one-half a mile in length.

The peculiarities in the valley erosion of these streams is largely due

to the structure of the rocks. The rock strata of this region dip gently

towards the west and southwest. The amount of this dip in the more
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easteru parts of the county is not more than ten or twelve feet to the

mile, but it increases to fifteen feet or more in the western part of the

county.

The streams tlowing into the Ohio directly have had to erode their

valleys through the very resistant upper Hudson, Clinton and Niagara lime-

stones. Consequently their courses are short and gradients very steep.

The Wabash-Ohio divide in this part of Jefferson county is in places but

one or two miles from the Ohio river, and at a comparatively short dis-

tance from the outcropping edges of the resistant limestone formations

mentioned above.

Big creek and tributaries have not yet succeeded in lowering their

beds to these resistant rocks, except in a very few places. Their erosive

work has been in the softer corniferous limestones and New Albany blaclc

shale of the Devonian formations. The stream beds, in general, follow the

dip of the rocks. In places the bed of the stream is upon the same layer

of rock for long distances. Excellent examples of this may be found

in the bed of Harbert's creek, between Volga and Smyrna church, as well

as along parts of Middle P'ork and Big creek. The dip of the rock strata

has had much to do with the long, gently sloping streams tlowing west-

ward.

The tributaries that flow in an easterly diree-tioii and against the dip

are very short and their uradients very liigh. In many of them the water

pours into the main valleys over falls located but a few hundred feet from

the main stream. In one case an underground stream pours forth from the

face of a cliff into the principal stream. 1 he easterly flowing tributaries

eroding their beds largely or entirely in the black shale have cut some-

what longer courses than those in the limestone, but in no case do they

even approximate the length of the westward flowing tributaries.

The meanders of these streams are in all probability a consequence

of the variable resistance of the rocks followed by maximum erosion on

the convex side of streams. They are probably consequent on the slope

of the original land surface, although they may have been somewhat

modified by the thin mantle left by the glaciers.
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Electeolytic I'KoDrcTioN (F Selexic Actd from

Lead Selenate,

F. C. Mathers.

Meutzer* has shown that the electrolysis of a solutiou of copper sel-

enate results in tlie deposition of metallic copper upon the cathode and

the formation of selenic acid in the solution. To obtain pure selenic acid

the copper selenate must hrst be carefully jjurified by recrystallizing be-

fore electrolysis. In the experiments that are described in this paper,

lead selenate was used as the salt to be electrolysed on account of the

ease with which it could be prepared and pnrirted.

Selenic acid was first prepared by oxidizing selenium dioxide in a

nitric acid solution with potassium permanganate. After the precipitate

of manganese dioxide had been removed by filtration, the selenic acid in

the filtrate was precipitated as lead selenate by the addition of lead nit-

rate. Lead selenate is verj'^ insoluble in water and so can be filtered and

easily washed free from the other salts in the solution.

For electrolj'sis, the lead selenate was placed in a platinum dish that

was filled with water. The platinum dish wa.>< used as the cathode and

a platinum wire coil was used as the anode. The resistance of the solu-

tiou was very high at first, but it rapidly dropped as the electrolysis pro-

ceeded and the free selenic acid was formed.

To determine the amount of selenic acid that was formed during au

exi>eriment, the electrolyte was filtered and the acid in the filtrate was

titrated with standard sodium hydroxide sohitiDU.

The current yield was best with low current density at the cathode,

hot solution, and a large quantity of lead selenate upon the cathode, and

decreased by the addition of powdered lead to the lead selenate. An in-

crease in the volume of the solution or the use of a mercury cathode were

without effect. The current yields were quite low—tlie maximum being

about 12%.

Mentzer, Compt. Rend., 127. 54 (1898).
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The per cent, yield of selenic acid from the lead seleuate was best

with room temperature, thin layers of lead selenate upon the cathode, and

occasional stirring. 0.3 gm. of lead selenate when electrolysed with a cur-

rent density of 0.3 amperes per sq. dec. gave a yield of 95.4% of the theo-

retical value. Under the same conditions 3 gms. of lead selenate gave a

yield of 78.3%.

University of Indiana. Nov.. 1907.
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Eesult of Heating a Mixture of Ammonium Nitrate and

Manganese Dioxide.

Jamks H. Ransom.

Practically all the work on catalysis, in which the oxides of the metals

were the catalytic agents, has been undertaken with those substances which

on heating decompose with the evolution of oxygen. It has been thought

by some of those who have given the subject careful investigation that,

in the case of manganese dioxide, at least, the reaction is one of alternate

oxidation and reduction of the catalytic agent. The arguments are not

conclusive, however, so that the question whether the manganese dioxide

acts as a simple contact agent or takes a chemical part in the reaction

remains unanswered.

It occurred to the writer to try the effect of catalytic agents on sub-

stances which, on heating, decompose without the formation of oxygen.

It was thought that if the catalytic agent acted simply as a contact agent

the temperature of decomposition would be lowered but the products

would be the same as when the substance was heated alone; but if the

action were chemical the products would be different, perhaps more or

less oxidized than when the substance was heated by itself. It was rec-

ognized, however, that if the action followed the latter supposition it

would not of necessity demonstrate that all so-called cases of catalysis were

chemical. Among the substances easily available for such an experiment

is ammonium nitrate, which, as is well known, decomposes quite smoothly

into nitrous oxide and water. The temperature of decomposition is 20.5°.

At my suggestion, therefore. Mr. O. C. Haworth, who was then study-

ing the effect of various catalji;ie agents, iiiidertook the preliminary in-

vestigation of the effect of heating ammonium nitrate in the presence of

different oxides, among them being manganese dioxide. He established the

facts that the decomposition takes place at a lower temperature than

when the nitrate is heated alone: that little if any oxygen or nitrous oxide

is {)roduced ; that the gas evolved is niti'ogen.
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Oil consulting the literature it was found tliat in 1877 Gatehouse pub-

lished a short note in the Chemical News giving the results of an experi-

ment on heating a mixture of these substances. He observed that the gas

was nitrogen, and from its volume he developed au equation to explain the

reaction. According to him each molecule of the oxide reacts with four

molecules of the nitrate: producing six atoms of nitrogen and a molecule

of manganese nitrate. The presence of the last substance he does not

seem to have contirmed : and as the temperature to which he heated the

mixture was above that at which manganese nitrate decomijoses it ap-

peared doubtful that the tinal products were as he thought. The work be-

gun by Mr. Haworth has been continued by the writer and the nature of

the reaction made more nearly complete.

In our earlier experiments some difficulties were encountered and

some facts observed which modified the procedure in the later work. First,

it was found most difficult so to regulate the temperature that the reac-

tion would go smoothly and in one direction. The action would proceed

at about 200° until nearly one-half of the gas had been evolved, and then

suddenly without apparent cause the thermometer would suddenly mount

to 300° or more and brown gases be evolved in such quantities that the

stopper and connections would be forced out with explosive violence. It

was thought at first that manganese nitrate was being formed in the

earlier stage of the reaction and later was decomposing with evolution of

Iieat; but experiments with this substance showed that it decomposed in a

regular manner between 330° and 385°. But by heating for a time to

210°-220° and then cooling to 170" as the action proceeded it was found

possible to regulate the decomposition and get consistent results.

It was also noted that after extracting the residue to determine the

amount of soluble material the aqueous solution was very strongly acid

with what appeared to be a nitrogen acid. The residue left on evaporation

consisted of unchanged ammonium nitrate, and at times of a trace of a

manganese compound.

In the succeeding experiments the apparatus was so modified that the

gases could be j)assed through writer to absorb the acid, and then collected

in a large gas burette made with litre cylinders and filled with dilute

alkali. About equal weights of ammonium nitrate and manganese dioxide

were placed in a distilling flask connected with the acid absorbing bottle

and the air in the apjiaratus replaced with nitrogen. The mixture was

heated to 170° and tlien connected to the gas burette. Afterwards the
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tfiuperature was i-iiised to betweeu 22(J° aud 'I'^O' uud maiutaiued there

until the gas was about one-half evolved. The temperature was then

lowered to 170° and kept there until the action was nearly complete, when

it was again raised to 230° as long as a gas was being evolved. Finally

it was cooled to 170° and the burette disconnected. Any oxygen in the

burette was absorbed by pyrogullate (usually a small amount) and the

nitrogen measured. Nitrogen was passed through the generator to sweep

any acid vapors into the water, and the amount of acid determined by

titrating against standard alliali. The residue was extracted several times

with boiling water and the water evaporated in a platinum basin. The

small amount of solid found on evaporation consisted mostly of unchanged

ammonium nitrate.

In three closely agreeing experiments carried out as described the

following figures were obtained

:

1. 2.0079 gms. ammonium nitrate gave 500.5 cc. (corr.) (=0.0286

gms.) free nitrogen, and 0.7.^52 gms. acid (calculated as nitric).

2. 2.8955 gms. ammonium nitrate gave 635.6 cc. (corr.) (=0.7983

gms.) free nitrogen and 0.9998 gms. acid.

3. 3.8527 gms. ammonium nitrate gave 820 cc. (corr.) (=1.025 gms.)

free nitrogen and 1.1000 gms. acid.

In these experiments the average ratio of free nitrogen to acid is

1 :1.15. This ratio approaches very nearly to that for two molecules of

nitrogen to one of the acid, viz., 1:1.125. The equation which best corre-

sponds to this ratio is as follows

:

5 NH,N03=2HN03+4N2-h9H,0.

Reiset and Mellon have shown (Journ. fur Practische Chemie, 29-305)

that when ammonium nitrate is mixed with platinum sponge and heated,

decomposition begins at 160° and that the products are nitrogen and nitric

acid. The equation by which they evpress the reaction is identical with

that given above. It is unlikely that the itlatinum enters into the reac-

tion, though It is stated that an insoluble platinum compound is produced.

I have not been able to confirm this latter statement. If the platinum does

not enter intv) the reaction, but acts as a true contact agent, then there

seems no reason for believing that the manganese dioxide, in this reaction

at least, acts in a chemical way.

It is possible that an intermediate product containing manganese may

be isolated ; and this will be the object of further research.
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TifE Mathematics of Haul.

H. O. Gasman.

Haul or the average distance earth is moved when taken from exca-

vation and placed in embanliment has heen the source of much discussion

at different times for many years. For a review of the literature on the

subject, "Overhaul," the writer will call attention to the "Proceedings of

tlie American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Associa-

tion," for 1906, vol. 7, pages 357 to 428. Among the contributors to the

subject will be found Italians, French and Germans, but it seemed to

excite more interest among our American engineers.

The methematics of liaul deals, of course, with the methods of com-

puting haul and overhaul, but it is the purpose here to discuss more par-

ticularly the means for locating the center of mass. These centers of mass

may be located by any one of four methods, two algebraic and two graph-

ical. All four methods for locating the center of mass fail completely

for the volumes adjoining the grade ]K)int unless several extra interme-

diate sections are taken.

In all the calculations a close rapid approximation was used at the.se

points

/ /

When the ground was a plane surface, the volume next the grade point

was assumed at least a wedge, and the center of gravity then taken h

the length of the wedge from its base. When the ground was a parabola

in longitudinal section, the center of gravity was taken § of the length

between section and grade point from the section.

The four methods of computation were carried on under the condi-

tions of the three general tyi)es of i)rofile, i. e.

:
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Case I, all four methods of computing haul agree perfectly.

Case II. ITiuler this (((udition the four methods of computiug haul

'ive their widest variance.
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Tile above tisiire is t'iiso 111. and ^^howis the i:r(auid a in)rabola in longi-

tudinal section. This case most nearly coincides with the actual condi-

tions, for haul, of any of the three cases, and any variance discovered here

in the results of the four nietliods are about what would occur in actual

praitice, while those discovered luider Case II are limiting values.

It being the object of the writer to discover the greatest variance that

could occur, thus obtaining limiting values, most of the computations were

under Case II, with a few tesl investigations under Case III, to obtain

values that would be encountered more often in practice.

Method Iso. 1 depends u])on the general form that the centi-r of grav-

ity of individual prismoids is located a distance from llu' inid-s,'ition to-

ward the larger section a distance

^
r, A — A'

For all practical purposes it is exact.

1 A — A' :i;Monieuts

and Haul =r

-Volumes.
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Metbo<l No. 2 depends upon the general form that the center of grav-

ity of each individnal prisnioid is located in from one end a distance

equal to

A
X 1

A' A -t A'

Tliat is to say. it is located inversely projiortional to the end areas, and

2Moments
Haul

^Volumes.

It gives results always in favor of tlie contractor and on very short

hauls is rarelj in error to exceed say 3.0 per cent, and on long hauls rarely

if every exceeds 0.5 per cent.

Method No. .'*. depends upon the general proposition that the position

of half mass point is approximately tlie position of the center of mass

and graphically looks like ligure below.

Haul equals the mean length of the two sides of the given tropezoid

and the pay haul equals the aera of the tropezoid. This method gives re-

sults always in favor of the contractor and on very short hauls is rarely

in error to exceed say 4.0 per cent., and on long hauls rarely in error to

exceed say 6.0 per cent.

Method No. -1, the last one treated in this rei>ort. depends for its re-

sults upon the area of the mass diagram.
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Haul
The pay haul is equal to the area of the rectangle which has for its

base the haul, anrl its altitude the total yardage or maximum ordinate,

the product of the two being also the area of the mass diagram.

If the points are connected by a curved line it will give practically

the true result, but if the points of the diagram are connected by straight

lines as is recommended by most engineers, and as was done here, it gives

values always against the contractor ; on short haul being in error as

high as 6 per cent., and on long haul about 1.0 per cent.

Final summary in tabular form:

Method. Max. Error in 9J.

Number.
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Fauna of the Flokena Shale of the Gband Summit Sec

TioN OF Kansas, and Remarks on the Develop-

ment OF Deebya Multisteiata Meek and Haydex.

F. C. Gbeene.

The Gvaud Summit section of Cowley county. Kansas, lias been fa-

mous as one of the classic collecting grounds of Kansas and many large

collections have been made there. It could probably be classed as Permo-

Carboniferous, very near the base of the Permian. The region was first

studied by Broadhoad in 1882 and the account published in 1883 or 1884.

He says, "We now come to speak of the 'Permian' or limestones of the

'Flint Hills,' reaching, in Elk, Greenwood and the eastern half of Butler

and Cowley counties, from 13 85 to 1700 feet above the sea, including about

500 feet thickness."*

Only the top part of Broadhead's section concerns us. Numbering from

top down, it is as follows :t

1. 134 feet, including beds of impure drab limestone, shaly and

crumbling, with occasional shale beds, with red shales 30 feet from bot-

tom.

2. 5 feet of bluish-drab or drab limestone containing many good char-

acteristic fossils, including Eumicrotis hawni, Myalina perattenuata, Avi-

culopecten occidentalis, etc. (This bed is persistent wherever its associated

strata are found.)

3. 10 feet of shales, the lower red.

4. 10 feet of rough limestone.

5. 27 feet of shales with thin shaly limestone beds.

6. 4 feet of flag-like limestone ; a good building stone.

7. 8 feet of shelly buff magnesian limestone.

8. 4 feet of shaly Fusuliua limestone.

9. 4 feet of cherty limestone ; abound in Fusulina cylindrica, the

fossils often appearing in relief; the chert of deep blue.

*Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. lY., Pt. 3. pasres 486-487.

tLoc. Cit.
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10. IS feet limestoue and shales abouudins in Fusnlina cylindricn.

11. 2 feet drab maguesian limestoue.

12. 28 feet shaly sandstone.

He considered all above number twelve of this section as Permian

which would make the base of the Permian about the horizon of the Em-

poria limestone of the recent geologists.

"Mr. George I. Adams has also described in a somewhat general way

the section along the line of railway through jMoline, Grenola, Cambridge,

and Winfield."|!

In 1896 Prof. Prosser hastily examined this section. He determined

number 27 of this section to be the lower part of the Strong limestone.

The Strong or Wreford is now supposed to be the base of the Permian.

In the held season of 1004 Prof. Beede made a detailed section at

Grand Summit as follows :§

29. Shales, blue with calcereous shoots and millions of

fossils 15 feet inches

28. Limestone, blue clayey 1 "

27. Shales, blue, yellow above 5 " "

26. Shales and shaly limestone 5 " "

25. Limestone, sonie\Ahat massive, weathering light 8+ "

24. Shales, calcareous, and impure limestone 7 " "

23. Shales, clayey, with calcareous layer; very fossilifer-

ous 7+ "

22. Limestone, clayey, nodular, and clay shales. Some

fossils ') " "

21. Shales, yellow and blue with calcareous lenses, sea

urchins • • • • 5 "

20. Covered, five feet to 8 "

19. Shales, red 5 " "

18. Shales, blue 1 "

17. I.iimestone, blue, massive 1 "

16. Shales, yellow and red (foot of limestone near base) . . 10 " "

15. Limestone, massive in one layer 3 " "

14. Shales, yellowish, calcareous 1 " 4

1.3. Limestones, shaly 1 "

liProsser: "The Permian and Upper Carboniferous of Southern Kansas." Kan.
Univ. Quar., Vol. VI. No. 4, 1897. Series A.

^Beetle and Sellards, Stratigraphy of tlie Eastern Outcrop of the Kansas Permian.
The American Geologist, Vol. XXXVI, August. 1905, pages 83-111.
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12. Shales I'eet 4 iuc-lit's

11. Limestones, two thiu oues U "
4

10. Shales U "

9. Limestoue, buff to brownish, large Fusulinas and

chert iu the lower part •>
"

8. Shales, clayey 1
"

U "

7. Limestone, shaley to massive 3 " 9

6. Shales, yellowish 3 " 3

5. Limestones, thin, with shale partings 3 "

4. Limestoue, massive, in two layers 3
" 4

3. Shales, yellowish, with calcareous layers rich in fossils 9 '"

2. Limestone, dark colored, in thin layers, full of

pelecypods 4 " "

1. Shales, red and blue, in creek north of the cut, east

of the trestle over the small creek 11 "

Total 132 feet 7 inches

Numbers 24 to 29 inclusive, are of the Neosho member of the Garrison

formation, 23 represents tlie Floreua shale, number 22, the Cottonwood

limestone,1| 10 to 21, inclusive, the Eskridge shales, 7 to 9, the Neva lime-

stone and from 6 down to water-level, the Elmdale formation.

The collections upon which this paper is based were made in the

summers of '04 and '05 by Prof. Beede and were taken from number 23 of

tlie foregoing section, tliat is, the Florena shale.

The lists of tliis fauna which have been published up to the present

time include about thirty-nine species. In Beede's Grand Summit collec-

tion we find 74 species. In the following list, the numbers given may be

taken as representative of the fauna in the southern extension of the for-

mation. The following are found to be the characteristic species

:

1. Fusulina sp 800

2. Crania ef . modesta 67

3. Seminula argentia 44

4. Productus semireticulatus 39

5. Productus nebrascensis 84

6. Chonetes granulifera 293

7. Derbya crassa 79

lIThis statement is based on the field work of Prof. J. A. Yates in 1905.
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S. Meekella striaticostatii 31

9. Rhombopora sp 30

10. Thamniscus sp 30

11. Bairdia beedei 100

12. Bairdia beedei abrupta 25

13. Pteria sulcata 128

14. Nuculaua bellistriata attenuata 28

15. Aviculopecten occideutalis 40

16. Pelecypod sp 200

17. Bulimorpha chrysalis 25

18. Bellerophon sp 39

19. 20. Gastropod, two small species 500

This list comprises one species of Foraminifera, seven of Brachiopoda,

two Bryozoa; two ostracods, four pelecypods, and four gastropods.

The Fusulina can not be said to be characteristic of the formation as a

whole as it is very rare farther north. The brachiopods, as a general rule

are somewhat larger than normal.

One of the most interesting species in the collection is Derbya multi-

striata Meek and Hayden. We find the first account of this species by

Meek, under the name of Orthisina iinihraculum ( "i) Schlotheim. He de-

scribes it as follows:

"Orthisina umbraculumCi) Schlot. sp. Petrefact. I, p. 256, et 2. p. 67.

We find in Kansas ranging from 16 to 19 of the foregoing section, many

specimens of a large species of 07'thi.nna, liaving almost the form and other

characters of 0. iimbraculum, excepting that the striae appear to be more

numerous. According to Koninck that species has about 108 striae on each

valve, while on our Kansas specimens, we count from 160 to 200 ; conse-

quently we suspect it to be a distinct but closely allied species. If so we

would propose to designate it by the name of O. muUiHirlatnm. We find

it at Fort Riley and at several localities between there and Blue river,

also in the same position on Cottonwood creek."**

This species is not very abundant in the Florena shale, but in the shale

bed just beneath the Wreford limestone, that is, in a horizon higher than

this, it reaches its maximum development and becomes one of the pre-

dominating species of that fauna. Its characters are a high cardinal area,

and a hinge line shorter than the greatest width of the shell. These char

**Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phil., 1859. p. 26.
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actei-s hold througliout the life history of an individual. I'msser was the

first to refer this shell to T)crJii)uA\

On referring to de Kouiuck's figure of his Orthis i(inhracuhnn Schlot-

heim|j|| the striking sinularity will at once be apparent and by comparing

this figure and description with that of P.ronn.§§ of the FAftel Devonian

(apparejitly after examining the types), the difference between the typical

0. Hiiihraciiliiin and de Kouiuck's specimen, and the similarity of the latter

with the American species at once becomes apparent. Kouiuck's description

gives his species 108-109 striae and if this is true, it is hardly identical

with the American species as this (and de Kouiuck's figure) give IGO to

2C0 on a specimen of the same size. As to the question of the name of the

American species, it is distinct from O. loiihractiluni and Meek"s term will

take i)recedence for the American form. If they are identical, as seems

probable, it will also apply to de Kouiuck's shell.

On comparison of typical specimens of this shell with the description

and figures of Hall and Clarke's Derhyn ciniihiiJu it will be seen that they

are all identical. This duplication is due to a habit of Mr. Meek's of

describing a species under one term, then at the close of the description

statin.g that in all probability it does not belong to the species referred to

but is probably a new species, then proposing the name at the end of the

whole descriptioi*.*

(hie of the speL-imens obtained was fortunately C(jvered with young

specimeus of whose relation there can be no doubt as Deihtja mnltistiiata

is the only Derbya in this horizon at Torrence where these si)ecimens were

found. Thj smallest specimen measured a trifle over 1 mm. wide. In a

specimen 5 mm. wade the mesial septum is well developed.

The high cardinal area is well illustrated by the measurements of a

small specimen. The pedicle valve length was lUmm. and width :! mm.

The cardinal area was nearly square' and measured 3 mm. x 2 mm., or 1-irger

than the pedicle A'alve. At no time in its development was it seen to have

a form identical with the tyjiical adult D. cruftfut.

ttKansas- River Section of the Permian and Pernio-Carboniferous Rocks of Kansas.

Bull. Geo). Soc. Amer.. VI. p. 10. 1894.

['iDescriptiou des Animaiix Fossiles de Koninck. pp. 222-221 and PI. XlII. fig:. 4a. b. c

et fig. 7. a, b. c. et PI. XIII bis. fier. 7, a. b.

iiLethaea Geoguostica Bronn, pp. 368-363 and PI, ir, fig. 11. a 1), c.

*Pal. N. Y.. Vol. VIII. Ft. I, page 348 PI. lib. fig. 2-3.
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LIST OF SPECIES.

1. Fusuliua sii 800

2. Lophophyllum profundum Edwards and Ilaime 1

3. Crinoidea sp. (plates and segments)

4. Ceriocriniis hemisphericus ( Shuni. ) 1

5. Pholidocidaris sp. (spine)

6. Archeocidaris sp. (spines and plates) ...

7. Rhombopora lepidendroides Meeli 30

8. Stenopora carbonaria (Worthen) 30

9. Fenestella sp

10. Fistulipora sp .

.

11. Streblotrypa prisca Gabb and Horn .

.

12. Septopora sp .

.

13. Tliamniscus sp 30

14. Bryozoa sp ...

15. Bryozoa sp

IG. Bryozoa sp .

.

17. Orbiculoidea convexa ( Shum.) 2

18. Crania modesta White and St. .John 67

19. Strophalosia sp 27

20. Dielasma bovidens (Morton) 8

21. Seminula argentia (Sliepard) 44

22. Meekella striatacostata (McChesney) 31

23. Productus semireticulatus (Martin) 39

24. Productus nebrascensis Owen 84

25. Chonetes granulifera Owen 293

26. Derbya crassa (Meek) 79

27. Derbya robusta( ?) (Hall) 1

28. Derbya multistriata (Meek and Hayden) 9

29. Ambocoelia planoconvexa ( Shum. ) 10

30. Pugnax utah (Marcou) 4

31. Psuedomonotis hawni Meek 11

32. Myalina kansasensis Shum 21

33. Myalina swallowi ? (McChesney) 1

34. Myalina sp 1

35. Aviculopinna nebrascensis.- Beede .....: . . . ^. . ^ . .-..>.... . , 2

36. Schizodus wheeleri Swallow ^-.. ....-j . ;.•.;.-•.> .
.-

. . . 21

37. Schizodus sp 2
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38. Edmondia nebrascensis Meek 1

39. Edmoudia reflexa Meek 3

40. Edmondia (?) 2 sp 2

41. AUorisma subcuneatum Meek 2

42. Sedgewickia grauosum ( Shnm. ) 3

43. AUorisma sp 1

44. Aviciilopecteu maccoyi M. and H 1

45. Chaeuomya leavenworthensis M. and H 1

46. Pteria ohioeusis ( Herrick ) 20

47. Pteria sulcata Geinitz 128

48. Entolium (?) sp 1

49. Nucula sp 3

50. Nucula ventricosa McChesney 1

51. Yoldia sp 5

52. Macrodon sp 1

53. Aviculopecteu occidentalis (Shum.) 40

54. Nuculaua bellistriata attenuata Meek 42

55. Pleurophorus sp 1

56. Pelecypod young species 200

57. BulimoriJha chrysalis (Meek and Worthen) 25

58. Euomphalus catelloldes (Conrad) 25

59. Bellerphon carbonaria Cox 3

60. Pleurotomaria sp 11

61. Bellerphon sp 39

62. Capulus sp 1

63. Euconispira sp 1

64. Gastropod sp. (Aclis (?)) 300

65. Gastropod sp 200

66. Orthoceritite sp 2

67. Bairdia beedei THrich and Bassler 100

68. Bairdia beedei abrupta IT. and B 25

69. Kirkbya pinguis I', and B 1

70. Paraparchites humerosus U. and B 1

71. Beyrichella bolliformis tuniida I^. and B 1

72. Ostracod sp 2

73. Griffithides scitula (Meek and Worthen) 9

74. Cladodus raortifer Newberry and Worthen 2
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES.

Plate I.

Dcrhya multistriata (Meek).

1. iX. h. c. Reproduced from de Kouiuok's, pi. XIII, f. 7, a, b, c.

2. Figure 7a. pi. XIII bis. of de Koniuck. These specimens are called

"Orthis umbraeulum" by him. but are very different from those figured by

Bromi, from the Devonian of Eiffel, after examining Schlotheim's types.

3a. Specimen below average size, but possessing an unusually high

hinge area which is symmetrical, posterior view.

3b. Lateral profile of same specimen.

All figures natural size.
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Plate II.

Derbya muUistriata (Meek).

1. Brachial valve of specimen with high area extending nearlj- back-

ward, due partly to compression.

2. Same view of another specimen with low beak and normal brachial

valve.

3. Pedicle valve of another specimen showing surface marks and thir-

teen j-oung specimens adhering to it. They are of the same species.

3a. Profile of number 3. Pedicle valve uppermost.

4. A profile of another and smaller specimen with a high and dis-

torted hinge area. Pedicle valve uppermost.

All figures natural size.
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Plate II.
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Plate III.

Darhya muUistriata (Meek).

1. Brackial valve of a specimen with an extremely elongated beak.

Shell adhering to it.

2. Brachial valve of another specimen showing its regular form and

the surface marks.

3. Another specimen, iirotile view, with beak extending backwar<l aiitl

twisted to the right.

4. Posterior view of another specimen with a hinge a shade lower

than normal.

."». A pen drawing of No, 3 of previous plate. Note the mesial septum

in the little specimen, the central one of the three to the right of the beak,

which is only five niillimeters in diameter.

All figures natural size.

With the exception of figures 1 and 2 of plate I. all specimens are from

the top of the Neosho member of the (4arrison formation, in the railroad

cut on the west side of Grouse creek, near the old station of Torrence.

Kansas, a few miles west of Cambridge.
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Plate III.
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Obsekyations on the Formation and Enlargement of the

Tubes of the Marine Annelid, {Chaetopterus

Variopedatus).

HOWAKD E. Enders.

Chaetopterus variopedatus is a widely distributed tubiculous auuelid

of tlie family Cliaeropterida. The individuals of each couutry aud of wide-

ly distributed areas iu Europe were classified as distinct species till Joy-

eux-Laft'uie showed conclusively, in 1890, that they are really a single

species. He also suggested that a close study of the species in foreign

seas would probably result in referring them to a single species. A care-

ful comparison of the specimens found at Beaufort, North Carolina, with

Joyeux-Laffuie's detailed description of Chaetopterus variopedatus, leads

me to regard the American representative, which Verrill and E. B. Wilson

named Chaetopterus peryanicntaceus, as identical with the single Eui'o-

pean form.

This peculiar species of sedentary annelid is found in several localities

iu the harbor of Beaufort, North Carolina, where the conditions for its

existence are afforded by the extensive sand-flats, either covered with a

thick growth of diatoms or continually exposed to currents of water

heavily charged with these plants. It is here found living within its

broadly U-shaped parchment tubes in nearly every portion of the harbor

wherever' the sand-flats are formed in the quieter waters.

The presence of Chaetopterus may be recognized by the extremities

of the U-shaped tubes that usually protrude several centimeters above the

level of the shoal (Fig. 3). The extremities of some tubes are concealed

by ascidians, colonies of bryozoans or of hydroids, attached to them so that

it may be ditRf-ult to detect the circular whitish openings within the cluster

of attached animals.

The animal remains within its tube during its whole life but. as the

animal grows in size, it increases both the length aud the diameter of its

tube. The horizontal portion of the U is of greater diameter than the

conical vertical arms that protrude a few centimeters above the sub-
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stratum. The simple IJ-form is often modified in tubes tliat occur in slioals

of sand and siiells. The arms may here be so constructed that they turn

abruptly aside from large shells that are in their way. Tubes with three

arms are frequently found (Fig. 4). These are tubes that have been en-

larged by the extension of the horizontal portion and the formation of

a new (vertical) arm. A septum at the base of the intermediate arm sep-

arates its cavity from that of the horizontal portion. I have found inter-

mediate arms with little or no sand, some completely filled, while many

have begun to macerate. Every large tube bears the shreds of one or more

of these macerated intermediate arms, or the crescentic scars that mark

their former union with the newly formed extension. The annulations

near the orifices and the longitudinal strips of thinner, sand-covered, parch-

ment alternating with the thicker portion of the tubes represent successive

steps in the formation and enlargement of the tubes.

There is great diversity in the size of the tubes. A very young worm

formed a characteristic U-shaped tube three millimeters in diameter at its

wider portion, and one and three-fourths millimeters at its orifices. The

distance between the orifices measured fourteen and one-half millimeters,

and the length of the arms (measured from the lower side of the horizontal

portion to its base) was sixteen millimeters. I have collected tubes which

ranged in length from six to fifty centimeters and with arms six to twenty-

two centimeters long.

The formation of the first tube and the subsequent enlargements was

observed on larvae of Vliactoptcrua vayiopcdatus which I was fortunate

enough to collect in the tow-net. These larvae, which were transforming

rom the free-swimming mesatrochae into the creeping individuals, were

kept in aquaria of sea water well stocked with diatoms. When the larvae

move among the diatoms they leave a trail of mucus that cements the

sand and diatoms together. Later they make short, horizontal, mucus-

coated tunnels into the mass of diatoms and sand. One of these tunnels

may be extended to several times the length, of the body and from this

simple tunnel of agglutinated sand and diatoms the larvae may build the

tube within which it subsequently remains confined.

The first tube in which the larvae lives and feeds for several days

is nearly a millimeter in diameter and from eighteen to twenty-two milli-

meters long. Tt is either a straight tube or a shallow U whose curved

portion is downward.

[9—18192]
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After an interval of a day or two in the mucus-coated tunnel the

young worm, for it is now an adult in miniature, has outgrown it and a new

tube is constructed. This is done by splitting the tube at a point where

the upright arm meets the horizontal portion, iu a U-shaped tube, or near

one end, in a straiglit tube, and then excavating a tunnel obliquely down-

wards and after nearly doubling the length of basal portion upwards to the

surface. This is its first lateral enlargement. The sand which the worm

excavates in constructing this extension is expelled from the opposite end

of ils first tube. The walls of the tunnel are coated with mucus as the

tunnel advances, so that the U-shaped tube is completed when the exca-

vation reaches the surface. The tube becomes strengthened from time to

time by additional layers of mucus that hardens to form a parchment-like

material that gives the older tubes a laminated structure. They are

enlarged in the same vertical plane unless prevented from doing so by

some obstruction, as a shell, when they turn obliquely along the surface

of the obstruction or abandon the new enlargement and construct an en-

largement from the opposite end of the tube. Two or three days later the

process is repeated, possibly by the extension of the opposite end of the tube.

The horizontal portion of each new enlargement is larger iu diameter and

is buried dee]ier in the sand than the tube from which it is a branch

(Fig. 4). Enlargements are frequently of such length as to double the size

of the U-tube, and are completed to the surface of the sand iu from twenty-

four to forty-eight hours. They are made indltferently at one end or other

of the smaller tube. The fate of the intermediate tubes has been discussed

in another part of the present paper.

The burrov.-ing is done by the anterior region of the worm. Its setiger-

ous segments dislodge the sand and pass it to the middle and posterior

regions of the body, and they convey it backwards into the tube by the

combined contraction and expansion of the body, and the rythmic move-

ments of the palettes and lobes of the segments. The worm ceases burrow-

ing at intervals of a few minutes and expels the accumulated sand at one

end of the tube around which it falls and forms a mound ; the other end,

or intermediate tube, is the incnrrent tube so long as the burrowing is in

progress, but when the new burrow is complete a septum of parchment is

formed across the base of the ijitermediate tube and it ceases to be of any

use to the worm.

The worms which form their tubes in aquaria with a thin layer of sand
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and diatoms on the bottom conform to the Tl-habit, though in a horizontal

plane, with one side of the tube cemented to the floor of the vessel.

The linear extensions of the tubes are formed at such intervals as the

rapid growth of the worm requires. '1 he length of the tubes, and the

dates on which the enlargements were completed by two worms which

I reared from larvae taken in the tow-net are as follows :*

Specimen ISo. 2. Specimen No. 4.

Distance Distance
between arms. Date. between arms. Date.

20 mm. August 7, 190."".. 20 mm. August 7, 1905.

38 mm. August 1(», 1905. 32 mm. August 9, 1905.

GO mm. August 1.5, 1905. 61 mm. August 16, 1905.

Early in September of 1905 I collected three worms whose tubes

averaged fifty-one millimeters between the orifices and five whose recently

discarded intermediate arms were sixty millimeters from the ends with

which they formed the smaller U-shaped tubes. The horizontal extensions

increased their length to fifteen centimeters in the smallest and twenty-two

and one-half in the longest specimen. Many thick-walled tubes are found

with scars of intermediate arms which indicate that they were increased

from about this size to about forty centimeters. The longest tubes show

that they were increased, by a linear extension of ten centimeters, to fifty

centimeters.

The tubes also undergo an enlai'gement in diameter as the animal grows

in tliickness. This splitting and enlargement of one of its arms I observed

in specimen No. 4 during one night in September of 1905. The worm pushed

the rim of the buccal funnel nearly to the margin of the orifice, and slowly

moved the ends of the tentacles over the rim of the tube. (lu order to

enter this narrow portion of the tube from below the edges of the buccal

funnel and anterior region of the body was curved dorsalwards and con-

siderably contracted till they become conical in form.) The animal re-

mained in this position in the tube about five seconds then slowly with-

drew into the deeper portion. This was repeated in thirty seconds but this

time it withdrew only to the level of the sand. Here the worm suddenly

*Both worms ejilargred their tubes to 76 and 71 niillinieters, respectively, between
.September 12th, when tliey wei-e bronsrlit to the Biologrical Laboratory of the Johns Hop-
kins University, and my return, October 4. 1905. The worm in No. 4 had extended its

tube to the glass wall of the aquarium on May 8-9, 1906. The U-shaped tube now meas-
ured 85 millimeters between the oritices.
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expanded the first pair of setigerous segments and split the tube longitudi-

nally at its outer side, then withdrew quickly into the deeper portion of the

tube. Fifteen or twenty seconds later the worm reappeared at the level of

the sand, extended the rent a little higher and withdrew. This action was

repeated five times in extending the rent, seven millimeters, to the end of

the tube. The rent was produced by means of the expansion of the mus-

cular setigerous region and not by the sharp lance-shaped setae as one

might suppose. The rent occurred in a position opposite the ventral sur-

face of the body. When the tube was split to its extremity the worm

thrust one side of the anterior region through the cleft and removed the

sand about it by means of its setigerous notopodia. They pressed a portion

of the sand aside but some was removed backwards into the tube and later

discharged at the other end.

When the tube was split to its end the worm spread the basal portion

of the rent by a slight expansion of the ventral side of its lower lip and

the foremost i)ortion of the anterior region. The worm remained in this

position for fifteen or twenty seconds then withdrew into its tube for a

half minute, alter which it took a position a little nearer to the orifice of

the tube. The performance was repeated till the edges were reunited by a

wedge-shaped insertion of parchment that widened to three millimeters

just below the level of the sand. I could not determine which region of

the body was most active in the secretion of the mucus, which becomes

parchment-like, but I observed that it was shaped by the lower lip of the

buccal funnel, and that the parchment film had advanced a little higher

each time the animal applied its ventral lip to the cleft. The splitting of

the tube and the closure of the rent were completed in thirty-five minutes.

The splittings occur indifferently on any portion of the circumference

of the tube, but they are found chiefiy on the upper side of the horizontal

portion. When they are extensive it is indicated by the abundance of sand

discharged at long intervals from one arm of the tube. I have found some

large tubes that had strips of thin parchment two centimeters wide and

as long as the horizontal portion of the tube.

The new portion of the wall is thin and membranous at first and, while

it becomes thicker with age, can be observed, long after its formation, as a

strip somewhat thinner than the remaining portions of the wall. Its

inner surface is smooth, like the inner wall of the other portion, and its

outer surface is similarly covered with sand. The wide, horizontal portion

of nearly e^-ery tube bears one or more of these strips inserted between the
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edges of a thicker laminated wall. This was true even in the smallest

specimens, No. 2 and No. 4, which I mentioned on page 131. The diameter

of their tubes was twice enlarged while they were thirty-eight and thirty-

two millimeters long, respectively, and before they constructed the next

linear enlargement.

The outer surface of the tubes is everywhere coated with sand, except-

ing about the terminal portions that protrude above the sand flats in

which they are imbedded. Tliese terminal portions have one or more annu-

lations that give them the appearance of being formed of rings that dimin-

ish regularly in size upwards, so that the bases of the smaller rings are

overlapped by the top of the rings next below. Each ring represents

the successive height of the orifice, though not its diameter, for they are

split from time to time as I have just mentioned. They are moulded,

like the other ixtrtions of the tube, by the ventral lip of the buccal funnel,

and the length of each ring represents the height to which the lip was

extended when the ring was formed. The rings are, at first, very thin and

transparent but they become laminated by successive additions of mucus

to their inner walls. The laminae of which they are the free ends may

be separated with ease from those next below.

SUMMARY.

The principal points that I have attempted to bring out in this paper

are:

1. The tubes are formed by the worm from mucus secreted by certain

cells of the body. Before the mucus hardens to a parchment-like material

it is molded by the A^entral lip of the buccal funnel.

2. The tubes are first formed as tunnels in the diatoms, but later they

have the form of a U.

3. The tubes are enlarged either in length or diameter or by a combi-

nation of both these methods.
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Plate I.

Fis:. 1. View of dorsal side of femak- Chaetoptenis Variopedatiis. (3 Nat.)

Fig. 2. Dor.sal view of male Chaetopterus removed from its tube, (i Nat.)
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Plate II.

Fig. 3. View of two orifices of tlie tube of ('haetoptenis at low tide.

Fi'j;. 4. Phutoijriipli of tube to sLow lateral enlargement and position of the discarded
iutei-mediate arm. (i Nat.)
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Notes on the Aettficial Fertilization of the Eggs of the

Common Clam, { Venus Mercenaria).

H. E. Enders and H. D. Aller.

In view of the economic imyortauce of the common clam we endeavored

to artificially fertilize its eggs during the past suimiier* at the United States

Fisheries Laboratory, at Beaufort, North Oarolina. Many clams were full

of eggs or contained active spermatozoa when we tirst examined them in

July. This condition prevailed till the 12th of September, but early in

November of this year the spermatozoa were not active.

Several times during July and August we fertilized the eggs by the

addition of active spermatozoa from several males and observed the matura-

tion of the egg. the segmentation, and the early trochophore stage. In

one instance (August 1, ]0()(5) the development continued to the young

veliger stage.

The female sexual element is a pear-shaped cell in which a large

germinal vesicle is found. Many of the cells become si^herical tifteen or

twenty minutes after the addition of active spermatozoa. The eggs then

show no further evidence of being fertilized till two hours after the addi-

tion of sperm, when the first polar body is cast off and this followed by the

second at an interval of twenty or thirty minutes. Thirty minutes later

the egg i)asses into the two-celled stage by a holoblastic and unequal divi-

sion. The next division occurs in a plane at right angles to the tirst and

this is followed by division in a plane at right angles to the other two.

The cells divide synchyonously up to the thirty-two-eelled stage but

we were unable to determine whether this continues beyond this stage.

The percentage of eggs that could be fertilized was small during July

;

it increased during August and September, but duriug November the sper-

matozoa were not active and the eggs could not be fertilized.

While we have not reached a definite conclusion regarding the breeding

habits of the connnon clam we feel that these data are themselves signifi-

cant.

^Summer of 1905.
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Deteeminatiox of all Surfaces for Which, When^ Liistes

OF Curvature are Parameter Lines (ii^const., v=
const.), THE Six Fundamental Quantities, E, F, G, L,

M, N, are Functions of One Variable Only.

Wm, H. Bates.

The following simplifications come out of the data:

(1) F = = M (Since lines of curvature are parameter lines).

(2) The V — derivatives of E, G, L, N vanish. (Since the latter are

functions of u only.

)

(3) We may substitute for u a function defined by the equation,

Edu2 = du'^

which makes E, G, L, and N functions of u' only. Also the system of

parameter curves is (as a whole) not changed, for when u = const, u^ =
const also. Now if we drop the prime from u', the substitution has exactly

the effect of making E = 1.

Let (Xi, Yi, Zi) and (X2, Y2, Z2) be direction cosines of tangents to

the v-curve and u-curve at any point of the surface. These tangents,

together with the normal to the surface (direction cosines of which are X,

Y, and Z) at the point form a rectangular system of axes.

r^X rfy dz

(1) Xi = — ; Yi = — ; Zi = — (since E = 1).

(iu f'u (5u

1 '^x 1 f5y 1 H
(2) X2 = -—-— ; Y2 =^— ; Z2 = -—

—

i/Gdv ^/Gf5v |/G rfv

Then the differential equations for the general surface (see Bianchi,

1902 Edition, p. 123) become after introducing the above simplifications,

r^Xi

(3) = LX
<}u

f^Xi d^/G
(4) _ = X2

•H- du

(5)

<*X2

du
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Thi' v-rurvcs are also plane runes.

1 '/^\' /^'V /^'V
Torsion = = A(i~~li"( — l"f ( — I where /, //, r are direction

T \Vds/ Vds/ Vds/

cosines of bi-normal to curve (here X2, Y2, Z2)

dX2 dX2 'iXo dY2 dZz 1

- - =r — =— = o and similarly = o = — .
•. = o.

dsv du '^u ds ds T

The u-curves have constant radius of curvature.

The equation of radius of curvature is,

/j2 Vds2/ Vds''^/ \ds-v

dx dx
— = = X2
ds ds»

d2x d— =— X2
ds2 dsu

'5X2 dv

'5v dsu

1 <5X2 _=
, since dsn = y G dv

i/G <W

d^x 1 / N d^/G1 / N d^/G \-(— X x)
. G \, G du /

dV 1 / N d,^ \
So, --= -^(—lY Y,)

ds2 |/G\i/G du /

d^z 1 / N dv/G \- =—(— Z -Z.)
ds2 , gV,/G du /

I 1 rN= N /dv G\' 1
- = —

I

_ IX^ — 2 —- IX , X ^ I 1 IXJ I

)2gLg iG Vdu/ J

1x2 = 1 = vxi + ^x, X = o

,' G L<^ V du / Jl>

= function of w^ only

const for u-curves.
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Thf u-cunes are also plane cwves, and therefore n'rrlei'.

We may write equation of torsion injthe form,

T

(where primes denote derivatives with respect to s).

From last paragraph we have^for u-curves,

1 <iX,.

ds= V G '^v

d
x'^' = —

ds„ V
J/ G 'W /

(1 '^XA dv

i/ G ''v / dsu

G 'W
1 p^ /diG\n
— I hi I I

X, from (6), (4) and (8)

G LG V du / J '

x'^' = o(u) X,

Soy'"' = ©(u) y,

z"^=: o(u) Z,

1 1

— — — p-<l>{1^)
—

T i^G

X, Y, Z,

'^X, '^Y, <^Z,

(W iS\ Ay

X„ Y, Z,

Since the u-curves are plane and have constant radi of curvature they

are circles.

Finally, the plane of each v-curve is normal to every u-circle, and

therefore passes tlirough its center. The intersection of any two v-planes

determines the line of centers of the u-circles. Thus all the required sur-

faces are surfaces of revolution. Taking the line of centers of u-circles as

z-axis and the plane of any u-circle as xy-plane, the equation of our sur-

faces are

r X = u . cos V
-; V ^ u . sin v
U ^ f (V)
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Lines on the Pseudospheee and the Syntractrix of Rev-

olution.

E. L. Hancock.

INTRODUCTION.

Consider two surfaces of revolution S and Si generated by the revolu-

tion of the curves C and Oi about the Z axis. Oi is formed by taking on

the tangents to O distances equal to the constant-k^ times the length of the

tangents. The length in each case is measured from the z-intercept toward

the point of tangency. Let O = O be given by z = f(u), then Ci — O will

be given by.

zi = (L — l)uif'(Lui) 4- f(Lui)

where L = 1 k^ and the equations of transformation from S to Si are,

u = Lui
(1)

V ^ Vl

When the length of the tangent to the curve O is constant, as in the

tractrix, the curve Ci is the syntractrix (see Note), and the surfaces Sand Si

are therefore the pseudosphere and the syntractrix of revolution.

What follows is the study of lines on these surfaces. The geodesic

lines on the pseudosphere have been studied by means of lines in the plane.

This surface being one of constant negative curvature (—1) may, accord-

ing to Beltrami (see Note 2), be represented geodesically by a system of

straight lines in the plane.

Much of the work outlined here for geodesics^on the pseudosphere may be

found in Darboux, Theorie des Surfaces, Vol. Ill, and is given here only in

the way of review and for completeness.

The claim made for the originality in this part of the work is in (1)

the classification of the geodesic lines and the study of certain systems of

geodesic lines and their corresponding lines in the plane; (2) the transforma-

tions of the system of circles into straight lines by making use of the sphere,

Note 1.—Tlu- syntractrix is defined as the curve generated by taking a constant dis-

tance on the tangents to the tractrix. Peacock, p. 175.

Note 2.—Beltrami, Anuali di Matematica. Vol. 7, p. 185

Bianchi, Lukat, Differential—Geometrie, p. 436.
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as indicated: (3) the study of the asymptotic lines and the loxodromic lines

on the pseudosphere and their representations in the plane.

In the second part of the work the lines on the syntractrix of revolu-

tion are studied. This work so far as I know has never been done before

In it I have worked oii^ the equations of the geodesic, asymptotic and loxo-

dromic lines. These have been studied in particular by classifying the

surfaces Si according as d = 2C, where C is the length of the tangent to

the tractrix and d the constant distance taken on that tangent. Wlien

d = 2C it happens that the geodesic lines on Si are all real and that the

geodesic lines for d 20 are real or imaginary according as r^ ki k I .

The loxodromic lines are represented in the plane by the same system

of straight lines as the loxodromic lines of the pseudosphere. The draw-

ings are given for the sake of clearness.

CHAPTER I.

Geodesic Lines on the Pseudosphere.

Taking the equation of the tractrix in the form.

X =r C cosh.-'c y — (C- — _v-)i - we get for the given surface,

X := U cos V (2)

y = u sin v

z — C cosh.-ic u — (C- — u-')i 2

and the fundamental quantities of the Gaussian (see Note 1) notation are.

E = C2 u2, F ^ 0. G = u2, D = (C2) (u(C2 — u2(i 2), D' = 0,

D" = —u(C2 — u2)i 2, K = — 1.

Using the method of calculus of variations as developed by Weier-

struss (see Note 2) to obtain the equations of the geodesic lines, we have

to minimize the integral,

I = j'^ (Edu= - 2Fdudv -f Gdv=) i =dt
.' to

= j'J^((C=u' =
) (u^) + u=v'2)i Mt = /to^'^^

Legendres condition for a minimum is Fv — (d dv)Fv' r=r where

( Fv) = (rSF) (i?y) and Fv' = (dF) (<V).

Here Fv = 0, so that we get as the equations of the geodesies

Fv' = (u=v') ((C=u- u=) - u-v'-)' - = x (3)

Where oc is the constant of integration.

Note l.—Bianchi, Differential-Geometrie. pp. 61 and 87.

Note 2.—Kneser, Variationsrechnung-.

Osgood. Annals of Mathematics. Vol. 2, p. 105.
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In considering these curves two cases may arise, (1) when oc = 0,

(2) X. it 0. Case (1) when oc = 0, either u = or v' = 0. But u±
hence v' ^= and so v = constant. That is tlie meridians are geodesies.

Case (2) when x - 0, (3) becomes

V = (O au) (u= — oc -(\ 2+ .:; (4)

This may, however, be put in a more convenient form, since in the present

case the geodesic lines v = constant all meet in a point and the curves

u = constant form a system of geodesic circles — tlie orthogonal trajec-

tories of the meridians. Under such conditions E may be equated to unity

(see Note 1). The new us is then given by the relation ua = I (E)\/Mu.

Hence u = e"'^ c. Replacing in (4) u by its value just found the equation

of the geodesic lines becomes

v= (O, X )(1 — oc 2e_2u c)i 2-^/3 (see Note 2) (6)

This equation may be used to determine the allowable values of oc

and ;>. The constant /? being additive has no effect except to turn the sur-

face about the z axis. Thus a geodesic line given by one value of /? may
be made to coincide witli one given by another value of :3 by revolution

about the z axis, x remaining constant. ,3 may vary from — xi' to + x

.

From (5) it is seen tliat the lines are real or imaginary according as

X 2e-2u,'c = 1,

(1) Let x'2e-2" c >I, then 1 x
| >e» <-.

But for the pseudosphere u, C log C so that the geodesies will be imagi-

nary when I X
I

O. (2 & 3). Let x -e— =" c — l, then | x |
= e"/c.

Hence
i

x 1 == O gives real geodesies.

Equations (5) may be transformed into

X 2(v2 -|- O^e-^" c) — 2 ,3 x'-v -f- (
,^-.x - — O^) = which when

v^ ± 02e-2"/c ;= y

v = x (6)

may be represented in the plane by the straight lines,

y = 2,/3x — (.^2 — 0^ X 2) (7)

(6) may be broken up into two transformations

(a) V := X
Oe-", c (8)

Note 1.—Knoblauch, Theorie der Krummen Plachen. p. 133.

Note 2.—Bianehi, p. 419.
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which transforms S conformally on the plane so tliat the geodesies lines

go over into the circles,

(X — /3|2 ^ y2 = C2 cc
= (See Note 1)

and (b) j=(j— x2)V2 )

^g^
X =1 X I

which changes the circles into the straight lines,

J = 23x - (i^-i- C2/(x 2
(10)

By (9) the x axis goes into the parabola x^ = y and all the lines y = con-

stant go into the parabolas x^ ^= y -|- constant. The '.vhole upper part of

the plane is represented inside the parabola x^ = y. The points on the

lines X = constant are moved along the lines. The origin is the fixed point

of transformation.

Circles concentric at the origin correspond to lines y "= constant while

every system of concentric circles on the x axis goes over into a system of

parallel lines. A system of circles given by (8) passing through a point

corresponds to a system of lines tlirough a point. A system of circles with

the y axis as radical axis

x2-f y2 _2,3x + k2 =

and their orthogonal trajectories,

x= + y2—2hy = + d2 (See Note 2)

corresponds to a sheaf of lines and a sheaf of conies.

The geodesies v = constant correspond to the lines x = constant i. e.

to the diameters of the parabola x^ =r y. The entire real part of the sur-

face S is represented in the xy—plane by the strip y = y =i C/e

and in the xy—plane by the strip included by the curves x^ = y — C
and X- ^ y — O- e^ The circles of (8) tangent to the line y = O e go over

into a system of straight lines enveloping the parabola x- = y — C^.e^

Since the representation given by (8) is conformal it is interesting to

note that the lines y == constant may be considered as the envelop of a

system of circles of constant radii and centers on the x axis given by the

equation,

(x-/3)2 + y2 = CVk =

corresponding on the surface to the geodesies,

v= + C2e-2"'c_23v +(;3= — C^ k^) =0 0<k = e

Note 1.— Bianchi, p. 419.

Note 2.—Salmon's Conic Sections, p. 100.
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These may be regarded as a system of geodesies having as an envelop the

geodesic circles u = ki 0<ki=C. A system of concentric circles with the

centers at any point (e, 0) on ox gives the geodesies

v2 -f C2e-2" c _ 2ev -f e^' — C/oc ^ =
If X ./3 = O we get a system of circles through the origin

x2-|- y2 — 2;3x =
which correspond to a system of geodesies through a point. In this ease,

however, the point is not a real point of S.

A system of circles with the centers on ox and passing through a point

on the line y — k, O e<k<C envelops a unicursal quartic of the form,

Ay- ^ A,x2 + A,x==y2 + 2A 3X =y -f 2A ,xy ^ + 2A ,xy =r

This system of circles corresponds to a system of geodesies through a

real point and the quartic curve to the geodesic envelop

e-2„/c(A-<- A,v- + 2A,v) -1- e-" c(2A30-iv2 + 2A5O-1V) -p (Ai/O2)v2=:0

In this case the circles have a second common point on the line y= — k

so that the quartic envelope (which in this ease is imaginary), having four

nodes, breaks up into two circles which are themselves curves of the sys-

tem and therefore correspond to the geodesies of the surface.

The orthogonal systems cf circles,

x2 + y2 — 2;3x-r b^ =zO

x= + (y — h)= = h2 -4- b^

having the radical axis correspond to the geodesies

v= + C=e-^-" c — 2Jv + b- =

and their orthogonal geodesic circles

V' + O^e--" c — 2hCe-" c + b^ =

These may be such that the limiting points of the circles are real and

distinct, coincident or imaginary. It is interesting to note that this sys-

tem of circles, which in so many problems in applied mathematics repre-

sents lines of flow and equipotential lines may be mapped conformally on

the pseudosphere in such a way that the lines of flow and the equipoten-

tial lines are the geodesies of a system and their orthogonal geodesic cir-

cles.

Another straight line representation of the geodesic lines of the sur-

face S.

[10—18192]
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If we project stereographically upon the sphere

£2 -f ^2 -f (C — 1 2)2 = 1 4

whose south pole is the point (0, 0, 0) and whose north pole is the point

(0, 0, 1), the circles given by the transformation v = x, Ce—" c=y we shall

have the upper part of the xy—plane represented conformally upon the

hemisphere Lbd — O. The x—axis goes into the great circle Lbd and the

I

Fig. 1.

circles at right angles to o—x go into circles at right angles to Lbd.

If now we project orthogonally upon the plane Lbd we shall have the

representation in question as chords of Lbd. Since ^' n C are the co-ordin-

ates of the sphere we get as the equations of transformation from the plane

to the sphere,

x=( ? )/(l -C )

y= ( ,/)(!_: )

This gives for tlie circle

x= + y- — Vx -h p — C- Qc 2 =
the plane

(1 _ p -j_ c^ a 2) : — 2 3 = + ,32 _ 0= QC 2 =
which is independent of // . It therefore represents the trace of the plane

on the plane // = and hence the required straight line in the 5 C —plane.
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The equations of transformation from the plane xy to the plane 5 T —plane

are,
x = ( o (1 -:

)

y = (( : (!-:))-( r-} (1-: )')'/'

and the equations of transformation from the pseudosphere to this plane

are,
v= + c^e-^" c = ( : ) (1 — :

)

Discussion op the Transformation.

The entire upper part of the xy— plane is represented inside the circle

p -\- r- - : =
The circles x - -j- y " — 2/3s + /^ ^ — C ^ ac - ^= become the straight lines

(a = — -i-x - + = ) : — 2 -)'x - ^^- ,>2x 2 _ (32 -_

The straight lines y ^ k go into a sheaf of conies,

(k2 -J- l)r- — (2k2 + 1); -^ ^^2 + k^ irz through the point

(0, 1). And since — (k- - 1) is always negative the conies are all ellip-

ses. The real part of the pseudosphere is therefore represented in the area

included between the ellipses corresponding to the lines y == C and y = C/e.

All the ellipses are tangent to the cir-

cle at the point (0, 1) and have their foci

on the C—axis. The circles concentric at

the origin become the lines C = constant,

chords parallel to the £—axis. The system

of circles with centers on o—x and pass-

ing through the point a,b goes over into

the system of straight lines through the

point

; = (a) (a^ +b- + 1)

:= (a- + b2)/(a- + b^ + 1)

(2) Two such systems properly related and

Fig. 2. having the point (a,b) on the same line

y ^= b go over into the two projectively related sheaves of lines whose cor-

responding rays intersect on the conic corresponding to y = b. In par-

ticular, in case the points (a,b) are on the x—axis the conic becomes the

circle o—b and the corresponding rays are at right angles. Circles with

the centers on the x—axis and of equal radii go over into the straight lines

enveloping an ellipse. The line x = goes into f = the points being

moved along the line. The origin is the fixed point of transformation.
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Asymptotic Lines on S.

The asymptotic lines ou the surface are defined by the equation

D du2 + .2D'du.dv + D"dv2 =r (See Note 1) (12)

This becomes for the surface S,

C -h (O^ — e2" c) 1 2 = e" ce(+v + j3) (13)

and by (8) becomes in the x—y plane

y = — (y'-l)' ' + e(+x + J) (14)

LoxoDROMic Lines on S.

The differential equation of the loxodromic lines of a surface are

given *by
((E) 1 2(G) ^ 2) (du/dv) = tan a: (15)

Where x is the constant angle which the curves make with the curves

V := constant. For S (15) becomes,

(Cdu u^) = 4- tan ac .dv.

Hence tan x.uv + kjU-j-O =
This by the relation u = e"' c becomes,

tan X .e" c v + k jC" c -(- C = (17)

which by (8) gives,

y =: — tan x.x — k, (18)

This is a system of straight lines parallel to the line

y = — tan x .x

and so a system of lines making a constant angle with the lines x ^= con-

stant. And this is as it should be since the geodesic lines v = constant go

over into the lines x = constant by the same transformation.

By selecting lines from different systems of loxodromic lines we may

envelop any geodesic except the meridians. This may be seen by changing

(17) to tlie form,

x sin X -j- y cos x -|- k j cos x ^^

Where if k
i
and cos x cliange so that k , cos x = constant we get a sys-

tem of lines enveloping a circle with the centers at the origin. This cor-

responds to the loxodromic lines on the surface enveloping a geodesic.

*Bianchi, p. 109.
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CHAPTER II.

Lines on the Syntraotrix of Revolution.

Taking the equation of the syntractrix in the form,

x=:(d2 — y2)i
2 + C cosh-' (d/y) (19)

the surface S is given by,

X = u cos V ~|

y = u sin v l (20)
z = — (d^ — u^)' 2 + Ocosh-Md u) J

or we may transform the equation of the tractrix by

y=(C/d)y, \ on
x = x, + ((d-C) d)(d=-yf)V/2 I

^^^^

Giving as the relation between the surfaces S and S
^ ,

u ^ (c d)Uj

V = Vi

In this work O represents the length of the tangents to the tractrix and

d the constant distance taken on tliese tangents to get the syntractrix.

Hence d = constant . C

We get for the fundamental qualities

:

E, = (u2 — Gd)V(u='(d2 — u2)) + 1, F^ = 0, G, =u= and

D, — (u-(d2 — 20d) + Cd3) (u(d2 — u^)^ 2)

D'j = ,D"i = (u(u2 — Cd)) (d2 — u2)i,2 (22)

K, = ((u- — od)(u2(d2 — 20dj4 Cd^;) ((d- — u2)(u2(d= 2cd) + O-'d-)

(Above equation is number 23 and is the equation of the Gaussian cur-

vature. )

When C = d , (23) becomes —1 or the curvature of the pseudosphere.

When C = d 2,Ki becomes (2u^ — d^) (d- — u^)

Since for the surface d =i u the denominator is always positive and the

numerator is positive or negative according as

2u2 — d2

That is, according as u >(d/(2)\ ^) and u .
— (d)/((2) ' -') or — (d ((2)',-)

< u < d/((2)' '')
. For u = + d ((2}'r^)

, Kj = 0. This means tliat for

the particular surface S ^ defined by d = 20 the Gaussian curvature is zero

for the circles u = constant, given by taking the distance d on tlie tangent

whose inclination to the z—axis is - 4 or (3-) 4. Tangents to the tractrix

whose inclination to the z axis is something between -4 and ySn-) 4 give

the cun^es u = constant along which the surface have a negative curvature.
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When C d 2 we have from (23) K, positive, negative or zero according

as (u- — cd) = 0. Bnt G <d 2 gives Cd d- 2, so that u=(Cd d=, 2 is

the condition for the positive curvature. Tlie curvature is zero or negative

when u^ = cd d= 2 (u-id^ — 2Cd) -j- Od^ = giving the imaginary values

foru). This shows that the tangent line to the tractrix which gives the

parabolic circle has a different slope than in the case where d = 20, since

in this case u;d<:(2) ' ^ 2 ^ i_ e. sin (2) ' - 2.

When d < 20 we might consider three cases viz., O ; d 20 , O = d

or 0>d. It will only be noted here that when O = d the surface S^ is the

same as the surface S and K^ is therefore — 1.

In any case u='— Od = gives the valves of u for which tlie tangent

line to the curve O is parallel to the u—axis.

Geodesic Lines on S^

Using the method of the calculus of variations as outlined in Ohapter I

we get for the geodesic lines on the syntractrix of revolution,

Fv'=z(u'dv) (Ejdu^ -f G,dv-)' - = r

Here two eases may be considered according as

r = or r r^

( 1 ) When r = , then either u = or dv = . But u — , hence dv =
and therefore v = constant. That is the meridians are geodesic lines,

(2) When r = we have

dv=i ((r u2)(u2(d= — 2Cd) + 0=d = )' = ((d- — u^^r^ — u-)\ ')Av

(The above equation is number 24.)

To reduce tliis expression on the riglit liand side to a convenient form sub-

stitute,

u2(d2 — 2Cd) + O^d- = (C=d=t2) (t= — 1) (25)

This may be written u^k + kj = (k^tv) (t- — 1) for convenience then,

dv= (—k^ -r t= dt) ((kr= + k J^ . (kd- + kj' - ((at-—1) .

(bt= — 1))^ -') (26)

Where a.= (kd^) (kd^ + kj) and b = (kr-) (kr- + ki)

When r ± we may consider two cases

When r = d and r ± d

When r ^ d equation (26) becomes,

(iv= (—k^ ^djdt) (kd= + k,(at= — 1)) (27)
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so that

v=(—k^ =d( (a(kd= + ki)) (t + 1 2(a)' nog((a)> =t— 1) ((a) ', ^t^l) + (5

(28)

Eliminating "t" between (25) and (28) we hare the the geodesic lines for

r = d given by

— (u^k + k,)' = (kd2 + k,)i 2 d(u-'k+ k,)i -'-uikd-'+ k , ' ^ _^ r5

V := log
u.d 2d2 d(u2k+kj» =+ u(kd =+ k,) ', ^

(The above equation is equation 29.)

When r — d (26) gives rise to an elliptic integral for the reduction of

which we recall from the general theory of elliptic integrals. (See Note 1.

)

R(x) = Ax^ + 4Bx3 + 6Cx- + 4B'x + A'

g2 = AA' — 4BB^ + 302

g3 = ACA' + 2BCB' — A'B^ AB'-' — C^

In this case we have.

R(t) = abt^ — (a+b)t- + 1

g, = ab + (a+b)= 12

g3 = (_ab(a+b)) 6 + (a+b):* 216

We also have

R'(t) :=:4abt3- 2 a+ b t

R''(t) = 12abt= — 2(a+ b)

Substituting in (26)

t = .^ + (1 4R'(f)i (pu — 1 24R"(0) (See Note 2) (30)

Wliere - is one of the roots of R(t) ;= 0. In this ease take f ^ 1 (a) '/^

then, R'(l (a)' =) ^ (2(b—a) i (a) ^ ^

W (1 (a)i -) = 2( b — a)

So that (30) may be written,

t = l (a)' - + ((b-a) (2(a)"-)) (pu-pv)

when pv ^ (1 12) (5b — a) and therefore

abt= = b + (b(b—a)) (pu — pvi + (1 4)((b(,b -a) =) (pu — pv)-

Recalling now that,

(p'v) = = 4p3v - g^pv — g3 (.31)

p^'v = 6pv — 1 2 g, (32)

and also,

(p'v)
2

' (
pu — pv ) 2 4- (pu—p"v) / ( pv) =

p(u + V) +p(u— V) -2pv (.33)

Note 1.—Klein, Modiilai", Fuiictioueii, Vol. I, p. 15.

XoTE 2.—Enueper, Elliptisclie Functionen, p. 30.
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We get in the present case,

(pV)2z=: ((b(b—a)=) 4

p'^v = b(b—a)

Equation (26) may be written,

v= ((-k^ =r ) ((ab(kr-+k,)V2)(kd=+k, ^ -) .

("(b = p(u+v) + p(u + V) + 2pv)bu +'S

and so

v = K((l 6)(b—a)u + (<7' (T)(u + v) + (g' a)(n + v)) + fi (34)

where K= ( — (k) i.'2)/(d(ab) V/ =)

The geodesic lines on S are then given by means of t,

u-k 4- kj = (kjt^) (t= — 1)

V = K o t) + £5

where o(t) is given in (34) and n = p-M(b—a) (2(a) ' -t — 2) + pv)

V = p-M (5 12)b — (a, 12J)

If (24) be put in the form

(du dv) = (u^ r) ((d- — u2)(r= — u = ))' (n=(d= — 2Cd) + C=d=)' -

it is seen at once that the equation is satisfied by the valnes u = constant.

Bat from the geometric consideration it is evident that, in general, the

circles u = constant are not geodesic lines since the normals to a geodesic

line must also be normal to the surface. And from figures V and VI it is

seen at once that this is only true for the circle u = d , where d C , and

for the trivial case u ^ no matter what the value of d.

The geodesic lines on the surfaces Sj may be studied if the siufaces

are divided into classes according as d =: 2C .

In the case d = 2C the general integral (26) takes the form,

V =
I

((d=ri (2a)) ((dn)'((d-' — u = )(r= — u-))

which when u = 1/t may be written as

V = — (—d2r)/2 f (t-dt)/((d2t= — 1)(tH'- — 1)

Here R(t) = d-r- t* — (d- + r=)t- + 1. It is evident that this is exactly

the same as the Il(t) of the general case if we replace d- by a and r- by b.

Taking note of this we may write the geodesic lines in terms of t

u = l;t

v = (— 1 2r) (1 6 (r-—d2)u + (crc.(u+\) + (c' o)(u-v)) + A

where u = p-H(r-—d2)/(2dt—2) + pviand v + p-'(5 --d-)/(12). In this

case the geodesies are real for all values of r.
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In particular when d = 20 and r = d (29) becomes

V = 4- (d/2a) + (1/4) log (d—u)/(d+u) + '^

For the purpose of illustration let d = 1 then (35) becomes

V = = (d/2u) ^ (1/4) log (l-u)/(l+Ti) — <^

And since <' is an added constant we may without loss of generality let

'5 + 0.

This particular geodesic line has been drawn in figure 3. It is to be

noted that the line winds around the surface as it approaches smaller

values, and then again winds around approaching the circle u = 1. The

lines r = d = 1 are all similar to this one and may be obtained by giving

different values to '^ .

When d -20 , k = (d- — 2Cd) is positive and ab is positive and since

k, = C^d^ is always positive and we have K always real so that the geo-

desic lines on the surface Si defined by d 20 are all real.

When d < 20 , k = (d - — 2Cd) is negative and ab is positive or nega-

tive according as r^ . kj/k or ^ C-d^)/{d.- — 20d
|

So that on the

surface S j defined by d< 20 , K will be real or imaginary according as

r^^lkj/k) . Hence the geodesic lines on such surfaces become imaginary

lines when t^>
|
k,/k

|
, that is when r>

|
k^k

|
V2andr< -

|
k,/k

|
-/^

Asymptotic Lines on Sj.

From the general equation of the asymptotic lines on a surface we get

for the asymptotic lines on S,,

(u-(d= — 2Cd) + 0d3)VV(u((0d — u=)(d= — u=) 7=)) du = + dv

(The above equation is number 37).

The substitution of \i-{d^ + 20d) — Od^ =l/t2 reduces (37) to the form,

(—kdt) ((1—k,t2)((at2 — i)(bt2 — l))i 2 1_ dv.

Where k = d^ — 2Cd, k. = Od^ a =r Odk -f- k„ b = d=k + k,.

In the particular case when d= 20 (37) becomes

((d =
) (u((d- —2u-)(d2 — u2))i 2)) . du = + dv

Which when u ^ 1 t reduces to

(—d^t . dt), ((d^t^ — 2)(d=t= — 1))' 2-^4^ dv (39)

Here R(t) = dH* — 3d2t2 -f 2

R'(t) = 4dn3 — ed^t

R"(t) = 12dn- — 6d =

g, = (ll 4)d^

g,- (9 8)d''
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To reduce (89) substitute

t = (a -r (1 4R'(a)) (pu— (1 24)R''ia)) (-10)

Where a is a root of R(t). In this case take a = 1 d. Then equation (40)

may be written,

t -= ((1 d) + ((—d 2),(pn. — pv)) (-H )

where pv = d^ *

Since (p'v) ^ = ip^v — g,pv — g, — m2) V '') 2)d3 and (—p'v) pu — pv)

= ((7'/rT)(u + V) — (n' r:){\i. — V) — :^^c' <7) IV) (Note 1) we have, remem-

bering the relation (dt du) ;= (R(t))^ ^ _^ v = (—1 ((2)' -) |'((2) ' ^d +
a'

—(u + v)(ct' cr)(u — V)— 2(^7' ^)v)du 4- (K + V = (—(d—(2)' -(^''^^)(v )u)

— ((2)\ 2) 2 log (r7(u — v),,ff^u + v ) + y

( The above is equation 42.

)

Note: Schwarz. Formeln der elliptscheu Functionen, p. 13.
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</>

r,G. - 4

The asymptotic lines in this case are then given by the equations,

u = It

v = i'(t) + <y

where t(t) is given in (42) & u = p '((Sd^— td^) (4— 4td))v= p '(d= 4)

LoxoDROMio Lines on S^

The general equations for the loxodromic lines on a surface

((E)V2 (G)' 2), du= + tan oc dv becomes in the case of Sj ((u2(d=—2Cd)

+ CM-)\''-) (u =(d2—u2)i 2) )^xiz=i + tan ex- dv which by the substitu-

tion u2(d2— 20d) + 0-d= = (C^d^t^) (t^ — 1) reduces to the form,

((20 — d)(t2dt)) ((t= — l)((d=— 2Cd)t-— (d— C)=)> = = + tan x • dv.

(Tiie above equation is number 43.) This may be put in the form,

((20 — d) (k,)i =) ((t=Ot) ((k^t*) — (k2 + l)t2 + D' - = + tanGc. dv.

(Tiie above is equation 44.

)
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Where k, — (d—C)^ and k^ = (d^ — 20d) (d—0) =

Here,
R(t == k^t^ — (k^ + l)t2 + 1

R'(t) = 4k2t3 — 2(k2 + l)t

R"(t) ^ 12k2t2 — 2(k2 4- 1)

g, = (l 12)(1 + 14k2 + k^)

g,= ((1 + k = )/(216))(l-34k2 + k*)

(44) may be reduced by the substitution,

t ^ 1 + (|k2—l),2)(pu — pv) (46)

Where pv = (
1

' 12 ) 1 5k ^—\ )

Then k^t^ = k^ + (k^k^ — In (pu — pv) + ((k^ 4)(k = — 1) 2); (pu — pvi ^

and since dt/du ^ (R t))' - we get by using (31), (32) and (33) + ^an

oc- V— (20—d) ( (k,) V 2 (k2) ) ( (1/6) (k2 + l)u + (rf' rS) (u + v) + (S'/6)

(u—V) ) + 6''
~

(46)

We have then the loxodromic lines on the surface Sj given in terms of t

by the equations,

u2(d2 — 20d) + 0^2 = (02d2t2)/(t2— 1)

V = 0(t) + ^5'^

where ?)(t) is given in (46) andu = p '( (2 (k^— 1) (t— 1) ) + pv) v — p—

^

((5k2— 1),(12))

Since kj = (d— c)^ is always positive it is to be noted that <p(t) is

always real.

In particular when d = 20 the equation, the general equation for the

loxodromic lines reduces to,

((d2 2) (u2(d2 — u2)' 2) du = + tan (X • dv ...... (47)

and therefore

(—id^ — u2)V 2/2u) = + tana- v + rf^' (47a)

and these by the substitution ((d^ — u^) '
- 2u) = y, v = x are given in the

x-y plane by the straight lines,

y = + tan ax + 'V' .... (48)

But this is the system of lines into which the loxodromic lines of the

pseudosphere may be transformed. Hence the loxodromic lines on S and

S
, 1 when d =^ 20 ) may be represented by the same set of straight lines in

the plane.

Suppose d = 20 = 1 and (^^^ = and the tanoc = 1. Then 47a becomes

( — (d2 — u2)i'2) (2u) = + V.

This gives a line on the surface from the point Uj, vj =; (1, 0) making an

angle of 46° with the lines v = constant. The line winds about the surface

as shown in figure IV.
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The surfaces S, might have been classified according as d = C. Tlie

advantages of such a classification are not apparent in the analytical work

and can only be seen from the geometry of the surface or tlie generating

curve. In the vfork as presented the pseudosphere conies in as a special

case of the surfaces S
i
when d<2G, while if the classification had been

made as above indicated the pseudosphere d ^ O would be the dividing

surface in the classification. On the whole I think the classification

adopted is to be preferred. See figures V & VI for the different types of

generating curves d>C, d=C and d<C. The cut for d O is not given,

but a general idea of the curve may be obtained by leaving off the loop in

figure V.
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